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VIEW FROM THE FIRST BYTE 
by Stacy Goff 

It is with great pleasure that I be¬ 
gin this column in the first issue 
of the Atari Computer Enthusiasts 
newsletter. In my experience with 
data processing, one of the most • 
valuable assets to the user is ac¬ 
cess to other users who have similar 
interests and problems. A user 
group of Atari enthusiasts is key to 
successful implementation and use of 
Atari computer products. I see 
great potential for sharing informa¬ 
tion, problems, tips, and of course 
programs of interest with other 
users. 

Formation of a group provides other 
opportunities as well, all of which 
enhance the value of your computer 
system for you. They include (but 
are not limited to): 
o Formalization of relations with 

key dealers and vendors 
d Promotion of a local service 

center for Atari products (note 
that in my opinion this is the 
largest single thing that is 
needed for Atari to prosper in 
this region) 

o Interchange and communication 
with other regional user groups 

o Better access to Atari for pro¬ 
blem resolution, as well as a 
unique opportunity for providing 
input to marketing plans 

o An opportunity to receive "sneak 
previews" of exciting new pro¬ 
ducts, so you can decide which 
to order immediately, and which 
do not relate to you 

o An opportunity to share the fun 
and excitement of the world of 
computers with others who share 
your interest. 

So what does it look like we'll be 
seeing in the next three months? 
One thing we are all waiting for is 
the new Atari Assembler cartridge 
and manual. Bpsic is great for int¬ 
eractive programming, but you really 
need the Assembler to achieve the 
speed needed for high-use applica¬ 
tions and games. The dual-density 
disk, high quality printer, inter¬ 
face and modem are all being shipped 
at this time; this moves the Atari 
rapidly ahead in terms of computing 
power and capabilities; the Atari 
version of the Space Invaders @ game 
will be available soon, and a series 
of business software programs have 
been announced. 

Other vendors are busily at work, 
producing new programs; within just 
a few months, I*in sure you will see 
more programs than you can choose 
between, available on the market for 
our systems. With the release of # 
key internal information to quali¬ 
fied software folks, the mystery of 
'what's in the box' has now been re¬ 
placed in many places with exclamat¬ 
ions of glee and excitement, as pro¬ 
grammers pore over the excellent 
Atari documentation, discovering new 
capabilities, built into our Ataris. 

So the exciting world of personal 
computers is burgeoning with good 
news, and you are a part of the 
leading edge: Enjoy!!! 
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A new owner of an Atari computer 
will try to copy programs from 
various publications and become 
quickly frustrated because most 

# of the programs for microcomputers 

are written in the Microsoft Basic 
dialect. This differs in many 
ways from Atari Basic, some obvious, 
some very subtle. I purchased 
one of the first Ataris and had 
to learn to translate since none 
of the computer magazines or 
books had any Atari programs. 
In translating, it is necessary 
to know exactly what you are try¬ 
ing to do; the book, The Basic 
Handbook, by David Lien, in¬ 
valuable, even though Atari Basic 
is not covered in the present 
edition. It also helps to buy 
the owners manuals from the other 
microcomputer manufactures for 
further information especially 
for graphics translations. 

The first obstacle will be the 
use of strings, especially since 
the same commands may mean dif¬ 
ferent things. This issue will 
compare Microsoft and Atari’s 
use of strings and hopefully pre¬ 
vent some of the difficulties 
that I had. 

There are two types of systems 
used in Basic for the handling 
of strings. Bach has its advant¬ 
ages and disadvantages. Micro¬ 
soft Basic used by Apple, Pet, 
Compucolor, Radio Shack, etc., 
is the most popular for microcomputers. 
It uses the String Array scheme, 
developed by DEC and used in 
General Electric Basic. Strings 
and string arrays are manipulated 
in ways simitlar to those used 
for numeric arrays. As in the 
use of numeric arrays, DIM A$(10) 
means an array of 10 separated 
strings, and DIM A.t(3»5) means a 
matrix of strings consisting of 
3 rows and 5 columns. Atari Basic 
does not support string arrays. 

There is another way of handling 
strings, using the Substring Scheme 
developed by Hewlett-Packard and 
used by the Atari Basic. The main 

advantage is that any part of the 
string may be accessed directly 
making it very useful in animating 
graphics. DIM A$(t0) means that 
space for 10 characters in res¬ 
erved for use in the string A$. 
The string may be as long as wanted, 
not limited as in Microsoft Basics. 
All strings must be DIM'ed, and 
string arrays cannot be used. 

CONVERSATIONS OF MICROSOFT STRINGS 
__TO ATARIS STRINGS 
Substrings and string arrays 
Microsoft 
10 DIM A$(3) 
20 A$(l )="cat" 
30 A$( 2)="dog'' 
40 A$(3)="horse" 
45 FOR X=1 to 3 
50 PRINT A$( X) 
55 NEXT X 
RUN 
cat 
dog 
horse 

Atari 
10 DIM A$(15) 
20 FOR X-l to 15 STEP 5 
30 A$-"cat dog horse” 
40 PRINT A$(X,X+4) 
50 NEXT X 
RUN 
cat 
dog 
horse 

For the Atari, the longest sub¬ 
string in the string is identified 
(eg. horse) and spaces are used 
to make all the substrings the 
same size. A F0R-NEXT loop is then 
used to access the substring wanted. 
If the string is too long to fit 
the logical line, the string may 
be concatenated (see below). 

Isolating parts of strings 
Mlcrosof t-LEFTS ( string,n) 
10 A$--“abcde f” 
20 PRINT LEFT$( A$, 4) 
RUN 



Atari-string 1, n) 
5 DIM A$(6) 
10 A$="abcdef" 
20 PRINT A:Kl,4) 
RUN 
abed 

LEFT$(string,n) and string (l,n) 
Isolate a specific number of char¬ 
acters stating from the leftmost 
character of the string. 

Microsoft-MID$(s tring,nl,nZ) 
20 PRINT MID:|;(A$,4) 
RUN 
def 

20 PRINT MO$(A$,4,l) 
RUN 
d 

Atari-string (nl,nl+n2-l) 
20 PRINT A$(4) 
RUN 
def 

20 PRINT A$(4,4) 
RUN 

* d 

MID$ (string, nlfn2) and string 
(nl,nl+n2-l) isolates a specific 
number (n2) of string characters 
that are (nl) characters that 
are (nl) characters from the left¬ 
most character in the string. 

Atari-string (LEN(string)-!) 
20 PRINT A$(LEN(A$)-1) * 
RUN 
ef 

RIGHT$(string,n) and string (LEN 
(string)-l) isolates a specific 
number (n) of string characters, 
starting from the right-most 
character in the string. 

'“Vi"# 

Hold down control-shift-I keys with 
your Bmkeout ROM and see what happensI 

Poke <V>4, w i n • . » a pnpj 

Conatenation is the combining of 
strings into a longer string. 

Mlcrosoft-string a+string b etc. 
10 A$*"abc" 
20 B$=*’*def" 
30 PRINT A$+B$ 
RUN 
abedef 

Atari-string a(LEN(string a)+l)~ 
string b, etc. 
5 DIM A$(6), 3$(3) 
10 A$»"abc” 
20 B$»Mdef" 
30 A$ (LEN(A.fr)+l)~Bj 
40 PRINT A$ 
RUN 
abedef 

Be sure to DIM your "main’* vari¬ 
able long enough to hold the length 
of each substring to be concat¬ 
enated to it. 

-M.R. Dunn 

RECOMMENDED BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS 
1-Goan, James, Basic Basic (Hayden 
Books) 

2. Coan, James, Advanced Basic (Hayden 
Books) 

3. Dwyer, Thomas and Crithcfield, 
Maigot, Basic and the Personal 
Computer. (Addlson-Wesl ey) 
4. Kemeny, John and Kurtz, Thomas, 
Basic Programming. (Wiley) 
(by the originators of Basic; a 
new edition is now available.) 
5. Lien, David, The Basic Handbook. 
Compusoft, P.0. Box 19669, San 
Diego, Calif. 92119 
( a must if you want to translate 
programs) 

News and Bits 

The Modem, Interface and 80-col. 
printer are now available, but 
in short supply. The print on 
the 825 printer is very nice; I 
hope future additions will be 
printed on it. 

Tlie DOS manual is now at the printers 
as is the Assemble Language manual 
for the Assembler. Both should be 
ready this month. 

VisicaLc is due to be released Oct. 
1. 
Microsoft is now writing a l^K 

Hlcrosof t-RIGHT&(string,n) 
20 PRINT RIGHT:f(A$,2) 
RUN 
ef 



No to f'ron Ed. 
In thin nano 2d, stands both for Editor 
of tiiO A, C. 2. newsletter and Education 
Director. Future issues will continue 
the translation of Microsoft Basic to 
Atari Basic, news of new products, and 
new •’secrets". Articies from others 
welcome. Reviews will start next month. 
We do not plan on chargings the newsLetter 
will be sent to our members and others 
we think might be interested. PLSASS 
LET KS NdOU I£ YOU WISH TO COUTINUE TO 
RECEIVE THE A.C.2. NEWSLETTER. If you 
have any postage stamps lying around, 
it would be nice if you enclosed some 
in your reply to heLp with the postage. 

-h.R. Dunn 
A.G.E. 
3662 Vine Maple 
Eujene, Oregon 

97'w)5 

--special thanks to Bridget Swartz, 
the Atari nanufactor*3 rep. from Reeve’s 
and Ajs00., Portland, Oregon for al 1 the 
help she has given to ail of us. 

1. Compute, P.O. Box 5**06, Greens- 
boro, N.C, 2?403. ( ;jil 6.00) "llie 
resource magazine for Apple,Atari 
and Pet” a must if you want to 
understand your computer. Highly 
recommended. 

2. Creative Computing, phone 800- 
631-8112,($15.00) has an Atari 
column and general home computer 
news. 
3. MICRO the 6502 Journal,P.0. Box 
6502,Chelmsford, Ka. 01824,($1 5.00) 
mostly machine language, has had 
something on Atari in every recent 
issue. 
4. Softside,phone 800-258-1790 ($15- 
00) the finest game programs for your 
pleasure. If you don’t get it, you 
might as well give your Atari backIi 

IRIDIS. the Code Works, Box 550, 
Goleta, Calif.,93017 ($9.95 to $18. 
95) is in a class by itself. Programs 
on tape or disc with a complete tutor led, 
that explains how they do it and much 
more. A must if you are interesed 
in learning how to program graphics 
and the intimate details of your 
computer. 

1 I ATARI 
A. COMPUTSR 

__t|€NTHUSIASTS 
3662 Vine Maple Dr. Gjgene OK 97405 
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Notes from the Editor 
My printer ha£ not yet arrived 
so I will be unable to include 
programs in this newsletter. 
I do have the interface* it is 
much more versatile than I expect¬ 
ed. The various serial and parall¬ 
el ports have default modes for 
Atari equipment but are programable 
for other manufacturer’s peripherals 
including the ability to use 
BCD code. I beleive this means 
that the many used IBM Selectronic 
printers that are sold cheaply’ 
can be used with the Atari* 
The manual with it is the best 
I’ve seen. The Interface must 
be used with DOS II; this new 
DOS consists of two major parts; 
the BOOT and the File System. 
The BOOT uses only 3 K of memory 
and is much faster. 

Do not order programs by mail 
unless you know it exists. I 
ordered 2 programs from Color 
Software over 3 months ago. 
My check was cashed in one week, 
the first program arrived 1 week 
ago and the second has not, in 
spite of several letters that 
have been unanswered. Seebree’s 
advertises programs before they 
are ready,but they do not charge 
you until they are sent. The 
first program I baught 6 months 
ago was their 3~D program. The 
manual was marked ’’preliminary 
and a note that a new one would 
be sent. Last week I received 
a new final copy and also an 
updated tape! The new manual 
is full of neat hints and programs 
and I would recommend it. 

Sebree’s 456 Granite Avc 
Horitovia,Ca 91016- Recommended 
Color Software 5410 VJ. 20th 
Indianapolis, Tn 4*'>224-Avoid! 

VIEW FROM THE FIRST BYTE 
by Stacy Goff 

What the Atari computer system needs now 
is a Basic Compiler! But first, lets 
back up a little. Basic is by far the 
most prevalent language for the Atari. 
The new Assembler will be excellent for 
getting into the bits and really making 
the machine sing, but by and large I 
suggest that the majority of folks will 
continue coding in Basic. This has its 
advantages, and its disadvantages. 
Netting it all out, the friendlyness of 
Basic is betrayed only by its speed and 
its size. We are not overly affected by 
the size, since the Basic Cartridge helps 
us there, but there is very little that 
can be done about the speed. This is 
where Assembler shines, as we are able to 
use Assembler routines for graphics move¬ 
ment which is faster and smoother than 
possible with Basic, and for Database 
System I/O, where speed of access is 
limited by Basic's need to interpret 
each instruction. A Basic compiler 
could be coded into a cartridge, read the 
Basic program off disk or tape, inter¬ 
pret the program into machine code, and 
store the result on disk or tape for 
later execution. Even if the compile 
takes a while it would be worth it for 
those high-volume activities, and it 
would be at our option. Of the total 
Atari market. I'd bet that 20% or more 
would buy a Basic Compiler, while less 
than half that would buy Assembler or 
Pascal. How about it? If Atari can't 
perhaps someone else should. 

Speaking of data base systems, the sys¬ 
tem presented and documented in Softside 
magazine appears, with a little polish¬ 
ing, to be one of the best available, 
and it is also the least expensive. For 
the price of a subscription, you may 
acquire one of the most sophisticated 
microcomputer data base systems available! 
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WORD PROCESSOR 
The Atari has a built in word processor 
using the DOS COPY command as an editor* 
This article was written using this sys¬ 
tem* You begin by calling the DOS menu 
then using the COPY (c) command* The 
screen then shows COPY—FROM,TO?# you 
answer E«,filename and start your typing. 
This article is written with the 38 char- 
actor line. Each time you push RETURN 
the linefeed of the printer will be act¬ 
ivated and a new line started* For an 
80 line column use two lines per line 
printed when you do the printing* After 
you have finished your typing, save to 
the disc by pressing CONTROL 3 and the 
file will be loaded on the disc* Then 
you can reload to the screen Editor by 
using COPY from filename to E«, and you 
can do your corrections. If the article 
is longer than the screen can hold, you 
can stop the scrolling with a break key 
and either change the COPY statement as 
above from filename»E* to E«,filename 
using RETURN to re-enter each line, and 
make corrections after erasing the org- 
ginal letters so they won't be duplicated* 
It may be necessary to insert blank lines 
on the screen so the MENU items won't 
erase your file* If you do it page by 
page, the files may be all appended by 
using the /A after the main filename, 
<eg« filename added* old filename/A), 
thereby making a file of all the pages 
ready for printing* 
All of the usual funtions of a word pro¬ 
cessing system can be used-the special 
control char actors used by the Atari 825 
printer, blank lines added by using the 
RETURN key, formatting your output, tab- 
ing, etc* It is necessary to experiment 
to see how to use all of the above fea¬ 
tures to advantage, and will have to do 
until a "real" word processing system 
is avaiable* (The above comments apply 
to DOS II with the Atari 825 printer! 
I do not know if DOS I and other printers 
will work the same*) 
I found the easiest method was to store 
a page at a time on the disc, using file¬ 
name DA,DB» DC, etc and then when printing 
using the wild letter ? for the name of 
the file to copy from the file to the 
printer.-COPY, FROM,TO- D?,Pt-each file 
would then be copied in turn to the print¬ 
er automatidy# while the screen lists 
each filename in turn. 

To summarize the command sequence! 
DOS 

C 
COPY—FROM, TO? 
E*, filename 
write your story,using the RETURN 

key to determine the linefeeds 
CONTROL 3 
MENU 
C 
COPY—FROM, TO? 
filename,E« 
only whats on the screen will be 
saved 

COPY—FROM, TO? 
El,filename 
make corrections by first erasing 
orginal, then re-typing 

CONTROL-3 
C 
COPY—FROM, TO? 
E*,filename/A -to add to above file 
C 
COPY—FROM, TO? 
filename,PI -using wild lettersC? 
or *>to print multiple files* 

The following program shows how to use 
the copy editor written as above and 
edited line by line before being sent 
to the printer* This is a less complicated 
way of doing the changing of lines, us¬ 
ing the screen both to input the line 
and then, after corrections are made, 
to output the corrected line to the 
printer* Control codes can be inserted 
at either point* 

1 REH Himmiumnimmiiimm 

3 REM EDIT SUBROUTE b* H*R.01MI,A.C*E* 
5 REM 
i m 
20011 OIK ni£}W€$(10),HQRDFIL£l(l«08) 
20015 ? T 
20011 ? "ME OF FILE TO SEND TO PRINT 
ER?"*DWT FHENMC0 
20015 REN OPEN DISC FILE CREATED BY THE 
COPY EDITOR 
20020 OPEN #1,1,0,FILENAME* 
20021 REH READ THE FILE STARTING FROM 
THE 8 LINE 
20025 Xs# 
20029 REH WEN FILE EMPTY, USE ERROR 
MESSAGE TO EM) PROGRAM 
20030 TRAP 20200SUfUr #l,HORDFIl£0 
20035 ? 
20039 REN PRINT ON SCREEN THE STRING SO 
IT CAN BE EDITED 
20010 ? nCRDPILE^JCHNCai):? HDROFUEi 
20O50 ? “PRESS ESC TO PRINT LD€" 
2006# ? “PRESS BREAK TO STOP AM CORRECT 
LINEj BEFORE PRINTING, USING CURSOR 
CONTROL" 

(fC«*#TiMu6t> o*a*L£Afv) 
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GOSUQ- There are some differences 
between the Atari G03UI3 and others, 
including Microsoft’s, Host basics 
RETURN to the next command, but 
Atari is supposed to return to the 
next line. 

10 G0SU3 100;PRINT "A" 
20 PRINT ”B” 
30 END 
100 RETURN 

In Microsoft as well as most other 
Basics, A ’ and ”B” would both be 
printed,however, according to the 
manual, the Atari would only print 
3 , Although the above program 

will print both A and B with my 
Atari, it doesn’t do so in all pro¬ 
grams; it is safer to use a G0SUB 
as the last statement on the line. 

The Atari Basic can use variables 
with G0SUB and GOTO, an unusual 
and useful feature. In the follow¬ 
ing example, the control of the 
joystick is directed by the GOSUBt 

10 S-STIGK(O) 
20 G0SU3 3+1000 
100 END 
1000 S=S+1:RETURN 
1001 S=S-1:RETURN 

GOSUB and GOTO can also be used 
with a one-dimension as the variable 
and can be used to simulat a string 
array! The following program, which 
combines the various names in all 
possible ways, demonstrates a way 
to convert a Microsoft string array 
program to an Atari program. 

Microsoft 

10 Nl< l 
20 M$* 2 >= ■ TED ' 
30 m! 3 ALICE’ 
4u NT* 4,'•=1 C>irGL1 
50 FOR 1-1 TO 4 
Bu FuR J=1 TO 4 

^ THEM 270 
yy FOR K=1 TO 4 
90 IF <J-L^-0 

THEN 220 
100 FOR L=1 TO 4 
119 IF v I-L ,-L , r-l 

/-0 THEM 210 
200 PRINT ii$i [ <.1 i 1, 

Nlv J y, 1 $• 1NIC 
' & ' j N& L > 
210 next l 
220 NEXT V. 
230 NEXT J 
240 NEXT I 

Atari 

DIM NIC 10 4 > 
SO FOR 1=1 IQ 4 
00 FOR: J=1 TO 4 
70 IF < THEM 230 
b*y hOR K-i TO 4 
90 IF ( 1-R >£< J-fc 
100 FOR L=1 TO 4 

■0 THEN 2 

i,! ? i?".l~L ) SC R-L )=y 
2yy ijijSijQ j;M0ri0OO 
401 

-0- GutUB 10t1000 
203 7 " ,v »; 

404 UfeUE RT10+1000 
203 ? '* & 

296 GOSUB LM 0+1 GOO 
407 7 
210 NEXT L 
229 NEXT K 
230 NEXT J 
240 NEXT I 
300 END 

1010 PRINT "BOB" ; • RETi IRN 
1020 7 “TED" , :RETURN 
1930 ? "ALICE"; - RETURN 
1040 7 "CAROL", RETURN 

:0 

THEN 210 

Program before your subroutes 
start. 

“Guess what, Dad, at Buddy’s house 
an his games come in cardboard 
boxes and he doesn’t even need a 
computer to play them!" 

©Creative Computing 

Copyright © 1980 by Creative Computing 
51 Dumont Place, Morristown, NJ 07960. 
Sampla issue *2.50, 12-issus subscription 



Usi-en ATARI ! 
Connect your Atari to your 
Stero for fantastic soundl 
Follow the diagram. Use 
shielded mike cable, connected 
by a 5-pin DIN plug to the Atari 
Video Jack next to the tape/disc 
I/O port. Solder the inner wire 
to pin 1 and the shield to 3. 
Connect the other end to RCA 
plugs. I have 40* of cable 
to my stero and it sounds 
great, especially with the 
music composer and with Star 
Radiers. Sebree*s sells the 
adapter to people who do not 
know how to solder for about 
$17; I have not seen it but 
I assume it is done the same 

way. 
-mrd 

| Av* '* 

r/0 by Stacy Goff 

When the honeymoon's over, when you 
have had your new Atari long enough 
to get tired of all the games and 
programs you bought it for, but you 
haven't had it long enough yet to 
learn how to program it to do some¬ 
thing really functional, that's the 
time to take a look at your invest¬ 
ment. With some credit purchase 
payment plans, this period coincides 
with the first monthly payment; for 
others, the computer is paid for, 
and relegated to the kids for games 
only; a tremendous loss to mankind, 
for your Atari computer is an educ¬ 
ational tool, a household boon, a 
business productivity machine: If 
only you can wring these capabilities 
from it. How, you ask, can this be 
done? There are two paths. One (I 
prefer this option) is to learn to 
program. The Basic language is fair¬ 
ly easy to learn, as languages go. 
But an understanding of the comput¬ 
er's power is necessary if you really 
want to make the box work for you. 
To this end I'd suggest a night- 
school class at a local community 
college; perhaps a group of people 
(such as A.C.E.) could put together 
a class at LCC, with instructor and 
all, so we could get "up to speed". 
The other option is to define the 
areas you are interested in putting 
on your computer, then shop around 
for professionally written programs 
to meet your needs. In this way you 
can acquire very sophisticated sys¬ 
tems (groups of programs which work 
together to produce an end-result) 
which most people are incapable of 
producing. The critical step in 
this option is that definition of 
areas and your needs in those areas. 
A major portion of the data process¬ 
ing industry is involved with this 
systems analysis. In the next few 
years, as more and more folks get 
into the microcomputer age, more and 
more ‘standard packages' for major 
areas of application will be made 
available. The same basic processes 
you use to decide what else your 
computer can do for you will be fol¬ 
lowed by hundreds of thousands of 
people in the next decade; you are 
in good company! 



FASTGAMMON: A BRIEF REVIEW I acquired 
the game Fastgammon, from Quality Soft¬ 
ware. The first version I received would 
not load at all; after sending it back I 
received a new copy and this one works 
very well; I have not had a single inst¬ 
ance of loading problem. The game plays 
well, although it is clearly programmed 
for a system with nowhere near the graph¬ 
ics capability of the Atari. Seems like 
kind of a waste, but I guess they have 
an advanced version coming—maybe that 

will take better advantage of Atari's 
graphics. Those of you with disks are 
probably a little too spoiled to enjoy the 
length of time it takes to load the program 
into core; the new release is supposed to 
be available on disk to improve that. 
The game plays well. I especially liked 
the adjustable speed for moves, although 
I don't think I'd ever use the slowest 
speed. It uses the Atari's keyboard 
clicker to make noise as it rolls the 
dice; again a holdover from a system 
much less sophisticated than our Atari — 
why not take advantage of the great range 
of sounds available? Besides, I'm not 
sure the keyboard clicker was intended 
for that kind of use. 

ATARI 
COMPUT€R 
GNTHUSIASTS 

Overall, the hastyauyiion game uy 
Software is worth the $19.95 investment, 
although a straight conversion from a 
less-interesting computer system sorta 
wastes some good logic and a great system 

*^)t****4H(-*******#*************** 

special thanks.... 
to Steve Warren for giving me the 
idea for the stereohookup 
to Pam Yokum for all her advice 
and news of the future releases 
to Tom Harris for sending me a 
new disc drive when my old one 
gave me problems—all from Atari, 
Sunnyvale 

3662 Vine Maple Dr. €ugene OR. 97405 
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FIRST EVER ELECTRONIC CHRISTMAS CARD! 

Presented here as a special feature 
for A*C«E« readers is the world's 
first electronic singing Christmas 
card!* At the same time the program 
contains some techniques of value to 
most novice-to-intermediate program- 
mers* 

The program makes use of the DATA 
statement to supply information to 
a singing^ writing loop* Data in the 
data statements tell the program 
where to print each word so the final 
image reflects a seasonal image (I 
won't tell you what!)* In addition; 
the data statements associate which 
notes to associate with which words* 
and even how long to play each note* 

A useful feature is the compare for 
999» which the program uses to deter¬ 
mine if end-of-data has been reached* 
Similarly* I have identified cases 
where a note is produced without 
printing a word* See if you can see 
how this is handled* 

Three different kinds of loops are 
demonstrated in the program! First 
notice the instruction 180 GOTO 120* 
This instruction creates a loop to 
read the next data statement and sing 
the next note. The program will con¬ 
tinue in this loop until 999 is read 
or you cancel the program* Another 
smaller loop is the FOR TIME551 TO 120 
JNEXT TIME loop. This is a delay 
loop to cause a certain duration for 
each note. The program adds the val¬ 
ue of the data variable DURATION to 
the time delay for each note. The 
last loop is the one in instruction 
1000, which runs the program again* 
What does the figure in the quotes 
do? What would happen without it? 

When I first wrote this program I had 
a problem with each write wiping out 
everything earlier on the same line. 
That is why the graphic mode has +32 

to it! apparently rot only does 

that keep the screen from being wiped 
out when the GRAPHIC statement is 
issued* it also keeps the PRINT 
statement from clearing the line. 

Have fun with your electronic Christ¬ 
mas card!!! 

1C R0I -THE FIRST EVER* AUTONHED- 
21 REN —CNHSTHAS CARD* USING - 
30 REN -SIGHT AM) SOUND TO WISH - 
10 REN -YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS - 
50 REN -FROM THE A.C.E* (ATARI - 
6t REN —COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS) OF - 
71 REN —CUGEJC! S. GOFF 12/80 - 
100 0WHICS 2+16+32 
110 SEJCQLOR 1,12,3NT(RND(8)*5)+3 
111 SETCOLQR l>1,0! COLOR O'DDf OATAK20) 
120 READ X*Y,QATA0,T0f€,DURATION 
131 W X=999 THEN GOTO iOOOTREH BO OF 0ATA 
Hi IF X*t REN GOTO 1692REH NO WORDS* JUST SOUNDS 
115 FOR TB€*1 TO 15HCXT TINE 
151 POSITION X-t*Y*? WOATAt 
160 SOUND 8*T0NE,11,81S0UND 1*TONE-1,H,6 
170 FOR TD€*0 TO 12HOURATI0N 
171 fCXT TDCI90U© •*9,9*I!S0UN> 1*0,1*0 
180 GOTO 120 
209 0ATA ll*9*s*5*0 
219 DATA 10*1,HE.*100*30 
229 DATA ?,2*W5H,75,i 
231 DATA 8*3**YOU.75, -30 
235 0ATA 13,3*A,67,-30 
210 DATA 8*1,MERRY.*,75,-10 
215 DATA 0*0*,80,-10 
251 DATA 7.5.CHRISTMAS.?®,21 
255 0ATA 0*0**111*10 
260 DATA 5*6,)£,79*19 
271 DATA 8,6,WISH*67,9 
280 DATA 13,6,YOU,67,-30 
290 DATA 17*6,A,60,-30 
300 0ATA 1*7,MERRY,67,-10 
305 DATA 9*0**75,-10 
310 DATA 19,7,CHRISTNAS*80,2I 
315 DATA 0,0**100,10 
328 DATA 2,8,80,0 
338 DATA 5,8,WISH,60,28 
318 DATA 18,8,YOU,60,-20 
351 DATA 11,8,A,56,-20 
360 DATA 16,8,MERRY,67,90 
365 DATA 8,0,,75,10 
378 DATA l,?,ORISTMS,88,18 
375 DATA O,8„1B0,10 
388 DATA 11,7,6,188,-38 
378 DATA 11,9,A,188,-20 
108 DATA 16,9,HAPPY,78,8 
195 DATA 8,0,,67,-28 
118 DATA 10,16fNEW,8O,28 
120 DATA 7,11,YEAR! ,75*11 
580 DATA 799,0**10,0 
1881 ? "}"!RUN 



speakATARI! 

WORD PROCESSOR 
The Atari has a built in word processor 
using the DOS COPT command as an editor* 
This article was written using this sys¬ 
tem* You begin by calling the DOS menu 
then using the COPY (c) command* The 
screen then shows COPY—FROM,TO?$ you 
answer E«»filename and start your typing* 
This article is written with the 38 char- 
actor line* Each time you push RETURN 
the linefeed of the printer will be act¬ 
ivated and a new line started* For an 
80 line column use two lines per line 
printed when you do the printing* After 
you have finished your typing* save to 
the disc by pressing CONTROL 3 and the 
file will be loaded on the disc* Then 
you can reload to the screen Editor by 
using COPY from filename to El* and you 
can do your corrections* If the article 
is longer than the screen can hold* you 
can stop the scrolling with a break key 
and either change the COPY statement as 
above from filename,E« to El,filename 
using RETURN to re-enter each line, and 
make corrections after erasing the org- 
ginal letters so they won't be duplicated* 
It may be necessary to insert blank lines 
on the screen so the MENU items won't 
erase your file* If you do it page by 
page* the files may be all appended by 
using the /A after the main filename* 
(eg* filename added* old filename/A), 
thereby making a file of all the pages 
ready for printing* 
All of the usual funtions of a word pro¬ 
cessing system can be used-the special 
control characters used by the Atari 825 
printer* blank lines added by using the 
RETURN key* formatting your output# tab- 
ing* etc* It is necessary to experiment 
to see how to use all of the above fea¬ 
tures to advantage* and will have to do 
until a “real* word processing system 
is avaiable* (The above comments apply 
to DOS II with the Atari 825 printer* 
I do not know if DOS I and other printers 
will work the same*) 
I found the easiest method was to store 
a page at a time on the disc* using file¬ 
name DA,DB*DC*etc and then when printing 
using the wild letter ? for the name of 
the file to copy from the file to the 
printer*-COPY, FROM,TO- D?,PJ-each file 
would then be copied in turn to the print¬ 
er automaticly# while the screen lists 
each filename in turn. 

To summarize the command sequence! 
DOS 

C 
COPY—FROM* TO? 
E*,filename 
write your story*using the RETURN 

key to determine the linefeeds 
CONTROL 3 
MENU 
C 
COPY—FROM* TO? 
filename^* 
only whats on the screen will be 
saved 

COPY—FROM* TO? 
E»,filename 
make corrections by first erasing 
orginal# then re-typing 

CONTROL-3 
C 
COPY—FROM, TO? 
Ei»filename/A -to add to above file 
C 
COPY—FROM, TO? 
filename*Pi -using wild letters(? 
or *)to print multiple files* 

The following program shows how to use 
the copy editor written as above and 
edited line by line before being sent 
to the printer. This is a less complicated 
way of doing the changing of lines, us¬ 
ing the screen both to input the line 
and then, after corrections are made* 
to output the corrected line to the 
printer* Control codes can be inserted 
at either point* 

o 
o 

o 

1 REM niHiiiiiMiiiiHimiiminni 
3 REM EDIT SUBROUTE by H*R*0tM,A.C*E. 
5 REM immnmnmammiimm 

6 REM 
20801 DIM FILENAME! (10) »HORDFILEi( 1000) 
20005 ? *y 
20010 ? TWC OF FILE TO SEND TO PRINT 
ERT-tDffUT FILEJWC! 
20015 REM OPEN DISC FILE CREATED 6Y THE 
COPY EDITOR 
20021 OPEN #!,M*FILflW€$ 
20024 REM READ THE FILE STARTING FROM 
T>€ 8 LINE 
20025 X=t 
20829 REM HO FILE EMPTY* USE ERROR 
MESSAGE TO EN) PROGRAM 
20030 TRAP mUiWW tl,HORDFILE0 
20035 ? 
20039 REM PRINT ON SCREEN THE STRING SO 
IT CAN BE EDITED 
28040 ? -HORDfIL£«*M;OW<34)J? HORDFILEI 
20050 ? 'TRESS ESC TO PRINT LUC" 
20040 0 TRESS BREAK TO STOP M CORRECT 
LINE'BEFORE PRINTING, USING CURSOR 
CONTROL" 

O 

u 
(C0K»TlMu6t> ) 
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20171 ? “USE C.21696 TO CONTINUE- 
21171 REM PEEKING THE KEYBQARD-UNJESS 
ESC IS PRESSE2HOLL LOOP AM) HOLD PROGRAM 
20075 POKE 81,3JREM PLACE CURSOR UP 
20078 REM STOP UNTIL ESC(28)PUSHED!- 
20080 POKE 7A1*255$REM RESET KEYBOARD 
20090 IF PEEK(761>028 TH-N 20091 
20100 GQSUB 30000 
20120 X=X*1 
20130 GOTO 20030 
20200 END 
29999 REM OPEN EDITOR TO INPUT AND OUTPUT 
30000 OPEN *2*12,0,,'Ei- 
30005 REM OPEN PRINTER TO PRINT 
30010 OPEN #3*8*0,‘?;- 

30020 PRINT 03»HQROFIL£f 
30030 CLOSE I3U10SE «2 
30010 RETURN 

The following program turns your Atari into 
an electric typewriter* You type your text 
a line at a time* and when you press return 
the line is printed* just like an electric 
typewriter! You can also edit anything 
on the screen by moving your cursor up 
to a corrected line and pressing return* 
Pressing RETURN alone causes a linefeed 
When it is not necessary to save a program 
this is a very easy way to print and edit 
anything on the screen* 

1 REM « 
2 REM TYPERITE fay M.R.0UNN* A.C*E. 
3 REM nmmwmmmiwmm 
9 DIM AK256) 
10 OPEN #1*12,0*-E:- 
15 OPEN #2|8,0,MP:- 
20 BWT 41»AI 
31 PRINT I2#A0 
10 GOTO 20 

NOTES FROM THE EDITOR-^ 
As you can see from this issue* I have 
received my Atari 825 printer* The quality 

^ Print is VBfy good! they are several 
V^^/Sixes and types that can be used* The print 

used in this newsletter is reduced to about 
75% of normal by the copier* DOS II is 
needed to operate the printer and disc 
together? a pre-release DOS II was used 
to print this issue. The new DOS uses 
much less memory-only 3K-and has a seperate 
program for the MENU comands. The new DOS 
supports random access files with NOTE and 
POINT and is much faster than the old one 
It has been reported that special pre-for- 
matted discs are needed-that is not true 
only the speed of operation is increased 
even more with the special discs. The 
speed without the pre-formatted discs is 
much faster than the old DOS anyway. 
I have been using Visicalc for a month now 
and find it is every bit as good as you've 

^heard. Highly recommended to anyone who 
s^xhas a serious use for their Atari* It is 

more expensive than the Apple version but 
has some significant improvements* 

DISC UTILITIES 
The following program will list the 
disc directory quickly on the screen 
especially useful for DOS II, which 
has to load the disc MENU each time 
it is used* 

2 REM DISC MENU adapted fay 
3 REM M.R.DIMt free ATARI proga* 

10 GRAPHICS 0 
20 DIM FILEK30) 
10 FILE$=“D»Xti- 
50 OPEN #1*6*0*FILE! 
55 OPEN #2*8*0»UE*M 
60 TRAP 90 .INPUT #1*FILE$ 
70 PRINT 02JFILE0, 
80 GOTO 60 
90 ???!?“ TYPE RUN "DJNME TO ENTER 
PROGRAMMING 

The following program will call the 
disc directory in a program 

1 REM mimmiiiiiwiiii— 
2 REM DISC DIRECTORY SUBROUTE 
3 REM fay M.R.0UNI, A.C.E. 
1 REM iiTiimiiiraymmmii 

10001 POKE 82*0*POKE 83*10 
10001 DIM ZK15)*C$U3) 
10005 Z0*“DU.i- 
10010 OPEN 05*6,l*Z0 
10015 FOR Z*1 TO 10 
10018 TRAP 19999 
10020 INPUT 05*CI 
10030 PRINT Cl* 
10010 MiXT Z 
19999 POKE 82,2:P0KE 83*39 
20006 STOP 

♦NEWS-MOSAIC ELECTRONICS(P*0«BdX 748 
Oregon City,Ore 97045) has just announced 
a 32K memory expansion for the Atari 400 
as well as the 800* enabling the 400 owner 
to upgrade to discs* They already have 
a 16K expansion kit for the 400 and the 
8K 800 RAMs. 
ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL (Scott Adams) 
has announced through Softside the Atari 
versions of his famous Adventure series* 
Broderbund Software* located in Eugene 
and run by the Carlston brothers are 
now working with Scott to convert their 
very popular space adventures, the Galactic 
Trilogy series* to Atari* 
AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS have also announcea 
their Dungeon and Dragon type games for 
January. 
ATARI ASSEMBLER will be released soon and 
I have just received a review copy to try 
and hope to report about it next issue. 



VIEW FROM THE FIRST BYTE 

USING THE ATARI'S "WORD PROCESSING" 
CAPABILITY FOR THE FIRST TIME# FOL¬ 
LOWING MIKE'S INSTRUCTIONS PRINTED 
ELSEWHERE IN THIS ISSUE, I FOUND IT 
TO BE JUST A LITTLE CONFUSING* I 
ESPECIALLY HAD PROBLEMS WITH THE PART 
ON EDITING, INSERTING AND DELETING 
LINES* It wasn't until I had worked 
with it for quite a while that I 
realized that everything didn't have 
to be in capital letters! Now that 
I've worked with it a little, it 
seems to be a pretty good feature 
(especially since it's free!)* Ob¬ 
viously it would be easier to deal 
with if I had my own printer—so I 
can see what the output looks like. 
But that will have to wait! Visicalc 
is next on my list of new acquisit¬ 
ions to save up for. 

I think it is significant that this 
issue is produced (almost) entirely 
on the Atari computer. At the same 
time it is clear that it takes a 
little more care and planning than 
sitting down at a typewriter and 
whipping out some vertoage. On second 
thought, perhaps with this arrange¬ 
ment, everybody wins! 

-STACY GOFF 

The following short program shows how you 
can use the poke 201 (TAB) for ploting with 
the ATARI 825 printer. It could be expanded, 
to plot functions, charts, etc, as well T ) 
as used for simple TAB functions. x 

10 DIM Ai(80) 
20 OPEN #1,?,0,"F." 
30 A**"#" 
40 FOR X»1 TO JOO 
50 POKE 201 ,X SPRINT #1,A$ 
60 NEXT X 

merry xmasl 

—NEXT ISSUE more programs and news, some 
game programs by Tom Ettel, our most tal¬ 
ented game writer for the 400, more reviews 
of Atari and independant software, etc. 
IF you receive or see this newletter and 
belong to another dub, lets exchange 
newsletters, etc* 

o 
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VIEW FROM THE FIRST BYTE 
BITS from the Editor 

The A.C.E. club is a true users group 
started in September of 1980 by a group of 
Eugene owners of Atari 400&300's» We began 
by publishing a newsletter for our members* 
to inform them of meeting* special events* 
and new products* but soon Atari owners fromall 
over the country requested copies. . The 
newsletter consists of articles by our members 

and also by professionals in computing. Because 
we are a newsletter* rather than a magazine 

we are able to print the latest news- our 
deadline is only three days before we mail 
out the issue. I call Atari right before 
to learn the latest* and then print it. 

This is not a commercial endeavor! 
BUT it is starting to get expensive to provide 
this service. Our newsletter is now sent to 
all of the dealers in the northwest* our local 
owners* editors of various computer magazines** 
various software writers and other vendors* 
and any one else who requests it. Expenses 
to send to the dealers is underwritten* but 
Stacy Gaff and I pay the rest. When we only 
sent out 40 or so* it was not a problem* but 
now we are printing up over 300 and more each 
issue* We are also improving each issue* 

and have writers from all over the country, 
, some of who are professionals and some who 
are people like you who want to support our 
users group. We aim to become the main Atari 
users group newsletter* but not compete with 
professional magazines. To help pay these 
expenses* I would like to propose for the 
next meeting the following fees- 
Student-$5.00 R@gular-i8.00 'Angel'-S 10.00 
If you cannot afford to pay* but want to continue, 
that's fine* and hopefully there will be enough 
“Angels- to cover you. This letter 
is not to have you send money now (unless 
it is burning a hole in your pocket) but to 
get your feedback about this, and what you 
consider to be a fair fee for our monthly 
efforts. 

It is with great pleasure and excitement that we 
announce the first annual Atari Computer Enthus¬ 
iast's User Conference* a unique opportunity for 
Atari personal computer system owners to see and 
hear everything you ever wanted to know about 
your Atari (but didn't know who to ask). 

Scheduled for Saturday* January 31 in Portland* 
we expect to attract users and user groups from 
all over the Pacific Northwest. Presented by 
our ACE user group together with Richard Reeves & 
Associates* the ACE Conference will include topics 
ranging from programming tips to new applications 
software demonstrations to open seminars with the 
folks from Atari who know it all. Some of the 
topics Are still awaiting confirmation at tnis 
time* but include a Visicalc executive seminar 
and hands-on workshop* time with CompuServe* the 
communications link providing electronic mail* an 
extremely useful Atari newsletter and many other 
services* and several secret new Atari game pro¬ 
grams which will be announced later this year* as 

• well as the new applications Atari has just 
announced for 1931. 

As a featured attraction the Eugene ACE User 
Group will challenge the Seattle user group (and 
anyone else who cares to challenge) to a high- 
paints duel in the new Atari mystery game* to 
the victor will go a special award* courtesy of 
Atari (no* I'm afraid we can't keep the game). 
Another high point in the user interchange segment 
of the program will be the introduction of ATARI- 
TQQ-DEE-TOQ, a robot programed by the Seattle 
group to operate from the Atari's joystick port! 

cent p 3 
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The following program is by Bill Degroat, the new 
manager of Camera Showcase, 3315 Main, Sringfield, 
Oregon 97477 phone 747,8332, an Atari Computer 
dealership, He used to program IBM's at the U of 
0 and now is interested in developing business 
programs for his Atari.-M.D. editor 

Computer language is actually simple* To show 
that to you, I wrote a program that will calculate 
payments on your house mortgage, a new car, or any. 
other loan you decide to make. In addition 
to the monthly payment, it will give you the 

^ unpaid balance, how much of your payment will 
go to interest, and how much goes to paying off 
the unpaid principal, I found that it is very 
handy program for myself, but also in my brand 
new store, it has helped me close deals on many 
cameras, but not computers yet. At the same 
time, I grab the chance to introduce people 
to the simplicity and convenience of a micro 
computer for personal use* 
Here was my ideal many car salesmen, real 
estate people, etc,, walk anround with 
palastified cards, full of what is called 
"factors’*. By multiplying this "factor" with 
the amount of money to finance, the monthly 
payment is found. The annual, or total Finance 
charges are usually not calculated, or explained 
by these people, In the car business, they might 
not understand what the heck you are talking 
about, and usually refer you to the manager, 
This program uses only a couple of really 
basic and simple commands. The most difficult 
part was to find the orginal mathamatical 
part was to find the orginal mathamatical 
formula to calculate these '’Factors", Every 
textbook on financing has the formula, but • 
since I did not have one, I went to the LCC 
library and found it in a mathematical ency¬ 
clopedia. It took several trials to convert the Formula 
properly into Basic, as I am not the word's 
greatest programmer, you know! 
Try it out, and see if the payments out of the 
newspaper ads of the local car dealers are 
correct, You will have some surprises. 

The present value of an annuity,— 

- Lz a + o- 

Z REM BY BUL OE GROOT, A.C.E. 

1 RE7V THIS FROGRAM WILL ASK FOR AN AMOUNT Of 
5 REM MOTCY TO FINANCE, THE ANNUAL FERCETAGE 
6 REM RATE AND THE NUMBER OF M0NTH.Y PAYMENTS, 
n ALL CALCULATE THE MONTHLY 

7 REM PAYMENT, THE UNPAID PRINCIPAL, THE 
9 REM INTEREST AM) PRINCIPAL PARTS OF THE 
? REM PAYMENT, 

199 PRINT "OTTER AMOUNT TO FINANCE") 
110 INPUT 8 

129 PRINT "ENTER THE AM4JAL PERCENTAGE RATE") 
139 DFVT APR 

HI PRINT "OTTER THFRUMB0TUF MONTHLY PAYMENTS") 
151 INPUT MO 
161 FH=8/({ M (l+( APR/109/12) )*f-MQ)))/(APR/100/l2)) 
171 PRINT 
179 PRINT "MONTH ")M0 
m PRINT "TOTAL PAYMENT "?PH 
211 PRINT TRXNC3FAL "J8 
221 l=8*APR/10«/!2 
231 PR*PtH 
211 feS-FR 
239 PRINT "INTEREST PAYMENT "JX 
261 PRINT "PRINCIPAL PAYffNT "JPR 
279 PRINT "NEW PRINCIPAL ")8 
Z8I M0=MQ~1 
279 IF 8>0 THEN 179 
399 END 

VISICALC 
The ^Hot! new software this winter by Personal Software 

IF you can type-you can do a budget. 
IF you can dream-you can find out What IF? 
IF you have a printer-you can keep a copy 

of where you have been and where you are going. 
This software called Visicalc is selling computers 
across the land. Visicalc means "visable caculator" 

FEATURES - 
1, It doesn't use program language, 
2, It is an electron work sheet. 
3, It has 234 rows going down and columns across, 
4, Model and Data can be saved separate or 
- stored together, 

3. This program does what no large caculator can, 
6. the screen shows the value or formula by 

cusher location to keep you informed, 
7. Its a giant blackboard without the mess or 

headaches or math errors. 
3, The best What IF planning tool in the business. 

APPLICATIONS 
1. Ran budgets 
2. Inventory control 
3, Compounds interest 
4, Expense accounts 
3. Cost estimating 
7, "Money Maker" 
3, Financail analysis 
9, Income tax 
10, Medical expenses 
11, Cash flow 
12, Mad money 
13, Travel expenses 
14, Bid calculations 
15, Home managers can keep track of grocery 

seasons and household items, there must be 
200 more to discover but I just saw the 
demonstration—Oh Santa can you hear me! 

Linette Knoll 



WHO would be interested in the answers to these 
questions? 

WHAT is a D*Q*0*D*D? 

WHEN will the phantom assembler language cart¬ 
ridge be available? 

WHERE can you get more information to help you 
unlock ALL the power of your Atari computer ? 

WHY isn't the Personal Finance program available? 

HOW can you write a $40,000 financial planning 
and forecasting program without learning any 
program language? 

WHO is that always helpful, nice sounding Pam 
Yokum, anyway? 

WHAT new mystery game soon to be available for 
your Atari computer will top even Space Invaders 
as the most popular arcade game? . 

WHEN will you be able to expand your Atari 400 

to 32IC? 

WHERE do you find fast reliable service for your 

Atari? 

WHY should you buy an Atari personal computer 
(if Santa didn't leave one under your tree)? 

HOW can you scoop the 5 o'clock news by inter¬ 
cepting the Associated Press newswire—in your 
living room? 

WHY am I asking all these questions? 

Because these questions, and many more, deserve 
answers, On January 31 the sales, marketing and 
technical experts from Atari will be in Portland 
to meet with you and answer all your questions. 
Also attending our Atari user's confer¬ 

ence will be representatives from other companies 
offering software and services to support Atari 
personal computer owners* We hope you will 
attend! Please indicate your desire to do so by 
returning the registration form below by January 
17th. Time, location and a schedule will be mail¬ 
ed to you by January 26. For additional informa¬ 
tion, call Diane at Richard Reeves St Associates, 
Portland phone (503) 292-5585. 

or use coupon in back-ed. 

TOUCH the FUTURE 
by Bridget Schwarx 

The successful introduction of Atari personal 
computers in 1980 exceeded ail reasonable expect¬ 
ations. Your loyal support during our first year 
of production will be rewarded! 

Atari now has. in place a first-class sales and 
marketing team. Our goals for 1981 are these! 
To become the worldwide leader in personal 
computer systems and smart electronic products! to 
introduce the best small business software avail¬ 
able! and to invest in the funding necessary to 
support Atari dealers and owners 

Accordingly, 1981 is the year of the software. 
Our new vice-president of software development is 
charged with the responsibility of acquiring the 
software packages in demand for personal and pro¬ 
fessional use, as grouped by market applications. 

Mow working for you at the Atari factory are an 
educational software manager, a hardware planning 

manager, and a user's group manager. 

Atari's increased support for our dealers and 
users will be evident at our first annual Dealer/ 
Users conference. Atari retail training special 
ists will be in Seattle and Portland on January 
27-31 to train your store sales staff. A sales 
meeting held in conjunction with the training will 
preview Atari's 1981 marketing plans for our 
dealers. 

Also scheduled is an Atari Computer Enthusiasts 
User Conference to be held in Portland January 31. 
Atari users from Oregon and Washington will be 
meeting to exchange ideas and discuss important 
issues with representatives from Atari and a 
variety of 3rd party software and service suppliers 

To register for these important meetings and 
sessions, call me at Richard Reeves St associates, 
phone (503) 292-3585. 

Want to know ail the secrets of your computer? 
How to use the special graphic chips, players 
and missies, overlays, etc.,and also the sch- 
matics, and everything else?-send 530 to Tom 
Harris,Atari,1265 Borregas,3unnyvale,Cai?4036 
and ask for the brand-new Technical Manual 
hundreds of pages of the Atari "secrets"- 
if you want to know how to use these "secrets"- 
Jan Byte and Compute both have articles on 
using player/missile graphics by Cris Crawford 
ahd Lane Winter from Atari-Creative Computing 
has a similiar article that explains it even 
better- 



intFr WYNN SMITH AND SEE HIS NEW 
32K BOARDS FOR THE 400 & 800 AT 
THE ACE USER CONFERENCE JAN. 30) 

BEYOND BASIC 

The following is the first of a new series* 
for A.C.E. by Paul Hoffman of Cambridge, Mass, 
a member of the Boston Computer Society and 
a professional computer programmer on large 
computers. -M.Dunn,editor 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMING-! 

The Atari computers are driven by a micro- 
proccessor chip known as the 6502. The 6502 
when run with the Basic cartridge, run programs 
written in Basic. For many, this is the only 
computer language you need to learn to get 
entertainment and business applications running 
on the Atari. However, there is an another 
available to you in which you can program, 
assembly language (which translates directly 
into machine language) for the 6502, 

Machine language is the language that the 
computer speaks to itself in. Every Basic 
command uses many machine language commands 
commands to perform its function. Thus, a 
well written Assembly language program runs 
much faster than Basic can because it, unlike 
Basic, can translate the program directly 
into machine language, rather than indirectly as 
Basic does. It't the most exact way of telling the 
Atari what you want it to do. 
Unfortunately, it is not as easy to program in ass¬ 
embly language as it is in Basic, Assembly language 
for the 6502 is made up of 56 distinct commands, 
which when combined with the many addressing modes 
form a set of 151 comands. The commands are not as 
easy to read as Basic, but their effect on the pro¬ 
gram is usually more predictable. 
Knowing machine language has definite advantages. 
There are some tasks, such as serious screen mani- 
pualtion, that cannot be performed in Basic but can 
be done with machine language. Some graphic opera¬ 
tions need to be done much faster than Basic canv 
handle. 
Future articles here will describe how to get start¬ 
ed with assembly language, -how to read assembly 
language-subroutines that ypu may find in some pro¬ 
grams, and how to use the new assembly language 
cartridge. j 

THE ATARI 400 & 800 
by Wynn Smith 

Mosaic Electronics 

I have been an active computer hobbyist for many 
yearsr*nd«'^ktiough the Atari is my first real 
computer^! have spent hundreds if not thousands 
of hours studying manuals and sitting at the 
keyboards of many popular computers. I can 
state for a fact that no other personal computer 
available comes close to equaling the built 
in features of the Atari. 
It was very disappointing to read the poor Atari 
reviews that were printed by the hobby magazines. 
They were incomplete, and few mentioned any of 
the features that make the Atari so powerful 
It is no wonder that Atari had such a slow 
start. 1 am happy to report that I have 
written a very thorough and complimentary 
review of the Atari which will appear in a 
future issue of Byte magazine. 

I am the proud owner of one of the first Atari 
400's. After several months of sharing notes 
and programs with a friend who owned an Atari 
800, we decided to form a company and make 
our work available to everyone. 
Doing our many months of investigating and 
probing, without the help of even a reference 
manual, we discovered that our Atari's were 
capable of some truly amazing abilities. We 
also discovered that the 400 and 800 contained 
nearly identical circuits. The only real 
differences are what you can see on the outside. 
The Atari 800 has an extra connector for direct 
connections to video and sound jacks. The 
800 will accept two 8k ROM cartridges, and 
may expand up to 48k RAM with no ROM cartridges 
inserted. 
The Atari 400 will accept one Sk or 16k ROM 
cartridge. The 400 will expand up to 22k RAM 
using the MOSAIC 32k RAM board!!! 
The most obvious difference between the 400 
and 800 is the keyboard. In the home, the 400 
is more that satisfactory* Since each key is 
individually contoured, and gives an audible 
click with each keystroke, most users find 
that it simulates the feel of a real keyboard 
very well, 



To* A.C.E. NEKS readers 
From! Quality Software 

He were pleased to see mention 
of our FASTGAMMQN program in the 
first issue of A.C.E. Hews* 

Regarding the lack of high 
resolution graphics in this first 
version of FASTGAMMQN for Atari 
Personal Computers* please understand 
that our motive in bringing out an 3K 
version was to provide Atari 400 and 
Atari 300 owners who have only 3K of 
memory with an excellent game. High 
resolution graphics requires more 
memory* and we do plan to market a 
hi-res version in the future. 

He also received some specific 
questions from M. R. Dunn about our 
new product* QS FORTH. At the 
present time (early December) we are 
working furiously on documentation 
for this product* which we expect to 
be ready for shipment in January* 
QS FORTH is an extension of figFORTH* 
the model of the FORTH Interest Group 
in San Carlos* CA. Its extensions are 
1. an on-screen editor that makes use 
of the keys for insert* delete* etc.* 
2. some valuable I/O routines* and 
3. a 6502 assembler. 

Of special interest is the I/O 
package* which not only provides for 
interfacing with disk and printer* 
but also includes graphics commands 
familiar to BASIC programmers* such 
as GRO. 

The extensive documentation 
includes both tutorial and reference v 
information* A newcomer to FORTH 
should be able to learn the language 
by studying the many examples in the 
documentation. However* it is impor¬ 
tant to understand that FORTH is a 
more difficult language than high 
level languages like BASIC or PASCAL. 
Only those who feel they have a 
strong aptitude for programming are 
likely to become proficient at 
programming in FORTH. 

QS FORTH, like fig-FORTH* con¬ 
tains no floating point math. Such 
routines are undesirable when not 
needed, because they take up a lot of 
space in the dictionary. Hopefully 
our author (or someone else) will 

come out with an add-on package for 
those applications that require 
floating point math. In the meantime* 
there are many applications where 
floating point math can be simulated 
using integer math* including most 
business applications* 

He at Quality Software are very 
impressed by the Atari 300 and con¬ 
gratulate those of you who have 
bought one. He are working hard to 
to build up our line of useful and 
entertaining software for the Atari* 
as are several other companies. The 
future looks bright for the Atari 
computer* and we are proud to be 
supporting it. 

Bob Christiansen 
QUALITY SOFTWARE 
Reseda* CA 

! ! ‘NEWS! ! ! 
Through the heroic efforts of Pam Yokum and 
Georgia Marszalek* we are able to give you 
the latest releases from Atari released on 
Jan 9/31* the day this is typed—can you 
be more up to date tnen that? Far 1st Quarter 
—Atari 400 with 16k!! $630 <3k$500)~815 
Duel Disc Double Densty Disk Drive $1500 
—Conversional Fren ch» German, Spanisn, 

or Italian(5 tapes each) $60 each—plus many 
items already announced but not yet released, 
including the long awaited Assembler Cartridge(thii 
month for sure?). For 2nd Quarter—Business 
Programs including the Atari Accountant, which 
consists of Accounts Receivable System* General 

Accounting System* and Inventory Control Systems 
—each consists of 4 or 5 discs and run with 

48k* meaning they have their own language— 
Atari Word Processor, on two discs and also 
requiring 43k—Scram, a nuclear reactor simulation 
for $20—AND*** ASTROIDS***MISSILE CQMMANI 
***PILOT***all on plug in ROM's with 

prices to be announced, 

^a***********************-****************** 

from ANDERSON PERIPHERALS pobox 629,Richards 
Texas 75030—16k board $100—Micratec 30col 
printer,9x7,125 char/sec $700—Interface for 
above and Atari 300 $$65—A.N.A.L.Q.G.400/300 
MAGAZINE pobox23,Worchester,Ma 01603 $t0yr-6 

issues- 

-m *r *dunn, editor 
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GAME EVALUATION MATRIX (GEM. SYSTEM) 
by Stacy A. Goff 

The following items represent factors which 
should be considered in the evaluation of a 
game for the Atari personal computer. The GEM 
system can be used to evaluate a program for 
purchase* or by software developers to evaluate 
their products to determine strengths and 
weaknesses*. 

CONCEPT of game (range of points 0-20* 20 high) 
indicates originality* suitability of subject to 
personal computers, and how well the overall con¬ 
cept 'works' as a computer program. 

STRATEGY (0-10) indicates the mix of strategy 
amd luck required to win the game* a low rating 
means that luck plays too great a role in success. 

CHALLENGE (0-10) indicates the game's attention 
holding capabilities) does it become boring once 
the ideal strategy is clear? This indicator pro¬ 
vides a hint as to whether the game will be one of* 
your 'favorites'* once the newness wears off. 

EASE-OF-USE (0-10) This demonstrates how the 
manipulation of controls or keyboard suits the 
nature of the game. Is it awkward and ineffic¬ 
ient, or natural* flowing and logical? A game 
requiring formulas and calculation or notetaking 
would lose points here. 

SFEED/TIMING (0-5) Is the game responsive to 
commands? Games which take too long to respond* 
or seem to have vague joystick control would lose 
points here. 

# 

GRAPHICS (0-10) How well does the game take 
advantage of the Atari's graphic capabilities? 
Some very good games which are merely converted 
to Atari Basic, without taking advantage of the 
superior capabilities* would lose points here 
note that this factor reduces scores for 'other' 

SOUND (0-5) How well are the Atari's sounds 
. Ssed? Does the sound intrude upon the playing of 
the game? Sound can be tremendously effective in 
a game, or it can detract if not carefully used. 

MULTIPLE PLAYERS (0-5) Solo games are fine for 
one player*, but shared enjoyment really is more 
fun. If the game can be played by multiple 
people simultaneously* great! Turn-taking is 
ok too, alt ho can be boring if turns are long, 

EDUCATIONAL VALUE (0-10 Does the game have 
educational value? Do you learn anything use¬ 
ful from it* or is it merely a time-consumer? 

DOCUMENTATION (0-10) Adequate documentation 
makes a very great difference between great game 
programs and mediocre ones. If it is well laid 
out* easily followed and clearly written* learn¬ 
ing a new program can be effortless) I've act¬ 
ually had to read the program code to determine 
how to play some commercial offerings! 

Now lets use the GEM system to rate a program* 
One I've received recently is the Tari Trek pro¬ 
gram from Quality Software. You may recall I 
reviewed their Fast gammon game. The game was 
written by Fabio Ehrengruber* and is a Star 
Trek type program, fairly common for other personal 
computer systems. A good indicator of its overall 
professionalism was the way three of us were able 
to run it From beginning to end the first time we 
put it into the computer, thanks to the excellent 
documentation. But lets see how it fares in the 
GEM system, and just for the heck of it* 
lets toss in some well-known benchmarks for compar¬ 
ison purposes) 

GEM Factor Star Raiders Space Inv. Tari Trek 
CONCEPT 18 15 16 
STRATEGY if 18 8 
CHALLENGE if 9 9 
EASEHJMJSE ? ? 7 
SPEED/TIMING 5 5 1 
GRAPHICS If 35 
SOUND 5 5 3 
MULTTFLE PLAYERS 1 3 2 
EDUCATION*. VALUE 1 2 6 
OOCHENTATION If 18 9 

TOTAL RATING 82 76 69 

Now it snouid oe pointed out that the benchmarks 
chosen for comparison are about the toughest avail¬ 
able. For other comparison, Softside's baseball 
scored 65 on the same system, while Fastgammon 
scored 69. Startrek, a similar program produced 
by Color Software scared 30 points. So what does 
all this mean? Well* in my opinion* if you have 
any interest in a StarTrek type of game* you should 
buy it* although its weakness is that it makes but 
little use of Atari's graphics. It is challenging, 
well-documented and fun) best of all, it will be 
selling for under $12. 



*** G A M E S ! *** 

Tom EtteWs aUof O Art student and is our 
most creative game programmer. We hope to make 
this a regular column. -M.R.Dunn»editor 

Almost all of the software available now is 
some kind of game* You can save the galaxy or win 
a million and why not? Atari's graphics* color 
and sounds make it a great game computer. Here are 
some tips to help you create your own games. 
JOYSTICKS 

COLOR 
Color is just like sound. Color can make 

your game exciting or realistic. You should 
use accurate color when possible (if something 
is dangerous use red* if it is peaceful then use 
green). Try this program to find useful colors! 

10 ?'C OLOR'J 51. X ?? 'INTENSITY' J!I,Y 
20 GR.2!SE.4,X,Y 
30 GOTO 10 

Here is the simplest way touse joysticks in a 
program in which a plotted shape moves around 
the screen! 

5 GR.75COLOR 1 
10 LET A=STICK(OKGOTO A+10 
15X*XM!G0T0 23 
16 X=X*l!GOTO 24 
17 X=X+l!GOTO 30 
l? X-X-HGOTO 23 
20 X=X-l!GOTO 24 
21 X=X~i:GOTO30 
23 Y=Y+l!GOTO30 
24 Y*Y-i!GOTO 30 
30 PLOT X,Y!GOTO 5 

To avoid an error statement on account of 
going off of the screen* these lines must be 
added (in Graphics 7) 

50 IF XM5& THEN X=156 • 
60 IF XCS THEN X=5 
70 IF Y>7S THEN 7*75 
30 IF Y<5 THEN Y*5 

WHAT'S IN A GAME! 
It's important in a game to make it a game 

and make it difficult. It is a good idea to 
have your target move randomly. For example 
you could have your target move randomly within 
a small section of the screen, like this! 

10 LET B=INT(5*RND<1» 
20 IF B='i THEN X=XM 
30 IF 8=2 THEN X=X-l 
40 IF B=3 THEN Y=Y+l 
50 IF B=4 THEN Y=Y-1 

This is an easy way to make a target type of 
game more challenging! 

SOUND ON! 
The sound can really help a game become 

realistic. Here is a short program that will 
help you discover appropriate sounds for your 
games. 

10 ?'PITCH'i:i.X:?'DISTORTION'r.I.Y 
20 SOUND 0,X*Y*3 
30 GOTO 10 

This way you will have the data you need 
to produce the appropriate sounds for games. 

Now you can use joysticks in your programs 
and discover sounds and colors.! hope you can 
have as much fun I have had creating new games. 
GOOD GAMING! 

corner 
SPACE INVADERS 

by L.J. Knoll 
age 11 

For those who have the f i?.95 space invaders game 
know you cannot stop once you start. It stays a step in 
front and you must fire to keep ahead. 

To date I have the score of *,730. My parents have 
seen this score. My friend Aaron Ness is right behind. 
That is the fun of a dub-you can help or keep score 
on each other. 

Once you have played space invaders you can miss the 
bombs with ease. Here are a few hints that I do. 

Hint 1. They start shooting from the middle of the bund 
Hint 2. Don't worry about low invaders-you 

can hit them with ease. Just keep your 
firing button down. 

Hint 3, Relax 
Hint 4. Move the joy stick very little. 
Hint 5. Shoot off right hand column except top one. 
Hint 6. Then take off next right row-shoot off 

far top right invader when dear to the 
right hand side of screen-that gives you 
4 points instead of 2. 

Hint 7. Take off middle bottom ones-then dear screen. 
Hint 3, Don't look at the bombs. 
Hint ?, Don' t look at your score it distracts you. 
Hint 10. On the rest of the screens hit them column 

by column. 
Hint 11, I keep the firing.button down all the time 

except for the last ship, then release and aim. 
Hint 12. To leave in the middle of the game hit 

control 1 to hold the game. You restart ”” 
by hitting control 1, 

Happy shooting of those invaders in l?81. Beating 
^~ors is aiot of fun. Please share your hints with 

'liirf. i*6 reach the score of 4,000 it takes about 30 minutes. 



cont; from p 1 

nMPUTEF enthusiasts users group 
ATARI C TVe.USER CONFERENCE, PORTLAND,OR SAT JAM 31 

As you can see* we have put together* with the aid 
of Atari* a pretty impressive range of topics. To 
my knowledge* this is the first time anything like 
this has ever been done ANYWHERE! What's more, 
there is no charge for attending the conference, 
thanks to Atari and Richard Reeves. 

So what do we do to sign up? Simply fill out the 
entry form on the inside of this newsletter* and 
mail it to the address listed by January 17* By 
return mail your registration will be confirmed, 
and the location and schedule of events will be 

included. 

Who is invited? Everyone who either has an Atari 
ar is considering the purchase! however this, is , 
i user conference, not a sales meeting! arter 
the Conference you may visit your dealer and ( n 
place any orders you wish to make. 

I'd like to thank Bridget Echwari and her. company. 
Richard Reeves and Associates for putting the 
ACE conference together. I eagerly look forward 

to January 31! hope to see you there! 
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ACE CONFERENCE A SMASH SUCCESS!!! 

VIEW FROM THE FIRST BYTE 

This month has been bath busy and exciting, 
and I'm glad things will be getting back to 
a dull rear. I want to cover a number of 
saints in this issue, and they include! 1) 
Our ACE conference, a smash success, covered 
elsewhere} 2) Some comments on how to form 
auser's group, and 3) Our position on program 
sharing vs. pirating* It is truly exciting 
to see the growth of ACE this last few months* 
I predict the next few will be even better! 

Our Atari Computer Enthusiasts User Conference 
in Portland January 31 was a smashing success 
for all in attendance. Masterminded by Bridget 
Schwarz, our over-achieving Atari Representative, 
the conference brought together over 150 Atari 
users and enthusiasts to hear jammed seminars 
on topics ranging from new programming languages 
to Basic programming tips* 

The format was straight-forward and simple! 
After a general session of introductions, 

overview and special announcements, users 
moved into the four seminar comers to hear 
more about their favorite topics* One Atari 
in the hallway was kept busy all day with 
users trading programs and showing their tricks 
and techniques. 

Speakers and sessions included Eroca Moon of 
Personal Software, who presented Visicalc 
Overview, Applications and Advanced Applications 
seminars! Mike Ward of Compuserv, who demonstrated 
the features of his dial-up electronic mail 
and time-share computer network, Wynn Smith 
of Mosaic Electronics whospoke on Basic programming 
tips and talked a little about his exciting 
new hardware products, Pat MullarKey, of the 
Video Store, who had an enthusiastic crowd 
at each session as he demonstrated his new 
FORTH compiler, and of course Pam and Dale 
Yokum from Atari's Sunnyvale plant, who managed 
to answer in one day most of the questions 
everyone in the Northwest has thought of in 
the past six months' Add to that the exciting 
new program products that Atari’s Steve Warren 
presented, 
and you can see that the day was indeed jam-packed 
with topics of interest! 

To cap off the day, the Eugene ACE group challenged 
the Seattle group (they call themselves SPACE) 
to a match in the new Atari game MISSILE COMMAND. 
Unfortunately for us, the Seattle folks beat 

us badly (something like 30,000 to 75,000 
points)* 

GOTO 2 

From the Editor 
At the recent meeting of the A*C*E. Club 

of Eugene, it was decided to start charging 
for the Newsletter. We have been growing 
so quickly, that we need help to cover expenses* 
We decided to charge $8*00 for a year for 
regular members, $5*00 for students, $10*00 
for "angels" who would like to support our 
group. Dealers in the Northwest, Atari folks, 
Presidents or Editors of User's groups, Editors 
of computer magazines, and contributors would 
not need to pay. Other User's groups could 
use our articles as long as due credit is 
given to the Author and A*C*E« and as long 
as they gave us the same priviledge. Remember, 
we are a User'group, so help us out. 

People who contribute on a regular basis 
will have free subscriptions, and also those 
with lead artides.We also want smaller contributions, 
such as an undocumented POKE you have discovered 
and how to use it, programs illustrating some 
techniques, or anything else. You would then 
get free issues or perhaps some programs or 
whatever. 

Now that we have founts it necessary 
to charge, we would like to outline our goals 
for the newsletter. We want it to be fun 
for us and for you, not a job. We do NOT 
plan on becoming a "slick" magazine as Softside 
as done, but remain as we have been- an enthusiastic 
group of Atari owners and users, not attached 
to any store or to the company, providing 
the latest news and rumors about our computer. 
A magazine requires a 3 to 4 month lead time 

for an article, we can do it in a 3 to4 day 
period- you can't get much quicker news* 

We are interested in being a user's 
group, and not competing with the commercial 
magazines* We are willing to help you establish 
your own group and newsletters. Reader's 
suggestions and heip is needed and wanted* 

Our goals will be! 
1-Provide the latest information 

on products from Atari or otherwise 
since magazines have such a long 
lead time. GOTO 2 



PROGRAM EXCHANGE—-PIRACY OR SHARING? 

The issue of reproduction of copyrighted software 
is growing louder! most magazines in the trade 
have addressed the problem# and I think it 
is time that we state our position# Atari 
Computer Enthusiasts (ACE) does not support 
the distribution or trading of proprietary 
software* we discourage the "stripping" of 
copyright information from program listings# 
and support the identification of all programs 
by author, source, and permission to reproduce. 
In keeping with our policy, and in order 

ot make members more aware of the programs 
which ARE available for sharing# we are compiling 
an exchange library, for which a directory 
will be printed in full in a future issue. 
If, as a 

member of ACE, you would like to contribute 
programs, you may begin by inventorying your 
non-proprietary programs by the following 
groups! 

100 Series—Demonstration programs 
200 Series—Utility programs 
300 Series—Tricks and Techniques 
400 series—8k Game programs 
500 series—24K Game programs 
600 series—Other games 
700 series—Educational programs 
800 series—Personal Interest programs 
900 series—Business Applications 

Having inventoried according to the above groups, 
next list the following information! Program 
name, author, source, description (maximum 
60 bytes), date developed or last modified, 
sizeand hardware requirements* 
We will be developing a programming inventory 
system as part of our basic Basic class over 
the next several months, so we can keep track 
of all the programs available! within the 
next two months I hope to develop procedures 
for exchange by mail (unfortunately we are 
not equipped to deal with many requests at 
this time), 

At the same time, we are developing a review 
list for proprietary programs, using the Games 
Evaluation Matrix introduced in the last issue. 
We will use this to indicate whether our 

members thought games rated were worth looking 
at or net, something I wish I could have found 
out before I purchased several I have, This 
will be available upon request, with summary 
'boxscores' appearing regularly in the ACE 
News, 

EDITOR, cont*- 

2- Hints and "secrets", as well as 
rumors from "informed sources"-but 
not anything we have been asked 
not to report, 

3- Some programs, but mostly ones 
that demonstrate some programming 
techniques, 

4- Help support other user's groups, 
I would rather send one copy to a club, 

and have your club copy what they want for 
your newsletter, giving due credit. If I 
run out of money ingoing this, I will ask 
the clubs to help out, . 

In return, we would like our readers 
to! 

l”Let us use your newsletters as 
we will let you use ours, 

2- Reviews of hardware or software 
you might have, especially new 
or unusual items* 

3- Any undocumented Pokes for our 
"POKE list®, 
4- Your support* 

We are a User's graup-for you, 

SUCCESS cont.- 

As we cleaned up the room and packed up our 
computers, we watched ourselves on evening 
TV news, as the high points were broadcast 
all over the Northwest! 
To our knowledge, a User Conference such as 
this has not been done before. Judging from 
the response we received from the users, and 
from those who gave demonstrations at the 
show, we have witnessed the beginning of something 
big, that hopefully will spread across the 
country, 

In summary, I would again like to acknowledge 
Bridget Schwarz, of Richard Reeves and Associates, 
who came up with the concept of the conference 
and put it all together! thanks to her boss, 
Dick Reeves, who made sure she had the support 
to get it together! thanks to Atari, who sent 
their best folks into the Northwest to tell 
us all about Atari's products, thanks to Pam 
and Dale Yokum, obviously Atari's finest folks! 
to Steve Warren, who can even put on Atari 
demos without having all the products he is 
expected to demo! to Personal Software's Eroca 
Moon and Compuserv's Mike Ward, for adding 
great value to the show! 

Rumor has it that we will try to put another 
show together for Seattle in August, See 
you there! 

- S, Gof* 



HOW TO FORM A USER GROUP 

Five months ago we held our first meeting, 
and I wrote our objectives* 

1) Promotion of a local service center for 
Atari products 

2) Develop productive relations with key 
vendors and dealers 

35 Interchange and communication with other 
regional User Groups 

4) Better access to Atari for problem resolution, 
and input to marketing plans 

5) An opportunity to benefit from the experience 
of others with software products' 

6) Create an opportunity to share the fun 
and excitement of the world of microcomputers* 

We have made a tremendous amount of progress 
against those objectives since we started? 
partly due to the enthusiasm of our members, 
and partly because we came along at exactly 
the right time? As I have observed, Atari 
owners are hungry for relevant information 
to help them get more out of their Ataris* 

I started by stating our objectives because 
I believe you've got to know what you expect 
before you can organize to achieve it* Over 
the last Five months I have developed 
some slightly different views about the role 
of our group* In the beginning we had some 
definite problems with service, programming 
problem assistance, and software product availability* 
As these problems have been cured or reduced, 

our needs have changed a bit* The single 
most important function of our group is now 
the assistance we can provide to members who 
are not yet 'up to speed' with their computers. 
This became apparent as soon as the problems 
went away* This assistance occurs in two 
ways* 1) Education and 2) Program snaring* 
A secondary function of the group then becomes 

the sharing of programs and 
programming tips from other users in other 
areas* This is important because in this 
way we achieve a level of cross-fertilization 
(so-to-speak) that keeps our skills constantly 
growing* The third role of the User Group 
is to provide members with an opportunity 
to further their chosen area of endeavor with 
their computer? this may occur in many ways, 
whether writing programs and articles for 
profit, establishing personal or business 
applications, or using computers as a social 
focus* 

So we have addressed the question "WHY do you 
start a User Group." Now to the difficult 
part. How do you get it going? Well, lets 
look at. your WHYs a little? do you have different 
or similar ones? Establisn for yourselves 
WHY you think you want one. If you know, 
then the next thing you want to do is establish 
WHAT you want to do* I'd suggest something 
like the following? 

BUSINESS MEETINGS, probably monthly, to cover 
any business your group has (hopefully not 
too much--if you've got too much busiwork-stuff 
it will get in the way of your objectives!) 

SOCIAL MEETINGS, or that's what I call them, 
which should be weekly or bi-weekly# and cover 
an area of interest for a portion of the group* 
New games or utility programs, for example* 
CLASSES OH TUTORIALS, which cover specific 

topics, such as Basic or Assembler language 
(6 to 12 sessions with a trained educator) 
or Atari Graphics and Sound (1 session seminar) 

SOCIAL SHARING SESSIONS, using a pre-arranged 
structure, so the* programs are shared between 
all group members* An example of a structure 
might be a simple distribution "tree", where 
one person gives programs to two others, who 
in turn give the programs to two others, who 
in turn, and so on. In this way everyone 
gets their copy, and no one is stuck with 
making 50 copies of the same program* 

The next question is WHO? this is critical, 
but if you have made it this far, it is probably 
dear who your leaders are* Every group has 
a handful of 
folks who represent the "core group", and really 
are the ones who get things done. It is a 
measure of the group's success how well EVERYONE 
is involved in group activities* You will 
need a President, or lead person who will 
delegate, rather than do everything him(her)self* 
Next most important is probably a newsletter 

editor, since the newsletter is the most visible 
product of the group* Following that, you 
will need a Membership Chairman, who should 
be responsible for setting up the "sharing 
trees" and integrating new members into the 
group. Finally, you need a Secretary/Ambassador, 
to coordinate communications with other groups, 
induding program exchange, etc* The last 
element needed is good followers, ready to 
write programs to share, newsletter articles, 
and step into the leadership roles when needed* 
Why, what and who? three critical components 

of auser group! 



Portland A.C.E* Convefition-M.R.Dunn ,gd 
This issue will focus on an overview 

of the first ever Atari Users convention. 
So much was covered that this will only be 

an overview? the next few issues will go into 
more detail. 

The most interesting parts of the program 
included the announcement of Atari's new Software 
Exchange Program* Sometime in April or May, 
Atari will send all registered owners a catalogue 
of over 200 pieces of software. These will 
be inexpensively priced, and will include 
such items as Forth, a Text Processor, utilities, 
games* etc. Intially, many of these will be 
programs from Atari, but the whole program 
will then begin- a user or professional programmer 
will send to Atari a program with documentation. 
The programs that are the best or of the 

most interest will be bought with up-front 
money plus royalities, further developed by 
the Atari professionals, and released and 
marketed by Atari in the present manner. 
If not quite up to these high standards, 
or of limited interest, it will be included 
in the Software Exchange division* It will 
be released in its original form, with the 
author's documentation, and a royalty be paid. 
If still a good program, but not to these 
standards, then it would be released on a 
User's disc, with many other similiar programs, 
and the author would receive a small royalty 
still. A wonderful opportunity for talented, 
but busy or unknown to copyright and get royalties 
for their work, with no hassle. DONOT try 
to get or give programs yet-wait until the 
catalogue is released. 

Speaking of FORTH, Fat Mullarkey of NMV Software 
206 North side Rd.,Bellevue, Wa 98004 phoene 

206-480455-4802, showed us his new FORTH, demonstrating 
the ease of use and fantastic speed of exucuaecution. 
It was very impressive* 

So impressive that I decided to buy a FORTH-but 
which one. Last month, Quality Software wrote 
about their's, and now a new one, Well, I 
bought the one from Pat, and another A*C.E. 
member sent for the Quality Software one. 
Since we are both relative beginners in programming-he 

just has had his Atari for a few days, we 
will report in future articles about the two, 
and the progress we make with the language, 
from the Novices point of view. Any articles 
or programs by others will be welcome-either 
by expert or beginner. 

PILOT by Atari was demonstrated by Steve 
Warren of Atari-it is an easy to use but powerful 
language, especially in graphics and Education 
purposes. Other languages in the works, release 
date uncertain, but probably this year, include 
Pascal, a Macro-assembler, and who knows what 
else! 

The new Microsoft Basic, that's what 
else! Now apparently being written, it is 
rumored to be very much like TRS-80 Level 
II, with graphic and sound additions. When 
it will be ready and marketed is unknown, 
but may be sooner than you think. This BASIC 
and the PASCAL will make the Atari the most 
powerful personal computer around. 

According to an "informed source", as 
they say in the newspaper, the Atari is capable 
of some truly amazing things that are just 
mentioned and then quickly denied with "no 
comment". If you hear any fantastic rumors, 
such as the ability to turn the Atari into 
a machine as powerful as the Apple HI, or 
that the machine might be capable of addressing 
much more memory than anyone realizes, who 
knows, it might be true! 

TARI TREK REVIEW COMPLETED 
BY STACY A. GOFF 

Last month I began the review of the new Star trek-based 
game by Quality Software} if you recall, it 
came out pretty high on our Games Evaluation 
Matrix, its strong points being overall concept, 
strategy, challenge, ease-of-useand its exceptional 
documentation. Against all that its only 
weaknesses were in its limited use of Atari 
graphics. The best news is that the programis 
one of the most reasonably priced you'll find; 
At $11.95 for tape and $14,95 for disk, I'd 
highly recommend it if you are interested 
in space-strategy games* Tari Trek is available 
from Quality Software, 6660 Reseda Blvd Suite 
105, Reseda Ca 91335} phone (213) 344-6599 

forth 



A novice's impressions of Wynn Smith's 
"Optimizing Basic" 

Having only begun to learn a Uttle 
programming in Basic since last fall* I was 
very interested in Wynn's presentation at 
the A.C.E. conference* 

Wynn had experimented with an S hour 
prime number generator to see how he could 
speed it up* he was able to cut it to 4 hours* 
but not everything tried was useful* 

Several methods that did not work or 
have significant changes were such techniques 
as eliminating REM ark's, or shortening variable 
statementse eg* A for Ataricomputer saves 
almost nothing* 

Wynn did find many time savingtechniques* 
Graphics is much faster than the Text mode(O)* 

He pointed out that the Atari is a dual processor* 
the 6502 is doing the work while another processor 
controls the display* Thus by using POKE 
559,0 and then the work statements for the 
6502, and finally another POKE 559, 34 you 
can turn off the display while the work is 
being accomplished* This can make the Atari 
up to 60% faster! 

Wynn also noted that poke 559*35 can 
give us 384 resolaticn* but, unforturnetly* 
can only be used with machine language* 

Other hints were to bunch up PRINT statements 
to save about 10%. FOR_NEXT loops are very 
slow and can be replaced with IF-THAN statements 
whenever possible. Subroutes used repeatedly 
should be put in front of the program, so 
the processor does not need to search for 
them* 

Wynn also suggested that defining all 
constants as variables will provie a significant 
savings in time* When using IF-THAN statements, 
put the most frequently used ones first. 

-by Tom Easton*A.C*E» 
-Tom is our newest member**Wynn Smith 

is from MOSAIC ELECTRONICS, POEox 74S Oregon 
City* Or 97045-send for his new Atari products 
catalog* 

BASIC EASIC CLASS TO BEGIN 

At our February meeting we will discuss 
a basic Easic class, which will begin scon* 
The purpose is to bring everyone up to 
pretty much the same level, so we can then 
move on to more involved topics. Plan 
now to attend the series* we will be devel¬ 
oping some exciting programs together! 

More on Basic bv Wvnn Smith* 
-as seen bv Chuck Ross* A«C*E* 

Do you want to get more speed from your basic 
programs? I picked up some helpful hints from 
Optimizing Basic Programs by Wynn Smith of 

Mosiac Electronics* 
one of the many sessions at the recent ATARI 

COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS user conference. 
A few of the things he suggested follow* 
I think one of the best ideas is to put your 

subroutines at the beginning of your programs 
as follows! 
1 GOTO 1000 
2 REM START OF FIRST SUBROUTINE 
10 REM START OF SECOND SUBROUTINE 
1000 REM INITIALIZE AND MAIN PROGRAM 
1010 DIM a$uo),3<8*s>:hp=2:my*io 
1050 GOSUB HP 

The reason for this is your ATARI looks at 
your program line by line* to find where your subroutin 
reside. If the subroutines are at the beginning 
of your program it won't have as far to 
search# hence faster processing of the program* 
Another shortcut is defining constants as 

variables, as in line 1010. This will save time 
as well as memory* 
If you just say GOSUB 2 or GOSUB 10 your 

computer has to take the number* convert it 
to binary* then take the appropriate action* If 

on the other hand it is already defined, 
the computer knows the value of the constant* 
Ancther good idea is using If THEN 

statements instead of FOR-NEXT loops* 
FOR-NEXT loops work well but are slower than 

IF-THEN statements* 
Scrolling will also slow 

down a program* so should be avoided* 
Instead use the clear screen function. For 

those who don't already know it just hit <ESCAFE>* hold 
down CONTROL or SHIFT and hit CLEAR* 
This is done inside the parentheses of a 

print statement. 
Another technique which might help when you 

have a lot of number crunching to do 
is to turn off the display* To do this 

you POKE location 559 with a 0* 
Turn the display on again by POKEing 559 
with a 34.1 would suggest however* you make sure 
the program will run without errors 

before you do this, as you wont be able to 
see the error messages with the screen off. 
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beyond BASIC 

6502 Assembly Language Froarams-by Paul Hoffman 
This is Paul's 2nd article in the senes-he 

would like to have any Boston Area Atari users 
to call him at 617-4*51-0739 for information 
on the A.C.E* Club of Boston-ed* 

Programs written in 6502 assembly language 
are lists of numbers that the CPU can interpret 
as instructions* Every instruction is one# 
two or three numbers long* and each number 
fits into one byte ( a word of memory)* To 
make 6502 programs more readable* a standard 
set of abbreviations has beenadopted for printed 

programs* 
Each 6502 instruction consists of the 

command (one byte) and the address in memory 
or data that the command mustoperate on,(aithough 
some commands have no addresses or data assdated 
with them)* There are four special locations 
where all of the CPU's work gets done; the 
accumulator, the X and Y registers, and the 

flag byte. 
The accumulator is where you move data 

to and from# where the numbers are mathematically 
changed, and where comparisons are made, 
The x and Y registers are bytes used as temporary 
holding areas and indexes. The Flag word 
is 7 on-off bits that are updated each time 
an instruction is executed* The flags contain 
information about the last operation such 
as whether it caused the accumulator to be 
zero or negative. 

The CPU can access any byte in memory. 
Each 256 bytes is called a page* the pages 
are numbered from 0 to 255* Thus the address 
portion of a 6502 command never needs to be 
more than two bytes long* The zero page is 
special, in that commands which reference 
memory take fewer bytes and are often faster 
than any other page. 
- Next issue! Translating 6502 code 
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thanks Cursor 

POKE TEXT INTO GRAPHICS S! 

The following program demonstrates an ability 
to poke alphanumeric graphics characters into 
graphics 3 mode? I was looking for just this 
sort of subroutine to provide annotation on 
charts and graphs I am producing* I've tried 
similar things in graphics 65 now here's a 
challenge* First reader who submits a program 
that pokes lowercase and inverted characters 
into gr* 7 will receive a subscription to 
this newsletter!! 

1 REM **************** 
2 REM , * 
3 REM . * GRAPHICS 0 ALPHANUMERIC 
4 REM * * TEXT POKED INTO GRAPHICS 
5 REM . * 8 MODE? USE FOR ANNOTAT- 
* REM * * ING GRAPHS AND CHARTS, OR 
7 REM . * ??J MODIFIED FROM ATARI 
8 REM * * SAMPLE BY ACE GROUP 12/30 
? REM ♦ * 
10 REM **************** 
11 REM 
12 DIM A$(40),O$(l) 
20 A$=”EUGENE'S ATARI COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS” 
30 X=2JY=30:REM LOCATION OF MESSAGE 
40 GRAPHICS 8JSETCOLOR 1,0,15 
45 SETCOLOR 2,0,0JREM SETCQLGRS OPTIONAL 
50 11 =PEEK(88)+PEEK (395*256 
60 12=11+Y*40+X 
70 FOR Z=1 TO LENvA$) 
30 0$=A$(Z,Z)JREM POKES ONE AT A TIME 
90 GOSUB 200 
100 13=57344+X *3 
110 FOR U=0 TO 7 
120 POKE I2+U*4G,PE£K<I3+U) 
130 NEXT U 
140 12=12+1 
150 NEXT Z 
160 STOP 
200 X=A5C(0$) 
210 IF XM27 THEN X=X-128 
220 IF X>31 AND X<96 THEN X=X-32:RETURN 
230 IF X>32 THEN X=X+64 
?40 RETURN 

BALLY Home Computer and CURSOR 

Fred Cornett was kind enough to publicize 
our newsletter in CURSQR.Many people who bought 
the Bally did for it's expansion capability, 
but then got tired of waiting, sg bought an 
Atari* There are lots of us, judging from 
the response of Fred's plug. Those of you 
who still have a Bally, CURSOR is mandatory! 
They have just announced the availability 

of a Keyboard unit with Microsoft Basic, 32k, 
disc controler, and the fabulous ZGrass graphic 
language* -CURSOR P*G*BOX 266, North 
Hollywood, Ca 91603 (213)763-7701- 

KORNER 
in 

Computer Convention-Aaron Ness, aae 14 

The Atari Computer Enthuasists convention 
in Portland was a big success. All the people 
^rom Atari gave interesting and informative 
lectures* The Visicalc demonstrations by 
E'oca Moon of Personal Software were good* 
She covered what is Visicalc, what you can 

do with it, and if you already own it, advanced 
ways of using it* 

Pam and Dale Yokum of Atari told how 
to use Basic, Assembler, the new Pilot language, 
and the new CX70 Light Pen* The DOS discussion 
and general helpfulness added to their already 
overwhelming friendliness. 

Wynn Smith of Mosaic Electronics demonstrated 
the new Plot and Draw program* He also showed 
off the new 32K|Memory Board. 

All the other people gave lectures on 
CompuServe, Basic, educational tools, personal 
interest and the new Missile Command game* 

The Missile Command match between the 
Eugene group and the Seattle group took place* 
Seattle won after a courageous and valiant 
effort by Eugene* 5 players from each group 
fought it out* The winners won prizes of 
Casio digital Tagger Watches and some fine 
wine. 

After the convention was over, KGW Channel 
3 in Portland ran a segment on the 'people 
who gathered and talked about Atari computers', 
also KGW ran their news credits against the 
Atari rainbow* So eat your heart cut Apple! 
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LOOSE BITS TOM’S TIPS 
Atari's newest marketing campaign is oriented 
towards a "computers for people” theme* and 
I think they're right on target? however* 
I think I'll miss their "Touch the Future" 
theme* because thats what its all about* 

Reflecting upon the success of the ACE User 
Conference* and the enthusiasm I experienced* 
I think the biggest thing that may hold back 
rapid growth in the microcomputer market is 
the uncertain economy* But the reason the 
economy may affect growth is NOT because of 
weak buyer interest, but because of overly 
cautious dealers, who don't have enough equipment 
in stock to make sales! And the way all the 
magazines are finally recognizing the superiority 
ofthe Atari, sales are going to take off! 
Dealers, are you ready for it? 

ATARI is a registered trademark of Warner Communications 
A»C*E* is not related in any way to the Atari corporatiom \ 
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When I saw the Player-Missile Graphics 
program running at the last User Group meeting 
I was very impressed* The horizontal movement 
of the space vehicle was ciaen and crisp* I 
thought my wishes had come true* until I saw 
the vehicle move vertically. The crisp 
vehicle moved like a strange* crawling 
creature* The vertical movement looks 
primitive compared to the horizontal movement* 

POKING AROUND 
Is Atari hiding a POKE location that 

will allow for clean vertical movement? 
If not, I hope someone can devise a way to 
get quick* crisp vertical movement, that 
can match the quality of the horizontal 
movement* Anyway* here is an extension of 
the Player-Missile Graphics program, that 
enables two players to move on the screen* 
There are a few programming tricks in this 
program* which were devised by Stacy Goff, 
so pay dose attention! 

(see t* <•) -Tom Ettel,A*C.E* 
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VIEW FROM THE FIRST BYTE 
by Stacy Goff 

This has been a nice month of recovery, a 
pleasant transition between the hectic activities 
surrounding the ACE conference and the usual 
Spring rush* We have taken advantage of this 
time to determine where we are headed next, 
and have initiated some new programs* 

Our basic Basic class seems to be going 
very well, over a dozen eager enthusiasts 
are rapidly becoming star programmers? well 
at least somewhat more proficient than they 
were! As a part of their weekly homework 
assignments each student is working on a copy 
of the exciting new game which has been only 
rumor for the last five months* the ACE PILOT 
WWI biplane dogfight* How, the secret's out! 
As well as being a great educational testbed 

it should be a very good game as well! 
Another activity under way is the long discussed 
program inventory* Those of us with disks 
are discovering the advantages of ORGANIZING 
our files* “what do you mean you have SIX 
copies of that program and you can't find 
ANY of them?* At least with a tape system 
you aren't nearly as tempted to proliferate 

copies of programs* it just isn't as easy! 
SOLVED with the introduction of our new FILEINDX 

program* which allows you to read the directories 
of ALL your disks into one big file, and then 
sort on Disk#, Program Name, Extender or Program 
Type, then write the whole mess out to the 
printer, or save to disk! Bravo? the lazy 
person's way to keep track of what you've 
got! 

Which brings me to our next point? What this 
country needs is a good, quick sort subroutine 
(I know, they're about as scarce as a 5 cent 
cigar)* George Blank suggests some interesting 
Basic sorting techniques in the February Softside 
magazine, but even double-parsing, shell selecting * 
turbocharged Basic sorts are still only Basic* 

Notes from the Editor 
We are now in contact with Atari owners 

and clubs all over the world including Hong-Kong 
and Germany* Many have written in for information 
on how to start a User's club? hopefully our 
last issue gave some hints and if more help 
is needed, please call or write* We are exchanging 
programs on a regular basis with several other 
dubs as well as exchanging articles* In 
the interest of helping people who don't know 
the dubs in their area, this issue will indude 
all the dubs or individuals wanting to start 
a dub* We are also very fortunate in having 
two new active members from out of town who 
really know what they are doing who have been 
willing to help us-John Allen from the Seattle 
group and Ray Banister from Salem,Or* 

Then there is the "Mystery Man" from 
Chicago, who sends "Mail-O-Grams" with news, 
hints and now programs on tape* the most recent 
being a downloading program he wrote to save 
information from MicroNet on discs for later 
viewing* 

His name is Larry Hitz* and he wants 
to start a dub in the Chicago Area, and have 
his program publicized- it is in this issue* 

In our area, no one has MicroNet because 
of the long distance charge? however, with 
Hitz's program, it might be feasible* One 
of the features demostrated by Mike Ward of 
CompuServe at our ACE conference in Portland 
was the Atari Newsletter direct from the company 
with many hints, news, programs, etc.* which 
rra4d be saved to use in this newsletter♦ 

Would anyone out there be willing to write 
about their experiences with MicroNet or the 
Source* or even load a disc for me with the 
Atari News so I could see it- would be greatly 
appreciated!! by me and other readers who 
are unable to get MicroNet. 

John Allen of Seattle has 
figured out several ways to convert an 8K 
to 16K, and has sent me a beautiful drawing 
on how to do it? it is not very easy to do. 
and once you buy the chips* tools, etc* it 
might be just as well to get the complete 
kit from Mosaic for a few more dollars. 

GOTO PAGE 2 



vra^T BYTE-cont. 

Why not a machine language sort subroutine 
for the Atari? You could pass it the array 
to be sorted# the sort key# sort length# record 
length and total numberof records? the subroutine 
would rnturn upon completion-0 ^ 
Who, oh who can help us? Make yourself famous, 

have a sorting subroutine named after yourself! 
Send us a copy of your machine language sort 
subroutine andwe will pthlish it to share 
it withothers* 
Those of you who have been reading since the 
beginning may remember the plea made several 
issues ago for SOMEONE to write a Basic Compiler, 
my reasoning being that the main disadvantage 
of Basic (speed) could be resolved by COMPILING 
(turning Basic language into machine code) 
the program once it was thoroughly debugged. 
Now that Sheppardson has announced their 

new Basic A+, an advanced Basic, a perfect 
opportunity is available. You see, their 
new Basic has features that regular Atari 
Basic will not recognize. So as a software 
developer, you can apparently only sell your 
products to people who have the Basic A+ interpreter, 
IF you take advantage of the neat new features# 

So Sheppardson should write a Basic Compiler 
for their Basic A+ interpreter. 

Sheppardson is the ideal company for the job, 
since (guess what) they wrote the ORIGINAL 
Atari Basic! Since they have the necessary 
expertise# and since the addition of a Basic 
Compiler to their line would VASTLY increase 
the attractiveness of their new Basic# I 
am sure that if they consider it seriously# 
they'll do it. Here's hoping* 

Our next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday# 
March 11, 7130 PM at my house# My phone is 
686-8308# in addition# sessions of our new 
class# basic Basic are held the remaining 
Wednesdays of the month# Call for more informtionon 
the dasses. The April meeting will be Wednesday, 
April 8th at Mike Dunn's house? The newsletter 
will be late in April because of the West 
Coast Computer Faire# Have a good month! 

EDITOR- cont. 

I tried to do what the plans said# but 
unfortunately# I must have done something 
wrong—my board is now dead!!!- So Beware 
of doing it yourself— my advice would be 
to stick with the kit that Mosaic has or have 
them do it unless you are really handy with 
dose quarter soldering# Speaking of Mosiac 
(P.O.Box 748# Oregon City,Or. 97045), we 

don't write advertisments for them—it's just 
that Wynn Smith has been very helpful to the 
User Group's# and is a talented individual# 

Anyway# after calling Wynn and telling him 
of my troubles# he told me about his new 32K 
RAM Board for the 400 and 800-about to be 
released# it has a special power component 
that keeps the heat down to slightly more 
than a 16K and less than two 16K's# 

It features a new law-power design by 
Wynn# screened by the CAT Tektronix Computer, 
and has gold-plated edge conectors, 2-week 
burn-in period# and 1 year guarantee# Its 
price is much less than 2 16K boards# I was 
so impressed# I ordered one!! Wynn is also 
the distributor of the new Basic A+ from Shepard 
son Microsystems (20395 Pacifica Dr. Suite 
106# Cupertino#Calif»95014)# As you 
may know# these are the folks that wrote the 
Atari Basic# the Assembler ,etc. They now 
have an expanded Disc Based STRUCTURED BASIC# 
with many features such as PRINT USING# IF..ELSE 
•ENDIF#WHILE»..ENDWHILE# TRACE# RENAME, and 
extensive Flayer-Missle Comands. 

They also have a new DOS# called CP/ A# 
with many of the features of CP/M# with a 
built in Editor# Assembler# Debug# etc# that 
interfaces with their new Basic# It does 
not have string Arrays# but a truely structured 
BASIC might not need it. It also has a CASE 
command!! I hope to get a reviewcopy and 
review it more extensively in the next issue!!! 

Speaking of CASE# Pat Mullarky(NMV Software# 
206 Northside Rd. Bellevue# Wash## 98004) 
has been helpful in teaching me some of the 
mysteries ofhis FORTH# All I can say so far 
is that it works as advertised# is inaredib 
fast# and a very few lines of code do a tremendous 
amount# He plans on supporting it with extensions* 
the graphic and floating point extensions 
are just about ready# the new Atari-like Editor 
and DOS-compatable version almost so* When 
ready# a nominal charge will get them. The 
Forth From Quality Software has not yet arrived? 
I am interested in comparing the two# and 
will do so when I know enough about FORTH 
to do so-maybe next issue# 
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COMPUTERS FOR PEOPLE 

1265 Borregas Avenue * DEALER NEWS * 
P.0. Box 427 

Sunnyvale, California 94086 
(408) 745-2000 

Dear ATARI Dealer: 

Several exciting programs will occur during first quarter* We want you to 

know all about them. They're designed to bring customers into your stores 

so we want you to be ready. 

By the end of first quarter, we will send out four major mailings to all 

ATARI Personal Computer owners who have returned their warranty cards. 

1. Our new product literature and our new software catalog. 

2. Literature from 38 outside suppliers that offer products they claim 

to be compatible with either the ATARI 400™ or 800™ Personal 

Computers. 

3. An introductory issue of the new magazine with a $5 discount coupon 

to bring them back into your store. This coupon is redeemable 

toward any purchase of any personal computer system software pro¬ 

duced by ATARI. The coupon has been designed to be as easy as 

possible for you. You just: 1) fill in the name of your store on 

the front, 2) write the purchaser's name and address on the back 

and the software program purchased on the back, and 3) deposit it to 

your bank account like you would any check you received in your 

store. 

4. The first issue of the new magazine presenting new products, cre¬ 

ative uses of the ATARI Personal Computer and information requested 

by users. 

When you sell an ATARI product to your customers, please emphasize the impor¬ 

tance of returning the warranty card. That's the only way we know who they 

are to send them information and the magazine. Without their names, we can't 

help you, their dealer, as much in bringing them back to your store. 

Thank you for your continued support of ATARI Personal Computer 

These programs are just one more way we are supporting you, our 

Systems. 

dealers. 

Sincerely, 

VMJ&k 
Keith Schaefer 

National Sales Manager 
Computer Division 

© a Cwoumcsoort Corner-. 
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Assembly Language article 3-bv Paul Hoffman 
Boston Atari Club 

This article will discuss assembly language 
as a programming language, and will discuss 
the difference between machine level and higher 
level language* 

First, it would be useful to discuss the 
general concept of how the Atari understands 
programs* When a BASIC program is typed into 
the computer, it is "tokenized", which means 
that it is stored in memory as single bytes 
for each command, not as text* When the program 
is run, the BASIC interpreter in the Atari 
translates each instruction into a series 
of machine language commands* 

Since a program written directly in assembly 
language would not need to be translated, 
it would run faster than a translated prooram. 

You can write programs with an editor, either 
sold by a private software company, or with 
the Atari Assembler Editor* Programs written 
in machine language do not need to be translated, 
and generally run much Faster than higher 
level programs* 

The programming language FORTH is a notable 
exception to the rule that higher-level languages 
are slow* FORTH is a language that is very 
close to assembly language, but is somewhat 
easier to program in* FORTH is a good way 
to familiarize yourself with machine-like 
languages* 

If you bought your Atari to learn more about 
computers, it is well worth buying either 
an assembler or FORTH* It will expand your 
understanding of computers and probably improve 
programming abilities* All assembly language 
programs are compatible, so do not feel tied 
to the Atari assembler-editor. Not all FORTHs 
are compatible, but they are similar enough 
to make conversion easy. 

NEXT — Atari's Assembler/editor 

FORTH- M*R*Dunn* Editor 
In our Newsletter, a lot of space has 

been devoted to the FORTH language, and perhaps 
we should explain why. Our local membership 
is composed almost entirely of beginners who 
have had no previous exposure to computer 
language. Several of us have learned BASIC 
and are now interested in expanding our horizons* 
The choice in to learn Assembly Language 

or FORTH* FORTH seems to be easier to learn 
and more versatile- it at least makes some 
sense* As a complete novice in Forth, I want 
to share our trails and tribulations of learning 
this language. It is a strutured, stack-orientated, 
threaded language* Items are placed in a 
stack,‘you define what you want your program 
to do* 

Your definitions can be in either Forth 
or in Assembly Language* Each line in compiled 
when written, so when executed, the program 
approachs the. speed of Assembly Language. 
The threadedness refers to the fact that 

the deflations are stacked on each other 
and linked together* I am no where near the 
point in which I can write anything, but in 
copying programs, it is amazing how little 
code needs to be typed in to accomplish alot. 
Very littlememary is used. FORTH is freely 

transportable from machine to machine-the 
only differences are machine dependentfunctions, 
such as graphics, or Assembly Language definitions 
for a different processor* 

We have been in contact with the FORTH 
Interest Group (FIG) P.O.Box 1105 San Carlos, 
Ca*94070, a non-profit group that provides 
information and help for FORTH users, as well 
as several Atari and non-Atari FORTH users 
we have found* I have Pat Mullarky's version 
of fig-FORTH, another club member in Eugene 
has ordered the Quality Software version} 
we hope to learn together, and to have some 
of the experts we have contacted write more 
articles for us. Anyone out there who would 
like to do so, or who have FORTH programs 
that we could publish, please let me know- 
any help would be appreciated greatly* 

The standard reference boi_k for learning 
FORTH is "Using Forthnbv the company that 
started it all, Forth, Inc, but I found a 
new book by Tina* Systems Guide to fia-Forth 
to be more helpful* Both are available from 
"fig” by phone or mail order. 
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MEMORY DUMP by Ray Bannister 
The following porgram is one of many 

utilities that our newest member from Salem 
has written. It dumps the memory» using the 
special graphic characters as ASC hex equilvents, 
as you sometimes see in machine language 
strings mixed with BASIC programs.-ed. 

10 REM 'D1DUMFMEM2.BAS' - By Ray C. Ba 
nister 11/17/80 
50 POKE 82*0SPOKE 83*39JREM LEFT/RT MA 
RGIN. 
70 PRINT 
80 PRINT" 

u 

90 DIM H$(32),X*(48),M.(4),N.( 1 ).ADDR$ 
(4»,A*Ufc>SAi="0123456789ABCDEF" 
100 PRINT "BEGINNING Addr to list (Hex 
) "JSINFUT ADDR*SM*=ADDR*!GOSUB 2000SA 
DDR=M 
105 IF ADDR.O- THEN 110 
107 FOR 1=0 TO 2555FRINT “(SPRINT CH 
R*(I)SSNEXT I SEND 
110 IF M =99999 THEN PRINT “NOT HEX. T 
RY AGAIN!*;GOTO 100 
130 IF LENCADDRSK4 THEN MS="0"SM*(2)= 
ADDRSSADDRS-MSSGOTO 130 
190 IF M=99999 THEN PRINT "NOT HEX. T 
RY AGAIN!":GOTO 100 
200 PRINT "and ENDING Addr to list (He 
x)“?SINFUT MSSGOSUB 2000SADDREND=M 
210 IF M=99999 THEN PRINT "NOT HEX. T 
RY AGAIN!"SGOTO 200 
250 IF ADDRENDCADDR THEN END 
275 H.=“**.X*="“ 
300 LNTH=16SIF ADDREND-ADDR<16 THEN LN 
TH=ADDHEND-ADDR+1 
400 FOR 1=1 TOLNTH 
500 X=PEEK(ADDR+I-1) 
510 Y=INT(X/16)SZ=X-16+Y 
520 X*(LEN(X*>+1)=* 
530 IF X=155 THEN XS(LEN(XS)+l)=“Rn"SG 
OTO 600SREM Use “Rn“ for RETURN Key 
540 X*(LEN(XS)+1)=CHR*<X) 
590 X*(LEN(X*)+1)=“ " 
600 H*(LEN(HS)+1)=A*(Y+1,Y+1) 
700 H*(LEN(H*H1)=A*(Z+1,Z+1) 
800 NEXT I 

810 IF LEN(H*)=32 THEN 900 
820 FOR 1=1 TO 32-LEN(H*)SH«(LEN(H*)+l 
>=“ “SNEXT I 
900 PRINT ADDRSi" "!CHRS(ASC(H*)+128)S 
CHR*(ASC(H.(2))+128)SH*(3(8)? 
902 PRINT CHR*(ASC(H*(9»+128)5CHR*(AS 
C(H$(10))+128)SH*(11,16)? 
904 PRINT CHR»(ASC(H*(17))+128UCHR.(A 
SC(H.(18)H128)SH*«9,241S 
906 PRINT CHR*(ASC(H*(25))+128)!CHRS(A 
SC<H*(26))+128>!H.(27,32) 
908 PRINT " (“iX${")B 
910 ADDR*(3,3)=CHR*(ASC (ADDR.<3»+1 J 
930 IF ADDR»(3,3»*F" THEN ADDR*(2,2)= 
CHRt(ASC (ADDR*<2»+ 1 )SADDRS(3,3)="0" 
932 IF ADDR*(3*3)=*t" THEN ADDR*(3,3>= 
"A* 
940 IF ADDR*(2,2)>“F“ THEN ADDR*(1,1)= 
CHR»(ASC(ADDR*)+1 )SADDR*<2,2>=“0“ 
942 IF ADDR*(2,2)=**." THEN ADDR*(2,2)= 
"A* 
950 IF ADDR*(1,1>=“!" THEN ADDR.(1,1)= 
“A" 
990 ADDR=ADDR+LNTH 
1000 GOTO 250 
2000 IF M*=““ THEN M=99999SRETURN 
2050 M=0SFOR 1=1 TO LEN(M*)SN*=M«(I,I) 
2100 IF N.<“0“ OR N*>“F* OR (N*>*9" AN 
D NK‘A“) THEN M=99999SPOP SRETURN 
2200 IF N*<"A“ THEN 2400 
2300 M=M* 16+ASC (M.(I))-ASC (“ A")+10 
2350 GOTO 2500 
2400 M=M* 16+ASC (M*(I»-ASC ("0“) 
2500 NEXT I 
2600 RETURN 

? FRE(O) 
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MUSIC WITHOUT THE COMPOSER CARTRIDGE 
bv Ron Ness 

—see STARKARS by Aaron Ness-ed. 
So you don't have the music composer 

cartridge! You can still have music on your 
Atari by writing in BASIC* 

One method is shown in the Atari Basic 
Book on Pages 305 to 310* This method uses 
subroutes for the timing of notes and is very 
costly memory- wise* 

A much better method is Found in the 
BASIC Reference Manual on Page 58* A modification 
of this method (Data Statements) will use 
less memory and will allow the sustaining 
of 1 or more notes while changing others* 

In line 40 on the listing for the “Theme 
From Starwars*, S is the amount of time that 
all the notes in that Data line are sustained* 
Generally! S equals 1 which is a Quarter 

Note* Any adjustments in timing are made from 
that base* For example* a half note could 
be S«2 such as on line 185 or S=t twice such 
as on lines 110 and 112* In this case* notes 
81* 108* and 128 are being played as 2 quarter 
notes without a break or rest and therefore 
sound like a half-note* Meanwhile* H3 changes 
from 162 to 173. 

The notes on lines 100* 102* and 104 
are all the same and of very short duration. 
In order to make then sound like three very 

short notes it is necessary to add lines 101, 
103, and 105 showing 0,0,0,0* With no value 
for S* the break is just long enough for the 
computer to read and make the proper sound* 

Line 25 is in the program only to help 
catch errors in notes or timing. After your 
program is running, this line can be deleted* 
If it is deleted, then it will be necessary 

to adjust the multiplier of S on line 40 since 
the music will play considerably faster* 
The same is true if you add graphics to your 
program. The higher the value of the multiplier 
of Sf the slower your music will play* 

For ease in demonstration* I have used 
a seperate data line for each note or series 
of notes (chords) but with practice* usually 
a whole measure can be put on one data line. 

You will find in doing your own music 
that it will occasionally be necessary to 
transpose some notes in the base clef since 
the Atari will only go one octave below middle 
C« It sure would be nice to have another 
octave lower (are you listening* Atari?)* 

P.S. you have to be able tD read music. 

STARK ARS-ar ranged bv 
Aaron Ness-aoe 14 

1 GRAPHICS 2+16 
2 ? #6," STAR WARS THEME” 
3 ? #6," BY JOHN WILLIAMS” 
4 REM ARR* BY AARON NESS 
8 FOR W=1 TO 50Q.NEXT W 

9 GRAPHICS 0 
10 READ S*N0*N1*N2*N3 
20 IF N0=-1 THEN END 
25 ? S*,T,JN05"r,»Nl *,,!"JN2JT,JN3 
30 SOUND 0,N0,10,4!SOUND 1*N1,10*4 
35 SOUND 2*N2,10*4.SOUND 3*N3,10*4 
40 FOR X=1 TO 5*150:NEXT XJGOTO 10 
100 DATA *3,108*0,0,0 
101 DATA 0*0,0,0*0 
102 DATA *3,108,0*0*0 
104 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
105 DATA .2,108,0,0,0 
110 DATA 1,31,108,128,162 
111 DATA 1,81,108,128,173 
114 DATA 1*53,64,81,193 
116 DATA 1,53,64,81,217 
120 DATA .3,60,81,96,243 
122 DATA *3,64,81,96,243 
124 DATA *2,72*81,96,243 
125 DATA 1,40,53,64,128 
128 DATA 1,40,53,64,144 
129 DATA 1,53,64,81,162 
140 DATA *3,60,81,96,243 
141 DATA .3,64,81,96,243 
144 DATA .2,72,81,96,243 
145 DATA 1,40,53,64,123 
148 DATA 1,40,53,64,144 
149 DATA 1,53,64,81,162 
160 DATA .3,60,72,91,182 
161 DATA .3,64,72,91,182 
164 DATA *3*60,72,91,182 
165 DATA 2,72,85,108,217 
168 DATA *6,108,0,0,0 
169 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
172 DATA .3,108,0,0,0 
173 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
180 DATA 1,81,108,128,162 
181 DATA 1,81,108,128,173 
184 DATA 1,53,64,81,193 
185 DATA 1,53,64,81,217 
190 DATA *3,60,81,96,243 
191 DATA .3,64,81,96,243 
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STARWARS ! 
194 DATA .2,72,81,96,243 
196 DATA 1,40,53,64,128 
198 DATA 1,40,53,64,144 
199 DATA 1,53,64,81,162 
210 DATA .3,60,31,96,243 
211 DATA .3,64,81,96,243 
214 DATA .2,72,81,96,243 
215 DATA 1,40,53,64,12$ 
218 DATA 1,40,53,64,144 
219 DATA 1,53,64,81,162 
230 DATA .3,60,72,91,182 
231 DATA .3,64,72,91,182 
234 DATA .3,60,72,91,182 
235 DATA 1,72,85,108,217 
236 DATA .6,108,0,0,0 
237 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
238 DATA .3,108,0,0,0 
250 DATA 1*5,96,121,162,0 
251 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
252 DATA .5,96,0,0,217 
254 DATA .5,60,81,96,217 
'255 DATA .5,64,81,96,217 
256 DATA .5,72,81,96,217 
258 DATA .5,81,81,96,217 
270 DATA .3,81,96,0,217 
271 DATA .3,72,96,0,217 
274 DATA .3,64,96,0,217 
275 DATA 1,72,0,0,217 
278 DATA .25,96,0,0,217 
279 DATA 1,85,108,144,217 
282 DATA .6,108,0,0,0 
283 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
284 DATA .3,108,0,0,0 
290 DATA 1.5,96,121,162,217 
291 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
292 DATA .5,96,121,162,217 
294 DATA .5,60,81,121,217 
295 DATA .5,64,81,121,217 
298 DATA .5,72,81,121,217 
299 DATA .5,0,81,121,217 
310 DATA .75,53,68,91,136 
311 DATA .25,72,0,0,0 
314 DATA 2,72,85,108,217 
315 DATA .6,108,0,0,0 
318 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
319 DATA .3,108,0,0,0 
320 DATA 1.5,96,121,162,0 
321 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
322 DATA ,5,96,0,0,217 
324 DATA .5,60,81,96,0 

325 DATA .5,64,81,96,0 
328 DATA .5,72,81,96,217 
329 DATA .5,0,81,96,0 
340 DATA .3,81,96,121,217 
341 DATA .3,72,96,121,0 
344 DATA .3,64,96,121,0 
345 DATA .6,72,96,121,217 
348 DATA .3,0,96,0,0 
349 DATA 1,85,0,0,0 
352 DATA .6,53,0,0,217 
353 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
354 DATA .3,53,0,0,0 
360 DATA .6,40,50,60,81 
361 DATA *3,45,60,81,128 
364 DATA .6,50,60,81,243 
365 DATA .3,53,0,81,217 
368 DATA .6,60,0,81,204 
369 DATA .3,68,0,0,182 
372 DATA .6,72,0,0,162 
373 DATA .3,81,0,0,144 
380 DATA 1,53,0,0,0 
381 DATA .1,72,85,121,217 
384 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
385 DATA .1,72,85,121,217 
386 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
387 DATA .1,72,85,121,217 
388 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
389 DATA .5,72,85,121,217 
390 DATA .3,0,0,108,0 
391 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
392 DATA .3,0,0,108,0 
393 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
394 DATA .3,0,0,108,0 
395 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
400 DATA 1,81,108,128,162 
401 DATA 1,81,108,128,173 
404 DATA 1,53,64,81,193 
405 DATA 1,53,64,81,217 
410 DATA .3,60,81,96,243 
411 DATA .3,64,81,96,243 
414 DATA .2,72,81,96,243 
415 DATA 1,40,53,64,128 
418 DATA 1,40,53,64,144 
419 DATA 1,53,64,81,162 
430 DATA *3,60,81,96,243 
431 DATA .3,64,81,96,243 
434 DATA .2,72,81,96,243 
435 DATA 1,40,53,64,128 
438 DATA 1,40,53,64,144 
439 DATA 1,53,64,81,162 

450 DATA .3,60,72,91,182 
451 DATA .3,64,72,91,182 
454 DATA .3,60,72,91,182 
455 DATA 2,72,85,108,217 
456 DATA .6,108,0,0,0 
457 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
458 DATA .3,108,0,0,0 
462 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
470 DATA 1,81,108,128,162 
471 DATA 1,81,108,128,173 
474 DATA 1,53,64,81,193 
475 DATA 1,53,64,81,217 
480 DATA *3,60,81,96,243 
481 DATA .3,64,81,96,243 
484 DATA .2,72,81,96,243 
485 DATA 1,40,53,64,128 
488 DATA 1,40,53,64,144 
489 DATA 1,53,64,81,162 
500 DATA .3,60,81,96,243 
501 DATA *3,64,81,96,243 
504 DATA .2,72,81,96,243 
505 DATA 1,40,53,64,128 
508 DATA 1,40,53,64,144 
509 DATA 1,53,64,81,162 
520 DATA .3,60,72,91,182 
521 DATA *3,64,72,91,182 
524 DATA .3,60,72,91,182 
525 DATA 2,72,85,108,217 
528 DATA 1,53,108,217,0 
530 DATA .5,0,0,0,217 
540 DATA 1,40,53,64,162 
542 DATA 1,40,53,64,173 
544 DATA 1,40,53,64,193 
546 DATA 1,40,53,64,217 
550 DATA 1,40,53,64,243 
552 DATA 1,40,53,64,217 
554 DATA 1,40,53,64,193 
556 DATA 1,40,53,64,173 
558 DATA 2,40,53,64,162 
559 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
560 DATA .1,40,53,64,162 
561 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
562 DATA .1,40,53,64,162 
563 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
564 DATA .1,40,53,64,162 
565 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
566 DATA 1.7,40,53,64,162 
600 DATA 0,-1,0,0,0 

THE MAR ISSUE OF INTERFACE AGE HAS TWO ARTICLES ON OTHER WATS TO WRITE MUSIC 
WITH ATARI BASIC.-ed. 
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FILEINDX—MIRACLE CURE FOR ALL PROBLEMS 

No self-respecting newsletter is without 
a serial program# it seems# so ACE NEKS presents 
FILEINDX# a multiple part program designed 
to blur your vision# give us something to 
write about for the next several months# AND 
actually provide some constructive results! 
FILEINDX is a working program a know# they 

all say that) that allows you to load ALL 
your disk directories into memory# sort them# 
and save them print them# or whatever you 
want to do with them# The program allows 
you to provide a code with each index to indicate 
whether it is a game# demo# or whatever# and 
stores off the program (or file) name# extender# 
# secoors# disk## and code# all in a compact 
20-character record# This is an IN MEMORY 
file system* as opposed to a DISK ACCESS system# 

In that respect it is similar to the Softside 
Database or to Atari's Mailing List program# 
For those of you who look down your noses 
at IN MEMORY systems* I'm afraid you'll have 
to wait for FLEXFILE# our flexible file generating 
system* which uses multiple indices and Note/Point 
access to records# The program requires at 
least a 24K (32K if you use old Dos) disk 
system* and you can handle more indexes than 
you know what to do with if you use 40K (Although 
the sort will kill you!)# Our intention 
is to print half the program this month (It 
DOES work# I just tried it again) and half 
next month} then we will correct errors for 
the next few months (just kidding !).For those 

who cannot stand to type it all in* don't 
despair# within a month we will have our 
exchange library complete and ready for action# 

Some notes on the program} that funny character^ 
) is entered by hitting escape* then control 
and dear* the up arrows are necessary in 
order to have correct serpen formatting# 
All print statements should be entered using 
the inverted (Atari symbol) key# except the 
following} 700 770 1320 1540 1550 and 1850. 
1860 thru 1940 use the inverse key for the 
function code only# Finally# the file type 
codes I have set up (which won't appear until 
next month) are} F datafile# U utility# B 
business# T tricks# G games* M music and D 
demo# You may use these axles* or invent 
your own and code them into the program next 
month# One interesting feature you will enjoy 
is the use of different sounds for prompts# 
have fun with it* and let us know if you have 
any suggestions for changes or improvement! 

8 REM **************** 
10 REM FILEINDX — AN INDEX TO DISK 
12 REM FILES, WITH OPTIONS TO SORT, 
14 REM SAVE TO DISK, LOAD BACK FROM 
20 REM DISK* DISPLAY OR PRINT. IN- 
22 REM PUT IS FROM DISK DIRECTORIES. 
24 REM USES D# P&00INDX .DAT TO SAVE# 
30 REM >COFYRIGHT FEBRUARY 1981 BY 
32 REM STACY GOFF# OF THE EUGENE 
34 REM ATARI COMPUTER ENTHUSXASTS#< 
36 REM * * * * * ********** 
40 DIM FILE$<30)#D$(5)!D$*“ *!D=1 
50 DIM AREA4(20*300)#SAV$(20)#REM CHAN 
GE AREA FROM-300 TO DESIRED MAX SIZE 
60 GOTO 1790 
70 REM *************** 
80 REM SOUND SUBROUTINE 
90 REM *************** 
100 TONE=14:GOTO 1301REM PROMPT TONE 
110 TONE=2#GOTO 1301REM ATTEN TONE 
120 TONE=4}REM DANGER TONE 
130 FOR Z=1 TO 30«SOUND 0#10#TONE#12}N 
EXT Z 
140 FOR Z=39 TO 1 STEP -1SSOUND 0#10#T 
OKE#Z/3!NEXT Z 
150 SOUND 0»0#0#0#RETURN 
155 ? "> NO RECORDS IN MEMORY "1GOSUB 
120 

156 FOR X=1 TO 5001NEXT X1GOTO 1790 
160 REM 
500 REM *************** 
510 REM ROUTINE TO ADD RECORDS 
520 REM *************** 
530 ? DO YOU WISH TO ENTER A FILE- 
540 ? - TYPE CODE? (Y OR N)"}lGOSUB 
100 
550 TRAP 5301INPUT D$ 
560 IF D$"*Y“ THEN FSW=1 
570 ? "t ENTER "END" OR INSERT NEXT " 
580 ? " It DISK AND ENTER NUMBER M 
590 TRAP 580.GOSUB 100 
600 INPUT D45IF LEN(D*>01 THEN 610 
605 D$(3#3)*D4(1 #1 )}D$(1 #2)="00" 
610 IF LEN(D$)02 THEN 620 
615 D$(2,3)*D$(1#2)}D$(1#1)='M0" 
620 IF D*="END" THEN GOTO 820 
630 DISKS=DISKS+i;TRAP 780 
640 FILEM"D"}FILE$(2>=STR$(D)}FILE4(3 
)=“}*,*"}OPEN *i,6,0#FILE$ 
650 INPUT ♦l}FILE$r? FILE$##IF FSW=0 T 

HEN? 
660 IF FILE$(5#9)="FREE " THEN GOTO 78 
0 
670 IF FTLE$(3#6)s*DOS " OR FILE$<3#6> 
*-DUP ' THEN GOTO 760 
680 IF FILE$(3#7)="MENU * THEN GOTO 76 
0 
690 IF FSW=0 THEN GOTO 710 by Stacy Goff 
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NVORE FILEINDX 
700 TRAP 40000r? "PROGRAM TYFE'JJINFUT 
SAV$ 

710 FIL£*<18,20>=“, "{FILE*<19,19)=SAV 
$ 
720 COUNT=C OUNT+1 

730 LOC=COUNT*20-19iAREA$<LOC,LOC+2)=D 
$ 

740 AREAS(LOC+3,LOC+19>=FILE*<3,19) 
750 AREASfLOC+14 ,LOC+14)="!GOTO 650 
760 IF PSW=0 THEN 650 
770 ? "**BYPASSED**“!GOTO 650 
780 ? i? " END OF DIRECTORY, THIS DISK 

785 ? "TOTAL RECORDS IS NOW “{COUNT5? 
790GOSUB 110 
800 FOR X=1 TO 2001NEXT X 
810 CLOSE #l!GOTO 580 
820 REM END OF FILE} 
830 ? !? “ RECORDS ADDED! “{COUNT 
840?“ DISKS INPUT: “{DISKS 
850GOSUB 110 
860 PSW=OIFOR X=1 TO 500!NEXT X {GOTO 1 
790 
870 REM 
1270 REM ************** 

1280 REM SAVE TO DISK FILE 
1290 REM ************** 
1300 IF COUNT=0 THEN GOTO 1555REM NO R 
ECORDS TO OUTPUT 

1310 TRAP 13905OPEN #2,9,0,“DSPROGINDX 
.DAT” _ 

1320 ? “3TYPE Y IF YOU WANT TO ADD ALL 
RECORDS IN MEMORY TO FILE (CAUTION} M 

AY RESULTIN DUPLICATES)" 
1330 GOSUB 120 

1340 INPUT DCIF D*<>“Y“ THEN CLOSE #2 
{GOTO 1790 
1350 FOR X=1 TO COUNT 

1360 FILE*(1,20)*AREA*(X*20-19,X#20) 
1370 PRINT #2}FIL£*:NEXT X 
1380 CLOSE #2!GQTO 1790 
1390 IF PEEK(195>=170 THEN 1430 
1400 IF FE£K(195)=129 THEN 1430 
1410 ? “> I'M REAL CONFUSED! “{GOSUB 1 
20 

1420 CLOSE #2!FOR X=1 TO 5001NEXT X!GO 
TO 1790 

1430 CLOSE #2{OPEN #2,8,0,“D{PROGINDX. 
DAT" 

1440 GOTO 1350 
1450 REM ************** 
1460 REM LOAD INDEX FROM DISK 
1470 REM ************** 
1480 TRAP 1580{OPEN #2,4,0,"D{PROGINDX 
•DAT" 

1490 INPUT #2{FILE*:D*(1,1)=FILE$ 
1500 TRAP 16101SETCOLOR 2,RND<0)*9,0 
1510 ? “>* ACE INDEX TO PROGRAMS " 

1520 ? "DISK# PROG .NAME XTEN SIZE" 
1530 INPUT #2{FILE*{COUNT=COUNT+l 
1540 ?“ “{FILE$<1,3){“ ”{FILE*(4,U 
){“ “*,FILE*<12,14>; 
1550 ? “ “5FILE*(16,18){" "{FILE 
*(20,20) 
1560 AREA*(C OUNT*20-19 ,COUNT*20)«FILE* 
1570 GOTO 1530 
1580 TRAP 40000!CLOSE #2!? ">4FILE 
NOT FOUND “ 
1590 GOSUB 120 
1600 FOR X=1 TO 500{NEXT XJGOTO 1790 
1610 IF PEEK(195)0136 THEN GOTO 1410 
1620?,“ END OF FILE REACHED “ 
1630 GOSUB 110 
1640 ? :? “HIT RETURN WHEN READY" {INPU 
TD* 
1650 CLOSE #2 {GOTO 1790 
1660 REM 
1790 REM ************** 
1800 REM TRAFFIC COP ROUTINE 
1810 REM ************** 
1820 SETCOLOR 2,RND(0)*9,0 
1830 ? EUGENE ACE's " 
1840 ? ,“ PROGRAM INVENTORY* “ 
1850 ? “WHICH ACTION DO YOU WISH TO PE 
RFORM?" 

1860 ? “ENTER} L TO LOAD INDEX FROM 
DISK* 
1870 ? ,"A TO ADD RECORDS" 
1910 ? ,“SA TO SAVE INDEXes TO DISK” 
1930 ? ,“Z TO 'ZIP' MEMORY" 
1940 ? ,“E TO EXIT PROGRAM" 
1950 GOSUB 100 
1960 INPUT D* 
1970 IF D*="A“ THEN GOTO 510 
1990 IF D*="SA“ THEN GOTO 1280 
2000 IF D*="L“ THEN GOTO 1450 
2040 IF DS="Z“ THEN GOTO 2070 
2050 IF DS=“E" THEN GOTO 2090 
2060 GOTO 1790 
2070 GOSUB 120 
2080 RUN 
2090 GOSUB 120 
2100 GRAPHICS OiEND 
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GRAPHICS li DEMO PROGRAM 

The following program* taken from the newsletter 
of the Dallas* Texas Atari user group* demonstrates 
use of graphics mode 11* Although the patterns 
are nothing really new* check out the number 
of different colors on the screen at the same 
time! I never even knew graphics 11 existed* 
did you? Note that the screen resolution 
is 80x1921 the horizontal resolution of graphics 
5 with the vertical resolution of graphics 
8! Who knows what additional secrets the 
Atari contains? 

5 REM **************** 
6 REM .* 
7 REM ,* GRAPHICS 11 DEMO: HOW 
8 REM .* MANY COLORS DO YOU SEE? 
9 REM *«- 
10 REM * WRITTEN BY RON HUNTER* 
11 REM * OF THE ATARI USER GROUP 
12 REM * OF DALLAS, TEXAS 
13 REM * 
14 REM *************** 
15 GRAPHICS 11 
20 SETCCLOR 2*0*08CCLGR 1 
25 SETCOLOR 4*0,0 
30 X=INT(RND(0)#7?i:Y-INT(RKDX)* 191) 
31 A=INT(RND(0H79>:E*INT(RND(0H191) 
32 2=3 
33 Q=RND(0)*10:iF GD5 THEN Z=-3 
35 TRAP 100 
40 PLOT X,Y 
50 DRAWTO A,B 
80 A=A+Z.B=8+Z 
90 GOTO 40 
100 COLOR RND<0)*16 
105 STP=STP+i:iF STP>20 THEN STP=OIGOTO 15 
107 X=A-ZJY=B-Z5GOTO 31 

POKES AND PEEKS 
-DOS II will only address 2 disc drives 

unless you POKE it for 4—first POKE 1802,15 
then write DOS-see below- that DOS will then 
always address 4 drives* The DOS II comes 
with write and read verify-to make it faster 
and eliminate the verify, POKE 1913*80* type 
DOS then “H". To restore the verify POKE 
1913* 87 and rewrite the DOS* 

-to disengage the BREAK key-as outlined 
in Feb. COMPUTE* POKE 16*64:PQKE 53774*M-each 
time you change graphic modes* push RESET 
or open the editor* etc* the break key enables 
again so make sure it is where you want it# 

NEW RELEASES-editor 
Mosiac ElectronicsHsee editorial)- 

I/O package- I recently bought their new package 
for $14*00* It consists of 4 heavy duty metal 
9-pin connectors, 4 feet of 9-wire ribbon 
cable and documentation of the I/O ports-well 
worth the money and highly recommended. 

CrystalWare-Crystal Computer, 12215 Murphy 
Ave, San Martin* Ca 95046- has advertised 
a selection of fantasy games with many pictures-one 
has 186 Hi-Res pietures-from $24.95 to $39*95-and 
48 hour delivery*! sent in my order about 
3 weeks ago and haven't heardyet- 

W KORNER 
f I -note from editor-The following review 
§«4 is about m Adventure written by a mysterious W person known only as " Max of Cle Uluma« 

According to folklore* this talented individual 
wrote this disc-based program* and gave it 
to a computer store in Seattle* saying only 
they were to give it to anyone they like. 

ADVENTURE-review by Brian Dunn* age 11 
For those of you that have played or 

have the disk "Adventure*1, you have to think 
before each move* that is if you want to stay 
alive! As far as I know* I am the only person 
who has gotten out of the forest* although 
I haven't found the treasure. Here are some 
helpful hints I use! 

Hint #1* Look down a lot! You can 
find the fallowing* Swords* keys, worms* potions, 
ropes* monsters!! 

Hint #2: The only way to kill a monster 
is to type in "use potion* 

Hint#3* Look up a lot-you can find 
things there too# 

Hint*4*. Hay it a couple of times. 
It's random of what you find buteverything 
is always in the same place. 

Happy hunting or dying!!(fiendish laugh). 
If you find the treasure of if you can get 

out of Adventure-land, please contact either 
me or my Dad.— Good luck!!-Brian Dunn 

Brian's highest score in Space Invader's 
is 6614-can you beat that-??? Let us know. 

-ed. 10 



MODEM TO DISC bv Larry Kitz 
This program was sent to us on a tape 

from Larry in Chicago* It loads a program 
from MioroNet, etc., right on the disc to 
save time and money* the list is then read 
or printed. None of us have a Modem yet* 
so I don't know how well it works* I Presume 
you would read the disc by using the Copy 
command of DOS* and copy to the Screen* the 
Editor* or to your Printer* 

0 TRAP 2000 
5 GOSUB 5000 
10 DIM A$(l) 
11 YSADR(A$H20*X* 1 !FULL=FRE(0>-100 
12 OPEN #1,4,0,"K."!OPEN #2,13,0,"R!" 
28 XIO 40*#2,0,0*"RS" 
50 STATUS #2,Z*IF PEEK(747) THEN GET # 
2,N1IF N>31 THEN ? CHR$(N)*SPOKE Y+X,N 
sx=x+i:goto 50 
55 IF PEEK(764)0255 THEN GET #1,NSPUT 
#2*NSGOTO 50 

* 60 IF PEEK(53279)*3 OR X>FULL THEN 110 

0 
70 IF PEEK(53279)ss6 THEN ? S? “START"! 

X=1 
100 GOTO 50 
1100 CLOSE #2'CLOSE #1 
1150 ? J? “SAVING MESSAGES TO DISK" 
1200 TRAP 1250SOPEN #4,9,0,"DSMODEM.TX 
T"SGOTO 1300 
1250 TRAP 1275SCLOSE #4SOPEN #4,8,0*MD 
•MODEM.TXT"'GOTO 1300 
1275 CLOSE *4S? S? J? “UNABLE TO SAVE 
MESSAGES"*? J? " PLEASE CHECK DRIVE 1? 

?" 

1277 ? "TRY ANOTHER FORMATTED DISK??" 
1280 ? “ HIT <RETURN> TO TRY AGAIN!" 
1290 OPEN #1»4,0*"KJ"JGET #l,Z!CLOSE * 
1SGOTO 1150 
1300 FOR T-l TO X-1!N=PEEK(Y+T)i? CHR$ 

(N)JSPUT #4,NJNEXT TSCLOSE #4 
1400 ? S? "RETURNING TO MODEM "SGOTO 
12 
2000 ? ">850 INTERFACE NOT BOOTED*.."S 
END 
5000 ? ">" 
5010 ? "MODEM/DISK PROGRAM 2/1/81" 
5030 ? "Larry Hiti" 
5040 ? “15 Mohawk Drive" 
5050 ? "Clarendon Hills,Il*60514" 
5100 ? S? "Be sure you have a disk in 

DRIVE 1." 
5200 ? ♦? "To start saving text into m 
emory" 
5210 ? “ hit <START>. Each time START 

is" 

5220 ? "pressed-memory is CLEARED." 
5300 ? J? "To save memory to disk" 
5310 ? "hit <OPTIQN>. Program automat 
ically" 
5320 ? "appends to a current file or i 
t will* 
5330 ? "create a new file." 
5340 ? S? "The saved text filename is 
<MODEM.TXT>" 
5350 ? "Program saves memory automatic 
ally" 
5360 ? "when FULL without pressing OPT 
ION" 
5370 ? "then returns to MODEM." 
5400 ? " MODEM IS NOW RUNNING FULL DUP 
LEX" 
6000 RETURN 

Our dub is now looking into getting 
Modems- the Atari Connection or the RS232 
Microconnection by Microperipheral (2643 151st 
Place N.E. Redmond* Wash. 98052) seems like 
a winner on paper* It connects directly to 
your phone jack* interfaces directly to the 
Atari with or without the Atari interface, 
and downloads directly to a printer or cassette. 
Several of us may get one and use it mainly 
for program exchange with our many friends 
arround the country. Anyone having experience 
with this modem or programs they would like 
to share* please let us know. Our exchange 
chairman, E.J. Knoll* 4480 Pinecrest, Eugene, 
Or. 97405 503-343-5191, is trying to organize 
our library- anyone interested in this contact 
him for information. 

OTHER A+C#E« GROUP CONTACTS 

RICHARD HIATT 

5353 BALTIMORE DRIVE 139 

LA MESA*, CA 92141 

FOOTHILL COL.* ATARI USERS GRP 

12345 EL monte ROAD 
LOS ALTOS HILLS. CA 94122 

ROBIN SHBRER 

5425 JIGGER OR 

SQQUEL, CA 95973 

STARFLEET 4 

8353 ZEPHYR ST. 

ARVADA, CO 80015 

LARRY HET2 

is mm drive 

CLARENDON HDJLS, IL 00514 

PAUL HOFFMAN 

« NORFOLK ST. 

CAMBRIDGE, HA 92139 

BRUCE FRUHKER 

3025 LINCOLN BLVD 

CLEVELAND, OK 44111 

HARK E. BISHOP 

2125 JOPLIN ST.,S. 

SALEH, OR 97302 

oavid rm 
5051 WIGTON 

HOUSTON, TX 77090 

PHIL SHAFER 

3798 8IG HORN TRAIL 

PUW), TX 75075 

JOMC. ALLEN 

3421 GLACIER PEAK AV 

EVERETT, HA 98204 11 



TC * i Aprco ISSUE • BECAUSE THE NEXT ISSUE MILL BE LATE * 
IScy GOFF^ND MIKE DUNN ARE GOING TO THE SAN FRANCICO COMPUTER 

SrL 3,-lV^NO 5. WE ALSO HOPE TO SPEND APRIL 2 AT THE 
TiPT rnMPANY tki SUNNYVALE* BOTH TO LEARN AND TO HELP EARL RICE* 

^TSeS aT^ S^s GROUP COORDINATOR SET UP THE ATARI USER'S 

GROUP PACKAGE AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS. 

MEETING AT STACY'S MAR 11 AND MIKE'S APR 8. 

PLEASE SEND OR BRING MONEY 

NEXT ISSUE WILL COVER THE ABOVE EVENTS-ABOUT THE MIDDLE OR END 

OF APRIL. 

THE BAY AREA USER'S GROUP WILL HAVE A BOOTH-SEE YOU THERE. 

o 
MARI 
COMPUTER 
€NTHUSIASTS 

3662 Vine Maple Dr. €ugene Oft. 97405 
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ACE VISITS ATARI! 
by Stacy Goff 

Atari Computer Enthusiasts made arrangements 
to visit the Atari headquarters while 
attending the West Coast Computer Faire April 
3-6* The visit was VERT worthwhile# as we 
met many of the key Atari folks# answered 
many of our questions# and discussed future 
activities that will benefit us all 
tremendously* 

We met with Earl Rice# who is the marketing 
manager in charge of User Group support*# Earl 
has a workplan for user group support that 
will be outstanding in the industry# we'll be 
hearing more about it in future issues* 
In addition# Earl is now writing the 

DISCOVERT column on Compuserv# so those of us 
with modems can get all the hot# fresh 
information direct from the Atari factory* 
Thru Earl# Atari will be establishing more 
and more direct communication with users and 
user groups# using electronic mail services 
?f Compuserv and other sources (pun)* 

X . ’ 

We met Jim Burkhalter* manager of the 
"Customer Support program# you may know this 
segment of Atari through the justly famous 
Pam Tokum and her staff* but we also talked 
with the equipment service specialists# and 
resolved or isolated a number of equip men c 
problems ACE members have experienced* We 
witnessed the toll-free 800-number phone 
answering room and met (and commiserated) 
with the ladies who do the awesome job of 
keeping the lines going* 

We had lunch with Dale Tocum# manager of the 
new Atari Program Exchange (APX). Within the 
next several months# all registered Atari 
owners will receive catalogs containing the 
first series of programs availble. They are 

Notes from the Editor 

As you may recall# in the last issue I 
mentioned that I had not yet received the 
House of Usher from Crystal Computer (12215 
Murphy Ave* San Martin, Ca* 95046)* This 
generated three phone calls from them stating 
how upset they were about this* and they 
would like me to print an explanation* 
First of all* I did not “order** anything* I 
sent them $10 to join their club# which 
includes the "House of Usher"* They do 
deliver within 48 hqprs* when their products 
are ready# They started that there games are 
not yet ready because they have improved them 
greatly* due to the help of Chris Crawford of 
Atari* who introduced them to a new kind of 
super graphics* They expect the House of 
Usher to be shipped on April 1* Sands of Mars 
on May 1 and the super war game* WWIII on 
June 1* Jack Bell said he would send me 
review copies# so i will let you know what 
the games are like* The Apple versions have 
super-graphics so the Atari version should be 
even better* The "Adventure" by Max 
elsewhere in this issue will be put out by 
Crystal in a greatly improved and expanded 
version* They are also going to release a 
great deal more of Atari games in the near 
future# including the MicroMike programs* 

The folks at Atari were very gracious to us 
and we give our thanks. At the Computer 
Faire# A*C.E* Newsletter was known to many# 
and review copies of new software were 
kindly given to us for reviewing by a number 
of vendors. If you inquire or order anything 
mentioned in this newsletter* it would help 
us greatly if you mentioned A.C.E. 

-M.Dunn# Ed. 
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A.C ♦£♦ VISITS ATARI Ccont) 

written by independant owners* evaluated and 
documented by Atari* and offered at very 
reasonable prices* the first series contains 
utilities* games and practical applications* 
when you receive your catalog you will also 
receive a application form to submit some of 
your own programs for future catalogs* Not 
only are you eligible for royalties for sale 
of your programs* you may win $$$ in Atari's 
new $100,000 programming contest (more 
information coming soon)! 

We had a highly enjoyable visit with Chris 
Crawford* Atari's genius graphics programming 
manager* Chris has received considerable 
exposure lately as magazines have discovered 
Atari's missile-player graphics capabilities* 

since he is the one who put it all together* 
His map-of-Russia smooth-scrolling war gaming 
simulation is so well done that you'd think 
there was either a multi-million dollar 
mainframe behind his TV* or a spy-in-the-sky 
satellite beaming down photographs of the 
terrain! Chris has a very good way of 
explaining how to maximize the Atari's 
features,* I guess that is why he is usually 
busy helping other software vendors develop 
impressive new products for Atari users* 

We spent time with Sally Bowman, editor of 
the new Atari magazine which will be coming 
to all registered owners within the next 
several months. It is clear that Sally's 
work will address a very great need? even 
with commercial magazines taking greater 
interest in Atari, there is still a 
tremendous need for information about Atari 
computers* 

We finished up our Atari visit with a trip 
through the 'game room'* where all of the 
Atari arcade games were available* with a 
push-button in place of the quarter-slot. 
What fun!! 

POSTSCRIPT? Saturday, during the Computer 
Faire* Earl Rice delivered on the first of 
his promises for outstanding user group 
support? User group representatives from 6-8 
major Atari user groups from Washington, 
Oregon, Northern and Southern California met 
in a suite at the Holiday Inn and discussed 
issues ranging from Atari manuals for user 
group libraries to the $100,000 programming 
contest to establishment of a West Coast 

teleprocessing network linking user groups 
together through their Atari's and phone 
lines. Atari staffers Andy Soderburg 
(software evaluation), Mark Cater (marketing, 
education and demonstrations — specialty* 
the new Atari Word Processor), Bob Forneigh 
(consumer research—wants to establish user 
group input), Paul Cobbach (contest* AFX 
software evaluation) and Earl Rice all 
discussed how user groups and Atari can help 
each other. 

In summary* what more can I say? I think we 
have jumped into an era of excitement in the 
use of computers! 

Note: ACE does not support the exchange of 
copyrighted programs. If you send us a 
disk of your favorite programs as suggested 
in the Adventure contest on page 5, please 
send only programs you have written, which 
you are interested in exchanging. Include 
your name and address as remarks at the 
front of each program. Thank you. 

ACE is receiving an increasing number of 
commercially-produced programs for eval¬ 
uation. Watch this space for the opportun¬ 
ity to evaluate these programs as part of 
the ACE PROGRAM EVALUATION TEAM! 

Atari Computer Enthusiasts (A.C.E.) is an 
independent computer club and user's group with no 
connection to the Atari Company, a division of 
Hamer Corawnications Canpm* He are a group 
interested in educating our fenders in the use of 
the Atari Conputer and in giving the latest news 
and reviews. Our nenbership is international in 
scope? nenbership fees include the A.C.E* 
Newsletter, published about 19 tines a year* Dues 
are $8.80 a year for regular nenbers* $5*00 for 
students and $10*19 or nore for "Angels" wishing 
to support our efforts* 

President-Stacy GofM230 Hilyard, Eugene, Or 
97405 phone 503-686-8308 

Librarian-E.J. Knoll, H80 Pinecrest, Eugene* Or 
97105 phone 503-343-5191 

Editor-rtichael R* Dunn-3662 Vine rtaple Dr Eugene, 
Or phone 503-311-6193 
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3lt 'Cite faire 
Scenes from the S.F. Computer Faire 

There were 30,000 people at the Faire, 
hundreds of exhibitors, and hours of lectures 
and tutorials. Stacy, E*J. and John Allen of 
the Seattle club spent every hour it was 
opened and still did not talk to 
everyone we wished! Most of our time was 
spent talking to the exhibitors, many of 
which gave us review copies of their programs 
or products. The most suprising sight was 
all of the Atari products that are now 
available from almost every major software 
house-programs that were there and being 
sold, not just for release in "10 days". 
Atari Computer sales have really taken off in 
the last few months, and the software houses 
have taken notice and have translated many 
programs for the Atari. 

The most exciting development was the new 
Basic A+ and CF/A from OSS, which will be 
reported in a seperate column in this 
newsletter. Be sure to read about this very 
extended Basic for our computer. 

Adventure International (Box 3435, Longwood* 
FI. 32750) had on hand all of the popular 
Scott Adams Adventures, the Galactic Empire 
by our Eugene friend, Gary Carlston of 
Broederbund Software, and other Atari 
programs. 

Automated Simulations,(F.O.Box 4247, Mt. 
View, Ca 94040), had The Datestones of Ryn, 
the first in their Adventure series. 

Softape (10432 Burbank Blvd„ North 
Hollywood, Ca., 91601) had several board 
games such as Reversi, Gomaku, and Poker 
Solitaire, 

Dynasoft (19519 Business Center Dr. 
Northridge, Ca. 91324) had several Business 
programs, a word processor, some games, and 
their new joystick that works on position by 
mercury switches. It is so different tha the 
usual joystick that they are going to send me 
one to evaluate. 

Microtek (9514 Chesapeake Dr. San Diego, Ca 
92123) had a prototype of a 256K RAM 
extension!! 

Synapse Software,2330 Carleton, Berkeley, 

Ca«94704 showed a super, human engineered 
DataBase system that was very impressive. It 
is ready for release, but they have not yet 
decided who to release it to. A very 
interesting feature was the protection it had 

against pirating-it has a special plug with 
an electronic combination that fits into your . 
joystick port* You can make as many copies 
of your program that you want, but they will 
not run without your plug. They are many 
different unique combinations, and only the 
one you have for your particular disc will 
work with it. They are also going to sell 
this device to other venders who might be 
interested. 

Quality Software (6660 Reseda Blvd* Suite 
105, Reseda, Ca. 91335) had several new 
programs, including the new Forth with a very 
impressive tutorial Book with it. We hope to 
review it for the next issue. 

Microperipheral Co<2643-151st place N.E. 
Redmond,Wa. 98052) showed their Atari modems, 
with Auto-dial and Auto-answer abilities, 
direct contect to the phone jack, direct to 
tape spooling, and software for disc-to-disc 
transmition, as well as software for Auto 
use-we were so impressed we ordered three* 

Quality Hardware (Colonnade Plaza, Suite 113, 
Pasadena, Ca. 91101) had a prototype of a 
controller with pushbuttons like an Arcade 
Astroid Game which he plans on marketing 
soon. 

Elcomp (53 Redrock Lane, Phillips Ranch , Ca 
91766) has a line of Atari Superboards that 
can be used with Apple plug in boards, as 
well as EPROM burners, etc. 

Pursor's Magazine (P.O.Box 466, El Dorado, 
Ca«, 95623) is coming out with a huge Atari 
Software Evaluation edition soon, to be sold 
only through dealers. 

Sebree's Computing (456 Granite 
Ave.,Monrovia, Ca. 91016) with Tim Hayes and 
his mother were there showing many of their 
fine products. 

—M. Dunn, Editor 
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adventure 
In the last issue, my son, Brian wrote an 
article on an Adventure game written by a 
mysterious person known only as "Max of Cle 
Ulm, and asked our readers to help us find 
this talented individual. John Allen of 
S.P.A.C.E., the Atari group of the Seattle 
area, found our man and told me how to 
contact him* I wrote Max about our quest and 
he was kind enough to submit the following 
for our newsletter* 

** 
First of all, I am Max from Enumdaw, not 
from Cle Ulum (was that really supposed to be 
Cle Elm? ). When I turned the Adventure game 
over to the Byte shop in Seattle, I did not 
expect it to get such acceptance. At best, I 
considered it to be incomplete at that time. 
There are three errors which I know of. I 
found them when John Allen of Seattle told me 
that you could use a potion against the 
monsters even if you didn't have a potion 
(discovered by Brian-ed.). I checked and 
sure enough! So, here are the 3 lines which 
need to be corrected as shown! 

4460 GOSUB 4600 6310 IF TEMP*="W" THEN GOSUB 
7200 t IF NOT FOUND THEN GOTO 6325 7245 IF 
PEEK (INVENTORY+N )=0 THEN PRINT "BUT YOU DON'T 
HAVE A "J J INPUTS i FOUND=0 tGOTO 7260 

Now in response to Brian Dunn's article in 
Kids Korner in the March issue. (Jsrng a 
potion is NOT the only way to kill a monster. 
Try "USE SWORD"♦ This is not as fast, but 

you sould eventually get the monster back 
before he gets you. Has anyone tried to bite 
the monster? (yes-ed.) 

In hints 1 and 3 Brian said to look up and 
down. That is fine, but you might also try 
things like "SEARCH WALLS". If that doesn't 
get you anything, it is valid to keep 
repeating this type of instruction. You may 
eventually find something. 

I was glad to hear that Brian has made it 
out. He is the first person I know of who 
has made it! (Even my 13 year old daughter 
has not made it out yet.) 

As I have been made an offer to sell this 
program, I have started on a version which I 
will consider complete. It will have the 
same basic layout, but there will be many 
additions. There will also be a few more 
places to go, and a few more items to find. 

-Max 

The fallowing is an article from the 
S*P*A*C*E, the newsletter of the PugetSound 
Atari Computer Enthusiasts of Seattle. "N 

Adventuring bv Jerry Wright ^ 
This month's 

column takes another look at the "Adventure" 
by Max Manowski. His Adventure is enjoyable, . 
but what makes the program truly incredible 
is the ability you have to add to the same, 
or even write your own, starting with the 
basic program! If you load in the program 
and delete or REM line 100, then put a blank 
but formatted disc in the drive, you can 
start working on your own orginial 
Adventure. 
First, you'll get the prompt “IS 

THE DATA DISC IN?". After typing 
"Y"(RETURN), you'll get a "?M on the next 
line. 
Then, type \NEW (RETURN). The 

computer then knows you want the "special 
actions" section of the program. IMPORTANT! 
You must hit \ not /. The \ is the shifted + 
key. The computer is then notified that a 
new or changed file is coming up. 

read "FILE NAME?" on the screen, so give 
your file a name. If it is the first file, 
call it INIT, otherwise call it whatever you 
want. (The program goes to the INIT node. You 
must do an INIT file, but it does not have to 
be done first, as long as it's on the disc! 
if you don't, you'll get a “YOU MUST DEFINE 
NODE" message when the program is run. 

Next, a "FILE DISCRIFTION" prompt will x 
appear. Type in your discretion,* i.e., "You i 
find yourself alone in the woods," etc. 
Press RETURN after each line of description 
on the screen (physical line). Press RETURN 
twice to get to the next step. 

"WORDS/PHASES" is the next prompt to appear. 
You may type in a series of words or phrases 
to be followed by an individual action, eg. 

NORTH 

GO NORTH 

GO FOREST 

Type RETURN after each individual action 
(WORD/PHRASE). Then, after the last on press 
RETURN twice, This leads to the next prompt 
"ACTIONS". You then should type in whatever 
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Contest 
that series of words or phrases is to do* 

^^-^The action must always start with a G# as in 
' »INIT (GoTo XNITial* or GNORTH as in GoTo 

>NORTH)* 
You can change* delete* or add 
whatever you want as long as you use the \ to 
inform your Atari* Go to it* you would-be 
adventure writers out there* and write us 
some new adventures! 

More Hints on Creating vour own Adventure 

-by Andrew Soderberg* Atari Company* Software 
Evaluation Department 

The adventure by Max has a built in Editor 
with it's own pseudo-language that allows the 
user to create or modify the adventure* To 
access the editor* the user types a "V 
followed by a command such as! NEW, LIST* 
PRINT, CHANGE* or EXTEND* With these five 
commands* the user can write his own! 

For example! 

PROGRAM ASKS! USER RESPONDS! 

WHERE TO? \NEW? 

^NEW FILE NAME? TEST 

NODE DESCRIPTION? YOU ARE IN A CAVE 
YOU CAN'T 

SEE*** 

(cr) 

WORDS OR PHRASES? OUT 
LEAVE 
RUN 
(cr) 

ACTIONS? G V ALLEY 1 
(G=GOTO) 
(cr) 

WORDS OR FHRASES?LOOK 
SEARCH 
(cr) 

ACTIONS? W200 (W=WAIT) 
RLAMP (R= REQUIRE) 
YPYOU FIND A KEY 

(Y=YES) (P=PRINT) 
NPITS TOO DARK*. 
(N=NO) (P=PRINT) 
(cr) 

WORDS OR PHRASES? (cr) 

ACTIONS? (cr) 

FILE CLOSED 

WHERE TO? CAVE 

Creating new nodes is just one example of the 
flexibility of the built-in editor* There 
are 13 different tokens like "P** and "R" that 
allow the user to "program the nodes to react 
in many ways to use the input gi ven while 
playing the game* Sound is used also 
throughout the game* 

Get your Adventure 
Are you interested in receiving your own copy 

of the Adventure by fex? 
You mist have a disc drive to run it* since it 
uses randon access files* He will have a contest 
for those who wish to write their own* 

1* Send to E»J* Knoll, 4480 Pinecrest Or* 
Eugene* Or* 97405* a safely packed disc with sone 
of your favorite programs on it* If you are new 
to the Atari* send us a blank disc* 

2* He will send you a copy of Adventure* 
Play it, then* write your own Adventure and send 
it to us for the contest* 

3* Prizes and rules will be announced 
later* but Jack Bell of Crystal Computer is 
interested* 

4* Since the Adventure uses disc files* 
it tends to wear out easily* so be sure to nake a 
backup* Files nay be lost* we have lost CAVE! so 
don't go directly to the cave.When you understand 
how to write Adventures* write your own Cave! and 
send us a letter on what you did* 

5* Other Atari Clubs nay have their own 
contest, and send their winners to us* if they so 
chose. Send us a club disc to enter. 

6* Renenber* A*C*E* is a club* 
business-this is for fun! 
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SPEAK ATARI 

Assembly Language Article 4-bv Paul Hoffman 
Boston Atari Club 

Note from Editor- I do not know enough about 
Assembly Language to evaluate the following 
article critical of the new Assembly Cartridge* 
In discussing this with the Atari people# they 

noted that this was to be a cartridge for ’•Hobby*' 
use and not meant for professional use. Paul 
is a professional programmer# and is used to 
more sophisticated tools* Atari is coming out 
with a Macro-assembler for professional use 
in the near future# the new OSS CP/A has an 
expanded version of the above-see article in 
this issue. I have heard that Sandy Tiedeman 
(6325 Portola Rd. Las Vegas, Nv. 89108 702 

-647-6502!) has a super assembler for around 
$80. -mrd 

This month's column is devoted to the new Assembler 
Editor from Atari. The long-awaited cartridge 
was somewhat of a disappointment for me# due 
to its lack of features and difficuly using with 
Basic programing. With just a bit more creativity 
on Atari's part# the Assembler Editor could 
have been as useful as the Basic cartridge# 
instead# it is only a moderately useful tool 
for advanced programmers.The reason that the 
cartridge was so late in being released was 
that the documentation took much longer than 
expected. Good documentation is always worth 
waiting for# and the manual for the assembler 
was pretty readable. Some parts were overly 
folksy* but overall it was a nice manual. 
The manual states that the cartridge is not 
meant for advanced programming* but it could 
have been made much more useful* for example 
by having Macro capabilities. Also missing 
is an easy way to convert machine language programs 
to Basic subroutines. The main use of the cartridge* 
other than to open the world of machine-language 
programming to Atari owners, is to make Basic 
subroutines# and the cartridge is difficult 
to use this way. 

For instance# the cartridge could have provided 
a utility that allowed you to load a program 
into memory* then write out a file that contained 
Basic DATA statements that could be entered 
into Basic programs (I wrote a program to do 
this; it took about 30 minutes). Or it could 
have given the capability of writing the string 
equivalent of the program. Instead# the manual 
barely covers how to use the cartridge for any 
purpose. For $60 I expected more .The Atari 
is a user friendly machine? it's language should 
be also* 

-Paul's article in the Atari/Outpost column 
of Creative Computing is due to come out the 
month after mine* which will be in May or June 
The program he wrote as mentioned above has 

been submited for publication and will be available 
soon. 

J 

This is a new column to answer questions 
that were sent in by members.The answers must 
come from you# and I will put them in the 
next column as well as foward thee to the 
questioner.-ed 

L.E. from Mammoth Lakes# Calif.* would like 
to know if anyone has used various APPLE 
BOARDS on the Atari* using the Mountain 
Computer Apple expansion box hooked to their 
Atari. He is specifically interested in 
hooking up the Apple Language card to use 
Apple sofware* but any applications for 
expansions of this nature would be of 
interest. 

S.D. is stationed in Germany and would like 
to contact HAM'S who are Atari owners. 
(DA2HF/WB7SMY) 

Many questions on hooking various PRINTERS 
up* and letters from owners who have hooked 
up such printers. The Base2 and the Epson 
MX-80B were mentioned by both. Any other 
printer and interface other than Atari 
combinations would be of interest* as well as 
difficulties- I will report the responses in 
the next issue. The Atari Club from Dallas 
has published a list of the Atari codes for 
the EPSON MX-80 printer by George LaBrie that 
I could send (please enclose S.A.S.E.). 

S.C. from Eden Prairie* Mn. would like to be 
in contact with persons interested in 
developing machine language FLAYER-MISSLE 
GRAFHIC UTIILITIES with him-he is well 
underway. 

T.S. from Munroe Falls* Ohio would like to 
know if anyone has interfaced a DISC DRIVE 
other than Atari's* and details on how to do 
it. * 

- some of the answers to these questions may 
be found in the article about the S.F. 
Computer Faire 

-M.Dunn*Ed. 8 



JBasic 31+ Sr £|9/3l 
The new OSS Basic A+ and CP/A (Optimized 
Systems Software, 10379 Lansdale Av., 
Cupertino, Ca 95014) was introduced at the 
Faire and created a minor sensation* These 
are the folks that produced the orginal Atari 
Basic, the Assembler, DOS, as well as the 
Apple DOS, They have now added 4K of new 
statements and functions to the Atari Basic, 
and have come up with probably the most 
advanced Basic available, They have also 
released the same Basic for the Apple, so 
programs written for one will run on the 
other with only minor changes. As I become 
more familiar with this new language, I will 
write more about itj this article is only 
about a few of it's more outstanding 
features. First of all, it is a true 
structured language, 
Some of the talks at the faire were about 

using various forms of pseudo-code in 
developing programs in Basic? with this 
Basic, you do not need to translate the 
pseudo-code to make it structured. The 
statements IF., ELSE,. ENDIF.. and WHILE,. 
ENDWHILE are used to eliminate GOTO and GOSUB 
statements. For ease of use, commands such as 
DIR let you directly view the Disc Directory 
on the screen without interfering with your 
program. Going back and forth between Basic 
and Assembler of the CP/A is easy and special 
commands such as BFUT and BGET makes 
Basic/Assembly language programs easy to do. 

For business use, a full featured PRINT USING 
is available, and for debuging, TRACE as well 
as error statements rather than numbers are 
used. For file and record uses, RPUT and 
RGET make fixed length random-access files 
easy to use. 

The biggest feature is the many new commands 
for Player-Missle graphics! Using direct 
Basic statements, there are many powerful and 
easy to use commands to do those grahic tasks 
that up to now took many difficult POKE 
statements and math. There are even new 
joystick commands that make the joysticks 
much faster and more accurate to use. 

Along with the new Basic comes a new 
operating system, CP/A, which has a built in 
Editor, Assembler, with a very easy to use 
Command type of file management system, and 
many special features such as BATCH, which . 
allows you to program multiple programs to 
run in sequence. 

A total of 43 new statements are added to the 
Basic, many more to the DOS-and, best of all, 
it comes in a disc that you can back up and 
change. New commands are planned for the 
near future, and include CASE, to allow you 
to define new words with a machine language 
code and use them as part of your vocabulary, 
as in FORTH. These will be sent to owners at 
no or nominal cost. 

For the many people who bought this new Basic 
at the Faire, some programs to share to show 
the power of Basic A+ would be appreciated. 
Our local distributor is our good friend from 
Mosaic (P.O.Box 748, Oregon City, Or, 97045), 
Wynn Smith, The price for the Basic A+ or 
CP/A alone is $80 each? the package is $150, 
Because of the way they inter-related, the 
package makes th most sense. 

-M.R.Dunn, Ed. 

Beyond Games-Svstem Software for vour 6502 
Personal Computer 
byJCen Skier (BYTE/McGraw-Hill Snnko 
This is a brand new book on Assembly 

language that is fantastic! I have all the 
standard books on the 6502 and can't 
understand any of them. This book is not 
only beautifully written, very 
understandable, and takes no previous 
knowledge for granted, it specifically covers 
the Atari 400 and 800. It also includes many 
useful machine language routines for the 
Atari, such as a Visible Monitor, Print 
Utilities, Disassembler, and a Text Editor, 
Well worth getting for every Atari owner, 

-M.Dunn, Ed. 



FILEINDX—PART TWO 
by Stacy A* Goff 

This month we present the second part of our 
FILEINDX program. Those of you who missed 
the first segment will want to obtain it before 
attempting to use this addition? this month's 
changes will not run by themselves# 

Just to remind you# FILEINDX is developed 
to solve the long-standing problem of "I know 
I've got that program but I don't know where 
it is!" It allows the access of your disk 
directories# and the sorting# printing and 
storing of all your disk indices for future 
retrieval. Now on to the updates? 

Instructions 170 - 480 add a SORT routine 
to the program# it is based uponthe modified 
shell sort which appeared in the February 
issue of Softside magazine. 

Instructions 880 - 1260 are for the print/display 
routines# you may display program titles a 
screen at a time# or a printed page at a time. 
Alter or add to the codes at lines 1020 - 
1070 to specify additional program types. 
The remaining statements are corrections# 

minor additions# and deletions of prior statements* 
They should be entered just as written# and 
then this issue's listing should be LISTED 
to tape or disk# and ENTERed or merged back 
into the March issue's program. In this way 
all additions and updates will occur properly. 

Next month we will cover DELETING the file# 
DELETING one disk's entries# ZAPPING memory# 
and SCANNING the files for a particular program. 
Those of you who can't wait (or can't type) 

may obtain a complete copy of the FILEINDX 
program by sending $6 to ACE News#and a program 
disk will be sent to you. 

0 REM ***FILEINDX# BY EUGENE ACE 
5 REM UPDATED VERSION 2.3} APRIL 1981 
37 GRAPHICS 2+16JPOSITION 6,35? #6}"fi 
leindx"?POSITION 3#5.*? #6}“MASTER INDE 
X TO" .POSITION 5#6I? #6}"DISK FILES" 
38 POSITION 4,10:? #6}"(C) 1981 BY"}PO 
SITION 4#11J? #6#"eugene ace's" 
39 FOR X=1 TO 600.NEXT X 
170 REM *************** 

180 REM SORT ROUTINE 
190 REM *************** 

200 IF COUNT=0 THEN GOTO 155 
210 ? "}TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS IS ”}C 
OUNT 
225 IF COUNT=0 THEN GOTO 155 
240 ? "ENTER D TO SORT BY DISK #" 
250 ? " E TO SORT BY EXTENSION" 
260 ? " P TO SORT BY PROGRAM NAME 
h 

270 ? " T TO SORT BY PROGRAM TYPE 
«♦ 

280 TRAP 240SGOSUB 100 
290 REM L CONTAINS COMPARE LENGTH 
300 REM P CONTAINS THE FIELD POSITION 
310 INPUT D*!IF D*=“D" THEN L=14!P=1!G 
OTO 360 
320 IF D*="E" THEN L=3!P=12!GOTO 360 
330 IF D*="P" THEN L=12!P=4:GOTO 360 
340 IF D*="T" THEN L=1!P=20!GOTO 360 
350 GOTO 200 
360 ? r? ■ SORT MILL TAKE "5INT(COUNT* 
(COUNT/300))!" SECONDS " 
365 FOR X=1 TO 500INEXT XJPOKE 559,OiR 
EM TURN OFF SCREEN FOR 40% BETTER SPEE 
D 
370 TRAP 40000!C=COUNT!REM SPECIAL SHE 
LL-WALTERS SORT 
380 C=INT(C/3)+l 
385 FOR A=1 TO COUNT-C!LC=A*20-20+P 
390 IF AREA*(LC,LC+L-lK=AREA*<LC+<20* 
C),LC +<20*C)+L-1) THEN 440 
400 SAV$< 1,20)=AREA$«A+C)*20-19)!B=A 
410 AREA$«B+C)*20-19,<B+C)»20)=AREA*< 
B*20-19)!B=B-C 
420 IF B>0 THEN IF SA V*(P,P+L-1XAREA* 
(B.20-20+P) THEN GOTO 410 
430 AREA*«B+C)*20-19,(B+C)*20)=SAV*<1 
,20) 
440 NEXT A 
450 IF C>1 THEN 380 
460 POKE 559,34!? " SORT COMPLETED “ 
470 GOSUB 1101REM ATTN SOUND 
480 FOR Z=1 TO 500SNEXT Z!GOTO 1790 
570 ? “It ENTER “END" OR INSERT NEXT 

ll 

580 ? " DISK AND ENTER DISK NUMBER " 
615 D$(3,3)=D$(2#2):D$(2#2)=D$(1#D:D$ 
(1#1)="0“ 

700 TRAP 40000JPOKE 764,255?? "PROGRAM 
TYFE’T.INPUT SAV$ 

705 IF SAV$="*“ THEN GOTO 770 
790 POKE 764.255JGOSUB 110 
810 CLOSE #lSGOTO 570 

10 



380 REM ♦**♦»**♦****♦** 
890 REM PRINT OR DISPLAY RECORDS 
900 REM *************** 
910 IF CQUNT=0 THEN GOTO 155!REM NO RE 

. -CORDS TO OUTPUT 
0 IF PSW=1 THEN TRAP 12205OPEN #3,8, 

,“F5“5GOTO 940 
930 OPEN #3,3,0,"Si" 
940 SETCOLOR 2,RND(0)*9,0 
950 UNES=0:FOKE 752,1 IGOSUB 1190 
970 FOR X=1 TO COUNT!FILE*(1,20)=AHEA* 
<X*20-19,X*20> 
980 ? #35" ,,5FILE*U,3)5" “5FILE*<4,1 
1)5“ "5FILE$U2,14)5 
990? #35“ ";FILE*(16,18)5- "5 
1000 D*=FILE*<20,20)!IF D*=“ “ THEN SA 
V$=“ 

1010 SAV*=D, 
1020 IF D*=“F“ THEN SAV*="DATAFILE" 
1025 IF E )=”U“ THEN SAV»=“UTILITY" 
1030 IF D$=“B“ THEN SAV*=“BUSINESS" 
1040 IF D*=“T“ THEN SAV$=*THICKS“ 
1050 IF D$»“G" THEN SAV*="GAME" (fl 
1060 IF D*=*M* THEN SAV*=“MUSIC" Q 
1070 IF D*="D“ THEN SAV$="DEMO“ H 
1080 ? #3{SAVi M 
1090 IF PSW=0 AND UKES-16 THEN GOSUB 
1150 
1100 IF FSW=1 AND UNES=52 THEN GOSUB 
1170 
1110 LINES=LINES+15NEXT X 
1120 ? 5? ,“ END OF FILE “5? “ PRESS R 
ETURN TO CONTINUE “ 
1130 GOSUB 120 
1140 INPUT D45GOTO 1250 
1150 ? 5? “ PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE “ 
1160 GOSUB 1001INPUT D* 
1170 UNES=0 

^-*-180 IF PSW=1 THEN FOR Z=1 TO 10S? #3! 
( OCT Z5GOTO 1190 
V, i85 ? #3i“>“ 

1190? #35“ ACE INDEX TO PROGRAMS 
II 

1200 ? #31? #3rDISK# PROG.NAME XTEN 
SIZE FILET YPE" 
1210 RETURN 
1220 ? ">"t? TURN THE PRINTER ON! - 
1230 GOSUB 120 
1240 TRAP 40000:FOR X=1 TO 100JNEXT X 
1250 TRAP 40000JCLOSE #3:POKE 752,01FS 
W=OJGOTO 1790 
1260 REH 
1350 OOJFOR X=1 TO COUNTJREM APRIL A 
DD 
1365 IF FILE*U,1>=‘,*,, THEN C=C+liNEXT 
XJGOTO 1380SREM APRIL ADD 

1380 CLOSE #21? COUNT-CV RECORDS WRIT 
TENMt? CP RECORDS DROPPED"IFOR X=1 TO 
300JNEXT XJGOTO 1790JREM APRIL ADD 

1490 REM APR DELETE JINPUT #2JFILE$ 
JD$a,l)=FILE$ 
1510 ? ACE INDEX TO PROGRAMS 

it 

1880 ? ,"D TO DISPLAY FROM MEMORY" 
1890 ? ,"P TO PRINT FROM MEMORY" 
1900 ? ,"SO TO SORT IN MEMORY" 
1945 POSITION 11,22J? " RECORDS IN MEM 
ORY = " JC OUNT JPOSITION 1146 
1980 IF D$=,'SO" THEN GOTO 180 
2010 IF D$S"D" THEN GOTO 870 
2020 IF D$="P" THEN PSW=UGOTO 870 
2225 IF COUNTS THEN GOTO 155 
2350 FOR 2=1 TO 500JNEXT ZJGOTO 1790 

KQRNER 

KIDS KORNER by Mark Norland 

(ed* note* Mark lives in Klamath Falls, and 
is confined to a wheelchair, he was our 
highest-scoring young player in the Missile 
Command competion at our January ACE User 
Conference# In addition, Mark seems to be 
developing well as a programmer* For this 
issue of ACE News, Mark writes?) 

The following program is color rotation that 
anybody could use in games or just for 
showing off to that "know it all" Apple 
owner, It uses all colors that are possible 
on the Atari, 

5 POKE 752,1J? "(ESC +CNTRL+CLEAR)" J" (ES 
C+CNTRL+RIGHT ARROW)*3>color flasher 

by Mark Norland" 10 
A=INT(255*RND( 1 ))+lJB=INT(255*RND(1) H1J 
FOR C=1 TO 195JPOKE 710,AJPOKE 712,BJNEXT C 
GOTO 10 

The parentheses with words inside the quotes 
are word equations for cursor control 
characters* 

(ed, note? Thanks Mark, I tried it and it 
does make an interesting display? try varying 
the length of the timing loop? change the 
value of C to 20, for instance, to speed up 
the color change, 
Mark is directly updating the color 
registers with his poke instructions, rather 
than using the Setcolor statement,) 



MORE A.C.E. CLUB CONTACTS 

PAUL C* CHAO WAG MENS 
105-17 63RD ROAD P.0* BOX GH 
FOREST HILLS, MY 11375 PACIFIC GROVE, CA 93950 

MICHAEL CLARE TERRY BARKERS OKC ATARI CLUB 
HVAUGH8600 VINTAGE ST 2737 NH 26 
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91324 OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73107 

RON HUNTER STEVE SMITH 
2703 HALEY AVE 7516 BURKE ST*,NE 
FT WORTH, TX 74117 ALBUQUERQUE, HH 87109 

RICHARD KUSttER DAA£ STOtLMACK \ , 
59 DEWEY AVENUE 4615 WALY DR 
HIGH BRIDGE, NJ 08829 C0LUWUS, OH 43227 

JIM LHTERhAN 
ATARI CLUBUPO BOX 1692 
PORTLAND, OR 97175 

NEW ATARI MAGAZINES 

A.N.A.L.O.G. 400/300 MAGAZINE F.O*Box 23 
Worcester, MA 01603 $10 yr (6 issues) - The 
editors were kind enough to exchange 
subscriptions with us, and the first issue 
was great. Sort of a combination of Compute 
and Softside but only for the Atari! Highly 
recommended to all* 

MICRO MEDIA MAGAZINE Atari edition P.O.Box 
402286 Garland, Texas 75040 $55 year (6 
issues on DISC!)-An excellent Disc based 
magazine, with all the programs, including 
Advertisements on the Disc! Also highly 
recommended for those who have discs* 

> -- _ _ 
-If any of you decide to subscribed the 
above, kindly mention our dub-ed* 
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Notes from the Editor 

THE BIT BUCKET, by STACY A* GOFF 

A number of terms from the early days of 
computers still survive today; some are in 
frequent use, others are obscure; the Bit 
Bucket was, in the old days the legendary 
place that unneeded bits went when you 
turned them off and couldn't use them 
anywhere else* In addition, it was 
suspected thatthats where everything went 
when you couldn't find it anymore* With 
the advent of teleprocessing (use of 
terminals instead of simply running decks 
of punched cards) the Bit Bucket 
experienced a new resurgence in 
popularity—online systems gave great new 
opportunities to lose programs and data 
into the bit bucket. Humor has it that the 
frequent ups and downs of some online 
systems have something to do with having to 
empty the bit bucket. 

One of the lessons I have learned 
about this new role as Editor of an 
International Newsletter is that I have to 
be careful about what I say. The A.C.E. Club 
and the Newsletter are strict ly hobbies for 
all of us, and, although we are finally just 
about in the black thanks to the money our 
readers have sent in, we are not running 
this as a business* If you read the May 
issue of Creative Computing you will see an 
article I wrote in Outpost Atari. This 
article was written in December, and printed 
in May* The issue you see here is written 
on May 1 to 4, then sent to you by May 6-you 
can see why our information is so up-to-date 
compared to the Magazines. You can also see 
in the article that I am a busy 
Pediatrician, and that I was geting ready to 
sell software I had written, in this case a 
Text-Editor and For mater I had written to do 
this Newsletter. 

Personal computers use the bit bucket 
frequently; the most common use is to 
dispose of the unwanted bits generated when 
the DELETE line or character keys are used. 
Several of us have experienced our 

*y computer locking up when the Basic 
cartridge's built-in bit bucket overflows. 

Obviously, as technology advances and chip 
sizes get smaller and smaller, the same 
size bit bucket can hold more and more 
bits, so I predict that soon we will not 
even be aware of the bit bucket, since the 
standard bucket size will hold a lifetime 
of spare bits! 

Coming next month, a special program that 
will help you save electricity by turning 
all your bits OFF when you are not using 
them! We are also working with recycling 
used bits, attempting to come up with an 
algorythm that allows sorting them by 
color, size and compatibility. Anyone who 
has succeeded in this area please contact 
us immediately (I suspect the Department of 
Defense might like to talk to you too)! 

I have found that commercial quality 
software is very difficult to do-I can get 
my program to work fine and have no problems 
with it, but no one else can! The point of 
all this, is that much of the Software we 
have bought or got review copies of in the 
last month, or saw at the Computer Faire in 
S.F. are filled with some bugs, some small, 
some that make the program worthless* The 
first reaction is that no-one has tried it 
before they sold it, but I think the problem 

is that the author knows the program so 
well, that it always works for him, and a 
new person may use it differently, so the 
bugs show up. 

All this talk leads up to a couple of 
points. When we write something critical of 
a program, we: get called by lawyers wanting 
to sue us, or at least talk to our lawyers, 
and we don't have one, and two, many new 
expensive programs have great bugs in it. 
To avoid lawsuits in the future, I will give 
criticism in general terms in the future, 
starting now. 

GOTO 7 



(cant from last issue) 
Since the last issue, I have received same 
corrections from the Q*S*S* Company (10379 
Landed ale Ave* Cupertino# Ca. 95014 phone 
408-446-3099)* It consisted of a Basic 
loader program that# by using DATA numbers# 
pokes the Basic and makes the changes ♦ 
Since the Basic A+ comes on a disc# it can 
be easily modified as additions and 
corrections are made* In talking to Bill 
Wilkinson of O.S*S*# additions in the works 
include String Arrays# and other extentions, 
but not CASH as mentioned in the last issue* 
They have some more useful capabilities in 
mind far the future* 
In this issue# I would like to dtscribe 
some of the MISSLE-FLAYER GRAPHIC commands) 
to illustrate the ease of its use# The 
program listed is similiar to the one of 
Chris Crawford in the Jan* Compute# as 
modified by the O.S*S. Co* What is not so 
obvious is that you can use lower-case and 
inverse in commands* Notice how the program 
lists out in a structured manner-it looks 
like this on the screen or printer* PMG 
stands for PLAYER-MISSLE GRAPHIC characters* 

The next program illustrates the new 
joystick commands# VSTICK where +1 means tht 
stick has been pushed up# -1 down and 0 
centered# and HSTICK# where +1 means right 
and -1 left. It also illustrates some of 
the structured commands. 

10 GRAPHICS 0JLIST 
12 POSITION 20#12JPRINT " 
15 WHILE 1JREM FOREVER 
20 IF VSTICK(0»0:PRINT 
30 ELSE ilF VSTICK(0K0JPRINT h,,J 
40 ENDIF 
45 ENDIF 
50 if hstick(0)>o:print ,,h; 
60 ELSE :if hstick(oko:frint ,,u; 
70 ENDIF 
75 ENDIF 
80 ENDWHILE 
90 REM “ NEVER GET HERE - 

The joystick control is much smoother and 
quicker# with better control than I've seen 
before. 

90 GRAPHICS 01LIST 100,9999 
100 SETCOLOR 2#0#0iPMGRAPHICS 2 
120 LET WIDTH* 1:Y=4S:FMCLR 0 
130 PMCLR 4JFMCOLOR 0,13#8 
140 P=PMADR(0):FOR I=P+Y TO P+Y+4 
160 READ VALJPOKE I,VALJNEXT I 
190 WHILE 1.REM FOREVER 
200 FOR X*1 TO 120JPMMOVE 0,X 
220 SOUND 0,X+X,0,15*NEXT X 
240 MISSILE 0#Y#1:MISSILE0#Y+2,1 
260 MISSILE 0»Y+4,1 
300 FOR X=127 TO 2555FMMOVE 4,X 
320 SOUND 0#255-X»10#15 
330 IF (X&7)=7tMISSIL£ 0#Y,5**ENDIF 
360 NEXT XJFMMOVE <M)SWIDTH*WIDTH*2 
410 IF WIDTH>4 THEN WIDTH* 1 
420 PMWIDTH 0, WIDTH 1FMCLR 4 
425 PC=INT(16*RND(0))*FMCOLOR 0,PC#10 
426 SETCOLOR 2,<FC+8)&15,4 
430 ENDWHILE 
510 DATA 153#189,255,189,153 

90-PMG are independent of the Graphic mode 
you are in. 
100-PMGRAFHIC 2 enable PMG double-line 
resolution* 
120-PMCLR 0 erases PMG character 0* 
130-PMCOLQR like SETCOLOR. 
140-PMADR obtains the memory address of yoL 
PMG char act or. 
190-WHILE 1 will loop forever. 
200-PMMOVE 0#X moves PMG 0 x spaces. 
240-MISSILE "shoots" the missile from PMG 0 
to position Y and makes it 3 scan lines high. 
330-ENDlF-as in IF..ELSE*.ENDIF. 
430-ENDWHILE-ends the loop* but as long as 
WHILE is non-Zero, loop will not stop. 
510-DATA to make the space fighter from 
Chris Crawford's Compute article. 

The above programs are through the 
courtesy of Bill Wilkinson- For those 
readers who have Basic-A+, please send your 
programs so we may have exchange programs 
for the club, or an article we could share 
in our newsletter. 

2 GOTO 7 



Auto-Screen-Editor 
by William B« Jones* Clovis* Ca* 

A significant problem when writing programs 
with large amounts of text is seeing to it 
that all words will be concantenated as they 
are printed on the screen* Rarely does 
“character counting" or multiple spacing 
between words reduce the number of times a 
line must be displaced and edited* In an 
attempt to eliminate the problem* a program 
was developed which forces the computer to 
do the editing instead of the programmer* 
With the following routine tacked to the end 
of your programs* you need only to enter the 
strings to be printed and you ATARI will 
insure no words are broken in the middle as 
they are displayed on the screen* Instead 
of proceeding the text to be printed with a 
PRINT statement* it is entered as 
A$=".% followed by a GOSUB 10000. 
I keep the routine stored on tape and enter 
it prior to beginning a new program* That 
way* there is no worry about fitting text 
into a given physical line as my '800' takes 
care of it for me* The program is very 
simple (it has to be as I am a rank 
beginner) but if anybody has a problem 
understanding how it works* please feel free 
to drop me a note and I will be happy to 
brake it down for you* 

5 REM ** AUTO-SCREEN-EDITOR** 
6 REM ****BY BILL JONES**** 
10 DIM A$(114)*B$(1) 
9999 END 
10000 LT=LEN(A$) 
10005 IF LT<37 THEN PRINT A$ {RETURN 
10010 LI =37 
10015 B$=A$(L1,LI) 
10020 IF B$OCHR$<32) THEN Ll=Ll-lJGOT 
O 10015 
10025 IF LEN (A$ (L1+1 ,LT) X37 THEN FRIN 
T A$(1*L1)*FRINT A$<L1+1*LT){RETURN 
10030 L2=Ll+37 
10035 B$=A$(L2,L2) 
10040 IF B$OCHR*<32) THEN L2=L2-1JG0T 
O 10035 
10045 IF LEN(A$(L2+1*LT»<37 THEN FRIN 
t a$(i*ld:print a«<li+i*l2):frint a$< 
L2+1 *LT){RETURN 
10050 L3=L2+37 
10055 B*=A*(L3,L3) 
10060 IF B$OCHR$(32) THEN L3=L3-lJGOT 
0 10055 
10065 PRINT A$(1*L1)SPRINT A*(L1+1*L2) 
{PRINT A$(L2+1 *L3)»FRINT A$(L3+1*LT){R 
ETURN 

a 
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HOUSE OF USHER 
by Brian Dunn 
-The House of Usher is the first in a series 
of Adventures with graphics by Crystal 
Computer* 12215 Murphy Av** San Martin* Ca** 
95046). The following review is of a 
preliminary copy that has mostly Low-res 
graphics* with some fantastic Hi-Res ones. 
It has the best graphics I've seen in an 
Adventure game yet* the others in the series 
such as Sands of Mars* due to be released 
this month* are supposed to be much better. 
The future releases will feature extensive 
Hi-Res graphics* as well as great sound. 
Brian wanted to review this program because 
he enyoyed it so much. However* he loves to 
find bugs in programs* and then figure out 
how to get around them* so don't take his 
remarks too seriously* The Hi-Res graphics 
in the program actually are very 
realistic.-Ed. 

The House of Usher by Crystal Computer 
is a very good game* but it has a couple of 
bugs in it. When you are playing* the 
various rooms are drawn out* complete with 
furniture* treasures* and monsters* In one 
of the rooms* you get a “?" because of a 
bug* I think * but if you type in CONT* you 
get an error message* then type in CONT 
again and see what happens?! 

Some of the grahics in the House are a 
little weird and you have to have a good 
imagination to tell what some of the objects 
are (these are low-res graphics-Ed.). Things 
like rats* snakes* cockroaches and bees 
don't look what they are supposed to be. 

There is one bug in the program that I 
would like to tell you about. The 
instructions say that if you get 1000 
treasure points you win* It doesn't happen* 

My dad talked to John and Patty Bell 
of Crystal* and they said they knew about 
the bugs and they- will send us the new copy 
that will be the release copy* Overall* it 
is an excellant game that I would recommend 
you buy* Happy hunting and don't forget the 
clock! 



Plager 
SHOOTING GALLERY ^ 

Submitted for publication by: 
Steve Smith 
7516 Burke Street, NE 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87109 

This program uses player/missile graphics and 
some of the peek and poke locations released 
to date. Some of the features include: a 
gun which can be moved horizontally using a 
joystick in position #1, random selection of 
targets and target vertical positions, easy 
modification of target objects, target speed 
and missile speed, and some color and sound* 

The drawbacks are! a short pause between each 
target, and the cursor remains on the screen 
in spite of the “poke 752,1“ commands in 
steps 5 and 35. 

Lines 20-35 — set up player/missile graphics 
to use three players. Player 0 is used for 
the targets, player 1 is used for the gun, 
and player 2 is used for the missile. (I 
haven't mastered the use of the missiles 
yet). 

Line 50 — Loads a numeric array with the 
binary numbers used for target objects. Each 
object has its own data statement in lines 
610 thru 700. Changing these data statements 
will change the target shapes. This is 
easily done by using a standard 8x8 binary 
matrix where each number (byte) represents 
l/8th of the target object. 

Lines 110-125 — Draws the gun on the screen 
and sets its horizontal position in the 
player 1 position register at location 53249. 

Lines 150-170 — Provides gun movement using 
the joystick (left or right) and pokes the 
new gun position into its horizontal position 
register. Note that the same position is 
also poked into the player 2 (missile) 
horizontal position register in order for the 
missile to move with the player 1. 

Line 400 — Sets up a random direction for 
the targets deft to right or right to left) 
which is used in steps 410 and 420. The step 
value in these two locations can also be 
changed to slow down or speed up the targets. 
The GOSUB 500 in this line is used to 

actually draw the target in player 0 memory 
locations. 

Missile 
Lines 425-450 — Moves the target 
horizontally across the screen, tests the \ 

fire button to provide missile movement and 
checks location 53262 to test for player 
0/p layer 2 collision. The speed of the 
missile is changed by the value subtracted 
from “C" (two places) in line 440. 

Lines 610-700 — Holds the binary 
representations of the targets. 

Lines 1000-1090 — Provides the target 
explosion sound and erasure from the screen 
of the hit target and the missile which hit 
it. 

Lines 3000-3050 — Displays the score and 
allows further play. 

This program was provided in its early stages 
of development in order for you to improve it 
and at the same time learn from it. Some of 
the things which can be done are: 

1) Change the difficulty (speed and 
size of the targets) using the 
OPTION key 

2) Assign random colors to the 
moving targets} 

3) Combine moving and stationary 
targets and possible provide 
more than one moving target 
at a time} 

4) Provide an additional joystick 
player (use the free player #3 
and missiles 0-3) and general \ 
cleanup-speedup. ) 

(Editor's note: Steve has done an excellent 
job of putting together a program for us to 
learn with. While not yet a polished game, 
SHOOTING GALLERY offers promise in becoming a 
good game. A 'bug' we seem to have 
introduced is that the missile wraps around 
the screen twice—Steve says his version 
doesn't do tnat. Otherwise, version as 
listed here works fine. If you make any of 
the suggested improvements (or any other 
major changes) write us and tell us which 
lines you changed—if WE can make them work, 
we will pass them on. Have fun!—S. Goff) 

i 
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(5raphi cs 
4 REM ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 37109 
5 GRAPHICS OJPOKE 7524 
7 ? r? J? J? "DEPRESS ANY KEY WHEN YOU 

2 REM BY STEVE SMITH 
3 REM 7516 BURKE STREET NE 
4 REM ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87109 
5 GRAPHICS OJPOKE 7524 
7 ? !? J? J? "DEPRESS ANY KEY WHEN YOU 
WISH"r? J? “TO START OR END GAME! "J! 

POKE 764,255 
8 IF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 8 
9 GRAPHICS OJPOKE 764,255 
10 SETCOLOR 2,0,OJPOKE 53279,0 
15 DIM W(91),A$<1)!TC=0!TH=0JG=0 
20 A=PEEK(106 )-8 JPOKE 54279,AJBASE=256 
*A!FOKE 559,46JPOKE 53277,3 
30 POKE 704,216JPOKE 705,42JPOKE 706,4 
2 
35 POKE 752,1 
40 REM LOAD TARGET FORMS 
50 RESTORE 610JFOR W=10 TO 89JREAD AJW 
(W)=AJNEXT W 
100 REM DRAW GUN 
110 FOR G*BASE+641 TO BASE+768JPOKE G, 
0JNEXT G 
120 POKE B ASE+745,24J POKE BASE+746,24J 
POKE B ASE+747,126JPOKE BASE+748,126 
125 POKE 53249,140JG= 140 
130 GOTO 400 
140 REM MOVE GUN 
150 S=STICK(0)JIF S=ll THEN G=G-4JIF G 
<50 THEN G=50 
160 IF S=7 THEN G=G+4JIF G>200 THEN G= 
200 
170 POKE 53249,GJPOKE 53250,G-3 
180 RETURN 
390 REM RANDOM DIRECTION 
400 D=RND(0)*10JGOSUB 500JFOR F=BASE+7 
69 TO BASE+896JPOKE F,0JNEXT F 
405 POKE BASE+873,3JPOKE 53250,G-3!C=B 
ASE+873JN=0JPOKE 53278,0JHIT=0 
407 POKE 77,0JTC=TC+1!IF PEEK(764K>25 
5 THEN 3000 
410 IF D<6 THEN FOR PASS=35 TO 225 STE 
P 4 

420 IF D>5 THEN FOR PASS=225 TO 35 STE 
P-4 

425 REM MOVE TARGET AND FIRE MISSILE 
430 POKE 53248,PASSJIF HITC3 THEN SOU 
ND 3,PASS-30,10,S 
432 IF N=1 THEN 440 
433 IF N=2 THEN 450 

435 F=STRIG(0)JIF F=1 THEN GOSUB 150JN 
EXT PASSJSOUND 3,0^0,0JGOTO 400 

440 POKE C-6,3JPOKE C,OJC=C-6!SOUND 1, 
20,40,15JSOUND 1,0,0,0JN=1JIF C<15100 
THEN N=2!GOTO 450 
445 HIT-PEEK(53262)SIF HIT=3 THEN N=0J 
GOTO 1000 
450 NEXT PASSJSOUND 3,0,0,0JGOTO 400 
500 REM DRAW RANDOM TARGET 
505 FOR T=BASE+512 TO BASE+605JPOKE T, 
OJNEXT TJSOUND 3,0,0,0 
510R=INT((RND(0)*10+0«05))JU=R*8+2JIF 
R<1 OR R>10 THEN 510 

520 FOR T=BASE+512+(8*R+5) TO BASE+519 
+(8»R+5)JPOKE T,W(U)JU=U+1JNEXT TJRETU 
RN 
600 REM TARGET OBJECTS 
610 DATA 24,24,24,255,255,24,24,24 
620 DATA 255,129,165,129,129,189,129,2 
55 
630 DATA 0,0,24,60,60,24,0,0 
640 DATA 60,66,153,165,165,153,66,60 
650 DATA 24,24,60,90,24,60,36,36 
660 DATA 144,144,240,144,158,4,4,14 
670 DATA 255,195,189,189,189,189,195,2 
55 
680 DATA 0,60,66,129,66,60,36,66 
690 DATA 8,16,24,125,190,24,8,16 
700 DATA 129,90,36,66,129,129,126,129 
1000 REM TARGET HIT 
1005 SOUND 3,0,0,0JSOUND 1,0,0,0 
1010 SOUND 2,75,8,1511=0,69+1/100 
1020 V1=15IV2=15JV3=15JTH=TH+1 
1040 SOUND 0,20,8,V 1JSOUND 1,40,8,V21S 
OUND 2,70,8,V3 
1045 IF V3=15 THEN FOR Z=BASE+512+(8*R 
+5) TO BASE+519+(S*R+5)JFOKE Z,OJNEXT 
ZJPOKE C,0 
1050 V1=V1*IJV2=V2*<I+0.05)1V3=V3*<I+G 
.08) 
1070 IF V3>1 THEN 1040 
1080 SOUND 0,0,0,0JSOUND l,0,0,0JSOUND 
2,0,0,0 
1090 POP JIF D<6 THEN POKE 53248,35 
1095 IF D>5 THEN POKE 53248,215 
1097 GOTO 400 
2990 REM END OF GAME ROUTINE 
3000 POKE 53277,0JGRAPHICS OJPOKE 77,1 
3010 ? J? J? "YOUR SCORE?"*!? J? "NUMB 
ER OF TARGETS = "JTCJ? J? "NUMBER OF H 
ITS = "JTH 
3020 ? J? J? "ANOTHER GAME? (Y/N) "JJI 
NFUT A$ 
3040 IF A$="Y" THEN RUN 
3050 IF A$0"N" THEN 3020 
9999 END 

5 



Machine Language 
by Paul Hoffman , Boston Atari Club 
This will be my last column on machine 
language* as I'm moving soon and will be 
unavailable for a few months* This would be 
a good time to look towards the future of 
machine languages on the Atari* 

My criticisms of the Assembler-Editor 
cartridge last month were based on my use of 
it as a programming tool* Rumor has it that 
Atari is coming out with a new cartridge in 
the third Quarter that is much more 
advanced* and has more useful features* 
Those of us who bought the first one are out 
$60* but at least we'll have a better 
product* 

I recently visited the programmers at 
the Bit Bucket, who use a PDP-11 to do 
program development for 6502 machine 
language programming* The 11 is a large 
computer that they've written the 6502 
assembler on because it has much more 
advanced editing, is much faster, and can 
handle larger program^Most large software 
houses use large computers to write the 
code, and then download the programs into 
the intended machine. 

Another project to watch for is a Z80 
card for the Atari* This would allow the 
Atari to run CP/M programs. This would be at 
least a year off, but would greatly expand 
the amount of business and home software* 

- Editor' Note- We are sorry to lose 
this valuable column* Is anyone out there 
able to take up the slack? Please let me 
know* 

Especially appreciated would be how to 
interface machine sub-routes with Basic, and 
useful subroutes to use* 

-Editor's note-We are sorry to lose this 
valuable column* Is anyone out there able 
and willing to take up the slack? Please let 
me know, or just send an article for the 
next issue* Especially appreciated would be 
how to interface machine sub-routes with 
Basic, and useful subroutes to use* 
Thanks-Mike 

PEEKS ANTD POKES 
by Matt Loveless 

—note from ed.—Matt is a 14 year old who 
lives in Fountain Valley, California? he has 
written some great programs, and would like 
to share some of his discoveries with us* 
We hope to have him as a regular 
contributor* 

Memory Dump 

First of all, to just look at the tokenized 
form of a Basic program in core, type SAVE 
"SI. If you want to look at anything else, 
you must first reset a couple of pointers* 
The two-byte number that points to the end 
of the Basic program is stored in locations 
140 and 141, memory location 140 being the 
low byte and 141 the high byte* Poke 
location 140 with 255 and 141 with 255, then 
SAVE "S5". Dumped first will be whats in 
RAM, followed by the Basic cartridge* 

New Pokes 
POKE 16,255-to disable the Keyboard 
POKE 767,1- to enable the Start/Stop flag 
POKE 87,1- to clear the screen at the next 
PRINT command. You can put this at the 
beginning of a program, and when a print 
statement executes, the screen will clear* 

jhnrrrrirn>"aTflTYTr8'a BTfirrnnnnr 
The program following is by Matt's 

father, from the new A.B.A.C.V.S., a new 
Atari group in the S*F*north bay area* I 
think you will like this program as much as 
I did. Matt would like to have Atari “Pen 
Pals" of programmers his age-send your 
address to me-Ed* 
5 REM **«***BOW PLOT****** 
6 REM **by Jon Loveless** 
10 GRAPHICS 24 
20 SETCOLOR 2,13,0 
30 SETCOLOR 4,13,4 
35 SETCOLOR 1,5,15 
40 COLOR 1 
50 FOR A=0 TO 6*5 STEP 0.02 
60 M=SIN(2*A)+COS(A) 
70 N=COS(2*AHSIN(A' 
80 X=<M*50)+140 
90 Y=<N*50)+120 
100 IF X=190 THEN PLOT X,Y 
105 PLOT X,Y 
110 DRAWTO X+30,Y 
1100 IF A>6.4 THEN COLOR 31GOTO 50 

. 8000 NEXT A 

6 



OS FORTH 
A BREED APART 

by Dan White, Eugene A.C.E. 

There a^e several versions of figFORTK 
available! I recently had the pleasure of 
receiving the new Quality Software FORTH 
1.0, by James Albanese (6600 Reseda Blvd, 
Suite 10?, Reseda, Ca. 91335, $79,95). This 
package consists of the kernel, an extention 
module, an I/O module (including Graphics!), 
an Atari-type editor (other FORTH'S for the 
Atari use a FORTH editor, which is much 
harder to use), and an assembler 

The FORTH itself works well* It does 
not use the Atari DOS, but you must format 
your discs with the DOS* This FORTH, as most 
others, does not support floating point 
numbers, but several words are provided that 
will simulate them with 32 bit numbers* It 
also allows primitive formatting of output 
through the use of the output buffer* 

The I/O module, which must be loaded 
separatly, adds the capabilities of Atari's 
Operating System to the FORTH* The commands 
are nearly the same as Atari's BASIC, and 
also includes commands for Graphics and 
Sound. 

After the I/O module comes the editor. 
It is written in FORTH, so it is a bit 
slower than the normal Atari Editor, but 
works in the same way and as well. One 
screen is displayed at a time, and can be 
Edited as you would a BASIC program* 

The Assembler module can be loaded in, 
and is used to define FORTH words in terms 
of machine language instruction* It is not a 
double pass type, but operates in much the 
same way* Instead of using labels, it uses 
FORTH structured statements such as BEGIN 
and UNTIL for conditional branching. My only 
comlaints are that the unique structure 
makes it difficult to write long programs, 
and that there is not a debugging mode. 

The QS FORTH is quite good, but the 
real beauty of it is the fantastic 
documentation* It comes with a 160 page 
manual in the 3-ring binder* The writting is 
clear and concise, easy to understand, and - 
explanations are, in most cases, complete. 
Those features are a miracle compared to 
many computer books* 

-Dan is working on a set of words in FORTH 
for Player-Missile Graphics,* he wil keep 
us posted-Ed. 

Editor (cont! 

We recently saw an expensive ($150) 
word processing system designed to work only 
with the Atari 300 and 325 Printer, released 
by an independent software house. It does 
everything you could want, and looks great 
on the surface* Only one small problem- it 
cannot be used with the 825 "letter-quality" 
print1! A call to the company indicated 
that they had just discovered this. I will 
keep you posted about many ether similiar 
problems in the future! in the mean time, be 
careful what you get and be patient, as all 
of the reputable places will fix it in time 
at no charge to you* -Mike 

BASXC A» (CQNT) 

The last program converts Hex to 
decimal. Note the ability of the INPUT to 
spedfiy your prompt, and, if all the 
variables indicated are not satisfied, you 
will automatically be prompted to input 

again. FIND is a new string command that 
FINDs the specified substring in the string. 

100 DIM HEX$(15),T$(4) 
110 INPUT "H£X>",T$ 
120 HEX $="123456739ABCDEF" 
130 A=16*FIND(HEX$,T$(1,1),0)+FIND(HEX$,T$<2,2)»0) 
140 B=16#FIND(HEX$»T$(3»3),0)+FIND(HEX$,T$<4,4)»0) 
150 PRINT B+256*A 

Other commands for use with PMG are 
BUMP, which access the collision registers, 
returning a 1 if a collision occurs or 0 if 
not! you specify what player or playfield 
you are interested in. PEEK and POKE as 
well as DPEEK and DFOKE for double-byte 
memory locations, are used, as well as BGET 
and BPUT to fill a player memory quickly 
with a player shape. BGET can get a player 
shape directly from a Disk file, for program 
development! MOVE is a command that moves a 
PM by a large amount# 



A few sets of back issues of Vol 2, Jan to 
Mar are available at $2*00 a set, but we 
will have a "Best of" issue this summer. 
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FILEINDX WRAPUF, by Stacy Goff 

Fileindx is completed, but judging from the 
number of responses to our offer to provide 
the program, with documentation on disk for / 
$6,1 get the feeling that most people would 
rather get it that way than by typing the 
changes* So we will forgo this month's 
article and use the room instead for Steve 
Smith's Missile Player Graphic program* 
Fileindx's final features, which were to be 
covered this month are DELETE files and 
programs, and SCAN for certain program names* 
Those of you with disk systems may still 

obtain the complete FILEINDX on disk, with 
documentation, thru May? then it will be 
added to our ACE exchange library at the 
standard $10 rate* 

One of the largest areas of questions 
involves the exchange library* Our list is 
now complete, and members (subscribers) car, 
obtain a copy of the exchange library list 
by writing to or calling E* J, Knoll, 4480 
Pinecrest? Eugene Or 97405? ph (503) 
343-5191, - 

Many thanks to John Allen of S*P*A*C*E, the Atari Club of Seattle, 
for Jerry Wright's Adventure article last Month, and also for 
fixing the Menory board X screwed up trying to convert to 16K. 
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LOOSE BITS 
by Stacy A« Goff 

An item of considerable discussion recently 
has been the issue of standardization among 
microcomputer systems* This issue affects 
all of us by reducing the amount of software 
available to us, and by increasing the costs 
of the software that is available* 

There are probably over 800,000 installed 
microcomputers today} there exist over 
40,000 application programs for those 
computers, most of which can only run on 
less than 20% of the installed systems* 
There exist more than a dozen different 
"standards”, at least one for each different 
manufacturer, in each area of programming 
languages, operating systems, and 
procedures* 

From the Editor 
This is a very special issue, and the 

best yet! Not because of me but because of 
the wonderful support our many members from 
all over the world have been giving the 
newsletter* All of the articles were written 
by you, except for a few that were reprinted 
from other Atari Club newsletters-with their 
permission, of course* 

Much of the issue is devoted to the 
difficult subject of BASIC and Machine 
Language interfacing, a subject in which I 
claim no expertise* If you are a beginner, 
please save this issue for the future, when 
you may need it! 

It is understandable that differences will 
occur due to different technologies, as well 
as different capabilities among systems} 
however, lack of coordination and 
standardization between microcomputer system 
manufacturers will, in my opinion, be the 
greatest factor in slow acceptance of 
computers in the home and small business* 

It is significant to note that the Japanese 
computer companies, who seem to be intent 
upon showing us over and over again how we 
should do things, have agreed to a level of 
standardization that allows individual 
technological differences while retaining a 
greater level of commonality than we have 
experienced* 

Two current events show that there is hope 
for better standardization in the future, 
and the nature of their impacts differ 
considerably. The announcement of Atari's 
new Microsoft extended Basic language, to be 
available sometime in the fourth quarter, 

Also is a fine review of the 
controversial new saga "The Sands of Mars", 
by a writer new to us-this was his first 
month as a member and already has submitted 
this well written review* Controversial 
because everyone I have spoken to over the 
country about Atari matters has mentioned it, 
and have either loved it or hated it* I 
think it is a remarkable programing 
achievement, especially the scrolling; but 
others have found it a tore arid not worth the 
money* 

As the Editor of our Newsletter, I try to 
teach you the joys of the Atari computer} but 
as a physician and pediatrician, it I must 
also warn you of the dangers* With the 
enthusiastic permission of the Publisher of 
the New England Medical Journal who wishes to 
publicize this new, rapidly growing, public 
health menace, I bring you the complete 
article about that dreaded new disease, Space 
Invaders Wrist the bane of Atari computer 
user's* 

GOTO 14 GOTO 13 



-the following reviews are by Ensign Steve 
Berg, stationed in Subic Bay, Philippines* 
He is one of our many members in the Armed 
Farces stationed overseas, and is very 
interested in playing and reviewing games, 
especially Adventure games* Here are some of 
the games he has reviewed? X hope to hear 
more from him soon* 

HHVIEWS—by Steve Berg 

Mountain Shoot-Adventure 
International,Box 3435, Longwood, FI*, 32750 
(800>-327-7172 $9*95* 

I found this an entertaining game 
where you input elevation and powder? then 
try to hit your opponent's gun on the other 
side of the mountain* The mountain is 
changed every time a gun is hit. The wind 
also varies, and the game has 3 skill 
levels* It has nice graphics and sound 
effects* 

Pirate's Adventure-Adventure 
International, $14.95. 

requires you to reload the files after each 
game, taking several minutes to do so, and 
since each game takes only 10-15 minutes to 
play, you spend a lot of time waiting. A ""N 
Disc version would be better from this ) 
standpoint! “Rescue at Rigel" is advertised 
as lasting longer (60 min.) and the 
prisoners are randomly placed in the maze 
each time you play. 

In spite of the above remarks, I 
really enjoyed the game, and "Datestones" 
has certainly whetted my appetite for the 
larger Dunjonquest games like the “Temple of 
Apshai“(How do your pronounce that?".) 

-Next month I hope to review the first game 
for the Atari by Avalon Hill (4517 Hartford 
Rd. Baltimore, Md. 21214), Conflict 2500, a 
game I have just received. 

WANTED 
This is one of the easier, but 

challenging and humorous Adventures by Scott 
Adams, taking place in Treasure Island* It 
utilizes no sound or graphics. You control 
your puppet be simple two word commands, 
i.e* GET BOOK. It is a real challenge to 
find the treasure and Scott's humor is great. 
I wish the game offered more variety so the 
challange of finding the treasure would 
remain after one's initial success. 

Datestones of Rvn Automated 
Simulations, 1988 Leghorn St. Mountain View, 
Ca. 94043 $14.95* 

This is the introductory game (How do 
you pronounce Ryn?) to the "Dunjonquest" 
series* It has excellent graphics and good 
sounds, but could be even better (How about 
some screams from the “thieves"?). I would 
suggest though that you start with the 
"Rescue of Rigel" for 3 reasons. First? In 
Datestones the thieves and datestones never 
seem to vary in their locations? only a few 
"beasties" are randomly generated. Second? 
the "dungeon" is only about 10 rooms, so, 
after playing it a few times, it is easy to 
memorize. Three? the cassette version 

-ANY programs in BASIC A+ 
-ANY programs in FORTH 
-ANY programs using Player-missile graphics 
-ARTICLES illustrating the how and why of 
the programs above would be especially 
appreciated, like the one by Stan Ockers in 
this issue. 

The programs from above will be used 
both in our exchange library, or in articles 
that illustrate what you have done* 

-MODEM programs, especially a BULLETIN BOARD 
and programs that can transfer Tokenized 
files on the phone efficiently* 
-CASSETTE based EDITOR so members can submit 
articles on cassette if they don't have a 
disc. If you want to write for ACE and have 
a disc, let me know and I can send you an 
Editor. 
-REVIEWS of software you bought and enjoyed* 
In depth reviews the best. Reviews by 

children also wanted. 
-HARDWARE projects you have done. 

-Editor 
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Mow*=> -From oi-Jir Air Rep 

Mow Atari Prices 

Atari has lowered the list prices cr- many 
item? Atari 400 with 16k-$399. Atari 32c 

printer $299, Music composer and Star Raiders 
$40, 16K RAM $100, SK $50. 

There are also "specials" for May to August. 
Free 16K with an 800, $200 off on the S25 
Printer and $50.00 off on the interface. 

There are other specials, so visit your local 
dealer! 

Atraar-i Computer Enthus ~ 
lasts Moolr in Seattle 
Sat J*une 27. 

Since the Atari User's Conference last 
met in Portland January, the number of Atari 
home computer users has roughly doubled. The 
number of dealers and users groups has more 

than doubled! 

Due to this rapid growth, the Atari 
Computer Enthusiasts are preparing to mee^ 
again. The next conference, with five user's 
group participating, is scheduled for 
Saturday, June 27, in the Seattle Area. 

Those interested in attending should 
visit their friendly Atari dealer AFTER June 
10. 

I look foward to seeing you in late June. 

-Bridget Schwarz, Reeves and Associates, 
Portland 

Microsoft BASIC 

At the Chicago NCC show this month, 
the long anticipated Microsoft BASIC was 
offically announced. Over the last few 
months, I have heard many rumors about this 
new Atari BASIC, and have spoke to "informed 
sources" within the Atari Company and also 
the Microsoft Company. What follows is what 
I have heard-note some of it is 
contradictory. 
-It will be available in the 3rd or 4th 
quarter, first on Disc, then on ROM. 
-It is exactly like TRS-80 Level 3# with 
extra graphic commands (?like TRS-color 
BASIC). 

-It is not like any existing Microsoft, but 
a complete re-write that is more advanced 
than any other Microsoft BASIC. 
-It has (some),(no), (many)-take your 
pick-Player-Missile commands. 
-It is complete now, awaiting only 
documentation. 
-It is not yet in final form, awaiting a 
decision on what type of Graphic commands 
will be included. 
-ELCOMP MICROCOMPUTER MAGAZINE 
(Tegernseerstrasse 18 D-3150 Holzkirchen, 
West Germany) is an amazing German language, 
mostly hardware orientated, magazine 
published by Winfried Hofacker. I had the 
good fortune of meeting him at the S.F. 
Computer Fairs and we have exchanged our 
Magazines and letters since. The June issue 
has articles such as interfacing Apple cards 
with other 6502 eamputers-they market an 
interface that does this, even for the 
Atari- and a complete report on the Chicago 
NCC held this May! How he can go to Chicago, 
write a report and publish it in Germany, 
then send to me in Eugene in less than a 
Month is incrediable. If you can read 
German, or at least enough to figure out 
what you want translated, I strongly suggest 
vcu subscribe to this magazine. 

All this leads up to the only 
published spec's on the new Microsoft. The 
following is a translationt 

"Atari presented the new 16K Microsoft 
BASIC on disc, which we have not seen yet 
in such a software system. It is only 
operational on Disc and shall later be on 2 
ROM's. It has the following functions.* 
INSTR, INKEY, 16 Digit Precision, 7 
DIMenstion variables, Priority functions for 

color and background, Multiple arguments, 
RANDOMIZE, Common chain variables, AUTO line 
number, DELETE, VERIFY, SAVE INSCRIPTION, 
VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL Scrolling, and movements 
on the screen with a BETA command." ELCOMP 
also reports a new Business system which can 
address 192K being developed, which will use 
64K memory boards. 
-Take your pick of the above. I'll keep you 
posted. 



BSE Using 
- The following is reprinted from the April 
issue of the Bay Area Atari User's Group 
Newsletter* It is an excellent 
introduction to the use of machine language 
routines to go with Stan Ockers article* 

ME?**Machine Language? 

-Paul Conrad 

Yes* sooner or later the urge is bound 
to strike you to tackle a little machine 
language (m.l,). One of the enjoyable things 
about the Atari system is that little forays 
into m.l. land don't need to be painful* 
Once you see that high speed action or the 
hour long job finish in a couple of minutes* 
machine language will be worth the extra 
effort* The link to m.l. in the Atari 
system is the USR instruction* Following 
are some examples of several USR statements* 
X=USR<ADR(A$» 
X*USR(1536) 
X=USR(1536*52*B »B+20) 

In the first example* the code which 
has been stored as charactors in the 
charactor string A$ is to be executed. When 
execution is complete the values left by 
your routine in storage positions 212 and 
213 will be converted to a decimal value and 
placed into “X". After this is complete, 
control will be returned to the next BASIC 
instruction* 

The second example works almost 
exactly like the first, except that the 
machine instructions are stored at position 
1536* This is a popular position because it 
is the start of page 6 in storage where 
Atari has reserved room for user machine 
language routines* 

In the third example I have enlarged 
the USR request by including some values 
other than the location of the m.l* code. 
These values are known as parameters and 
they tell our routine certain numbers which 
may change each time the m.l. code is run, 
The first value is 52 and is a constant 
which won't change with each USR request. 
The numeric variable "B1' will be checked by 
the BASIC and the current value of “B** is 
the program will be substitued* Then 20 will 
be added to “B” and passed as the next 
parameter* 

The system will automatically place 
all these values into the machine language 
stack within the computer and then start 
executing your m*l* code. Your code must 
then pull these values off the stack and 
work with them as needed. Since I'm not 
going to present a full tutorial here, that 
will be all I'm going to say about the 
stacking of values* 

The next critical thing to understand 
is the way your BASIC program may include 
machine language code. It is expected that 
most machine language work will be tied into 
BASIC programs which will do most of the 
complicated graphics and I/O work. I will 
discribe four different ways to combine 
BASIC and m*l. code. These all require some 
kind of program assembly, either by hand or 
the assembler cartridge, to determine the 
size of your m*l. routine. 

First, use a DIM statement to set 
aside space for a character string the 
length of your routine* Next, place DATA 
statements in your program of the decimal 
values for each byte of your m*l* routine. 
These values will all be less than 256. 
Next, write a short loop in your program to 
READ a value and POKE it into the next 
position of the character string* Finally, 
place the X=USR(ADR(A$)) statement in your 
program when you want to execute the m*l. 
code. Be sure the string you DIM* FOKE 
into, and specify in the USR statement are 
all in the same string. 

A second method is to convert each of 
the m*l* bytes into its decimal value and 
than put the ATASCII charactor of that value 
into the next charactor string position. 
Your program will than have a DIM for the 

string, a statement like A$=%!#*|3BM,and a 
USR statement like X=USR<ADR(A*)). Tou must 
be careful to put the right charactors into 
the string containing the m.l. coding. 

Using the Assembler cartridge and a 
disk drive, there is another way to add the 
machine language to your BASIC program. If 
your routine is less than 256 bytes* you may 
write the code to begin in pos* 1536 
($0600). Save the assembler object code on 
disc. Then, write a routine in your BASIC 
program to OPEN the object code for reading. 
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functions 
Bypass the first six bytes of the object 
file with a loop to GET #1 six times, Follow 
this with a loop to GET the next byte from 
disc and POKE into the next storage position 
until you reach the end of your program. 

Finally# a fourth technique would be 
to use DOS to load object code into storage 
which the BASIC will not clear# such as page 
six# LOAD your BASIC program# and then 
simply say X=USR(1536) to run the machine 
language code* This is just a very quick 
introduction to machine language use but I 
hope it's enough to get some of you to try 
these fascinating way to expand the 
capabilities of your system, 

Example 

The call from BASIC is USR<7000,16,4096) 

The machine language code starts at 
7000 decimal* The first thing it would do 
is a PLA instruction to remove the number of 
arguments# 2 in this case* Then two more 
PLA's would get the number 16# and another 
two would get would get the number 4096* 

The last thing I should mention is 
that the values on the stack are stored as 
high byte first# then low byte# not low 
byte# high byte as in Assembly language 
addressing modes* 

-The following is reprinted from the 
San Diego A*C.E* Newsletter# and further 
explains the machine language-BASIC 
in t erg ration* 

MORE***on USR function 
-by John Harris# San Diego A,C*E* 

I have been asked to explain the 
interface to machine language from BASIC 
with the USR function, It is basically a 
normal machine language call* (like a JSR 
instruction)# but has some differences. 

N The format of the USR call is 
V_ USR(address* vaiuei* value2#**»). Address is 

the address of the machine language routine# 
value 1 and value2 are values passed to the 
routine. These values are passed to the 
routine on the 6502 stack* To get the values 
from the stack in the machine language 
routine, use the Pull Accumulator 
instruction (PLA), These are 2 value byte 
numbers* so you will have to do two PLA's 
for each value passed* There is one more 
trick. The number of values you have entered 
is placed on the top of the stack* That 
number has to be pulled off before the 
actual values* For example* if the BASIC 
call was TJSR(7000* 16,4096), the value on the 
top of the stack would be 2, for the two 
input values 16 and 4096. The address 7000 
is not counted as an input parameter. 

GLOSSARY „ - 
-by Dan White# Eugene# Or 

PAGE- A byte consists of two 4 bit 
digits. Each digit can hold the numbers 0-15 
(or HEX $0-$F)# so two digits can hold and 
address up to (2*4)*2 or 2*8 which equals 
256. The reason is that each Four bits (a 
nibble) can have 16 combinations of values 
and as there are two nibbles in one byte# a 
byte can hold 16*2 different values..? A 
page consists of a block of 256 (HEX $100) 
contigous addresses. When the ATARI 
addresses one of its 2*16(65536) bytes# it 
uses 4 nibbles. The first two nibbles 
specify the page number! the last two 
indicate the byte in the page. For example# 
the HEX number $06FF says "the sixth page# 
255th byte." The 257th byte is the beginning 
of the next page. 
EXAMPLE OF A PAGE! 

$0600-*-START OF PAGE 6 
(1536) 

256 BYTES 

(1791) 
$06FF* 
$0700 - 

1 
■ END OF PAGE 6 
START OF PAGE 7 

In the ATARI# page 6 ($0600) is 
reserved for your use. This 256 byte area 
is where your machine language programs may 
be put. 
♦MEMORY LOCATIONS 212# 213-as documented in 
Appendix II of your BASIC reference manual# 
are the low and high bytes of the value to 
be returned to BASIC from any USR function. 
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Ml 6 
-by Stan Qckers, Lockport, II 

Since reading an excellent article by 
Chris Crawford in the Jan* '31 issue of 
COMPUTE! I've been playing with 'player 
missile' graphics* As the article explains, 
it is possible to move images you create 
around the screen independent of what 
is displayed as a background* This is 
done with very little calculation* 
Changing a single memory location will 
move the entire image horizontally, 
while moving bytes up or down in 
memory will move the image vertically. 

I've developed a set of machine 
language routines which can be called 
from BASIC to assist in missile-graphic 
movement* These are not necessarily 
the best and certainly not the only 
way of doing missile-graphics, but I 
hope what I've come up with will help 
others in developing programs* Feel 
free to use whatever you see here and 
I would appreciate your comments or 
criticism* 

I placed the routines in the unused 
portion of memory in page six. I'll 
cover only enough to get started in 
this article, saving further routines 
for later. First, a few words about 
some locations I've reserved at the 
top of page six. You often have to 
remember vertical and horizontal 
positions of players* Table 1 lists 
locations for this* Also listed are 
locations storing pointers to areas 
of memory used to hold player images* 
These have to be calculated because 
they depend on the size of memory 
in your machine* 

Perhaps the best way to explain what 
is going on is to go through an 
actual program* Listing 1 is from 
a program I call l-unar V'* The 
machine language subroutines are 
poked into memory in lines 30-44. 
Line 36 contains a subroutine used 
to load iero page locations 00CE and 
00CC with the start of memory assigned 
to player X* Players are numbered 
0 through 4 with player 4 being missiles. 

At line 33 is a routine which places 
bytes representing player X into 
memory at the appropriate spot. It 
is called using the USR function in 
the form J A=USR(1606,X,ADDR)JADDR is 
the decimal address where player image 
bytes are stored. The routine will 
keep loading bytes until a zero byte 
is found. It picks up the vertical 
position (increasing down from the 
top of the screen) from 177?,X. The 
load player routine does not erase 
what is already there. This is done 
by a routine poked in at line 44 and 
called by A=USR(1706,X). 

Major routines move the player 
vertically. A=USR(1637,X),poked into 
memory by lines 40 and 41, moves him 
downscreen and A=USR(1673,X), lines v 
42 and 43, move him up screen* Traps 
are included to keep from roaming 
into another player's area of memory* 
These can also be used to limit the 
vertical motion of players* Change 
the 126 at 1678 (make it lower), or 
the 1 at 1683 (make it higher)* 

Setting pointers for player memory 
is done in line 50. These are for 
double line resolution meaning each 
byte will cover two scan lines on 
the T*V. You could get smoother 
motion using single line resolution, 
but double line is simpler for now* 
The 4 page gap (IK) between the end 
of player memory locations and the 
end of RAM is used by the operating 
system for display purposes, the 
amount used depends on graphics mode* 

Lines 60 and 62 poke data for images 
into memory* The images (in order) 
are the lander,the flame and the 
crater* Various portions of the 
flame are used depending on the 
thrust (see line 1?5). Images are 
stored in an unused portion of 
memory at the beginning of the 
missile graphics area (START). 

REM statements should help you 
understand the rest of the program* 
Omit these if you have an 8K machine 
or if you don't like to type. 
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Xunar ^9 
There are no instructions included. 
Just use a joystick in player i 
position to control the thrust; up 
to increase and down to decrease it. 
You must land with a velocity 
(absolute) less than 10 ft/sec to 
get down safely. X try to maintain 
about -90 ft/sec until I get to 
around 1500 ft and then pour the 
coals to it. You'll probably 
develop your own scheme. If it gets 
too easy, you can always start off 
with less fuel (line 100). Press 
the start button for a new game. 

TABLE 1 

MISS PLYR3 PLYR2 PLYR 1 PLYR0 
HORIZONTAL POSITIONS! 
1788 1787 1786 1785 1784 

53252 53251 53250 53249 53248 
VERTICAL POSITIONS! 
1733 1782 1781 1730 1779 

HIGH BYTE MEMORY VECTOR! 
1778 1777 1776 1775 1774 

LOW BYTE MEMORY VECTOR! 
1773 1772 1771 1770 1769 

1 REM ***** LUNAR V ****** 
2 REM ** STAN OCKERS ** 
3 REM ** R.R. 4 BOX 209 ** 
4 REM ** LOCKPORT, IL ** 
5 REM ** 60441 ** 
6 REM *** 5-81 *********** 
10 DIM M*(20) 
20 REM * POKE MISSILE-GR. ROUTINES * 
30 FOR 1=1594 TO 17201READ AiPOKE I,A! 
NEXT I 
36 DATA 170.139,233,6.133,203.189,238. 
6,133,204,96 
33 DATA 104,104,104,32,58,6,104,133,20 
6,104,133,205,183,243,6,162,0,161,205, 
201,0,240,7,145,203,230,205,200 
39 DATA 208,243,96 
40 DATA 104,104,104,32,53,6,188,243,6, 
200,192,126,176,21,177,203,208,247,136 
,177,203,240,6,200,145,203,136 
41 DATA 208,245,200,145,203,254,243,6, 
96 
42 DATA 104,104,104,32,58,6,188,243,6, 
192,1,240,19,208,1,200,177,203,240,6,1 
36,145,203,200,208,245,136,145 

43 DATA 203,222,243,6,96 
44 DATA 104,104,104,32,53,6,160,0,152, 
145,203,200,16,251,96 
43 REM * VECTORS FOR PLAYER MEM * 
50 A=FEEK(106)-8SFOKE 54279,AiPOKE 177 
4,A+2!POKE 1775,A+2!FOKE 1769,0!POKE 1 
770,128!START=256* A 
58 REM ** POKE IMAGE DATA ** 
60 FOR I=START TO START+28JREAD AiPOKE 
I.AiNEXT I 

62 DATA 8,60,126,195,126,60,24,126,165 
,129,0,90,90,66,36,36,36,24,24,24,0,24 

,60,126,255,126,60,24,0 
98 REM *** INITIALIZE VARIABLES *** 
100 ALT=4500!FUEL=300!GHAV=5!THRUST=5! 
FRACT=0.1 !VEL=0!EMPTY=0!N=10!LN=11 !POK 
E 53257,0!POKE 77,0!GRAFHICS 17 
102 TRAP 100 
104 REM *** MAIN LOOP STARTS HERE *** 
105 POKE 53275,2iIF N>1 THEN 120 
110 REM ** DRAW MOUNTAINS IF N=1 ** 
111 RESTORE 118 
112 FOR J=1 TO 5!READ X,Y,L,R!FOR 1=0 
TO LiPOSOTON X+I.Y-Ii? #6!CHR$<143)!N 
EXT IiPOSITION X+L.Y-L!? #6!CHR$(254) 
114 FOR 1=1 TO R1POSITION X+L+I.Y-L+I! 
? #6!CHR*(252)!NEXT liNEXT JiFOR 1=8 T 
O 1 IiPOSITION 1,22!? #6!CHR$(141) 
116 NEXT I 
118 DATA 0,17,3,4»6,16,4,5,13,13,5,1,1 
,22,3,3,12,22,5,2 
119 REM ** ERASE PREV. STARS ** 
120 RESTORE 1050+LN 
122 READ X,Y!IF X=0 THEN 126 
124 POSITION X,Y!? #6!" "!GOTO 122 
125 REM ** DRAW NEW STARS ** 
126 RESTORE 1050+N 
127 READ X,Y!IF X=0 THEN 132 
129 POSITION X,Y!? #6!CHR«170)!GOTO 1 
27 
130 REM ** INSTRUMENT LABELS ** 
132 POSITION 0,0!? #6;"ALT=“!POSITION 
12,0!? #6!“FUEL=“;POSITION 0,23!? #6!" 
VEL=“ 
134 REM ** INITIALIZE MISSLE GR ** 
135 POKE 559,46!PQKE 53277,3 
138 REM ** LANDER POS. AND COLOR ** 
140 POKE 53248,128SPOKE 1779,10!POKE 7 

04,200 
148 REM *« FLAME POS. AND COLOR ** 
150 POKE 53249,1281POKE 1780,21 SPOKE 7 

05,68 
188 REM ** ERASE OLD - DRAW LANDER ** 
190 A=USR(1706,0)!A=USR(1706,l)!POKE 1 
730iPEEK(1779)+ll!A=USR(1606,0,START) 
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191 REM ** SKIP FLAME 40% OF TIME *♦ 
192 IF RND(0»0.6 THEN 200 
195 FLAME=START+20-INT(THRUST)lA=USR(l 
604,1,FLAME) 
193 REM ** UPDATE VARIABLES ** 
200 ACCEL=THRUST-GRAV 
220 VEL=VEL+FRACT*ACCEL 
240 ALT=ALT+FRACT*VEL 
250 REM ** TEST FOR SURFACE *» 
240 IF ALT<0 THEN POSITION 5,01? #6;"0 
“IGOTO 900 

230 FUEL=FUEL-FRACT*THRUST 
290 REM ** TEST FOR FUEL GONE ** 
300 IF FUELC0 THEN FUEL=0:EMPTY=11THRU 
ST=0 
490 IF EMFTY=1 THEN 550 
495 REM * UPDATE THRUST WITH STICK * 
500 S=STICK(0) 
510 IF S= 14 AND THRUST<9 THEN THRUST=T 
HRUST+0,5 
520 IF S=13 AND THRU5T30 THEN THRUST=T 
HRUST-0.5 
540 REM ** UPDATE POSITION ** 
550 SOUND 1,25»4,THRUST1YPOS=(N*450-AL 
TJ/5+101FOKE 1779,YPOS!POKE 1780.YFOS+ 
11 
590 REM ** PRINT VARIABLES ** 
400 POSITION 5,01? #6;iNT(ALT)?“ "IP 
OSITION 4,221? #61INT<VEL)»" "1PQSIT 
ION 17,01? #4;iNT(FUEL)l" " 
405 REM ** TEST FOR NEW SCREEN *» 
610 IF YPOSM00 THEN LN=N1N=N-!:YP0S=1 
OIGOTO 105 

620 IF YFOSCIO THEN LN=N1N=N+1!POS=100 
IGOTO 105 
690 REM »* REDO MAIN LOOP »* 
700 GOTO 190 
390 REM ** TEST FOR LOSING ** 
900 SOUND 1,0,0,0!IF VEL2-10 THEN 950 
901 REM ** LANDED SAFELY ** 
902 A=USR<1706,1) 
905 POSITION 0,2!M$=“MISSION CONTROL!'’ 
iGOSUB 10001? #4P"!M*=“LUNAR V HAS LA 
NDED..'".GOSUB 1000 
910 M*=“ CONGRATULATIONS ON"!GQSUB 100 
01Mi=“A PERFECT FLIGHT I"1GQSUB 10001G 
OTO 930 
943 REM ** CRASHED ** 

'950 A=USR(1706,0)1A=USR(1706,1)1A=USR( 
1604,1,ST ART+2151FOR J=1 TO 31POKE 532 
57.11POKE 53257,3 
952 SOUND 0,100,4,141POKE 53249,1201PO 
KE 53257,1 IFOR 1=1 TO 301NEXT I1SOUND 
1,140,4,141POKE 53249,116 

954 POKE 53257,31FOR 1=1 TO 301NEXT II 
SOUND 0,0,0,01SOUND 1,0,0,01NEXT T1FOK 
E 705,6 

955 POSITION 0,21M*="MISSION CONTROL!” 
IGCSUB 10001? #61""1M*=“LUNAR V WENT O 
ut qf":gosub iooo 
960 M*="CONTROL AND DUG A”lGOSUB 1000 
? #61"CRATER ”,INT(ABS(VEL)*3)J" FEET” 
!M*=»INTO THE MOON’S'lGOSUB 1000 
970 M*=“SURFACE.“ 1GOSUB 1000 
975 REM ** TEST FOR START KEY ** 
980 IF PEEK(53279)=4 THEN 100 
990 GOTO 980 
999 REM ** MESSAGE SUBROUTINE ** 
1000 FOR 1=1 TO L£N(M*)-U? #61M*(I,I) 
11SOUND 0,50,10,S!FOR J=l TO 101NEXT J 
1SOUND 0,0,0,01FOR J=1 TO 101NEXT J 
1010 NEXT It? #61M*(I,DIRETURN 
1050 REM ** DATA FOR STARS *+ 
1051 DATA 1,4,7,11,16,5,0 
1052 DATA 4,8,15,12,9,10,3,17,4,10,0 
1053 DATA 2,4,6,10,15,3,5,5,5,16,0 
1054 DATA 8,3,12,7,13,18,2,1,16,2,0 
1055 DATA 7,7,10,10,17,3,0 
1056 DATA 4,2,7,13,17,4,13,15,0 
1057 DATA 5,3,14.14,12,9,2,13,0 
1053 DATA 1,2,18,4,12,13,11,1,5,15,0 
1059 DATA 5,3,19,4,14,10,3,14,13,13,0 
10*0 DATA 5,2,13,7,9,16,1,7,14,13,0 
1061 DATA 3,3,9,15,15,2,0 
1062 DATA 2,2,9,9,19,4,0 
1063 DATA 9,3,1,5,16,14,0,0 

' Yeah, this machine really does multiply!" 

Copyright © 1981 by Creative Com¬ 
puting. 39 E. Hanover Ave.. Morris 
Plains. NJ 07950. Sample issue $2.50. 
12-issue subscription $20. 
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LOAD and SAVE Binary files 
-by Michael E kb erg, Atari 

At the first A.C.E. Computer Faire in 
Portland, Or last January, Pam Yocum gave me 
this program* I have not used it, but it 
fits into the rest of articles in this issue* 

-Editor 

This program allows a BASIC program to 
LOAD and SAVE binary data files from/to 
disc. The listing includes a routine to do 
the LOADs and SAVEs, and a calling program? 
it also contains a list of parametes to be 
passed to it and a return parameter 
indicating success or failure. 

An example of the use of this routine 
would be to load binary data into a string. 
You would pass the IOCB, the address of the 
string, the length of the string and the 
CMD=7 for load charactors. You would then 
call the routine by GOSUB 30000. On return 
you would check for an error. If ERROR* 1 
then it was a successful load? otherwise, 
ERROR is the error code number. 

10 REM CALLING PROGRAM 
20 REM PUT GOSUB 32000 HERE 
100 IQCB=i:BYTES=256 
no file$*hd:testm 
120 CMD=7*.STADR=1536:GOSUB 30000 
130 IF ERROROl THEN ? “ERROR - “?ERRO 
R?" AT LINE " ?PEEK(136 HFEEK(187)*256♦ 
PEEKC195) 
200 END 
30000 REM **************************** 

30002 REM ROUTINE BY M. EKBERG 
30004 REM ATARI CO 9-3-80 
30006 REM THIS ROUTINE LOADS OR SAVES 
A BINARY FILE FROM BASIC 
30008 REM ON ENTRY CMD=7 MEANS LOAD A 
FILE 
30010 REM CMD=11 MEANS SAVE A FILE 
30011 REM ST ADR* THE ADDRESS TO LOAD O 
R SAVE FILE FROM 
30012 REM BYTES* THE # OF BYTES TO 3AV 
E OR LOAD 
30013 REM IOCB* THE IOCB TO USE 
30014 REM FILE** FILE NAME TO LOAD 
30015 REM 
30016 REM ON EXIT ERROR* 1 MEANS SUCCES 
SFUL LOAD 
30017 REM ERROROl MEANS ERROR STATUS 
30018 REM **************************** 

30019 GOSUB 32020 
30020 AUX1*4JIF CMD=11 THEN AUX1=8 
30035 TRAP 30900JOFEN #IOCB,AUX1,0,FIL 
E$UOCBX=IOCB*16 
30040 TEMP=STADR?GOSUB 30500 
30090 POKE 836+IOCBX ,LOW.POKE 337+IOCB 
X,HIGH?REM STORE START ADDRESS IN IOCB 
30100 TEMF*BYTES?GOSUB 30500 
30130 POKE 840+XOCBX,LOW.POKE 841+IOCB 
X,HIGH?REM STORE # OF BYTES IN IOCB 
30140 POKE 834+IOCBX,CMD?ERROR=USR(ADR 
(C IO$) »IQC B X) ?ERROR=PEEK (833+IOC BX) 
30150 GOTO 30920 
30500 HIGH=INT(TEMP/256)?LOW=INT(TEMF- 
HXGH*256)!RETURN 
30900 ERROR*PEEK( 195) 
30920 CLOSE #IOCB?RETURN ?REM EXIT 
32000 REM LOAD AND SAVE INIT POINT 
32010 DIM FILE$(20),CIO(7) 
32020 CIO**" hhh*LVd" .RETURN JREM A 
ND'd' are INVERSE charactors! 

Line 32020 where CIO$*"hhh*LVd" with 
"*" and "d" being inverse video charactors 
translates to 

SET USR FUNCTION CALLS CIO 
FLA 
PLA 
PLA 
TAX ?SET X TO IOCB INDEX 
(IOCB* 16) 
JMP do 

PROGRAMMERS WANTED 

A*C«E* is working wi“th 
several software houses 
■to produce quality 
gahes, utilities end 
practical applications 
Tor “the ATARI ♦ 

One of the best is 
Br oder bund Software * 

who have developed sone 
of the nost popular 
prograns Tor the Apple* 

Contact us iT you have 
programs you would like 
some assistance in 
Marketing, and we will 
pass the infornation on* 

Stacy GoTT ACE 



^aods of 
-The Sands of Mars is a new graphic-based 
adventure that sets a new standard far such 
gaiT.es* It comes on two "uncopyable" Disks 
with a notice that if you try to copy it* 
you will destroy it* I have received a lot 
of favorable phone calls from all over the 
country about this game* and everyone wanted 
to review it! One member in California even 
tried to copy it (Imagine!!)* and did 
destroy his disk* It comes on two discs 
(Crystal Computer* 12215 Murphy Ave. San 
Martin* Ca 95046 (408) 683-0696) $39*95) 

The review that follows is by Marc 
Russell Benioff* Basic Computers* 50 
Warmwood Way* Hillsborough* Ca* 94010 
(415)344-4845 

It was May 3* 1981* I had just 
arrived home* and preceded to my mail box. 
When I arrived, I had found that my new 
program for Crystal Computer had arrived* 
Finally* I would be able to explore on The 
Sands of Mars, I quickly ran to my 
computer, falling several times in the 
excitement, and quickly booted the program* 
This .5 my adventure on the Sands of Mars. 

I read my documentation, and it was 
very good* I then was at the JFR 
spaceport, and ordered my supplies* I was 
well equiped with at least one of 
everything* I then told my computer to 
begin the countdown. 

I was startled to see my ship and 
the launch pad in front of me, and then I 
saw my crew being loaded into the spaceship. 
I was now ready for liftoff. 

My computer computer kicked in by 
giving various review instructions on how to 
liftoff* and also checked my rockets. The 
countdown then began* 10* 9 * 8* 7* etc* 
The whole rocket was shaking, and the 
boosters kicked in* and the next thing I 
knew* was that I was already docked and 
being fueled at the orbiting space station* 
The miracle of modem technology* I had 
done it* and I was on my way to Mars* 

My voyage to Mars began by trying 
to navigate myself through space, avoiding 
the blackholes, and alien creatures if 
possible. Suddenly, my computer was 
flashing, and an alien appeared, it fired 
once at me, but I was quick, and shot him to 

Wars 
Hell, I had spatted Mars, and was 
positioning my self for a proper landing* 
Finally, I had arrived at Mars* 

I began my landing by cueing my 
computer* Basically, all I did was do the 
opposite of takiing off. I was too excited, 
and in the haste, I had a rather rough 
landing, but I had made it, I was on Mars. 

I looked around me, and saw many 
strange plants* and objects* I began 
walking North* I then opened my secret 
documents* which told me all about what I 
was supposed to do. I was on a mission to 
recover the last explorers, and their 
captain* Doctor Grady. I was nervous* and 
again set North. 

I was walking North with my crew* 
when I heard footsteps. I looked around* 
and saw a giant lizard atacking my botanist. 
I killed it with my laar* and proceeded 

onward. I was walking North again, when I 
saw a man standing a hill* I tapped him on 
the shoulder* and he quickly replied that I 
could findmy Doctor Grady in some place 
called Lemuria. I had heard of Lemuria as a 
hive where monsters were born. I still 
continued* I came to a cave* with a door 
and knocked* A voice rang out and said* 
"This is the entrance to the Meshim 
Labyrinths* do you want to enter?" I said 
yes* and walked in* 

I found myself in a tunnel, and 
continued onward* I suddenly heard one of 
my crew yelling for help* and I saw my 
programmer was being eaten by a giant rat. 
I consulted my crew* but they were to scared 
to speak* I then decided that this was no 
place for any human* and decided to leave. 
I headed back to the doorway* and found 
Treasure. I decided not to take it because 
I was carrying too much already* I found 
the exit* and left the Meshim Labyrinths* 

I was back on the surface of Mars, 
and headed dead South* I found some plants, 
but when I put it with my food it spoiled 
some of it) I was not happy. I then heard 
footsteps again* and realized one of those 
lizardmen were coming. I hid under a 
mountain* and it was confused long enough 
for us to escape. As.I continued South I 
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saw another strange cave* I knocked, It 
said, “This is the way to Lemuria, do you 
want to enter?** I then remembered that Doc 
Grady was supposed to be in Lemuria* and 
replied yes* The door opened, and I stepped 

inside* 

I began west in these tunnels, and 
realized they were pure emerald, boy where 
is my jeweler when I need him? I kept west 
when suddenly I heard a noise, I looked 
around, and saw Doctor Grady with his hands 
up waving* My whole crew began to 
shout,"It's Doctor Grady*" Doctor Grady 
told me all about his journey, and how he 
got lost* He told me he couldn't open the 
cave door, and that he was glad to see us* 
He then brought me down to where to guards 
were standing, they said, "What is the 
password?” I of course said, "•*•*«•«•«*«"• 
They moved away* We moved down a steep 
tunnel, and Doctor Grady showed us some 
Martian writings; he couldn't translate 
them, but my archaeologist translated it, 
because he said it looked like the same 
writing style as on the Martain surface, he 
translated it, and we all were very 
impressed!!! We decided our mission was at a 
dose, and headed back to our ship* 

We took off, and made the voyage 
back to Earth* The president was there, 
still recovering from his wound, and gave us 
a speech on the marvelous job we did* 
Doctor Grady then told the world about our 
discovery* We were modern day heros. 

Sands of Mars is the best game for 
the ATARI since Star Raiders. It uses high 
speed coarse scrolling, and brilliantly 
programmed graphics characters to create an 
image of actually exploring Mars* It is a 
programming accomplishment by Crystal 
Computer that should be commended!!! I 
recommend Sands of Mars to ALI*!!!!! 

Koiner 
in 

■2 
W 

-by Brian Dunn 

The Sands Of Mars is an excellent 
game. The graphics are incredible!! One of 
the best part of the game, graphics wise, is 
when you're getting driven to and from 
Spaceship Herman (The spaceship you are in 
command of). Some of the parts are totally 
boring, like the liftoff and the landing of 
Spaceship Herman* It took me and my dad 
about 20 minutes to land on the Sands of 
Mars but we made it!! 

I think I have successfully figured 
out the mystery of the Sands of Mars* I have 
also rescued Dr .Grady and successfully 
brought him back to earth!! I have entered 
the Lemurian Hives and the Meshim 
Laybrinths* On the way to Mars, I have 
encountered many aliens and of course I 
destroyed them(HA-HA). Hot only are the 
graphics excellent, the story of the Sands 
of Mars is far more interesting then any 
other adventure I have ever played!! 

I highly recommend this game to my 
fellow adventurers, that is if you have a 
disk drive* The Sands of Mars is the best 
adventure game I have ever played, and I 
have played most of them!!! 

-As mentioned in my editoral, not everyone 
has enjoyed this game as much as we have* I 
tried to contact John Bell of Crystal to find 
out if the distractors, all of whom had 
obtained their copy at least a month before 
my review copy was sent by John, had an 
earlier version? but was unable to reach him 
by press time* I think it is only fair to 
present both sides in reviewing this eagerly 

awaited Saga. 

The main difference may be that the game is 
really meant to play at a leisurely pace to 
savor its many features, and not rushed 
through to solve the mystery in the shortest 

possible time. 

-Editor 
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HaLezKer-'s Corner 
-by Matt Loveless 

Hacker: 
A person who likes fo play with 
computers* usually to the exclusion 
of all other activities. These 
creatures are often asocial* and 
their greatest joy is creating a 
program which makes a fellow hacker 
ask* "How in the world did you get 
the computer to do that?" 

Claiming only to be a part-time 
hacker, I have taken on the responsibilty of 
writing this monthly column* I must warn you 
full-time hackers that my topic will 
occasionally wander from hacking* In the 
future, I plan to submit a few games, some 
utilities, and various other miscellany* 

This months article is centered around 
a unique POKE location* Defaulting at 12, 
location 842($34A) is a direct line into the 
BASIC editor. Poking this location with 13 
puts the editor into an "over-drive" mode* 
The editor starts pumping out end-of-lines, 
ertsrirc all statements, commands, etc, as 
if someone was pushing the RETURN key. 

With this location, I have created a 
Date Statement Generator* This program 
allows the user to enter in strings and/or 
numeric data to be packed into a data 
statement. 

The program asks first for you to 
enter a starting line number between 1 and 
100 (note* The program resides at lines 
1-99). Then it asks for the increment of the 
line numbers (I would recommend between 5 
and 10). The program will then tell you the 
present line number and ask for an entry. 
After your entry, the program will place it 
on the end of the line. When the logical 
line maximum is reached the line is ENTERed, 
and control is returned to you. 

How it works! 
Variables! 

A$-Main line string. 
B$-Holding buffer for A* 
LIN-Actual line presently on 
INC-Line number increment 

Line 5- 110 Dimensions A$ and 33$ to 114 

spaces, which is the length of a logical 

line. 
Lines 10-20 

10 Line 40 I? Puts the line 
number and the Data command at 
the beginning of A$. 

Line 45 
If B$ holds any unused data it is 
positioned in front of the input 
prompt* 

Line 50 
Prints out the current line number. 

Line 60 , 
Inputs the new entry. If the entry 
is too long for the line then the 
program jumps to the line entering 
routine* 

Line 70 
Places the new entry(B$) at the end 
of A$, and a comma after it. 

Line entering routine 
Line 80 

First POKE'S location 842 with 13* 
Then it clears the last comma, 
clears the screen, prints A$> prints 
the CONT command and postions the 
cursor to stop the program. 

Note! 
When the editor reaches the CONT 
command it will continue at line 85. 

5 DIM A$(114),B$<114)!CO=0 
10 TRAP 10!? "/"!? !? !? "STARTING LIN 
E (100-32000)" ;:INPUT LINJIF LINO 00 O 
R LIN>32000 OR UNOINT(LIN) THEN 10 
20 TRAP 20!? !? !? "INCREMENT BY (1-20 
)""INPUT INC!IF INCC1 OR INO20 OR IN 
COINT(INC) THEN 20 
30 TRAP 40000 
40 A$=STR$(LIN)!A$(LEN(A$)+1 )=" DATA " 
45 ? CHR$(2?)!CHR$(29)!CHR$(29);CHR$(3 
1)!B$!? CHR$(28)!CHR$(28)!CHR$(23);CHR 

$<2S> 
50 ? "LINE NUMBER "!LIN!? 
60 INPUT B$!IF LEN(A$)+LEN(B$)>113 THE 

N 30 
70 A$(LEN(A$)+1)=B$JA$(LEN(A$)+!)="," 
75 GOTO 60 
30 POKE 342,13! A$(LEN( A$))-""!? ">'*;? 
:? :? :? :? A$i? "CONT" ^position 2,0: 
STOP 
35 POKE 342,12!LINSLIN+INC JIF LIH23200 
0 THEN ? "LINE NUMBER TOO HIGH!!"!END 
90 GOTO 40 

By the way, do any of our readers know 
how to switch character colors by POKing 
into the hardware chip or BASIC? I know it 
can be done, because the Atari "Attract 
Mode" switches them. If so, you can reach me 

through Mike Dunn. 12 



Here is the reprint from the May 28* 1981 
issue* page 1368* of the New England Journal 
of Medicine. 

THE NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE 

SPACE-INVADERS WRIST 

To the Editor: Americans’ interest in spent and play has produced 
reports in the Journal of fascinating injuries, whether they occur 
with the person on wheels,*”5 on foot,4"4 on a dance floor,71 or else- 
where,*14 But armchair atheletes can now rejoice. I think that I 
have made a discovery that can add the more sedentary to the sport- 
related injured. 

I had been puzzled by a stiff, painful right wrist that had grad¬ 
ually developed over approximately one month. The rigors of med¬ 
ical school and cold winter weather had combined to prevent any 
vigorous sporting activities, and I could recall no trauma to the 
area. There was no soft-tissue change or limitation of range of mo¬ 
tion, and the pain was certainly not excruciating. The problem was 
mainly a nuisance. At radiography the wrist was entirely normal 

In further quest of a reason for my malady, I discovered a prob¬ 
able cause. A friend had recently acquired a video game containing 
a very popular game cassette (Atari, Space Invaders), which I 
played quite frequently after its purchase. It can be operated by one 
or two players and has a hand-held control box with a movable 
“stick” or “paddle.” The paddle is yoked in the center of the box, 
allowing its motion through 360 degrees, and depending on the par¬ 
ticular game cassette, it requires a large number of rapid, repetitive 
arm movements, including flexion and extension of the wrist and 
pronation and supination of the forearm, to maneuver a spacecraft 
to avoid bombs, rockets, or alien attackers. The position of the 
“fire" button almost necessitates right-handed operation. Other 
models have a similar basic design. 

The symptoms could have been due to minor ligamentous strain 
of the joint from repeated, prolonged playing. Further use of the 
game certainly aggravated them, whereas 1 V4 weeks of abstinence 
produced noticeable improvement. Another person who is a fre¬ 
quent video-game player has similar, although less pronounced 
symptoms. 

To my knowledge, this is the first reported case of “Space- 
Invaders wrist,” and it may be an important consideration in the 

diagnosis of unilateral wrist pain in an otherwise healthy video- 
game player. This case may also warrant investigation of the bio¬ 
mechanical design of such games in order to minimize what may be 
an increasing problem with the growing eiectronic-game-playing 
public. My greatest concern is that this letter will prompt a wave of 
reports of video-game injuries (if not a subspecialty of sports medi¬ 
cine). In view of the booming video-game industry, the possibili¬ 
ties. unfortunately, appear endless: “Asteroids” osteoarthritis, pin- 

ball palsy, phaser felon. . . 

Timothy C. McGowan 

College of Medicine 
Little Rock, AR 72201 University of Arkansas 

THE BIT BUCKET 
by Stacy A# Goff 

In the same vein as last month's commentary 
on the nature of the legendary bit bucket* I 
pass on the following new news* 

ACE has recently tracked down the rumor 
concerning the new trinary microprocesser 
chip* which will be introduced next month by 
a major personal computer manufacturer. As 
most of you already know* all current 
computing systems (including the very large 
mainframe systems) operate using a binary 
system—the bits are on or off* representing 
'yes' and 'no' values* This new breakthru 
introduces a new alternative* 'maybe'* which 
is expected to allow all future computer 
systems to much more closely emulate human 
thought processes* The new trinary systems* 
as they are called* will be standard within 
the computer industry within five years* 
starting first with microcomputers (since 
there is not as great a base of installed 
software to be converted). A reliable 
source has verified the associated rumor 
that the new systems will be more 
energy-efficient* since the third state (the 
'maybe' value) serves as a repository for 
used 'yes' values when they are not in use* 
thereby eliminating the need to throw them 
away in the bit bucket* as discussed last 
month. 

The possibilities for increased use of 
computers by people are exciting* since most 
people find they cannot cope with the hard 
either-or choice binary systems limit us to* 
In fact* even the question "should I 
consider buying a personal computer?" now 
has three answers. Yes* No and Maybe! 

NEXT ISSUE—Shocrtinq Gallery in BASIC A+, Hooking 

Printer* Service Pointers* wore Reviews* end ??? 

Next Meeting June 10th E.J. Knoll's House, phone 

up an Epson 

3*13-5191 

Please Merit,ion A.C*E. Newsletter 
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LOOSE BITS...CONTINUED FROM PG.l 

may bring the Atari into the circle of loose 
standards provided by the fact that 
Microsoft has developed the Basic language 
for most other systems* In fact, rumor has 
it that the new Atari Basic represents a new 
generation of Microsoft languages which will 
hopefully be also developed as expansions of 
the Basics in other systems* If that's the 
case. Microcomputers will make a giant step 
forward* The other event may have as 
significant an effect, although it may be by 

default? IBM is preparing to announce, in 
July (according to the rumors) a 
microcomputer system in the $2000 - $5000 
price range, with a "bare bones" system at 
the $1000 level* Based upon the volume of 
components ordered, it appears that IBM 
hopes to sell up to 200,000 during the first 
18 months* The good news about this is that 
the entrance of large-scale computer 
companies into the micro arena lends a level 
of credibility that cannot even be measured? 
the bad news is that a powerful force such 
as IBM in the marketplace can develop ah ~ 
instant standard, whether that standard is 
good, or acceptable to other vendors, or 

not. 

To me, the issue of standards and 
compatibility between microcomputer systems 
is the biggest issue facing the industry and 
us owners* we can either deal with it, and 
lead the change, or follow the leaders and 
lose the momentum we now have* 

Atari Computer Enthusiasts (A.C.E.) is an 
independent computer club ard user's croup with no 
connection to the Atari Company* a division of 
Warner Communications Company. We ate a group 
interested in educating our members in the use of 
the Atari Computer and in giving the latest news 
and reviews. Qur membership is international in 
scope) membership fees include the A.C.E. 
Newsletter, published about 10 times a year. Dues 
are $8.00 a year for regular members, $5.00 for 
students arid $10.00 or more for "Angels" wishing 
to support our efforts. 

President-Stacy Goff-4230 Hilyard, Eugene, Or 
97405 phone 503-686-8308 . 

Librarian-£*J. Knoll, 4480 Pinecrest, Eugene, Or 
97405 phone 503-343-5191 

Editor-Michael R* Dunn-3662 Vine Maple Or Eugene, 
Or phone 503-344-6193 
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Notes from the Editor 

This issue looks much different than the 
others because it was written by using two real 
word-processors newly released for the Atari# 
instead of the Mhome-brew" ones that I have 
used in the past. A full review of the two is in 
this issue# but the ability to right-justify 
allows us to pack much more text to a page# as 
well as to look better. The software explosion 
has come finally for the Atari# with new 
products being released faster than I can keep 
up. Several companies have contacted A.C.E. 
about their plans# including Hayden# Automated 
Simulations# Avalon Hill# Crystal, and many 
others about to release even more. Some may 
send us review copies# and you may buy some. If 
you have something new that you would like to 
review# please send it to us. With the variety 
of Wordprocessors we have# any type of Text 
file from any wordprocessor# from the 
Assembler-Editor# or any simple program that 
will generate a file can be loaded in# and I can 
format it easily. 

If you have a special interest in a type of 
game or program# and would like to help us 
review software# please let me know. I 
especially need help with War Games and 
Business software. 

We have reached a milestone# so we will now 
start Volume 3. Each volume is 6 months long# 
and I hope to have a "Best of Vol 1 and 2 " 
available soon# along with all the programs on 
Tape or Disk. A.C.E* Newsletter is now part of 
the continuing Bibliography on 6502 articles 
reported monthly in "Micro-the 6502 
Joumai"(P.O.Box 6502! Cheimsford# MA 01824 
$15.00). 

We are still a hobby# non-profit group, and 
wish to publish what you want. Most of our 
articles are sent in by you# and they are great, 
but we have had some criticisms that we^are 
getting too technical. I have tried to avoid 
putting in anything that can be found in your 
reference manual# but if you would like more 

The Bit Bucket 
-by Stacy A. Goff 

We've been in publication for nearly a year# 
and have used a lot of ink to say what WE think# 
now it is your turn to tell US what you think 
about ACE News. Enclosed in this issue is a 
copy of a questionnaire we have devised to find 
out two things. One# the answer to the burning 
question "who are we?"# and two# "is the 
newsletter providing the service we intended?" 

We are considering these questions at this 
time because we would like to continue our 
success this second year# but the market is not 
at all the same as it was a year ago. A year ago 
most of us would jump at any product# magazine 
or newsletter that even knew what an Atari 
was. Now everyone else knows' about the Atari 
secret. There are a number of magazines and 
software houses producing products of value to 
Atari owners. And now with the introduction of 
THE ATARI CONNECTION# the official Atari 
magazine# we must more precisely target our 
role. 

So who are we? It appears that ACE 
readers may differ from the typical new Atari 
owner# as home entertainment package systems 
are sold, often without Basic cartridges# much 
of what we discuss may seem irrelevant to some 
folks. For instance# I wonder how many of us 
have disk drives? I understand that in all# 
approximately 10% of all owners have disks# I 
suspect ACE has a greater proportion. Now that 
you can buy a 16K 400 for $400 a lot of folks are 
going to have unbelieveably powerful home 
computer systems# what are they going to do 
with them? For my part# games are great—but 
there is so much more! 

And what do YOU want? I wonder if the 
newsletter is getting a little too specialized. 
What can we do to encourage more articles from 
those of us who are NOT experts? What do you 
think? Should we do more of something? Less 
of something else? Please take the time to 
complete the questionnaire and return it to us. 
Thanks! 
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Word-Processors 
-by M.R.Dunn, Editor 

This month two fine word-processors for the 
Atari were sent tq me for review* They are both 
very good# and far better than the "home-brew" 
one I had been using for putting together 
the Newsletter* One is Letter Perfect (P*0« Box 
10827 St* Louis, MO* 63129, $150), the other 
Text Wizard (19519 Business Center Dr. 
Northridge, CA* 91324 $100)* 

Although there are some differences between 
the two that might make one better for you than 
the other, they have enough similarities that I 
do not think you could go far wrong with either 
one* They both come on a double sided, 
copy-protected disk, with one side for the Atari 
825 and the other for the Epson 80* They are 
written in machine language, so are used 
without the BASIC cartridge, allowing more 
space for your text* They are both easy to use 
and work well* 

There are some differences* The chart 
shows the major similarities and differences* 
Same of the other differences are not easily put 
in a chart format* The Letter Perfect program 
is more "professional" looking, with an easy to 
use "Menu" for the major commands, and 
keystroke commands for the less often used 
ones* The text you type in is compacted to give 
more words per memory and disk space* The 
speed you can type seems faster then Text 
Wizard but I cannot type fast enough to tell if 
the difference is significant. The major 
disadvantage is the inability to right justify in 
the "Text Quality" proportional mode of the 
Atari 825 (not a problem with the Epson 80)« I 
would expect to remain competitive, this will 
have to be upgraded, and, as most reliable 
software houses do, provided to owners at a 
nominal upgrade charge* 

Text Wizard is slightly more difficult to use 
because of its command only format* There is no 
promting as in Letter Perfect* but once you 
learn the keystroke commands, they are easy to 
remember. Most are the first letter of the 
command-eg* Contol-U to underline, Option-S to 
Save, etc. There are three features, however, 
that make it ideal for use in producing this 
newsletter, and this issue was produced with 
Text Wizard* First, any of the Atari 825 fonts, 
including the proportional print this newsletter 
is printed in, can be right justified- look how 
nice the right side lines up, and with little in 
obvious spaces, since the program uses 
dot-spaces (4800 millidot columns per inch* 
Second is the ability to load in any file, such as 
that made with a BASIC, ASSEMBLY-EDITOR, 

GOTO 10 2 

LETTER PERFECT vs TEXT 

EDIT FUNCTIONS LP IE 
All Atari Edit functions yes yes 
Menu Driven yes yes 
Free Menory-48K 36790 30195 

Menory Saving Files yes yes 
Load, Save and Delete yes yes 

Merge Files yes yes 

Chain Files for Printing yes yes 
Screen Fornating yes no 

Lock and Unlock files yes no 

Fornat Disk yes no 
Atari DOS fornated no yes 

Use any Atari Files no yes 

Edit BASIC programs no yes 
Database Merge YES NO 

Parsing yes yes 

Improve Text after Edit yes Auto 
CR(RETURN)for Line Spac yes yes 

Adjustable TAB yes no 

Beginning of Line yes no 
End of Line yes no 

Beginning of Text yes yes 

Top of Screen yes yes 
End of Text yes yes 
Scroll page Toward yes yes 

Scroll page backwards yes yes 
Continous Scroll yes no 
Delimiters yes yes 

Delete between delimit yes no 
Delete everything yes yes 

-after cursor yes yes 
-before cursor yes no 

Move Text yes yes 
Duplicate Text no yes 
Search yes yes 
Replace yes yes 

PRINTER FUNCTIONS 

Uhderlining yes yes 
Centering yes yes 

Fran Right Margin yes yes 

Boldface-by line yes no 
Boldface-until off no yes 
Headers yes yes 
Footers yes yes 

-page numbers yes yes 
Fonts-reg yes yes 

-condensed yes yes 

-proportional yes yes 

Fonts with Right Justify 

-reg yes yes 
-condensed yes yes 
-proportional NO YES 

Print half-lines no yes 
Adjust Charactor spaces no yes 
Print Double Colunn NO YES 

Print single sheet yes yes 
Print Multiple copies yes no 



News and Humors 

ATARI-Every registered Atari owner should 
now have the APX Catalog as well as the first 
copy of Atari Connection* If not, contact 
Customer Service at their Toll-Free line, (800) 
538-8592)* It is my understanding that the 
catalog will not be available to non-USA owners 
because of the duty problems in shipping items, 
but the Atari Connection may be* If you have 
problems, let me know, and maybe I can help the 

overseas members* 
-Light Pen is having production problems and 

introduction has been delayed* 
-Pascal is on hold* 
-Microsoft BASIC is the first priority of 

Atari and will be released as soon as possible 
for about $90, first on a Disk and Tape, later on 

ROM* 
-According to the June “Compute!" Magazine 

(PO Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403 $20), 
PILOT will be $90 also, the Word Processor 
$150, the Personal Financial Management 
Database System $75 and the Dow Jones 
Evaluator $100* 

COMPUTE! has also announced a new book, 
Computers First Book of Atari, $12*95, with 
free shipping if ordered before July 20* It has 
the best of the previous published material plus 
new material* Should be a winner-if I get a 
copy, we'll review it. 

INTEC (3387 Del Rosa Ave, N. San Bernardino, 
CA 92404) has announced a 48K Board for the 
Atari 400 ($300). I spoke to the company, and 
they assured me that there are no heat, etc 
problems. The board is designed so that 16K 
ROMS that in the future may be available for 
the 800 will also work for the 400 with their 

board* 

MOSAIC (PO Box 748, Oregon City, OR 97045) 
has a special offer on their 8 to 16k upgrade 
kits* Regular price $80, if you mention A.C«E. 
only $50 or if you order 3, $40. These kits 
include full directions, 16K RAMs and IC 
removal tools and solder. If you screw it up, 
they will repair it for $1! The upgrade takes 
only 15 minutes, and all you need to supply is a 
soldering iron and a phillips head screwdriver. 
Several of us have their 32 K boards and they 
work well* 

AVALON HILL (4517 Harford Rd. Baltimore, Md 
21214) has annouced a large number of Atari 
Games, and all their future releases will have 
Atari versions. This is the company knowabest 
for its board games, especially war games. They 

even have one by Cris Crawford. 

The CODE WORKS (IridisXBox 550, Goleta, CA 
93116 $25) have released a Utility Disk. If the 
programs are up to the standard of previous 
Iridis releases, it should be very useful, ar d 
well documented. 

SYNAPSE SOFTWARE (820 Coventry Road 
Kensington, CA 94707) have released their 
sensational DataBase package that impressed 
us so much in San Franciso in April* It is 
called the File Manager and costs $97.50. 
Maybe we can get a review copy and report it in 

detail soon! 

PURS OR'S (PO BOX 466, El Dorado, CA 95623 
$1) has the first of a quarterly review 
magazine of Atari Software, The reviews are 
excellent, and two articles by Cris Crawford *** 

included* A must for every Atari owner? 
available only through your dealer. For those 
who do not live close to a dealer, and cannot 
obtain a copy, let me know and I'll see what we 

can do* 

VOTRAX (500 Stephenson Hwy, Troy, MI 48084 
(300) 521-1350) has announced their 
Tvoe-'N'-Talk, a Text to Speech sy thesizer 
with an unlimited vocabulary. You type a 
string, and it talks to you. The company called 
me, informing us that their system works 
particularly well with the Atari because of its 
I/O commands, and that several software 
vendors including Scott Adams and T.H.E.S.I.S. 
are writ ing programs that use it ($345). 

VERSA COMPUTING (887 Conestoga Circle, 
Newberry Park, CA 91320 (805) 498-1956) now 
has their popular, inexpensive digitizer 
drawing board for use with the Atari, along 
with software on disk. The Versawriter costs 
$299? if you send then $1.00 along with a 
formatted disk, they will return it full of neat 
pictures made on their digitizer. 

MICROPERIPHERAL CORP. (2643 151st 
Place,N.E., Redmond, WA 98052 (206) 881-7544) 
has finished their software for their excellent 
modem, the Autodial Microconection modem* 
This software features the ability to Autodial, 
transfer programs, off-line text preparation, 
and source and object code transmission. 
Written by Dr, James Clark, who has been very 
helpful to us in the past, it costs $80, and is 
called TSMART. We have three of their 
modems, and if this program is as good, it 
should be a winner. We should get this program 

Q soon, and will review it for the next issue! 



fant asp land 
-the following review is by Marc Bennioff# Basic 

Computers# 50 Warmwood Way# Hillsborough# CA 
94010# (415) 344-4845# Because of his excellent 
review of "Sand of Mars" last month# Crystal 
Computer (12215 Murphy Ave, San Martin# CA 
95046 (408) 683-0696 sent him an advance copy of 
their new# all hi-res graphic Adventure# I have 
not seen it# but Marc seems to have liked it#-ed# 

AUTHOR'S NOTE 
I first received FANTASYLAND 2041 on Tune 

18# 1981# Since then I have played this program 
for 87 hours# I have actually become a 
FANTASYLAND*2041 expert# yet I have not 
solved the great mystery# and the $1000 dollar 
prize is not yet within my reach# I have talked 
with John Bell# President of Crystal Computer and 
Software# who says the prize will not be given to 
the first person to solve the mystery# but to the 
person with the most points AND who has solved 
it!!! It will not be easy so don't expect it to be! 
The contest closes on December 1# 1981 so hurry!! 
There are several points I that I would like to 
make about the program# First# the copy 
protection is strange!! I tried my sector to sector 
copyer# but all it did was scramble the disk!! I 
later found that Crystal has hired one of the most 
creative and innovative young programmers in the 
area who has developed a protection system so 
good that even Crystal could not duplicate their 
own programs!! Imagine!! This has been changed, 
so Adventureland should be arriving in your 
hometown computer store by the time you receive 
this ACE newsletter# The program takes up six 
disks# and uses them to their fullest potential!! 
The graphics routines developed by Mike Potter 
and John Bell are incredible# and the 
Crystalsonics sound is amazing!! The price is 
59#95# and is worth every penny# The 
documentation is almost as fun to read as the 
program is to play!! It is an incredible 
experience!! 
AUTHOR'S RATING* 

After playing this game for over 87 hours I 
have rated this program the absolute BEST I have 
ever played# including all games for all computers, 
all adventures# and even Star Raiders. Yes, I 
repeat# this game is better than Star Raiders# 
Hard to believe? Well it is FANTASTIC!! I have 
rated this program on a scale from 1 to 10# an 
incredible 2041!! I recommend it for every owner 
of an ATARI 800 or 400 with a disk drive to 
purchase this program over all else!! It is worth 
it!! 
THE REVIEW (Finally)! 

I had arrived in Australia on Tune 18,2041# The 

Fantasyland corporation had provided a bus to 
take the new group of adventures to the park# 
When we arrived# it looked as if we were at the 
British Museum# but this place was called the 
Hall of Heroes# a tribute to all adventures 
everywhere! When we walked through the huge 
bronze doors# I was amazed at the amount of 
people who could afford the $3 million 
necessary to explore the park# but it was a long 
time since the beginning of ATARI computers# 
and ACE magazine! it was exactly 60 years 
since I had written my review for Sands of 
Mars# Who would of ever thought that Tohn 
Bell# a slightly bald computer programmer from 
San Martin Califonia# would be able to design a 
park so lavish and extravagant# The whole idea 
of robots who exactly looked like people and 
animals was incredible# but Hell# I was living in 
the 21st century# At last# our tour guide said 
that our adventure was about to begin# I was 
instructed to go through a great iron door. I 
was given 5000 gold pieces# and told not to 
return until I had Gwen# I then thought to 
myself# in an adventurous type of mood#MAuy 
Vey!!!" 

I looked around me# and saw various 
representations of the many lands I was to 
visit# I was too excited# and said I was going 
to purchase 15 warriors with weapons for them 
to use, as well as a whole bunch of food# then 
quickly went through the big huge sign that 
said# "Eat at Toe's"# Oops# wrong story# the 
sign said! "Congoland!!" 

Wow# I was in Congoland# I looked around 
me and it was like the middle of Africa# I was 
walking north for 2 or 3 miles# and all of a 
sudden 10 natives circled around me# all 
yelling# "Ooogaabooga# Oooogabooga# 
Ooogabooga!!" I greeted them# but they were 
not friendly, and start attacking us!! My Zulus 
threw their spears# and killed them all. I 
quickly collected their weapons to trade or 
something# and started some more adventuring# 
I was swimming across a river when suddenly, a 
school of piranhas was heading directly at me# 
but I made across in time!! I was suddenly at 
Kubunga Village where I sold the weapons# and 
bought a rope and lamp# I left Kubunga 
Village# and walked North 3 or 4 miles# I was 
in a large banana grove# and scooped up as 
many bananas as possible# While I was doing 
this a giant gorilla named Herman began 
attacking my crew# but luckily I only lost one 
Zulu# and killed the gorilla with a spear through 
the left eyeball# When the fight was over a 
witchdoctor appeared# and I forced him to join 



2041 
us* (This witchdoctor should not be confused with 
Mike Dunn* who is a pediatrician*) I suddenly 
found a large cave* and traveled day and night 
until I found the end* which was what I was 
looking for* this was the famous King Soloman's 
Temple* There was a guard there* but I just used 
my head* and made it* then I opened the door and 
walked through* 

The sign on the other side said* "Welcome to 
Cathay*" I traded at Cathay for more rations. I 
then realized what was ahead of me* an endless 
trip through the desert to reach Bagdad* and then 
if I had the strength* I would be able to make it 
to the next land* I stocked up* and set out on my 
Arabian Adventure* I could only hope for luck* 
and maybe a little magic* I was hiking through the 
sands qf Arabia* when suddenly I saw a giant 
scorpion heading our way, I prepared for my 
attack, and fought and killed the monster. I again 
set hiking* I found some ruins* and inside were 
923 gold coins* I was very exdted* because I knew 
I would be able to purchase more supplies and men 
in Bagdad* My luck was good* and I spotted an 
oasis 1 or 2 miles away* when we got there* we 
restocked our rations, and picked up several 
hundred oranges in anticipation of future 
adventures* I again set out for Bagdad, and on 
the way I picked up all sorts of treasures* I then 
met a Genie* who would not join us until we fought 
him* so we did* and won - of course!! We spotted 
Bagdad in the distance* and when I met the Genie 
guarding the door to the next land* I really sunk 
my teeth into the problem and made it through!" 

I was at Camelot. It was my adventure to make 
it from Camelot to the next land* keeping proper 
supplies, and making sure I had a strong enough 
army to fight any monsters I might meet. I quickly 
stocked up* and soon as as I got there* I met two 
Knights* I asked them to join me, and they did. I 
began southeast, and I found the magical (hint, 
hint) Stonehenge, then hiked in the beautiful 
Sherwood Forest* and met a wise sorcerer who 
joined our party. Suddenly* we were in in a deep 
mist, and almost lost some very important items, 
but, luckily, found our way out! Just below the 
Sea of Mist I found a dragons lair, but beware of 
this place* it is guarded by a dragon with a 
stregth of 200 men. I killed it with something 
very powerful and found (no I won't tell) a very 
interesting item!! I hiked some more, and arrived 
at the cave that lead me to the next land? it was 
very dark* but I made it to Merlin's Secret Palace* 
and when I saw Merlin I gave him a very powerful 
magical religous item* and he let me through. 

I had arrived at my great ocean adventure, 
Olympus!! I hurredly ordered my supplies* and a 

boat called the Argos!! I was very excited* and 
set out immediately!! I was beginning my 
adventure, when suddenly a giant octopus 
began to suck in my ship and supplies* I was 
horrified* but luckily escaped. I lost three of 
my best warriors* and my crew was very 
depressed* I was afraid of mutiny* I then 
started out on my adventure to find the 
incredible magic of Olympus. I docked at Circe* 
and had to fight the first woman on the entire 
journey? she must of had a neurosis with some 
psychotic tendencies* but I was not sure!! I 
then found my magic* and set out for the 
exciting island of Thera!! This was supposed 
to be my entrance to my next land, and so it 
was!! I docked at Thera* and boarded my 
submarine* the Tari* 

The submarine began submerging, and an 
entire new world opened up for me!! I 
immeadiatly set for the great trench* in hopes 
of finding the rumored fantastic treasures and 
soon found it. I sent out 10 divers* and they 
returned with the most awesome display of 
jewels I had ever seen!! I then began the 
calculations for finding the ancient city of 
Atlantis* and within hours I had arrived. The 
threat of mutiny was over* and we set out for 
the final land. 

I had arrived at Dante's Inferno* it was the 
most hot and muggy place I had ever been. I 
set out cautiously when suddenly I saw myriads 
of bat-winged demons headed for my crew. I 
escaped with 3 members of my original crew? 
body parts flying right and left, but I had made 
it!! We then realized where we had accidentally 
run into!! We were at Seplecure of Anastus!! 
This is a huge cemetery, with tens of 
thousands of the famed living dead* who thrive 
on human flesh!!! We were suddenly surrounded 
by fifty of them and....... 
AUTHOR'S CONCLUSION? 

I have left out an estimated total of 90, yes 
90* percent of the adventure sequences of 
FANTASYLAND 2041* becuase I want it to be 
as exciting for you as it was for me the first 
83 hours!! Good Luck* for you shall need it!! 
And, Oh Yes* Gwen is actually the legendary 
Gwinevere. Crystallware* Thank You for being 
the company that has dared to make a GREAT 
Atari program!! FANTASYLAND 2041 IS AS 
AWESOME AS A TURBO DATSAN 280ZX!!!! 
-Maybe even a little more.. 
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Plus-Zero bv Stan Qckers 

pi iSraphics 

This installment introduces some more 
missile graphics routines,(just about filling up 
page six)»and presents a program using most of 
them. The program, 'Flus-Zero'is found in 
listing 1. 

It would be nice to have a routine which 
would update the location of a player on the 
screen depending on the position of a joystick* 
Such a routine is poked into memory by lines 46 
and 47 and is called by A=USR(1721,X), where X 
is the player involved* This routine uses 
joystick #0,(FLYR 1 jack)* The direction is 
remembered and held in zero page location 
00D0,(decimal 208). The routine calls vertical 
movement routines and updates horizontal and 
vertical position locations as necessary. The 
player will move one unit each time the routine 
is called* 

Occasionally mare than one joystick may be 
required* A routine poked in by line 34 and 
called by? A=USR(1584,X) will move player X 
according to joystick 2,(PLYR 3). The other two 
joysticks could be handled with a little extra 
code* 

The last two routines turned out to be 
lifesavers for USR called PM graphics. Initially 
I had a routine which moved a player once in a 
specified direction each time it was called* It 
turned out to be much too slow* Even if a 
number of USR calls were strung together, the 
time required for Basic to execute the function 
slowed things down* An answer to this problem 
is given by the routine called by A=USR(1567,X) 
and poked in by line 32* This routine 
repeatedly calls the machine level joystick 
routine a given number of times before 
returning to Basic* The number of repetitions is 
determined by number poked into decimal 
location 1789. 

Line 30 pokes in a routine which does the 
same thing but using direction (DIR) instead of 
the joystick. The values for DIR are the same 
as those produced by the joysticMsee page 60 
of the Basic Reference Manual). 

Here then is a summary of routines? 

LINE CALL PURPOSE 
30 A=USR(1544,X ,DER)-Update plyr X N times 
in direction DIR 
32 A=USR(1567,X) -Update plyr X N times by 
joystick(O) 
34 A=USR(1584,X) -Update plyr X by 
joysticks) 
38-39 A=USR<1606,X,ADDR)- Load plyr X with 
data at address ADDR 

40-41 A=USRU637,X) -Move plyr X 
downscreen one unit 
42-43 A=USR(1673,X) -Move plyr X upscreen 
one unit. 
44 A=USR(1706,X) - Clear plyr X area 
4 6-47 A=USR(1721,X> -Update plyr X with 
joystick(O) 

In order to use missile graphics then you 
must do all these things? 
(1) Poke into page six all the routines you 

will use. The routines in lines 30,32 & 34 use 
to one at 46-47, otherwise they are 
independent* 
(2) Calculate START of PM graphics area. 
START must fall on a boundary for double line 
resolution* We dropped down 8 pages (2K) from 
the end of RAM (RAMTOP dec* loc. 106). This 
leaves a gap of IK between player 3 area and 
the end of RAM* Display information is built 
down from the end of RAM and will use this 
area* The amount needed depends on the 
graphics mode used (see table 9*1 in Basic 
Manual)* Modes 4 and lower are o*k* but would 
extend slightly into player #3 area (o*k* if 3 
not used). Extra memory could be alloted if 
START were dropped another IK, (4 pages). 
Poke the page number of START into location 
54279 and use START page to set pointer to 
players. I#ve set pointers to only players 0 
and 1 because only these are used. Poke 
graphics images into an unused portion of 
memory* I use the bytes beginning at START 
(384 unused in double line resolution). 
Remember to end each image with a zero. 
(4) Initialize each image you will be using by 
setting up its horizontal and vertical positions 
and color* Horizontal positions can vary from 
41 to 200 (in playfield area) and must be poked 
into two places* Vertical positions go from 16 
to 111* Finally, call routines to clear the player 
followed by the routine to fill with the 
appropriate image* 
(5) Enable player missile graphics by poking 
559 with 46 (double line) and 53277 with 3. 

Once these things have been done the 
images should appear on the screen no matter 
what else is there. ALWAYS SAVE ANYTHING 
THAT HAS TAKEN ANY LENGTH OF TIME TO 
TYPE IN BEFORE YOU RUN IT! A misplaced 
number in a USR call can send you off to 
never-never land where you have to turn the 
power off to get back. If images don't appear, 
check START and the appropriate pointers. 
Also check the horizontal positions as it's 
possible for images to 'hide' at the edges of 
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the screen if numbers are too large or too small. 
It helps to check that routines have been 
properly poked in by peeking various locations 
after running just the 'poking routines' section. 
I hope you find these routines useful-write if 
you have any questions. 

1 REM **** PLUS-ZERO ***** 
2 REM** STAN OCKERS ** 
4 REM** LOCKPORT.IL ** 
5 REM ** 60441 ** 
6 REM ** FROM A GAME BT ** 
7 REM * L.CHRISTOFHERSON * 
8 REM ****** 7-81 ******** 
10 OPEN #1,4,0,“K{”{GRAPHICS 18SFOSITION 4,3 
{? #6{"PLUS - ZERO-5POSITION 2,51? #6{"NEED 
DIRECTIONS?* 
12 POSITION 3,7!? #6!“(Y)ES OR (N)0“!GET *1, 
AilF A=89 THEN GOSUB 2000!GOTO 16 
14 IF A078 THEN 12 
16 GRAPHICS 05FOKE 7S2.1 {POSITION 9,12!? “JU 
ST A SECOND PLEASE..* 
19 REM * POKE MISSILE-GR. ROUTINES * 
20 FOR 1=1544 TO 1768IREAD AiPOKE I.AJNEXT I 
30 DATA 173,253,6,133,209,104,104,104,170,10 
4.104.133.208.165.208.32.192.6.198.209.208.2 
47.96 
32 DATA 173,253,6,133,209,104,104,104,170,32 
,189,6,198,209,208,249,96 
34 DATA 104,104,104,170,173,1,211,76,192,6 
36 DATA 170,189,233,6,133,203,189,238,6,133, 
204.96 
38 DATA 104,104,104,32,53,6,104,133,206,104, 
133,205,188,243,6,162,0,161,205,201,0,240,7, 
145,203,230,205,200 

. 39 DATA 208,243,96 
W DATA 104,104,104,32,58,6,188,243,6,200,19 
2,126,176,21,177,203,208,247,136,177,203,240 
,6,200,145,203,136 
41 DATA 208,245,200,145,203,254,243,6,96 
42 DATA 104,104,104,32,58,6,188,243.6,192,1, 
240.19.208.1.200.177.203.240.6.136.145.203.2 
00,208,245,136,145 
43 DATA 203,222,243,6,96 
44 DATA 104,104,104,32,58,6,160,0,152,145,20 
3.200.16.251.96 
46 DATA 104,104,104,170,173,0,211,133,208,13 
3,207,70,207,176,4,138,32,140,6,70,207,176,4 
,138,32,104,6,70,207 
47 DATA 176,3,222,248,6,70,207,176,3,254,248 
,6,189,248,6,157,0,208,96 
48 REM * VECTORS FOR PLAYER MEM * 
50 A=PEEK(106)-8!POKE 54279.AiPOKE 1774,A+2! 
POKE 1775,A+2 
55 POKE 1769,0!POKE 1770,128!START=256*A 

58 REM ** POKE IMAGE DATA ** 
60 FOR I=START TO START+17!READ AiPOKE I,A!N 
EXT I 
62 DATA 255,255,195,219,219,195,255,255,0,24 
,24,24,255,255,24,24,24,0 
70 REM ** CREATE DIRECTION STRING ** 
72 DIM D*(20)!FOR 1=1 TO 20SREAD D!D*<I,I)=C 
HR$(D)!NEXT I 
74 DATA 11,10,14,6,7,11,9,13,5,7,14,10,11,9, 
13,14,6,7,5,13 
90 GRAPHICS 5!FOKE 752,1!SCORE=0!BUMP=05POKE 
1789,5 

100 REM ** SET SPEED ** 
105 IF KEY>0 THEN 115 
110 ? !? !? " INPUT SPEED KSLOW) TO 6(FAS 
T)“!GET #1,KEY 
115 IF KET<49 OR KEY>54 THEN 110 
120 5FEED=KEY-48!FOKE 1789,SPEED 
150 REM ** INITIALIZE ZERO ** 
160 POKE 1784.1235FOKE 53248,128!POKE 1779,6 
5JFOKE 208,13!POKE 704,200!A=USR(1706,0)!A=U 
SR(1606,0.START) 
170 REM ** INITIALIZE PLUS ** 
180 POKE 53249,128IPOKE 1785,123!POKE 1780,4 
0!A=USR(1706,1)!A=USR(1606,1,START+9)!POKE 7 
05,184 
200 REM ** INIT. MISSILE GR. ** 
210 POKE 559,46!POKE 53277,3 
220 R=INT(RND(0)*20)+1 !DIR= ASC(D$(R,RH 
260 GOSUB 1000!POKE 53278,0 
300 REM ** MAIN LOOP STARTS HERE ** 
310 A=USR(1567,1 )SIF PEEK(53261)=1 THEN 610 
317 A=USR(1721,1){SOUND 0,0,0,0 
320 IF PEEK(53253»1 THEN 710 
330 A=USR(1544,0,DIR)!X=PEEK(1784)!Y=PEEK(17 
79) 
335 IF Y>85 OR Y<19 OR X>196 OR X<51 THEN 81 
0 
340 XO=X/2-22?YO=Y/2-7!LOCATE X0,YO,Z!IF Z=0 
THEN COLOR 2!PLOT XO,YO!COUNT=COUNT+1 {SOUND 
0,30,10,12 

390 GOTO 310 
610 score=score+count:count=o:bump=o!Sound 0 
,100,14,14!FOR 1=1 TO 1005NEXT I {SOUND 0,0,0 
,0 {GOSUB lOOOiGOTO 150 
700 REM ** END OF GAME ** 
710 POKE 656,0!POKE 657,25? ” Game over - 
Press speed key* 

715 SOUND 0,60,12,145FOR 1=1 TO 3005NEXT IIS 
OUND 0,0,0,0 
720 IF SCORE>HIGH THEN HIGH=SCOHE 
730 GET #l,KEY!FOKE 53277,05GOTO 90 
800 REM ** HIT AN EDGE ** 
810 SOUND 0,50,4,12!IF Y>85 THEN OFFSET=0!GO 
TO 850 

7 
GOTO 8 



Flus-Zero-cont 

320 IF Y<19 THEN OFFSET=51GOTO 850 
830 IF X>196 THEN OFFSET=tO!GOTO 850 
840 IF X<51 THEN OFFSET=15 
850 R=INT(RND(0)*5)+1 1P=R+0FFSET1DIR=ASC <D$< 
P,P))1F0KE 53278,01BUMP=BUMP+1 :COUNT=0 
860 IF BUMF=520 THEN 710 
870 GOTO 260 
1000 REH ** DRAW FIELD ** 
1010 ? #6 JCHR$( 125).COLOR UFLOT 0,01DRAWTO 
79,01DRAWTO 79,39'DRAWTO 0,391DRAWTO 0,0 
1020 POKE 656,1 ePOKE 657,41? "HIGH SCORE = - 
IHIGH,"SCORE = "JSCOREl 
1030 POKE 656»3»FOKE 657,181? "SPEED "1SFEED 

1040 RETURN 
2000 GRAPHICS 01? 1? /'INSTRUCTIONS"'? 1? 
PLUS - ZERO"!? 1? "(1) Use joystick (FLYR 1) 
to move the"!? ■ plus," 

2010 ? 1? "(2) If Plus and Zero hit each oth 
er"l? " your score increases by the" 
2020 ? " number of dots behind the Zero," 
!? !? "(3) If you hit a dot, you're out!" 
2030 ? !? "(4) If you allow the zero to boun 
ce“!? " off the screen edge 20 times" 
2040 ? " without scoring »,« game's over! 
"1POKE 752,1 
2050 ? 1? ■ HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"^ 
ET #1,A 
2060 RETURN 

News-cont 

DIP,inc (745 Atlantic Ave, Boston, MA 02111 
(617) 482-4214) will give any A,C,E» member a 
$200 discount on the DIP 84-G graphic and high 
quality dot-matrix printer, for a total cost of 
$595, Show this to your dealer or to the 
company for the discount, 

SANTA CRUZ SOFTWARE (5425 Jigger Dr 
Soquel, CA 95073) now has a "Master Memory 
Map ($6.00) that lists all the PEEK'S and 
POKE'S as well as how to use them, Bruce 
Oakers got one and was very pleased. They also 
have a series of Tapes that teach difficult Atari 
programming techniques such as "Display Lists", 
"Scrolling" etc at $15,00 each. 

Atari Computer Enthusiasts (A.C.E.) is an 
independent computer club and user's group with no 
connection to the Atari Company, a division of 
Warner Con^jnications Company, We are a group 
interested in educating our nenbers in the use of 
the Atari Computer and in giving the latest news 
and reviews. Our nenbership is international in 
scope! nenbership fees include the A.C.E. 
Newsletter, published about 10 tines a year. Dues 
are $8.00 a year for regular nenbers, $5,00 for 
students and $10.80 or wore for "Angels" wishing 
to support our efforts. 

President-Stacy Goff-4230 Hilyard, Eugene, Or 
97495 phone 503-686-8308 

Librarian-E.J. Knoll, 4480 Pinecrest, Eugene, Or 
97405 phone 503-343-5191 

Editor-rtichael R. Dunn-3662 Vine Kaple Dr Eugene, 
Or phone 503-344-6193 

Screen Print for the Atari 825 

The following program was submitted by 
Matt Loveless last month before a similar 
program was published in Compute! Matt is our 
"Hacker" who lives in California, 

1 REM SCREEN TO PRINTER 
2 REM FOR 80-COLUMN PRINTER 
3 REM BY MATT LOVELESS REV. 2 
4 REM 5/27/81 
5 REM Create picture on screen in 
direct mode, with print statements, or 
any other means. Then type RUN, 
6 REM If you want a second copy just 
push the space bar, If you want to 
get out of the program push esc, 
7 REM CAUTION! IF THE PRINTOUT IS 
CREATED BY HAND AND THEN RUN, THE RUN 
STATEMENT WILL SHOW ON THE PRINTOUT! 
10 POKE 82,0*.DIM SCREEN$<4320) 
20 ST ART=FEEK (7 41 )+FE£K(742>*256+32 
30 FOR MEM=START+1 TO START+7201CHR=FE 
EK(MEM)1IF CHR>95 THEN 60 
40 IF CHR>63 THEN CHR=CHR-641GOTO 60 
50 CHR=CHR+32 
60 SCREEN$<LEN(SCREEN$)+D=CHR$(CHR)1N 
EXT MEM 
70 B=l!FOR A=40 TO 759 STEP 401LFRINT 
SCREEN$(B,A)!B= A+1JNEXT A 
80 OPEN #1,4,0,"K!"!GET #1,A1IF A027 
AND A032 THEN CLOSE #UGOTO 80 
90 IF A=32 THEN LFRINT JLFRINT JLPRINT 
JLFRINT 1LFRINT JGOTO 70 

100 END 



Epson Printer Hookup 
“by Bruce Oakers, Lebanon* N.J* 

The saga of my printer cable woes just ended 
f N Saturday night with the second wiring. Buying 
\ a non-Atari product such as the Epson MX 

80F/T can lead to some (interesting?) 
experiences and expenses. The store where I 
purchased the Epson did not have the 15 pin 
connector (DA15P) necessary for the parallel 
port of the Atari 850. Assuring me that it 
would only take a few days* I waited ....and 
waited*... and waited! Trying to track down 
that connector myself netted in some large 
phone bills and finally the 15 pin connector 
needed ...at last! But-when I asked for the std 
36 pin Centronics (Amphenol 57-30360) a blank 
stare resulted* In spite the fact that tens of 
thousands of Centronic style printer connectors 
are used* this item was not available! The store 
where I bought the Epson had the Centronics 
connector so a forty mile drive at last gave me 
the two connectors needed. I let the store copy 
the wiring diagram that Mike Dunn sent me* but 
even with that they said it would take too long 
to put together* They were too busy (they 
originally told me it would only take a half 
hour) and it would take longer to do since this 
was a new setup to them* 

So I took my connector home along with some 
12 wire cable and put it together myself. With 
gleeful anticipation I plugged them in, typed in 
some line print statements and listened to the 
sound of my new printer. But-what was it 
printing? Garbage!! Oh no! Going over my wiring 
revealed no mistakes. Checking the Atari 
interface manual against the Epson pin-out 
revealed that the Atari diagram showed 13 pins 
used. The wiring diagram by R Hiatt (San Diago 
A.C*E.-ed.) indicated only 12 connections. The 
difference was no connection to pin 9 on the 
Atari. Pin 9 is the +5 volt line. My printer was 
'floating' with no +5 volt referencing level. 
Adding a extra wire from pin 9 (Atari) to the 5 
volt line on the printer connector (pin 35) 
resulted in a fine printout at long last . If you 
are considering an Epson and have R Hiatt's 
diagram add a connection from pin 9 (Atari 15 
pin parallel connector to Epson pin 35) and use 
13 wire cable! 

At last a printer, and I'm very happy with it* 
It's fast, quiet* reliable (I'm told) and much 
cheaper than the 825, is both friction and 
tractor feed. A good alternative for the Atari* 

-Dick Hiatt says his printer works fine with 
the diagram he supplied* Many A.C.E* members 
have bought the Epsonsand like them* If you 
would like a copy oi the Printer Codes, send a 
S«A»S«E.-ed. 

Atari 850 to Epson MX-80 
R* Hiatt, San Diego A«C*E* 
as modified by Bruce Oakers 

Atari 

2— 

3— 
4— 
5— 
6 — 
7— 
8— 
9 — 

10 

11” 

12- 

13- 
14 
15- 

Epson 
-1 
-2 
-3 
*4 

-5 

-6 
-7 
-8 
->35 this is Bruce's 

modification 

30 
■32 
11 

9 

15 pin nale Anphenol 
DA15P 57-30360 

Word Processors-cont 

or any other program that makes a file. This 
allows you to send in articles written on any 
file, and I can load them in* Edit and correct 
them, format them and print it without having 
to type in the article again! For a newsletter 
like ours* this is a great advantage indeed. 
The third is the ability to write in two columns 
on a page-no more pasting needed* 

Of course* the needs of a Newsletter may be 
quite different from yours* so look at the chart 
carefully and try to use each yourself to see 
which one you like. If I can get the Atari 
word-processor for review, I add it to the 
chart* and write a new review. 
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CONFLICT 2500 
Avalon Hill 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, Md. 
21214 $15 

CONFLICT 2500 is the first, Atari 
compatible, computer game distributed by 
Avalon Hill* It utilizes 32K of RAM* The 
scenario of this single player game is 5 Planet 
pulverizers are attacking the planets in the 
galaxy. Tour mission is to seek out and destroy 
the pulverizers using mines and phasars from 
your hyperfighters* 

The galatic map uses graphics 0 and shows 
planets, bases and hyperfighters by P,B and 
ship # respectfully* Pulverizers are detected by 
computed generated warnings of 
hyperfighters,bases or planets being attacked 
or destroyed or of pulverizers encounters with 
mines. This information is provided during the 
computer's turn, which takes about one minute* 

Information provided on mine detections, 
explosions and destruction of planet pulverizers 
is poorly programmed* The computer will tell 
you that a mine was exploded in sector B3 and 
then, beginning in the middle of the previous 
statement tell you that the mine destroyed the 
pulverizer* Also, if you lay a mine beside two or 
more pulverizers, it can be detected by one and 
detonated by the other* 

The pulverizers are also detected using the 
short range scan (Gr. 7). One destroys the 
pulverizers by manuevering in close and firing 
phasars or laying a mine. When you fire a 
phasar, it is depicted as a pixel of light that 
slowly moves toward (assuming you targeted 
correctly) the pulverizer* There is no explosion, 
only a statement that the pulverizer was hit. 
The pulverizers “learnM from mine encounters 
and with each successive encounter they become 
more apt to detect and disarm them* 

The game can be made as challenging as one 
desires by selecting, at the game's start the 
number of fighters (1-10), pulverizers (1-20), 
planets (1-10), and bases (1-10). 

Hyperfighters dock with planets and bases 
to replenish energy used in movement, phasar 
fire and in shielding from pulverizer fire* 
Planets replenish a fighter to 30,000 units 
whereas a base only supplies 10,000 units* 
Bases do not provide one with enough energy to 
attack pulverizers* 

CONFLICT 2500 is an entertaining game 
that can provide you with many hours of 
enjoyment for the adult and for the other 
members of the family. 

a 
S*J. from Avalon, CA asks* 

In the following program, the sentences 
printed on my 40 column printer start indented 
10 spaces in from the left, but if continued 
without a RETURN, the next line goes all the 
way over to the left* Why, and how can I make it 
start on the left? 

1 DIM A$<25£) 
10 OPEN #1,12,0,“E:" 
20 OPEN #2»8,0,"P*M 
30 INPUT #1,A$ 
40 PRINT #2,A$ 
50 GOTO 30 

Notice line 40, with the PRINT #2,A$. The 
comma after the PRINT begins to print the 
string A$ at the default tab width of 10. If a 
TAB is not wanted, use PRINT?A$. To change 
the TAB width, use POKE 201,WIDTH. 

D*M. asks if there is any reason to get 48K 
since BASIC can only use 40K, and if you have 
48K do you need to remove 8K to get the BASIC 
cartridge to work. 

When a cartridge is in the left slot, it 
preempts any memory over 40K so you do not 
need to remove memory for it to work. There 
are now many programs available on Disk that 
do not use the BASIC cartrige, but do use all the 
memory, eg. Visicalc, the word processors 
reviewed in this issue, FORTH, etc. One of the 
main advantages of the Atari is this ability to 
remove the language so all the memory can be 
used in non-BASIC programs. 

Notes from the Editor-cont 

elementary topics, let me know* Better yet, you 
beginners, write me some articles for fellow 
beginners* Remember, your name might also 
appear in the "Micro1* bibliography! 

In this issue, I've put in some questions and 
answers sent to me by you* We also have a 
questionaire for you, to let us know what you 
want. 

-Review by Steve Berg, Philliphine Islands 
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the BIT BUCKET 
by Stacy Goff* ACE President 

Welcome to another great year of ACE News! 
We have compiled the results of our 
questionnaire and are using your suggestions to 
further improve our newsletter? thanks to you# 
there will be some interesting changes over the 
next year* 

Lets take a look at the questionnaire results# 
starting with "who are we?"i With an 
approximately 20% return# (more on that later) 
we find that 94% of responding ACE members 
have Atari 800's! Of these, 59% have the full 
complement of HAM* while less than 10% have 
24K or less. Significantly different than the 
profile Atari projects for its customer 
demographics! The peripheral picture is just as 
interesting# over half have disk drives# nearly 
half have printers#* less than a third of our 
systems are limited to tape. Finally, 20% have 
modems. Atari has targeted its Fall efforts 
toward low-end 16K 400 systems with the Basic 
cartridge optional. ACE is clearly a different 
group than that! That is demonstrated in the 
responses to "what we use our computer for"* 
75% use Ataris for programming at least 20% of 
the. However* 87% play games at least 20% of 
the time# with an amazing 58% playing games 
most of the time. Half our respondents consider 
themselves beginning programmers, while 41% 
label themselves intermediates and 9% experts. 
The majority of us have between 21 and 50 
programs# with 9% having 5 or less and 35% 
having more than 100. One member, together 
with his son* has over 1000 programs for his 
Atari! 

So that tends to give us a perspective of-who we 
are? the next section was valuable in providing 
us with feedback about the newsletter* with 
some qualification. Following is a summary of 
your ratings? Usefulness? 61% said very 
useful. Complexity? 31% indicated just right. 

Suggestions for change in the -/0/+ rating 
include? 71% want more Atari News? 55% want 
more Demo Programs# and 85% want more 
Programming Tips, 85% also want more ideas 
for use of their computer. The only significant 
recommendations for less coverage were for 
Forth (39%) and Basic A+ (30%). 

The last question# an open-ended request for 
suggestions for improvement, elicited a wide 
variety of responses. Most prevalent were? 

* Provide more tutorials 
* Print more elementary information 
* Shorter reviews 
* More pages 
* More practical programs 
* Provide user group specials with software 

companies 
* Print on full-sized paper 

SUMMARY 
The sample we received may differ from a true 
profile of the average ACE member* just as it 
differs from Atari's "ideal customer" profile. 
This may be because we are serious about 
really benefiting from our computers# We'll 
wager that the Atari computers belonging to 
most ACE members do not lie languishing on a 
shelf, awaiting the tender touch of their 
owners! We realize that we can make a 
questionnaire prove anything we want it to. 
We searched not for proof or approval# but for 
feedback# and got it. We will respond to your 
suggestions as much as possible? you can help* 
if you wish# by sending us short# clear tutorials 
or demos on programming tips or capabilities of 
the Atari. We anticipate a new year even 
better than the last? with your participation, 
we're on our way! 



California Tales 
From the point of view of a member of A.C.E., 
one of the most impressive things about my 
visit to California was the large number of well 
equiped computer stores with knowledgeable and 
enthusiastic salespeople. Those of you from big 
cities might not agree* but such places are sadly 
lacking here and in places were most of our 
members are from. Since I was going to go all 
over California to visit various relatives* I took 
the opportunity to visit nearby software 
vendors to see what was new and what their 
plans for the future were. 

First stop was to see Dennis Wallin of 
Datasoft* 19519 Business Center Dr., 
Northridge* CA 91324. I had met Dennis at the 
S.F. Computer Faire in April. They are the 
producers of 'Text Wizard", reviewed in our last 
issue and the word processer used for this 
edition' of A.C.E. Newsletter. They are planning 
a large number of useful programs for the Atari. 
The prices and release dates following are 
tentative. In August will be Disk Detective 
($30), a disk utility that allows you to directly 
modify individual bytes on a disk* fix unreadable 
disks* and much more. In September, LISP, the 
language use in artifical intelligence work, 
written by the same person who did the Apple 
version. Also will be Datasm/6502 II ($150), a 
full assembler and editor similiar to the most 
popular Apple versions. In October, Modem 
Wizard ($50), an intelligent modem program. 
Then in November, a program I could desperately 
use> Soell Wizard ($80) a proof reading program! 
All of these programs will come with extensive 
documentation, as does Text Wizard. They are 
also releasing a improved model of LeStick. 
their inertia joysick. 

Next stop was to see Bob Christiansen, of 
Quality Software, 6660 Reseda Blvd. Reseda, CA 
91335* makers of the QS FORTH, currently the 
"standard" for the Atari. After showing me 
their brand new releases. Name That Song, a 
party game, and Starbasetyoerion, Bob and I had 
a discussion, the first of many with software 
vendors, on the growing problem of piracy of 
Atari Software. Apparently, it is much harder 
to make uncopyable disks for the Atari then the 
Apple, etc., and various groups are copying 
programs at their meetings. Bob said that there 
is much more money in Apple software and they 
can protect it much better so he is reluctant to 
release much software until this problem is 
solved. To emphasize his point, he showed my 
an enhanced version of his popular Backgammon 
game, reviewed in a early issue of A.C.E. This 
new version had excellent graphics, plus many 
new features, but he said he will not release it 
until it can be protected. Other software 

developers echoed this point- when a product 
is held up for release, it may be due to efforts 
to protect the program from copying, I know of 
some Atari software products, as well as ones 
from Crystal, etc., that this has happened, so, 
friends, if you want great software, stop 
pirating. Bob also showed me an Adventure 
game in development with excellant high res 
graphics called Ali-Babor and the Forty 
Theives, that allows you to give your 
characters various characteristics and also 
pick your companions. It looked like a fun 
game, and is to be released in December- look 
for it. 

After visiting Disneyland, where you can 
really see computers in action, we left the HOT 
(up to 107!) L.A. area, and headed North. First 
on the list to visit was Robin Scherer, Santa 
Cruz Software 5425 Jigger Drive, Soquel, CA 
95073. After seeing his Master Memory Mao 
($6)-every one could use it, with many PEEK'S 
and POKE'S that I have never seen before-he 
demon stated some of his Tricky Tutorials($15). 
each of which demonstates’ and teaches how to 
use difficult Atari program techniques, such as 
Display Lists, Scrolling, Page Flipping, and 
Animation. Each consists of a book explaining 
what to do and several demo programs on Disk 
or Tape, to illustate what is happening. He 
also showed me a Graphic program, that turns 
your Atari to a graphic terminal like the big 
computers, and allows you to save and retrieve 
the pictures. Noteworthy is the fact that this 
is the first program that I am aware of that 
uses a "run-time1' version of BASIC A+, 

Last stop before going home to the 
beautiful Northwest in my West Coast odyssey 
was to the secluded home/office of John Bell 
and his lovely wife, Patty, of Crystal. 12215 
Murphy Ave, San Martin, CA 95046. His 
hillside retreat happened to be near a relative 
I was visiting, so it was easy to visit. After 
demonstrating all of his new Software, all of 
which uses the scrolling technique to get 
around your play world, John began to talk 
about his future plans. First he mentioned his 
"Academy Awards" for the winners who solve 
the puzzle in the Fantasyland 2041 game, he 
plans on giving the $1000 prizes. His next 
"happening" will be living an Adventure of his 
own. He and a crew of other adventurers are 
going to visit the haunted castle of Glamis, 
Scotland, which has at least 2 well documented 
ghosts and hidden rooms where some spirits, 
including the monster half-brother of a former 
prince that dwells in an hidden, sealed room. 
They planned on visiting earlier, but the Queen 
mother and the then Princess-elect Diana were 



staying there# They plan on filming their quest* 
then writing a 3-D adventure based an it. John 
has many innovative plans for the future# 
including a revolutionary education system that 
he is not ready to talk about. 

Then home* where I was gre ted with a 
mountain of mail and new subscriptions# many 
from a mention by George Blank in the July 
issue of Creative Computing-I knew where they 
where from since he gave the wrong 
street—Maple instead of Vine Maple-causing our 
post-office no end of grief until I called two 
post-offices to tell them of the mistake. 

-by Mike Dunn* Editor 

LOOSE BITS by Stacy A. Goff 

We've had the opportunity to see some good 
educational software lately,* 'til now most of the 
programs which profess to be educational are 
merely technical tutorials# or programs which 
help programmers to use the capabilities of 
their Ataris. Now programs suitable for 
classroom use for non-technical users are being 
written for the Atari. This is brought to mind 
by the SOFTSWAF program* coordinated by Ann 
Lathrop of the Microcomputer Center of the San 
Mateo County Office of Education* 333 Main St.# 
Redwood City CA 94063. SOFTSWAP is 
developing exchange disks of public domain 
educational programs for each of the four major 
microcomputer systems* and needs assistance in 
compiling a disk of good programs for the Atari. 
She is already receiving the assistance of 
several user groups# notably Clyde Spencer of 
the Bay Area group, and from Atari. What she 
needs now is more programs from the rest of us.* 
If you are involved with education* and 
understand the special needs of programs which 
assist the educational process# then we urge you 
to contact Ann. 

* * * 

Related to the above# we'd like whoever claims 
the rights to the excellent series of programs 
which include UGHT.SCH and DIVISION.SCH to 
contact us as to whether these programs are for 
public sector use or are being copyrighted# we 
do not have the author's name# and would like to 
share them with others if we can obtain 
permission. Thank you. 

* * # 

ACE recently exchanged disks with the Michigan 
Atari Computer Enthusiasts* and we have 
developed a "Best of MACE** disk to add to our 
exchange library. Other groups should consider 
exchange with MACE# contact Jonathan Earl* 884 
Woods Lane* Grosse Pointe Woods# MI 48236. 
We will have more information on the constantly 
improving ACE Exchange Library next month. 

# * # 

EPSON PRINTER NEWS: Since publishing the 
'corrected version' of the wiring diagram for the 
Interface-to-printer cable* we have received 
several new versions! all different! We 
suggest that you purchase a cable thru your 
dealer# there are several very good ones being 
produced in California—this wasn't the case 3 
months ago. They retail at $30-35 and are 
worth it. This writer selected the Epson MX-80 
for his personal printer and is preparing a more 
definitive article for next issue? Anyone with 
successful experience in PROGRAMABLE 
underlining or bald/emphasis words on the same 

line as standard text* let us know quickly* a 
hardware solution which involves changing the 
switches# disconnecting two pins and patching 
the driver is not satisfactory* since word 
processors such as Text Wizard do not work 
this way. If Atari's printer driver allowed 
software selection of options for a)print, space 
to next line vs. b)print* stay on same line* then 
we would have a much more powerful tool. 
ATARI* ARE YOU LISTENING? 

‘It's out little homo computer.* 

Copyright © 1980 by Crsstlv* Computing 
51 Dumont Pises, Morristown, NJ 07960. 
Sampis issus $2.50, 12-issus subscription 
$15. 

FLASH ! ! Our friends at Broderbund of 
Eugene* who have several of the top selling 
Apple programs* have worked out an agreement 
with the Atari Company to convert their top 
selling games to the Atari* change some arcade 
games to the computer* and write original games 
both for the arcade and computer divisions. 
They are moving to the San Francisco area this 
week# and I will keep you posted. Their new 
address will be 2 Vista Wood Wav* San Rafael, 
Ca. 94901. 



R e v i e w s 
The following review was written by a close 
friend of Marc Benioff. the author of the 
program* As mentioned before, Marc now is 
developing programs for Crystal-Editor 

*!♦«!<► QUEST FOR POWER review by Dan Chaffets, 
Hillsborough* CA* This is the most exciting 
adventure game that I have ever played* The 
game uses fine scrolling to create an image of 
actually taking part in the adventure* 

The graphics are impressive* It has two 
three-dimensional pictures that are very 
realistic* The new Crystalsonics are different 
than anything I have heard yet* and they include 
a new reverb which is incredible* 

As the adventure began, I was summoned to 
Camelot, and was then told by Arthur that I was 
supposed to find the Scroll of Truth and bring it 
back to Camelot. “Piece of cake", I thought to 
myself as I began my journey. Little did I know, 
I was in for quite a surprise! 

All of a sudden I saw this huge 
fire-breathing dragon. I greeted it but the 
dragon charged me* This was definitely a 
hostile reaction on the part of the dragon* Since 
I didn't want to tangle with 5 tons of dragon, I 
decided to run. I ducked into a nearby cave and 
found that it was extremely dark inside. I ran 
back out* 

After losing the dragon and finding enough 
gold (too bad you can't find gold like this in real 
life!!), I went to Leeds, and bought a lamp and a 
boat* With the lamp I was able to explore the 
Caves of Somerset* I found some interesting 
things there. 

I continued exploring and came upon the 
Black Forest. This place was extremely weird. 
All of a sudden this thing started running 
towards me* It turned out to be the evil giant 
Gogmagog* I turned to run but it was too late? 
Gogmagog was already an me. He picked me up 
and started choking me. Deciding to wreck his 
family plans, I kicked him in the groin. He let 
go of me and I shot my instep to his neck* I 
pivoted and smashed him across the face with 
my heel* He fell backwards and I finished him 
off with a forehand strike to his throat, 
collapsing his trachea. Now that I had enough 
magical power to get the Scroll of Truth, I 
proceeded to find it. (Ed. note! How much RAM 
does this program take?) 

This is only a small portion of the program* 
I left most of it out because it is no fun to play 
if you know what is going to happen. I 
recommend this program to anyone who has a 
disk drive. Good luck with it, you will need it!!!! 

If you enjoy playing QUEST FOR POWER 
(which you will) watch for the author's new game 

FORGOTTEN ISLAND* 

❖BENEATH THE PYRAMIDS review by Dan 
White, Eugene 

Beneath the Pyramids is another adventure 
game from Crystal Software. Tour object is to 
find a golden statue of the cat god Bast which 
is located in a pyramid. 

You begin by purchasing your equipment at 
the bazaar* The program allows you to carry 
certain amount of weight you may not carry 
more. However, your carrying capacity can be 
increased by buying duffel bags* This makes it 
quite possible to buy 100 duffel bags and carry 
30100 pounds all by yourself. 

After equipping yourself you “Enter the 
Sphinx." The playfield, which is basically a 
large four level maze, uses scrolling, but not 
fine scrolling* Dotting the maze at various 
points are chamber rooms with treasures, stone 
statues, and small treasure chests* As you 
travel along, monsters try to attack you. A 
given monster will stay around for a while, 
then then it will disappear and be replaced by 
another monster somewhere else. And, if a 
monster comes to close ana, if you bought a 
rifle (And bullets!), you can always just shoot 
it. (Although most monsters are kept away by 
the maze walls and don't bother you.) 

Sometimes, instead of treasures, symbols are 
clues. If you get the golden cat, a monster at 
the door will ask you the answer to his riddle, 
just as the Sphinx asked Oedipus its riddle. If 
you can use the clues to answer the riddle, you 
live, if not, too bad for you. 
If you liked Sands of Mars, you will probably 

like Beneath the Pyramids. If you like mazes 
and riddles you will like Beneath the Pyramids 
(After all it is just glorified maze.) If you like 
neither, don't waste your money. 

STARBASE HYPERION REVIEW By C. Ross, 
Eugene (Quality Software, 6660 Reseda Blvd. 
Reseda, Ca 91335 Disk $22*95 Cassette 19*95) 

Starbase Hyperion is a strategic simulation 
game, not an arcade-type game requiring quick 
hand and eye coordination, although there is 
some advantage to fast fingers at times. 

Imagine yourself in charge of a far-flung 
starbase, having limited resources, fighting a 
powerful force while you wait for 
reinforcements from headquarters. If you can 
hold out for 15 days or if you can destroy all of 
the invaders you win. The invaders' strategy 
is quite good and at the higher levels it takes 
some good maneuvering to keep your head 
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and News 
above water. This game had some real surprises 
for me including some text manipulations I 
would like to know how to use in my own 
programming. 

As a tactical defense game Starbase Hyperion 
is near the top of my list. 

The program is protected so you can't make 
your own backup copy. However if the disk or 
cassette crashes in the first 90 days they 
guarantee to furnish replacement and after that 
period may Furnish replacement for a fee of 
$5.00. 

I found this game to be quite fun and a 
challenge and would recommend it highly. 

GAME OF THE MONTH 

♦S+JAWBREAKER review by Linette R. Knoll, 
Eugene 

A great new arcade game for your home Atari 
that takes you to a candy store. Wonderful for 
kids from 5 to 95. All you need is a joystick and 
a 400 or 800 computer with disk drive. The game 
uses the best graphics Atari produces and sends 
you on a game of tag with the rowdiest 
playmates found anywhere. If you eat all the 
lifesavers and bonus candy, the kids will stop 
bothering you. After a quick stop and a 
brushing of your teeth...you/re off on another 
trip to the candy store. 

This game is written by John Harris and 
distributed by On-Line Systems and is great for 
folks who know about cavities—because your 
teeth fall out if caught by the happy faced kids. 
It's also great for us on a diet who cannot go to 
a real candy store. 

JAWBREAKER sells for $29.95 and needs 
16K. The machine language program gives you 
quick moving animation and automatically 
escalates skill level. The joystick control works 
smoothly if you can run thru a maze. 

I love the graphics when caught by a smiling 
kid. I also enjoy the toothbrush if you complete 
the trip successfully thru the candy store. The 
sound effects are wonderful when the lifesavers 
are eaten. 

Run—not walk, or write to get this great 
game by On-Line. Enioy the game and collect 
those points. One lifesaver is 10 points but sad 
^aces gives you 200 points. JAWBREAKER by 
John Harris can be purchased from On-Line 
Systems at 36575 Mudge Ranch Road. 
Coarsegold. Ca. 93614 or call 209-683-6858. 

P.S. In the arcade games this is called 
PACMAN!!! 

the following short reviews are by the Editor. 
♦t+Atmona-1 and Atmona-1 Ing. W. Hof acker, 53 

Redrock Ln« Pomana, CA Hthis is the ELCOMP 
Co. of Germany) has released two monitor 
programs. The first is a cassette based one 
that allows you to disassemble. Dump, change 
memory locations, transfer memory blocks, load 
and save memory blocks to tape, etc. It is very 
quick and easy to use, and costs $20. The $50 
version adds a "super-duper" tracer, and 
allows the program to stop at previously 
selected addresses, operands, op-codes, etc* 

♦i»Atari Basic—Basic Learning by Using, also by 
Hofacker, is a new book, sold with or without 
the programs on cassette, that teaches how to 
use graphics and sound, as well as other 
advanced techniques of Atari Basic* It will be 
reviewed in the next issue if I receive it in 
time, 

♦^Community Comouterist's Directory PO Box 
405, Forestville, CA 95436 ($3.50) is sort of a 
"Who's Who" of computer people- ACE is listed. 

♦fr-the Atari Assembler by Inman and Inman 
(Reston Publishing Co. 800 336-0338) $15. If 
you want to get started in using Assembly 
Language, and have the Atari Assembler but 
can't figure out how to use it, RUN to your 
nearest bookstore and buy this book. 
Beginning with a comprehensive explanation of 
how to use machine language with BASIC, it 
then goes into how to use the Assembler, and 
how to integrate the two. Well written and 
entertaining, this book is a must! It is 
suitable for the beginner who knows BASIC or 
the expert who wants to know how the Atari 
works. This would be Book 0, with Beyond 
Games being Book 1 and the other Books on 
6502 programming starting at Book 2 on the 
difficult road in using Assembly Language. 

♦frMicro CO-QPP.O. Box 432 West Chicago, XL 
60135. This is the new enterprise by Marc 
Pslczarski of Softside. For a $3 fee, you get an 
excellent newsletter filled with reviews and 
news, a 10% discount with no shipping/handling 
charge, and a company that will stock 
everything for the Atari. Marc is also 
continuing work on his Softside Database 
system, and will have a Newsletter for this 
also, Especially for those of you without a 
local dealer, a good company to deal with. 

♦t+Magic Lantern Computers 3313 University 
Madison, Wi 53705 has another newsletter 
filled with the latest news of Atari products. 
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Scene Constructor 
In attempting to improve the Lunar V program 

I decided the background of moon mountains left 
something to be desired* I tried changing the 
character set, using the new cnaracter set to 
print mountains. That certainly works fast but 
lacks detail and pretty much limits you to one 
color (the background will appear as holes if you 
try to overlap mountains)* I decided that 
drawing in graphics 7 was a better way* The 
problem there is that a tremendous number of 
'drawto' statements are needed and it is not 
exceptionally fast especially if you use the XIO 
'fill' function. I thought perhaps I could access 
the plot, draw and fill routines directly in 
machine language using a table of positions 
required to make up the scene. A machine level 
program would be activated with the USR 
function and should be faster than Basic. 

The result of what I came up with is shown 
in the listing of 'Moon Scene'* Calling is by 
A=USR( 1536,ADDR) where ADDR is the start of 
the table of coordinates. The routine for 
drawing a complete scene is poked into page 6 in 
line 10, the data appearing in lines 22-26. The 
table of row and column coordinates is poked 
into string S$*. Coordinates come in groups of 
three bytes. The first is a vertical row number. 
The second is a horizontal column number* The 
third is a control byte telling which color and 
which function to use. The lowest two bits in 
the control byte are the color (0-3). The next 
bit is only for graphics 8 and is the horizontal 
column most significant byte* This bit is either 
a zero or a 1 (representing 256 columns)* The 
highest two bits tell which function to use and 
have the following possibilities! XXXXXX00 
(add 0 )-End of bytes in table! XXXXXX01 (add 
128)-Plot function; XXXXXX10 (add 64)-Draw 
function! XXXXXX11 (add 192)-Fill function* 
To get the third byte in the group then add the 
appropriate function value to the color* If you 
are in graphics mode 8 and there are 256 or more 
columns you would add an additional 4 and pick 
up the remaining columns in the second byte* To 
end the table you can use three consecutive 
zeros* All of this might sound very tedious. 
The answer ♦♦♦. another program of course! 

This one I call 'Scene Constructor' and will 
allow you to use the plot, draw and fill 
functions in graphics 7 and automatically 
construct a string P$ which is made up of the 
data we require to construct the scene. Use 
the joystick to move the cursor where you want 
it and the trigger button to produce the next 
plat, draw or fill. The first point should be a 
plot. You may select the plot draw or fill mode 
at any time with the 'PVD' or 'F' keys* 
Different tones will sound to let you know which 

function is active. Be sure the keys 'take' 
when pressed* The color of the cursor is the 
color used and may be changed with the '1','2' 
or '3' keys* Other key used are! 'E' to erase 
the last plot draw or fill (backup); 'C' to clear 
the screen and start drawing again; 'L' to list 
the numbers making? up the data (you'll have to 
copy them down). Use CTRL 1 to stop and start 
the listing. Use the spacebar to return to the 
drawing. I've found the the fill function can be 
quite elaborate (more than the trapazoid 
described in the Basic manual). In general 
first make a plot, then bound the left hand side 
and top if any by draw's* Finally go to the 
lowest right-hand spot and fill. It turns out 
that this routine is not dramatically faster 
than Basic. There seems to be considerable 
calculation involved in the draw and fill 
routines and this takes time* It does save 
considerably in the number of statements 
required and I hope you will find it useful. It 
also turns out that the routine overruns a part 
of page 6 that I was using for player missile 
graphics routines in Lunar V. We really need 
to relocate these routines and leave page 6 for 
more important things. This will have to wait 
for a future time however* 

2 REM *********************** 
4 REM ** MOON SCENE ** 
6 REM ** STAN OCKERS 7-81 ** 
5 REM *********************** 
9 REM ** POKE M. LANG* INTERFACE ** 
10 FOR 1=1536 TO 1651JREAD AiPOKE I,A! 
NEXT I 
20 DATA 104,104,133,204,104,133,203,16 
2,254,160,0,177,203,149,86,32,104,6,23 
2,208,246,177,203,133,208,32,104,6 
22 DATA 165,208,41,3,133,209,162,0,165 
,208,41,4,240,1,232,134,86,24,165,208, 
10,176,5,10,176,21,144,47,10,176,24 
24 DATA 169,6,72,104,170,165,209,141,2 
53,2,32,93,6,76,7,6,169,10,72,169,17,1 
33,34,208,234,169,10,72,169,18 
26 DATA 133,34,208,225,168,189,17,228, 
72*189,16,228,72,152,96,24,165,203,105 
,1,133,203,144,2,230,204,96 
49 REM ** PUT SCENE INTO STRING S* ** 
50 DIM S*<120)!FOR 1=1 TO 1201READ A!S 
$<I,I)=CHR$(A)!NEXT I 
60 DATA 56,12,130,44,16,66,24,7,66,24, 
6,66,56,11,194,37,38,130,34,42,66,19,3 
5,66,19,34,66,37,37,194 
62 DATA 61,69,130,53,76,66,32,64,66,61 
,68,194,38,149,130,35,154,66,20,150,66 
,19,147,66,38,148,194,51,0,129 
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by Stan “Ockers 
64 DATA 24,6,65,42,17,129,27,21,65,33, 
25,65,19,34,65,34,43,129,30,55,65,31,6 
4,65,53,77,129,46,85,65 
66 DATA 77,95,65,76,126,129,1?,147,65, 
35,155,129,33,159,65,90,133,131,73,123 
,67,73,99,67,90,88,195,0,0,0 
100 GRAPHICS OSPOKE 752,11? i? !? (? “ 
PRESS KEY WHEN READY TO DRAW *S? ” P 
RESS AGAIN TO ERASE " 
110 IF PEEK (764)=255 THEN 110 
120 POKE 764,255 
199 REM ** DRAW SCENE ** 
200 GRAPHICS 231? #6(CHR*(125);:A=USR< 
1536,ADR(S*» 
210 IF PEEK (7641=255 THEN 210 
220 POKE 764,255!GOTO 100 

2 REM ****#*•»*•»**#**•»■**♦•***** 
4 REM ** SCENE CONSTRUCTOR ** 
6 REM ** STAN OCKERS 7-81 ** 
8 REM »*•»♦*****#*****♦*•*♦**♦* 
9 REM ** POKE M. LANG. INTERFACE ** 
10 FOR 1=1536 TO 1651 (READ A (POKE I.Ai 
NEXT I 
20 DATA 104,104,133,204,104,133,203,16 
2,254,160,0,177,203,149,86,32,104,6,23 
2,208,246,177,203,133,208,32,104,6 
22 DATA 165,208,41,3,133,209,162,0,165 
,208,41,4,240,1,232,134,86,24,165,208, 
10,176,5,10,176,21,144,47,10,176,24 
24 DATA 169,6,72,104,170,165,209,141,2 
53,2,32,93,6,76,7,6,169,10,72,169,17,1 
33,34,203,234,169,10,72,169,18 
26 DATA 133,34,208,225,168,189,17,228, 
72,189,16,228,72,152,96,24,165,203,105 
,1,133,203,144,2,230,204,96 
99 REM »* INITIALIZE ** 
100 CLR (GRAPHICS 23(X0=O(Y0=O:XM=159: 
YM=?5(COLR= 1 (FUNCT= 123(DIM F*(500)(P$= "V 
WiP-KSOUND 0,108,10,8 
199 REM ** REDRAW SCENE ** 
200 ? #6(CHR$(125)(5A=USR(1536,ADR(P$) 
)!Z=COLR 
210 COLOR OJPLOT X0,Y0 
299 REM ** CHECK KEYBOARD ** 
300 FOR 1=1 TO 5(KEY=PEEK(764)!NEXT I 
310 IF KEY=10 THEN FUNCT=128(SOUND 0,1 
08,10,8 
320 IF KEY=58 THEN FUNCT=64(SOUND 0,12 
1.10.3 
330 IF KEY=56 THEN FUNCT=192(SOUND 0,1 
44.10.3 
340 IF KEY=18 THEN POKE 764,255!GOTO 1 
00 

350 IF KEY=31 THEN COLR=l 
360 IF KEY-30 THEN COLR-2 
370 IF KEY-26 THEN COLR-3 
330 IF KEY=42 THEN P=P-3:P$(P)=" W* 
"tPOKE 764,255JGOTO 200 
385 IF KEY=0 THEN 700 
390 POKE 764,255 
399 REM ** CHECK JOYSTICK ** 
400 s=stick«»:delx=o:dely=o 
410 IF (S=6 OR S=10 OR S=14) AND Y0>0 
THEN DELY=-1 
420 IF (S=5 OR S=9 OR S=13) AND Y0<YM 
THEN DELY=1 
430 IF (S=9 OR S=10 OR S=li) AND X0>0 
THEN DELX=-1 
440 IF <S=5 OR S=6 OR S=7) AND X0<XM T 
HEN DELX=1 3, 
449 REM ** UPDATE CURSOR ** 
450 X=X0+DELXIY=Y0+DELY 
452 IF DELXOO OR DELYOO THEN COLOR 1 
IPLOT X0»Y0JLOCATE X,Y,Z 
455 COLOR COLR’PLOT X,Y:X0=XJY0=Y 
499 REM ** CHECK TRIGGER-DRAW NEXT ** 
500 IF STRIG(0)=1 THEN 210 
510 P$(P)=CHR$(Y0)*P$(P+1)=CHR$(X0)«P$ 
(P+2)=CHR$<FUNCT+COLR)JP$(P^3)=,‘ MV 
"JP=P+3 
530 IF STRIG(0)=0 THEN 530 
600 GOTO 200 
699 REM ** ERASE LAST ADDITION ** 
700 GRAPHICS OJFOR 1=1 TO P+21? ASC(P$ 
a#i»r "jinext i 
710 IF PEEK(764)<>33 THEN 710 
720 POKE 764,255:GRAFHICS 23JGOTO 200 

Sorry- the following reviews are underway 
but where delayed because of bugs in the 
programs* Since we frequently receive 
pre-release copies of Software, it is common to 
have bugs. Occasionally they are severe enough 
to prevent reviewing the programs. In all cases 
below, the venders contacted us before we knew 
there were bugs, and have or are sending 
de-bugged versions. 
TSMART, an intelligent terminal program that 
does everything, is undergoing review of a new 
copy.(Micropherial Corp) 
World War III, from Crystal, a great war game, 
with various maps you scroll around with, has 
excellant graphics, but the game could not be 
completed became of two bugs found by Crystal. 
We have not received an up-dated copy yet, but 
will have a comprehensive review in the next 
issue by one of our "war gamers" in the club. 
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Back to 
-the following is the first in a series for 
beginners* 
GRAPHICS COLOR CONTROL by George W. 
Conger 

Chapter 9 of the Atari basic reference 
manual describes BASIC commands for graphics* 
The explanation for color-control commands is 
rather vague, This article will provide the 
beginning programmer with a clearer 
explanation of how to use these commands* 
Throughout this article, I will refer to the Basic 
Reference Manual, Have that manual close by 
when you read this article so you can look at the 
tables that are mentioned* 

The Atari allows your TV screen to be filled 
with text, graphics, or a combination of the two. 
If the display includes graphics, you can display 
two .colors or four colors at a time* These 
possible choices of text, graphics, and number 
of colors are called graphics modes. Table 9,1 on 
page 45 of the Basic Reference manual lists the 
choices you have, 

To explain color control, I chose graphics 
mode 5, which has four colors and a combination 
of graphics and text. If you understand how to 
control color in this mode, it will be relatively 
easy to figure out how to control colors in the 
other modes. 
The following command tells the computer you 
want graphics mode 5: 

BASICS 
If the third number is 14, the color is almost 
white, In the example, the eight gives a medium 
shade of blue, 

Now you are ready to tell the computer which 
color you want to plot* Do this with a COLOR 
command followed by a number* For example, a 
typical COLOR command might be* 

120 COLOR 3 

I will call the number following the color 
command the register selector. The register 
selector determines which setcolor register is 
"turned on", It would be convenient to say that 
register selector 0 turns on setcolor register 
0, Unfortunately, that's not the way it works. 
The table below shows which register selector 
goes with which setcolor register, 

Setcolor Register 
Register Selector 

0 1 
1 2 
2 3 
3 4 
4 0 

For example, the following commands tell 
the computer you want future plots to be dark 
red! 

100 GRAPHICS 5 110 SETCOLOR 2,4,6 
120 COLOR 3 

The next command you need to understand is 
SETCOLOR, The SETCOLOR command tells the 
computer which colors you might want to use in 
a program,* the command is followed by three 
numbers. For example, a typical SETCOLOR 
command might bel 

110 SETCOLOR 2,7,8 

The first number (2 in the example) tells the 
computer to store the next two numbers in a 
memory compartment called the setcolor 
rgeister* If you are in a graphics mode that 
displays four colors, four setcolor registerc are 
used for storing numbers* The setcolor 
registers are numbered 0,1,2,3. The second 
number in the SETCOLOR instruction (7 in the 
exam,pie) is a color code, Table 9*3 in the Basic 
Reference Manual shows which colors go with 
which codes. In the example, the color chosen 
was blue, You can store a different color codp in 
each setcolor register* The third number tells 
the computer how bright to make the color. If 
the third number is 0, the color is almost black, 

In this example, register 3 "turns on" 
setcolor register 2 which contains the coded 
data for dark red. 

In graphics modes with both graphics and 
text, the color of the text window is 
determined by the color in setcolor register 2. 
In four-color modes, the backround color is 
determined by the code in setcolor register 4* 

Now, let's put all this information together 
in an example, Enter the following program in 
your computer, (If yOU don't understand the 
PLOT and DRAWTO commands, see the 
explanation on page 48 of the Basic Reference 
Manual,) 

Predict the color of the backround, lines and 
text window before you run the program. Check 
your predictions. 

Table 9,5 on page 53 in the manual 
summarizes the setcolor and color combinations 
for all graphics modes. Modes 3, 5 and 7 use 
the same combination of setcolor registers and 
register selectors. The combinations for modes 
4, 6, and 8 are listed in the table. 

There are two demonstration programs m the 
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Mail Order Maven by John Lawson 

Welcome to the marvelous world of doing 
business over the phone or through the mail* 
I'm sure almost everyone has heard horror 
stories of the mail order business* Some of you 
may even have had actual experience in the 
field# This column will attempt to act as a 
clearinghouse for those of you with the time and 
energy to send a note of praise or criticism 
concerning a transaction by phone or mail* More 
on this later* 

Why do business with someone you cannot 
meet face to face? Isn't it always better to 
deal with a local business person? Yes and no* 
A local dealer can be invaluable for information 
and service* A good local dealer can provide) or 
find out where to get# the answer to all your 
questions about the product he sells. A good 
dealer will also be willing to handle service 
problems that may arise and attempt to handle 
them as quickly as possible* Another advantage 
of the local dealer is being able to see what is 
in stock and) if you choose) being able to take 
the merchandise home with you* 

With all these advantages) why do business 
by mail? A number of advantages can be listed* 

1* Price. This is the main reason people 
consider doing business by mail. An example is 
the 16K memory module* list $99.95 (through 
August) seen in mail order ads for as low as 
$69*00* A substantial savings. 

2* Selection* Especially in software* many 
local dealers do not choose to carry high 
inventory and are reluctant to special order 
from an unknown vendor* The mail order house 
will usually list a wide variety of merchandise* 
Whether that merchandise is in stock may be 
another question* 

3* Dealer location. People insist upon living 
in areas where there is no local dealer* I'm sure 
the majority of people who own Ataris' do have 
access to a dealer but some may live where 
ordering by mail or phone is easier than a trip 
to town. A majority of the people receiving this 
newsletter are in the latter catagory* 

You can see that the reasons for ordering 
with a mail order house are just as valid as the 
reasons for doing business with a local dealer* 
The most important drawing card of mail order 
is the price of the merchandise* We live in a 
competitive market system. As consumers we 
owe it to ourselves to shop for the best 
combination of service and price available to us* 
It is also our own personal choice what weight 
we place on price vs. service when it comes to 
where we buy* The seller deserves his profit 
but the consumer deserves the right to shop for 

the best price possible. 
Lets' get down to some specifics* I am* at 

this writing* still trying to purchase an 310 
disk drive* an S50 interface* an 325 printer and 
a 16K RAM module* A substantial purchase for 
my limited means* My local dealer* while very 
helpful* was not flexible on price and I needed 
flexibility. The mail order ads revealed some 
interesting prices. In the July issue of 
"Creative Computing" an ad was run by 
Computer Exchange in Jacksonville* Oregon (Pg. 
79). Their price for a disk drive was $399.00* 
the 16K RAM was $69.00 and the interface was 
$149*00, all approximately 30 to 32 percent off 
list* Fantastic prices I said* and called them 
up. The problem* they just ordered the 
merchandise and it was not in stock. The were 
also not going to carry the 825 printer and 
would not special order it. 

On to the next ad in the June issue of 
"Compute"* this time from Lo-Ball Computers 
in Beaverton* Oregon (Pg* 155)* Their ad said* 
"We'll meet or beat any advertised price*" So I 
called them with the prices in "Creative 
Computing"—they said, "We'll get back to you*" 
They did so almost immediatly* I received a 
call from Sue Clevinger and she was very 
patient and helpful. They would meet the price 
on the 16K RAM but not the other prices* they 
were too near their cost to sell* She was most 
patient and considerate in explaining that they 
will* when asked to meet a price* try to do so. 
They will verify the price and if it is in stock 
at the competitors and if the price allows them 
some minimum profit* they will meet or beat 
the price* A reasonable procedure but 
disappointing when compared to the quote in 
their ad* I urge them to put the "fine print" in 
their ads if they cannot do what they claim* 
Then there would not be consumer 
disappointment and possible backlash to them 
and the industry* 

The same advice goes out to Omega Sales Co* 
(West coast) in Newbury Park* California. In 
the same June issue of "Compute" they say, 
"WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD." When fold of 
the price on 16K RAM of $69*00 their reply 
was* "Our price is $79*95." Period* end of 
sentence and discussion* Again* I wish these 
dealers would consider carefully their 
statements in the ads before they put them in 
the magazines* 

Another item to watch carefully is the 
service charge or bank card charge. They can 
affect the total price as wellj in fact many 
dealers use them as a competitive device* An 
example of the three dealers I have mentioned* 

OVER 



Handling fee Bankcard 

Computer Ex. 3% 3% 
Lo-Ball Com. postage only 3% 
Omega Sales 1% none 
It is important to figure these charges before 

you order. They can make a difference in the 
total cost. While the consumer must always 
watch out for extra charges* it is my opinion 
that when dealers attempt to match the price of 
a competitor they should match price* not the 
price plus charges. The fees are listed in the 
ads as separate from the merchandise price and 
they should be treated as such* One note on the 
bank card fee! Yes* the bank charges the dealer 
a fee when you use the card* A case can be made 
for the extra fee—but when was the last time 
you were charged extra to use a card at your 
local dealer? (I know some of the mail order 
prices are close to cost. That's why a case 
could be made for the extra fee.) 

Will I find an exceptional buy in the mail 
order business for the products I want to buy? 
Stay tuned to the A.C.E. Newsletter and we will 
see. Meanwhile* if you have had any pleasant or 
unpleasant experience with the mail order 
mavenst let me know. I will be happy to let 
others know of your experience* but remember, 
be absolutely sure of your facts. The author 
and the newsletter will place the responsibility 
on you and we will attempt to verify your 
experience. Don't just grind axes either* if you 
have had an enjoyable experience* let us know. 
We all like to know about responsible dealers. 

Finally two itemsJ If you have any influence 
or conversations with mail order houses, 
encourage them to stand by their statements in 
their advertisements. Secondly, don't forget 
your local dealer. It may be a good policy on 
your part to help keep him in business. 

Should you like to write. My address* 
John Lawson 
P.O. Box 30129 
Eugene, OR 97403 1129 

BASICs cont 

appendix of the manual that will reinforce what 
you learned in this article. I suggest doing the 
"United States Flag" and the "Light Show" on 
pages H-8 and H-9 of the manual. 

Color control for text modes (modes 0, 1, and 
2) is handled quite differently. Text control will 
be the subject of my next article in this column. 

•T.B. from Doth'an, AL complains of the large 
amount of TVI from his Atari 325 printer, 
-this is a chronic problem with this printer. 
Experiment by re-routing the printer and the 
Atari-TV cable so they are as far about = 
possible* passing at right angles seems to war*, 
best. If anyone else has a better solution, let 
us know. 

R.A. from Hudson, N.H. complains that his 
joysticks stop working in a few months of use* 
mainly because of the enlargement of the holes 
in the plugs. Any solutions? 
-I tried to wire a metal plug* but, because of the 
lack of a good strain relief, it die new last long, 
What are you doing? 

Several members had the same questions that 
follow! 

1. How about group buying of Software? 
-fine, who wants to organize it! It would be a 
big chore, but if we had regional centers, could 
be done, BUT not by me!!! Any volunteers? 

2. My computer locks up. or acts crazy every few 
months. 
-the most common cause is oxidation of the 
silver contacts on the RAM arid ROM boards; the 
new gold plated ones should not be a problem. 
Remove the ROM and RAM pacts from the 
computer. Unscrew the lids and remove the 
boards, being careful of static electricity (ZAP?’* 
Take some 90% or greater Iso-Propyl Alcohol 
and remove the oxidation. If really dirty, use a 
penal eraser to remove the grime first. Then 
coat with Lubriplate and put a large amount on 
the contacts in the computer. There should he . 
enough sc you cannot see the contacts well. In 
my area, I could not find Lubriplate,* I have been 
using a silicone compound 2-5 made by G.C, 
El-ectcnjcs for 1 1/2 years and it seems to work 
well. 

3. My drive cannot read disks made by others. cr 
has various other problems. 
“this is usually due to the wrong soeed of the 
drive. It should be 238 not 300 as many believe. 
To adjust it is difficult without equipment, but a 
new program called SNUFF or RPM allows you to 
adjust the speed. CGI FO Box 427. Marion, Iowa 
52302 has it for $30* I expect its use will void 
your warranty! 



Benioff Ai 
As I sit here, wondering what this is all 

about, listening to KEZR, and meditating, I 
begin to contemplate just what I want this 
column to say. This will be my first column in a 
monthly saga. One of the conditions I had with 
Mike about writing this column was that he 
would not censor it, so please bare with me, I 
would appreciate getting letters concerning this 
column, or phone calls, I hope many ACE 
members will help out! 

I don't know if you heard about the 
RAMDISK, but I just got some slicks on 
AXLON's promissing new product! Unfortunatly 
I had a hard time decoding their flyer - so I plan 
to call them in the near future, and I will report 
on it in depth in the next issue,* 

I am also intrested in the new VOTRAX voice 
synthesiser, the (seems-to-be) peripheral of the 
future* 

Also soon to be realeased ATARI programs 
such as Missile Command, Asteroids, and Word 
Processor are comming this month! Missile 
Command is especially nice, and I will talk about 
Asteroids and the Word Processor next time, 
Just for you to know. Asteroids is awful! 

And so, have you heard about revision B 
BASIC, This will be put in the machines, 
begining in a couple of weeks, According to 
ATARI sources it will correct all the bugs of the 
original BASIC cartridge - the only problem with 
this is that some software may crash because it 
worked using some of the bugs of the last 
BASIC! So, it may not work with this one! Also 
planned for realease is a new OS ROM, this will 
also be a replacement for the old OS by 
removing the bugs (Med-Flys included). 

In the development stages is a 
macro-assembler called, the Sourcum Assembler 
(this spelling may be off), Microsoft BASIC is 
planned for realease in 3 or 4 months, 
Battlezone is supposedly under development, 
and should be ready in 11 to 12 months, I also 
suspect that Centipeads is also in heavy 
development stages. 

The new disk drive is now available. This 
drive differs, because it contains a new data 
seperator board and comes with the Master 
Diskette II Package, The Master Diskette II 
package contains a new Dos 2,OS manual that is 
very good, Contrary to popular belief, the new 
drive does not contain a Fast Format ROM (C 
Chip), These chips may eventually be obtained 
from ATARI at no charge\ that is, according to 
sources. 

And now about chips, ATARI was noted as 
saying that the GTIA.chip will be in production 
later this year! This chip can just about 
reproduce a digitized picture to the screen! 

Large 
Sources at ATARI are quoted as saying, 
"Anyone who wishes to duplicate the C ROM 
will not be harassed by ATARI," Up to two 
weeks ago this was not the case, and violaters 
were threatened by ATARI! 

The big phone hook-up system for user 
groups is still in development, and a new 
department has been created just for user 
groups. It is headed by an extemely qualified 
person, Earl Rice! 

The rumor concerning a graphic chip for the 
825 is false, and the new Centronics 73? which 
does do graphics will work on the PCS! There 
is also a plan to release the Epson MX-80 
under the ATARI name as an alternate to the 
825! 

Swifty Software has released some awesome 
packages that have not been recognized by 
ATARI or anyone else, and these packages are 
high quality,fun to play, and addictive games! I 
highly recommend them! 

What if I told you that there is a way to run 
VCS cartriges on the PCS! This conversion is 
now available! 

There is now a program that allows you to 
time your own disk drive! This program is 
excellent, and was tested by field sevice. They 
replied, "This program is right on the money!! 
You may obtain this program from Swifty, 

Because of my last review on Crystalware, I 
was contacted by John Bell, President, and 
since then I have released a program through 
them called, Quest For Power, An Ace member 
named Dan Chafets, has submitted a review, I 
look forward to seeing it soon! 

Recently, Atari has been taking severe 
measures against persons thought to be guilty 
of pirating their programs, especially 
pre-release ones like Missile Command! One 
of the people harrased by them was an innocent 
ACE member, but fortunately he was able to 
show his innocence, Ace members should know 
that ATARI is going to use drastic measures to 
prevent pirating. 

Keep smiling 
Marc 

*RAMD1SK by Axlon, 170 N. Wolfe Rd,, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, is a 128K RAM board that 
has 8 16K memory pages, fits into the middle 
RAM slot of the Atari 800 and costs $700, ed. 

The opinions expressed above are not 
necessarily those of the editor or of ACE! 
Also, rumors don't always come true, ed. 
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NEXT MEST NEXT MEETING 

The next meeting of our group will be held at 
the Ross' new home# 2222 Ironwood, Wednesday 
September 9th at 7J30 PM. Jim Bumpus will 
demonstrate his new encryption program} Game 
program demos as well! Directions to the Ross' 
house} Beltline beyond Valley River Center} 
Right on Goodpasture# Left second Ridgeway 
(across from Greer Gardens)} Right on Ironwood. 

FURSOR'S SUMMER ATARI ISSUE-We were sent 
a limited number for members who are not near 
dealers. Send 75c in stamps. 

i 

Atari Computer Enthusiasts (A.C.E.) is an 
independent computer club and user's gpop with no 
connection to the Atari Company# a division of 
Warner Communications Company* He are a group 
interested in educating our members in the use of 
the Atari Conputer and in giving the latest news 
and reviews. Our Membership is international in 
scope} membership fees include the A.C.E. 
Newsletter# published about 10 times a year. Dues 
are $10.90 a year. 
President-Stacy Goff“1230 Hilyard# Eugene# Or 
97105 phone 503-686-8388 

Exchange Librarian-Chuck and Jody Ross# 2222 
Ironwood# Eugene# Or 97101 
Editor-Hike &jm# 3662 Vine Haple Dr Eugene# Or 
Phone 503-311-6193 
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from t:he Editor 
by Mike Dunn, Editor 

Thanks to the fantastic support of A,C,E 
members all over the U»S, and the World, this 
issue has 16 pages of good stuff♦ Since we do 
not accept advertising, all of it is from you! 
There is another fine article/program by Stan 
Ockers, our PMG expert from Lockport, IL, 
Would you believe he does all of this with a 16K 
cassette based system-he doesn't even have an 
assembler! New programs and articles from 
Robert Rochon of Terrace Bay, Onterio, by the 
talented people from Microbits in nearby 
Albany, OR will be found in these pages, as well 
as our first real Hardware article, done by 

Larry Hitx of Chicago, ancf more of the Back to 
BASICS by George Conger of WA. 

This issue will introduce Jim and Linda 
Bumpas, who have been publishing their own 
newsletter for 10 years-one on war games and 
another on Ciphers, And of course, more 
reviews by many of us, and more articles and 
hints from and for you. Speaking of reviews, 
if you have something you would like to review, 
send us the article, We review software sent to 
us for that purpose, as well as software we buy, 
So far, Atari has not sent us anything to review, 
but we keep hoping! 

the BIT BUCKET 
by Stacy Goff, ACE President 

Thanks to you, the ACE member, ACE News 
is getting better yet! It appears this issue will 
not only be the BIGGEST issue to date, it will 
also be the most programs you've seen in an 
issue! All because ACE members have taken the 
time to share their thoughts, tricks and 
programs with us. Thanks! 

We mentioned last time that we would have 
more information on the constantly improving 
ACE Exchange Library this month. For several 
months we have told folks to send us a note if 
they would like a list of programs in the library; 
we've sent just that—a list of program names, 
which if you didn't know what the program did, 
told you absolutely nothing! We have finally 
completed a new list, this time containing a 
brief description of each program. We have also 
eliminated any distinction between "big" and 
"small" programs, since we have very few 8k 
systems anymore. Finally, we have put all 
exchange library programs on the no-langer 
secret "fast formatted disks", which are 
approximately 30% faster than standard ones. 
Disks currently in the library include, 
* Games Disk #lt Simple games 
* Games Disk #2t Max's Adventure; a very 
good adventure w/some graphics 
* Games Disk #3; Text Simulations 
* Demos Disk #U Simple demos and techniques 

* Demos Disk #2* More involved demos of the 
Atari's capabilities 
* Educational Disk #1, Informational 
programs and classroom drills 
* Utilities & Techniques Disk #1* two dozen 
useful utilities and programs showing 
techniques 
* Best of MACE (Michigan ACE)J Containing a 
number of excellent educational programs and 
games 

In addition, we are currently compiling 
Games Disk #4 and Demos Disk #3; we'd like to 
produce an Eucational Disk #2, filled with 
programs usable in classrooms, or by students 
at home, to help fill a void in At aril and. 

We encourage members to send programs 
YOU have written, in exchange for copies of 
your choice of disks from the ACE exchange 
library. Vie still need programs for the above 
three new disks; be a famous author in the ACE 
exchange library! 

To get a copy of the new, improved ACE 
library list, drop us a line; Chuck and Jody 
Ross are now handling the library, 

ACE Exchange Library 
2222 Iron wood 
Eugene, OR 97401 

Note! it is against ACE bylaws to coo/ or 
distribute copyrighted materials 



REVIEWS 
<fi»-Disk Detective (Datasoft* 19519 Business 

Center Dr«* Nothridge* CA 91324* $30)-This 
seemed like it might be a great program* so I 
ordered one. It has amazing capabilities* 
allowing you to directly read and modify a disk 
file* find out where the programs are on the 
disk* repair links in disks that are mixed up* 
etc* The only problem is that the documentation 
is very sparse and not up to the usual 
Datasoft's high standards. A machine-language 
expert who knows DOS inside and out showed me 
some of the remarkable things you can do with 
this* but until the documentation improves* I 
suggest that you do not use this unless you are 
an expert. If someone out there can write an 
article on how to use this program and various 
applications* please send it in. -ed. 

LeStickCDatasoft. *40)-When I first used this 
inertial joystick at the S.F* Computer Faire in 
April* I thought is was too slow for fine control. 
There now is a new* improved model* that looks 
the same on the outside* but is completely 
different in the inside. It works just fine* and 
is especially effective with Star Haiders. It has 
good enough control to manuveour the mazes of 
Jawbrakers. the Facman-like game reviewed 
last month* It is fun tc use* and for those who 
would like to try a different joystick* I 
recommend it. Just make sure you get the new 
model-the package doesn't say* so ask. -ed. 

❖ liMAHT (Microperipheral Corp.*2&43 151th 
Place N.E.* Redmond. HA 98052* $80)-We first 
obtained our Auto-Dial/Auto-answer Modems 
from Microperipheral when they were first 
released* but* because of the many features that 
the modems have, were unable to exploit them to 
the fullest. We have been working with Or. Jim 
Clark* who has been wriitting software for them 
for the Atari. The company is very receptive to 
advice and suggestions Gn what people want. 
When I first received TSMART* I found that 
some of it's features* such as very slow loading 
of a program to the buffer could be improved* 
and called Dr. Clark again. 

As I was leaving for Seattle to attend a 
medical conference* I received a letter from Dr. 
Clark telling me to call him as he had made some 
drastic improvements and wanted to send them 
to me over the Modem* Since I was going to 
Seattle, I decided to visit him instead. Dr. 
Clark was gradous enough to invite me over his 
house, where I saw a remarkable demonstration 
of the program as well as the responsiveness of 
the company. After loading in TSMART, he first 
typed in the account numbers and the secret 
code when promted by the program. Then* 

MicroNet was automatically dialed* and the 
above numbers and codes automatically logged 
him on. Microperipheral maintains an 
electronic letter service on MicroNet. He 
looked at the letters of the day* mentioning 
that they change and upgrade their programs 
constantly by this process. The letters of that 
day that had been sent had already been 
answered. As an example* he showed me how a 
few days ago* some improvements on TSMART 
had been made and sent out. We accessed the 
new code* and* using the Automatic downloading 
in TSMART* downloaded the new program to 
disk* ENTERED it to the present TSMART, and, 

Voila* we were able to read the disk menu! 
The present program does everything you 

could want. You can get your text ready and 
edited* or a program to send loaded in* before 
you dial up* saving phone and MicroNet 
charges. There are several options you can use 
to do this* enabling you to send object code* 
VisiCalc data* BASIC programs* 
word-processing files* etc. The BASIC files 
can be Tokeinized or not. You can format the 
screen to 40 characters* store and send two 
user-defined messages as mentioned above. 
Other features include Automatic downloading 
from bulletin boards and Autoprompting to send 
messages to a bulletin board. You can "toggle* 
the buffer on and off ithout clearing the 
buffer if you do not want to. The program is 

menu driven*and looks like a DOS menu. 
Everything is self-prompting. The ability 
to get everything ready to send before dialing 

should save much long-distance and access 
charges. The ability to constantly upgrade the 
program for free using MicroNet is a big plus. 
The program is especially designed for the 
Microconnection Modem, but will work with any. 
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!! 

'»'»»■ -■ -■ ■ j rrr^r ' r i - r r - - 

Atari Computer Enthusiasts (A.C.E.) is an 

independent computer club and user's group with no 
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Please Mention ACE when writing -to vendors 

❖B1 NUCLEAR BOMBER Avalon Hill 
Microcomputer Games* 4517 Harford Hd 
Baltimore, Md 21214 ($15) 

Bi Nuclear Bomber is a computer simulation 
of a B1 bomber attack on western Russia* The 
computer randomly picks one of ten Soviet 
cities as the primary target* The cities are 
protected by defense complexes (DC) that can 
launch Migs or SAMS at the bomber* 

The bombers defenses are evasive action, 
electronic countermeasures and 6 Phoenix 
missiles* Evasive action has the risk of the 
bomber crashing. ECM looses effectivness with 
use and you only have 6 missiles* 

Tour navigator provides direction and 
distance to any target* Information is provided 
on time to intercept for Migs and SAMS and 
when cities or defense complexes come within 
range. The game is played entirely in Gr*0 and 
comes complete with a map of western Russia* 
What a great way to release your aggressions!! 
It is very challenging* 

It could be enhanced by utilizing Atari's 
great graphics and sound capabilities.(maybe a 
radar scope view and some realistic explosions). 
-Steve Berg, Fhillipine Islands 

❖DRAC IS BACK Syncro. Inc. 31332 Via Colinas 
Suite 107, Westlake, CA 91362 

This game starts in a store where you can buy 
different types of weapons and armor, a cross, 
magic ring and food. The game has 9 commands 
after you leave the store! N,E,S,W, 
A(attack),M (magic ring which transports you to a 
store), I(inventory),D(drop gold), and T(take 
gold). Gold is randomly located in rooms and 
you randomly find a portion as you leave(the 

} take and drop is used when you fight monsters). 
The "rooms" are in graphics 1* Other than 
monsters and gold they have no physical 
characteristics. This game is a fancy 
"wumpus-type" game nothing more-nothing less. 
Drac may be back, but he's off track!! -Steve 
Berg, Phillipine Islands 

❖ FLIP OVER PAGE FLIPPING TUTORIAL by 
Flipper McFly 

This review was completed for last month's 
issue, but I guess it just flipped right off the 
floppy* The cause for all the excitement is the 
PAGE FLIPPING tutorial from Santa Cruz 
Software, 5425 Tugger Drive, Soquel, CA 95073. 
This disk-based tutorial demonstrates the art 
of building and displaying multiple screens, by 
modifying the address your Atari thinks it is 
building the display into. Then you can flip from 

one screen to another by poking the address to 
display from—limited only by the amount of 
memory available* Uses for the technique 
include limited animation, multiple screen 
displays in business systems without waiting, 
and so on* This $15 tutorial is a must for 
anyone seriously involved in Basic 
programming* Another in the series, an 
ANIMATION tutorial doesn't really provide any 
new information. It uses the now-familiar 
missile-player graphics demo and several other 
techniques* Both tutorials are on disk with 
good support documentation in pamphlet form* 
The one I'd really like to see NEXT is their 
new one on DISPLAY LIST INTERRUPTS* 

❖The Forgotten Island (Crystalware, $40) 

This is a new adventure game from Crystal 
Computer, using the now familiar scrolling 
technique seen in previous games from Crystal. 
It is by Marc Benioff. As usual in Adventure 
games, you are in search of a couple of 
particular items and you kill or try to outrun 
various monsters. 

The story begins with you on a deserted 
island, trying to find a flare gun so someone 
will see your flare and rescue you. You search 
all over for the items you need, and have some 
exciting times! 

I think this is a good game. The new 
"Crystalsonics" sound with reverbation is an 
incredible display of sounds. Crystal did a fine 
job in scrolling as Forgotten Island is the first 
Adventure game I have seen that has diagonal 
scrolling. (Hint! you can go faster if you go 
diagonally. B.D.). The graphics are very good. 
Marc made same beautiful 3-D pictures. 

There is one thing I do not like about the 
game-the attack sequences take a bit too long 
for me, and you are attacked again almost 
instantly when you make a kill. The outcome of 
a fight is determined by a combination of luck 
and skill in a unique way! 

Overall, I think Marc did a fine job and think 
you will enjoy Forgotten Island. 

-Brian Dunn, age 12 
❖Snuff (C.C.I., P.O* Box 427, Marion, Iowa $30). 

Last month, we reported on this new program 
that enables you to read and adjust your disk 
drive easily. We also mentioned a similar 
program by Swifty Software. The author, Tony 
Dobre, contacted me to let us know fnere is only 
one program, by C.C*I.-he has some ethers at 
Swifty. He sent me Snuff to review, and it is 
great. I think anyone with an "old” disk drive 
should have this utility, as they get out of 
speed easily. 



Conger: Back to BASICs, part two 
Graphics Color Control-contiued from last issue* Controlling Text—part 1 

(The following was inadvertently left out of the 
last issue-ed.) 

Now, lets put all this information together. 
Enter the following program in your computer. 
(If you don't understand the PLOT and DRAWTO 
commands, see the explaination on page 48 of 
the BASIC Reference Manual). 

100 GRAPHICS 5 
110 SETCOLOR 0,4,9. REM RED 
120 SETCOLOR 1,0,OS REM BLACK 
130 SETCOLOR 2,0,14S REM WHITE 
140 SETCOLOR 4,9,81 REM BLUE 
150 COLOR IS REM RED 
160 PLOT 30,5S DRAWTO 30,30S REM 

VERTICAL LINE 
170 COLOR 2S REM BLACK 
130 PLOT 30,35S DRAWTO 60,35S REM 

HORIZONTAL LINE 
190 COLOR 3J REM WHITE 
200 PLOT 35,10* DRAWTO 55,30S REM 

DIAGONAL LINE 

If you entered the program correctly, the 
display should show three lines on a blue 
background. Each line is a different color. The 
color of the text window matches the color 
specified in SETCOLOR register 2. 

Press reset and list the program. Change 
the SETCOLOR values to see what happens. For 
example, make the following changes to the 
program: 

110 SETCOLOR 0,0,14 
120 SETCOLOR 1,0,0 
130 SETCOLOR 2,9,8 
140 SETCOLOR 4,4,9 

Predict the color of the background, lines 
and text window before you run the program. 
Check your predictions. 

Table 9.5 on page 53 in the manual 
summarizes the SETCOLOR and COLOR 
combinations for all graphics modes. Modes 3,5 
and 7 use the same combinations and the 
combinations for modes 4,6, and 8 are listed in 
the table. 

There are two demonstrations programs in 
the Appendix of the manual that will reinforce 
what you learned in this article. I suggest 
doing the "United States Flag" and the "Light 
Show" on pages H-8 and H-9 . 

Color control for the text modes (modes 0,1 
and 2) is handled quite differently. This is the 
subject of the next article. 

In the article above, I covered the 
fundamentals of graphics control* This article 
and the next will cover the fundamentals of 
text control, specifically, text size, position 
and color* 

Use your computer as you read this article. 
I will explain step-by-step how to build a 
colorful text program. These will be much 
clearer if you see the displays as the program 
is being built. Throughout the articles, I will 
refer to the Atari Basi&Jleference Manual as 
"the manual". Have it handy as we progress. 

What is the difference between graphics and 
text? The following analogy should make the 
distinction clear. Graphics is like having a 
pencil* You are free to draw whaever you want. 
Text is like a typewriter: it is faster, but the 
symbols are limitied. Similarly, text flashes 
on the screen, but.the symbols are limited to 
letters, numbers, punctuation marks and 
symbols like hearts, diamonds, arrows, etc, 
Table 9.6 on page 55 of the manual gives a 
complete list of the symbols. It is possible to 
create symbols of your own, but that takes 
some advanced programming which is beyond 
the scope of this article. 

The PRINT command is used to display text. 
To illustrate, put the following instructions in 
your computer. 

200 X=0 
210 PRINT "TEXT WINDOW" 
220 PRINT "LETTER SIZE FOR GRAPHICS"*, 

X 

Run the program. All cnaracters between 
the quotation marks and the value of X are 
displayed, 

The computer automatically goes into text 
mode 0 when it is turned on. Change to text 
mode 1 by adding the following two print 
instructions to the program above. 

10 GRAPHICS 1 
120 PRINT #6J "FIRST LINE" 
140 PRINT #6? "SECOND LINE" 

Run the program. You should learn the 
following when you study the display. 

* The characters in text mode 1 are larger than 
text mode 0 
* The "regular" print display moves down to the 
text window 
* If a #6£ follows the PRINT command, the 
display appears above the text window in the 
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graphics window 

Use the POSITION command to relocate thre text 
in the graphics window* To demostrate# add the 
fllowing instruction to your program. (To add 
instructions# type GH.O to get back to text mode 
0# LIST the program# then add the instruction). 

110 POSITION 3,5 

Run the program. Note the following. 

* The first line tabbed down 5 lines and tabbed 
in 3 characters to the right 
* The second line appears on the next line* 
starting at the left margin. This happens any 
time a PRINT command is not preceeded by a 
PSITION command. 

The second line can be located elsewhere on the 
screen. To illustrate# let's put the second line 
above the first line by adding the following 
instruction and running the new program. 

130 POSITION 4,0 

Text mode 2 displays larger letters than text 
mode 1. To get ri of the text window# add 16 to 
the text mode number* When you do this# you 
mus add another instruction to hold the display! 

1000 GOTO 1000 

To illustrate variations of the text mode 
make the following changes. RUN the program 
after making each change and press the 
"BREAK" key to stop the program. 

10 GRAPHICS 2 
10 GRAPHICS 2+16 
10 GRAPHICS 1+16 
10 GRAPHICS 1 

Table 9.1 on page 45 of the manual contains 
data about each text mode. The table is 
confusing since the headings are mislabelled. In 
your manual# change the following words in the 
headings! 

change (ROWS) to (COLUMNS) 
(COLUMNS to ROWS) 

So far# we covered control of text size and 
positioning. No# folks# it's not done with 
mirrors. It's done with three simple BASIC 
commands! GRAPHICS, POSITION and PRINT. 
The next issue will cover color control of the 
text modes. , TTA 

—by George Conger, Federal Way# WA 

5 REM: 
Rumors-True and False 

In the last few issues# Marc Benioff 
reported some rumors about Atari-many were 
emphatically denied by our favorite Atari 
Spokesperson# and some new ones were added. 
We apologize for any inconvenience we may have 
caused our readers or Atari. 

FalsetVersion B BASIC is not to be released 
soon. New OS ROM's that correct some minor 
OS bugs are now being put into new computers 
and will be available in the future for old 
Atari's. 
Battlezone and Centipeads are not under 
development by Atari. 
The "C" Fast Formatter Chip will soon be put 
into new drives and will eventually be sold (not 
free) to owners of old drives. Duplications in 
EPROM's are not allowed and are considered 
"Black Market". 
The GTIA chip is only a minor improvement and 
is no big deal. 
It has not been decided by Atari to change the 
Printer, They are looking at many printers that 
may in the future wear the Atari label. 
There is no possible way to run VCS cartriges 
on a PCS (computer). 

So much for rumors-the following are 
straight from Atari! 
The Duel Double Density Drive and the 
Accounting Package have been dropped. A 
smaller Accounting package similiar to above# 
but for the 310 Drive will be released. 
Microsoft BASIC will be released the first of 
the year? 
An upgrade policy for your disk drive# to put in 
the new data separator board# and maybe a "C" 
Chip# and for your computer# to put in the new 
upgrades and gold-plated pins# etc. may be 
available in a few months for about $150 each. 

Missile Cowwand 

Asteroids 

Wore* Processor 

Now available 'Trow 

yo«jr Atari Dealer! 
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Benioff air Large in the United Kingdom 

The week of September 1st, I was sent by 
Crystalware to the UK# I had two major things 
to do while I was there# First, I was to explore 
the haunted castle of Glamis (pronounced 
glahms) in search of the deformed creature and 
other assorted ghosts for our all-new 3d 
adventure called “Glamis Castle"# Second, I was 
to attend the Personal Computer World Show, 
presenting the new Crystalware programs# It 
turned out to be quite an exciting trip!! 

My adventure to Galmis Castle began by 
taking a train from Leeds, GB, to Edinburgh, 
Scotland, and another from Edinburgh to Dundee# 
It is about twelve miles from Dundee to the 
small city of Glamis# I then found the small 
European-style Queen's Hotel where I spent the 
night. 

I awoke the next day at 9*00, and knowing 
the castle would open at one, I began to hike to 
Glamis# I finally made it to the castle, and much 
to my surprise the large gates to the driveway 
had been left open* I walked to the castle from 
the gates, a distance of one mile. I finally made 
it to the castle and discreetly climbed through 
an open window into a beautiful dining room* It 
was set for about twenty people, but it seemed 
a bit dusty. I noticed that what I was seeing 
was not dust, but thousands of cob-webs all 
over the table. I took pictures of the entire 
room. I then set out in search of a super 
natural happening. 

I began down one of the long hallways, 
checking periodically in the myriad rooms# I 
then set out looking for the famed secret 
passage between hallways# I thought that the 
best possible way of doing this would be by 
knocking on the walls, and finding a hollow area* 
I found one area in particular which was 
especially hollow# I smashed in the wall, 
causing a rather large disturbance, but I had 
successfully entered the passage# It was 
almost as if I was in a tunnel, except lanterns 
had been lit along the way# I later noticed that 
these lamps were actually natural gas vents 
that had been routed for "an eternal light". I 
found this especially strange and exciting# 

At this point, I had thought 1 had heard some 
footsteps* I just assumed this to be my 
imagination playing tricks on me and ignored it# 
There were several rooms in the passage and 
several peep holes to the outside# I again heard 
footsteps, which were louder and more 
continuous# I began to get nervous, and thought 
a guard was coming to throw me out. I then 
noticed a man at the other end of the hallway. I 
froze, and waited for him to greet me# 

As he approached I thought there was 
something strange about him, he was especially 

short - about the size of a child. I also noticed 
he was limping, and his head was larger than 
the rest of his body. As he came closer and 
closer - I noticed his teeth were projected, and 
his head was round# This is not a person, or is 
it! When he was within about 10 feet he let out 
a tremendous scream# It was then when I 
decided not to stick around, and ran as fast as 
I could out of there* 

The passage ended outside of Glamis by the 
gate, and was closed by a wooden hatch# I got 
out and found my way back to Dundee! 

I decided to get back to London for the big 
show, and caught the next train out# After 
arriving at the Cunard hotel at 5100 AM on 
September 9, 1981, I met the Crystalware 
distributor* Maplin Electronics# We proceeded 
to set up the Crystal-oriented booth# When we 
were through, we headed up to Ingersol - 
ATARI'S Distributor# All of us then headed 
out to Ficadilly Circus for dinner and 
Battlezone, and of course - Centipedes!!! 

The show began the next day, and it was a 
big success# I could not believe the response 
to Quest For Power. Because it is set in 
England, the people could really relate to my 
game# It was a very rewarding experience# 

I began to cruise the show for interesting 
things* I was impressed with the Ingersol 
booth, and of course Christopher Crawford was 
there with his new game called The Eastern 
Front# I also saw the new Thorn EMI software, 
available from Creative Computing in the USA* 
I really expected to see more ATARI software, 
but Crystal held the top# I met Winfried 
Hof hacker of ELCOMP. He showed me his new 
monitor program with cassette boot, and I was 
impressed!!!! He soon will be realeasing his 
Macro-assembler which is regarded by ATARI 
as better than the one they will be 
realeasing!!!! I picked up ELCOMP's new book 
ATARI BASIC-Learnino by Using". This is an 
excellent book for the beginner or advanced 
programmer. ELCOMP's products are available 
in the U.S# from 53 Redrock Lane, Phillips 
Ranch, CA 91766 (714)623-8314) 

At the show was the Asteroids final 
version. I also saw Jawbreaker for the first 
time in a private demonstration* The entire 
show was very impressive! 

Keep Smiling, Marc 

c/o Basic Computers,50 Warmwood Way, 
Hillsborough, CA 94010, (415)344-4845 

Crystalware, Inc new Address# 
17120 Montery St, Morgan Hill, CA 95037 
(408)778-2966 
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other important functions* Easily enough said# 
but doing it is another matter. The problem is 
that it is difficult to find an area of memory 
guaranteed to be free for all memory sizes# disk 
users, cassette users etc. About the only area 
you can be certain about is just that page six. 

The answer to the problem is to make the 
routines relocatable. That means they will run 
fine no matter where the're located. I've 
re-written the routines this way using as 
absolute locations some bytes at the end of 
page six. I've also added some useful new 
routines and consolidated the beginning 
portions of all routines. 

Where did I put the routines? Well, after 
considering a number of alternatives I decided 
to pack all the routines into a string U$. Using 
U=ADR(U$), you can determine the address 
where the string begins. The starting point of 
various routines can be stated relative to this 
point. I'm assuming that once dimensioned, the 
address of U$ doesn't change while the program 
runs, (I'm not absolutely sure of this yet )♦ 

The consolidations previously mentioned 
requires that the calling procedure be a little 
different. Here is a list of routines and how to 
call them: 

U=ADR(U$) 
1) CLEAR PLAYER X AREA 
Call by A=USR(U,X,R1) where R1=U+41 
2) LOAD PLAYER X WITH DATA AT ADDR. 
Call by A-USROJ,X,ADDR,R2) where R2=U+50 

and ADDR is the location of 1st byte of player 
image (data ends with a zero) 

3) MOVE PLYR X ACCORDING TO JOYSTICK 
0 

Call by A=USR(U,X,R3) where R3=U+111 
4) MOVE PLYR X ACCORDING TO JOYSTICK 

2 

Call by A=USR(U,X,R4) where R4=U+105 
5) GO IN DIRECTION GIVEN 

Call by A=USR(U,X,DIR,R5) where R5=U+100 
and DIR is the direction as from a joystick? 

6) PLAYER X CONTINUES IN THE SAME 
DIRECTION 

Call by A*USR(U»X»R6) where R6=U>117 
7) TURN AROUND ( EXACT OPPOSITE 

DIRECTION ) 
Call by A=USR(U,X,R7) where R7=u+73 
3) CHANGE DIRECTION ACCORDING TO 

TABLE 

This could be useful to change direction 
always clockwise, for example. The next 
direction is picke up from a table you place in 
page six. Table 1 shows how these locations are 

where R3-U+89 
There are a couple of bounce direction 

changes. One for walls at the sides of the 
screen and one for a top or bottom limit. 

9) BOUNCE OFF SIDES 

Call by AsUSR(U,X,R9) where R9=U+81 
10) BOUNCE OFF TOP OR BOTTOM 

Call by A=USR(U,X,R10) where R10-U+77 
It is often necessary to correlate graphic 

mode screen;locations with the location of a 
player missile object. Two routines are used 
and the code has to be changed depending on 
the graphics mode used* 

11) DETERMINE HQRIL LOCATION 
Call by X=USR(U,X,Rii) where Rll-U+218 
12) DETERMINE VERT. LOCATION 
Call by YsU5R(U»X,R12) where R12=U+234 

The variables X and Y will actually contain 
the positions after these calls and can be used 
in LOC*(X,Y,Z) for example. The code that has 
to be changed is in lines 85 and 90 where sets 
of three 74's in a row occur. These are shifts, 
each 74 representing a division by two. TAble 
2 tells how many 74's to replace by 234's ( no 
operations or NOP's ) for each graphic mode. 

13) LOCATE FLAYR X ON TOP OF PLAYER Y 

Call by A=USR(U,X,Y,R13) where R13aU+250 
14) INITIALIZE PLAYER MISSILE GRAPHICS 
Call by A=USR(R14) where R14=U+265 
This saves you all the trouble of initializing 

the pointers to player areas etc. PM area start 
is set 2K below RAMTOP. O.K. for graphics 
modes 4 and lower (probably 5 also). For GR. 6 
change the 8 in line 92 to a 12,(3K). Change it 
to a 20, (5K), for GR. 7.? The starting page for 
PM area is saved in 1789. Set up the graphics 
mode you will use before calling this routine. 

You still must initialize horizontal and 
vertical coordinates and colors of the players 
and fill the appropriate areas with player data 
( routine 2 )♦ Also, the 'speed' for movement 
routines must be set for each player. These 
are numbers representing the number of times 
through the routine +1 ( minimum of 2 ) and are 
stored in locations 1749 through 1753* A 
complete description of locations used in page 
six is given in table 3. 

The program l.sting shows how some of 
these routines are used in a game I call 
Munchers'♦ 

Ockers: MUNCHERS 
Q.K., let's get those player missile graphics 

routines out of page six and leave that area for 
set up for clockwise change. 

Call by A=USR(U,X,R8) 
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CHOOSE NEXT DIRECTION BY TABLE 
You must fill in these locations in page six! 
LOG* PREV* DIR* FILL WITH 
1768 UP 7 
1767 DOWN 11 
1766 DUMMY Don't care 
1765 LEFT 14 
1764 UP-LEFT 6 
1763 DOWN-LEFT 10 
1762 DUMMY Don't care 
1761 RIGHT 13 
1760 UP-RIGHT 5 
1759 DOWN-RIGHT 9 

TABLE 1 

NUMBER OF 234'S TO BE INSERTED IN PLACE 
OF 74'S IN LINE 85 (horizontal) AND 90 
(vertical) FOR DIFFERENT GRAPHIC MODES 

MODE HORIZ VERT 
GR. 1 0 1 
GR. 2 0 0 
GR. 0 or 3 1 1 
GR. 4 or 5 2 2 
GH.6or7 3 3 

TABLE 2 

LOCATION USED IN PAGE SIX 

1790-91 INDIRECT JUMP VECTOR 
1789 START OF PM AREA (PAGE) 
1784-1788 HORIZ POS PLYRS 0-4 
1779-1783 VERT POS PLYRS 0-4 
1774-1778 HI BYTE AREA POINTER 0-4 
1769-1773 LO BYTE AREA POINTER 0-4 
1759-1768 DIRECTION CHANGE TABLE 
1754-1758 CURRENT DIRECTIONS 0-4 
1749-1753 CURRENT SPEEDS (REPS) 0-4 

TABLE 3 

NEXT ACE MEETING 
Tom Ettel's home. Wednesday. Oct. 14 at 7130 
P.M. Instructions! 

GOTO E. 19th in Eugene 
Right on Fairmont 
Left on Summit 
Left on Parkside 
1970 Parkside Dr. (on left) 

Topics! Jawbreakers demo. Synapse data base 
and new games from Crystal (if they arrive in 
time) 

2 REM »** MUNCHERS ♦** 
3 REM »** BY S. OCKERS *** 
4 REM **•» 9-81 *** 
5 REM a********************* 
6 REM 
8 POKE 752,1 i? CHR$(125)!OPEN #2,4,0," 
K!"i? !? !? ,"INSTRUCTIONS?"!GET #2,A! 
IF A<>89 THEN 38 
10 GOSUB 2000SGOTO 38 
18 REM ** CHOMPING SOUND SUBROUTINE ** 
20 SOUND 0,150,12,125FOR DELAY* 1 TO 10 
iNEXT DELAY SOUND 0,0,0,0!RETURN 
36 REM ** LOAD PM GRAPHICS SUBROUTINES 
** 

38 ? CHR*< 125)5? S? !? ,"INITIALIZING" 
40 DIM U#(326)SFOR 1=1 TO 3265READ ASU 
$<D=CHR*<A)5NEXT I 
50 DATA 104,133,207,198,207,240,23,104 
,104,170,189,233,6,133,203,189,238,6,1 
33,204,198,207,240,6,104,133,206 
55 DATA 104,133,205,104,141,255,6,104, 
141,254,6,108,254,6,160,0,152,145,203, 
200,16,251,96,188,243,6,162,0,161 
60 DATA 205,201,0,240,11,145,203,230,2 
05,208,2,230,206,200,208,239,96,169,25 
5,208,6,169,3,208,2,169,12,93,218,6 
65 DATA 24,144,25,165,208,41,15,168,18 
5,218,6,24,144,14,165,205,24,144,9,173 
,1,211,24,144,3,173,0,211,157,218,6 
70 DATA 189,213,6,133,209,198,209,208, 
1,96,189,218*6,133,207,70,207,176,26,1 
88,243,6,192,1,240,19,208,1,200,177 
75 DATA 203,240,6,136,145,203,200,208, 
245,136,145,203,222,243,6,70,207,176,2 
9,188,243,6,200,192,126,176,21 
30 DATA 177,203,208,247,136,177,203,24 
0,6,200,145,203,136,208,245,200,145,20 
3,254,24,6,70,207,176,3,222,248 
85 DATA 6,70,207,176,3,254,248,6,189,2 
48,6,157,0,208,24,144,160,189,248,6,56 
,233,44,74,74,74,133,212,169 
90 DATA 0,133,213,96,189,243,6,56,233, 
12,74,74,74,133,212,169,0,133,213,96,1 
64,205,185,248,6,157,248,6,185 
91 DATA 243,6,157,243,6,96,104,165,106 
,56,233,8,141,253,6,141,7,212,170,232, 
142,242,6,232,142,23S,6,142,239 
92 DATA 6,232,142,240,6,142,241,6,169, 
0,141,233,6,141,23576,169,128,141,234, 
6,141,236,6,141,237,6,169,46,141 
93 DATA 47,2,169,3,141,29,208,96 
94 REM ** DRAW PLAYING FIELD ** 
95 GRAPHICS 185FOSITION 0,11!? #6J"_ 
_ “55FOR 1=1 TO 101FOSI 
TION 0,1!? #6!"!*- 
96 POSITION 19,11? #6«*!“!NEXT I 



98 REM *# INITIALIZE PM GRAPHICS ** 
99 REM ** SET UP ROUTINE USR LOCATIONS 
** 

100 U=ADR<U*>1A=USR<U+265)!START=FEEK( 
1789>*2565R3=U+1111R6=U+1171R9=U+811R1 
0=U+77 

108 REM ** LOAD PLTR DATA INTO MEMORY 
#* 

110 FOR I=START TO START+431READ A1POK 
E ItAlNEXT I 
120 DATA 102,36,126,219,235,66,60,102, 
0,36,126,219,231,126,36,36,102,0,129,9 
0(126(90(36(24(24,102,0,24(60,90 
130 DATA 255,129,255,66,195,0,102,36,6 
0»66»255#219,126,0 
138 REM ** INITIALIZE PLYR POSITIONS A 
ND COLORS ** 

140 FOR 1=0 TO 31X=70+30*I1POKE 53248+ 
I.XIPOKE 1784+1,X1POKE 1779+1,501POKE 
704+1,73+32*I!NEXT I1SETCOLOR 4,9,2 
148 REM ♦* CLEAR AND LOAD PLYRS INTO P 
M AREAS ** 
150 FOR X=0 TO 3:A=USR(U,X,U+41):a=USR 
(U,X,START+9*X,U+50)!NEXT X1POKE 77,0 
153 REM ** INITIALIZE SPEEDS ** 
160 FOR 1=0 TO 31POKE 1749+I,4+2*I1NEX 
T I 

16S REM ** RESET COLL. REG. - INIT. CO 
UNTEHS ** 

170 POKE 53278,0!TIME=30!FAST= 101SCORE 
=0!HIT=0!POSITION 0,01? #6}“CHOMFS 
SCORE “ 

180 REM ** START PLYRS IN CERTAIN DIRE 
CTIONS+* 
190 A=USR(U,1,5,U+100):A=USR(U,2,9,U+1 
00):A=USR(U,3,5,U+100) 
198 REM »* MAIN LOOP STARTS HERE ** 
200 FOR X=1 TO 3!A=USR(U,X ,R6)!P=PEEK( 
1779+XKIF PM 03 OR P<18 THEN A=USR(U, 
,R10) 
210 P=PEEK'1734+X)!IF PM94 OR P<55 TH 
EN A=USR(U,X,R9) 
225 IF PEEK(53260)>0 THEN HIT=HIT+llPO 
KE 53278,01GOSUB 201POSITION 7,0!? #6! 
HIT 
227 IF HIT?29 THEN 300 
230 NEXT X:SCORE=SCORE+l!IF SCORE>999 
THEN 500 

232 P=PEEK(1734)!IF P>194 OR P<55 THEN 
400 

235 P=PEEK(1779>:IF PM 03 OR P<18 THEN 
400 

240 A=USR(U,0,R3)!TIME=TIME-1 !IF TIME= 
0 THEN TIME= IMPOSITION 17,01? #6!SCOR 
1FAST=FASTt1 

250 IF FAST=0 THEN FAST=10!FOR X=0 TO 
31P=PEEK (1749+ X11POKE 1749+X ,P+11NEXT 
X 
260 GOTO 200 

300 FOR 1=10 TO 100 STEP 51POSITION 2, 
81? #61“ -1SOUND 0,50+1,1 
0,12 

310 FOR D=1 TO 51NEXT DIPOSITION 2,87? 
#61"YOU'VE HAD IT !“!FOR D=1 TO 51NEX 

T D1NEXT I 

320 SOUND 0,0,0,0!GOTO 430 
400 FOR 1=1 TO 91POSITION 10,87? #61" 

"1POKE 704.631SOUND 0,20+RND(0)* 
20,3,12 

410 FOR D=1 TO 101NEXT D1POSITION 10,8 
1? #61"FRIED!!“lPOKE 704.2001SOUND 0,0 
,0,01FOR D=1 TO 101NEXT D 

420 NEXT l:A=USR<U,0,START+36,U+50i!PO 
KE 704,6 

430 POSITION 2,101? #6!"PRESS TRIGGER" 
440 IF STRIG<0)=1 THEN 440 
450 POSITION 2,81? #61" 
'"POSITION 2,101? #61” "1G 
OTO 140 

500 ? #61CHR*( 125)1P0SITI0N 1,45? #61“ 
CONGRATULATIONS !!!"lPOSITION 4,617 #6 
l"YOU'VE MASTERED" 
510 POSITION 6,31? #61"THE MUNCHERS"!P 
OSITION 2,11? #6,-PRESS TRIGGER" 
540 IF STRIG(0)=1 THEN 540 
550 CLR 1POKE 53277,01RUN 
2000 ? 17 ;? "Stay away from the MUNCH 
ERS1 If you"!? "get too close they wi 
11 chomp you*" 

2010 ? nj0 chomps and you've had it* 
Also*1*? "stay away from the border* I 
t's" 

2030 "electrified and you will fry i 
f you":? "hit it' The longer you last 
, the" 

2040 ? "higher the score. Reach 1000 
and"t? "you've mastered the munchers, 
One" 

2050 ? "problem though,., the longer y 
ou":? "last, the faster everybody move 

:? 

*IU60 ? "You're the squat dog earred ou 
yV1:? "Move by using a joystick in FLY 
Rl" 

A'65 ? "position. Press trigger to sta 
rt, 
2070 IF STRIG(0)=1 THEN 2070 
2080 RETURN 

ALL ACE NEWS PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE 
THRU THE ACE EXCHANGE LIBRARY 9 



Secret 
Key-6 Hand Cipher “Secret writing" is as old 
as writing itself. In fact, at first ALL. writing 
was secret, as only the "initiates" could 
decipher the meaning, Even today, all writing 
remains secret to more than half the people in 
the world who can read no writing* As more and 
more people began to learn to read, the need for 
secret writing, or "ciphers", became important. 

Ciphers began to become very important to 
diplomacy as kings and republics began to 
conduct international relations. By the 17th 

entury, dphrs had also become a hobby among 
some literate individuals. Military ciphers 
were first extensively used operationally in the 
Civil War. The Union read most of the 
Confederate ciphers; the Confederates read very 
few Union ciphers. Edgar Allen Poe is probably 
the most famous cipher hobbyist and ciphers 
play a part in several of his novels* 

Hand ciphers have been a hobby of mine for 
years. I've invented more than I've solved, 

except for the little short ones in magazines* A 
"hand" cipher is one which can be reasonably 
used with pencil and paper to encipher and 
decipher (with the key) messages* By 
"reasonably" I mean one must be able to 
encipher and decipher messages at the rate of 
about 10 words per minute. 

Each such cipher I've invented, I thought to 
myself: THIS one is impossible to break1 
Needless to say, they were all broken. Some of 
my "better" ones even more easily than some 
others. 

A year ago or so, I invented a new one, This 
one has not been broken after nearly a year of 
trying by several other cipher hobbyists. This 
cipher almost completely avoids any normal 
letter frequency count. Theoretically, each 
letter could appear as often as any other in this 
cipher, In practice, however, it seems there still 
is repetition of sme significant letter-groups 
which make it easier to break than had those 
repetitions not occured, This cipher is even 
superior to the WW2 German Enigma in the one 
respect (at least) that a letter may be 
enciphered as itself. 

Well, when I recently bought an Atari 800, 
my first project has been to reduce the cipher to 
arithmetical expression and program the 
machine to do the enciphering and deciphering, 
Linda is an experienced programer, making the 
project possible. I used the program to check all 
past messages I had published to hobbyists in 
this cipher, and I found some letters garbled. 
No entire words seem to be hopelessly garbled, 
ut the errors probably do increase difficulty in 
breaking the cipher. I'm not sure if the errors 
were enciphering errors, or just mis-types. At 

Writing 
any rate, future installments of this cipher 
contest (the prize is just an extension of the 
hobbyist's subscription to the hobby zine I 
publish) will be generated by machine which 
will eliminate ail enciphering errors (but not 
mis-types!) 

I'm sharing the program Linda Bumpas and I 
devised to generate this cipher with the 
readers here because the program itself might 
be of interest to you, even if you are not 
presently a cipher hobbyist, 

There are other mathematical tests to run on 
ciphers (in addition to frequency counts) and 
these usually show other interesting 
performances of various ciphers* These tests 
may also be programmed in order to test out 

unknown ciphers in an attempt to break them. 
A future project will be to program a series of 
these tests to use in breaking ciphers. 

As you can see from the "Key-6 Hand 
Cipher" program, the cipher is based upon 2 
shifting keys of letters, which serve to produce 
what may be called a "poly alp habetic 
substitution cipher", When the idea came to 
me, it appeared that theoretically, a message 
could be enciphered into a number of keys equal 
to 676 times the number of letters in the 
message. In practice, and for reasons I don't 
entirely understand, this doesn't appear to be 
the case. The repetitions I mentioned earlier 
are probably an influence in this result. It 
seems the influence of those letters which 
normally produce high frequency counts in the 
usual transposition cipher (of which this is 
one) causes repetitions which constrict what I 
thought was the theoretical number of keys 
possible. At any rate, while I'm not sure how 
many keys are made available by this cipher, it 
does appear to be a very large number, which 
makes breaking it relatively difficult. I don't 
use the word "impossible* any more as I've 
seen too many of mine broken. The Allies even 
broke many of the German Enigma ciphers in 
WW2. 

This program also includes instructions to 
read output into a tape cassette, and to read 
input from a tape cassette. You may use the 
program to send enciphered messages to your 
friends by tape cassette. Only someone with 
the "key" can translate the ciphertext message 
into "plaintext" so it can be read. 

I invite responses by readers to any 
experiences you may have with this cipher, its 
program, or any mathematical tests you may 
devise to run upon it. I'll share with you 
further, too, anything more I learn from it. 
~Jim Bumpas, 1405 West 26th Avenue, Eugene, 
OR 97405 



10 REM KEY 6 CIPHER BY JIM & LINDA 
BUMPAS, JULYi 1981 

30CLR !DIM Y*U> 
40 DIM IN$(800)!DIM OUT*(800) 
50 DIM T1$<26)!DIM T2*<26) 
60 Tl*="ETCOANSHURMDJCVBFLPGWKYXQZ" 
70 T2*="DQMYJXCZVWBKGRFUPHELSTNIAO“ 
80 GRAPHICS 2+16!FOSITION 5,21? #6J"KE 
Y-6 HAND" IPOSITION 7,41? #65"CIFHER"!P 
QSmON 9,61? #6i*by“ 
82 POSITION 0,8!? #6)“ JIM AND LINDA BU 
MPAS" 

90 FOR X=1 TO 1001SETCOLOR 4,X/10,2 
92 SOUND 2,12,12,12 
94 R=INT(RND(l)»40)+20 
96 FOR S=1 TO R5NEXT S 
98 SOUND 2,0,0,01NEXT X 
99 GRAPHICS 2+161SETCOLOR 4,5,4 
100 POSITION 3,21? #6}"I AM A CIPHER"! 
POSITION 0,35? #6!“MACHINE. I ENCIPHE 
REPOSITION 1,4 
101 POSITION 1,41? #65"FLAINTEXT MESSA 
GES" 
102 POSITION 4,5!? #6!”AND DECIPHER" 
103 POSITION 0,65? *6J"CIFHERTEX7 MESS 
AGES.” 
104 FOR X=1 TO 20001NEXT X 
109 OPEN #2»4,0»"K!"!OFEN #3,8,0,"S!" 
110 ? "IS THE MESSAGE ON TAPE? <Y/N)“ 
112 INPUT Y*!IF Y*=“Y" THEN GOTO 1000 
130 ? 
140 ? "DO YOU WISH TO (E)NCIFHER A 

PLAINTEXT OR (D)ECIFHER A 
CIPHERTEXT MESSAGE?"!? 

150? 
160 ? “TYPE 'E' OR 'D' NOW."!? 
170 INPUT Y*5IF Y*="D" THEN 420 
180 ? "WHEN YOU'RE READY, TYPE THE 

PLAINTEXT MESSAGE, PLACING AN 
AT THE END."!? 

190GOSUB 1100 
200 GOSUB 640 
205 POKE 559,0 
210 TX=OJIOX=1 
220? 

230 IF IN*(IOX,IOX)=“«" THEN 400 
235 GOSUB 800 
240 Xl=l 

250 IF IN$(IOX,IOX)=Tl*(Xl,Xl) THEN 29 
0 
260 X1=0C1+1 
270 IF Xl>26 THEN 380 
280 GOTO 250 
290 IF X1+TX<=26 THEN 320 

300OUT*(IOX,IOX)=T2*(Xl+TX-26,Xl+TX-2 
6) 

310 GOTO 330 

320 OUT*(IOX,IOX)=T2*<Xl+TX,Xl't-TX) 
330 TX=X1+TX 
340 IF TX>26 THEN TX=TX-26 
350 IOX=IOX+l 
360 IF 10X0800 THEN 230 
370 GOTO 400 

380 OUT*(IOX,IOX)=INS<IOX,IOX) 
390 GOTO 350 
400 GOSUB 760 

402 ? “DO YOU HAVE ANOTHER MESSAGE? 
TYPE rY' OR 'N'"l? 

404 INPUT Y$!lt Y$=*Y" THEN 109 
406 ? "DO YOU WISH TO SAVE THIS 

MESSAGE ON TAPE? (Y/N)“ 
408 INPUT Y»!IF Y*=“Y" THEN GOSUB 900 
410 END 
420 ? "WHEN YOU ARE READY, TYPE 

THE CIPHERTEXT MESSAGE, 
PLACING AN AT THE END." 

421 ? IGOSUB 11001? 
440 GOSUB 640 
445 POKE 559,0 
450 ? 

460 TX=01IOX=1!LX=0 
470 IF IN*(IOX,IOX)="*" THEN 620 
475 GOSUB 800 
480 Xl=l 

490 IF IN*(IOX,IOX)=T2$<X 1 ,X 1) THEN 53 
0 
500 X1=X1+1 
510 IF XI >26 THEN 600 
520 GOTO 490 
530 TX=X1-LX 

540 IF TXOO THEN TX=TX+26 
550 LX=X1 

560 OUT$(IOX,IOX)=Tl*(TX,TX) 
570 IOX=IOX+l 
580 IF IQX>800 THEN 620 
590 GOTO 470 

600 OUT$(IOX,IOX)=IN*(IOX,IOX) 
610 GOTO 570 
620 GOSUB 760 
630 GOTO 402 
640 REM 
650 X=1 
660 GET #21A 
670 PUT #3,A 
630 IF A=126 THEN 740 
690 IN$(X!=CHR«(A) 
700 IF INJ‘X!=“»“ THEN 730 
710 X=X+1 
720 IF X '=300 THEN 660 
730 RETURN 
740 IN*(X-U=" " 
750 X=X-l!GOTO 660 

11 
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for little people 
Trucks and Things 
by Robert Rochon# Terrace Bay# Onterio 

I have a 7 year old niece and 5 year old 
nephew that live next door to me. Kids being 
what they are# they enjoy playing computer 
games as much as adult kids do. Although they 
usually get slaughted in most games# they still 
badger me to let them play with my computer. 
This summer I finally broke down and with many 
cheers from them I wrote the following program* 

This program is written with youngsters 4-7 
in mind. If is a make-believe game designed to 
keep them amused and give kids some experience 
with computers. A miniature town is displayed 
on the screen# including roads# driveways, 
houses# buildings# 2 movable cars# 2 movable 
trucks# and one gas pump. The larger buildings 
are make-believe schools# hospitals# or 
whatever the kids want them to be. They even 
talked me into putting horns on the cars and 
trucks. You may have to put the volume down to 
keep the grownups from going insane. 

The program has one little bug in it (easily 
corrected) although these kids do not think so. 
When the cars go too far off the screen it 
usually makes the computer go beserk (give an 
error message). I think they do it on purpose# 
because they usually argue over who gets in to 
type RUN. I swear# the second word my nephew 
learned to spell was RUN (after his own name# 
of course i). 

(This simple game could be enhanced for the 
little ones by accessing the collision registers# 
using crashing sounds# making well defined 
rads# maybe using paddles for the steering 
wheel# etc. Anyone out there want to try? I'll 
put in the next issue.-ed). 

Variables and colors 
A-H-carl to car4 
DA#DB-change in cars 
BO#DO#FO#HO-old car positions (vertical) 
PMB-PMBASE (used to draw cars in FMG) 
J-sratch 

Colors 
704- carl (10) 
705- car2 (18) 
706- car3 (19S) 
707- car4 (14) 
710-houses (14) 
712-grass (194) 
708- streets (2) 

PROGRAM DESIGN 
5-399-Main routine 

5-15-joystick subroutes 
100-130 records joysticks 

220-255 erases old car# draws new car 
300-resets attract mode 
310-stores old car positions 
320-350 horns for the 4b cars 
399 creates continuous loop 

400-999 Setup Routine 
400-420 picks colors 
450-480 sets up P/M 
600-625 draws streets 
630-696 draws driveways 
700-750 draws buildings 
999 starts main loop 

0 REM ******************************* 
1 REM TRUCKS AND CARS by Robert Rochon 
2 REM Terrace Bay# Ontario# Canada 

4 GOTO 400 
5 DA=liDB=l .‘RETURN 
6 da=i:db=-i:return 
7 DAs2tDB=0{RETURN 
9 D A=-1 .DB® 1 .RETURN 
10 DA=-i:DB=-l JRETURN 
11 da=-2:db=o:return 
13 da=o:db=2:return 
14 da=o:db=-2:return 
is da=o:db=o:return 
ioo gosub stick(0)ja=a+da:b=b+db 
ho gosub stick(1):c=c+da:d=d+db 
120 GOSUB STICK(2)JE=E+DA.T=F+DB 
130 GOSUB STICK(3):G=G+DAJH=H+DB 
220 POKE BO#0:FOKE BO+1,OSPOKE BO+2,0 
225 POKE 53248,AJPOKE B#15:POKE B+1,63 
{POKE B+2,13 
227 POKE DO,0iPOKE DO+1,0:POKE DO+2,0 
230 POKE 53249»C{POKE D,15JPOKE D+1,63 
{POKE D+2,18 
235 POKE FO,0{POKE FO+1,OJPOKE FO+2,0 
240 POKE 53250,EJPOKE F.15JPOKE F+1,63 
{POKE F+2#18 
250 POKE HO,0;POKE HO+1,0{POKE HO+2,0 
255 POKE 53251 #G{POKE H.15JPOKE H+1,63 
{POKE H+2,18 
300 POKE 77#0{GO=G{HO=H 
310 ao=a{BO=b{cq=c:do=d:ec=e:fo=f 

320 SOUND 0#50#2#3-STRIG(0)*3 
3 30 SOUND 1 #70#2#4-STRIG( 1 )*4 

340 SOUND 2#90#2#4-STRIG(2>*4 
350 SOUND 3#110#2#5-STRIG(3)*5 
399 GOTO 100 
400 GRAPHICS 3+161POKE 706,198 
410 POKE 708,2JPOKE 704,10 
415 POKE 705,113JFOKE 707,14 
420 POKE 710#14:POKE 712,194 
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450 A=PEEK(106)-16!POKE 54279,A 
452 POKE 559,46!POKE 53277,3 
460 POKE 623,1 !PMB=256* A 
480 FOR J=PMB+400 TO PMB+lOOOiPOKE J,0 
iNEXT 3- 
490 A=70:c=100!E= 130!G=160 
500 B=FMB+512+103!D=B+128!F=D+128!H*F+ 
128 
600 COLOR liFOR J=18 TO 22 
601 PLOT J.liDRAWTO J,23 
603 PLOT J-17,l*.DRAWTO J-17,23 
605 PLOT J+16,liDRAWTO J+16,23 
603 NEXT J 
610 FOR J=20 TO 23 
611 PLOT l,J!DRAWTO 39,J 
615 PLOT 1,J-10!DRAWTO 39,J-10 
620 PLOT 1,J-20!DRAWTO 39.J-20 
625 NEXT J 
630 PLOT 29.6SDRAWTO 33,6 
631 PLOT 29.75DRAWTO 33,7 
632 PLOT 22,6:DRAWTO 26,6 
634 PLOT 22,7:DHAWT0 26,7 
640 PLOT 10.51DRAWTO 12,5 
641 PLOT 10,4iDRAWTQ 12,4 
650 PLOT 27,l?!DRAWTO 33,19 
660 FLOT 27,131DRAWTO 33,18 
670 PLOT 13,i6:DRAWTO 17,16 
672 PT..OT 13,17!DRAWTO 17,17 
630 PLOT 10.81DRAWTO 12,3 
682 PLOT 10.9JDRAWTO 12,9 
635 PLOT 27,14!DRAWTO 29,14 
686 PLOT 27,15:DRAWTO 29,15 
695 PLOT 6,16!DRAWTO 9,16 
696 PLOT 6.171DRAWTO 9,17 
700 COLOR 3 

710 PLOT 9,8!PLOT 13,3!FLOT 25,8!PLOT 
25,5!PLOT 14,51PLOT 14,6 
720 PLOT 9,18!PLQT 13,18!PLOT 26,1S!PL 
OT 30,17‘DRAWTO 33.171PLOT 31,20 
730 PLOT 9,5!PLOT 13,5!PLOT 29,5!DRAWT 
0 29,8 

740 PLOT 9,15!PLOT 13,15:PLOT 26,15 
750 PLOT 30,15!PLOT 26,19 
999 GOTO 300 

More hints from David Stevenson 

You can use your Atari as a message center 
without a program! Just type DIM JIMV120), 
DIM BILL (480), then press RETURN. A 
question mark will appear, then type your 
message for Jim and press RETURN again. 
When Jim arrives and wants his message, he 
just uses ? JIM*, RETURN. You can have 
messages for 256 people or use substrings for 
even more, 

Gr. 7 Graphics Dump to Atari 325 Printer 
by John Wiley, Microbits, Albany, Or, 

The Atari 825 printer is a good printer, but 
it currently does not have graphics capabilities. 
This is-unfortunate since the Atari has such 
good graphics and it would be nice to get a 
hardcopy. We have partially remedied this 
problem by combining several of the 825 
printer's features to copy graphics mode 7, 

The first problem we encountered was 
printing the 160 column wide screen to the 80 
column wide printer. We used condensed 
characters, making the printer 132 columns wide, 
and printed the screen sideways. Now we had 96 
columns on the 132 column printer, but the 
printout is too skinny and out of proportion. By 
inserting two dot spaces between each charactor 
printed, the printout is as wide as the paper and 
proportional in size. We also used 1/2 linefeeds 
to double the vertical resolution on the 
printout. In doing this it is necessary to use a 
carriage return-linefeed to empty the buffer and 
return the printhead, then print a reverse 1/2 
linefeed. 

The next step is to find what we are going to 
print. This is done by using the-LOCATE 
command. The format for this command is 
LOCATE X,Y,F where X and Y are the 
coordinates and P is the value returned to the 
program. P will be a value from 0 to 4, 
depending on what color is at that point. If the 
point is not set, then P will return a 0, The only 
thing left is to make two FOR and NEXT loops 
check every point on the screen and print a 
space if nothing is there or print a character if 
the point is not set. We tried a few different 
charactors and found that an asterisk works 
best. 

The first part of the included program draws 
geometric shapes on the screen (lines 10-140), 
When running this part, try inouting 30,30,90,90J 
or 60,60, After the figure is drawn on the 
sceen, the second part of the program copies 
the screen to the printer (lines 500, 590). Try 
your own artwork on the sceen and use this 
routine to save it forever! 

GOTO page 15 

FURSOR'S SUMMER ATARI ISSUE-We were sent 
a limited number for members who are not near 
dealers. Send 75c in stamps. 
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ZOOM! 
CONVERT YOUR S1Q DISK DRIVE FOR FAST 
FORMATTING 
by Larry Hitz, Chicago Atari User's Group 

The first thing that needs to be done to a 
new blank disk before using is the Formatting of 
it. This process records information on the disk 
that identify the sector numbers on the track* 
One would think that the sectors are put on the 
trackin numerical order 1,2,3,*.. but this is not 
the case in many systems, including the Atari. 

When a blank disk is formatted the sectors 
are interleaved (put on the track in a special 
order. The order could be i-3-5-7,** or 
2-7-3-5-10... or just about any pattern. The 
interleaving scheme is picked to provide the 
fastest read/write times as required by the 
applications program and the DOS operating 
system. In some systems, the sectors are put in 
order then via software operations, the 
interleaving takes place* 

As many of you know, there is such a thing 
as a Fast Format disk. This is a disk that will 
load 20% to 40% faster than a normal formatted 
disk. Atari has been shipping these fast format 
disks with programs from the Atari program 
exchange (APX). These disks are fully 
compatable with all drives and do indeed load 
much faster than the disks formatted with a 
standard 81(5 drive. The formatting istructions 
are in ROM inside the 810 drive. Some day 
maybe Atari will be shipping the 810 drives with 
the new ROM ("C" chip) and maybe all with older 
drives will have access to the new chip. In any 
event, many members of the Atari User's Group 
of Chicago have been using fast-formatted disks 
made by them on their own drives for many 
months. The answer is to replace the ROM 
inside the 810 drive with an EPROM. It is easy 
to re-program with the new interleaving 
formula. Many owners of early drives already 
may have an EPROM in their drive and if this is 
the case, the modification is as easy as putting 
in a new EPROM. The EPROM to use is the 
single voltage 2716* 

Here is the listing of the program changes 
made by us in Chicago. It is interesting to note 
that the patches here result in an even faster 
operation than the formula used by Atari in 
their "C" chip! It should be said that neither 
our patches nor Atari's work well with DOS I 
and really should be used only with DOS II. 

FAST FORMAT PATCHES 

Here are the program changes ( all values in 
HEX) 

New program for EPROM 2714... 

$0300 Starting Address 
* 
$ 

$086F F0 F2 F4 F6 F8 FA FC FE 
$0877 ED DF FI F3 F5 F7 F? FB 
$087F FD 
» 

$09F7 EE 

Old o roc ram in ROM 

$0800 Starting Address 
♦ 

$086F F8 FI FC F5 EE F9 F2 FD 
$0877 F6 EF FA F3 FE F7 FO FB 
$087F F4 
• 

$09F7 ED 

The most difficult part of converting the 
disk drive to fast format is finding someone 
who can read the Atari ROM, make the program 
changes, and than burn a new 2716 EPROM. 
Remember, if your unit already has an old 2716 
EPROM, you only need to get a new chip burned 
and you do not need to change the wiring. An 
EPROM burner for the Atari has not been 
available (MicroTek now has been-see last 
issue, -ed), but one of our members in Chicago 
built his own system, wrote a progam in BASIC, 
and did the I/O via the game ports (PIA's) in 
front of his Atari. Total cost was about $75 
for the complete system. See next issue of 
ACE for complete directions! 

INSTALLATION 

To change chip A102 from mask ROM to 2716 
EPROM and wiring changes to the mother board. 

1. Remove disk drive from plastic case. 
Remove the Mother Board, making sure you 
have marked the two conector plugs for later 
replacement. 
Remove the metal shield covering the chips on 
the mother board, being careful not to bend it 
too much. 



2. Locate the following chips on the boards 
A105-1771 Disk Control Chip (40 pins) 
A102-Mask ROM (24 pins) to right of the 1771 
chip* 
Z103-D4096 Inverter Chip (14 pins) below and to 
right of A102* 

3* Wiring changes for converting from ROM to 
EPROM at A102« On the foil side of the socket 
of A102* cut the foil trace connected to pins 18» 
20* 21 as close to the pin as possible* then make 
the fallowing connections! 

Connect pin 18 to ground 
Connect pin 21 to +5 VDC 
Connect pin 20 to pin 2 of Z103 (the D4069 
inverter chip) 

4« Put in the new EPROM* re-assemble the unit* 
taking care that the shield does not crush and 
short your wires* and test and enjoy!!! 

Any questions can be sent to me at* 
Atari User's Group of Chicago 
c/o Larry Hitz 
15 Mohawk Dr 
Clarendon Hills* XL 60615 

WARNINGt any Modifications 
to your drive will void 
your warranty-the ROM—based 
Fast Formatter Cbip will be 
sold by A-tari soon* 

Hints 
by David Stevenson* McKinleyville, CA 

Life will be much easier in writing programs 
if you write the following debug lines at the 
start. Tour program starts at line 150. 

0 TRAP 140 
1 GOTO 150 
140 L=256*PEEK( 137)+PEEK(136) 
♦ ?M ERROR "*PEEK(195)!MAT"*L 
JM-L-140 JN=L+140i LIST N*M .END 
150 REM. Your program starts here 

Now when you get an error* you will get an 
error message and a listing of the part of your 
program that caused the error. The program will 
then stop and you can make the correction. 

GRAPHICS DUMP 
PROGRAM 

2 REM *GR. 7 DUMP TO 825 PRINTER***** 
3 REM *by John Wiley and Alan Ackerman* 
4 REM ** (c) 1981 MicroBits 410 W. 1st* 

10 GRAPHICS Of? "This program draws objects a 
t stepped points aroun the center of the " 
15 DIM A*< 128),FILE$(40>fT38=*38 
20 ? "screen and then copies the- screen to th 
eprinter." 
25 FIL£$(l,2)="Dl“tFILE*<3,15)=A*U,LEN<Ai)) 
30 ? f? !? "Input the large step and the smal 
1 step (1-179)* 
32 FOR Z=1 TO LEN(FILE*)!FILE*(Z,Z)=“ "{NEXT 
Z 
35 TRAP 95SINPUT *1,A*:L=LEN(A*)JX=1 
37 IF L*0 THEN GOTO 35 
40 INPUT BINCfSINC 
45 FILE*(l,LD»A*(X,X+Ll-l)f? #2JFILE* 
47 FOR Z=1 TO L1!FILES(Z,Z)=" "5NEXT Z 
50 GRAPHICS 23!XCENT=79fyCENT=47!XRAD=23!DEG 
0 FOR BIGCIRCLE=0 TO 365 STEP BINC 
0 XFOINT=COS(BIGCIRCLE)*XRAD+XCENT 
75 YFOINT=SIN(BIGCIRCLE)*XRAD+YCENT 
80 PLOT XPOINT+XRAD.TPOINT 
90 COL=COL+l!IF COL=4 THEN COL=l 
95 ? r? r?:?r? ,* end of file *iend 
100 COLOR COL1SETCOLOR INT(3*RND(1)),15*RND(1 
)»2*INT(4*RND(1 )+2) 
110 FOR SMALLCIRCLE=0 TO 370 STEP SINC 
120 DRAWTO XPOINT+COSISMALLCIRCLE)*XRAD*TPOIN 
T+SIN(SMALLCIRCLE)*XRAD 
130 NEXT SMALLCIRCLE 
140 NEXT BIGCIRCLE 
500 REM ****** PRINTER ROUTINE******* 
510 OPEN #2,3,0,"P5"f? #2;CHR*<27)!CHR*<20>i: 
REM CONDENSED PRINT 
520 FOR X=0 TO 159:T=0!FOR T=0 TO 95 
525 LOCATE X.Y.PSIF P>0 THEN T=Y 
530 NEXT YtFOR Y=0 TO T 
540 LOCATE X,Y,P!IF P>0 THEN ? #2!"*"* 
550 IF P»0 THEN ? #21" "S 
560 ? #2JCHR$(27);CHR$(3)!!REM 3 DOT SPACES 
570 NEXT Yf? #21? #2!CHR*(27>;CHR*(30NJREM H 
ALF-LINE REVERSE NE FEED 
580 FOR WAIT=1 TO 1001NEXT WAIT 
585 NEXT XiCLOSE #2 
590 GOTO 10 
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New Products 

Eastern House Software (3239 Linda Dr 
Winston-Salem, N.C, 27 l06)~Monkev Wrench 
($50)is the first Atari Product I know of to use 
the right slot. This is an EPROM that adds 
many utilities to your Atari, such as auto line 
numbering and renumbering, memory test, delete 
lines, and a machine language monitor, 
EPROM ($20) cartridge is a blank printed circuit 
board to put a 2716 EPROM into the cartridge 
slots for your own programs in EPROM, If 
anyone puts the DOS on this, write about how 
you did it for A,C.E»! 

MAE($150) is a new macro-assembler and text 
editor that is disk based, 

c,»1 ♦ <P♦ O« Box 447, Marion, Iowa 
52302)-announces a varied collection of Modem 
utilities, including AAMC ($130 until Jan)a 
bulletin board system for the Hayes Smart 
Modem, I wonder if it will work with our 
MicroConnection Auto-Dial/Auto-Answer 
modems-ITl try to find out next issue. 

Creative Computing 39 E. Hanover, Morris 
Plains, NJ 07950) announces two new 
simulations, Trucker and Streets of the-City 
($25 each), 

Cipher—cont, from page 11 

760 CLOSE #2iCLOSE #3 
765 POKE 559,34 
769 GRAPHICS 0 
770 ? J? IN$J? 

772 FOR V=1 TO IOX-li? OUT$(V,V)JJNEXT 
vr?r? 

780 RETURN 
800 SOUND 2,12,12,12 
810 R=INT(RND(l)#5)+5 
820 FOR S=1 TO RiNEXT S 
830 SOUND 2,0,0,0 
840 RETURN 
900 OPEN #l,8,Q»"Ci“ 
910 PRINT #t,OUT$ 
920 CLOSE #1 {RETURN 
1000 OPEN #l,4,0,MCi" 
1010 INPUT #1,IN$ 

-m5^«LQi(IH$)+l 
-WSG CLOSE ♦i:iN$(Z,Z>="*" 
^"—*330 GOTO-445 

? IF TOU MIS-TYPE, STRIKE 'DELET 
BACKS' FOR EACH CHARACTER IN 

ERROR.":? :? 
— -11 $3 RETURN 

1 /L t x n i 
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the Bit Bucket 
by Stacy Goff 

It is getting to the point that it is difficult to 
keep up with all the great new software 
available for the Atari! in this issue we present 
our first 'popularity pair* an informal list of 
the best software we've seen for the Atari# 

E.J. Knoll* one of our most active local 
members* has put together a class on the 
language FORTH* to be held at the Portland 
Nendels' Inn (9900 Canyon Road) Saturday, 
November 21* Class will run from 9*00 AM until 
5100 PM* The class is taught by Pat Mullarky, 
developer of NWV Forth and~ an excellent 
instructor* we will start at the very elementary 
level, and finish in the completion of at least 
one fully production program* Preregistration 
is $20 per person* $30 per family! those who 
preregister will recieve a free copy of NWV 
Forth for the Atari (donated to the public 
domain by Pat)* Call E*JY at (503)343-5191 for 
more information* 

Northwest Computer Society is presenting its 
1981 Personal Computer Fair in Seattle 
November 14 and 15th* It will be held at the 
Pacific Science Center (on the World's Fair 

grounds)* and will concentrate upon personal 
computer use? there should be good 
representation from all brands of computers, 
so this may be a good opportunity to see how 
everyone else lives. We understand that the 
S.P.A.C.E* (Seattle ACE) group will have a 
booth* and I expect to attend* see you there! 

I finally purchased a modem, so NOW I'm 
interested in intercomputer communications. 
You will see more emphasis in this area in the 
next year* First* does anyone know of a GOOD 
Bulletin Board System for the Atari? I'd like 
to set one up to allow direct input to the 
exchange library* Q/A service* and Newsletter! 
with a little effort* we can make all ACE News 
programs available over phone lines! Second, 
what is your experience with the 'big computers 
in the sky'—the Source* CompuServe* Bow 
Tones, etc? Of course* Eugene is such a small 
town that we cannot yet justify a toll-free line 
to these services. So in the next several 
months, I'd like to hear your comments on 
modems* telecommunications, and (especially) 
good Bulletin Board Systems. 

Next ACE Meeting will toe "7:30 p ♦ m ♦ 
Wednesday* November 11 Mike Dunn's 
home# 3662 Vine M ap 1 e Drive! call 
344-6 193 for directions* Topics include* 
Modem/Compuserve demo# Filemaster 300 
demo s.nd hopefully trhe fantastic new 
arcade g*a.me -Fr-om C r- y s t: <sl 1 w s. r e-"trhe 
3Pr-otrec*tor-s ! 



Review: Database 
Filemanaaer 300 

review by George Barti 

Reprinted from WVAUG Newsletter, Northridge, 
CA 

There is a new program out for those of you 
who wish to create files or lists* and are tired 
of waiting for that other program to sort or 
retrieve through your records to find the one 
that you want to print out or modify. It is 
called Filemanaaer 800 (Synapse Software, 820 
Conventry Rd., Kensington, CA 94707, 
800-227-1617 ext 597, $94.50+$3 ship.). A fast 
sort and retrieval are just a few of the benefits 
this program offers, and there are plenty more 
that will make this one of the more useful 
programs in your utility library. 

The program comes on a disk and requires 
40K and BASIC. It consists of two parts, 
FileManaoer used to create and enter records 
and FileMaintenance, which allows modification 
and combining existing records as well as 
housekeeping chores such as renaming or 
deleting files. With a record length of 120 
characters, it can store approximately 600 
records on a disk. Even with a full disk you can 
retrieve any record from your file in less then 2 
seconds! The manual is well written and it 
walks you through creating a file and using most 
of the features of the program. 

The program is menu-driven so that you 
merely select the option you want from a menu. 
Once in an option all of your actions for that 
option are displayed at the top of the screen or 
you are prompted for a reply making the program 
easy to master. 

Another useful feature is the full-screen 
editing capability. It allows you, unlike the 
program I had been using, to go back and fix an 
error anywhere in the record while you are 
entering it (which really comes in handy for 
those of us from the Christopher Columbus 
School of Typing). 

Here is a summary of the features of 
filemanager: 

CREATING a form. You name the catagories 
(fields) and assign their length. The program 
then allocates space for 15 records at a time. 

Picking an INDEX: You pick the field to Index 
on. There is a choice of how many characters of 
the field on which to sort. 

ENTERING RECORDS. You just need to start 
typing in the first field. When you hit RETURN, 
the cursor skips to the next field. All of the 

full-screen editing features are available, 
except deletes and insert commands that might 
mess up your record. Changes can be made at 
any time. 

REVIEW INDEX? You can review the index that 
is created as you enter your records. 

RETRIEVING RECORDS? Here's the good part! 
Using the field you indexed on, any record will 
be retrieved in under 2 seconds. You are not 
limited to specifying the indexed field, It 
takes a little extra time, but you can specify 
the program to search for any combination of 
field parameters. You can also easily specify a 
certain range for a field (eg. all ZIP codes 
greater than 90000 or all last names between 
Allen and Grand) and only those records will be 
retrieved* Once a record is retrieved, you have 
the option of just going on to the next record, 
modifying the record being displayed or 
deleting the record. 

RE-INDEXINGJ If you change your mind on 
what field you want the index to work on, it can 
be easily be changed at any time. You just pick 
the new field and length and the program will 
read through all the records and create an 
index on the field you specified. 

LABELS? Specify the fields you want printed. 
You can also insert control characters for your 
printer. Just specify the number of carriage 
returns between your labels and the program 
does the rest. If you have blank fields the 
linefeeds are suppressed so that you don't get 
a blank line printed onto the label, yet keeps 
track of the line spacing so that printing on the 
next label will be in the correct place. 

LIST? You pick the fields you want printed, up 
to a maximun of 132 characters, any printer 
control codes and the program prints out your 
list with the specified fields printed in 
columns. 

The following are the functions of 
filemaintence: 

DISK DIRECTORY, RENAME FILE, COPY FILE, 
DELETE FILE! Usual DOS functions. 

REVIEW/MODIFY FORM? This allows you to 
rename, modify, add or delete fields from an 
existing form. A great feature!! If you don't 
leave enough space in one of the fields for the 
data you entered, and don't realize it until 
after you've already typed in hundreds of 



entries* 

CONVERT FORM*. Allows you to take 
information from an existing file and transfer it 
into another file. 

COMBINE FILE. For appending files. 

FileManaaer is a very useful program to 
create and manipulate files. Using NOTE and 
POINT, the index file that is created on the disk 
and the data file programs can be written to 
extract information from exising records and 
further manipulate them. You will find many 
uses for this program and will especially 
appreciate its user friendliness. But don't wait 
for this one to come out on any pirate's list of 
wares-the protection feature is quite unique. 

Comments from the ACE Editor. 

The above review was modified, with 
permission from the author, from the WVAUG 
Newsletter. This is really an easy to use 
program that is a model of human engineering. 
It has beautiful graphics and was designed by a 
psychologist/programmer. Compared to a 
popular DataBase system available for the 
Apple and Atari, it is much easier to use. It 
does, at the present time, lack math funtions 
and some of the features of the "other11; 
however they are working on these as well as 
other extentions. The upgrade policy is to allow 
anyone to "trade up" as improvements are made 
for only 20% of the retail price. "Bugs" are 
fixed free, and the first releases were found to 
have a minor bug-all were recalled and replaced. 

The article above enduded a program that 
allows you to change the files from the Atari 
Mailing List program to FileManager 800 files. 
I could not get it to work, so I developed the 
following program to be ENTERED after loading 
any version of the Atari Mailing List. Since all 
of you are on the Atari program, 1 needed this 
program} I hope you find it as useful as I have. 

Atari Mailing List files to FileManager Files 

1) Boot up the Atari Mailing List and count the 
size of each field. If you have the unmodified 
mailing list, the field lengths are, from LAST to 
EXTRA, 15, 14, 1, 29, 19, 2, 9, 3, 8, 20. 
2) Boot up FileManager 800 and create a form 
using the field names and lengths of the Atari 

program. 
3) LOAD in the Atari Mailing List program. 
4) ENTER the indicated lines in the program 

modifying the Atari Mailing List. 
5) RUN the Atari Program, Loading in the file 
you wish to convert. 
6) SAVE the file, using filename.DAT, on the 
same disk that your FileManager form is on. 
7) Boot up FileManager 800, LOAD in your form. 
8) RE-INDEX your data file, since the Atari 
program doesn't index it for you. 
9) That's all! You can now use the 
REVIEW/MOD function and CONVERT FORM 
function to change the Data file any way you 
want. 

-Mike Dunn, Editor 

0 REM MAILING LIST COPYRIGHT <C> 1980, 

ATARI, INC 
1 REM ^MODIFIED BY MICHAEL DUNN, ACE 

EDITOR** 
2 REM **TQ MAKE FILEMANAGER COMPATIBLE 
FILES** 

*SHHH*************************** 
8029 CLOSE #A.*OPEN #A,Q19,B,C$!GOSUB U 
}? “^.POSITION Q12»Q5.7 "SAVING RECOR 

DM 
8030 FOR V-A TO ADiAR=Q2*(V-A)+AiAM=AS 

C(T*<AR,AR)) 
8032 IF USR(ABR(H$)»Q128»AM,A) THEN SO 

50 
8035 ak=v:gosub qiio:ar=a 
8040 FOR BG-A TO AF:AN=Q10*(BG-A)+A:GO 
SUB Q122 
8041 7 #A,*S*<AO,AQ>*, 
8045 NEXT BG*.? #A?GOSUB 9755 
8050 NEXT VJ? #A.*CLOSE #A 
8998 RETURN 

Extended W5FN 
APX $17c $20d 

Which Stands For Nothing is a graphics 
language written by Harry Stewart, and is the 
most interesting product in the APX catalog. 
Well-documented, this easy to learn language is 
similar to turtle graphics like that of Atari 
PILOT, and is well worth the meagar price. The 
Debug mode teaches you to use the registers 
and accumulators and see them change as the 
program progresses. Simple enough for a young 
child to use! but complicated enough if you want 
to do extensive graphic displays easily. Much 
more intersting and powerful then the Video 
Easel. A wonderful Xmas present for young and 

old. 

3 
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Crawford Strikes Again! 
EASTERN FRONT (1941) 

Chris Crawford has developed an excellent 
new game program for the Atari written in 
machine language* The title is “EASTERN 
FRONT (1941)“* and t's available through the 
Atari Program Exchange* Box 427, 155 Moffett 
Park Dr** B-l, Sunnyvale* CA 94086 for $23*95 
(MicroNET)* $26*95 (cassette), or $29*95 
(diskette)* You'll need one joystick to play* 
The price includes a manual containing historical 
notes, hints on play, and a discussion of the 
program* 

The game succeeds in playing like a board 
wargame with a live opponent* The computer 
plays as well as most players, and better than 
some* He think we discovered a significant way 
to trick the computer, but more on that later* 

Each turn is one week of the historical 
campaign from June 22* 1941 to March 29* 1942* 
The joystick moves the cursor around the 
multi-terrain (clear, water, mountain, forest, 
swamp, city) map, scrolling at the edges to a 
size 10 times the size of the screen* The map 
goes from Finland in the north to the Black Seal 
Poland to the Urals* With the cursor over any 
unit, you may read the historical name of the 
unit, its roster strength, and its current 
combat strength after factoring in weather* 
supply, and combat effects* There are two types 
of units, armor and infantry* Each unit exerts a 
Zone of Control (ZoC in gamer's jargon) into 
adjacent spaces* ZoCs inhibit movement and 
supply to enemy units. As you move, you 
place the cursor on each unit in turn. While 
holding down the button, you move the cursor 
(which changes into a Maltese Cross while 
moving German units) along the path you desire* 
You may order a unit to move up to 8 spaces* In 
a turn, armor MIGHT move 3 spaces in good 
weather, IF no Russians get in the way, IF 
traffic problems don't occur with other German 
units, and IF you stay in dear terrain and avoid 
coasts, rivers, swamps, mountains and forests* 
Infantry will generally move only half as far, or 
4 spaces a turn* When you finish giving orders 
to all the German units you wish to move, you 
push “START" and the Atari moves everyone and 
executes combat on both sides 
SIMULTANEOUSLY! This is a very good effect, 
and is accompanied with sound the manual 
describes as "gunfire", but sounds to me more 
like marching boots! This is dearly the most 
exdting part of the game. 

It's not overly difficult to run up a decent 
score in the early weeks of the game while the 
weather is good* The screen displays a running 
tally of your score at all times* The trick is to 
hold onto the score one achieves when the 

Russians become stronger during mud, snow, 
and ice turns* Given a fair chance, the 
Russian-Atari can pretty well smash you 
during these late turns of November-March. 
Mud bogs everyone down* Very little movement 
occurs* Snow is better, and the German regains 
some strength and offensive options* Ice 
freezes over the rivers and swamps, loosening 
up movement a lot, but many units also get 
frozen to the ground. Moscow, Leningrad, 
Sevastopol, and Stalingrad gain one victory 
points if you maintain control. Here the map 
contained in the manual is invaluable, as city 
names are not printed on the screen* We had 
trouble locating Moscow at first* The other 3 
cities were easier for us* Other victory points 
are calculated by a formula which rewards 
German progress to the East, and penalizes for 
Russian progress to the West. 

The screen colors seem drab to us — 
military! The blue water is bright, but the 
brown, green* and grey is drab* There is also 
white* The map DOES look like a good map* 
The units DO look like little square game 
pieces. The graphics give the game a “feel" 
which board wargamers will respond to 
favorably* We played the game 3 times. The 
manual says you need two to three hours to 
play* We find that a reasonable estimate* 
However, our 3rd playing only took 1*5 to 2 
hours! But then we cheated. 

The manual instructs you to make moves as 
swiftly as you can. The longer you take, the 
better the Atari figures the Russian move, as 
it "thinks" while you move. This is a good 
feature of the program which encourages you to 
speed play and not bog down the game. On the 
other hand* we thought to ourselves, "If we 
don't move at all, perhaps the Atari won't 
move, either!" So, we ran up 230 victory points 
or so* When bad weather came, we just held 
down the Start button, watching the weeks fly 
by until the game ended, showing us with 196 
out of a possible 255 victory points* The 
manual describes this as an excellent score. 
Holding down the Start button didn't prevent 
the Atari from moving altogether, but it did 
seem to significantly reduce its activity. If the 
Atari is allowed at least a minute or two each 
move, we're sure the result would have been 
much worse for us* 

So it seems the player is in control of a time 
machine? You can take all the time you want to 
build up a great offensive in good weather. We 
took Leningrad and Moscow, and were very 
close to Stalingrad and almost had the Crimea 
isolated. Then when it's the Russian-Atari's 
turn to develop an offensive in bad weather, 



you push the button on the time machine and 
leap ahead 5 months or so to the end of the 
game! This is cheating* You are not giving the 
Atari a fair chance. 

As an after-thought: Two Finnish units are 
in play. They are not permitted to attack, but 
they can hold Leningrad, or other ground, after 
you capture it with German units. 

To sum upJ We wholeheartedly endorse 
this game. It should satisfy any history or 
game buff. And if you can achieve a score 
without cheating as high as you can score with 
cheating, we'll be very impressed! 
— Jim Bump as and Dan White (Jim 
Bumpas edits an amateur wargame 'zine. 
"LIBERTERREAN". For a sample of issue #163. 
send a 1st class stamp to 1405 West 26th Ave.. 
Eugene. OR 97405) 

Editor's Note 
Cris Crawford is the graphic programming 

“genius" of Atari. He has been a long time 
war-gamer and became interested in computers 
as an outlet for designing war-games. This is 
his crowning achievement* he originally joined 
Atari to develop this game!! The graphics are 
outstanding, and his recent series in “BYTE" 
explains some of the techniques he used. 

md 

Display List Antics* A Review 
by Stacy A. Goff 

We received a copy of this new Santa Cruz 
Software tutorial soon after publishing our rave 
reviews last month on Fage Flipping, and have 
run out of hyperbolic praisewords. I'll begin 
with one comment: If you write programs for 
your Atari, you should buy the Display List 
Tutorial. 

This tutorial begins by allowing you to alter 
the internal program (display list) that Atari's 
Antic chip uses to tell what to display on your 
TV. The program and accompanying 
documentation explains (and demonstrates) the 

display characteristics of the 9 acknowledged 
graphics and text modes, and allows us to diddle 
with three 'new' modes. The tutorial then 
guides us fairly well thru this complicated topic. 
You can use the tutorial as an overview, by 
merely observing the series of programs, 
occasionally changing a list entry to see the 
resulting change in display. Or you can use the 
tutorial intensively, examining the code in the 
fairly well documented programs to understand 
how to use the techniques. Finally, the tutorial 
leaves us with a useful program which allows us 
to write and test our own display list for 
inclusion in other applications. The program 
even keeps track of the number of scan lines 
allocated! Give this program a 4-star rating* 
give $15 to Santa Cruz Software, 5425 Jigger 
Drive, Soquel CA 95073 (or order through your 
favorite dealer). 

MONKEY WRENCH 

The Monkey Wrench is a machine language 
ROM which uses the RIGHT hand slot. This is a 
utility program which has 9 BASIC commands and 
a machine language monitor with 15 commands to 
interact with the powerful features of the 6502 
microprocessor. The 9 BASIC commands are 
Auto Line Numbering, Delete Line Numbers, 
Change Margins, Memory Test, Renumber, 
Cursor Exchange, Hex Conversion, Decimal 
Conversion, and Monitor. The monitor features 
are Display Memory, Interrogate Memory, 
Display Registers, Alter Memory, Alter 6502 
Registers, Goto, Exit, Save Memory to Cassette, 
Load Memory from Cassette, Error, Hunt for 
ASCII String, Hunt for Hex Characters, 
Disassemble Memory, Alter Disassemble 
Listing, Calculate Branch, Atari Dos. 

The Monkey Wrench comes on a cartridge 
with a 4K Eprom and is set up to take one more 
4K Eprom. It can be used with or without BASIC 
cartridge. It uses memory from hex 8000 to hex 
9fff, so when in the machine it uses 8K of 
memory. The company was very prompt in 
shipping it which is neat for a change. It can be 
ordered from Eastern House Software, 3239 
Linda Drive, Winston-salem, N.C., 27106 for 
about $50. I will be looking forward to other 
useful programs that will work with the right 
hand slot... 

E. J. Knoll 
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Following are the Editors Choice for Christmas 
Presents for your Atari, in no particular order# 
Game choices are by Brian Dunn and L#J# Knoll, 
both 12# I think any of them would please you# 
Please mention you saw it in A#C#E# to Santa 
Claus? he might give you a special deal, but X 
doubt it! 

Languages 
♦ BASIC A^/OS/A+#(O#S.S#$80,$80 both 
$ 150) C Apr,May 3 
*Q#S. FORTH <Q#S.$80)CMay3 
?LISP CDS, $150) 
+DATASM/65,F#I#E«(DS $150) 
♦space fig4th 1 (SP $37) 
Atari Assembler ($70) 
♦Extended WSFN (APX $17c,$20d)CNov3 

Useful programs 
♦Text Wizard (DS $100)C Jul3 
♦Letter Perfect (LJK $150)C Jul3 
♦FileManager 800 <SS,$100)CNov3 
♦Tsmart (MF,$80)COct3 
♦Monkey Wrench (EHS $50)CNov3 
♦SNUFF (CCI, $30) C Oct 3 

Books and Tutorials 
♦Tricky Tutorials (SCS $15ea)CSept,Oct3 
♦the Atari Assembler (RPC,$15)[Sept3 
♦Beyond Games (BYTE, $15)CApr3 
OS and Technical Manual (Atari, $30) 
♦the BASIC Handbook (CS,$20)CNov3 
♦Starting FORTH(MP,$17)CNov3 

Games for Kids of all ages 
(Brian Dunn's age 12 favorites) 

♦Jawbreaker (ONS,$30)C5ept3 
Missile Command (Atari $40) 
Golf by Jerry White (AI, $10) 
Galactic Chase (SPC, $25c $30d) 
♦Protectors (CW, $?) 
♦FantasyLand 2041 A#D#(CW, $60 for 6 sides) 

Magazines, etc 

Byte, Creative Computing, Softside, and 
especially COMPUTE! have all been running 
wonderful series on the Atari, with COMPUTE! 
having the most useful articles# Micro 6502 will 
be running a series on the Atari* For the Atari 
alone there is the A#N#A*L*0#G» magazine and 
especially recommended is the MMM Atari 
Edition (MMM,$50) which has a unique and 
excellent bi-monthly magaiine that comes on a 
diskette compete with articles, editorials, adds, 
programs and tutorials!! 

Not in the list because they have not been seen 
in our area# 

Atari Word Processor, PILOT, Microsoft BASIC 

♦Reviewed on Date indicated ?Not reviewed 
but sounds good-Would you like to review it? 
♦Under review 

O.S.S.=Optimized Systems Software 10379-B 
Lansdale Ave Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408)446-3099# This month, BASIC A+ will have 
a substantial upgrade that will allow you to 
use Atari Load (tokenized) programs directly# 
This will be available to present owners for a 
nominal “copy" charge, or through Clubs and 
dealers# Also, a bug for use with modems is 
corrected, and new features such as 
RENUMBER# There are some new languages for 
the Atari to be released by OSS soon# Be sure 
to read the new series by Bill Wilkinson of OSS 
in COMPUTE! on Atari BASIC-he was one of 
the original developers of Atari's BASIC, as 
well as BASIC A+# 

Q#S#=Quality Software 6660 Reseda Blvd. 
Reseda, CA 91335 (213) 344-6599 

DS=DataSoft 19519 Business Center Dr 
Northridge, CA 91324 has just released LISP 
(Can anyone out there review this?), 
DatASM/65 (a very fast assembler with P#I.E., 
a dual 40 Col editor), and will release this 
month# MicroPainter ($35), and ColorPrint ($30) 
that uses the Epson Graphic printer to print 4 
colors using colored carbon paper (included)!! 
Look for more exciting products from this 
company# I can't wait until their SpellWizard 
comes out!! 

APX=APX FO Box 427, 155 Moffett Park Drive 
Bl, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

LJK=LJK P.O* Box 10827, St* Louis, Mo 63129 
(314)846-2313 Letter Perfect (ver#2#0) has 
been greatly improved, and now has all the 
features lacking in the old version. In 
addition, the DataBase Merge has been 
announced. A very easy to use and powerful 
wordprocessor* 

SS=Synapse 820 Coventry Rd. Kensington, CA 
94707 (800)772-3545 

MP=MicroFeripheral Carp 2643 151st PL# N#E.» 
Redmond, WA 98052 (206)881-7544 

6 
EHS=Eastern House Software 3239 Linda 



Dr.,Winston-Salem* N,C. 27106 

CCI=Computer Consultants Iowa, P.G. Box 427, 
Marion, Iowa 52302 (319)373-1306 

SCS=Santa Cruz Software 5425 Jigger Dr Soquel, 
CA 95073 

RFC=Res ton Publishing Co* Reston, VA 22090 
300)336-0338 

BYTE=0yte Books 70 Main St Peterborough, 
N.H. 03458 (800)258-5420 

CS-CompuSoft Publishing* 1050 E Pioneer Way, 
El Cajon* CA 92020 

Atari=Atari Customer Service, 1340 Bordeaux, 
Sunnyvale* CA 94086 

MP=Mountain Press-see Article 

ONS=OnLine Systems, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd»* 
Coarsegold, CA 93614 (209)683-6858 

AX-Adventure International, Box 3435, 
Long wood, FL 32750 

SFC=Spectrum Computers 26618 Southfield, 
Lathrup Village, MI 48076 (313)559-5252 

CW=CrystalWare, 17120 Montery St, Morgan 
Hill, CA 95037 (409)778-2966 

MMM=M-Cubed Publ. P.O. Box 402286, Garland, 
TX 75040 

Structure w/Style 
Welcome to the fanatics corner!!! In this 

space, as time and energy permit, we will be 
discussing programming from the standpoint of 
structure. Many of you have written exceptional 
programs and willingly submitted them/to the 
A,C.E, for our exchange program. For the 
quality of the work you are to be congratulated. 
I hope to be able to do as well on the Atari some 
day. As of now, I am a second year programming 
student working mostly with a ZEROX SIGMA-7 
through a terminal. The ZEROX naturally 
doesn't have any graphics capability, so I have 
been concentrating on applications work. 

The world of the professional programmer 
has become concerned with structured, or 
top-down programming. You may ask why 
structure may be important, so I will try to 
emphasize a few points. 

Structured programming will: 
Normally run faster, 
Be easier to debug. 
Be easier to modify. 
Require less RAM, 

In addition* structure will allow the 
programmer to check his/her logic and flow more 
easily than otherwise* 

Now I can hear some of you asking,“What is 
Structure That is a good question and in the 
future we will be taking the answer a piece at a 
time, In the meantime* why don't you all get out 
your chart templates and we'll start with the 
relationship between flowcharts and structure. 

Any of you who have studied programming 
anywhere other than the Atari Basic book have 
seen flowcharts. These handy little cartoons 
are quite a help in designing the logic of your 
programs and testing it on paper prior to coding 
it up* Pre-testing aids in the development of 
programs by making problems visible before you 
code those 200 lines of code. 

Using flowcharts takes some practice* and 
many people feel uncomfortable using them, but 
I have found that the benefits can far outweigh 
the time cost of flowcharting your long (or 
complex) programs* 

If you live near a college or university, nip 
out to the school bookstore and pick up one of 
the programmers templates (I*B,M»makes a good 
one for about a dollar) and familiarize yourself 
with the basic shapes and their labels, 

An excellent text to study,(the one I will be 
using as a guide), is "PROBLEM SOLVING AND 
STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING IN BASIC bv 
Koffmar and Friedman. If you have access to 
this text I would highly recommend obtainina a 
rcpy. 

The quality of the programs written by A.C.E. 
Members is very impressive, and I feel that if we 
all help to train each other, the A.C.E. can provide 
the personal computer industry with the most 
capable body of programmers in any organization, 
Enough jabber. Next month we get right to 
work, 

-Kurt Stockwell 
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Ockers: TinyText Editor 
This is a very unusual cassette based text 
editor that uses interesting graphics, FMG, and 
other Atari features* It was written by Stan at 
my request so those of you who wish to write 
articles and don't have a disk can send them in 
easily* The print out is Right justified* This 
program is worth the price of 2 years of ACE!! 
A big thank you to Stan* 

-editor 

» TINY TEXT » 
O.K. now there is no excuse, here is a text 

editor which will allow you to write that much 
delayed article and send it to A.C.E* It turned 
out to be not as tiny as originally planned, but I 
think you'll like the result* 

There are four options you can choose with 
the OPTION key? LOAD, TEXT, PRINT and. 
SAVE* Choose the TEXT mode to enter your 
text. You will notice a blank space at the 
center of the screen. Start typing and this 
space will begin to fill* Type in up to three 
lines using the regular screen editing to fix 
mistakes* Hit return and the text will move up 
making room for three more lines. 

To review what you've done or to edit, move 
the text around with a joystick in PLYR 1 
position, (do this before you start typing a new 
set of lines). Move text until the line you want 
to edit is at the bottom of the blank space* 
Pressing SELECT will bring the line up where 
you can edit it. If you change your mind, 
pressing SELECT before you press any keys will 
return the line. The first key you press for 
editing will probably be CTRL RIGHT ARROW* 
Once you press a key you must continue until a 
return enters what you've done. THE JOYSTICK 
TRIGGER WILL PUT YOU AT THE END OF THE 
TEXT. Don't worry about indenting, spacing or 
tabbing. That is taken care of with formatting 
symbols, EACH FORMATTING SYMBOL WILL 
TERMINATE THE CURRENT LINE AND START A 
NEW ONE. There are five formatting symbols, 
each formed by using the CTRL key and the 
appropriate first letter, CTRL E will (E)nd the 
current line and start a new one with no 
indentation, CTRL I will do the same but 
(Dndent the next line. CTRL S will (S)pace one 
line creating a blank line. CTRL C will (C)enter 
the text which follows until the next formatting 
character. CTRL T will <T)ab over a set number 
of spaces before beginning to print. The 
spacing for tabs and indenting is set as desired 
just before printing. 

There are couple of things you should watch 
for. The INPUT function is used and it cuts off 
all trailing blanks* To get around this I end 
each entry at the end of a word and start off the 

next entry with a space. Deleting large amounts 
of text wouldn't be easy if you had to bring each 
line into the text window and edit it out so.*. IF 
YOU HIT RETURN WITHOUT INSERTING 
ANYTHING, THE LINE BELOW THE TEXT 
WINDOW WILL BE DELETED*! You will also not 
be allowed to delete everything in the text 
window* If you try, the line will be restored as it 
was when first brought into the window. These 
points may take seme getting use to but should 
come easily after a little practice. 

The Print, Save and Load modes should be 
fairly self explainatory. Text will be formatted 
and printed on the screen as well as the printer ( 
if connected ) but will 'roll over' if more than 40 
columns are needed* Those with more than 16K can 
change the value of SIZ in line 10* 

I hope I've caught most of the 'bugs' but the 
program hasn't been used extensively yet* IF you 
have questions or comments, please write. Stan 
Ockers 
R.R. # 4, Box 209 
Lockport, IL 60441 

1 REM *********************** 
2 REM ** TINY TEXT ** 
3 REM ** STAN OCKERS 9-81 ** 
4 REM *********************** 
10 SIZ=6500tDIM S*(45),T*(SIZ),I$(120),A$U2 
8)!FOR 1=1 TO 45JREAD A;S$<I)=CHR$<A){NEXT I 
20 DATA 104,104,133,204,104,133,203,104,133, 
206,104,133,205,104,104,168,162,0,161,203,14 
5,203,198,203,165 
30 DATA 203.201,255,208,2,198,204,165,203,19 
7.205.208.236.165.204.197.206.208.230.96 
40 FOR 1=1536 TO 1643JEEAD A1POKE I.AJNEXT I 
50 DATA 104,104,133,204,104,133,203,104,133, 
206,104,133,205,162,0,169,240,32,53,6,169,40 
,32,91,6 
60 DATA 165,207,208,8,169,160,32,91,6,24,144 
,10,169,40,32,53,6,169,120,32,91,6,169,240,3 
2.53.6.96 
70 DATA 133,208,161,203,201,96,176,11,201,32 
,176,5,24,105,64,208,2,233,32,129,205,230,20 
3,208,2 
80 DATA 230,204,230,205,208,2,230,206,198,20 
8,208,221,96,133,208,169,0,129,205,230,205,2 
08,2 
90 DATA 230,206,198,208,203,244,96 
110 P=24i:PCKE 207,0{POKE 82,0{OFEN #2,4,0," 
e:m:t$(1)=,,.,,:t$(480)=,,.,,{t$(2)=t$ 
120 SCR=PEEK(88)+256*PEEK(S9H120.LL=35{LM=1 
jind=5:tab=io:goto 500 
290 ? "INSERT TEXT OR ... PRESS SELECT TO E 
BIT" 
300 POSITION o.or? SIZ-LEN(T$){" FREE “1S= 
STICK(0){IF S=15 THEN 330 



305 IF S=14 AND P<LEN(T*)-320 THEN P=P+40 
310 IF S=13 AND P>230 THEN P=P~40 
315 IF 5=11 AND P<LEN(T$)-280 THEN P=P+1 

~S 320 IF S=7 AND P>241 THEN P=P-i 
330 A=USR(1536,ADR(T*)+P-iZ41,SCR> 
335 K=0 
340 POKE 53279,8JFK=PEEK<53279)JIF PK=5 THEN 
GOSUB 900 

350 IF FK=3 THEN 500 
360 IF PEEK (764X255 THEN 400 
365 K=K+UIF K<10 THEN 340 
370 IF STRIG(0)=0 THEN P=LEN(T$)-240JPOKE 20 
7,0 
380 GOTO 300 
400 POSITION 0,10JINPUT #2JI*1FK=FEEK(207)JI 
F PK=Q THEN A$="H 
405 LX=LEN(I$)JLT=LEN(T$)»IF U=0 THEN 460 
407 IF LI+LT>SIZ THEN POSITION 0,1 J? "OUT OF 
SPACE "JGOTO 300 

410 IF PK=1 THEN A*=T$<F,P+39)JIF T$(P+39,P+ 
39)=" " THEN I$(LI+1)=" "JLI=LI+1 
420 LA=LEN(A$)JAD=ADR(T*)JIF LI>LA THEN A=US 
R(ADR(S$),AD+LT- i ,AD+P-2,LI-LA> 
430 T$(P,P+LI-1)=I$ 
440 IF LA>LI THEN T$(P+LI)=T$(F+LA) 
450 p=p+lijt$<lt+li-la+i)=""{poke 207,ojgoto 
300 

460 IF PEEK(207)= 1 THEN 470 
465 IF P<LEN(T*)-279 THEN T$(P)=T$(P+40) 
470 POKE 764,255JGOTO 300 
500 ST=PEEK(560)+PEEK(561 )*256+4JFQKE ST-1,7 
OJPOKE ST+2»7JFQKE ST+3,112JPOKE ST+4,6JFOKE 
ST+5,6JPOKE ST+24,65 

510 POKE ST+25,PEEK(560)JPOKE ST+26,PEEK(561 
) 

515 OF=OP+lJIF OP=5 THEN OP=i 
520 ? CHR$(125)tPOSITION 20,OJIF OP=l THEN ? 
"LOAD OPTION - 

522 IF OP=2 THEN ? “TEXT OPTION " 
534 IF OP=3 THEN ? "PRINT OPTION ■ 
536 IF QP=4 THEN ? "SAVE OPTION " 
540 POSITION 0,1 J? "PRESS START TO "JPO 
SITION 20,1 JIF OP=l THEN ? “ LOAD TEXT 

H 

542 IF OP=2 THEN ? " BEGIN 
544 IF OP=3 THEN ? ■ FORMAT & PRINT " 
546 IF OP=4 THEN ? " SAVE TEXT 
550 FOR D=1 TO 30INEXT D 
555 POKE 53279,8JIF PEEK(53279)=3 THEN 515 
557 IF PEEK(53279)06 THEN 555 
560 POKE 764,255JFOSITION 20,1 J? CHR$(125)JF 
OSITIQN 0,1 JIF OP=l THEN GOSUB 2000 
562 IF OP=2 THEN 290 
564 IF QP=3 THEN 590 
566 IF OP=4 THEN GOSUB 1500 
568 GOTO 500 
590 PF=OJPOSITION 0,1J? "PRINTER CONNECTED 

(Y/N)"JJINPUT ASJIF ASC (A$)=89 THEN PF=1 

600 ? CHR$( 125)JPOSITION 0,1J? "SELECT WITH 
JOYSTICK MAKE CHANGES"JPOSITION 0,2 
605 ? - PRESS JOYSTICK TRIGGER TO PRINT" 
610 P=240 
620 POSITION 5,6J? "LEFT MARGIN = “JLMJPOSIT 
ION 5,8J? "LINE LENGTH = "JLLJPOSITION 5,10J 
? " INDENT = "JIND 
630 POSITION 5,12J? " TAB STOP = "JTABJI=6 
640 POSITION 18,IJ? " "JJPOKE 752,1JF0R D=1 
TO 30JNEXT DJIF STICK<0)=14 AND I>6 THEN 1=1 
-2 
645 IF STICK(Q)= 13 AND I<12 THEN 1=1+2 
650 IF STRIG(0)=0 THEN 710 
655 POSITION 18,IJ? " "JJPOKE 752,OJFOR D=1 
TO 30JNEXT DJIF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 640 
660 TRAP 640JPOSITION 19,IJ? " "JPOSITION 
19,IJINPUT #2,A 

662 IF 1=6 THEN LM=A 
664 IF 1=8 THEN LL=A 
666 IF 1=10 THEN IND=A 
668 IF 1=12 THEN TAB=A 
670 GOTO 620 
710 GRAPHICS OJFCSITION 0,3JFL=0 
715 RL=LLJTP=PJB=ASC(T$(TF,TF)) 
720 IF B=9 THEN RL=LL-IND 
725 IF B=19 THEN ? 
730 IF B=20 THEN RL=LL-TAB 
735 C=0JK=0 
740 K=K+1 JTP=TP+1 JIF K=RL+1 THEN 765 
745 IF TP>LEN(T$)-241 THEN FL=lJGOTO 810 
750 A=ASC(T$(TP,TP))JIF A<32 THEN C=100JGOTO 
780 

755 IF A=32 THEN C=C+1 
760 GOTO 740 
765 IF C=0 THEN A*=T$(P+1,TP-i)JTP=TF~l JGOTO 
810 

767 IF T$(TP,TP)=" " THEN A*=T$(P+l,TP-l)IGO 
TO 810 
768 IF T$(TP-1,TP-1)=" K THEN C=C-1 
770 K=1 
775 TP=TF-1JA=ASC(T$(TP,TP)>JIF A032 THEN K 
=K+1 {GOTO 775 
780 IF TP=P+i THEN P=TPJGOTO 715 
785 A$=""JI=P+1 
790 A$(L£N(A$)+1)=T$(I»I)JIF T$(I,I)C>" " TH 
EN 805 
795 A=INT(K/C+RND<0))JIF A>0 THEN FOR 7=1 TO 
AJA$(LEN(A$>+1)=" "JNEXT JJK=K-A 

800 C=C-1 
802 IF C=1 AND K>0 THEN FOR J=1 TO KJA$(LEN( 
A$)+l)=" "JNEXT J 
805 1=1+1 JIF KTP THEN 790 
810 FOR 1=1 TO LMJ? " "JJNEXT IJIF PF=1 THEN 
FOR 1=1 TO LMJLPRINT " "JJNEXT I 

812 IF B=9 THEN FOR 1=1 TO INDJ? " "JJNEXT I 
JIF PF=1 THEN FOR 1=1 TO INDJLPRINT " "JJNEX 
T I 

GOTO BACK PAGE 



Back & FORTH 
-the following is reprinted from Messages from 
c»p»A*C*E» the newsletter from our “cousins" 
in the Seattle area, and thanks to the support of 
Pat Muilarky, a “hotbed" of FORTH* 

by Mark DeForest 

So you like using the FORTH assembler but 
want to use it in your BASIC program? And 
you've heard that in computers there is a 
solution to every problem? Well, in this case 
there is! 

This article will explain how to put a 
FGRTH-written routine into your BASIC 
program# as well as giving you knowledge on how 
the disk is accessed in FORTH# how you can read 
any sector on your diskette (and obtain a 
printout), and where the directory is located and 
organized. 

First, here is an example of the Atari DOS 
set up in blocks (sectors). The directory for the 
DOS begins at block 360 in Pat Mullarky's 
fig-FQRTH or space fig4th 1. To view the 
directory, boot up FORTH without a BASIC 
cartridge, put in a disk with DOS made files, and 
type ini 

360 BLOCK 128 CDUMF 

you should seel 

23000 b\*\*STARRAHJ ERS 
23016 b «¥ ASTEROID OBJ 
23032 b\#f VBATTLEZ OKE 
23064 b\«OEARTBSEAADV 
23080 b«a#o*RADDERS ARC 
23096 b\*LvDUNE ADV 
23112 b\**fSPAC20O! EQD 

Following the memory locations where 
FORTH stuck the information, the five bytes in 
front of the filename gives information about 
the file (TABLE 1), The first byte tells the 
status of the file (eg.-locked, unlocked, 
deleted,etc). 

BYTE COMMENT 
1 STATUS 
2-3 SIZE (LOW,HIGH) 
4-5 LOCATION OF FILE +1 
6-13 NAME OF FILE 
14-16 EXTENSION 

TABLE 1 

Therefore, to get the first block of 
ASTEROID .OBJ (the second entry) into memory, 
type the following; 

23016 3 + @l- BLOCK 128 DUMP 

As you may know, a disk file is a chain of 
blocks (sectors). In each block there is a 
pointer to the next block of the chain. The 
pointer is coded in the last three bytes in each 
block, DO NOT PLAT WITH THESE BYTES! 
When the links in a file get messed up on a 
diskette, it is these bytes that get changed. If 
you change them, you may get lots of ERROR 
164 messages or worse, and screw up the entire 
diskette. 

Now to decipher the chain pointer, a task 
more complicated than the directory. (Follow 
along using Table 2), 

The first byte has two functions. The first 
group of six bits is the directory entry index, 
The last two bits indicate the high order byte 
of the chain pointer. The second byte is the 
low order byte of the chain pointer, The last 
byte is the block number within the file (DOS 
1), OR $7D in DOS II, The last byte in the last 
block contains how many bytes in that block. 

BYTE BITS COMMENT 
126 1-6 DIRECTORY ENTRY 

7-8 CHAIN POINTER HI 
127 ALL CHAIN POINTER LOW 
128 ALL BLOCK NUMBERS 

TABLE 2 

Suppose the block from ASTEROIDS,OBJ we 
got earlier has the following data at the end of 
the block; 

5 131 0 

Let's split up the first number into binary; 

5(HEX)- 0000 0101 (BINARY) 
or *05= 0 5 

Take the first six bits (from left to right). 
As underlined, 000001 is simply 1 in decimal. 
Add one (remember; directory entries begin 
with Zero), The 2 that results means that 
ASTEROIDS,OBJ is the second entry in the 
directory, but of course you can see that by 
inspection. 

The last two bits is 01 (Decimal). Multipy by 
256 and add the result to the second byte (131) 
to get 387, Subtract 1 because it's one too high 
(sector numbering starts with Zero!), and you 
have the number of the next block in 
ASTEROID.OBJ. The file is chained until the 
last block, where the foward pointer points to 
000. 



MOVING THE CODE 
Now, let's assume that the block of code is 

something useful that you want to run from a 
BASIC program* 

The first thing to do is to create a BASIC 
file to stuff your object code routine. This can 
be done simply by writing a program with 
nothing more then HEM statements, 

10 HEM* a file in which to stuff obj, code 
20 REM* a file in which to stuff obj, code 

90 REM* a file in which to stuff obj, code 

Then SAVE it under the name ASMOBJ, 
making sure you allocate enough blocks (sectors), 

Now go back to FORTH (Don't forget to take 
out the BASIC cartridge). Load the FORTH 
assembler and do the assembly. Use the FORTH 
word CODE instead of the ?CODE word, Suppose 
you call your assembled module INTIAL, Type 
the following to get the length of the block: 

HERE ' INTIAL 

Put in your BASIC Diskette with the file 
ASNOBJ on it. From the earlier discussion, find 
the first block of ASMOBJ. Stick the 
byte-length of INTIAL (Let's say it's 200 bytes) 
into the first block (let's use 387 as the block 
number). To da this, type the following (using 
your values!): 

200 387 BLOCK ! 

Now we have 123 bytes left in this block to 
move code into, Type 

INTIAL 387 BLOCK 2+123 CMOVE 

To get that out to the disk type UPDATE (Cr), 
then FLUSH (Cr), (Cr means to use the RETURN 
key). For the rest of the blocks you have 125 
bytes to put code into. See Table 3 to get XXX 
for the remaining blocks. 

BLOCKS (REL) N 
2ND 123 
3RD 248 
4TH 373 
5TH 498 
6TH 623 
7TH 748 

TABLE 3 

(There are 123 bytes a BLOCK (SECTOR)J Bytes 
125-127 maintain the data chain). 

Type the following, using XXX from Table 3? 

' XXX + blk# BLOCK 125 CMOVE 

READING THE CODE or.*«How to generate one 
of those impressive looking machine language 
strings in TOUR BASIC program 

To get around having to read the object at 
BASIC execution time (slow!), it is best to 
stuff the code into a string. Set up the string 
in 90 bytes using the form! 

120 B$(l,90)= ■ 90 BLANKS- 
121 B$<91,180)= “ 90 BLANKS" 

That is, hit the SPACE bar 90 times between 
the quotes. Make sure the line increments 
used are of 1, Then use the following BASIC 
routine to do the stuffing? 

30000 open *i,4,o,md:asmobj- 
30010 GET #1, LENGTH 
30020 GET #1, OLEN 
30030 LENGTH=LENGTH + OLEN*256 
30040 OLEN=LENGTH 
30050 ? “ENTER LINE NUMBER TO PUT 
ASMOBJ"? 
30060 TRAP 30050? INPUT LNUM 
30070 TRAP 40000 
30080 IF LENGTH <=90 THEN 30200 
30090 ADFR = PEEKU36)*PEEK(137)*256-30100 
30100 XNUM = PEEK(ADFR) + 
PEEK (ADFR+1 )*256 
30120 ADFR = ADFR + PEEK(ADFR+2) 
30130 GOTO 30100 
30140 FOR OFF=l TO 90 
30150 GET #1, ASM 
30160 POKE ADFR +25 +OFF, ASM 
30170 NEXT OFF 
30180 LNUM=LNUM+1 
30190 LENGTH=LENGH - 90 
30195 GOTO 30080 
30200 IF LENGTH <0 THEN 30300 
30210 ADFR = PEEK(136)+PEEK(137>*256 
30220XNUM=PEEK(ADFR) + PEEK (ADFR+l)*25o 
30230 IF XNUM » LNUM THEN 30260 
30240 ADFR = ADFR + PEEK (ADFR+2) 
30250 GOTO 30220 
30260 FOR OFF = 1 TO LENGTH 
30270 GET #1, ASM 
30280 POKE ADFR +25 + OFF, ASM 
30290 NEXT OFF 
30300 CLOSE #1 
30310 PRINT OLEN? " TRANSFERED" 

GOTO PAGE 1^1 11 



Conger: Back to Basics 
Controlling Text—part 2 

Before I explain color control# let's make 
sure your program matches mine# When you list 
your program# it should like like this? 

10 GRAPHICS 1 
110 POSITION 3,5 
120 PRINT "FIRST LINE" 
130 POSITION 4,0 
140 PRINT #61 "SECOND LINE" 

200 X=Q 
210 PRINT "TEXT WINDOW" 
220 PRINT "LETTER SIZE FOR GRAPHICS "JX 
1000 GOTO 1000 

We're through with full-screen displays, so 
get rid of line 1000* Now it won't be necessary 
to hit the "break" key to stop the program* 

The SETCOLOR command is used to control 
color in the text modes, while in graphics modes, 
a combination of the SETCOLOR AND COLOR 
commands is necessary* Table 9*2 on page 46 of 
the BASIC Reference Manual lists which 
setcolor register goes with which kind of text* 
Refer to my first article on "Graphics Color 
Control" if you don't understand the 
significance of the three numbers following the 
SETCOLOR command* 

Add the following instructions to your 
program* 

30 SETCOLOR 0,4,81 REM PINK 
40 SETCOLOR 1,13,81 REM ORANGE 
50 SETCOLOR 2,8,61 REM BLUE 
60 SETCOLOR 3,11,81 REM GREEN 
70 SETCOLOR 4,3,5! REM DARK RED 

Now, run the program* The background color 
is controlled by setcolor register 4. The text 
window color is controlled by setcolor register 
2, but is influenced by the background color* 
Text in the text window is the same color as the 
text window background, but opposite in 
brightness* For example, if the text window 
background is a dark blue, the text within is a 
light blue and the darker the one, the lighter the 
other* 

Now add the following instruction with the 
material between the quotes in lower case* (see 
page 5 in the manual if you don't know how to 
switch to lower case)! 

300 PRINT #61 "lower case input" 

Run the program and note that the new text 
will be in caps, but in a different color* 

Add the following instructions* Hit the 
inverse (Atari logo) key before entering the 
material between the quotes* Hit it again before 
putting in the last quote* The underlined words 
will be in inverse on your screen! 

310 PRINT #61 "INVERSE UPPER CASE" 
320 PRINT #6} "inverse lower case" 

This demonstrates that five colors are available 
in text modes 1 and 2, including the background 
color* 

Finally, to get lower case characters and 
graphic symbols, enter this command* (We'll 
discuss POKE commands in more detail in another 
issue), 

350 POKE 756,226 

Run the program* You get more than you 
bargained for, don't you? I'm amazed that Atari 
structured their char actor tables to cause this to 
happen, but c'est la vie* The article "The case of 
the Unwanted Hearts" in the Spring Issue of The 
Atari Connection explains how to get rid of the 
hearts. In addition to the annoyance, by the way, 
it costs you nearly 5000 bytes of memory to 
eliminate the hearts! 

In summary, this article explained how to 
control the text size, position and color if the 
text is entered directly from the keyboard. There 
are other commands that cause colored text to be 
displayed while a program is being executed* 
These other methods of controlling text will be 
the subject of this column in the next issue* 

-George Conger, Federal Way, WA 
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—SPEED PROBLEM FIX •*«*♦ 
—ADD YOUR OWN DATA SEPARATOR FOR 
$30.«*«* 

REPLACE SPEED CONTROL. 
Many early 810 drives shipped have some 

problems in maintaining the proper speed* If 
you try to read or write a disk file that is on a 
drive running at the wrong speed* you will get 
lots of ERROR 144 messages* Wrong speed is 
especially a problem as one fries to read/write 
sectors nearest the hub—high sector numbers* 
In many* but not all cases* the cure to the 
speed inconsistancy is easily solved. On the 
printed circuit board directly behind the drive 
unit is the speed adjustment control. This is 
the ONLY control in the whole 810 drive unit. 
One can adjust the speed of the drive by turning 
the control with ones finger if it is small 
enough or a small screwdriver. Turning the 
control counter-clockwise will make the drive 
run faster* NEVER MOVE ANY ADJUSTMENT 
WITHOUT MARKING ITS STARTING POINT! 

The control is a single turn 500K ohm 
control. It can be the cause, of a major speed 
problem. I know of a feilow who drilled a small 
hole in the top of his 810 drive and inserted a 
long screwdriver just so that he could adjust the 
drived speed while loading problem disks 
(PLEASE DON'T DO THIS). The speed problem 
may be solved by replacing the control with one 
of better quality and one with more than single 
turn resolution* 

If you do change the control—you will need a 
way to get your drive back to the proper speed* 
The proper speed is 288 R.P.M. DO NOT use the 
strobe wheel for setting the disk. There is 
currently on the market a speed disk program or 
two* Using a speed disk is FAST and easy. 
Another good way to set the correct speed is to 
time* with a stop watch* the time your drive 
takes to boot to the DOS menu. To use this 
procedure—remove all carts from your computer. 
Now time exactly how long it takes from the 
time you turn on the computer and hear the disk 
start loading until DOS begins to appear on the 
screen* Use DOS 2 with MEMORY.SAV on the 
disk. For a normal formatted disk the time 
should be 42.5 seconds. For a FAST 
FORMATTED disk the time should be about 34 
seconds. Each second is worth about 5 R.P.M. 

The best procedure is to use electronic 
means if you have access to a frequency 
counter. Connect the counter to Diode 
110—it's marked and is about in the center of 
the back circuit board* Determine if your drive 
has a drive belt that is BLACK (not brown or 
yellow)* One can examine the belt by looking 
down through the drive casting frame by the 
hub* While the disk is BOOTING the counter 
should read 105 HERTZ and you can adjust the 
control for that reading* If your belt is not 
black* the reading should be 107 or 110* Check 
with your service dealer for the correct count 
(most drives will have black belts)* You should 
be sure that your drive is running at the proper 
speed before the addition of a DATA 
SEPARATOR which will over-look speed* 

DATA SEPARATOR FOR $30. 
You can add a DATA SEPARATOR on your 

own for about $30 and a little less than one 
hour time. The addition of a data separator 
will allow you to load disks that were recorded 
over a wide range of speeds therefore making 
those nasty ERROR 144 messages go away* 
Current production drives have a data 
separator board in them. If your drive doesn't 
have the data separator unit* you can send your 
drive to ATARI and they will put one in for 
$150 bucks if you wish not to do it yourself. 

To add your own data separator—Purchase 
the 'PERCOM SEPARATOR' from! 

The Percom Data Company* Inc* 
211 Kirby Street 

Garland *Texas 75042 
The retail cost of the unit is $29.95* To 

find the address of a dealer near you* call their 
WATS number 1-800-527“ 1592* You can also 
order the board directly from Percom* This is 
not a kit* it's a completely assembled and 
checked unit. This product was designed to 
correct the same problem of read/write errors 
due to speed in the Radio Shack Model I drive. 
The RS interface and the ATARI drive use the 
same Disk Control chip—1771. Installation is 
simple even though the product was made for 
the RS unit. 

After one carefully removes the main 
mother board from the 810 drive ( the one with 
the metal shield)* carefully remove the shield. 
This is the same board that we put the FFE 
(Fast Format EPROM) into a few months ago in 
a previous article. The disk control chip 
1771-40pin should be carefully removed and put 
aside. The Per com board plugs into the 
controller socket now empty. When you make a 
trial insertion of the board* you will find that 
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that the ATARI XTAL (crystal) is in the way* 
One solution is to move the xtal slightly toward 
the front of the board* Also* you could insulate 
the xtal and lay it on its side* You may need to 
add additional wire to the xtal's wire leads to 
make them longer. DO NOT break the xtal leads 
by bending them too sharply. Once your new 
xtal location is determined* the final step after 
the Percom board is in place is to install the 
disk controller chip into the empty socket on the 
Percon board. NO wiring changes are needed* 
Re-assemble your drive and test the unit as per 
the instructions with the Percom product. The 
Percom data separator works GREAT!!!! It costs 
ONLY $29.95. 

To test the unit* we located a disk that we 
could not load the programs into our ATARI* 
The disk was almost completely full and was not 
made on the disk drive that we were using. We 
tried and tried and tried to load the program 
with no luck. Now we installed the Percon unit 
and tried to load the program. It LOADED 
without missing a beat. We then took the speed 
control and made the drive go as fast as it 
could. Again* this problem program loaded in 
the FIRST time without any hint of problem. So 
if you have been having problems loading and 
writing to certain disks* the Percom data 
separator may be your solution. 

P.S. It may even work better than the 
ATARI data separator now being shipped in 
current drives??? 

RE AID THE ATARI 310 
DRIVE ROM. 

I;m sorry to say that the article on 'How to 
build an ATARI ROM Reader and EPROM 
Programmer' has been delayed. To be able to 
change the program in ROM in the ATARI 810 
disk drive by making a patched version for 
burning a 2716 EPROM, the ROM must be 
READ—Here's how. First locate your friend 
that can read and program a 2716 EPROM for you 
( must be loaded into RAM memory so changes 
can be made). To read the ATARI ROM we must 
make the chip look like a 2716 so the reader can 
read it. Insert the ROM chip into the reading 
unit but carefully bend out the pins 18*20 .and 21 
on the ROM so that they will not be in the 
socket. Then using a short jumper clip connect 
+5 VDC directly to pin 21* Connect pins 18 and 
20 to +5 VDC through a 10K ohm resistor. The 
ROM is now set so that the EPROM reader can 
read it! 

ORES ! ! ! ! 

In last months issue* the article on the Fast 
Format ROM patch contained an error* due to 
mis-typing (not due to Larry Hitz!)« The second 
line of new code for the EPROM 2716 should 
read! 

$0877 ED EF... NOT $0877 ED DF... 

1 hope I did not cause you any grief. 
Fortunately, an EPROM can be erased. 

Note? If anyone has hooked up an EPROM'er to 
their Atari* let us know how you did it. 

- M. Dunn* Editor 

warning: opening your disk 
DRIVE WILL VOID YOUR 
WARRANTY* DO AT YOUR OWN 
RISK!! 

EQ3RTH con t 

30320 END 

Save STTJFOBJ to disk if you like. Finally* 
with your precious FORTH routine in RAM, run 
STTJFOBJ by typing! 

GOTO 30000 

(Make sure the program source is still there by 
listing it before saving it to disk). 

At this point you should have (if you have 
done everything right) a one line program* 
complete with a BASIC line number* It is ready 
to use in your BASIC program* 

-with FORTH* you have a powerful 
MACRO-assembler built in. By the courtesy of 
S*P*A*C*E, the documented modification of Pat 
Mullarky's (NMV) public domain figFORTH* 
space fig4th 1, is available to A.C.E. members 
for $35 + $2 shipping (order from S*P*A*C*E 
Box B20 2318 2nd Ave* Seattle* WA 98121). This 
FORTH includes graphic* floating point, and 
other extensions for the Atari*-ed. 

Atarily, 
Larry Hitz 
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Benioff at Large 
Rumors e.nd l-aLcrtrs 

Most folks have seen the piracy adds by 
ATARI in the various magazines* Mike Sherrard 
is on the ball# and from this point on anyone 
caught is going to be seriously prosecuted* 
Even if you are not guilty# and ATARI is told 
about you# you will be investigated* This author 
knows from experience# and is now consulting to 
the counsel* If you are aware of a commercial 
software pirate# and are disgusted by this 
illegal action, you may contact me without your 
identity being revealed* Please do this without 
hesitation* 

I wish to thank ACE members for making my 
two new programs# Quest For Power and The 
Forgotten Island# a huge success* Dealers and 
distributors alike are flooding Crystal with 
orders* Thank You for your support. 

Soon* Datasoft will be releasing some 
awesome* as they tell me# programs. Some of 
these will include a dictionary program for use 
with Text Wizard# Micro-painter# and LISP* This 
programs should add to the quality of ATARI 
programs on the market* 

There are very few projects planned for 
software release on the ATARI for 19S2 from 
ATARI* Inc. Pascal should be released finally* 
and also Micro-Soft Basic by the begining of 
next year* Everyone at ATARI is waiting for 
the preliminary copys of Centipedes on Disk for 
The ATARI 800. Of course# ATARI will deny 
this* but it is not an authorized project from 
ATARI! That is why ATARI is not aware* 
Battlezone was dropped because of 
complications* 

ATARI has bought all the rights to the most 
popular arcade games for the home computer 
market. This includes Defender, Galaxian# 
Pac-Man* and many others. This means that 
other companys are forbidden to make games 
like these# or they will be prosecuted. So if you 
are going to develop a game# don't make it look 
like one of these* 

Well I am still waiting for a review copy of a 
program from ATARI# but I decided to review a 
program any way* By the way* what is Crawford 
working on now-a-days? 

Asteroids 
The game begins as Russia is sending ABMs 

over to 6 major United States cities* You are 
the Missile Commander* You must shoot 
anti-missiles to destroy these Russian ABMs* 
The missiles become faster and faster as the 
game progresses* 

It was 6 A«M*# the sun was shining that day 
in Utah* The phone rang# and I picked it up* 
“This is Code Herman!” I quickly put on my 
clothes* and jumped in the car. I could not 
believe what was happening* a full-scale 
nuclear war had began. The silos were just 
ahead* and I was the silo manager* As I 
arrived a voice told me* “The President has 
ordered you to command all missiles* this has 
become the Missile Command Center." “Quick# 
call Eric Stern*"* I yelled* I then saw what was 
happening# Russia had picked out 6 key U«S« 
citys* The missiles were about three thousand 
miles above the dties* and were being launched 
by satelites and planes* I began immediatly by 
firing twenty anti-missiles to counteract 
those. It had worked* no radiation fall 
out...but more were coming# what would I do# 
what would I do? 

Missile Command is a fun game# but the 
graphics are not superior. As my Apple 
friend said# "A bunch of lines coming down the 
screen." The attraction is there because of its 
arcade game simularity* I do recommend it 
anyway, most people will enjoy it* Especially a 
winner for the 400* 

Asteroids is a game of the future. Adapted 
from its best selling arcade game partner, it 
puts you in the middle of an asteroids field# 
shoot the asteroids* and you can get points! 

The arcade game is done in vector graphics* 
the ATARI version is done in Radio Shack 
Graphics. You could spend your money on 
something else! (Brian Dunn really likes the 
game—ed.) 

Tune in next month for the future of ATARI 
computers in the United States! 

Keep Smiling, Marc* 

Benioff At Large * 
Reviews 

Recently* ATARI has realeased two programs 
for the ATARI computer that were translated 
from the arcade games of the same name. These 
two porgrams aret Missile Command, and r 
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315 IF B=20 THEN FOR 1=1 TO TAB!? " "JINEXT 
TilF PF=1 THEN FOR 1=1 TO TAB1LFRINT “ “JINE 
XT I 
820 IF FL=1 THEN 880 
325 IF B=3 THEN 860 
330 P=TPt? AillF PF=1 THEN LPRINT A$ 
340 GOTO 715 
360 AL=LEN(Ai)iIF AL=LL THEN GOTO 830 
370 FOR J=1 TO (LL-AL.V21? " “"NEXT JHF PF 
=1 THEN FOR J=1 TO (LL-AD/21LPRINT “ "UNEX 
T J 
875 GOTO 830 

'380 A*=T*(F+l,TF-l)i? A*!IF PF=1 THEN LPRINT 
A* 

890 GOTO 500 
900 PK=PEEK(207)1IF PK=1 THEN POKE 207,01GOT 
O 930 

910 IF PK=0 AND P<LEN(T*)-279 THEN POKE 207, 
1 

930 A=USR(1536,ADR<T$)+P-241,SCR)!FOR D=1 TO 
501NEXT D{RETURN 
1500 ? “ SETUP RECORDER TO RECORD" 
1505 OPEN #3,8,0, "C1" 1N=INT (LEN(T*)/128) 1PRI 
NT #31N1IF N=0 THEN ST=01GOTO 1520 
1510 FOR 1=1 TO N!ST=128*i:PRINT #3,T*(ST-12 
7,ST)!NEXT I 

1520 PRINT #3;T$(ST+l,LEN(T*))!CLOSE #3{RETU 
RN 
2000 ? " SETUP RECORDER TO PLAY" 
2005 OPEN #3,4,0,"C1“!INPUT #3,N1IF N=0 THEN 
BEG=-127!GOTO 2020 

2010 GRAPHICS 01FOR 1=1 TO N1BEG= 123*1-12711 
NPUT #3,A*1? A*(1T*<BEG)=A*1NEXT I 
2020 INPUT #3,A*1T*<BEG+123)=A*1CL0SE #31POK 
E 1536.1041RETURN 
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Atari 

Computcr 

Cnthusiasts 
3662 Vine Maple Dr. Eugene OR 974G5 

VOL III, ISSUE 5 DEC 31 MICHAEL R, DUNN, EDITOR 

Season's Greetings! 

Another year of ACE is over and we wish to thank you all for your support. We 
have gotten together for your enjoyment a disk or cassette of the "Best of ACE, 
1981", including all of Stan Ockers and others, as well as some programs by Roy 
Dugan and others that were not put in the Newsletter, As a Christmas "special", 
only $6 disk or tape* Until Dec 31, send to Kirt Stockwell, 1810 Harris #139, 
Eugene, Or 97403, After that date, to our Exchange Librarian at the regular price, 

Speaking of Money, all of your money goes to direct costs of the Newsletter such 
as stamps,'printing, stationery, etc, As a not-for-profit group, we use only genuine 
slave labor!1 

Because there is no money for other purposes, when 1 wanted to give an award 
for the best author this year, I decided it would have to come from me. So, for the 
First AnnuaK?) Editor's Award, I wish to award a Mosiac 32K memory board to (Who 
else?) Stan Ockers of Rockport, IL. Stan dotfs all his wonderful games on a 16K 
cassette based Atari 800, so imagine what he could do with another 32K. Thanks for 
everything, Stan* 

NEXT MONTH-BONUS ISSUE 

We usually put out only 10 issues a year, with no issues in July and Jan to give 
our hard-working, industrious Editor (me!) some time off for vacations, etc, This 
Jan, Jim Bumpas, Editor of Libert err e an, a War Games Newsletter, will put out a 
special Issue as a guest Editor* This issue will be much different than our usual 
issues, since Jim has his own duplicating equipment. It will NOT look like our 
regular issues, but will have our regular features. Look for a great new game from 
Stan Ockers which he says is the best yet! Send your articles to me as usual? Jim 
will do the layout and formatting, as well as helping with the Editing, He also has 
an ability that is lacking in our present issues-he can spell! 

Let us know how you like it-if the new format is acceptable, we may us it for our 
regular issues* 



Atari’s New Word 
I am sitting down and typing my first 

article on with the new Atari word processor* When 
the package arrived a few days ago* thanks to 
Bridget Schwarz of Reeves and Associates* I was 
somewhat intimidated by the shear bulk of the 
package, I thought they had made a mistake, an 
send me a new computer instead of a software 
package* It weighted in at over 5 pounds and was 
the size of an Atari 400* Opening the box, I was 
suprised to see it was all just documentation* 

Packaged in a handy easel type notebook, I 
found a complete training course, a Reference 
Manual, and a cassette tape that you listen to to 
find out how to proceed. There are three disks 
enclosed? two copies of the word processor, and a 
training disk. Anxious to start as usual, I booted 
up, ready to go* An experienced Editor who has used 
several wordprocessors before, doesn't need to read 
the directions or take the course. 

I quickly found out that there was no way I 
could even begin without doing it from step one. The 
*irst thing that is obvious is the unusual screen. 
The word processor has many layers of menus that 
prompt you from one task to another. After getting 
past the intial menus that allow you to start 
editoring, I noted that the window moved! I could 
make the screen be as narrow as I would like to a 
maximun sixe of 121 columns. There are quite a few 
commands that allow you to quickly jump from on 
sceen to another, up, down, or sideways. Since your 
Atari screen is only 40 charactors wide, but you can 
have a line 121 charactors wide, you need to quickly 
move to one side and another to see what you've 
typed. This feature allows you to format your 
screen to be exactly like the page size* 

The course begins with telling you how to 
operate the computer, turn it on, etc.-it is designed 
for someone who has never seen the Atari before. 
The tape and lessons quickly get you up to speed, 
and there is a handy plastic card that summerizes 
all the directions-and there are many!! 

After booting up, yGu encounter the first of 
many menus. At the very top is the “status line", 
giving you current information including the column 
and line number you are on. You then either Select 
or Create a document and go the second menu, which 

Processor!.... and 
is different depending on which item you chose. 
When you are ready to Edit, you go to f-ne third 
menu, which gives you more choices, including the 
right to begin you masterpiece, save it and modifiy 
it. Before you begin typing, you can go to the page 
layout screen, which has a graphic display of how it 
prints out? here is where you chose the page width, 
depth, tabs, etc. 

Finally, you are ready to begin typing. 
After a few letters, you notice the window moves!! 
According to how wide you wanted to print (to 121 
letters), your sentences stay on the line, just as it 
will print* Your 40 column screen is simply a 
window that moves as you have specified, so you 
know exactly which words are on each line, the last 
word, etc. If you make a mistake, there are 8 ways 
to delete-you can delete a character or word or line 
to the left, right or at the cursor. If you change 

- your mind, you can recall your deletion! There are 19 
commands for moving your cursor or window around 
your document. And these commands are just in the 
editing mode, there are many other commands in the 
other modes. 

There are formatting modes, that allow you 
to format the screen to match your page if you make 
changes, so you can see exactly how it will print 
out. You can move blocks of text anywhere you 
want, delete blocks, change all the charactors to 
upper or lower case after you have it typed in. You 
can even paginate and de-paginate!! I didn't know 
what that meant either* it is when you print the 
document with equal spaces between the paragraphs 
so the page is filled. 

The files are designed to be a page long for 
each file, but you can chose not to do it that way, 
When you are formatting, the last word on the page 
to be printed is indentified, and if you want to end 
the page with a different word, you simply move the 
cursor to where you want, and that is the last word. 
It is easy and quick to print in columns-you simply 
make the columns about 38 charactors wide, put each 
in a separate page, or paginate it to the width and 
length of page you want. After chasing the double 
column mode, each column is printed at once, 
side-by-side, greatly speeding up the printing 
process. 
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New From Letter Perfect 
Although designed for the Atari 

325/Centronics 737 and 73?* it is not suposed to 
^-"~^ork with any other printer, and Atari will deny 
; it can, there is at least one "hidden" 

undocumented mode, discovered by Marc Benioff. If 
you press CONTROL-INSERT in the edit mode* you 
are prompted with a special character insert 
command. You can then imbed in the document ASC 
codes including an escape code* that are needed to 
tell your printer what to do. You must press this 
command for each letter imbedded. We have only 
tried in on an EFSQN-80, and was able to double 
column print and use the EPSON codes. Of course, 
the other commands that are used like the command 
to underline in any other part of the word processor 
will not work on your printer. If you discover any 
more undoumented features* let me know. 

How does the Atari word-processor 
compare to Text Wizard or Letter Perfect ? Which is 
better? You have to decide what features are 
important to you. Letter Perfect is much easier to 
use, Text Wizard is also easier and cheaper. The 
Atari Word Processor is much more versatile* and is 
really for the person who writes all the time* like 
an author or secretary. Once you learn all the 
comands* you can probably create a document faster* 
but it will take some time to learn how to use it. 
The others can be mastered very quickly. ($150) 

** 
(LJK Enterprise POB 10827 St. Louis, Mo 

63129 314-846-6124) $150 

LJK has also released their Disk 
Utility/Mail Merge ($30)which is also a menu driven, 
machine language program that allows you to change 
LP files to DOS files, and make a mailing list, 
Database to merge with LP* You create your 
database with either LP or Edit 6502, then LP 
searches for and sorts the fields you specify to 
print on form letters such things as name* address, 
etc, wherever specified in your LP letter. LJK also 
has a database management system that I have not 
seen ($100) that will also merge with LP* but if you 
don't need a comprehensive Database syetem* this 
utility along with Letter Perfect shoud do the job 
for any form letter application. 

This new version of LP is even easier to 
use than the old one, does many of the things that 
the Atari one does, and has the unique advantage of 
its database merge feature, with the sorting, etc. 
built into the wordprocessor. 

Which is the Best? Again, as pointed out in 
the July review, it depends on what you want. For 
the price* Text Wizard is outstanding. Letter 
Perfect is the easiest to use, and has it's unique 
Database merge capabilities. The Atari one is the 
most powerful but by far the hardest to use* but it 
is the only one that allows you to do aH the 
formatting on the screen before you print. The 
chart from the July issue follows, along with the 
changes of the above reviews. I think you would be 
happy with any one of them, but try to to use all of 
them in one week as I have, since it is easy to get 
messed up when changing. Unfortunately, none will 
spell the words better than the others! 

LP #2001 has just been released with many 
improvements. If you recall the review of the 
July/Aug adition of ACE, the main criticism of LP 
was the inability to right justify the proportional 
print of the Atari 825/Centronics 737, and the 
intoility to load Atari DOS files so I could load in 
articles sent in by our members. The new version 
now Right justify the proportional font, and the 
default is the right justified, proportional font with 
the average letter size and width page. The Epson 
side uses the Graftrax ROM to underline and use 
Italics. The Header and footer spacing is now 
adjustable, and you can now print indiviual pages, 
and you can view individual pages on the screen. 
Unlike the Atari wordprocessor* the paging is 
automatic. There has also been a number of subtle 
changes that make LP even easier to use. 

EDIT FUNCTIONS 
All Atari Edit functions yes 
Menu Driven yes 
Free Menory-48K 367? 
Menory Saving Files yes 
Load, Save and Delete yes 
Merge Files yes 
Chain Files for Printing yes 
Screen Formating yes 
Lock and Unlock files yes 
Format Disk yes 
Atari DOS for«ated no 
Use any Atari Files no 
Edit BASIC programs no 
Database Merge YES 
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News Bits 

Parsing yes yes yes yes 

Improve Text suer Edit yes Auto yes* format 

CR'RETURWfir nr* Space yes yes yes yes 

Adjustable TA3 yes no yes yes 

Beginning of Line yes no yes yes 

End of Line jes no yes yes 

Beginning of Text yes yes yes yes 

Top of Screen yes yes yes •yes 
End of Text yes yes yes yes 

Scroll page fsward yes yes yes yes 

Scroll page backwards yw •yes yes yes 

Centincus Scroll yes no yes yes 

Delimiters yes yes yes yes 

Delete between delimit yes no yes yes 
Delete everything yes yes yes yes 

-after cursor yes yes yes yes 

-before cursor yes rio yes yes 
Move Text yes yes yes yes 

Duplicate Text no yes no no 

Search yes yes yes yes 
Replace 
PRINTER FUNCTIONS 

yes yes yes yes 

Underlining yes yes yes yes 

Centering •yes yes yes yes 

From Right Margin yes yes yes yes 

Boldface-by line yes no yes yes 

Boldface-inti 1 off no yes yes yes 

Headers yes yes yes yes 

Footers yes yes yes yes 

-page numbers yes yes yes •yes 

Foots-reg ■yes yes yes yes 

-condensed •yes yes yes yes 
-proportional 

Fonts with Right Justify 
yes yes yes yes 

-reg yes yes yes yes 

-condensed yes yes yes yes 
-proportional NO YES YES YES 

Print half-lines r«a yes no no 
Adjust Charactor spaces no yes no no 
Print Double Column NO YES NO YES 
Print single sheet yes yes yes yes 

F>int multiple copies yes no no no 

i-with Disk. Utility/Mail Merge 

**-If you name then with i.801,etc 

Feetires unique the the Atari Word Processor? 

Paginating, simultaneous double column printing, 6 

deletion commands, 11 cursor commands, 8 window and 

scrolling commands, many page layout and formatting 
cowwwte, and many others* 

Pat Mullarky of NW Computer Engineering 
(206 Northside Rd., Bellevue, WA 98004 gave 
ACE Members a vigorous one day introduction to 
FORTH that was enjoyed by all* Pat wrote the 
forthcoming (!) FORTH that will be released 
with the next AFX catalog due soon* He is als — 
working on LOGO for the Atari, as well as 
Winchester Drive operating system/Drive at « 
very competitive price-look for great things 

from him* 

Jim Capparell, president of the ABACUS 
Atari user's group in the SF Bay area is working 
with Earl Rice of Atari to possibly put on the 
first International Atari User's group meeting 
to be held at the San Francisco Computer Faire 

in early March. 

Fred Maia, Editor of the Ham' Computer 
Newsletter W5YI Report, POB #10101, Dallas, 
TX 75207, 24 issues a year ($18), would like all 
members to know that Radio Netherlands is 
trying to send computer programs all over the 
world* They have succeeded with PET and TRS 
30, but not Apple. You copy the signal from 
your Short-Wave receiver directly to a cassette 
recorder, then play the tape back on your 
computer* They would like to transmit a trial 
for the Atari Thurs, Jan 28 (Fri GMT) an 
frequency of 6165 and 9590kHz at 2!50 UTC for 
Eastern US and 9715 and 6165 at 5150 UTC for 
Western US, and would like to enclude Atari 
with the others* They need the help of some of 
our European members since they need to test 
their Atari programs* Contact Radio 
Netherlands! Jonathan Marks, ProducertMedia 
Network/Engiish Section! POB 222, Hilversum, 
Holland, if you wish to help or if you recieve the 
transmission. They need to know the 
success/failure rate, 

independent computer club and user's groM> with no 
connection to the Atari Company* a division of 
Warner Communications Company, We are a gro*4> 
interested in educating our members in the use of 
the Atari Computer and in giving the latest news 
and reviews. Our membership is international in 
scope! membership fees include the A*C*E. 
Newsletter, published about 10 times a year* Dues 
are $10*80 a year for U*S» and *20 Airmail 

Overseas* 

President-Stacy Goff-4230 Hilyard, Eugene, Or 
97405 phone 503-686-8308 

Librarian-Chuck aand Jody Ross 2222 Ironwood, 

Eugene, OR 97401 
Editor-Michael R* Dum-3662 Vine Maple Dr Eugene, 

Or phone 503-344-6193 
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HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SCROLLING 
(Santa Cruz Educational Software* 5425 Jigger 
Dr* Sequel* CA 95073 $15 Tape or Disk) 

REVIEW by Kirt E* Stockwell 
The subject matter covered in the Tricky 

Tutorials is not beginners-level information* In 
order for a casual Atari owner to reach a REAL 
understanding of the techniques taught and the 
hardware capabilities* it would first be 
necessary to become VERT familiar with 
Machine Language* These Tutorials are 
obviously not intended for that level of 
understanding* They are aimed more at giving 
the Atari Personal Computer user access to 
some of the more exotic functions on the Atari* 
and a BASIC understanding of the HOW & WHY* 

In this, the two Tutorials that I have 
examined do an excellent job* I first studied the 
Display List Tutorial in order to have a better 
base of information with which to understand 
the Scrolling programs* My time was limited* and 
I intend to put quite a lot more time into both of 
these lessons in the next few weeks* That is 
not to say that you will necessarily spend all of 
your spare time studying* The lessons present 
the material in a well-organized manner* 
presenting the simpler operations first (along 
with appropriate explanations) * each example 
building upon the previous program. 

For a programmer looking for a specific 
effect to jazz up a program or fo a programmer 
trying to create a game* the information is easy 
to extract without long hours. 

The text provided explains, (briefly), the 
set-up and function of the display list* 
(Understanding the display list will help in 
understanding scrolling) My personal 
recommendation would be to FIRST study the 
DISPLAY LIST TUTORIAL and then, when you 
are thoroughly familiar with display lists* study 
scrolling. 

Building on this knowledge* the text goes on 
to explain the various scrolling methods* giving 
program listings when needed and » of course, 
the programs on the disk/tape* By reading the 
text , studying the listings* and fooling with 
the programs on the computer, you will soon 
begin to learn what works and what won't. 
Don't expect to learn all there is to know about 
scrolling by studying the Tricky Tutorial for a 
few hours. This is a subject that will require 
much serious study in order to become truly 
profficient* BUT, if you are interested in 
improving your programming skills, and if you 
want to be able to USE scrolling* send a few of 
your spare dollars down to California and invest 
a day or two in serious study* You won't be 
sorry. 

j. Chameleon CRT Terminal Emulator 
' by John Palevich 

(APX POB 427* 155 Moffett Park Dr* Sunnyvale, 
CA 94086 (800-538-1862) $18 disk, $15 tape) 

This is another outstanding bargain from 
the APX catalog. I needed an 80 column 
terminal program for a special purpose, so 
ordered this one. The catalog greatly 
underestimates its capabilites! It is an all 
machine language program with the complete 
source code provied on the disk version? this is 
richly commented for modification if you want. 
It is also a great resource for machine 
subrautes for RS232 communications, etc. It 
gives you many choices, including an 80 column 
screen that uses a scrolling window similar to 
the Atari WordFrocessor. You have the choice 
of emulating various terminal types, including 
the ADM-3a, which is the one I needed* 

It also has uploading and downloading 
capabilities, as well as a screen print option. 
There is the ability to recall the previous 
screen, and many other features* including a 
well-documented manual that gives hints on 
customizing the program. 

-M.R. Dunn* Editor 

Protectors 
(by Mike Potter, Crystalware* 17120 Monterey, 
Morgan Hill* CA 95037 (408)778-2966 $40 disk) 

On Thursday, November 12, 1981 I received 
a copy of Crystal's '’PROTECTORS.'’ No, 
Protectors is not another Crystal Adventure 
game. Protectors is an arcade quality game, the 
first I have seen from Crystal. 

Your mission in Protectors is to save the 18 
people of the city Patera on the planet Kronos 
in the Vegan system from the indestructable 
Lazerman. With his spaceship, he picks up 
people from the city and drops them into the 
volcano. If you have very good and quick 
joystick control you can catch the people in the 
nick of time before they are dropped into the 
volcano. But there are other ways to save the 
people? if you fly directly over the people in 
the first city they will hang onto your ship. By 
doing this you can pick up all of the people at 
one time. 

After you have ail of the people take them 
to the second city(past the volcano)and drop 
them there. Doing this will open the gate to the 
pneumatic tubes and to safety! 

After you get the gate open to the 
pneumatic tubes you have to have excellent 
joystick control and very quick shooting.Gaod 
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luck”you 11 need it!! 

John Bell and Mike Potter did an excellent 
job on Protectors*The horizontal scrolling is 
similar to the scrolling in a popular arcade 
game, but the game is entirely different* The 
graphics are very,very good and Crystal did 
another excellent job with Crystalsonics sound, 
However, after you have figured out the game 
it's not quite as challenging! 

-Brian Dunn, Games Editor, age 12 

(by Marc Benioff, Crystalware, $50) 

The same day, I received a copy of Crystal's 
newest adventure game "The Crypt", In The 
Crypt you have to take a dangerous journey 
through the streets of a large cemetery while 
vampires,werewolves, and headless men chase 
you. 

You have to wander through the cemetery 
until you find the key to the Cecil B, Demile 
Hall, Once you find the key you wander through 
the graves in the hall and encounter celebrities 
such as Charlie Chaplan, Abbott and Costello, 
Hudy Valentino, John Wayne"The Duke" and 
many other famous people, As you are 
wandering through Cecil B, Demile Hail you must 
look for somethong that will let you continue 
the game* Once you have found this certain item 
you leave the hall and return to the cemetary* 

When you are leave the Cecil B* Demile Hall 
you must find your way to the Mausoleum where 
you must find a certain path so you can get to a 
different level. You must read everything 
very,very closely! You must also find the same 
thing you have found in the previous levels! 
After you are out of the Mausoleum you have to 
go to The Bell Crypt where you have to find 
something very unusual about the people buried 
in the Bell Crypt, Then you have to wander 
through The Bell Crypt and try to find the key 
to The Crematorium, 

After the key has been found you are on your 
way to winning if you have figured out what I 
have told you in the previous paragraph. Once 
you have entered The Crematorium you travel 
through humorous rooms until you get to a 
certain room where you have to give the 
computer a certain word then you will move on 
to the last level where it is up to you to find 
your way to the end,GOOD LUCK!!! 

About the game.* The graphics in The Crypt 
are very good, The men are not just stick 
figures like most of the other software 
companies use; you can tell what they are, 
espicially the headless man. I really like the 
different buildings, they are realistic, The 

sound is excellent-cnce again Crystal used 
Crystalsonics sound with reverb action, Unlike 
all the other Crystal adventure games The 
Crypt has a lot of humor in it which makes the 
game much better and more fun! Over all I 
think John Bell and Marc Benoiff did an 
excellent job on The Crypt and I think The 
Crypt is the best Crystal adventure game I've 
seen. By the way MARC B£NOIFF« GREETS 
YOU!!!!! 

-Brian Dunn 

Hints 

Bob Raymond from South Bend, Ind, writes that 
the best way to clean and preserve your oxidized 
contacts is a product from England that the 
Hams all use. Called Cramolin Contact 
Conditioner, it is available in the U,S, from Old 
Colony, Box 243, Peterborough, N.Y, 03458 (603) 
924-6526 for $10, 

We have found that you can triple the life of 
your Atari 825 or any printer ribbon by spraying 
it lightly with WD-40 or similiar spray, then 
running the ribbon by pushing the printing head 
f° the right. Let it run for a time, then let it 
dry overnight, Do not use it right away as it 
will dirty your paper, 

Double-sided disks can be easily made by using 
a hole punch in the opposite side of the protect 
notch, about the same size. The disks are good 
if you don't use them too much, and not for 
important data. 

You can hook your Atari 800 directly to a Video 
Tape Recorder-something the Apple cannot do 
without an expensive interface board! Get a 
DIN 5-pin plug to plug into the monitor jack on 
the side of your Atari, 2-conductor shielded 
cable and 2 RCA-type plugs. Looking at the 
Atari, with the indent up, and counting 
clockwise, the order is Pin 1, 4, 2, 5, 3 (I don't 
know why, either), Connect the video outputs 
1,4, and 5 together, and then solder one of your 
leads to this one, Pin 3, at 11 O'clock, is the 
Audio, and contect this to the other lead. Lead 
- is the ground and is at 6 O'clock, you conect 
the shield to this one, At the other end, take 
the shield and split it apart into 2 pieces, 
Connect the video output to one RCA pin, the 
Audio to the other, and the shields to the 
ground of the RCA pins, connect to the Video in 
and Audio in Jacks of you video recorder, and 
you are in business!! 

M,R,Dunn» Editor 
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Soon To Be Released 
Benioff at Large 

New Products 

Computers For People - A new book all about 
computers written by Jerry Willis and Merl 
Miller. This book has a very heavy bias towards 
ATARI, but is very comprehensive in all 
respects. It costs 7.95 and is available from 
Dilithium Press, P.O. Box 606, Beaverton, OR, 
97075 

Computer Consultants - I have ordered review 
copys of the the following programs, but thought 
you might like to here about them first. A new 
Centipedes-type game. Yes, they are very 
daring. Also available is a compiler, and a 
flight simulator. I willl have an in-depth 
review of CCI next month. 

Ghost Hunter - Available from Arcade Plus, this 
game will also be reviewed next month. It is 
the "ultimate" in Pac-Man type games. It is 
supposedly better than Jawbreakers? Arcade 
Plus also will be releasing an intellivision type 
football game soon. 

You Heard It Here First... 

Of course they didn't believe me, but to no 
avail, ACE comes through with facts. 
Centipedes is planned for release for early next 
year. It has been under development by ATARI, 
and there are know two versions that they are 
deciding on. Battlezone has been written by an 
outside vendor for ATARI, and is now being 
screened for bugs. Tempest has/or soon will be 
contracted to the same author for the ATARI 
400/800 computers. The GTIA chip is now being 
putin machines. It reverses artifacting, but 
allows for Graphics modes 9,10,11. 

Rumors 

The All-New ATARI 600 Computer!! Yes, a 
good possibility of a 400 with an 800 keyboard 
For introduction in fall 1982. Also a business 
machine called the Atari 1000. These are 
rumors, but remember what happened to our last 
reported rumors, they are now facts* There is a 
new VCS under development, with graphics 
better than intellivision, and a type of joystick. 
Accoring to one VCS engineer, it will blow 
intellivision away! 

The Caverns Of Mars is a game submitted to 
AFX, and is the best one ever!! It is awesome. 
Is has vertical scrolling, and it is a defender 
type game. About everyone in ATARI already 
has a pirated copy!! It is incredible. Recently, 
when I went to visit the Software development 
department at ATARI, I saw the incredible 
version of Defender they have!! It is better 
than the original!! I think this game will sell 
more ATARIs than Star Raiders! Remember 
Glamis Castle? Sometime this month it will be 
released by Crystal. 

Crystal Happenings ... 

This month Crystalware will be releasing 5 
new games. They are* DPioneer Experience 
2)The Crypt 3)Bermuda Experinece 4)Glamis 
Castle 5)Protector. Some are reviewed in this 
months ACE. John Bell has agreed to write an 
in-depth article on how to do his new fine 
polymetric scrolling for the ACE Newsletter!!! 
He is very excited, and is starting the article 
with great anticipations. 

Arcade Update.*.. 

Tempest1 i! See it! It is the best game 
released from ATARI since the last game. It is 
incredible as you shoot through the galaxy 
destroying aliens of all sorts! In England they 
would call it Shooting the tubes! 

Misc...... 

Elcomp is now releasing their new monitor 
program on ROM. It is very impressive. CCI 
has a EPROM burner for connection to the 
joystick ports. On-Line systems is having 
troubles with Wizard and The Princess, look for 
it in the future. Mouskatrek is also available 
from On-Line soon, it is Jaw-Breakers 
revisited* Also from On-Line watch for Robot 
Attack in Feburary!!! 

Happy Holidays! 
Marc 

(Received from California through my Modem at 
the very last minute before presstime. No way 
to confirm or deny the many fabulous rumors 
from Marc, but time will tell* -M.R. Dunn) 
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Time Trial 
by Stan Gckers* Lockport, IL 

How about two programs running at the same 
time? As an example of this I submit a program 
I call Time Trial'* A machine language program 
moves the roadway while a basic program 
creates sounds, checks collisions etc# The 
machine language program runs during the time 
that the electron beam in the TV tube is 
returning from bottom to the top of the screen, 
the so-called 'vertical blank' period# Basic is 
normally interrupted during this time for the 
operating system to do certain updating chores* 
There is also plenty of time for our scrolling 
program. It is a perfect time for updating 
anything to do with the screen because the 
screen is blanked at this time and the updating 
won't cause flickering. 

The key to scrolling is the display list and in 
particular the LMS instruction (Load Memory 
Scan). The display list is a set of instructions 
for ANTIC, the special video microprocessor 
which controls the screen. The display list for 
GR# IS is given in table 1. The LMS instruction 
points to the area in memory where screen data 
resides. The instructions following are sinqle 
byte because they just continue picking up data 
where the last line left off# 

The revised display list appears in table 2, 
Each line of characters in the scrolled region 
has its own LMS instruction# This allows using 
portions of the same data for many lines (the 
starting position is displaced)# A display list 
similar to table 1 with scrolling activated could 
be used but the data would have to be a 
continuous chunk of memory# 512 roadway lines 
would require 512 x 20 * 10,240 bytes of data. 
A lot more variation and detail would be 
available but that's a lot of memory (and a lot of 
typing)! 

In lines 150-195 a new character set is 
constructed to get just two new characters. The 
whole character set is moved down into RAM# 
Doing this in Basic takes over 20 seconds so 
I've written a machine language routine to do it 
(stared in M$). Calling is by A=USR(ADR(M$), 
ADDRU ADDR2) for moving IK from ADDR1 to 
ADDR/ (decimal ^'s). The machine language 
routine takes less than a couple of seconds# 
RAMTOP is moved down 5 pages to make room 
for the character set. (Basic thinks RAM stops 5 
pages lower). The extra page is because Basic 
will actually alter a few bytes beyond RAMTOF 
if they exist (normally they don't). 

Award Winner Stan 
After creating the new display list and 

poking in data for the roadway, our vertical 
blank routine is poked into page 6# The routine 
communicates with Basic through a set of ‘“*n 
locations listed in table 3# The routine does a ? 
number of things. The number indicating how 
much of a character is scrolled changes from 16 
down to 0 (1552 and also hex D405 in the OS). 
It is then reset to 16, each LMS pointer is 
shifted down into the next LMS pointer (moving 
all lines down screen), and the LMS pointer for 
the top line is set by refering to the next 
roadway data byte, If the byte is 255, the 
pointer is set by returning back to the 
beginning of the roadway data#~Notice that is 
necessary to use machine language to insert or 
remove our VBI routine# In Basic an interrupt 
could occur between changing the low and high 
bytes of a pointer resulting in a disasterous 
jump. The OS provides a routine at $E45C to 
solve this problem# 

How rapidly scrolling takes place would 
normally be determined by the byte at 1546 
•COUNT) which resets a counter (CNTDN) at 
1547, This turned out to be much too slow so a 
ors was placed in COUNT and some scrolling 
takes place everytime through (1/60 th sec.) To 
go even faster, some positions between 16 and 
0 are skipped# The number of positions skipped 
is found by shifting the byte at 1548 right until 
a 0 bit is found# The number in 1548 then 
controls the speed (poked in at line 560 in the 
Basic program)# 

The car is a PM graphics player set up in 
lines 400-430* The seven additional pages 
down form RAMTOP puts the start of PM area 
on a IK boundary as it must be. Even though 
horizontal movement requires only a poke of 
one location, it proved to be slow and jerky in 
Basic. The solution was to put this function 
into the vertical blank routine where it is 
updated every 60th of a second* I am becoming 
increasingly discouraged with player missile 
movement in Basic. 

The point of the program is to move the car 
around the track of 5 laps as fast as possible, 
The fire button (joystick PL YR 1) is the 
accelerator, down to speed up, up to slow down# 
Going off track will slow you down in a hurry. 
The program could be easily changed to have 
you going through a field of meteors = with a 
spaceship or whatever. 
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Ockers’ Time Trial 
ORIGINAL DISPLAY LIST (GR. IS) 
DL+ ENTRY PURPOSE 
0-2 112'S Blarrk lines 

' 3-5 71 xx xx LMS to point to display data 
\ 6-16 7's 11 more lines, 16 scan lines wide 

17-19 65 yy yy JMP to DL after wait for VB 

TABLE 1 

NEW DISPLAY LIST 
DL+ ENTRY PURPOSE 
0-2 112's Blank lines 
3-5 71 zi iz LMS painter moved up 21 bytes 
6-7 6's 2 lines 8 scan lines wide 
3-10 103 aa aa LMS points to data in page 6 

J ♦ 1, ♦ (9 sets total) 
32-34 103 aa aa 
35-37 71 aa aa LMS as before but without 
VSCROL 
38-40 65 yy yy JMP to DL after wait 

TABLE 2 

1546 060A COUNT 
47 060B CNTDN 
1548 060C SKIP Char* lines skipped 
1549 060D TIMES Lap counter 

1550 060E LOW Low byte roadway pointer 
551 060F HIGH High byte road wav pointer 
1552 0610 VSHADOW Copy of VSCROLL 

TABlE3 

5 REM ♦****»****■*****•»»■***•*■* 

10 REM ** TIME TRIAL ** 
20 REM ** S. OCKERS 11/81 ♦* 
30 REM *♦********♦*■»♦******** 

*0 REM »* ALL REMS CAN BE DELETED ** 
100 DIM M*(32),SS<3>,P$<3>,T(5):OFEN # 
1i4i0i“k;” 

150 REM +* NEW CHARACTER SET ** 
155 REM *•» ML routine for moving IK 
130 FOR 1=1 TO 321READ A!M$(Ii=CHRt!A5 
1NEXT I 
l’O DATA 104.104.132,204,104,133,203,1 
04,133,206,1 04,133.205,162,4,160,0,17" 
,203,145,205,136,208,249,230,204 
175 DATA 230,206,202,208,240,96 
177 REM ** Lower RAMTOP and move chars 
cter set ++ 
180 POKE 106,FEEK(106)-5:GRAPHICS Q1C3 
=( PEEKfl 061+1 )»256;A=USR(ADR(M$)i57344 

185 REM ** Change a couple of characte 
rs ($ and %) ** 

190 FOR I=CS+32 TO CS+471READ A1POKE I 
■A1NEXT I 
195 DATA 36,109,73,146,146,73,109,36,3 
6,182,146,73,73,146,182,36 
200 REM *•» NEW DISPLAY LIST ** 
210 GRAPHICS 185DL=FEEK(560)+256»PEEK( 
561 )?A=PEEK(DL+4)+256*PEEK{DL+5)!A=A+2 
2!B=INT (A/256MC=A-B*256 
220 POKE DL+4.C1POKE 88.CSPOKE DL+5.B1 
POKE 89.B1POKE DL+6,61POKE DL+7,6 
230 FOR 1=17 TO 19JPOKE DL+I+21,PEEK(D 
L+D5NEXT I 
240 FOR I=DL+8 TO DL+35 STEP 31POKE I, 
1031POKE 1+1,1461POKE I+2,6iNEXT I1POK 
E DL+35,71 
245 POKE 756,CS/256!POKE 708,2001POSIT 
ION 4,01? #6i"INITIALIZING" 
250 REM ** DATA FOR ROADWAY ** 

252 REM *■* Try making your own ** 
255 RESTORE 265 
260 RW=<PEEK(106)-10)*256:FOR I=RW TO 
RW+5121READ AiA=A+l41!POKE I,A!NEXT I 
265 DATA 25,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,4,4,4,4, 
3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
267 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2,2,6,8 
,343,3,3,4,4,4,4,4,4,5,5,5,5,5,5,6,6,6 
,6,6,6,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7,8,8,8,8 
270 DATA 8,8,8,3,9,9,9,9,10,10,10,10,9 
,9,9,9,3,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 
,8,9,9,9,9,3,8,8,7,7,7,6,6,6,5 
275 DATA 5,6,6,7,7,8,8,9,9,8,8,8,o,3,7 
»7,7,7,7,6,6,6,6,6,5,5,5,5,4,4,4,443,3 
,2,2,1,1,0,0,1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4,5 
277 DATA 5,6,6,7,7,3,8,9,9,3,7,6,5,4,3 
,2,1,0,0,0,1t2,3,4,5,6,7,3,9,9,9,9,9,9 

o,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,1,1,0,0,0,0 
280 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,2,2 
>2,3,3,3,4,4,4,5,5,5,6,6»6,7,7,7,8 *8,8 
,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9 
282 DATA 8,8,8,7,7,7,6,6,3,5,4,4,3,3,2 
,2,1,2,1,1,2,2,1,1,1,3,3,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 
,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 
285 DATA 2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,4,4,4,4,5,5,5 
,5,5,5 *5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,6,6,6,6,6 
,7, /,,, / ,7,/ ,o,3,8,3,7,7,6,6,5 
287 DATA 5,5,5,6,6,6,7,3,9,8,7,6,5,5,5 
,5,5,4,3,2,1,1,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,3,9,9,8,7 
,6>5,4,3,2,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,8 
288 DATA 7,7,6,6,5,5,4,4,3,3,2,2,1.1,2 
, 2,o,o*,o,4,4,4,5,5,5,6*,6,7,7,3,3,9,9,8 
,8,3,8,7,7,7,6,6,6,5,5,5,5,5,5 
290 DATA 5,5,5,4,3,2,1,2,3,4,5,5,5,5,5 
,5,5,5.5,5,5,5,5,5,114 
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300 REM ** PAGE SIX POKES ** 

310 RESTORE 313SFOR 1=1536 TO 1731 {REA 
D A {POKE I,AJNEXT I 
314 REM ** Change VBI vector ** 
315 DATA 104,160,1.7,162,6,169,7,76,?2» 

316 REM ** Init. data for VBI routine 
** 

317 DATA 1,1,0,0,0,0,0 

318 REM ** VERT BLANK ROUTINE ** Deter 
mine scroll value ** 

319 DATA 206,11,6,208,94,173,10,6,141. 
11,6 

320 DATA 173(12,6,206,16(6,74,176(250, 
173,16,6,141,5,212,16,71 
321 REM ** Move lines down ** 

322 DATA 169,16,141,16,6,173,48,2,133, 
203 

325 DATA 56,233,3,133,205,173,49,2,133 
,204,133,206,160,37,177,205,145,203,13 
6,177,205,145,203,136,136 
330 DATA 192,10,208,241 
331 REM ** Add a new line ** 

332 DATA 230,207,208,2,230,208,162,0,1 
61,207,201,255,208,15,173,14,6,133,207 
333 DATA 173,15,6,133,208,161,207,233, 
13,6,136,145,203 

335 DATA 173,0,211,72,41,8,208,2,230,2 
09,104,41,4,208,2,198,209,165,209,141, 
0,208,76,98,228 
338 REM ** Screen roadway data ** 

340 DATA 4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4 
,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5 
,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4,5,4 

342 REM ** Remove our VBI routine ** 
343 DATA 104,160,98,162,228,169,7,76,9 
2,228 

344 REM ** FOS. AT BEG. OF RW DATA ** 
345 POKE 1550,0!FOKE 1551.RW/2561POKE 
207,0.*FOKE 208.RW/256 
350 REM ** ROADWAY WIDTH ** 
358 POSITION 0,05? #65* 

II 

360 POSITION 0,15? #6J"ROAD WIDTH (1)N 
ARROW TO (3) WIDE "SGET #l,AiW= 
A-485IF W<1 OR W>3 THEN 360 
370 FOR I=1690-W TO 1693+W5POKE I,0SNE 
XT I5FOR I=1710-W TO 1713+W5POKE 1,222 
JNEXT I 

400 REM ** PM GRAPHICS +* 

410 A=PEEK(106)-7iFOKE 54279,A!FM=256* 
A5POKE 559,465POKE 53277,35X=1205POKE 
33248,X5POKE 209.X5POKE 53256,1 
415 RESTORE 430 

420 FOR I=PM+512 TO PM+6405POKE I,05NE 
XT I5FOKE 704,565Y=905FOR I=PM+512+Y T 
O PM+528+Y5READ A5POKE I.A5NEXT I 
430 DATA 153,153,255,153,153,24,24,60, 
36,36,36,36,165,165,231,139,153 

)4:n°extRiI=1 T° S:READ a:p$<i-i>=chr$(a 

450 DATA 106,96,85,76,63,51,40,22 
490 POSITION 0,15? #6,*“PRESS FIRE BUTT 
ON WHEN READY TO START" 
492 IF STRIG(0)=1 THEN 4?2 
495 A=USR(1536> 
500 REM 

502 POSITION 0,15? #6,’“TOTAL LAP 
“5POSITION 0,25? #65" AVG. SPEED AV 

G* LAP" 

Ll* CLOCK - INIT. VAR. ** 
505 Z=0!POKE 18.Z5POKE 19.Z5POKE 20,Z5 
L AF=05T(0 )=05DIST=220000!DIS= 12 
507 REM ** SPEED BYTES STRING ** 
510 RESTORE 5205FOR 1=1 TO 85READ A5S* 
(I)=CHR*<A)5NEXT I5N=1!TT=30 
520 DATA 0»1,3»7,15,31,63,127 
522 REM ** CK TRIGGER - CLEAR COLL. RE 
G. ## 

525 T=STRIG(0)!FOKE 53278,0 
530 REM ** TT IS ACCELERATOR RESPONSE 
COUNTER ** 

531 TT=TT-1!IF TT>0 THEN 560 
532 TT=30 

533 IF T=1 AND N=1 THEN 560 
536 IF T=0 AND N=8 THEN 560 

540 IF T=1 THEN N=N-1.TF N=0 THEN N=8 
550 IF T=0 THEN N=N+1.’IF N=9 THEN N=1 
555 REM ** SET SPEED ** 
560 POKE 1548.ASC (S*(N,N)) 

010 L=PEEKU549,!IF L>LAP THEN GOSUB 2 

572 IF L=5 THEN 610 

573 REM ** COLLISION DETECTION ♦* 
575 IF PEEK(53252)=1 THEN GOSUB 1010 
577 REM ** PRINT SPEED - MOTOR SOUND * 

580 POSITION 7,Of? #6,’20*N»“ “ 
582 IF DIS=12 THEN DIS=2fGOTO 584 
583 IF DIS=2 THEN DIS=12 

584 SOUND 0,ASC(P$<N,N)),DIS,7+N 
590 GOTO 525 

600 REM ** FINISH ROUTINE ** 
610 SOUND 0,0,0,0!A=USR(1722) 
620 POSITION 0,05? #65*AVG. = “!INT(TS 
)•» >• 

630 IF TS>RA THEN RA=TS 
440 POSITION 0,15? #6,"RECORD = “5INT( 
RA,.« » 

650 POSITION 0,25? #6J“Again? Press Tr 
igger” 

655 IF STRIG(0)=0 THEN 655 
660 IF STRIG(0>=1 THEN 660 
670 GOTO 310 

1000 REM ** COLLISION SUBROUTINE ** 
1010 FOR 1=0 TO 35SOUND 1,50+20*1.2*1+ 
2,12!NEXT I 
1020 FOR I=N TO 1 STEP -1 

10 
GOTO 12 



Back to Basics 
UNDERSTANDING 

TEXT COOES 

By G. W. Conger, Federal Way, Wash. 

In the last article, I explained how to us 
variations of the PRINT command to control text 
color. An alternative to the PRINT command is 
the PUT command. To demonstrate, enter and 
run the following program! 

10 GRAPHICS 2 
30 PUT #6,29 

The #6 causes the display to appear cn the 
graphics screen (not the text window). The 
second number, 29, happens to be the code for an 
equal sign in setcolor 1 color. Add the following 
instructions and run the program. 

20 SETCOLOR 1, S, 4 

Step 2 to determine the text code is to 
convert the character number. To convert 
characters listed under column 1, use the 
conversion numbers listed in Table 9.7 under 
the heading “Conversion 1". For example, the $ 
can be displayed in four colors by adding 
conversion numbers to 4, the %'s character 
number. To illustrate, enter and run the 
following program. (Note. The conversion 
number for column 1, setcolor 0 should be +32, 
not -32.) 

10 GRAPHICS 2 
20 SETCOLOR 0, 3, 4 i REM RED 
30 SETCOLOR 1, 3, 4 1 REM BLUE 
40 SETCOLOR 2,12, 4 ! REM GREEN 
50 SETCOLOR 3,15, 4 ! REM ORANGE 
60 PUT #6, 4 + 32 t REM SETCOLOR 0 
70 PUT #6, 4 + 0 ! REM SETCOLOR 1 
80 PUT #6, 4 + 160 5 REM SETCOLOR 2 

90 PUT #6, 4 + 128 ! REM SETCOLOR 3 

As you can see, the color of the equal sign 
changed. 

The secret to using the PUT command is to 
understand how to determine the correct text 
code (29, for example). Tables 9.6- and 9,7 an 
pages 55 and 56 of the Basic Reference Manual 
provide the data to calculate the text code. In 
the following paragraphs. Ill explain how to use 
those tables. 

Table 9.6 lists all the characters that are 
stored in the computer's memory. Each 
character has a character number. For example, 
“!'* has character number i| "=“ has character 
number 29, etc. 

Step 1 to determine the text code is to refer 
to Table 9.6. For each character you want, look 
up the character number, and note which column 
it falls under. For example, let's assume you 
want to display the $♦ Table 9.6 tells you the 
character number is 4, and the character falls in 
column 1. 

Table 9.7 tells you that the command, POKE 
756,224, will display characters under columns 1 
or 2. This is the condition when the computer is 
turned on.) The command, POKE 756,226 
displays symbols under columns 3 or 4. In 
addition, the table provides the conversion 
number that is added to the character number to 
calculate the text code. Different conversion 
numbers can be used to get different colored 
characters. 

The display shows dollar signs in four colors. 
As I explained in an earlier issue, you can 

position the display on the screen using the 
POSITION command. Add the following 
instruction and run the program. 

85 POSITION 5,5 

Text codes for characters in the other 
columns are determined the same way. For 
characters in column 2, use the conversion 
numbers in the Conversion 2 column. For 
example, change your program as follows to 
display the letter “A" in four colors! 

60 PUT #6, 33 + 32 
70 PUT #6, 33 + 64 
80 PUT #6, 33 + 160 
90 PUT #6, 33 + 192 

Text codes for characters in columns 3 and 4 
are determined the same way. In addition, you 
must add the following instruction! 

5 POKE 756,226 

Change your program to display 
different-colored signs as follows! 

60 PUT #6, 33 - 32 
70 FUT #6, 83 - 64 
30 PUT #6, 33 + 96 
90 PUT #6, 33 + 64 

It is possible to get rid of the hearts, but it 
costs about 4K bytes of memory. The 
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procedure for eliminating the hearts is beyond 
the scope of this article* However, the 
procedure can be found in "Connections", Vol. 1, 
No* 1* 

I recommend that you run the program in 
Appendix H-7 of the Basic Reference Manual for 
a better understanding of how the characters 
are stored in the computer's memory* The 
program provides an excellent display of the 
arrangement. One comment about entering the 
program—the keys used to clear the screen is 
esc-chrl-clear. When you use this combination 
of keys, a bracket appears between the 
quotation marks when the program is listed. Use 
the esc-ctrl-clear combination of keys in 
instructions 5, 160 and 230. 

Structure w/Style 
PART 2 

by Kirt Stockwell, Eugene 
Welcome back, and I hope that I didn't scare 

any of you off. In discussing structure in 
programming, the first skill we want to learn is 
to write, in English,(or whatever language we 
speak) just exactly what it is that we want the 
program to do. As an example, let us look at a 
simple program to compound interest. 

THIS PROGRAM WILL INPUT THE AMOUNT 
OF SAVINGS CAPITAL, THE RATE OF 
INTEREST, AND THE FREQUENCY OF 
COMPOUNDING. THE OUTPUT WILL BE 
LISTED AS FOLLOWS.FERIOD (AS IN MONTH 1, 
MONTH 2, ETC.), CAPITAL BEFORE 
COMPOUNDING, AMOUNT OF INTEREST, 
BALANCE AFTER INTEREST IS ADDED. 

This may seem like a lot of work, but as your 
programs grow in complexity, you will find that 
this technique will help enormously. Looking 
over the above example, it seems we covered 
everything, right? WRONG!!! 

We neglected to determine or write down how 
many times we want this program to cycle 
through. Let's add to the input section the 
fallowing. 

INPUT TO INCLUDE NUMBER OF CYCLES 

Now there is one more bit of information 
that we must add to the list that we are making. 
Writing a program to compound interest is just 
not possible without defining the formula or 
mathematical steps to be used* So now we must 
add to the list the formula.* 

INTEREST* (RATE/FREQUENC Y>*C AFITA L 

BALANCE=CAPITAL+INTEREST 
BALANCE BECOMES CAPITAL FOR NEXT 

CYCLE. 

(I hope I got that right!!) 

Finally we have enough information with 
which to build the program, so we can now 
design a very basic flowchart. 

As can be seen, the input section only needs 
to be run through one time. After the data is 
all input, the program will loop through the 
calculation and output sections the required 
number of times until the calculations are 
complete. 

I—-1 
I HOUSEKEEPING 1 1 
I INPUT SECTION | 

I I 

I 

I—-1 
I CALCULATION | 
i SECTION | 

I I 

I 
I- -! 
I OUTPUT j 
I SECTION | 

I I 
—-<- 

Time Trail CQNT 

1030 N=I«POKE 1548,ASC(S$(N,N)):POKE 7 
12,N*16+8:POKE 704,N*16+10iFOR 1=1 TO 
10 {NEXT JJNEXT I 
1090 POKE 704.56JPOKE 712,0.*FOR 1=0 TO 
3ISOUND I,0,0,0JNEXT I {RETURN 

2000 REM ** NEW LAP SUBROUTINE ** 
2005 REM ** Ck. clock for lap time - c 
ale. speed ** 

2010 LAP=L:T(LAP)=PEEK(20)+256*PEEK(1? 
)+256*256*PEEK(18):SP=DIST/(T(LAP)-T(L 
AP-D) 

2020 POSITION 12,OJ? #6,*INT(SP>r "J 
TS=DIST*LAF/(T(LAF)-T(0»:POSrnCN 1,0 
J? #6{INT(TS){" " 
2025 POSITION 18,01? #6{LAP 
2030 RETURN 



Matt Loveiess 
ANTIC-DOTES 

THE 65Q2BS 

by, Matt Loveless and Mike Eggers 

As most ATARI owners Know, the ATARI 
personal computer has a few chips (you know, 
those expensive pieces of silicon) that were 
designed by ATARI engineers. Namely the 
ANTIC, CTIA, and the POKEY. But, what few 
people know is that the 6502 used in our 
machines is not the standard 6502. It turns out 
that ATARI engineers designed the new version 
6502, They then commissioned SYNERTEC to 
manufacture what is now called the series B 
6502 special, or for short, the 6502BS. This new 
6502 is identical to the standard 6502 except for 
the addition of 11 new instructions. The 
purpose of this article is to explain these 
instructions. 

GCH CGlitCH] Irrevocably locks the 6502 up 
into an endless loop which cannot be remedied 
except by shutting the system power down. 

WNM [Wrong NuMber] for use strictly with 
telecommunications, this instruction will play 
one of the following pre-recorded messages 
over the phone line, 

1) "I'm sorry, we are unable to complete your 
call as dialed, 

2) "The number you have reached his been 
disconnected ..." 

3) "HELLO? HELLO? HELLO-" 

LKB CLooK Busy] This instruction randomly 
blinks the screen, sounds the speaker, and 
whirrs the disk drive in sucn a way that is 
guaranteed to impress anyone who knows 
nothing about computers. 

FRY CFRY] Electronical!/ and silently 
reroutes the house current to the desired chip 
or I/O device. 

VALID OPERANDS 
A ANTIC chip 
C CTIA chip 
C O.S. rams 
R RAM 
J joystick 
P printer 
K keyboard (see note) 

NOTE: The K operand can be used tc 
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Returns! 
supplement ATARI'S human engineering 
philosophy, In addition to flashing the screen 
red and sounding an obnoxious buzzer when 
incorrect data is keyed, try sending 110 volts 
through the keyboard. This is the same 
technique used in laboratories to condition rats* 

ZAP tZAP] This instruction is an alternate 
to DOS' format disk command. It moves a large 
magnet situated in the back or the drive up to 
the disk effectively erasing all data, 

OOP COOPs3 Randomly inverts several bits 
in the accumulator. 

IMS Q'M Sorry] Re-inverts almost all gf the 
bits inverted by the OOP instruction, 

VDW CVoiD Warranty] Inflicts physical 
damage to the mother unit, voiding the 
warranty. 

??? [amnesia] Makes your ATARI think it is 
a TRS-80. 

NSE [No Speaka English] Effectively 
garbles all I/O. 

EYE [GUESS] Self-explanatory.' 

MOTE! Stand back. 

SPECIAL NOTE: This article is fiction. Any 
reference to any company within this article is 
purely in jest, and is not meant to reflect the 
quality, standards, or morals of those 
mentioned* 

START/STOP 

by, Matt Loveless 

This program is meant to be used in 
conjunction with BASIC* It is a machine 
language program that resides on page 6 and is 
executed every VBI (vertical blank interrupt)* 
The program is an alternate to hitting CTRL-1 
to pause program output* Instead, the console 
buttons are used. 

To use the program follow these steps: 

1) Type the program into an ATARI 
compatable assembler (the ASSEMBLER 
EDITOR cartridge is fine). 

2) Assemble the program (with ATARI'S, use 



the ASM command). Note! You may want to 
LIST the source code to disk cor future 
reference. 

3> Save page 6 ($0600-$06FF) out to a disk. 
ATARI'S, use SAVE#D: CTRL1.0BJ<0600,06FF 

4) Boot up BASIC, and go to DOS. 

5) Use the DOS "L“ command to load the file 
into memory, 

6) Use DOS' "B“ command to return to the 
cartridge. 

7) Do this! X=USRU696) 

Now that the hard stuff is done, you get to 
play with the program. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1) Hold down CSTART] to pause output, 

2) Release [START] to continue output, 

3) While holding [START] press [SELECT] to 
enter locked mode. 

4) Press [START] to leave locked mode. 

Have fun!!! 

0110 ;= CTHL1 VERSION 2.0 = 
0120 != by, Matt Loveless = 
0130 1= 11-10-81 
0140 ;=<c) 1981 by M. Loveless = 
0150 (=================3=-=:: 
0160 1 
0170 1 
0180 1 

0190 .TITLE "CTRL 1 VERSION 2.0 11/10/81" 
0200 .PAGE 
0210 1 This routine will check the 
0220 1START button every VBLANK. If 
0230 1ST ART is pushed, it sets SSFLAG. 
0240 Ilf it is not pushed, it clears 
0250 ithe SSFLAG. 
0260 1 
0270 1 
0280 1*** EQUATES *** 
0290 ! 

0300 CONSQL=$D01F Iconsole buttons 
0310 SSFLAG=$02FF Iscreen start/stop 
0320 SETVBV=$£45C iset vertical blank 
0330 SYSVBV=$E45F Isystem VBI routine 
0340 XITVBV=$E462 (exit VBI routine 
0350 CMDBYT=$06 Icommand to pass to 
SETVBV <6=IMMEDITATE, 7=DEFERR£D) 
0360 1 
0370 1 
0380 1 
0390 *=$0600 PAGE 6 
0400 1 
0410 1*** FLAGS *** 
0420 1 

0430 LOCKED3* JLQCKED MODE FLAG 
0440 WASIT=*+1 JWAS IT PUSHED FLAG 
0450 *=*+2 (ADJUSTMENT FOR FLAGS 
0460 1 
0470 1 
0480 1 

0490 1 VBLANK VECTORS TO HERE 
0500 BEGIN LDA #$01 (VALUE TO AND 
CONSOL WITH FOR [START] 
0510 BIT CONSOL 1CHECK FOR [START] 
0520 BEQ ST ARTIS (BRANCH IF PUSHED 
0530 LDA WASIT (WAS [START] PUSHED 
0540 CMP #$01 (CHECK TO SEE 
0550 BNE END1 (IF NOT THEN EXIT 
0560 LDA #$00 (CLEAR WASIT FLAG 
0570 STA WASIT 
0580 LDA LOCKED (IN LOCKED MODE? 
0590 CMP #$01 (CHECK TO SEE 
0600 BEQ END1 (IF LOCKED THEN EXIT 
0610 LDA #$00 (CLEAR SSFLAG 
0620 STA SSFLAG 
0630 END1 JMF SYSVBV 
0640 STARTIS LDA WASIT (WAS [START] 
PUSHED? 
0650 CMP #$01 (CHECK TO SEE 
0660 BNE NEWTIM (IF NOT THEN BRANCH 
0670 LDA #$02 (VALUE TO AND CONSOL 
WITH FOR [SELECT] 
06S0 BIT CONSOL (CHECK FOR [SELECT] 
0690 BNE END2 (BRANCH IF NOT PUSHED 
0700 LDA #$01 (SET LOCKED FLAG 
0710 STA LOCKED 
0720 END2 JMF SYSVBV 
0730 NEWTIM LDA #$01 (SET WASIT FLAG 
0740 STA WASIT 
0750 LDA LOCKED (IN LOCKED MODE? 
0760 CMP #$01 (CHECK TO SEE 
0770 BEQ GETOUT (BRANCH IF IN LOCKED 
0780 LDA #$01 (SET SSFLAG 
0790 STA SSFLAG 
0800 .IMF SYSVBV 

0810 GETOUT LDA #$00 (GET OUT OF LOCKED 
0820 STA LOCKED 
0830 JMP SYSVBV 

4 1 
GOTO BACK PAGE 



Many Thanks and Season's Greetings 

/""N, I wish to thank ail the wonderful people who have helped the ACE Newsletter, 
especially the following who have been extra-special# and have gone out of their way 

v to make our Newsletter what it is* 

Pam Yocum# Dale Yocum# Paul Cubbage# Earl Rice# Cris Crawford# Jerry Jessup# Mike 
Vingali and# of course# our district Rep# Bridget Schwarz of Reeves and Associates 

Vendor's* 

John and Patty Bell (Crystalware)# Bob Christensen (Quality Software)# Bill Hilkinson 
(0#S#S*)# Dennis Wallin (DataSoft)# Ken Berry (LJK)# Pat Mullarky (NW Computer 
Engineering)# Wynn Smith (Mosaic)# Ihor Wolosenko (Synapse)# Gary and Doug Carlston 
(Broderbund)# Jim Clark (MicoPeripheral) and Tony Dobre (C#C*I. and Swifty) 

Editors* 

George Blank (Creative Computing)# Mark Pelcarski# Winfried Hofacker (ELCQMP)# 
and the editors of BYTE# Micro and Purser's for their continued support 

ACE Columnists? 

Marc Benioff# George Conger# Kirt Stockwell. and our prize winning Stan Ockers 

ACE aLLj*t:Hor-s and contributors? 

Bill Degrott# Linette Knoll# Tom Ettel# L*J* Knoll# Paul Hoffman# Aaron Ness, Ray 
Bannister# Ron Ness# Marc Norland# John Allen* William Jones# Steve Smith# Dan 
White# Bruce Oakers, Steve Berg, Dan Chaffets# Chuck and Jody Ross# John Lawson# 
Jim and Linda Bumpas# Robert Rochon# John Wiley# David Stevenson# Larry Hitz# Alan 
Ackerman# George Barti# E.J. Knoll# Mark DeForest# Mike Eggers# and my son# Brian 
Dunn* who reviews the games 

Helpers who pujtr the Newsletter 
Together? 

Aa^on and Ron Ness, Jim and Linda Bumpus, Chuck and Jcdy Ross* Dan White# Ruth 
Ellsworth# E#J. and L.J* Knoll. Jerri Nygren# John Lawson* Kirt Stockwell* John 
Charles* Tom Easton, Tom Ettel* and anyone else we can round up when it comes time 
fo collate 

and’last the person who keeps it all together* our President* Stacy Goff 

So you thought I did it all m.vself? 

Mike Dunn. Editor 

THE NEXT ACE MEETING 
ILL BE HELD WEDNESDAY, 

DECEMBER 9, 7530 P.M. 
AT STACY GOFF'S HOME, 

4230 HILYARD, EUGENE 
PHONE 686-8308 
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3TART/STQP CO NT 

.0840 ; 

0860 {This routine grabs the vertical 
0870 {blank vector chosen by CMDBYTE. 
0880 {Initialize the S/S routine From 
0890 {BASIC,b> doing this* 
0900 { X=USR<1696> 

0920 { 
0930 *-$06A0 
0940 {SAVE REGISTERS 
0950 PHA {SAVE ACCUMULATOR 
0960 TXA 
0970 PHA {SAVE X REGISTER 
0980 TYA 
0990 PHA {SAVE Y REGISTER 
1000 LDA #$00 
1010 STA LOCKED {CLEAR LOCKED FLAG 
1020 STA WASIT {CLEAR WASIT FLAG 
1030 LDX #BEGIN/256 {HIGH BYTE OF VBI 
ROUTINE 
10^0 LDY #BEGIN&255 {LOW BYTE OF VBI 
ROUTINE 
1050 LDA #CMDBYT 
1060 JSR SETVBV {GO GET IT DONE 
1070 FLA 
1080 TAY {RESTORE Y REGISTER 
1090 PL A 
1100 TAX {RESTORE X REGISTER 
1110 FLA {RESTORE ACCUMULATOR 
1120 PLA {CLEAR BASIC NULL VALUE 
1130 RTS 
1140 .END 

Munchers BUG 
j 

The following lines were printed incorrectly — 
in the Oct issue* It was not a mistake by Stan 
Ockers, but, I have just learned, that the OS, 
825 Printer and the 850 interface have some 
weird "bugs" that occasionally change or drop 
charactors, especially numbers. Sorry, and if 
you find more in other issues, please let us 
know. 

SO DATA 177,203,208,247,136,177,203,24 
0,6,200,145,203,136,208,245,200,145,20 
3,234,|4|,470,207,176,3,222,248 
200fFWWX>l-TO 3:a=USR<U,X,R6>:P=FEEK( 
1779+$C)ftH PM03 OR F<18 THEN A=USR(U> 
X,R10) 

} ! I j : ■ 
I i f 5 * 
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BULLETIN BOARD 
LOOSE BITS 

by Stacy A. Goff, ACE President 

l am pleased to be able to announce the ACE BULLET, a bulletin board 
system for all ACE member* with modem*. Written by Frank Hub and, 
of the Washington O.C. Atari group. we are helping him to test the 
program and let everyone know what a great program it is, it will be 
available for sale soon for other user groups and interested parties. 
Note: the Wash. OX. bulletin board phone* is <202)276*8342. 

What IS a bulletin board? Well briefly, it is. in my opinion, the tip of 
the tslecommunications/networking iceberg, which I predict we will 
all be heavily involved with in the next 3 years. It is a fledgling 
information utility, providing information, programs, news and 
services from computer to computer, using modems and telephone lines. 

CompuServe. Dow Jones Information Service and The Source are 
examples of very large-scale information utilities. They provide 
many services, a vast database of information, and expensive access 
rates. For the beginner, they are difficult to use, and are generalised 
to all computer systems, rather than specific to the Atari. Tou will 
probably someday find great value from these large information 
utilities} our ACE BULLET should provide an opportunity for you to 
work up gradually to that level. 

What can you do with the ACE BULLET? For the month of January, 
and as an experiment to see how the service is accepted by you, we 
are implementing the following services; 

* Ability to Send/Htceive general or directed messages from 
systems operations (ACEOP) or other members; These arc stored 
either under your sign-on name or under 'ALL USERS' 

* Transmit Current news; for instance, we arc intending to release 
the Atari Consumer Electronics Show announcements as soon as they 
are made (approx. Jan. 12). 

" ♦ Place or read classified ads related to Atari interests 
* Receive newsletter programs over the telephone, rather than 

typing them in! (requires a downloader program). For the month of 
January, we have available TIMET RIAL (Dec), DOGGIES, and several 
of the newest programs in the ACE EXCHANGE. 

J * View the list of programs available from the ACE EXCHANGE 
(Four new disks are being added thie month!) 

* Send us programs or newsletter article! over telephone lines 
' upload #r program necessary on your end), 

* Rumor control center (or at least some attempt to verify the most 
common or interssting ones). This service it labeled: ACEOPS 
FABLES 

Does this service sound like something you could benefit from? If so, 
try it out! If nothing else, go to your ATARI dealer, and try it out 
using their modem! Chance* are that THEY will be just as interested 
as you are, and may even pick up the long-distance tab! We hope this 
service is just enough to help many of you to take the leap into the 
exiting field of home telecommunications. 

SPECIFICS? For the month of January only, the ACE BULLET will be 
available from 8 A.M. Tuesdays thru 8 A.M. Wednesday, and from 12 
Midnite Fridays thru 12 Noon Saturdays PST, The phone number is 
(303)343*4332. Just turn on your computer, insert your program, dial 
us up, and try it out! 

The February phone number and times will probably differ; they will 
be posted on the BULLET in late January, and published in the 
February ACE NEWS. 

• a 4 

/^Personal Comment: Due to the poor economy and the fiscal crisis 
that local government finds itself in, I find myself looking for a new 
job. I suspect this will affect my ability to continue as ACE President 
(a full time jab in itself!), since the other jab opportunities in this 
area are very limited. If ACE readers are aware of challenging 
positions or contracts available in my areas of expertise, I would 
appreciate hearing about them. My background is as follows; Fifteen 
years in Local Government large scale information systems analysis, 
system design and Project Management in; 

Financial systems 
Management Decision Support Systems 
Management Presentation Graphics 
Automated Mapping, Geodata Systems 
Integration of large-scale systems with micros 

I am intsrested in travel. 

I can be reached during the day at (303)687*4073; evenings at 
<303)686*6308; or leave a message for me on the ACE BULLET, 

BENIOFF AT LARGE * 
. CAVERNS. OF MARS 
1 have been waiting to tell you about this one. It is the best. No 

other comments are necesary. It is Scramble with vertical scrolling 
instead of horizontile. It is "beyond awesome"! What can I say? 
There are four levels that you must attack, and then if you make it to 
the base, you set a bomb, and take off. Then you must make it up the 
cavern. If you make it up, your are given a second cavern. Available 
today from APX. 

QSQSLMNTER 
A programming masterpiece of the game Pac-Man. It is more like 

the game than Jawbreaker, but this game is of less quality. You may 
choose from 16 different mazes, and there is a one an one two player 
mode, incredible! I was impressed. It is available from Arcade Plus. 
WILL NOT WORK ON REVISION B!!!!! 

Atari Invaders 
Ap excellent version of space invaders. If you have ever seen 

apple-invaders, it is like that. When you destroy the upper levels of 
invaders, they break into two invaders, superb, by Joe Helleson. (?) 
Available from AFX. 

Myriapod 
prom CCI, this is the biggest joke I have ever seen! It is 

"compiled basic”. It is Centipeads from ATARI exactly, but it is 
horrible. IT IS WORSE THAN ATARI ASTEROIDS! Can you believe 
that? I thought nothing was as bad as Asteroids, but this is! 

excellent! From ANALOG, this is an excellent game* It is the who 
can make it to the top while avoiding tha stars game, superb in all 
rcsprects, and I highly recomend it! 

• first,aster. n 
lYlike fitter has sold his protector to Synapse software. It is all 

new with a hard and an easy map, a hard and an easy level, and is 
available on cassette for 19.93 I would like to obtain an evaluation 
copy, are you listening Ihor? 

A terrible language from a programming stand*point. It may be 
good for teachers, but I have used it extensivly, and it could have 
been superb. Too Bad? 

PRICE REDUCTION!! TO *828. ATARI 300 will retail for *828, 
begining January sometime. Battlezone from ANALOG is still under 
review for purchase by Stuart Rosen. Very interesting things will be 
presented at CES in Las Vegas, but everyone is very quiet. 

C?TC?TALWAra,,N5W5 
John Bell will be releasing his scrolling routine in ACE next 

month, and has released an all new 5 disk game, called The Bermuda 
Emeri^nee. being sold for *39.93, 

aiabi usssmm 
fjo you like this column? If so show your support to Mike Dunn* 

He is taking alot of trouble, because ATARI does not feel we should 
be releasing secret information. Like Battlezone, Tampest, Disk 
Drive updates, Chip switches, service problems, and freedom of 
speech. If you like the diversity of this column tell ATARI, and tell 
MIKE!Happy New Year, Marc 
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Bit* 
by Mika Dunn 

WNm Wynn Smith of Mosaic Electronics (FOB 748, Oregon City, Or 
97045), heard about our award to Stan Ockers of his $180 32K memory 
board last month, ha gave it to us for a vary good pries, Wynn has 
bean a long time member and supporter of ACE, and many of us have 
his boards, Ha also told me that the third slot of the Atari 300 has 
special ports that allow you to do many things other than just plug in 
memory. The Mosaic 32k board is designed to take advantage of this 
slot, and Wynn has some remarkable things in the development stage. 
He is also going to release soon an 16K ext notion to the 32K board to 
allow 48K with the Atari 400, 

In an unusual spirt of cooperation, the two publishers of the 
programs that X use the most. Text Wizard (Oatasoft, 19519 Business 
Center Drive, Nothridge, CA 91324) and FlleManaoer 800 (Synapse 
Software, 820 Coventry Road, Kensington, CA 94707), have gotten 
together. DataSoft will release an updated version of TextWiiard 
that will use FileManaoer 800 as a Database for form Tetters, etc* 
Speaking of FUeManaoer. it has been repackaged and now comes with 
a nice binder, 2 disks so you have a backup, and is now $100, The 
updates for both programs will be for a nominal charge, and will 
hopefully be ready in February, 

The Index {$15, Missouri Indexing, FOB 301, St, Ann, MO 63074) is 
a monumental book just released that indexs all articles on Personal 
Computers in the last 5 years until July of 1980. It will have 
frequent updates, and includes a complete index to ACE Newsletter, 
the only Atari Newsletter indexed. Thanks! Everyone should consider 
getting one-it is really something. 

Creative Computing (39 E, Hanover Ave„ Morris Plains, NJ 07950) 
has released the best of the British Thoro-EMI games in the US, 
These are all machine language games with outstanding graphics and 
art very low priced- from $15 cassette to $25 disk with 2 games. 
Games include Pool, Snooker, Billiards, Darts, Tilt, Dominoes and 
Cribbage, The ones that X have seen are really nicely done and fun! 

Th. CES in Las Vagas, Jan 7-10 will be the sceen of Atari's 
announcing forthcoming products for the New Tear. The new Atari 
printer, rumored to be a product from a small, not-very-weil known 
manufactory will be annouced, as well as Microsoft BASIC, maybe the 
new Atari models if they are ready, PASCAL, new 64K boards, etc-all 
pure conjecture. Our next issue will have it all. 

New releases from APT (POB 427, 155 Moffett Park Drive, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 or 800-538-1862) include Pat Mullarky's FORTH 
($40d)» My First Alphabet, an excellant program formally sold by 
Swifty Software ($30d), the Fabulous new arcade game, Caverns of 
Mars ($30d or c), and many others-see next issues for reviews. 

Tony Dobre has just sent us a review copy of his new modem 
program, Datalink. Swifty Software, POB 641 Melville, NT 11747. It 
costs $35 until the end of the month, then $$0. It is beautifully done, 
very easy to use, and has Uploading, Downloading, file transfer, and 
editing before contact is made facilities. According to Tony, it is the 
only modem program that operates in full duplex for file transfer, 
doing a byte-by-byte comparison with its return Echo, He has also 
released an improved version of his disk speed program Disk Doctor 
$30, that it accurate to 1/4 RPM! Hill be available from Swifty in 2 
weeks, 

El£OMP (53 Redrock Lane, Pomona, CA 91766) the German-based 
company, has released their new book, ATARI-BASIC-Learning bv 
Doing $10, a nice little book that bridges the gap between the books 
that come with your Atari and the more advanced ones like the Tricky 
Tutorials from Santa Cruz Software and the Atari advanced manuals, 
A nice introduction to advanced graphics, several nice and handy 
tables, etc. They are also about to release their EPROM'er board that 
attaches to their expansion interface board. Their Macro-assembler 
($90) is also about ready. 

Microsoft BASIC 
-preliminary report- 

by Mike Dunn 

The long awaited Microsoft BASIC is about to be released. It will 
cost $90, come with a disk and cassette version in the package and 
extensive documentation, including hints on converting TRS-80, PET 
and Applesoft to AtariSoft. The Atari version will have all of the 
features of the others, plus some new ones, and use about 20K, 
leaving only about 21K for your programs, and will be the most 
powerful Microsoft BASIC available. As it is possible for the Atari 
to address 192K with 64K boards, maybe someday Microsoft could be 
used with the expanded memory to obtain more program room, but that 
is purs conjecture on my part. 

A full review will have to await its release, but, according to a 
reliable source, the following features will be availble in addition to 
those already present in Atari BASIC! 

DEFSKG, DEFDBL, DEFIKT, and DEFSTRt To define variables to be 
single or double precision numbers, or integer or Strings, 

X, * for single or double precision constants, 

& for Hexadecimal constants. 

NOT, AND, OR, TOR logical expressions, 

AUTO to number lines automatically, 

DEL to delete specified line numbers, 

SAVE WITH LOCK 

LOAD will load tokenized or untokenized files, even untokenized files 
from Atari BASIC. 

VERIFY compares the program in memory with the one stored on the 
file. 

MERGE to merge untokenized (LIST'ed) files, 
RENUM will renumber specified lines in specified increments, 

LOCK, UNLOCK, KILL, NAME are direct from BASIC DOS commands. 

TROH and TRQFF are tracing commands, 

REM, !,' are all REM statements, but the later can end the line 
without using a U 

MOVE will move blocks of memory, used mostly with player-missle 
graphics, 

GOTO and GOSUB must have numbers now, no variables-a big loss! 

IF ..THENmELSE 

WAIT will stop the program until the specified condition is met. 

NETT doesn't need the variable, 

ON ERROR, ERROR, ERL, ERR, RESUME for error traping instead of 
TRAP 

AFTER specified time in "Jiffies*, program will resume, 

COMMON for using the same variable in different programs. 

RANDOMISE, RND-RND will have the same sequence unless seeded 
with RANDOMIZE. 

OPTION PLM1, OPTION PLM2, OPTION FLM 0-to reserve the number 
of bytes needed for player-missle graphics, single-line, double-line 
or none, 

OPTION CHR1, OPTION CHR2, OPTION CHRO-same for charactor 
sets, 

OPTION RESERVE-to reserve a number of bytes for machine language 
code or whatever. 

VAHFTR, VARPTR(PLM 1) ETC-returns the starting address of the 
variable, Player-missle graphics or Charactor set, 

TAB-* tab. 

5PC-Number of spaces. 

PRINT USIHG-many commands. 

INPUT "string", without having to put PRINT 

LINE INPUT-Inputs a entire line* 

PRINT AT-x,y if Screen, Sector, Byte if disk, 

OPEN ttocb» "device!", INPUT, OUTPUT, UPDATE, AFFEND-instead 
of numbers, 

EOF-End-of-Flle statement. 

TXME-time in Jiffies 

TTMEt-real time dock. 

LEFTS, MIDf, RIGHT$-usual Microsoft sting functions, 

Wor concatenation 

INSTR will search for a substring within a string, 

STRINGS for returning substrings specified. 
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SAVMOV 
DISASSEMBLY OF CARTRIDGE PROGRAMS 

by Ed Chastain 

This article is primarily intsndsd for those Atari Computer 
Enthusiasts interested in assembly language programming on their 
ATARI Personal Computer System. 

Assembly language programming offers greater execution speed, 
many times faster than in BASIC. However, there are many tedious 
assembly language steps that must be undertaken to accomplish even 
a simple task in BASIC. So. often execution speed is sacrificed for 
easier programming in BASIC. 

In learning assembly language programming for the ATARI one can 
look to many sources for information. However, it is a very difficult 
task trying to find example assembly language programs for the 
ATARI. Even when armed with a copy of the ATARI Operating System 
(OS) reference manuals and the accompanying listings, it can be a 
difficult task trying to figure out what to do. 

There are several books available on assembly language 
programming for 6502 MPTJ's. however, they are very inadequate in 
utilizing the powerful Input/Output (I/O) available in the ATARI. 
Magazines are excellent sources for information, but until lately, 
there have been very few articles devoted to assembly language 
programming on the ATARI* * 

After I started this article, the November issue of COMPUTE 
arrived and it contained an excellent article by Bill Wilkinson of 
Optimized Systems Software. 

Bill has promised a series of articles on assembly language 
programming that I'm looking forward to. Currently, few assembly 
language programming example are available for those interested in 
examining them to learn assembly language from them. 

In an effort to aid myself and others who are interested in 
learning assembly language for the ATARI. I have written several 
programs which I have found to be very useful. These programs when 
used in conjunction with a disassembler, can be used to examine mast 
of the plug-in cartridges. 

The intent of this new capability isn't to encourage software 
piracy, rather, it is to promote better understanding of assembly 
language programming on the ATARI. I have spent hours examing the 
ATARI Operating System and DOS listings. From these studies I have 
learned that it is passible to intercept and gain control of the 
microprocessor before it transfers total control to the cartridge 
program. In most cases that is, Star Raiders for example is an 
exception, control is past to this cartridge before it is possible to 
gain control by this technique. 

. Briefly, I discovered that cassette bootable tapes which during 
initialization do not return control to the ATARI Operating System 
could be used to accomplish this. I wrote two programs in assembly 
language to do this, one 1 call "SAVER" and the other “MOVER". 

SAVER creates a cassette bootable tape file and MOVER is used 
to relocate the cartridge program into RAM and then it boots DOS. 
DOS can then be used to save a copy of what is in RAM, which later 
can be reloaded and examined by a disassembler program. 

I have combined these two programs into one and converted it so 
that it may be used by BASIC without the need of an assembler 
program. In order to utilize this program in the form I used, you will 
need an ATARI 300, disk drive, program recorder, a disassembler 
program, and atleast 24K of RAM. A printer is optional, but very 
useful. A disassembler program is available through Atari Computer 
Enthusiasts (ACE) or Quality Software, both are written in BASIC. 
Improvements or modifications to this program can be made by those 
of you who wish. 

For example, those without a disk drive and 24K or more of RAM, 
my wish to modify the program to copy the information to tape* It 
could then be read from tape and disassembled by a modified BASIC 
disassembler program. 

I have written this program to be located at Page 6 of memory, i.e. 
40600 or decimal 1536. If you wish to examine the assembler version 
of this program then run your disassembler program starting at Page 
6. The procedure: 

1. Enter the given program using the BASIC cartridge, and save it 
to a tape or disk* 

2. Prepare a blank tape for recording by getting it past the leader. 
3. Run the progam. When you hear the familiar two buzzes, press 

down the PLAY and RECORD buttons on the program recoder. Then 
press the RETURN key on the ATARI keyboard. 

4. When the READY prompt returns to the screen, turn off and 
rewind the cassette tape. 

3. Turn off the power switch on the ATARI computer. 
6. Place whatever cartridge you would like to try to disassemble in 

the ATARI cartridge slot, but don't turn on the power yet. 
7. Hold down the START key while turing the power on in the 

ATARI. If you hear a buzz then you are in luck, that cartridge can be 
disassembled. If instead the cartridge starts running, then it can't be 
disassembled by this procedure. 

3. Press down the PLAY button on the program recorder, and then 
press the RETURN key on the keyboard. 

?. Shortly, the DOS menu should appear on the screen. Enter the 
X (Save binary file) command, and press RETURN. DOS should ask for 
a filename, starting, and ending addresses. Type in: (a file name of 
your choice),4000,3FFF and press RETURN. When DOS is finished, 
turn off the power to the ATARI. 

10. Place the (BASIC or ASSEMBLER) cartridge in the ATARI, 
whichever you need to run the particular disassembler program you 

have. Note: you should have a version of the disassembler created by 
LIST and not SAVE, if not, create a new version by loading your's and 
using LIST"D:(a new filename)" or LXST"C:" with a new tape. 

11. Enter into DOS, and using the L (binary load) command load the 
file you created in step 9 that you wish to disassemble. Returning to 
the cartridge by the B (run cartriage) command. 

12. Using ENTER "DJtyour disassembler program)" or ENTER "CJ" 
with your disassembler on tape, enter your disassembler program and 
run it. The cartridge you wish to disassemble will be from 4000 to 
5FFF in Hexadecimal. 

20 REM *SAVER AND MOVER# 
30 REM *BY ED CHASTAIN* 

50 REM THIS PROGRAM CREATES A 
CASSETTE 
60 REM BOOTABLE TAPE WHICH WXL 
L MOVE 
70 REM INFORMATION FROM 4A000- 
4BFFF TO 
80 REM 44000-45FFF AND THEM IT 
WILL 

90 REM BOOT DOS WHICH CAN BE U 
SED TO 
100 REM SAVE THE INFORMATION T 
O A DISK. 
110 DATA 162,32,169,3,157,66,3. 
,169 
120 DATA 8,157,74,3,169,128,15 
7,75 
130 DATA 3,169,72,137,68,3,169 
*6 
140 DATA 157,69,3*32,86^28,48 
,38 
130 DATA 169,11,157,66,3,169,7 
3,157 
160 DATA 68,3,169,6,157,69*3,1 
69 
170 DATA 128,137,72,3,169,0,13 
7 
180 DATA 73,3,32,86,228,48,8,1 
69 
190 DATA 12,157,66,3,32,86,228 
,104 
200 DATA 96,67,38,133,0,1,73,6 
38 
210 DATA 6,169,60,141,2,211,24 
220 DATA 96,1693,133316,169, 
160 
230 DATA 133317,1693*133318 
,169 
240 DATA 64,133319,16231,160 
3 
230 DATA 177316,143318,1363 
08 
260 DATA 2493303173303193 
02 

270 DATA 483308,240,160,233, 
208 
280 DATA 236,1693,133,73,133, 
74 
290 DATA 133,932307342,169 
300 DATA 0,141383,108,10,0 
310 FOR 1*1336 TO 1682 
320 READ JIPOKE13 
330 NEXT I 
340 A-USRU536) 
330 END 
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SAVMOV ASSEMBLY LISTING 

10 {SAVERS - CREATES CASSETT 
E BOOTABLE TAPE. 
20 JADAPTED FROM ATARI USER'S 
MANUAL. 
30} 
40 {GIVENS 
50 {PSY * PROGRAM START ADDRES 
S 
60 {PND * PROGRAM END ADDRESS 
70 FLEN* PND-PST <-1277123*128 
80 •, 
90 J ATARI OS EQUATES 
0100 OPEN * 43 
0110 OPNOT * 48 
0120 FUTCHR * 4B 
0130 CLOSE * 4C 
0140 CR * 49B 
0150 ICCOM * 4342 
0160 ICSAL * 4344 
0170 ICBAH * 4345 
0180 ICSLL * 4348 
0190 ICBLH * 4349 
0200 ICAX1 * 434A 
0210 ICAX2 * 434B 
0220 CIOV * 4E456 
0230 5 
0240 {PROGRAM'S ORIGIN 
0250 **4600 
0260 BOOTB LDX *420 
0270 LDA #OFEN 
0280 STA ICCOM,X 
0290 LDA 40FNOT 
0300 STA ICAX1,X 
0310 LDA *480 
0320 STAICAX2.X 
0330 LDA *CFIL££4FF 
0340 STA ICSAL,X 
0350 LDA *CFILE/4t00 
0360 STA ICBAH,X 
0370 JSRCIOV 
0380 SMICERR 
0390 LDA *PUTCHR 
0400 STAICCOMa 
0410 LDA 4PST&4FF 
0420 STAICBAL.X 
0430 LDA 4PST/4100 
0440 STAICBAH,X 
0450 LDA #FL£N&4FF 
0460 STA ICBLL,X 
0470 LDA #FLEN/4100 
0480 STA ICBLH,X 
0490 JSRCIOV 
0300 SMICERR 
0310 LDA *CLOSE 
0520. STA ICCOM,X 
0530 JSRCIOV 
0340 CERRFLA 
0330 RTS 
0560 CFILE .BYTE “CJ",CR 
0570 {.END 
0580 j 
0590 JMOVER.se - MOVES CODE AN 
D BOOTS DISK 
0600 {THIS IS A CASSETTE BOOTA 
3LE 
0610 {PROGRAM. IT CAM BE USED 
TO 

0620 WOVE MACHINE INSTRUCTION 
3 FROM 
0630 {ONE LOCATION IN MEMORY T 
0 ANOTHER. 
0640 {AFTER THE CODE IS MOVED, 
DOS 

0650 {WILL BE BOOTED AND CAN B 
E 

GOTO 10 



back to basic 
Mow that we have discussed the basic divisions of program 

structure* we can turn to rsfinsmonts of those divisions* and to the 
further discussion of ths thsory of structure* 

Xt is probably appropriate to acknowledge at this time that many 
programs have several each inputs outputs and calculation sections* 
He are made of stern stuff* though* and won't let this affect our 
discussion for now* 

The lesson last month stressed the division of the program into 
three basic sections* This is the concept of MODULARITY and these 
sections are known as MODULES* One of the important paints of the 
module concept isS Any module should be able to be written and 
tested independently of any other module* In this way* a program can 
be debugged in a very efficient manner* as most problems will show up 
in the testing of the module* By building the modules separatelyt and 
testing them as they are completed* programs can be developed 
quickly* For those of you with disk drives* (tapes will do in a pinch) 
those modules can be stored separately and assembled into several 
different configurations as the need arises* 

Ths modular or structured concept of programming loans heavily on 
the GOSUB-RETURN statements in Basic. Ths ability of the computer 
to go to a sub-routine (separate module) and return to the line 
following the GOSUB command is ideally suited to structure* In many 
professionally written programs X have had the pleasure to study* 
there have been examples of structure which included as many as 8 or 
10 GOSUB commands (in separate statements)* with a few IF THEN* in 
between to determine which modules to access* Many high-level 
languages support named subroutines. In ATARI Basic* this can bs 
simulated by first assigning values to the name* then using the name 
as the variable to access the subroutine* An example of this is shown 
below? 

10 ENTRY*!0001CALC-2000 
20 COPY *3000 
30 GR*OiGGSUB ENTRY 
40 GOSUB CALC 
SO END 

1000 REM ENTRY STARTS HERE 
1010 DO TOUR THING 
1020 m ag 9LAH BLAH 
1030 RETURN 

2000 REM CALC STARTS HERE 
2010 AX3D»SUBTRACT.MULTIPLY*ETC« 
2020 GOSUB COPY 
2030 RETURN 

3000 REM COPY STARTS HERE 
3010 PRINT ALL THAT GOOD STUFF 
3020 RETURN 
3030 . .. 

If you take your pencil and tracs the flow of this program* you 
will see it is extremely straightforward and all the modules art 
dearly defined* This* among other benefits* allows any programmer 
who may look at your program to see exactly what you are doing and 
when you are doing it* If you have ever had the fruetration of trying 
to modify an exchange program* only to find you couldn't trace it 
without extreme effort* you will appreciate this feature.TAXE 
NOTE!!! The world of professional programming is turning strongly 
toward structure in programming* with very good reason* X might also 
mention* as you begin to use some of the more powerful languages* 
you twill find a structured approach will be even more worthwile. 

Now* how did you do with the test program last month? I do hops 
you tried the program* and if the formula was wrong* I'm sorry* 
Please compare the program you wrote with the mock-up in this 
lesson* and you will have an idea of how nearly structured your 
thinking is* REMEMBER* though* programming is one of the last 
citadels of individuality, and if it works* it's good* (But if it's 
structured too, then it's great)* Later* folks!!! 

—Kir* StockwsU 

In last month's issue* I explained how to use Tables 9.6 and 9,1 in 
the Basic Reference Manual* The procedure involved looking up 
numbers in the tables then adding or subtracting the numbers* If 
Tables 9.6 and 9.7 are used frequently* this procedure becomes time 
consuming and awkward* I wrote a short program which produces a 
text-code matrix* Now* when I want to display a character using ths 
PUT command* I can look up ths text code directly* In this article, I 
will explain how the program works. Since the key lesson in this 
article concerns working with a printer* you should have a printer to 
get the most out of the article. 

LPRXNT is the command one uses to cause characters to be printed. 
Enter and run the following program to demonstrate* 

10 LPRXNT "GRAPHICS MODE 1 OR 2" 
20 LFRINT \ LFRINT "PQXE 756* 224- 

Characters between the quotation marks are printed* An LFRINT 
command by itself produces a line space* 

To shift a line to the right* add spaces between the first quotation 
mark and the first letter of text. For example* add the following 
instructions to your program* Put nine spaces between the quotation 
mark and the word "seteolor". (These instructions will print the 
headings for the matrix we will generate). 

30 LFRINT ! LFRINT " SETCOLOR REGISTER" 
35LFRINT" 0 1 2 3* ♦ LPRXNT 

The first matrix we will generate is the text codes for the 
characters in colunvt 1 of Table 9A, The matrix will have five columns. 
Column 1 will display the character. The remaining columns show the 
text code for seteolor registers 0, 1* 2 and 3* respectively. Add the 
following instructions to your program* Put five spaces between the 
quotation marks* 

40 FOR X * 0 TO 31 
50 LFRINT CHR*(X ♦ 32V, * "1 X ♦ 32*. * "? X? * "? X ♦ 160? " 

* X + 128 
60 NEXT X 

Instructions 40 and 60 make up a FOR-NEXT loop* If you don't 
know what that means, refer to page 15 of the Atari Reference Manual. 

, Now, let's look at instruction 50* In order to understand the CHRS 
(character string) command* you need to know what ATASCII code 
numbers are* 

Appendix C of the Reference Manual shows two code numbers for 
each symbol* He will use the decimal code* If you know the decimal 
code, the computer will "look up" the symbol or character you want to 
print* 

The first character in column 1 of Table 9.6 is a space* Appendix C 
tells us that the ATASCII (decimal) code is 32 for a space. Since we 
want to list the symbols between "space" and "?*, we will be using 
ATASCII codes between 32 and 63. Therefore, if X starts at 0 and 
indexes to 31, the following will "look up* the symbols we want: 
CHRS(X ♦ 32). The spaces between the quotation marks simply cause 
•ach column of numbers to be tabbed five spaces. 

Table 9.7 tells us the conversion factors are? -32, 0* 160 and 128 
for seteolor registers 0,1* 2 and 3, respectively. (I pointed out last 
month* the conversion number for seteolor 0 is incorrect. It should be 
♦32* not -32.) Instruction 50 shows how these conversion numbers 
were added to X. 
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REVIEWS DOGGIES 

TANXTICS 24K TAPE (BASIC) 
BT AVALON HILL (about *24) 

review by Steve Berg* Phillipine Islands 

lanktics is a one player game of a World War II German (you) and 
Russian (computer) armor encounter* The game comes complete with a 
gameboard and unit counters (tanks or antitank guns). The game has 
several senarios including you and the Russians are after the same 
objective hex or you could be guarding a Russian objective hex or vice 
versa etc. The computer controls the range of movements (depends on 
type of tank and terrain) for you and it tells you which enemy tanks 
can be seen by any one of your tanks. v 

The computer receives twice as many tanks as you do* but you 
decide what type of tanks you and the computer receive. 

During the play of the game you must continue to keep track of the 
movements of all pieces by moving them on the game board. The 
program only generates x,y coordinates. Think of playing an Avalon 
Hill game with a nat-to-bright mute who can't move his own counters. 

This is my third review of an Avalon Hill game and I have come to 
a conclusion <fa*t.no?). Avalon Hill is continuing to program the 
limitations of the S-80 into their programs for the ATARI. 
Admittedly in Conflict 2500 the ATARI goes be-boop and gets into 
graphics 7, but other than that we're stuck in graphics 0 with a mute 
machine. Until AH unleashes the capabilities of our computer their 
games will not be imaginative or exciting. 

w AU Baba and the Forty Thieves 
(Quality Software. 6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 103. Reseda. CA 91335. 

*32.95d) 
review by Brian Dunn 

Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves by Quality Software is an 
adventure game in which you can control a number of different 
characters like humans, elves, and dwarves. In the game you can have 
up to 17 players play at the same time, you can also add more players 

as the game continues. 
The users manual is very, very good. In the back of the manual it 

shows a list of every monster or player you may encounter in your 
game. In the list it tells what type of creature the player or monster 
is. and tells their strength, constitution, melee .hand-to-hand combat, 
armor, dexterity, running speed, and what level they are on. The 
manual also gives you a listing of your freinds and foes and tells you 
their strength and weakness are. The manual also tells you how to 

play the game. 
The manual tells what the story is about and what your objective 

or goal is. The story begins with you being Ali Baba* and your mission 
or goal is the rescue the lovely Princess Buddir al-Buddoor from the 
evil Sultan Shahriar. In order to rescue the princess you must go into 
the mountain and explore all the different rooms until you find her. 
After you rescue the princess you must take her back to the begining 
and you will win a have'nt been able to rescue the princess yet). 

The graphics in AU Baba are not that bad-but the men are pretty 
much stick-figures* I think the sound in Ali Baba is remarkable. Ali 
Baba is the only game 1 have seen that has text and graphics at the 
same time throughout the entire game, it's good so you can both see 

and read at the same time. 
I think QuaUty Software did an excellent job on Ali Baba and I had 

many fun hours playing it. 

This one's for Johnny. At 1 1/2 years old he can't control the 
joystick yet but he can push the button and he loves doggies. It's also 
hard enough to drive adults nuts. I know it can be done in 15 moves 
but I haven't done it yet and I refuse to peek at the answer. 

Changing large numbers of characters in the character set would 
have been extremely difficult without an excellent program by Alan 
Zett in the Oct. '81 issue of Softside. That program will allow you to 
create a new character set and save it on tape for insertion into your 
program. I highly recommend it. 

The bone is a player missile. As you can probably tell by the 
smoothness of movement, the moving is done during the vertical blank 
period as outlined in last month's article. The response to the trigger 
seems a little sluggish because of the time to go through the main 
loop. This could be fixed by putting trigger detection in the VBI 
routine where it would be checked every 1/60 sec. A location in page 
6 could be set and checked later by the Basic program. 

A major subroutine in the program occurs at lines 1000-1020. It 
prints the string DOG* at position X.Y, DOG* is determined by LINE. 
By dunging LINE you can change the printed figure. 

The position of the dogs is stored in P* (l's for Ught dogs. 2's for 
dark). The desired final position is represented in the string F* and a 
comparison of the two strings at line 130 determines if the end has 
been reached. 

I’ve made liberal use of remarks but all remarks can be omitted if 
you are typing in the program. I'm not too pleased with the barking 
sound but I didn't want to spend a lot of time working on it. What is 
needed is a program that allows selecting pitch and maybe volume 
contours by using the joystick. I'm presently working on a program to 

do this. 
Space could have been saved by simply defining strings like P*» F* 

and ZZ* using control characters etc. Control characters and inverse 
characters don't print well on a printer however, so I’ve chosen 
instead to fiU them from data statements. 

—STAN OCXERS 

4 REM#* DOGGIES ** r 
6 REM*# S. OCXERS ** 
7 REM** 11/81 *♦ ’ 

9 REM all remarks may be delct 
ed 

10 DIM DOG*(6).P*(7),F*f7),ZZ* 
(32)»FI$(6) 
11 REM *♦ FITCH CONTOUR FOR BA 
KK ** 
12 FOR 1*1 TO 6JREAD A1FI*(D* 
CHR*(A)(NEXT I 
13 DATA 97,109,97,9.3,5 
25 REM ** FILL MOVE ROUTINE ** 
30 FOR 1*1 TO 32JREAO A3Z*(I) 
*CHR*(A)(NEXT I 
32 DATA 104,104,133.204,104,13 
3,203.104,133,206,104,133,205, 
162,4,160,0 

33 DATA 177,203,145,205,136,20 
8,249,230,204,230.206,202.208, 
240,96 
38 OPEN #t,4,0,"X:"tGRAFHICS 1 
siposmoN 3^r? *6;-instructi 
ONS?"(GET *1JLUF A*89 THEN GO 
SUB 2010 
39 REM ** CHANGE CHARACTER SET 
w 

40 GOSUB 32000 
44 GRAPHICS 18JFOKE 736,FEEX(1 
06H l 

30 REM ** PLATER MISSILE GRAPH 
ICS ** 
60 A*PEEX(106>-7SPOXE 54279,A! 
FM*236*AJFOXE 559,46iPOXE 5327 
7^a*l20;PQXE 33248,X (POKE 20 
9.XJFOKE 53256,1 
70 RESTORE 30JFORI-PM+312 TO 
FM+640JFOXE I.0JNEXT IJFQXE 70 
4.200JY-90 
75 FOR I*FM+512*Y TO PM+314+YJ 
READ A1POXE I.AJNEXT I 
80 DATA 193,255.195 
85 REM *♦ PAGE 6 VBI ROUTINE * 
* 

90 RESTORE 96.TOR 1*1336 TO 13 
705READ A (POKE IkAINEXT IiA*US 
RU536) 

96 DATA 104,160,10,162,6.169,7 
,76,92,228,173,0,211,72,413,2 
08,2,230,209,104,41,4,208,2,19 
3,209,165,209,141 
98 DATA 0,208,76,98,228 

100 REM *« DRAW INITIAL DOGS * 
a 

105 REM ** FILL POSITION & FIN 
ISH STRINGS ** 
106 FOR I*t TO 7TREAD A5F*(I)* 
CHR*(A)tNEXT I 
107 FOR 1*1 TO 71READ ASF*(D- 
CHR*(A)«NEXT I 
108 DATA 14,1,0.2,2,2.2.2,2,0 
,1,1,1 
110 FOR C*t TO 7 (GOSUB 1060JIF 
A*0 THEN NEXT C 

120 GOSUB 1010JNEXT C 
150 REM ** INITIALIZE MOVE ** 
160 MOVE*0(POSITION 13,4(7 *6? 
•MOVE" 
170 REM *♦ CX FOR COMPLETE ** 
180 IF P*»F* THEN POSITION 0,3 
r? *6 {“GOOD GOING "(GOTO 450 

186 REM *♦ CX TRIGGER ** 
188 IF STRIG(O)* 1 THEN 450 
190 REM ** CX CHOICE SXIF IF B 
LANX** 
200 GOSUB 1210UF A*0 THEN 430 
210 REM ** IF ILLEGAL. SHAKE H 
EAD. SKIP ** 
220 IF C<B-2 OR OB+2 THEN GCS 
UB ItiOJGOTO 450 
230 REM ** BARK AND HOP ** 
240 GOSUB 1410JGOSUB 1310 
250 IDEM *♦ ALL DOGS FACE CHOIC 
E ** 
260 SAV*CJFOR C*t TO 7(GOSUB 1 
710JNEXT C:C*SAV*.GOSUB 1060 
270 REM ** BARK. HOP & TURN BA 
CXWARDS** 
280 GOSUB 1410JGOSUB 1310(LINE 
*UNE+8!GOSUB 1660 
285 REM ** INTO THE SUNSET ** 
290 UNE-UNE+2U30SUB 1010JGOS 
UB 1910 
300 LINE*LINE+1 (GOSUB 1010IGOS 
UB 1910 
320 REM « SWITCH CHOICE AND B 
LANK** 
330 REM blank dog at Choice 
340 x*<c-n*3(FosrnoN x^r? * 
6{" "(POSITION X»7J? #6P "1 
POSITION X,8(7 *6{" * 
360 REM ** Switch pos. in pos. 
string ** 

370 P*(B»B>*P*<C.C)tF*<C,C)*CH 

R*(0)(C*B 
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380 REM *• POT DOG WHERE BLANK 
HAS h 

382 GOSUB 1060(UNE«UNE+l 1 (GO 
SUB lOlOJGOSUB 1910 
384 UNE-UNE-1 (GOSUB 10101GOS 
UB 1910 
390 GOSUB 1060(GOSUB 1610JGOSU 
B 1310 
400 REM ** UPDATE MOVE ** 
410 MOVE-MOVE* 1(POSITION 13,21 
7 86JMOVE 
440 REM *♦ MAKE A RANDOM DOG M 
OVE *♦ 
430 GOSUB 1310SGOSVB 1410*100* 
INT(RND<0>*3) 
460 REM ** LOOP BACK *♦ 
470 POO 77^3*00 332793HP 
PEER (33279W> THEN 44 
480 GOTO 180 
900 REM ** DOG ♦! POSES « 
901 DATA '0*%fc (REM for. no t 
ail 
902 DATA '0\%fc (HEM for. tail 
right 

903 DATA '<£#%& OREM for. tail 
loft 

904 DATA '(£*%- (REM for, rt. 
l*g up 
903 DATA '0\*£t (HEM for. It. 
lag up 
906 DATA !"**%& (REM bark no t 
ail 
907 DATA (/((%& (REM fact rt. 
908 DATA XT<*%A (REM face It. 
909 DATA >02**& (REM bk. It. I 
agup 
910 DATA >01.%- (REM bk. rt. 1 
agup 
911 DATA PQRS (REM bk, mad h 
t. 
912 DATA TU (REM bk. small 
ht, 

930 REM «« DOG *2 POSES (all a 
re inv. char.) ** 
931 DATA '(>*%& (REM for. no t 
ail 
932 DATA '0\%& (REM for. tail 
right 

933 DATA '<£*%& (REM for. tail 
laft 

954 DATA '<t*%- (REM for. rt. 
lag up 
933 DATA '0\*6 (REM for. It. 
leg up 
936 DATA !"*«%& (REM bark no t 
ail 
937 DATA ./!(%& (REM face rt. 
938 DATA XY<»%& (REM face It. 
939 DATA >92*+* (REM bk. it. 1 
agup 
960 DATA >91.%“ (REM bk. rt. 1 
agup 
961 DATA PQRS (REM bk. mad h 
t. 
962 DATA TU (REM bk, small 
ht. 
1000 REM *♦ PRINT DOG SUBROUTI 
HE ** 
1010 RESTORE LINE(R£AD DOG* 
1020 POSITION X.Tt? *6(DQG*<1, 
2)SFOSITION X,Y*ir? *6{DOG*<3, 
4)(FOSOTON X»T*2J? *6{DOG*(3, 
6KRETURN 
1050 REM *♦ SET UP TOR CHOICE 
C 
1060 A-ASC(Ft(C)) 
1070 IF A-t THEN LINE-901 
1080 IF A-2 THEN LINE-931 
1090 X»(C-1>*3(Y*6 (RETURN 
1100 REM « SHAKE HEAD NO ** 
1110 IF A-0 THEN RETURN 
1140 FOR 1-1 TO 3.GOSUB 11901L 
INE-LINE+6 (GOSUB 1190?UHE*UM 
£-6 (GOSUB 1190 
1143 UNE-UNE+7(GOSUB 1190JU 
NE-LINE- 7 (GOSUB 1190 
1150 NEXT I (RETURN 
1190 FOR J-l TO 3(NEXT JJGOSUB 
10105RETURN 

1200 REM *• DET. CHOICE & BLAH 
IH 

1210 C«INTt(PEEK(209)/24)-0^3 
KXF C<1 THEN C*1 
1220 IF 07 THEN C-7 
1230 B-0 
1240 B-B*t(IF ASC(F*<B»>0 THE 
H 1240 
1230 GOSUB 10 60 (RETURN 
1300 HEM ** CHOOSE A RANDOM DO 
G *♦ 
1310 C-IHT(RND(0>*7* l)(GOSUB 1 
060(RETURN 
1400 REM ** BARK CHOICE « 
1410 IF A-0 THEN RETURN 
1440 GOSUB 1010(UNE-UNE*5!GO 
SUB lOlOiGOSUB 1810(LINE*UNE- 
SXjOSUB lOiOlRETURN 
1300 HEM ** WAG TAIL « 
1510 IF A-0 THEN RETURN 
1340 LINE-LINE*!(GOSUB. 1360(11 
NE-LINE” 1 (GOSUB lOiOlRETURN 
1360 FOR 1-1 TO 3(LINE«UNE*1( 
GOSUB 1390(LINE-LINE” 1 (GOSUB 1 
390(NEXT I (RETURN 
1390 FOR J»i TO 3(NEXT J’.GOSUB 
lOiOlRETURN 

1600 REM ** HOP m 
1610 IF A-0 THEN RETURN 
1620 LXNE*LXNE+3(GGSUB 16601U 
NE-UNE-3(GOSUB 1010JRETURN 
1660 FOR I-1 TO 31SOUND 0,6,13 
»3 (SOUND 1,0f0t0(UNE*LINE* 1 *G 
OSUB 1S90?UNE«UNE-1 (SOUND 0, 
0^),0(SOUND 1,11,13,8 
1670 GOSUB 1390JNEXT KRETURN 
1700 REM #* TURN TO FACE CHOIC 
E « 
1710 IF C-SAV THEN RETURN 
1720 GOSUB 1060UF A-0 THEN HE 
TURN 
1730 IF A-i AND C<SAV THEN UN 
E-907 
1740 IF A-2 AND CCSAV THEN UN 
E-937 
1730 IF A-1 AND OSAV THEN UN 
E-908 
1760 IF A-2 AND OSAV THEN UN 
E-938 
1770 GOSUB lOlOtRETURN 
1800 REM ** BARK SOUND SUBR. * 
* 

1810 FOR 1-1 TO 61SOUND 0.ASCC 
FI*<I)>,i2,14-1*2 
1820 SOUND 1,ASC(PX*(X)),14»I* 
2 
1830 NEXT tSOUND 0t0(0,0(SOUN 
D 1,0,0.0 (RETURN 
1900 REM « FOOTSTEPS SOUND » 
1910 FOR 1-1 TO 4SOUND 0,6,13 
,3 SOUND l,OrO»OtFOR J-l TO 12 
(NEXT J 
1920 SOUND 0.0.0,0(SOUND 1,11, 
13^(FOR J-l TO 12(NEXT J(NEXT 
KRETURN 

2000 REM ** INSTRUCTIONS *+ 
2010 GRAPHICS OlFOKE 7324(POS 
ITION 154*7 •* DOGGIES *"?? ( 
7 "Move the light color ad dogg 
la* where" 
2020 7 "the dark anas are and 
the dark one*"?? "where the ii 
ght ones are," 
2030 7 !? "To make a doggie mo 
ve put the bane"?? "under him 
and push the red button." 
2040 7 ?? "Doggie* move to the 
blank space but"?? "only if i 
t is next to them or at"?? "mo 
st one doggie away," 
2050 ? (7 "It can be dona in 1 
3 moves! See how"?? "many it t 
akas you," 
2060 7 !? "Pres* the START key 
to begin or to"?? "start over 
at any time," 

2070 POKE 332794 
2080 IF PEEK(33279K>6 THEN 20 
80 
2090 RETURN 
31900 REM ** CHANGE CHARACTER 
SET *♦ 

JiyiU MAM ** SEE ARTICLE IN QC 
T. '81 SOFTSXDE BY A. ZETT ♦* 
32000 POKE 106,PEEK(106>-5(GRA 
PHICS QSTAKT*(FEEK(i06HT>+23 
6(POKE 7364T ART/236(POKE 732, 
1 
32010 7 gT3tmAUIING ... * 
32020 A-USR1ADR(ZZ*)»57344,STA 
RT) (RESTORE 32100 
32030 READ X2F X—1 THEN REST 
ORE (RETURN 
32040 FOR Y-0 TO 7?READ KPOKE 
X+Y+STAHT4(NEXT Y1GOTO 32030 

32100 DATA 8,7,1541 ,61409,11 
1410,111 
32101 DATA 16424440448488, 
182446,118446 
32102 DATA 2442,12,74*3,743 
41 
32103 DATA 32,48,48424,192,19 
2424440448 
32104 DATA 4041414141414 
4448448 
32103 DATA 48448448448448, 
248444141 
32106 DATA 364,74143,12343 
7439406 
32107 DATA 644424448432,19 
0,183447,115 
32108 DATA 72,13,12,13,74,7,1 
341 
32109 DATA 80,24048440424,1 
92,224440448 
32110 DATA 884141414147,2 
48448,0 
32111 DATA 104448448448448 
41641414 
32112 SATA 1124*7,13414343 
,53,53 
32113 DATA 1204,128,192,1924 
4,127433433 
32114 DATA 20843,7,744,7,15 
41 
32115 DATA 216454424434432 
,192424,240448 
32116 DATA 224,127,7,127434, 
7,1541 
32117 DATA 232436424424,192 
,192,224,240448 
32118 DATA 2404,74143,1274 
39439407 
32119 DATA 23644244484324 
54447447,243 
32120 DATA 384,1,7,13,114,14 
,7 
32121 DATA 392,128424440408 
,192,128,192424 
32122 DATA 400,7,7,7,7,7,448, 
0 
32123 DATA 408424424424424 
42442464 
32124 DATA 41644,144444 
32125 DATA 424,192,192,128,192 
,192,192,192.96 
32126 DATA 4484,14444344 
33435 
32127 DATA 43644244404484 
32432436436 
32128 DATA 464,13,13,13,74.7, 
1341 
32129 DATA 472,13,12,13,7147, 
71,4741 
32130 DATA 48044048440426, 
194426444448 
32131 DATA 488,13,13,15,7147, 
714741 
32132 DATA 496440440,240426 
,194426444448 
32133 DATA 304440440440424 
,192424440448 
32134 DATA -1 
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BIGLETTERS 

ATARI Graphics Modes 1 and 2 are nice, but have you aver wished 
for even larger characters? Characters which you can see across a 
room? The following short program peeks at characters' numeric 
definitions and displays it using Graphics 4+16. The program creates 
a graphics mode which effectively has 10 columns and 6 rows* This 
mode has characters twice the size of Graphics 2. 

Graphics 4 is straightforward becuase it displays 3 bits per an 8 
bit byte. We'll sec that graphic modes which have more than 2 colors 
require additional programming. 

The program "DIBIGLETTE.RS1* is seen in listing 1. Since this is 
a tutorial, I suggest you use the same line numbers as in the program 
listing. From this base program you'll add additional lines. Line 10 
establishes graphics mode 4+16 and opens the keyboard for inputs. 
Line 20 determines the beginning of Graphics mode 20 and stores in 
the variable SCR. Line 40 intializes variables. Line 50 determines if 
the screen needs to be cleared. Lines 60 & 80 get keyboard inputs and 
determines if it is within the desired range. Lines 90 & 100 poke the 
binary definitions of the characters onto the screen memory map. 
Line 110 increase one space and determines if a new line required. 

This is great, but how does one add a cursor and cursor control? 
Simply type in the lines in listing 2. Line SO calls the subrountine at 
510, which simply pokes the inverse of what is already there. The 
program will repeatedly use this subroutine. Line 81 tests for the 
backspace key and directs the program to line 200 if it is pressed* 
Line 82 tests for the return key and directs the program to line 300 if 
it is pressed. Line 83 tests for the clear key. 

Application of this subroutine is limited only by your programming 
imagination. Have you ever wanted to place text in a non-text 
graphics mode? Well, the above program will solve your problem. 

My experience shows the present program really holds 
preschoolers' attention as they learn their alphabet and numbers. 
With preschoolers, it helps to disenable the break key with POKE 
16.64 and POKE 53747,64, 

By now your imagination is probably wandering how to display the 
characters in different colors. Just change to Graphics 5, right? 
Weil, it's not that simple. Due to the four available colors in the four 
color modes only 4 bits of each byte are displayed. 

To gain an appreciation of the problem, change to GRAPHICS 5 in 
LIRE 10 and add the following line to your existing program: 

35 INPUT A5FOKE SCR+SAS*S+20WOTO 35 

Then try inputting the numbers: 3, 12, 48, 128, 1, 4, 16, 64 , 2, 8, 32, 
128. These are the numbers we will use to change colors. Consider 
the four bit representation 0101* In graphics mode with four colors, 
it will be represented according to the COLOR: 

an 76543210 

COLOR 1 00 i 1 00 l 1 
COLOR 2 X 0 X 1 X 0 X 1 
COLOR 3 0 X 1 X 0 X 1 X 

Value 16313421 

2426 

3 

Note the X's are always zeroes in COLORS 2 and 3. 
Program listing number 3 converts peeked data into acceptable 

GRAPHICS 5 data. The subroutine at lines 400-490 determines which 
bits of the byte are on (eet to l). Then, using the appropriate color 
variable, the right nybble <the first four bits) are used to determine 
the variable SCR1. Similarly, the left nybble (the last four bits) are 
used to determine the variable SCR2* 

To print using Color One, preee the ! key (SHIFT-1), To print 
using Color Two, press the " key (SHIFT-2). To print ueing Color 
Three, press the * key (SHIFT-3). 

We can add colors by adding the program in listing 3 to our current 
program. Be sure to delete LINE 35 and change the numberic values 
by the factor of two. In particular, note: With GRAPHICS 5, you have 
to increase the space by an interval of 2. In addition, the poke 
statements now have 20*1 instead of 10*1, Becuase only four bits is 
displayed in GRAPHICS 5, the program uses two poke statements to 
display the eight bits representing the character. 

To complete the basic program, let's add more cursor control* 
Lines 70-73 of listing 4 adds horizontal and vertical cursor control. 
An interesting variation is to print with a different background color. 
To do this change LINE 100 to read: 

100 POKE SCR + SPACE ♦ 20*1, 255 -HR2 : POKE SCR + SPACE ♦ 1 + 
20*1, 255-CHR1 t NEXT I 

The final step is to speed up the program with machine language. 
One may use the subroutine in "TEXTFLQT* of the November Issue of 
COMPUTE. It demostrates the speed and power of machine language. 
Add the following lines to your sxisting program (listing number 4): 

40 ML-1336.1F FEEK(MUO104 THEN GOSUB 20000 
50 Y*INT(SPACE/160)1 X*INT«SFACE-(Y*l60))/2> 
55 A*(JSR(ML,128+32.COLR.X.T*8) 
60 Y*INT (SPACE/160)1 X*IHT((SPACE-<Y*l60»/2) 

65 GET #1,CHR 
90 A»USR(ML,CHR+32,COLR,X,Y*8) 
100 REM 

20000 GRAPHICS 2+16.*? *6»"FL£ASE standby-:FOR 1*0 TO 2S21READ 
A (POKE ML+I«a:NEXT 1JRETURN 
20010 DATA 104,240,10,201,4,240 
20020 DATA 11,170,104,104202,208 
20030 DATA 251,169,253,76,164,246 
20040 DATA 104,133,195,104,201,128 
20050 DATA 144,4,41,127,198,195 
20060 DATA 170,141,250,6,224,96 
20070 DATA 176,15,169,64,224,32 
20080 DATA 144,2,169,224,24,109 
20090 DATA 250,6,141,250,6404 
20100 DATA 104,1410514,104,104 
20110 DATA 1410524,140524 
20120 DATA 104,104,1410534,133 
20130 DATA 18646647,169,10024 
20140 DATA 3040446900024 
20150 DATA 5040046940,133 
20160 DATA 207,133487,16548,133 
20170 DATA 20346549,133,20442 
20180 DATA 228404,1730524 
20190 DATA 101003,133003.1440 
20200 DATA 23000404,165003,101 
20210 DATA 212433003465,204,101 
20220 DATA 213,133004,1730504 
20230 DATA 133,187,1694433,186 
20240 DATA 320284,165012,133 
20250 DATA 2054730440401013 
20260 DATA 133006,16044624 
20270 DATA 1694433008,133009 
20280 DATA 17700549,195,72404 
20290 DATA 10,72,144444,173 
20300 DATA 25144008,133008 
20310 DATA 224,104044008 
20320 DATA 38009400808009 
20330 DATA 202008028,104,152,72 
20340 DATA 1604465009,145003 
20350 DATA 200465,208,145003,104 
20360 DATA 16804,165003,101007 
20370 DATA 133003,1440.230004 
20380 DATA 2004924008,183,96 
20390 DATA 1694,133012,1624 
20400 DATA 70,186444404,101 
20410 DATA 187,106,102012002008 
20420 DATA 243433013,964448 

As a special bonus, you may use the same techniques to print 
outside the normal text screen. Listing 5 uses Player-Missile 
Graphics to print an inputted character just above the the normal 
Graphics Modes screen. Have you ever had a game display that you 
did not want to mess up with the score? 

The purpose of this tutorial has been to increase your 
understanding of Atari POKE graphics and to give you some powerful 
programming techniques. With this additional information, you can 
expand your programming expertise. Happy Programming! 

—Tom Marshall 
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LISTING 4 

LISTING 1 

10GRAPHICS 4*i6JOPEN *1,4,0," 

20 SCR*PESCC360K236*PHESC{561) 
30 SCR*PEEK{SCRa4H236ePEEK(SC 
R+5) 

^TRAP 40SPACE*OiCHR*33JGOTO 
90 

30IF ACE>»41 ° THEN PRINT *6 
fCHR4( 123)tSPAC£*0 
60 GET *1,CHR 

f? jCHR,yHR°32 :IF CHRCO OR CHR> 
127 THEN 60 
90 FOR 1*0 TO 7 

100 POXE SCR+SFACE+10#I.PEEK<5 
7344+CHR*8<-I)31ExT I 
110 SPACE*SPACE+1 JIF INTtSPACE 
/10>-SPACE/10 THEN SPACE^PACE 

120 GOTO 30 

LISTING 3 

LISTING 2 

10 GRAPHICS 4-f I6J0PEN *1.4,0," 

20 SCR*PEEK(360»236aFEEK(361) 
30 SCR*PEEK(SCRa4>*236ePEEK(SC 
R+5) 

v ^TRAP 40tSPACE*0!CHR*33:GOTQ 

30 GOSUB 310JREM aaaeeaaea ADD 
S CURSOR 
60 GET *1(CHR 

80 C,?RmCHR~32gP CHR<0 OR CHR> 
127 THEN 60 
31 IF CHR*?4 THEN 200HEM *** 
Backspace 
32 IF CHR-123 THEN 300:REM h 
Rstum 

83CHR*93 THEN PRINT *6iCHR 
<(123):GOTO 40JREM 
********* clear key 
90 FOR 1*0 TO 7 

100 POKE SCR+SPACE+10*I,FEEX(3 
7344+CHR»3+I)HEXT I 

nmsPACE 
/10)*SPACE/10 THEN SPACERS PACE 
♦70JIF SPACE>*480 THEN 40 
120 GOTO 30 
W HEM »«♦♦♦ BACKSPACE SUBROU 
TINE aa## 
200 FOR 1*0 TO 70 STEP 10 HOKE 
SCR4SPACE+I,0!NEXT I 

210 IF SPACE/ 10*INT(SPACE/10) 
THEN SPACE*SFACE-70 

™CCETCE'laFSPACE<0T 
230 GOSUB 310tGOTO 60 
299 REM aaaaa RETURN SUBROUTIN 
a* 

300 GOSUB 31OJSPACE-INT (SPACE/ 
30 >*80+60tip SPACE>*480 THEN 4 

310 GOSUB 3101GOTO 60 
499 REM ♦*** SPACE CHECK & REP 
LACE ♦*** 
310 FOR 1*0 TO 70 STEP 10JTEMP 
*SCR+SFACE+I 
320 POKE TEMP,233-PEEK(TEMP) 
530 NEXT IHETURN 

3 DIM F(8)JCOLR*3 
^GRAPHICS 3+16JOFEN *1,4,0,* 

20 SCR»PEEK(360)+236aPEEK(36i) 
30 SCR*PEEK(SCR+4>+236*PEEK(SC 
R+3) 

« TRAP 40SPACE-OJCHR-33JGOTO 
90 

30 GOSUB 310HEM wmimh apn 
S CURSOR 
60 GET *1,CHR 
30CHR*CHR-32gF CHR<0 OR CHH> 
127 THEN 60 
31 IF CHR*94 THEN 200JREM a** 
Backspace 
32 IF CHR-123 THEN 300JREM aa 
Return 
33 IF CHR-93 THEN PRINT *6X:hR 
•«23)«30T0 40JREM aaaaaaaa^T 
********* Clear key 
83 IF CHR-l THEN COLR-15GOTO 6 

36 IF CHR-2 THEN COLR-2JGOTO 6 

87 IF CHR*3 THEN COLR-3SGOTO 6 

90 FOR 1*0 TO 7HUM-PEEK(37344 
♦CHR#8+D;G0SUB 400 
100 POKE SCR+SPACE+20aI,CHR2H 
OKE SCR+SPACE+ i +20*1 £HR11NEXT 

5^iT«cJ*SPACE+2:IF bwsface 
/20)*SPACE/20 THEN SPACE*SFACE 

A.1/^^jPACE>*960 THEK SPACE* 
OJGOSUB 310JGOTO 60 
120 GOTO 30 
199REM aaaaa BACKSPACE SUBROU 
TINE aaaa 
200 FOR 1*0 TO 140 STEP 20,*POK 
E SCRaSPACE+I,OHCKE SCR+SPACE 
♦i+WHEXT I 
210IF SPACE/20*INT (SPACE/20) 
THEN SPACE*SPACE-140 
220 SPACE»SPACE-2:iF SPACECO T 
HEN SFACE*0 
230 GOSUB SlOtGOTO 60 
»9 HEM RETURN SUBROUTIN 
E ******* 
300 GOSUB 310SPACE*INT(SPACE/ 
160>*l60+160tIF SFACE>*960 THE 
N SPACE*0 
310 GOSUB 310JGOTO 60 
399 REM aaaa* GETS FOUR COLOR 
DATA aaaa 
400 !F NUM»0 THEN CHR1*0JCHR2« 
OJRETURN 

T°i28R TO 7!F(J)*0JNEXT J 

420 FOR J*7 TO 0 STEP -1 
”0 X*OTM-Rp.F/2aF x>-0 THEN 
F{J1*IINUM*XUF X-0 THEN 430 

440 NEXT J 
450 ON COLR GOTO 460,470,480 
460 CHR1*F(0)*3+F(1)*12+F<2)#4 
8+F(3>*192 
461 CHR2«F(4>*3+F(3>+12+F(6>*4 
8+F(7)*192:R£TURN 
^.F^Da^i^P 

471 CHR2*F(4)+F<3>*4+F<A>*16+F 
(7)#64tRETUHN 

HH3+F(2)*32 

481 CHR2* F(4 >*2+F(3)*8+F(6)*32 
+F(7>#i28®ETURN 
499 REM aaaa SPACE CHECK & REP 
LACE aaaa 
310 FOR 1*0 TO 140 STEP 205TEM 
P*SCR+SPACE+I 
320 POKE TEMP,233-PEEK (TEMP) U3 
OKE TEMPai,2S5-PEEK(TEMPau 
330 NEXT IiRETURN 

3 DIM F(8)X:OLR*3 
^GRAPHICS 3+16JQPEN *1,4,0," 

R+3) 

^TRAP 40JSPACE-OJCHR-33JGOTO 

22F3 S10SRE*< ADD 
S CURSOR 
60 GET *1,CHR 

^•ELS?3*28 73211 GOSUB 3105SP 
*5®SP"^;40!OOSUB soojgoto 4 
OiREM a CURSOR UP 

IrS-J?12”29 THEN GOSUB S10JSP 
oS5^^0!GOSUB soowoto a ??®<1£Uhsoh down 

I^FiP*30 THBt GOSUB 310SP 

m’ZA%2S2Sm »»«OTO Ml aaa CURSOR LEFT 

I^EJ?3*31 73211 GOSUB 310JSP 
ACE*SPACE+21GOSUB 303JGOTO 60S 
JEMj^CURSOR RIGHT 

?JS™*-*** CHR<° OR CHK> 127 THEN 60 
81 IF CHR*94 THEN 200SREM aaa 
Backspace 

?? CHR-123 THEN 300SREM aa 
Return 

ff.E.SF*’3 THHi P«NT #6;CHH 
•<123>SSPACE*0:COTO 50SREM *H 
hhubi* Clear key 
33 IF CHR-1 THEN COLR-1JGOTO 6 

36 IF CHR-2 THEN COLR-2SGOTO 6 

87 IF CHR-3 THEN COLR-3JGOTO 6 LIS7IRG 5 

♦R3m28*R°>*i*F< ‘ )*8+P(2,,32 

SPACE CHECK 6 HEP 

W SPACE<0 THEN SPACED* 

2^40*“*“ 1208 SPAOE-SP 

502 GOTO 310 

5^DfSPACE/20*ornsPACE/20) 
THEN SPACE*SPACE-20 
304 GOTO 510 

P” (SPACE+2)/20*INT( (SPACE 
SPACE-SldEfo 

X*° 70 i4° STEP 20STEM 
P*SCRaSPACE+I M 

«*SKS351SagSg“ 
1C2*SPACE+2UF INT(SPACE 

/20)*SPACE/20 THEN SPACE*SPACF 
::^SpACE>*960 HbSS? 
OtGOSUB 310JGOTO 60 
120 GOTO 30 
1WHEM »«. BACKSPACE SUBROU 

F?7PR 1-0 T0 140 STEP 20SOK 
SCR+SPACE 

210IF SPACE/20-INT(SPACE/20) 
THEN SPACE*SPACE-140 
SrcMff5PiCK0T 

230 GOSUB SlOtGOTO 60 

tTnn??.***** RETTON SUBROUTIN 

S10!SPACE*INT(SPACE/ 

n^paceU408^ space>*’40 the 

310 GOSUB 310JGOTO 60 

DAT^w***GETS F0T7R C0I-0R 

^*128 R JX° 70 7:F(J)*0:}lEXT J 

420 FOR J«7 TO 0 STEP -1 
4^5*fnn'!’F?F*F/2UF X>*0 THEN 

44?NEXT7M*X:IF X*° TP1P1>T 450 

«0 ON COLR GOTO 460,470,480 

3^F(3HM92F<0>#34Fa>*12+F<2>M 

461 CHR2*F(4)a3aF(3)ai2+F(6)a4 
3+F(7)ai92.*RETURN 
47® CHRl -F(0HF( 1 H4aF(2)a 16+F 

l?.QIR^3ICS OJGOSUB 10000XDPEN 
*U4,o,-k:- 

*1>CHRr? CHRt(C 
H20jCHR*CHR-32X30SUB 10090JG01 

10000 X«123:T«8 
10010 A*PEEK(106)-24*POKE 3457 
9»A!PMBASE*236a A 
10020 POKE 339,461POKE 623,43* 

TwS43017X71111 °K 4110 51 
TOR ni-PMBASE+312 TO PM 

BASE+640JFQKE m^SNEXT DDR 
EM CLEAR P-M GR,„, 
10040 POKE 33248,X.-REM PL 0 PO 

10030 POKE 704,216SREM PL 0 cn 
LOR GREEN 0 CO 

PMBASE+312+ 
liEjys^^^^aPOKE m^EE 
EC7344+Cima8aII)tIi-li+l JNEXT 
nW3*03?ETURN 

.10070 POKE 33236,1 OlEM O-NORMA 
hl!°9!gI^*PQPADRUPLE SUE 
10080 REM PRINTS MISSILE N 
OS, 

r^tS?^03 m*PMBASE+512+ 
T TO PMBASE+319aY3»OKE UlcPEE 
Eg7344aCHRa8an)gl»na l affix T 
inin-OJRETURN 

t 



SAVMOV BACK TO BASIC 

0660 {USED TO SAVE THE INSTRUC 
TIONS. 
0670 ; 
0680 {MOVE FROM ADDRESS (LQW.H 
IGH) 
0690 SOT7RCELO * *00 
0700 SOURCE® * *A0 
0710 MOVE TO ADDRESS (LQW.HIG 
H) 
0720 DESTUD * *00 
0730 DESTHI * *40 
0740 INHERE ADDRESSES ARE STOR 
ED 
0750 FROM * *D8 
0760 TO * *OA 
0770 DUMBER OF 256 BYTE BLOCK 
STO 
0780 JBE MOVED. 
0790 BLOCKS * *IF 
0800 5HVMBER OF ADDITIONAL BYT 
ES TO 
0810 REMOVED. 
0820 REMAIN * *FF 
0830 ? 
0840 JOS EQUATES 
0850 PACTL * *D302 
0860 MEMLO * *2E7 
0870 COLDST * *244 
0880 BOOTQ * *9 
0890 CASSBT * *4B 
0900 CKEY * *4A 
0910 BOOT * *F2CF 
0920 DOSVEC »*A 
0930 PROGRAM'S ORIGIN 
0940 JFST * *600 
0950 PST - * 
0960 JWRITE HEADER INFORMATION 
0970 .BYTE 0 
0980 .BYTE FND-PST+127/128 
0990 .WORD PST 
1000 .WORD FOOT 
1010 rrURN OFF CASSETTE MOTOR 
1020 LDA #*3C 
1030 STA PACTL 
1040 CLC 
1050 RTS 
1060 JEND OF BOOT 
1070 ? 
1080 ; MOVE ROUTINE START 
1090 FOOT LDA #SOURCELO 
1100 STA FROM 
1110 LDA 4SOURCEHI 
1120 STA FROM+1 
1130 LDA tDESTLO 
1140 STA TO 
1150 LDA iDESTHX 
1160 STATO+1 
1170 LDX t BLOCKS 
1180 LDY *0 
1190 NEXT LDA (FROM).Y 
1200 STA (TO),Y 
1210 DEY 
1220 BNE NEXT 
1230 NEXTBLK INC FROM* l 
1240 INCTO+1 
1250 DEX 
1260 BMI DONE 
1270 BNE NEXT 
1280 LDY * REMAIN 
1290 BNE NEXT 
1200 J MOVE ROUTINE END 
1310; 
1320 SET FLAGS AND BOOT DOS 
1330 DONE LDA *0 
1340 STA CASSBT 
1350 STA CKEY 
1360 STA BOOTQ 
1370 JSR BOOT 
1380 LDA #0 
1390 STA COLDST 
1400 JMP (DOSVEC) 
1410 PND* ♦ 
1420 .END 

Now run th* program. Th# computer will print out a matrix. Th* 
first linos of th# matrix will look like this. 

GRAPHICS MODE 1 OR 2 

POKE 756,224 

SETCOLOR REGISTER 
0 1 2 3 
32 0 160 128 ! 
33 l 161 129 • 
34 2 162 130 

Now chango th# program slightly to print th# toxt codas for th# 
characters in Column 2 of Table 9A« The first symbol in Column 2 is 
the 3 sign. Appendix C tells us the ATASCXX code for “3° is 64. Table 
9.7 tells us the conversion factors for Conversion 2 are! 32, 64, 160 
and 192. In column 1, th* character number for th* first character in 
the column was zero, so w* didn't have to worry about it. In Column 2, 
the first character number is 32 (see the 3 sign in Table 9.6). This 
time we must include the character number when w* calculate the text 
code. Instruction 50 now looks like this. 

50 LFRINT CHRSOC ♦ 64)? • •? X ♦ 32 ♦ 32? * "i X ♦ 64 ♦ 32? " 
•? X ♦ 160 ♦ 32? • •? X * 192 ♦ 32 

Maks the change and run the program. 

Column 3 is handled th* same way. AT ASCII cod* for th* heart 
symbol is zero. Conversion numbers are -32, -64, 96 and 64, Th* 
character number is 64. So instruction 50 becomes? 

50 LFRIKT CHRS(X)? " ’? X - 32 * 64?* •? X - 64 ♦ 64? " *? 
X ♦ 96 ♦ 64? * "? X ♦ 64 ♦ 64 

In addition, add and change the following instructions to get 
characters in columns 3 and 4? 

5 POKE 756, 226 
20 LFRINT J LFRINT •POKE 756, 226" 

My printer does not print graphic symbols like hearts and arrows. 
If you have th* same problem, you will have to draw th* symbols by 
hand. 

Column 4 is also handled the same way. Make the appropriate 
changes to instruction 50 and run the program. 

In addition to having some useful matrices, you should now know 
how to use LFRINT, CHR*, FOR-NEXT loops and AT ASCII codes. 

—G. W. CONGER 
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MIKE DUNN 

INSET* records the Ust key pressed* 

SCSK* records the x and y coordinates or, in graphic modes, the color 
register number* 

SEF to define funtions for further use* 

SOUND now has a duration in Jiffies* 

Graphic Commands 

PLOT TO-combination of PLOT and DRAWTO, with chaining allowed, 
eg. PLOT 10,10 TO 20,20 TO 3,5. 

FELL-to fill with color from left to rihgt. 

SETCOLQR 0 TO 3-for player-rrossle color-luminance 

SETCQLOR 4 TO 7-for play field color-luminance. 

SETCOLQR 8-for background* 

SI2EPQ, to SXZEP3 to SIZEM for size control of various 
Player-missiles. 

HFOSPO,etc for horizontal position of Player-Missile specified* 

MOVE-for vertical position of PMG. 

FRJOR-for priority control. 

There arc also 16 collision control registers that can be easily 
accessed. 

Atari Microsoft BASIC does not have! 
abbreviations for keywords 
use of variable names for GOTO, GOSUB,etc. 
PADDLE or JOYSTICK commands-uses POKES!! 
Unlimited size of variable names-just up to 127 char actors long. 
No XIO statements-done by calling directly to the CIO in a manner 
not clear to me. 

Commands not mentioned are the same as in Atari BASIC, Has 
meaningful error commands, with the error message give after 
RETURN is hit, not when RUN as in Applesoft. Is supposed to be 
f**ter. Uses a lot of memory, leaving a limited amount for user. 

Compared to SASIC Ait does not have structured programming, and 
the following commands-LVAR, LOMEM, IF..ELSE...ENDIF, 
WHILE...ENDWHILE, DIR, 8PUT, BGET, RPUT, RGET, DPEEK, 
DPOKE, and the wonderful joystick controls of BASIC A+, The 
Player-missile commands are different but seem to do mostly the 
same things, I think. BASIC A+ does not have many of the commands 
of Microsoft BASIC, exther-please see a previous review of ACE for 
details* It also does not use as much memory. 

My name is Jim Bumpas and I am the ‘Guest Editor* for this bonus 
issue of the ATARI COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS, The format may be 
very much different from what you expect. We want to know how you 
feel about it. This format is one I am more used to than past ACE 
issues,'so it will be easier for me to break into the tasks of 
preparing this newsletter. If everything works out, I'll be able to 
assume some of the load Mike Dunn has shouldered for over a year 
now. This will leave him more time to respond to correspondence to 
the dub. 

Eventually, if you like what I'm doing, and I'm able to handle it, I 
may be able to help Mike on a more long-term basis. This procedure 
can also be a means to gradually work myself into sole editorship 
should Mike want to do something else than edit this newslettsr for 
the rest of his life. 

Included in this issue, you will find a small coupon containing some 
boxes next to questions to which you may respond. Longer comments 
are also solicited in case you desire to express yourself more fully 
than the boxes permit. Please do not bother Mike Dunn with these 
comments on the format of this 'line. Send them to me. I'll collate 
them and discuss the responses with Mike. 

Meeting Jan 13# *7*30 

The next meeting of ACE will be at Mike Dunn's house, 36A2 Vine 
Maple Dr* off of 30th and Agate. 

We will feature the new Video Tape by Cris Crawford and friends of 
Atari on Gaphics, Player-Missile Graphics, etc, a demonstration of 
the Versawriter digitizer and Centronics 739 Printer, using the new 
AFX Screen Dump program, and who knows what else! 

The Video Tape from Atari is worth coming to see*! 

Atrasri Computer Ervthusiasts 

&.C.E. is an indgmdanrfc emter club and user's qroup with no connection to the 
Atari Conran^, a division of Hamer Coraunicstion Conran*, Ho art a qroup 
interested in eteition our rafters in the use of the Atari Comuter and in livin'* 
the latest Mews, Revises and Runors. Our rafter shir is world-wide in score» 
raftership fees include the A.C.E. newsletter, published about III a seer. Dues 
are til a sear for U.S., and ttl a *er Overseas Aimail. 

Prssident-Stacs CofM238 Hilyard, Euwte, OR 974*5 phone 5tt-486-33t8 
Librarian-Chuck and Jobs Ross, 2222 Iranwoed, Eugene, OR 974*1 
Editor-dike Oum, 3662 Vine ftarle Or., Euvne, Or 97315 3I3-394-6193 



Atari 
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Enthusiasts 
3662 Vine Maple Dr. Eugene OR 97405 

FEBRUARY, 1932 MICHAEL R. DUNN & JIM BUMPAS, editors 

BYTEWRITER-1 ******************** 

Compare this type with 

the right* Notice the 

quality. What you see here 

the Microtek "Bytewriter-i" 

because of its low price* 

the price at $299* But you 

ribbon cartridge <$9*95) 

operate* so the cost comes 

Still, a nice price* and I'm 

the column to 

difference in 

is produced by 

which I bought 

They advertize 

need to buy a 

and cable to 

closer to $334* 

satisfied with 

it after 2 months* I did have to return it 

under warranty to replace the printhead 

which mal-functioned* The printer was gone 

only 10 days* including the UPS shipping 

time* So* for those who wonder how the 

duality of the "cheap" printers compares 

with the "best" <we use the Centronics 739 

to print this newsletter) dot-matrix 

printers* here you have it* The 

Bytewriter-1 is only available from 

Microtek* 9514 Chesapeake Drive* San Diego* 

CA 92123 

ACE started charging for the Newsletter one year ago* 
Before that time* our record keeping for when people started 
paying is not very good* Many of you have sent in renewal 
checks* reminding me that we better start letting people know 
when your membership is up* 

Starting this issue* a sticker will be attached to those 
Newsletters that I think are ready to renew* If I am wrong, 
please let me know* Otherwise* send the renewal in* Because 
of costs* we can only tell you once* after the notice* the file of 
people that did not renew will be erased* As you notice* we 
are increasing the amount and I hope quality of our Newsletter 
monthly. This new format is much more expensive* but if most 
people renew* we can do it without raising the price (I hope)!! 

Other Atari Clubs can help out by telling their members 
about ACE* Because first-class postage is such a large part 
of our expense* we can also send bulk orders out to clubs and 
stores at a much cheaper price by TJFS-write for details if 
interested. 

—-Jim Bumpas 



LOOSE BITS 
by Stacy A. Goff, ACE President 

The growth of the personal computer marketplace is 
mind-boggling»in the last few months we have seen a flurry of 
new-product announcements, as first one, then another 
manufacturer announces anew, more powerful, less expensive 
microcomputer product. Our own Atari is still one of the most 
sophisticated, least expensive, most competitive products on 
the market*, recent price adjustments may keep the products in 
the thick of the value war. But what next? A year ago ACE 
sent Atari a list of items we felt the user community needed* 
Areas where we would like to see more progress include: 

o Multitasking capabilities 
o Standardization with other product lines (Languages, 

Operating Systems) 
o 80-column board 
o Increased quality control 
o Better quality, faster service 
o Better informed dealer network 
Progress has been made in many of these areas* We have 

not yet been able to assess the impact of Microsoft Basic upon 
the compatibility issue, but I believe it will be significant. 

Analysts thought the Japanese would do it first, but 
according to the Wall Street Journal, Commodore has announced 
a machine that uses 'personality modules' to allow the 
emulation of all popular micros! Apparently our Ataris will not 
be among themj too sophisticated a machine to emulate! But 
what of the other issues? I have been told that we are 
atypical*, that ACE members do not resemble the market that 
Atari is after, and not to expect our unique needs and 
requirements to be met* That may be so} we still need 
assurance that Atari is meeting the challenges of the 
competition, and plans to keep us ahead of the game. 

One member of the Atari organization IS interested in 
supporting the apparently unique needs of user group members. 
This person, curiously enough, has been criticized in several 
group newsletters around the country. The person is Earl Rice, 
Marketing Manager for User Group Support. The complaints 
seem to revolve around an apparent shortfall of benefits that 
he has achieved from Atari, Inc., for User Groups. Apparent, 
because we have seen a LOT of results from his efforts. For 
instance: 

o Representing USER GROUP interests within Atari—I 
understand that we were never in Atari's game plan. Now we 
are, thanks to Earl's program. 

o Interceding in our behalf in the great diskdrive problem 
diagnosis 

o Coordination of the FANTASTIC videotape on Graphics, 
starring (who else,) Chris Crawford 

o Coordination of what must be nearly 150 Atari user 
groups 

o Provision of a number of technical manuals for our 
libraries 

o And a number of other things I'd better not mention, 
either because maybe Atari doesn't know yet, or because he's 
still working on them, and he's learned not to discuss them 
until they are approved! 

A comment to other user groups*. Atari has apparently not 
yet realized just how great a benefit user groups such as ours 
provide to the company and its products. We too find Atari to 
be difficult to deal with, or unresponsive at times. For those 
who wonder why ACE gets results, to quote an old homily, 
'Honey catches more flies than Vinegar'. 

ACE BULLET 3RJEST7X-TS 
by Stacy A. Goff 

Our first month's trial of the ACE Bulletin Board is a 
success, as reported elsewhere in this issue. The only thing 
I'd do to improve it is to increase the number of programs and 
information available, and provide a GOOD 
uploader/downloader program which is matched to the bulletin 
board. 

user groups, dealers, small software houses, mail order 
companies and busy professionals. Because of the wide target 
market, the program has a number of capabilities beyond the 
standard bulletin boards I have seen. For instance, the 
upload/download features, which are pretty neat in 
themselves, allow for security passwords; user-written code 
for entry of credit-card numbers could allow a small software 
house to use the system for program distribution. A dealer we 
know is interested in using it as a service for his customers, 
communicating specials, answering questions, providing a 
public-interest bulletin board, and placing orders, not to 
mention to spur sales of interfaces and modems. I am 
intrigued with its use as an electronic mail receiving device, 
with which I could access critical business information from a 
terminal or telephone clear across the country. 

Frank has just added his most recent series of 
improvements, which allow simpler installation of the Bulletin 
Board. His documentation is good, and also lists some 
additional features he is considering implementing, such as an 
internal clock which would allow time logging, or an external 
clock, which would allow remote monitoring and control of 
building temperature and lights. If you are interested in 
Frank's system, watch this space. ACE does not normally get 
this involved with a new product, but we feel this one provides 
an excellent solution to an exciting area of need. If you cannot 
wait, you may contact Frank Hub and at 1206 N. Stafford Street, 
Arlington, V A 22201. His phone number is 202-527-4770 

Bulletin Board 

This was the first month of our ACE bulletin board system, 
the ARMDIC, thanks to Frank Huband, of the Washington, D.C. 
Atari User's Group, and we had our share of problems. The 
first day "on-line", the modem power plug was loose, causing 
intermitent operation and lose of messages from you'all. The 
second time on, I discovered that three teenagers' hairdryers 
and a computer system on the same line blows fuses and also 
loses messages! The third time, I forgot to turn on the modem. 
After that, everything went great. 

The response was fantastic, even with all the losses above, 
an amazing amount of people from all over the country called 
in- 33 on one day alone. Our program does not save the names 
unless you request it to do so, so I don't know all of you who 
did call in. I answered those messages 1 didn't lose. 

The system does not download inverse characters, so if you 
did download "Doggies", etc, make the changes indicated in the 
listing to inverse. 

Starting FEB 8. the mantle goes to the home of E.J. Knoll 
(503)343-5191 on Tues 8AM to 8PM and Sat Midnight to noon. 
It is hard to tie up a computer and phone line too long! New 
programs will be on the system, including Chicken. Leave your 
name when you call* 

-Mike Dunn 

ACE received this beta-test version from Frank Huband, of 
the Washington, D.C. user group. He intends to market it to 
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News Bits 
by Mike Dunn* Editor 

will upgrade an ATARI 400 to 32K for *120 Total* You can buy 
the 16K part first* then later add to the board the other 16K. 

In last month's article on Atari Microsoft BASIC* I left out 
that it has String Arrays* and that it is located in low memory, 
rather than high memory as the present Atari BASIC is. It 
does not seem to have error checking when the program is 
entered* but when run* taking after Applesoft. Some claim 
that it is much faster* but there is those who don't agree. Bill 
Wilkinson of Optimized Systems Software (10379 Lansdale Ave, 
Cupertino* CA 95014, (408)446-3099), one of the team that 
created Atari BASIC and BASIC A+, as well as the author of 
the excellant series of Articles on the same in COMPUTE!* 
disagrees. He states that variables are stored each time they 
are used in Microsoft, rather than once* as in Atari BASIC. 
The following ''benchmark." program illustrates his point: 

The new Atari S00 will now cost $899 retail, but includes 
less standard features. The ones being shipped now have the 
GITA chip and the new OS ROM's. I have not seen the GITA 
chip work, but read the "fantastic" account of what this all 
means in the QutPosf.Attilla story in this issue!! 

10 A=BS*C=D.=Z 
20 THISISVAR1 =0STH1SISV AR2*10000 
30 THISISVAR1«THISISVAR1+1.234789 
40 IF THISISVAR1 * THISISV AR2 THEN 30 

Bin states that the above program will run in 45 sec in Atari 
BASIC* but takes 12 minutes in Microsoft. Like all such 
benchmarks* I presume that in some programs one BASIC would 
be faster than the other. 

Speaking of O.S.S., the new* load compatible version on 
BASIC A+ with some new features is now being shipped. 
Present owners can update their copy with the aide of a new 
BASIC A+ disk, that includes such new features as renumber, 
cross-reference of variables, screen-printing, and Atari load 
file compatability, as well as the ability to use the RS232 and 
XIO comands. The disk also have some very good Demo 
programs, an adventure game, some graphic Demo's, FREUD, 
etc. A wonderful disk, available through your dealer or user 
group for FREE! Or if you simply cannot get it any other way, 
thru the company for $7 including shipping!! I wish all 
companies would be so conscientious in supporting their 
products. The entire disk is in "the public domain", but is only 
of use to those who own or buy BASIC A+» 

O.S.S. will also be coming out soon with tiny-C, as well as 
other exciting new languages for the Atari. The Apple version 
of BASIC A+ is just about ready-this will allow a software 
developer to develop a program for the Apple and Atari the 
same time, and use the "run-time" BASIC A+ to sell it with. 

The Atari PILOT is out for *89. I can see why it took so 
long-the amount of documentation, is, as Marc puts it, 
"awesome". It includes Pilot Primer (190 pages), Student Pilot 
(107 pages), and Pilot Demostration Programs (15 pages). 
Turtle graphics are similiar to those of the AFX program 
WSFN, but not as extensive. It looks to me like an ideal 
implementation for teachers and students* 

You've probably noticed a 'hitch' in the car movement in 
'Chicken'. The problem comes from disabling the VBI routne 
when a car reaches the edge of the screen and its position is 
changed. 

The reason I disabled the VBI routine was because both the 
VBI routine and the load player routine used the same zero 
page locations. If the VBI routine interrupts and changes 
some of these while the load routine is operative it can cause 
havoc. I simply ran out of available zero page locations. To 

make tho 
se in the load routine independent I needed five more. 

Pascal will be available from APX this summer, and will 
compile to 6502 code rather than F-code. It will sell for less 
than *50-compare that to APPLE!! Because of the ease of 
removing the BASIC cartridge, the Atari is uniquely suited for 
other languages, and the many now available for the Atari is 
very impressive-BASIC, BASIC A+, FORTH, LISP, PILOT, 
WSFN, various assemblers, and shortly, Microsoft BASIC* 
various MacroAssemblers, tiny-C* LOGO* and maybe others. 
Quite a collection, and even more remarkable is the extremely 
low price compared to the same for any; other computer. 

I have since found five 'free' locations, BA,BB»D4*D5 and 
C3. Appendix I in the Basic Reference Manual will tell you 
what these locations are normally used for. 

California Microlink (2078-C Walsh Ave Santa Clara, CA 
95050, (408)988-6437) have announced their new I/O boards 
that fit into the 3rd memory board slot. The main advantage is 
the ability to use a direct parallel interface* instead of the 
present method of going out through the serial port, then an 
interface, then converted back to a parallel port. If this could 
be used to conect a disk drive, it would speed it up at least 
8-1 OX!! They are also going to have an 8" disk ready soon. 
PERCOM DATA (211 N Kirby, Garland TX) and TRAXX 
(800)621-3102, are also about to release various Atari Drives, 
with double-density and/or 8". 

Here are the updated lines 100-120 and a new line 385 
which should provide smooth motion by omitting the deletion of 
the VBI routine during a load of playeri 
100 DATA 234, 234, 234, 104* 104, 104* 170* 189* 32, 6, 133, 
186, 189* 36, 6, 133, 187, 104, 133, 213, 104, 133, 212 
110 DATA 189* 24, 6, 133, 195, 169, 0, 168, 192, 255, 176, 35, 
196, 195, 240,5, 145, 186,200,208, 243, 162, 0, 161, 212, 240, 

11 
120 DATA 145, 186, 230, 212, 200, 192, 255, 176, 11, 208, 241, 
169, 0, 145, 186, 200, 192, 255, 144, 249, 96, 234, 234 
385 A=USR(1536):REM * INSERT VBI ROUTINE 

, With a card such as above using the third slot, a 32K board 
V J such as Mosiac (POB 748, Oregon City, OR 97045) makes is 

ideal. They have just announced a 16K/32K RAM board that 
Notice that a load of player now will not automatically 

insert our VBI routine as before. 



REVIEWS 
REVIEW OF VERSAWRITER 

DIGITIZER 
(Versa Computing, 887 Conestoga Circle, Newbury Park., CA 
91320 (805)498-1956, *300) 

By Tom Ettel, Eugene 
The Versawriter digitizer is a wonderful tool for creating 

computer images. There are two graphics modes, medium and 
high resolution, and a variety of commands. With the "draw* 
command, you can draw freehand, creating or tracing an image. 
The problem is, how do you draw a straight line? There are 
two different ways to draw straight lines, and they are easy to 
use. 

My focus* as an artist, is in the special drawing commands. 
In both high and medium resolution you can use the paint brush 
mode, in which you select the size of the brush stroke. In high 
res, there is a feature called the air brush mode. It works like 
an air brush, "spraying" points of color on the screen. It can 
produce a texture gradient, giving more depth to computer 
images. The only problem with the high res mode is that you 
can only change the intensities of the colors. In high res, the 
colors are always blue, orange, white and black, but with 
medium res, you can change the colors (always four colors) and 
their intensities. Being able to change the colors is marvelous, 
because you can quickly see how different colors affect your 
image. Another great advantage of the Versawriter is the 
ability to blend the the different features. For example, you 
can mix a freehand image with straight lines, and give texture 
to it with the paint brush or air brush modes. Also, with 
Versawriter, it is very easy to mix images with text. You can 
use a font-edit program and mix your typeface with images, as 
well. 

Mike Dunn has a Centronix 739 printer, which will print out 
images created on the Versawriter (using the APX Screenprint 
program—m,d»). I am looking forward to using the Versawriter 
and the printer to do graphics for our newsletter. If you are 
interested in creating computer images, for use in programs, to 
photograph, or to print out I recommend the Versawriter 
because the features are interesting and easy to use, and also 
because it is an inexpensive digitizer. 

The L.or-cJs of Karma 
(Avalon Hill, 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, Md 21214) 
-review by Patrick Long, Downing ton, PA 

The Lords of Karma is a text oriented adventure from 
Avalon Hill. In many respects it is similar to other adventures. 
There are monsters to kill, treasures to find, and a princess to 
rescue. There are also several features that are unlike any 
other adventure I've tried and they make this one of the best 
adventure games I've played. 

The objective is to gain enough Karma points to enter 
heaven. You get points for doing good deeds. It is also 
possible to lose points. Killing monsters is a good deed so 
your bloodlust can be satisfied. One thing that is hard to get 
used to is that you only get points for giving away treasures, 
not for finding them. 

Many adventures I've played are more frustrating than fun. 
I get stumped by one problem or I get tired of doing the same 
things over and over untill I get it right. Many of the 
situations and problems seem contrived and ridiculous with the 
solution depending on some obscure clue. 

The Lords of Karma is what an adventure should be, a magii 
world that sets free the imagination, not an exercise ii 
problem solving. 

Datalin U, 
program by Tony Dobre 

(Swifty Software, FOB 641, Melville, NY 11747, *40d) 

-review by M. Dunn, Editor 

Datalink is a new Modem program and smart termina 
program. It is menu driven, and is very easy to use. The mem 
gives you the choice of modes? Terminal, Send Program, Receivi 
Program, Screen Dump, and Printer Dump, Each selection ii 
started with a push on the START key, and ends with a post a 
SELECT to chose the next mode. It will send and receive bat 
list files and tokenized files, and automatically checks fo 
errors in transmission. If it finds one, the transmission stop* 
and the user is notified of the error. It uses the standar 
control characters for the terminal, such as used by the ADI 
terminals and others. 

My wife has been working with the University Compute 
from home, and has spent many hours with this and othe 
programs. She has found this to be the easiest to use and noi 
uses it exclusively. 

Although not quite as versatile as some of the othei 
programs, it does the important things flawlessly and withou 
fuss. It should work well with most modems, and does wor 
well with my Hayes SmartModem, but, if you had thi 
MicroConnection Modem, especially the AutoDial Version 
TSMART would probably be a better choice. The program i 
protected so cannot be modified by the user, and is set for thi 
usual configurations? but, unlike the more complicated smar 
terminal programs, cannot be changed. 

The Basic Handbook 
2nd Edition 

by David Lien 
(CompuSoft Publishing, 1050-E Pioneer Way, Dept B2, El Cajon 
CA 92020 *20+41,65 US, Overseas *2.50 or *10 Air) 
-review by M. Dunn, Editor 

Since I bought one of the first Atari 800's made, there wen 
no programs available in Atari BASIC. The manual that cami 
with it was primitive and not very helpful? the BASK 
reference manual took over a year more to come out. Most o 
the programs available were in Microsoft, and to learn t© usi 
your computer, you needed to learn to translate, The bool 
most helpful to me was The BASIC Handbook, then in the firs 
edition. Although there was no mention of the then brand-ne\ 
Atari BASIC, being able to see what each command meant wa< 
almost like the Rosetta stone as an aide in translation. 

Now, the second edition is out, and Atari BASIC is in it 
The book consists of each BASIC word, a defination, and i 
different for different computers, the difference. There an 
test programs so you can test how your computer uses thi 
individual words, and ways to program around it, if you 
computer does not have the word. The variations in usage an 
spelled out, as well as other similiar words you can refer to. 

The Lords of Karma has avoided these pitfalls. There are 
more Karma points available than are necessary to get to 
heaven. If you get stuck in one area you can go to another. One 
very welcome feature is reincarnation. If you die (and that 
happens often) you are reincarnated on a hilltop. You lose only 
the items you had when you died and they are still in the game 
somewhere so you can find them again. You still have all the 
points you got before your death. All the hassle of restarting 
and retracing your steps is eliminated. There is a save 
feature in case you do want to restart. All in all this is an 
easygoing adventure. It is enjoyable and challenging without 
being frustrating. There are many locations, both above and 
below ground, a good selection of monsters and villains, and 
even a few people that may help you. The place descriptions 
are good. They are complete yet they leave room for the 
imagination to work. 
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Although there are now many progarms and books availafeli 
in Atari BASIC, and the need for translation is less, this bool 
is still very useful in learning what each BASIC word does. I 
you are thinking of getting the new Atari Microsoft BASIC 
this book would be invaluable! 



STRTJCTTJTWE X3St AT ART BASIC 
by Kirt Stockwell, Eugene 

Last month we briefly discussed three areas essential to 
structured programming. These were? 

MODULARITY 
GOSUB COMMAND 
PROGRAM FLOW 

Later articles will deal more strongly with program flow, 
but first, there is more background information that we need to 
have. First, though, a comment on some of the feedback I have 
received. I thought everybody loved the articles until I got 
jumped for using variable names in my gosub statements. I was 
told in no uncertain terms that "THAT IS BAD CODE", and now 
I'm going to explain why I did it* 

Basic is one of the few high level languages that do not 
permit labeling of subroutines, and access to the subroutines 
by directing the program to the name. Most others do, in fact 
many high level languages do not permit calling of subroutines 
by any other method. 

As you examine the listing, try to keep these things in mind, 
and you will see an example of the advantages of structure. 
As an example, when I first wrote SKECH10.LST , I used loop 
counters to change the colors, which yielded some very artistic 
results, but wouldn't permit any serious graphic design. Mike 
Dunn (our fearless editor), suggested that I modify the 
program to allow keyboard changeing of colours. This 1 did, in 
very short time, as the ONLY code I had to bother with was 
well defined within the module NAMED COLOUR. 

10 GOSUB 1000 10 ENTRY® 1000 
20 GOSUB 2000 20 CALC®2000 
30 GOSUB 3000 30 COFY*3000 
40 END 40 GOSUB ENTRY 
50 REM ****** 50 GOSUB CALC 
60 ENTRY MODULE 60 GOSUB PRINT 
70 GOES HERE 70 REM ******* 
80 REM ****** 80 ENTRY MODULE 
LISTING A LISTING B 

Looking at the two sets of code above, the differences are 
easy to spot. First, set B takes a little more coding initially. 
In these tiny fake program portions here, there is a large 
apparent difference in the amount of coding. In a real program 
(my 8.2k apartment management program, for instance), the 
amount of extra code is completely trivial by comparison. In 
that program, the program body requires over twenty 
subroutines accessed by a single ON-GOSUB command. The 
advantage to naming the subroutines with variable names is 
that the LOGIC-FLOW of the program is easier to track. 
Along with this article, this issue will include a listing of 
SEECH 10.LST , which is an extremely structured program that, 
hopefully, will give you a better understanding of the three 
aspects of STRUCTURE that we have discussed . 

Any of the other program parameters could have been as 
easily changed. You may wish to type this program in (unless 
you already have it on disk) and play with it . If you have a 
color TV and a joystick, you will be able to see how the 
program functions. Then, when you study the code again, you 
will VERY EASILY be able to make modifications if you wish 
to. 

NOTE. I am hoping that some of you out there might be 
able to link this with a program to record the screen contents 
on disk, then pull the data off disk at a later date and 
reconstruct the scene. 

Next month we will begin the discussion of 
CONTROL-BREAKS, which any large program will have plenty 
of. A good understanding of the CONTROL-BREAK concept, 
coupled with an understanding of the concepts we have 
discussed so far should set you on the road toward more 
efficient and more pleasant programming. Meanwhile, don't 
listen to any rumors unless you hear them from us! 

Y'all come back, now !! 

10 REM EZSXECH BY KIRT E. ST 
OCKWELL 
20 REM FOR EUGENE A.CE. EUGE 
NEfORE* 
30 REM REQUIRES JOY5TICKJFRES 
S KEYS 
40 REM TO SELECT COLOR. PRESS 
-FIRE- 

50 REM BUTTON FOR INVISIBLE L 
INE 
55 FOR XLOOP*l TO 100 
60 GRAPHICS OJGOSUB 32000 
65 STICK=200iKEYS*500iEDGE=600 
70 X=20JY®20.PLOT X,YJC=1 
80 COLOUR=700JDRAW*800JPOKE 76 
4»31 
90 FOR L=1 TO 3000 
100 POKE 77,10JK=0 
110 GOSUB STICK 
120 GOSUB KEYS 
130 IF K*1 THEN L=3000 
140 GOSUB EDGE 
150 GOSUB COLOUR 
160 GOSUB DRAW 
170 NEXT L 
180 NEXT XLOOP 
200 REM STICK SUBROUTINE 
205 S*STICK(0) 
210 IF S®15 THEN GOSUB 250 
220 IF S<9 THEN GOSUB 260 
230 IF S>*9 AND S<15 THEN GOSU 
B 370 
235 RETURN 
240 REM STICK AUXILLIARY SUBRO 
UTINE 
250 l*o:w*o:return 
260 S*S-4»ON S GOSUB 270,280,2 
90JRETURN 
270 X»X+1JY*Y+1 JRETURN 
280 X*X+1 JY=Y-1 ‘.RETURN 
290 XsaX+lJY*Y5RETURN 

300 S»S-8JON S GOSUB 310,320,3 
30,330,340,350JRETURN 
310 X=X-1 SY*Y+1 .RETURN 
320 X=X-1JY*Y-1 .RETURN 
330 X=X-1JY=Y JRETURN 
340 x*xjy*y+ijreturn 
350 x=x+ijy*y-ijreturn 
360 X=X+1JY=Y JRETURN 
370 S=S-8JON S GOSUB 380,390,4 
00,400,410»420JRETURN 
380 X=X-1 JT*Y+1 ’.RETURN 
390 X*X-1 JY*Y-1JRETURN 
400 x*x-ijy*yjreturn 
410 X*XJY*Y+r.RETURN 
420 X=XJY*Y-1JRETURN 
450 X=XJY*Y-1 JRETURN 
499 REM KEYS SUBROUTINE 
500 K=0 
510 P*PEEK(764)JIF P033 THEN 
550 
530 K=1 
550 RETURN 
600 REM EDGE TEST ROUTINE 
610 IF X>=80 THEN 660JRETURN 
620 IF X<=1 THEN 670JRETURN 
630 IF Y>=190 THEN 680.RETURN 
640 IF YOl THEN 690JRETURN 
650 RETURN 
660 X*2JFLOT X,Y JRETURN 
670 X*78JFLOT X,YJRETURN 
680 Y=2JFLOT X,YJRETURN 
690 Y*188JFLOT X,Y JRETURN 
700 REM COLOUR SUBROUTINE 
710 IF W=0 THEN 720 
715 C=C)GOTO 775 
720 PK=PEEK(764) 
730 IF FK>47 AND PK<80 THEN 74 
0 
735 C=lJGOTO 775 
740 OFK-48 
745 IF C=82 THEN C=1 

750 COLOR C 
775 T=STRIG(0) 
780 IF T=0 THEN C=0 
790 COLOR C 
795 RETURN 
800 DRAWTO X,YJRETURN 
32000 REM TEN SUBROUTINE TO CR 
EATE SIMULATED GR.10 MODE. 
32001 REM BY CLYDE SPENCER, CO 
MFUTE 7,81 
32010 GRAPHICS 8+16 
32015 REM locate address of di 
splay list 
32020 DL*FEEK(560)+256*PEEK(56 
1) 
32025 REM Turn off ANTIC chip 
32030 POKE 559,0 
32035 REM Place new instructio 
n op codes in display list. 
32040 POKE DL+3,78JPOKE DL+99, 
78 
32045 REM Begin first insertio 
nloop. 
32050 FOR INSERT=DL+6 TO DL+98 
32060 POKE INSERT, 14 
32065 REM Increment insertion 
loop. 
32070 NEXT INSERT 
32075 REM Begin second inserti 
on loop. 
32080 FOR INSERT »DL+102 TO DL+ 
198 
32090 POKE INSERT,14 
32095 REM Increment insertion 
loop. 
32100 NEXT INSERT 
32105 REM Change timing. 
32110 POKE 87,10 
32115 REM Turn on ANTIC chip. 
32120 POKE 559,34 
32130 RETURN 



CHICKEN 

by Stan Ockers 
Lockport, XL 

(This is an arcade quality game by our fabulous game-*maker, 
If you have never typed in one our games, be sure to do this 
one, as it't worth the price of two years of ACE! You can also 
download it from our bulletin board, but remember that you will 
have to change the inverse characters yourself ,-M, Dunn, 
Editor) 

If you've been following this column for a while you've 
probably noticed a number of attempts at generalized player 
missile graphics routines, Hopefully each attempt is an 
improvement. The object is to be able to control player 
missiles from Basic simply, without writing a lot of code. This 
month we look at a new approach which offers quite a bit of 
flexibility, 

The routines are put in two strings, LD$ and VB$» LD$ is 
used in loading players into PM areas and is used as 
A=USR(LD,X,ADDR) where LD=ADR(LD$), X is the player 
number (0-3) and ADDR is the address where player data is 
located (data must end with a 0), V3$ is a routine inserted in 
the vertical blank routine, It is quite complicated and uses a 
number of locations in page 6, I will try to describe the 
approach used. 

Each joystick is associated with one player, If you do not 
want to use the joystick to move a certain player, that player 
can be 'masked' out, Individual directions of movement can 
also be 'masked', For example, a player can be made to 
respond only horizontally or only vertically to a joystick. 
Orthogonal movement (only vert, or horiz*) is also an option. 

The orthogonal movement can be such that a player moves 
only when the joystick is pushed or the joystick can be used 
only to change directions of moving objects. Beyond movement 
by joystick, a continuous movement in a certain direction can be 
forced with or without joystick control 'on top of' this 
background movement. Finally, the speed of the object can be 
controlled by poking 
a single byte 

Here is a list of Page 6 reserved locations and their 
purpose! 

(ALL FOR FLAYERS 0 THRU 3 III ORDER) 
1556 (0614)-1559 (0617) HORIZONTAL POSITIONS 
1560 (06181-1563 (061B) VERTICAL POSITIONS 
1564 (0610-1567 (061F) DIRECTION BYTES 
1568 (0620)-1571 (0623) LOW BYTE PLYR AREA POINTER 
1572 (06245-1575 (0627) HIGH BYTE PLYR AREA POINTER 
1576 (0628)-1579 (062B) REPETITIONS (SPEED) 
1580 (0620-1383 (062F) MASKS FOR JOYSTICKS 
1584 (0630)-1587 (0633) FORCED DIRECTIONS 

Direction bytes are like those produced by the joysticks (Fig, 
10,3 Basic Manual). They could be poked directly into locations 
1564-1567. Values other than 15 give motion in the direction 
indicated. Position is updated every vertical blank period so 
at the slowest speed a player will cross the screen in about 3 
seconds. To move faster poke increasing numbers in the speed 
bytes. Motion can also be stopped by poking zero in the speed 
byte, 

Masks are 'ORED' with bytes from the joysticks. Since a 
one bit represents a no for a particular direction, a 15 (HEX 
OF) will cut out all directions (eliminate that joystick). Other 
useful masks are! 

12 - ONLY VERTICAL MOTION 
3 - ONLY HORIZONTAL MOTION 
0 - NO RESTRICTIONS ON MOTION 

Directions are also 'ANLED' with forced direction bytes. 
Zero's represent yes directions so a 15 has no effect and other 
directions are as those produced by the joystick. 

Orthogonal movement can't be handled by masks alone so a 
routine is included for this option. Line 54 tells the change 

necessary to skip this option, also, when in the orthogonal 
mode, you can choose continuous motion with the joystick used 
only to change directions. Line 55 has the change required. 

Working with interrupts is tricky. To insure no conflicts, 
our VBI routine should be taken out before doing machine 
language routines other than single pokes. A routine to do 
this is located in page 6 CA=USR(1546)3. A=USR(1536) inserts 
our VBI routine again. For sake of speed, the load player 
routine contains these other two routines at the beginning and 
end, This means A LOAD OF PLAYER WILL AUTOMATICALLY 
INSERT OUR VBI ROUTINE’ I found out the hard way that a 
load of players has to follow initalization of PM graphics. 
Also init. of PM graphics (line 370) has to follow any graphics 
mode change. 

When getting out of the program to Basic, USE THE RESET 
KEY to take out our VBI routine, If you use the break key and 
do anything else before hitting reset the system will crash. 

Necessary page 6 data (masks, speeds, pointers etc,) could 
be read in as in lines 45-55 but some of this will depend on 
size of memory etc, and should be initialized seperately as in 
lines 210-212. The pertinent sections (roughly lines 10-290 
and 370-390) can be 'listed' to cassette and 'entered' when 
starting a new proram. If no player is required it is still a 
good idea to clear the player area with A=USR(LD,X,ADDR) 
where ADDR points to a zero data byte, 

Collision routines are meant to be placed at the end of our 
VBI routine, As it stands only a very simple routine is 
provided. More complex routines are in the works. The routine 
provided simply stops both player that collide (by setting their 
speed to zero), Detection of collision (line 510) and resetting 
of the collision register and speed bytes is done in Basic, 

Enough of this heavy stuff! What about the game? 

Why does a chicken cross the road? To score points of 
course! Just move him with joystick 0, watching out for 
passing cars. The car speed goes roughly with difficulty (DIF) 
and DIF will increase each time get across. DIF will decrease 
each time you're hit. 

You start with 50 points and that score is increased by ten 
times the DIF value each time you cross the road. Each time 
you're hit your score decreases by twenty points. You have 
about 2 minutes to start (each count is about 4 sec.) and 40 
seconds will be added for each 300 points you score. Be the 
first on your block to reach 10,000 chicken points! 

GOTO 3 



4 REM ** CHICKEN ** 
6 REM** STANOCKERS ** 
7 REM ** 12/81 ** 
8 REM ******************* 

WREM **ACE NEWSLETTER** 
11 REM *3662 VINE MAPLE * 
12 REM *EUGENE, OR 97405* 
13 REM ** FEB 1981 ** 

15 REM 
18 OPEN #1 ,4,0,"KS" SDIM L$(20) 
fS$(2Q),C$(20) 
19 ? "INITIALIZING ..." 
20 REM ** PAGE 6 ROUTINES AND 
DATA ** 
40 FOR 1*1536 TO 1587‘.READ AiP 
OKE I,ASNEXT I 
41 REM ** VERTICAL BLANK ROUTI 
NE ** 
42 DIM VB*(210)SFOR 1*1 TO 210 
SREAD ASVB*(2)*CHR$(A)SNEXT I 
43 REM ** LOAD PLAYER ROUTINE 
** 
45 DIM LD$C73)SFOR 1*1 TO 73SR 
EAD AJLD*(I)=CHR$(A)SNEXT I 
47 REM ** INSERT ADDRESS OF RO 
UT. IN PAGE 6 ** 
48 A=ADR<VB*)SB=INT(A/256)SPOK 
E 1540,BSPOKE 1538,A-256*B 
50 DATA 104,160,52,162,6,169,7 
,76,92,228,104,160,98,162,228, 
169.7.76.92.228 
52 DATA 120,120,120,120,30,57, 
81,105,15,15,15,15,0,0,0,0,52, 
53,54,55,2,2,3,4,12,0,0,0,15,1 
1,11,11 <?kis <r 
54 REM ** LINE 56 - CHANGE 24 
TO 56 TO SKIP ORTHO. ** 
55 REM ** LINE 56 - CHANGE 28 
TO 34 FOR CONT. MOV. ** 
56 DATA 72,138,72,152,72,162,0 
,189,120,2,29,44,6,160,15,24,1 
76,32,201,15,240,28,201,14,208 
,2,160,13,201,13 
57 DATA 208,2,160,14,201,11,20 
8.2.160.7.201.7.208.2.160.11.1 
92.15.240.6.61.48.6.157.28.6.1 
52,61,44,6,157,44,6 
58 DATA 232,224,4,144,195 
60 DATA 162,0,189,32,6,133,203 
,189,36,6,133,204,189,40,6,133 
,209,198,209,16,7,232,224,4 
65 DATA 144,232,176,91,189,28, 
6,133,207 
70 DATA 70,207,176,26,188,24,6 
,192,1,240,19,208,1,200,177 
75 DATA 203,240,6,136,145,203, 
200,208,245,136,145,203,222,24 
,6,70,207,176,29,188,24,6,200, 
192,254,176,21 
80 DATA 177,203,208,247,136,17 
7.203.240.6.200.145.203.136.20 
8,245,200,145,203,254,24,6,70, 
207.176.3.222.20 
85 DATA 6,70,207,176,3,254,20, 
6,189,20,6,157,0,208 
90 DATA 24,144,154,162,4,189,1 
1,208,240,5,169,0,157>39,6,202 
,208,243,104,168,104,170,104,7 
6.98.228 
100 DATA 32,11,6,104,104,104,1 
70.189.32.6.133.203.189.36.6.1 
33,204,104,133,206,104,133,205 
110 DATA 189,24,6,133,207,169, 
0,168,192,255,176,35,196,207,2 
40,5,145,203,200,208,243,162,0 
,161,205,240,11 
120 DATA 145,203,230,205,200,1 
92,255,176,11,208,241,169,0,14 
5.203.200.192.255.144.249.76.1 
,6 
150 REM ** CAR COLOR DATA +♦ 

160 FOR 1*1 TO 20SREAD ASC*(I) 
*CHR4(A)»NEXT I 
170 DATA 24,60,218,68,90,186,7 
0,150,54,232,74,168,88,154,21, 
252,200,76,228,28 
190 REM ** DEFINE PM AREA - SI 
NGLE LINE RESOL. ** 
200 A=FEEK(106)-16JFOKE 54279, 
AJPM*256*A 
205 REM ** PLAYER MISSILE POIN 
TERS** 
210 FOR 1=4 TO 7 SPOKE 1568+1,A 
+ISNEXT I 
212 FOR 1=1568 TO 1571 SPOKE I, 
0SNEXT I 
218 REM ** DATA FOR PLAYER IMA 
GES ** 
220 FOR I=FM TO PM+121SREAD AS 
POKE I,ASNEXT I 
230 DATA 16,56,16,56,40,16,16, 
16,146,254,254,124,56,56,40,40 
,40,40,40,108,0 
232 DATA 126,195,219,219,91,21 
9,219,219,219,91,219,219,195,1 
26,0 
234 DATA 126,195,219,219,218,2 
19,219,219,219,218,219,219,195 
,126,0 
236 DATA 33,34,150,84,57,30,60 
,123,159,30,52,86,151,36,194,1 
93,0 
238 DATA 16,56,16,56,40,16,16,. 
56,124,254,186,56,56,40,40,40, 
44,32,96,0 
240 DATA 16,56,16,56,40,16,16, 
146,214,124,56,56,40,40,40,104 
,8,12,0 
242 DATA 126,255,173,173,239,1 
99,199,199,199,239,173,173,255 
,126,0 
270 REM ** INIT. HORIZ. AND VE 
RT. POS. ** 
280 RESTORE 282SFOR 1*1556 TO 
1563SREAD ASPOKE 1,ASNEXT I 
282 DATA 120,120,120,120,30,57 
,81,105 
288 REM ** INIT COLORS ** 
290 DIF*3SBONUS*300SPOKE 704,4 
0SCP=0SFOR 1=1 TO 3SPOKE 704+1 
»ASC(C$(CF+I))SNEXT ISCP*3SBPO 
S*5 
295 REM ** DRAW ROADS - SET PR 
IORITY ** 
300 GRAPHICS 17SFOR 1*1 TO 20S 
L$(I)*" "SNEXT I 
305 FOR 1=2 TO 20 STEP 2SS$(I) 
*“-"SS$(I-l)*“ "SNEXT I 
310 POSITION 0,2P ♦6SL$SPOSIT 
ION 0,1 IS? *6»L$SPOSITION 0,13 
S? *6SL$SPOSmON 0,22S? *6}L* 
312 POSITION 0,5S? *6SS$iFOSIT 
ION 0,8r? *6SS*SPOSITION 0,16S 
? *6SS*SFOSITION 0,19S? *6SS4i 
POKE 710,90 
340 REM ** INIT. AND PRINT INF 
O. - RESET TIMER ** 
350 SCORE=50SPOSITION 0,1 J? #6 
)"score time "SPOSITI 
ON 0,23S? *6J"dif h 
igh "S 
360 POSITION 0,0S? ♦6SSCORESPO 
SITION 15,22S? A6SHIGHSPOKE 77 
,0SPOKE 19,OSPOKE 20,0 
365 REM ** INIT. PM GR. - FLAG 
S ** 

370 POKE 559,62SPOKE 53277,351 
1 *68SI2=88SFL=I 1 
375 REM ** LOAD PLAYERS - SET 
COLORS - PLAYER SIZES ** 
380 LD*ADR(LD$)SA=USR<LD/),PM) 
SA*USR(LD,1 ,PM+21)SA=USR(LD,2, 
PM+21)SA=USR(LD,3,FM+21) 
390 POKE 53257,1SPOKE 53258,1 S 
POKE 53259,1 SPOKE 623,1 

393 REM ** INIT. SPEEDS ** 
395 POKE 1576,2SFOR 1*1577 TO 
1579SPOKE I ,RND(0)*DIF+1 SNEXT 
I 
398 POSITION 1,22S? 46SDIF 
400 REM ** IF CARS OFF SCREEN, 
CHANGE LANES ** 
410 IF PEEKU557K15 AND FEEK( 
1561 )*57 THEN POKE 1561.193SA* 
USRCLD,! ,PM+36)SPOKE 1585,7SGO 
SUB 1000SPOKE 705,C 
420 IF PEEK (1557)>240 AND PEEK 
<1561)=193 THEN POKE 1561,57SA 
*USR(LD, 1 ,PM+21)SPOK£ 1585,1 IS 
GOSUB 1000SPOKE 705,C 
430 IF PEEKU558K15 AND PEEK( 
1562) *81 THEN POKE 1562,169SA* 
USR(LD,2,PM+36)SPOKE 1586,7SGO 
SUB 1000SPOKE 706,C 
440 IF FEEKU558D240 AND PEEK 
(1562)=169 THEN POKE 1562,81 SA 
=USR(LD,2»FM+21)SFOKE 1586,1 IS 
GOSUB 1000SPOKE 706,C 
450 IF FEEKU559K15 AND PEEK( 
1563) * 105 THEN POKE 1563,145SA 
=USR(LD ,3 »FM+36 )SPOKE 1587,7SG 
OSUB 1000SPOKE 707,C 
460 IF PEEKG559D240 AND PEEK 
(1563)* 145 THEN POKE 1563,1051 
A=USR<LD»3»FM+21 )SPOKE 1587,11 
SGOSUB 1000SPOKE 707,C 
465 REM ** PRINT TIME - CK. FO 
R TIME UP ** 
470 TIME*30-PEEK(19)SPOSITION 
16,or? *6stime;m "uf time<=o 
THEN 910 
472 REM ** RESET SOU. - HORN R 
OUT. ** 
473 SOUND 0,0,0,0 
475 IF RND(0)>0.5 THEN SOUND 1 
,0,0,0 

480 IF RND(0K0.05 THEN SOUND 
1,7,12,10 
482 REM ** CHICKEN STOMP ** 
485 P*PEEK(1564)JIF F>15 OR PC 
13 THEN 500 
490 IF F*=15 THEN A=USR(LD,0,PM 
)SGOTO 500 
492 IF FL=I1 THEN FL*I2JSOUND 
0,16,6,8SGOTO 496 
494 IF FL=I2 THEN FL*IlJSOUND 
0,22,6,8 
495 REM ** CK. FOR REACHING BO 
TTOM ** 
496 A=USR(LD,0,PM+FL) 
500 IF PEEKG560D230 THEN 810 
505 REM ** CK. FOR COLLISION * 
* 

510 IF FEEK(53260)=0 THEN 410 
515 REM ** SPLAT ** 
520 A=USR(LD,0,FM+51 )SFOR J*1 
TO 3SSOUND 0,RND(0)*255,8,8SSO 
UND 1 ,RND(0)*255,8S 
525 POKE 704,FEEK(704)+8SFOR I 
*1 TO 305NEXT IJNEXT J SOUND 0 
,0,0,0SSOUND 1,0,0,0SPOKE 704, 
40 
527 REM +* DECREASE SCORE - CK 
FORO** 

530 SCORE=SCORE-20SPOSITION 0, 
Or? *6SSCOREJ" "SIF SCORE<*0 
THEN 702 

533 REM ** MOVE UP - RELOAD BI 
RD - RESET COLL, ** 
535 POKE 1560,PEEK(1560)-24SA= 
USR(LD ,0,FM )SIF DIF>1 THEN DIF 
=DIF-1 
590 POKE 53278,OSGOTO 395 
700 REM ** SCORE * ZERO +* 
702 POSITION 3,2S? *6 ••am333II 
® 33212“ 
704 REM ** AMBULANCE ** 
705 C*1 

GOTO 11 



IyORTC — A More Real-Time Clock. 

by Walter Snell* San Diego ACE 

(reprinted with modifications by the Author from the Nov* 
issue* San Diego ACE Newsletter) 

There's nothing really exciting about computer clock 
programs and certainly nothing useful* Sure* it's always fun to 
amaze the uninitiated at how well your computer can keep time 
with FQR-NEXT loops* But who actually uses their Atari as a 
time piece? It's about as useful as a DeLorean sports car 
buried in your backyard! 

The problem with these WORLDS MOST EXPENSIVE 
CLOCKS is that they can do nothing else. Wouldn't it be nice if 
your Atari could keep track of the time for you and do 
whatever you want it to do at the same time? If you buy a DC 
Hayes Chronograph, then your worries are over, but if you 
cannot afford one or don't think the cost justifies the means, 
then spend fifteen minutes and key in this program! 

MRTC is about as real time as a software driven clock can 
be. It is totally independant of BASIC. You can run a BASIC 
program, even use MRTC in your program, and it will just keep 
plugging away. Who knows, you might find some useful 
function for this utility. 

MRTC uses page 6 and location $CC in page 0. Key in the 
BASIC program, then place the data into standard BASIC DATA 
statements. The BASIC portion of the program pokes the 
machine language into page 6, then USR(1536) executes MRTC. 
This program will not work with BASIC A+ because BASIC A+ 
uses page 6. (The original version was for A+-m.dunn) 

Enter the time you want to start with in HH1MM1SS format. 
The program automatically inserts the "*♦“ where needed. This 
assures you that the program is working correctly. After you 
enter the time, MRTC will return to BASIC and display the 
time on the upper right hand corner. The clock will update 
every second, while you do whatever you please on the 
computer. 

There are a few features thrown in that allows you to alter 
the clocks characteristics. If you don't want the clock to 
display on the screen but keep running, then POKE 1757,11 A 
non-zero value at this address turns off the display, while a 
zero reactivates it. This is extremely handy while you are 
programming, since the screen editor will pick up the clock if 
you happen to be working of the first line, 

There is an adjustable speed control, much like those found 
on battery operated clocks. The current setting is pretty 
accurate, but if you want to play with it, then POKE 
1616,(value). The value can be anywhere from 0 to 255. The 
speed goes from 1,2,3,4,*..255,0 with 1 being the fastest 
setting, 0 being the slowest. You will find this to be a very 
fine control, so it will take several minutes before you will 
notice any difference. 

MRTC comes with a twelve hour clock, but you can change 
this to anything you want, Location 167S decimal is the 
compare area, it is now set for 12, So, after the 12th hour, the 
program will look at location 1632 decimal, to find out the new 
hour. In the standard program, a 1 resides there, so after the 
12th hour, comes 1 O'Clock. To change to a 24 hour clock, 
POKE 1673,24 and POKE 1632,0. 

You can move the clocks' display around the screen, by 
changing the value in location 204 decimal. It is currently on 
the farthest right edge of the screen. If you have significant 
overscan on your TV, then decrement the value in 204 by 1 or 2. 
This will move the clock left. 

You can read the current time from a BASIC program by 
peeking at the time registers. PEEK(1776) for hours, 177? for 
minutes 1773 for seconds, and 177? for l/60th seconds. This 
is useful if your program needs a real time clock for timing 
purposes. 

(This program works great, but does stop running with Disk 
I/O-M. Dunn, Editor) 

MORE REAL TIME CLOCK-BASIC LISTING 

10 REM MORE READ TIME CLOCK-IN 
BASIC 

20 REM BY WALTER SNELL 
30 REM SAN DIEGO ACE 
40 TRAP 90 
50 FOR A=1 TO 300 
60 READ MRTC 
70 POKE A+1535,MRTC 
80 NEXT A 
90 ? "3MRTC UTILTY 1.0“ 
95 ? "HH.MMISS* 
100 TRAP 500tX=USR( 1536) 
105 DATA 162,0,32,199,6,24,42, 
42,42,42,141,255 
110 DATA 6,32,199,6,24,109,255 
,6,157,240,6,232 
115 DATA 224,3,240,11,169,58,1 
41.251.2.32.208.6 
120 DATA 76,2,6,173,49,2,133,2 
05,173,43,2,24 
125 DATA 105,63,133,204,144,2, 
230,205,169,0,141,14 
130 DATA 212,169,79,141,36,2,1 
69,6,141,37,2,169 
135 DATA 64,141,14,212,76,0,16 
0,162,0,202,203,253 
140 DATA 248,14,162,0,173,243, 
6.105.1.141.243.6 
145 DATA 201,96,144,96,142,243 
,6,173,242,6,105,0 
150 DATA 141,242,6,201,96,144, 
35,142,242,6,173,241 
155 DATA 6,105,0,141,241,6,201 
,96,144,20,142,241 
160 DATA 6,173,240,6,105,0,141 
,240,6,201,18,144 
165 DATA 5,169,1,141,240,6,173 
,221,6,208,41,24 
170 DATA 162,2,160,3,189,240,6 
,72,41,15,9,16 
175 DATA 145,204,104,136,106,1 
06,106,106,41,15,9,16 
180 DATA 145,204,136,169,26,14 
5,204,136,202,16,225,200 
185 DATA 169,0,145,204,76,98,2 
23,142,254,6,32,226 
190 DATA 246,174,254,6,142,254 
,6,32,170,246,41,15 
200 DATA 234,174,254,6,96,0,0, 
0,0,0,0,0 
500 END 

GOTO 10 
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Outpost tAttila. 

by Dave and Sandy Small 
Austin, Texas 

(As you may know, the Small's are the authors of the excellent 
series in Creative Computing, Outpost!Atan. The fallowing 
article was for the April issue of CC, but was considered too 
"hot" to handle by the Editor, In keeping with the ACE policy 
of printing the latest scoop on Atari happenings, our fearless 
and foolhardy editor (me) presents this hilarious article now, 
so you will know the "true" story on how things happen in 
Atariland, Even Mark Benioff wasn't able to find out the 
following!! -M.Dunn, Editor) 

Well, here it is, April, Time for another column, specially 
designed to cover the Atari (which is really a pretty simple 
thing) in the most condescending, insulting manner possible, 

We mean, who's kidding whom? By now, if you haven't 
figured out how the box works from Atari's clear, concise, 
precise documentation, then you're probably not going to learn 
anything from THIS column either. (Sure, you may need a BS in 
computer science with a heavy sprinkling of electrical 
engineering to understand the documentation. So what? We 
got one — you can too, in just 4 years. Don't be so lazy.) 

Sot let us give you some more incomplete, error-ridden 
information to further confuse you and make you give up trying 
to understand the machine, and buy lots more programs from us 
and people like us (Craterware, Off-Line Systems, Dataslow 
and Computer Clowns of Iowa.) Above all, let us give you this 
information in such a way (and tone of voice) you are convinced 
a ten year old can understand it. Besides, he probably can 
understand it. After all, he knows New Math, too. Right? 

ERROR-RATTA 

Atari has announced a new graphics chip for the Atari, 
capable of giving it three more graphics modes. A lot of you 
out there think we're talking about the GTIA chip (GTIA 
stands for "Gee, I wish I had the new Television Interface 
Adaptor). 

Wrongo. The GTIA chip is just like the light pen or the 315 
disk, if you catch our drift. The real story behind the GTIA 
chip is this! Atari had 1000 CTIA (Crawford's Television 
Interface Adaptor) chips made. These are the regular Atari 
graphics chips, put in everyone's machine. Of those 1000, six 
proved defective (not bad for silocon manufacturing). 

One of these 6 showed up on the desk of a practical joker, 
who sent it to Creative's own George Blank, with a note 
attached! "Try this new chip. It has 3 more graphics modes." 
So, George plugged it into his Atari, lo and behold, it DID have 
three more graphics modes! Atari has been going crazy trying 
to figure out what happened ever since. They especially want 
to know how the GTIA (George's Television Interface Adaptor) 
really works. The chip itself is by now famous, and George has 
loaned it all over the country (making it appear there were 
multiple copies available) for demonstrations. 

The new chip is Fred's Television Interface Adaptor (FTIA). 
It allows the Atari to run cartridges from Atari 400, 800, or 
the video game. It also supplies 2 slots for any Apple cards 
you want to run. The chip is Apple compatible. Installing this 
chip requires both slowing the clock rate of the Atari to an 
Apple creep (1.7 [Atari! to 1,0 [Apple! Mhz), an.d buying a new 
monitor which Atari will make available “in last quarter, 1981H. 
Or 82. Or 33. Or as soon as Pascal is released? 

In other news, Atari announces the Double Density 810 
disk, called the 812 1/2. Explains an Atari source! “Well, sure 
it's double density. Look, you write a byte to a given disk 
location. Then you write a new byte on top of it. That's two 
bytes in the space of one, or double density, right?" 

Atari has recently announced DOS 3.0. In a striking move 
to acknowledge reality, they renamed it "D02E 3.0" in honor of 
using serial I/O for disk transfers. The "bleep-bleep" of the 
bootup now takes approximately 10 minutes and has been timed 
to "a soothing melody, helpful in relaxing the nerves", says an 
Atari spokesperson. A slowdown of new software from Atari 
is a likely side effect, she adds. 

In a stunning move, the designer of BATTLEZONE (tm) has 
left Atari when they discovered he added a mod to his game not 
in the design specifications. This business of Atarians 
"signing" their games has been going on for quite a while, as in 
the "secret room" in Adventure or pressing Control Shift I 
from the starting page of BREAKOUT (go on, try it, we're not 

kidding). Anyway, as of May, 1982, all Supertanks will shoot 
missiles which will fly throuh the air trailing a banner saying, 
"Ed Was Here," 

Naturally, Atari is attempting to determine the 
whereabouts of all BATTLEZONE games in the country to 
retrofit them with a harmless version. 

Sandy and I have recently discovered a hardware 
modification which allows it to run at TWICE its former speed. 
Normally Creative stays away from hardware news (leaving it 
to Steve Circuit's Ciarcia Cellar in Blyte magazine) but this 
one is so easy they coundn't resist. Just take the plug on the 
end of the Atari and modify it for a 220 volt plug instead of 
the normal 110 volts (220 volt plugs are typically used on 
dryers and washing machines). Then, run it on 220. The 
results? 

Well, first the Atari runs at 3.3 Mhz instead of 1.9 Mhz. 
Hence, everything happens twice as fast. We had to change the 
19" Hitachi monitor for a 9 1/2” monitor to handle the changed 
screen size. We also have to type at a very high rate — 120 
cps — to get any input into the machine. The disk drive spun 
twice as fast, and while it lasted, the data transfer rate was 
phenomonal. The centrifugal force soon pulled the floppy 
apart, and we're glad the disk case has a "scattershield". (As 
those of you with drag racing experience know, a 
"scattershield" is used to prevent clutch explosions from 
sending shrapnel into the driver's legs.) Atari makes these 
available for its disk drives as Part # APE! 12-4623 (Ask for 
Revision "C" — the Revision "B" scattershields are up to 30% 
slower, Insist on it.) 

The other noticeable effect is the warming of the memory 
boards. In fact, the 4116 memory chips soon turn a cheery red 
(we have the faceplates as well as the "lid" on the memory 
boards removed to facilitate cooling). In any event, upon 
seeing the glowing chips, Sandy and I had the same idea. We 
removed the middle 16k board, inserted a piece of bread in its 
place, and we had an instant toaster! It works beautifully, 
with a rise time of several seconds and a complete time of 
around 20 sec. Vie immediately contacted Atari, and the Atari 
Toaster option should be offered sometime next year, along 
with the FOETH driver package (also by Atari). 

And now for our regular feature! 

Here's the latest in the Atari Tutorial series, which has 
been running since June in this magazine (and since a little 
later after other mags saw how popular it is.) 

HOW TO RIP OFF ATARI DISKS 

Recently, we received a letter from an Atari user, begging 
for help. Normally we route such letters to device TC 
(trashcan)! But this one included a rather large bribe. The 
writer said! "I have an Atari 800 with 48k and a disk. I have 
copies of Jawcrackers (from Off-Line Systems) and Protected 
(from Craterware). Anyway, my friends with Apples all laugh 
because I can't copy these disks and sell them to my friends. 
THEY can rip off about any disk made and bootleg them, but I 
can't.... I mean, they each have a copy of Gorgon and Pool, and 
they trade copies back and forth. So, they call me up at 4 AM 
to tease me about it any my "Aturkey 800", as they call it. Can 
you help me?" 

Well, we couldn't resist such a plea. So here it is, the 
information on how to copy ANY Atari disk, no matter how 
much money the manufacturer has spent on "copy protecting". 
Besides, we know you'll only use it for "backing up the disk", 
just like the Apple disk copy program ads say, right'7 
(♦snigger*). Sure.... 

First, if you try to copy anything using Atari DOS, you're 
crazy, It can barely copy itself, provided the temperature and 
humidity remain constant and you have quadruple density 
certified disks. Second, it relies on a cute thing called a 
"Directory", which is the place Atari stores information about 
what's on the disk. If you're confused as to what the directory 
is, go pick up a phone book. (The phone book is the big book 
with the pretty cover and all the pages. It has your friends' 
names in it, and even yours. It's where you look up their phone 
numbers, remember? You can probably find it under the phone, 
or on the counter next to it, or possibly stored in a cabinet.) 
Anyway, the Directory, like a phone book, tells the Atari 
what's on the disk. 

Now let'5 assume the manufacturer has played with the 
^ Directory, Golly! DOS won't be able to copy the disk anymore! 

9 GOTO 11 



Benioff at Larg The CES 

Direct from Las Vegas 

It was a dark and stormy night* As I sat in my room* 
reading Hamlet, a piercing tone rang through out the building. 
It rang again, "Rinnnnnggg...Rinnnggg". Using my I.Q. of 341, I 
picked up the phone. It spoke, ’’Marc, this is Mike in Oregon, 
get your article up here, and the pictures too!" Who was this 
strange man? And what was he doing in Oregon? These and 
other mystifying questions lie in the pages that follow. 

On January 7, 1982 this star reporter left San Francisco 
International Airport for Las Vegas. Amazingly enough, I 
made it there, and if you did not already know, it was time for 
THE CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW! Booked at the Hilton 
Hotel, I prepared for the following day, a day of consumer 
electronics! 

As I entered the convention center, I was amazed at the 
number of people, and at the size of the show. It lay terms, it 
was big* Immediately, I headed for the ATARI booth, 
CHARGE! I made in 10 to 20 minutes of locating it, and found 
that if was beautiful. If was all white plastic, and a two story 
platform with a white loft hanging from the ceiling, with the 
words ATARI, A Warner Communications Company, and in fine 
print! With out us, Warner would be bankrupt. What to do first, 
where to go, what to do? 

ATARI really screwed up on the PCS, so I will begin with 
the video computer system. The big news is that the following 
programs are now completed and will be ready for sale soon. 
This is for the video computer system only, They are. l.A fine 
scrolling adventure game called "Haunted House” 2. The ever 
popular arcade game "Defender" 3. Another arcade game that is 
reproduced to a tee, "Berzerk". 4.Get ready for this one, an 
exact (almost) version of Star Raiders! Yes, Star Raiders. 5. A 
new arcade game called Yar's revenge, it is similar to Star 
Castle. 6,Super Breakout like the one on the ATARI 400/800. 
Just incredible, 7. And Yes, Pac-Man. Also many others are 
under developemnt, and these should be for release soon. 

THE ALL NEW ATARI VIDEO COMPUTER SYSTEM, SYSTEM 
X, THE SUPER GAME. An excellent new arcade game for 
reproducing all arcade games to a tee, with an inside similar to 
the 800, but better, and a new joystick that is fantastic. 
Already, STAR RAIDERS has been translated, exactly, as well 
as a 3-D football game, and many others. Also, a top secret 
project planned for release in JUNE will blow away all 
competitors, what will it be? Oh yes, Voice Synthesis is 
already planned. Could this top secret adaption be Voice 
Recognition???? 

There were four major news items for the ATARI 800. 
First, The ATARI Accountant has been re-written, and called 
the Book Keeper, it will come with a numeric keypad (CX-85). 
Second, Fac-Man, and Centipede will be released soon as main 
line products, and were shown. Lee Pappas, of ANALOG, has 
seen in-deapth demonstrations of these games, and says that 
they are exactly like the arcades. Defender 800 was not 
shown. BOO! The really bad news is that ATARI is snatching 
Mv First Alphabet and Caverns Of Mars from Dale Yokum 
(APX), and making them a main line products! Why can't they 
develop their own stuff, and leave poor Dale alone. Speaking 
of AFX, they were there in force, with outstanding games for 
all users, check out that catalog! Why is The ATARI Program 
Exchange called, "APX"? Shouldn't be called "APE", or that 
would be monkeying around? Other than that, not much for the 
ATARI 800/400,1 advise ATARI PCS to GET ON THE BALL!! 

John Bell, President of CRYSTALWARE, Inc, is starting a 
new company specializing in ATARI 16K cartridges for the 
400/800. He plans to release a whole new line of arcade 
games, and the company is tentativly called UFO SOFTWARE! 

Kay Enterprises of Michigan, has released their first 
program on CARTRIDGE for the 400/800 through their divsion 
called, K-BYTE. This program which is called K-RAZY SHOOT 
OUT is superb, and it is a duplicate of BERZERK for the 
400/800. It is the best, what can I say? They also plan on 
releasing, and I was shown, K-DQS a new and excellent DOS 
for the 400/300, K-STAR PATROL, a defender type game, and 
also a new type of invaders type game which are excellent!!! 

Their addresse is! K-Byte, P.O. Box 456, 1755 Austin, Troy, 
MI, 48099, tell them you heard from Benioff at Large (and 
ACE!), and talk to John Mathias (313)524-9878). 

On-Line finally releases THE WIZARD AND THE PRINCESS! 
IT WAS WORTH THE WAIT! Over 100 Hi-Res screens in some 
of the best graphics for the ATARI I have ever seen. It is the 
direct translation from the APPLE# and I know because I have 
now made it through both. It superb, and I highly recommend it 
to all ATARI 800 owners with disk drives, it is not as good as 
Quest For Power bv Crystalware, but it comes pretty close! 
Also, Mouskatrek has been released, but as I said before, it is 
Jawbreakers revisited. 

Boy, an interesting little game from Quality Software is Ali 
Baba. It is really very well done, and I was quite impressed. 
Unfortunatly it is a bit slow for a fast action adventure. I do 
recommend it, but only if you have nerves of steel* The 
graphics and sound are superb, but again, it is slow. 

Da Da, PROTECTOR *3 by Synapse. It is better than the 
original versions, and is more fun to play! It is again a 
defender type game. It now has a hard and an easy mode, a 
hard and an easy map, and will be available on Cassette. 1 
still have not redeved my review copy!! Ihor are you there!! 
Mike Potter, author of the game says, "It's Awesome!". 

Soon Synapse will release a new game by Mike Potter. It is 
called CHICKEN! It is Kaboom for the ATARI 400/800, but 
better. I have seen a pre-release copy of the game, and was 
very impressed. It begins as your faithful chicken steeling fox 
enters the chicken barn. He finds the eggs, and begins to drop 
them from the top of the barn. Kaboom! If you don't catch the 
eggs, they hatch in to chickens. As you try catch the eggs, you 
must jump over the chickens that have hatched. This game is 
sure to be a best seller. Watch for it in Febuary. ATARI 
400/800 16K cassette or disk. This would be an excellent 
cartridge game. 

After playing more of RACE IN SPACE BY ANALOG 
SOFTWARE, I find it is one of the best games for the ATARI 
400 w/Cassette. It is superb! It has huge Asteroids flying by, 
shields, and a fantastic negative unverse. As you begin the 
play, it sings Close Encounters of the Third Kind. It has so 
many options, and such that I feel it would be an excellent 
cartridge. Lee Pappas is quoted as saying, "Race in Space is 
Great!". Race in space is an excellent game and is well worth 
the selling price of $19.95. ANALOG at (617)892-3488, tell em 
Marc sent you! 

Other hot news is about Battlezone!!! ANALOG says that 
ATARI is hot for it, and are now waiting for a final version. 
This would be fantastic! According to ANALOG sources, "Our 
Hovercraft commander game is excellent, and far extends the 
sophistication of ATARI'S Battlezone, yet is very comparable, 
and yet not exact at all!" 

Temoest on the ATARI 400/800? YES, but maybe no. 
Rumors are flowing, though. Also remember, The Crvot by 
Crystalware was sold out for a while, but supplies are now 
available. Call them today! (408)778-2966. I got mine! This 
advertisement courtesy of Marc Benioff, The Author of The 
Quest and The Crypt, etc. 

Until! March, 
Marc, Hillsbourogh, CA 

P.S. 1 always enjoy hearing from readers !(415) 344-4845! 

& 
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The Assembly Language Source Code listing maY 
obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped envelope to ACE. 

706 IF PEEK(1576+C)=0 THEN C*C 
+11GOTO 706 
707 IF 03 THEN C=1 
713 POKE 1576+C.1JPOKE 1560+C, 
FEEK(1560)tFOKE 1556+C,220?A*U 
SR(LD,C,PM+107) 
715 FOR J=1 TO 6SFQR P=60 TO 4 
0 STEP -2SS0UND 0,P,10,8tFQR I 
=1 TO 6’.NEXT I 
716 NEXT P.FOR P=40 TO 60 STEP 
2:SOTJND 0,P,10,8JFOR 1=1 TO 6 

’.NEXT I’NEXT PtNEXT J1S0VND 0, 
0.0,0 
718 REM ** NEW HIGH SCORE? ** 
720 A=USRd546)tIF SCORE>HIGH 
THEN HIGH=SCOREtPOSITION 15,22 
r? *6,’HIGH 
730 POSITION 2^>r? *6H 5 

■ ^POSITION 4,7r? #6} 
SCJsJU*1 

732 FOR 1=53248 TO 53251’.POKE 
I,0tNEXT ISSOTOD 0A0,0:SOT7ND 

1,0,0,0 
735 REM ** WAIT FOR BUTTON ** 
740 IF STRIG(0)»1 THEN 740 
745 REM ** PM GRAPHICS OFF ** 
750 POKE 53278,0.POKE 53277,01 
A*USR(1546)lGOTO 280 
800 REM ** BK TO TOP - STOP MO 
VEMENT OF BIRD ** 
810 POKE 1560f30!A*USR(LD»0»PM 
)1P0KE 1576,0 
815 REM « SIGNAL AND INCREMEN 
T SCORE 44 
820 FOR 1=1 TO 51FOR J=10 TO 5 
STEP -11SOUND 0,J,14,8:SOUND 
1,J«2,8«NEXT J'.SOUND 0,0,0,01S 
OUND 1,0,0,0 
825 A=USR(LD,0,PM+68):FOR J=1 
TO RND(0>*301NEXT J*.A=USR<LD,0 
,PM+88) 
830 SCORE=SCORE+DIF*21POSITION 
0,0:? ♦AiSCORE’,” -1NEXTI 

840 IF DIF<9 THEN DIF=DIF+1 
841 REM ** CK FOR BONUS ** 
842 IF SCORECBONUS THEN 850 
844 SOUND 0,25,10,10*BONUS=BON 
US+300JP=FEEK(19)«IF PC11 THEN 
POKE 19,OtGOTO 848 

846 POKE 19,P-10 
848 POSITION EPOS, 131? - 
BPOS=BPOS+l 
850 GOTO 390 
900 REM ** TIME’S UP ROUTINE * 

910 POSITION 5,21? *6’,’"OQIiaE 
2J3«‘ 

920 GOTO 720 
990 REM « CHANGE CAR COLOR SU 
B,« 
1000 CP=CPMJIF CP=20 THEN CP= 
1 
1010 C=ASC(C$(CP))JRETURN II 

This is the cheap and easy way to copy protect a disk. 
So, we go to what is called a "sector copier", This 

duplicates a disk sector at a time, These are helpful little 
programs to help you rip off disks, and are generally sold at 
outrageous prices for such simple code. One will appear in a 
future column over Crater ware's dead body, and since they're a 
big advertiser here, we'll just probably put it in our club 
library and let it get stolen. Look for it soon from the bootleg 
market, But anyway, sector copiers don't work against the 
REALLY protected disks because those disks have spots on 
them which are "unformatted". The unformatted spots are like 
blank spots in the phone book, get it*7 A sector copier can't 
copy them, and the program once running checks to see if the 
disk has these unformatted spots. If not, then it knows it's 
running off a ripped-off copy and bombs off. Neat, eh? 

There are 2 approaches to copying these disks. The first is 
our Universal Disk Copier, which appeared in the August 1981 
issue of Creative in the OUTPOST* column. The second is 
making unformatted spots on the disk with a hole punch, which 
is difficult and time consuming. The unmentionable one is 
disassembling the program, which means that by the year 2001 
or so, you'll find the read routine and change it. By that time, 
the Atari will be a museum piece, so don't bother. 

Well, we hope you've enjoyed this column, and be sure to 
have fun with your Atari! 

44444444444444444444444444444444444 

The next meeting of ATARI COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS will be 
at 7J30 P.M. Wednesday, February 12 at the Northwest Natural 
Gas building. They are located on Goodpasture Island road, 
next to K Mart, off Delta Highway, We will review some of the 
latest new products, discuss the selection of a Vice President, 
and initiate program sharing groups to help new members to 
get 'up to speed'. 

44444444444444444444444444444444444 

Atari Computer Enthusiasts 

A.C.E. is an independent computer club and user's group with 
no connecion to the Atari Company, a division of Warner 
Comunications. We are a group interested in the education of 
our members in the use of the Atari Computer and in giving the 
latest News, Reviews and Rumors, as well as programs of 
interest. Our membership is world-wide in scope*, membership 
fees include the A.C.E. Newsletter (10-12 issues a year). Dues 
are $10 year for the U.S., Mexico and Canada, and $20 a year 
overseas Airmail. 

President-Stacy Goff-4230 Hilyard, Eugene, OR 97405 
(503)686-8308 

Editor (Correspondence, etc)-Mike Dunn, 3662 Vine Maple 
Eugene, OR 97405 (503)344-6193 

Editor (Production, Layout, etc)-Jim Bumpas 1405 W. 26th Ave, 
Eugene, OR 97405 

Program Exchange-Chuck and Jody Ross, 2222 Ironwood, 
Eugene, OR 97401 



_NTHUSIASTS 
3662 Vine Maple Dr. Eugene OR 97405 
MARCH 1982 
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LOOSE BITS 
by Stacy A* Goff, ACE President BULLETIN BOARD 

The series of programs by Stan Ockers this last three months 
has elicited the greatest imaginable response from members 
and other readers* The programs approach arcade-game 
quality, and are excellent tutorials as well; that, after all, is 
their primary purpose* We do, however, have an increasing 
number of folks who are having trouble typing the programs in 
accurately* Our efforts at providing a bulletin-board 
downloading capability are intended to help this, by allowing 
you to obtain copies of these programs over the telephone 
lines. As reported elsewhere, we have been experiencing some 
difficulties with the modems and cables; Frank Huband's 
bulletin board program is still working well. Over the next 
several months we hope to 'get the bugs out', and then procure 
a dedicated system—you see, none of us can afford to be 
without our Atari's more than a day at a time! 

It is time to put together several new disks of programs for 
the ACE Exchange Library; we are interested in demos, games, 
educational programs, or utilities that YOU have written and 
wish to share with other members. I would like to collect 
enough good educational software to send the SOFTSWAP 
educational program an Atari disk to distribute to schools 
across the country. Contact the Exchange Librarians, Chuck 
and Jody Ross, for more information. 

We now have an ACE Vice President, Kirt Stockwell. He is an 
excellent programmer, ACE contributing author (you have 
probably already benefitted from his series on structured 
programming), and Computing Advisor at our local Community 
College. Kirt's role will be to help increase member 
involvement and assist in the management of the club. We are 
also pleased to announce our new Secretary/Treasurer, Charlie 
Andrews. Charlie is rapidly becoming a Forth expert, and is a 
consultant with Managerial Communications Systems, here in 
Eugene. Charlie will help us improve our correspondence with 
other groups; as well, he will be heading up a Forth Interest 
Group (ACEFIG?) 

More on Bulletin Boards; Michigan Atari Computer 
Enthusiasts (MACE) has developed their own bulletin board 
system, which can be reached at (313) 868-2064 (hours have 
been 9PM to Noon E.S.T. and they are going full time soon). 
They also have an excellent downloader program for sale. 

A Request* 
Anyone having any experience (preferably good) with any of the 
new business/personal finance software and classroom 
educational software advertised in the Winter issue of the 
ATARI SPECIAL ADDITIONS Catalog, please contact us. Many 
folks are asking us if any of the products are worth buying, 
and we have not seen the products. You can help others (not to 
mention help your favorite company) by relating your 
experience with this software. THANKS! 

References. 

SOFTSWAP, an educational exchange program for all computers. 
Coordinated by Ann Lathrop, of the Microcomputer Center of 
the San Mateo Office of Education, 333 Main St., Redwood City, 
CA 94063. 

BULLETIN BOARD Software is written by Frank Huband, of 
the Washington D.C. Atari group. It is excellent, well 
documented, and oriented towards user groups, dealers, small 
software houses, and teleported executives. Contact Frank 
through his computer at (202)276 8342. 

What problems we have!! Our program uses the Hayes 
SmartModem, and we found that 2 out of 3 that we have in our 
club do not answer reliably. Plus we get hung up occasionally, 
etc. We are trying, but it's a real problem. We think we now 
have it solved, but, in the future, if the phone rings more than 
once, you know we are having trouble, and, if you do not want 
to talk to us, hang up and try later. Remember, one ring is 
enough if the program is on-line. 

When you call, please leave your name and phone #, city, 
etc, on SYSOP-this goes to the printer, and connot be read by 
anyone else. Also, feel free to leave other messages on the (s) 
function for everyone, or "secret1* ones to us. 

Schedule -Fair 

Mon night 11PM to Tues Eve 8PM 
Fri night 11PM to Sat Noon 
(Pacific Time) 
to March 13 call (5031-343-5191 
March 16 on, call (503)-343-4352 

When we get back from the Computer Faire, we will put all 
the News on-line. For the Weekend of the Faire, Mar20-21, we 
will not be home, so, if you ring more than once, please 
hang-up, because we are lacked up! 

If you have any public domain programs to share, use our 
up-load, 

MARCH MEETIlSCG 3 
The next meeting will be on March 10 at 7130 PM at the 

Northwest Natural Gas Building, on Goodpasture Road next to 
K-Mart off Delta Highway by Valley River Center-see you 
there! 

SURVEY RESULTS 

YOU RATED LAST MONTH'S FEATURES AS FOLLOWS.: 
BENIOFF =8.0 
REVIEWS =7.3 
CHICKEN =7.1 
OVERALL =7.0 
NEWS BITS =6.5 
LOOSE BITS = 6*3 
BULLET RESULTS =6.3 
STRUCTURE =6.3 
REAL-TIME CLOCK =5.5 
outpost: atilla =3.0 

PLEASE SEND CURRENT RESPONSES TO: 
JIM BUMPAS 
1405 WEST 26th AVE. 
EUGENE.* OR 97405 
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2Y£<a,r-c: Russell Benioff 

at LARGE! 

By Marc Russell Benioff 
50 Warmwood Way 

Hillsborought CA 94010 

Well* it was a short month. I was very thrilled when I saw 
Benioff at 8.6 out of 9 points in the ratings last month, and I 
hope for more success in the future. It was a very active 
month for ATARI computers in general, with 5 new programs 
making it to the market place, I will be reviewing 4 of these, 
with a recap on the third. Also, some interesting rumors are 
appearing, and some future programs for the ATARI are being 
finalized now. I plan on covering all of these subjects in this 
month's! BENIOFF AT LARGE. 

Matgh Racer 

This is the first release from Gebelli Software in 
Sacramento, CA. Nasir Gebelli is the owner of this company, 
and is of Sirius Software fame. He is the finest programmer 
for the Apple, and with his company releasing this program, it 
is very exciting. Match Racer was written for Nasir by Bill 
Hooper, and let me tell you, this man understands scrolling! 
Match Racer is a one or two player racing game. It has four 
difficulty levels, and the option for one or two players. It 
really is superb. It begins with some of the best music for the 
ATARI I have heard, and the game is very challenging and 
enjoyable to all ages. Basically, it is a racing game with color 
graphics (modified character set) scrolling by. I highly 
recommend as a member of any ATARI software collection. 
Gebelli, 1791 Tributerd, Suite E, Sacramento, CA, 95815, 
(916)925-1432. 

Andromada/Fathfinder 

These two programs are also by Gebelli. Amdromada has 
been released, and sources say it is good, but strange. You 
are a disease in the human body, and you must kill off the 
cells, but look out for those anti-bodies. It sounds 
interesting, and I will have a full review in the next issue. 
Pathfinder will be released this week. To quote Phil Knopp, 
Gebelli's assistant and co-programmer, "It is a shoot 'em up 
maze game." That is all I can tell you, but it does sound 
interesting. Gebelli's fantastic Horizon 5 Apple game is 
planned for the ATARI on April 3, if this is accomplished, we 
will see one of the most superb games on the ATARI ever. 
More details in the next issue, 

Mouseattack! 

Yes, it seems to me that this is, without doubt a 
Jawbreakers re-do. But, don't throw it off! Mouseattack is a 
challenging game for any ATARI owner, and is by far one of the 
15 best games for the ATARI released so far. Basically, you 
are trying to make a series of pipes through a maze, and you 
have giant mice chasing you. These mice are 30 to 40 feet tall, 
and can eat you in one bite! You can use cats and traps to 
scare them off, and it becomes quite interesting. There is a 
bug in the program, some times when the builder should put 
down a certain kind of joint, he puts down another causing the 
game to go on forever, untill the problem is located by the 
user, and re-jointed. Then the pipes are complete, and the 
mice are washed away. Very interesting, available from 
On-Line systems. 

Shadow Hawk One 

Was I disappointed! A program with bugs! A program that 
doesn't follow the instuctions! Boy, life is tough enough all 
ready! It does have several good qualities, like its demo mode, 
but besides that, I won't even comment! Don't waste your 
money, and don't be foaled by the fancy packaging! 

Micro Painter1 

This is one of the best programs for the ATARI I have ever 
seen. When I saw this program, I had to sit down I was so 
shocked, and in awe!! It is incredible, fantastic, super, and 
stupendous!! A choice of 4 colors that are fully selectable in 
grpahics mode 8, Oh, yes, this program allows you to draw 
incredible pictures on the screen. It is amazing! It has 
intelligent fill, plating by joystick, or arrows, and ready for 
this, A ZOOM - THAT SCROLLS! If you need to detail a 
section of the picture, just puch the space bar, and bingo, you 
zoom in, and in a grpahics 3 scroll it is incredible!! It makes 
the best pictures for the ATARI I have ever seen!! It is from 
Datasoft, and unfortunatly, here it comes! ATARI wants 
it......that means you'll never see it for 8 or 9 years, and 
Datasoft has stopped selling it! Well, you can't win em all! 

Death Of A Product! 

Along the graveyards of the 815 disk drive, the radioactive 
light pen, the ATARI accountant, wireless video game, lies one 
of the greats. Remember ATARI Invaders? I reviewed it in 
the January issue. Well, APX has no record of it, and no one 
knows what it is, or who it belongs to, except the author! Joe 
Helleson, It is a superb invaders game, and it is to bad. Ho 
one seems to want it. One rumor down the drain, but besides 
that my record is still pretty clean. 

Personal Finance Danger! 

According to key ATARI sources, the Personal Finance 
System is full of bugs. They have programmers working on the 
problems, but untill then, look out! 

Tempest Temtations 

Recently, Tempest was completed far the Apple II, If this 
program comes close to anything I have heard, we may see one 
excellent Apple game, and if it is done on the Apple, why not 
on the ATARI? Details on the Apple version in the next issue, 

New Packaging for the ATARI 800 

Soon, ATARI will be packaging the ATARI 800 with new 
color boxes, similar to the 400. If this is true, mass marketing 
plans may be under way for distribution in large retail stores. 

West Coast Computer Fair!! 

On March 19,20, and 21 will be the West Coast Computer 
Fair in San Francisco. ACE MEMBERS ATTENDING THE FAIR 
SHOULD BE ON THE LOOK OUT FOR A 6'4", 240 pound 18 year 
old tromoinq through Brooks Hall. If you see him yell, "Hey, 
it's Benioff At Large!!" Full report in the next issue,Happy 
March, and until April,Marc Russell Benioff 
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Shadow k. 
review by Jim Eumpas, co-editor 

SHADQWHAWE ONE (*50 from Horizon Simulations, Ltd., 
107 East Main #2, Medford, OR 97501) is a new game available 
for the Atari requiring 48k, disk, and a joystick, 

The game arrives in an 8.5 x 11" folder with very dramatic 
cover art. There is a logo motif which is reproduced nicely on 
the screen while the game is loading. The back side of the 
Folder describes the scenario; Your space machine, SH£1, is 
the last remaining survivor of the fleet of the Free Space 
Confederation, which has lost its fight to resist the tyrannical 
Galactic Empire, Your ship outclasses only one type of GE 
combat ship at start. 

The rules are contained within 3 brief pages. I very much 
appreciate brief rules, as I often find longer ones are an 
obstacle to play rather than an aid. 

The game begins with a repeating loop which shows what 
each GE ship looks like. They are drawn in 3-D hollow line 
drawings, and are very nice. In the play of the game these 
ships appear somewhat smaller, making the nice detail less 
apparent. When you are ready to start, press the START key 
(also for rebooting). 

The first thing you see is a square grid "Solarmap" in black 
and white with a blue square in the center (Sun's core). This is 
the starting position, but if you ever return there off the 
Solarmap, you'll be destroyed, I was ranked "Ground Pounder" 
(lowest rank) for this maneuver, even though I had enough 
points For "Star Lord" (highest rank). The program did not 
display the score for me during the game, so I had to keep 
trad: by pencil. 

The sectors in the Solarmap are mostly blank. Eight 
squares contain Beacons. When your receiver is working, you'll 
be able to tell if there are enemy ships in a Beacon sector. 
One sector contains your Secret Base. Apparently the GE 
cannot attack this base, but they can patrol the sector if you 
want to fight them. At base is where you pay to repair damage 
and purchase weapons and other items to upgrade the SH#1. 
One sector contains the GE Battlestation, and you CAN 
destroy it (but it's destruction did not seem to affect the 
number or morale of the enemy!). Two other sectors contain 
"*■ and are named. I can't figure any function for them, except 
Beacons will not report from these sectors (nor from a sector 
containing either base, 

You don't begin the game with any money (called Raw 
Material Points), so you need to get some: The only way to get 
RAW is to capture one of 3 types of enemy merchant ships. 
ALPHA, DELTA, and OMEGA merchants carry 10, 20, or 30 
RAW. At game start, when you're relatively weak, Omega 
ships are hardest to got, and may cause you more damage, As 
the SHtl becomes more powerful, you may find Omega ships 
are very difficult to capture, Then the smaller ones are 
impossible to capture before you destroy them, Any merchant 
might be a Q-ship and out gun you at start. Once you've fired 
enough to stop the movement of a merchant, the RAW are 
automatically loaded onto the SHS1, If you keep firing, you 
may destroy him before you get the RAW, losing those points. 
SH#1 carries 30 RAW, but you don't need to wait for a full load 
to make the hyperjump to base for repair and equipment, 

At base, there are 3 items you may need to repair*. Shield 
Generator, Left or Right Torpedo Tubes, Left or Right 
Disruptor Beams, Computer Tracking, Beacon Receiver, and 
Engines. You'll be shown the cost of any repair. In addition 
to repair, you may buy 6 different itemsi Beacons (up to 3 may 
be carried). Torpedoes (up to 6 may be carried), Enhanced 
Strength for Disruptor Beams, Torpedoes, Shield, and Hull. 
The designers provide a little errata sheet to tell you no more 
than 91 combined points may be bought to improve Hull and 
Shield strength, The same errata says you may not store at 
base more than 9*9 RAW, but it appears the Atari will store as 
many as you put there. The display will not count above 999, 
but I went over 99? to 1040 and spent some down to 982 again. 
I don't know how to test if the Atari will allow more than 91 

Hull and Shield points. 
I like information, so I try to buy 3 beacons upon each 

return to base, It takes awhile, but I eventually placed 
beacons in each of the more than 150 sectors. 2 beacons in a 
sector don't seem to add anything. 

When I want to hyperjump to a sector containing enemy 
ships, I stop off on the way in an empty sector to turn on 
Shield and give the engine speed "9", The computer tracking 
must be turned on each time you hyperjump, but shield and 
enaines seem to stay on. I found I was such a poor shot, the 
computer tracking didn't help me, so I stopped using it anyway. 
I just hold the trigger down. The enemy ship invariably 

crossed my sights and was stopped or destroyed. 
If the enemy in a sector is not the type I want, I jump back 

to the Solarmap. The hyperjump is instantaneous. There is no 
waiting while you watch stars shoot by as in Star Raiders. 
Those of you familiar with Star Raiders will know about jumps 
back and forth from sector to Solarmap. I found I was always 
safe on the Solarmap. GE ships never ambushed me, nor 
Followed me. So I was always able to choose my fight, One 
spot on the edge of the Solarmap, due "North" of the Sun I 
Found is a reliable location for fat merchant ships. Even with 
the Beacon Receiver gone, I could reliably find an Omega (30 
points!). Sometimes I had to jump back and forth from the 
Solarmap a few times; There is usually a different ship in a 
sector even if you jump back and forth immediately. 

When I'm short of RAW, I just keep the Shield Generator, 
Engines, and one Disruptor Beam in repair, This was all I 
needed to go out and bring in 30 RAW. I found after building 
up the Disruptor Beam strength it was actually easier to 
capture merchants with one of my beams disabled. I couldn't 
figure out how to fire only one beam voluntarily. After the 
D-beams were built up to 20 points (again, I had to keep track 
by pencil), I found it very difficult to capture even Omega 
ships with one beam, and the smaller ones just evaporated. 

Every few turns I built up Torpedo strength and tried them 

out on the enemy base, Finally, it blew. The base doesn't 

dodge, so I didn't miss with any shots. 
So, if you stay away from GE combat ships until you're 

strong, it's the rare merchant ship which will end yor career to 
gain the Star Lord title, You might find this program gives you 
hours of fun building up the Shadow Hawk One and sprinkling 
beacons across the Solarmap. And you'll never run out of evil 
Galactic Empire ships to destroy. 

— Jim Bump as 
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"GREAT EXPECTATIONS" 
OR THE ATARI WORD PROCESSOR SANTA BROUGHT 

By Ruth Ellsworth 

I was very exdted when I opened the Ararl Word Processor 
I ordered in September which arrived in time for the Holidays, 
I had spent many months reviewing the advertising literature 
and was certain it was the answer to every word processing 
need I had. It took only a few hours for me to learn that, 
although good things sometimes come in large packages, this 
particular word processor could stand much improvement, 

The first document I tried to produce after completing the 
Atari manual exercises turned out to be a complete disaster. I 
was typing page 147 of a manuscript, and to my surprise when I 
tried to number the page I discovered I could not number more 
than 99 pages with the Atari Word Processor. Undaunted, and 
considering it was a rough draft, I continued, using an 
impromptu alphanumeric numbering system. I proceeded to 
continue pagination, and to my great irritation, lost the whole 
document I had been typing (about 10 pages)! 

It turns out I could find no escape from the pagination 
process* Since I have only 48K it is not possible for me to 
paginate safely more than two full pages of memory as 
described in the manual without committing the "fatal error" of 
running out of memory. It seems the computer holds 
everything in its memory during pagination (formatting, etc.), 
and although it warned me I was committing the "fatal error", 
there was nothing I could do about it except watch all my 
efforts vanish into never never land. 

After considerable work with the Atari Word Processor, I 
found that I could type safely documents slightly longer than 
four to six printed pages if I formatted the document, saved it, 
and then paginated. I found it possible to page number 
documents only during pagination unless I counted the lines 
and paginate the page as I would with a conventional 
typewriter (too much work for those of us spoiled by a Text 
Wizard). Contrary to what is indicated in the article in the 
winter "Atari Connection", I was unable to print a page with 
any page breaks without paginating it. I could not simply 
format a document and then print it unless I used roll paper 
and didn't care how long the page is. 

As for formatting, be advised*. I found it is best to set up 
the format before beginning. I have had difficulty with as 
simple a format change as readjusting margins, the margins are 
not dependable on my printer in that event. Also be aware that 
inserting headings into a document may not be possible after 
pagination because it disrupts the spacing too greatly. I have 
a long tale of woe on that which I will not relate, except to say 
I wound up typing it over on my Text Wizard which produced an 
excellent appearing document with half the effort and none of 
the frustration. 

Once the document is formatted you have your choice of two 
printing options. Fortunately the manual warns you to be 
careful to return to the "Print, Edit or Erase document" menu. 
If you do not return, only the page you have been working on 
will be printed (handy in some applications). However, it is 
necessary to babysit the printing option on the Atari Word 
Processor. This might not be a problem in an office, but for 
someone doing part time work, or using it for personal needs 
that can be a real nuisance. 

There are just two other problems I have encountered while 
using this processor. The first is, the decimal tab does not 
print evenly on my printer. That may be a small problem, but it 
looms large to my husband who teaches techincal information. 
The other is that although it produces beautiful custom 
addressed envelopes, you can only use it on letter size 
envelopes because the internal roller on the Atari printer 
makes holes in legal size envelopes with the teeth used to feed 
fan fold paper. 

By now everyone must be certain I don't like my Atari Word 
Processor, and to be honest, I must admit I hated it at first 
because of lost documents and pages. However, it is very good 
for producing short documents needing unusual formatting 
or setting up difficult documents one page at a time as one 
would on a typewriter. The ability to see the document exactly 
as it will be printed is a big plus in spite of all the other 
drawbacks* 

The Atari Word Processor is the first product 1 have 
purchased from Atari about which I am not enthusiastic, and I 
believe they are capable of solving the problems I have 
encountered. It seems to me an easy upgrade to make page 
numbering easier and at least capable of numbering to 1000 
pages. It will also be a great improvement to allow one to 
escape from pagination, and even better, to allow pagination 
for a few pages at a time, If it is not possible to change the 
pagination and make all the pages in the document the same 
size, surely it will possible to allot them the same number of 
lines like other word processors do. That way one could just 
use the format option as suggested in "Atari Connection," 

"Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus," but the Atari Word 
Processor he brought me needs some improvements, and 1 
cannot recommend that anyone purchase it for general use until 
those changes are made. 

IDE TRE ATARI 

REVIEW 

Ed Chastain 

I recently added a new item to my library of reference 
materials on the Atari > Personal Computer System. "De Re 
Atari", this new book helps to bridge a gap in documentation 
between the Atari Basic Reference Manual and the technical 
reference manual. Although this new book is most beneficial 
to the experienced programmer, it can provide better 
understanding for the novice programmer, too. However, a 
knowledge of the Atari BASIC Reference Manual and assembly 
language is assumed. 

"De Re Atari* is divided into ten sections, five appendices, 
and a glossary of terms. The topics discussed in the book, 
include, ANTIC and display lists, color registers and 
character sets, player-missile graphics, display list 
interrupts, scrolling, sound, operating system, disk operating 
system, and an overview of Atari BASIC. Memory utilization, 
human engineering, the Atari program recorder, television 
artifacts, and the GTIA chip are discussed in the appendices. 
From this list of topics it is easy to understand the value of 
this new book. As you can see this book covers many of the 
features of the Atari you have only read about in magazine 
articles. 

"De Re Atari" is very well written, although you may run 
across some errors, the efforts the authors have taken should 
be appreciated. Numerous figures, tables, and example 
programs are included in the text to help the reader in 
understanding the often complicated material being presented. 
Another nice feature is that often the authors discuss how 
the special effects are done in many of the game cartridges. 
For examples, it explains how the 3-dimensional effects found 
in Star Raiders are done, and how the multi-color players 
were created for the Basketball game. 

In conclusion, I am very impressed with "De Re Atari". I 
highly recommend it for those of you who are seriously 
considering writing graphics related programs, such as in 
video games. It would also be a valuable resouce for those 
interested in understanding how the Atari works. The book is 
available from the Atari Program Exchange (APX-90008) or 
many computers dealer handling the Atari PCS. It lists for 
$19.00. 
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♦ CHICKEN UPDATE UPDATE* 
by Stan Ockers 

Lockport, IL 
After going to all that trouble to set up the masks for joysticks in 

'Chicken', I forgot to mask them out! Try a joystick in position 2»3 or 
4 and you will see what I mean. It's a simple matter to fix, the 
sequence 12, 0, 0, 0 in line 52 should be 12, 15, 15, 15, 

Someone asked why the chicken can't go sideways. Easily enough 
done,, change the 12 in the same line to a lero. A warning though* 
The chicken can go to edge limits and score like mad because the cars 
don't go that far, You'll eventually rack up so many bonus points you 
will get an error message as the asterisks try to print off screen. 

•*** IPlyl HELPER **■-*■ 
by Stan Ockers 

Lockport, II 
We are supposed to use computers to relieve us of time consuming, 

repetitious drudgery, I was reminded of this fact by my son Jim when 
he saw me filling little squares on graph paper and adding up numbers 
to make a player missile image, He recommended a program to do this 
work and he even wrote one. It is pretty good, too, but requires you 
to enter a bunch of l's and 0's, I thought something using a joystick 
would be easier so I wrote the program 'PM HELPER', It's only for 
single line resolution. If you need one for 
his works for both, 

2 REM ******************* 
3 REM** PM HELPER ** 
4 REM ** S.O, 1-82 ** 
5 REM ** from idea by ** 
6 REM ** Jim Ockers ** 

8 GOSUB 3000 
9 REM ** GR, 0 IS NORMALLY 
OPEN ONLY FOR WRITING ** 
10 OPEN 
♦6,12,0,"Si"*.X=10*.Y=6iDIM 
IM(22)*,POKE 752,1 
12 POSITION 31,4!? -".POSITION 
29>61? Mtt 
15 POSITION 28,18*,? 
“TRIG—OFF”‘POSITION 28,20*.? " 
".POSITION 28,22*.? 

"SPACE—DRAW" 
19 REM ** PM GRAPHICS, SINGLE 
LINE RESOLUTION ** 
20 A=PEEK( 106)-1 61POKE 
54279, AiPM=256*AJPOKE 
559,62*.POKE 53277,3!POKE 
53248,175 
22 FOR I=PM+1024 TO 
PM+1280{POKE I.OiNEXT I 
24 REM ** IM HOLDS #'S TO 
MAKE IMAGE ** 
25 FOR 1=1 TO 
22»IM(I)=0tFOSrnON 24,IJ? IMG)*,** 
"{{NEXT IiGOSUB 1400 
26 REM ** PRINT BOARD ** 
27 FOR 1=6 TO 20 STEP 2JFOR J=1 
TO 22IPOSOTON I,J*.? ".."{{NEXT 
J.NEXT IJPOKE 764,255 
29 REM ** CURSOR ** 

double line, write Jimmy, 

30 LOCATE X,Y,Z 
35 POSITION X,YJ? " "{{FOR 1=1 
TO 101NEXT ^POSITION X,Y{? 
CHR$(Z)*,CHR*(Z){ 
39 REM ** CHANGE IF TRIG 
PRESSED ** 
40 IF STRIG(0)=0 AND Z=46 THEN 
POSITION X»Y*? ""{{GOSUB 
2000{POSITION 24,YI? IM(Y>*," 
"{GOSUB 1000 
45 IF STRIG(0)=0 AND Z=160 THEN 
POSITION X,YJ? ".."{{GOSUB 
2200{POSITION 24,YJ? IM(Y){" 
"tGOSUB 1000 
49 REM ** MOVE ACCORDING TO 
JOYSTICK ** 
50 S=STICK(0) 
60 IF S=14 AND Y>1 THEN Y=Y-1 
70 IF S=13 AND YC22 THEN Y=Y+1 
80 IF S=7 AND X<20 THEN X=X+2 
90 IF S=ll AND X>6 THEN X=X-2 
94 REM ** CHECK FOR KEY 
PRESSED ** 
95 KEY=PEEKC764) 
100 IF KEY=255 THEN 30JREM * 
NO KEY, LOOP BACK * 
110 IF KEY=31 THEN POKE 
53256,0JREM * CHANGE TO 
NORMAL WIDTH » 
120 IF KEY=30 THEN POKE 
53256,1 {REM * DOUBLE WIDTH * 
130 IF KEY=24 THEN POKE 
53256,3JREM * QUAD WIDTH * 
150 IF KEY=118 THEN 25 {REM * 
CLEAR * 
199 REM ** RESET KEY-PRINT 
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IMAGE-LOOP ** 
200 POKE 764,255iGOSUB 
1400JGOTO 30 
999 REM ** DELAY SUBR. ** 
1000 FOR 1=1 TO 100JNEXT 
IJRETURN 
1400 FOR 1=1 TO 22JPOKE 
FM+1124+1,IMdNNEXT IJRETURN 
1999 REM »* ADD IN POWER OF 2 
*« 
2000 IM(Y)= IM(Y)+ 
INT(2jS(8-(X-4)/2)+0,1) {RETURN 
2199 REM ** SUB OUT POWER OF 
2 ** 

2200 IM(Y)= IM(Y>- 
INT(2A<8-<X-4)/2)+0.i) {RETURN 
2999 REM ** INSTRUCTIONS 
SUBR, ** 
3000 ? CHR$( 125){POSITION 16,2J? 
"PM HELPER"‘.POSITION 14,4{? 
"INSTRUCTIONS" 
3010 ? 1? "Use left joystick to 
move cursor and"{? "trigger to set 
or reset pixels." 
3020 ? *? "The spacebar will cause 
the image"!? "to be drawn," 
3030 ? *.? "CLEAR will clear for a 
new image," 
3040 ? !? "Use 1,2 or 4 to select 
normal"t? "double or quadruple 
width." 
3050 ? *,? "PRESS ANY KEY TO 
START" 
3060 IF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 3060 
3070 RETURN 



STRUCTURE I3SC BASIC 
by 

_ Kirt E. Steekwell 
/ \ 

Welcome back* sportsfans!! As promised* this article will 
begin the discussion of CONTROL BREAKS* The concept of 
control breaks goes hand in hand with modularity* 

Before I go on* I should mention the listing of the program 
offered in last month's article will not function on a 16K 
ATARI with the DOS in RAH. The problem is the DOS 
consumes too much RAM to allow the allocation of the large 
amount required for the simulated GRAPHICS 10 mode* 

Now* back to work. The object of structured programming is 
to eliminate the nefarious GOTO statement. We realize there 
are limitations upon the BASIC language as implemented in the 
world of personal computers* These limitations make the 
complete elimination of the GOTO very hard if not impossible* 
We can* however* come very near that ideal* 

The best method of achieving this* (generally) is to structure 
the program in modules* and to access the modules from the 
main-body module of the program* A test-module* for 
instance* could set a flag (place a certain number or letter in a 
variable) and return to the main-body module* The main-body 
module would then use the flag to determine which of two (or 
more ) modules to call next* 

An example of this technique is in the listing given last 
month. Notice LINE 120 calls the module which tests the keys* 
The flag* a variable named "KM is set in the KETS module to a 
value depending on which key was pressed* When the KEYS 
module RETURNS to the main-body module* it is tested and the 
results are used to determine the flow (or direction) of the 
program from that point on* 

The fun comes in when there are several test routines 
involved* or one complex test routine which will set multiple 
flags* This occurs in most application programs* and in most of 
the worthwile game programs* It is here the programmer finds 

^ use for nested IF statements (in languages which allow them* 
ATARI BASIC is not well equipped to do so) or when 

V y necessary, nested IF NOT statements* 

Consider the following example from a program written in '68 
COBOL: 

IF PRICE-IN NUMERIC 
IF QUANTITY-IN NUMERIC 
IF DISCOUNT-PERCENT NUMERIC 

PERFORM MOVE-RECORD-RTN 
MOVE 'OK' TO DATA-STATUS 

MOVE 'BAD' TO DATA-STATUS 
MOVE 'BAD' TO ZONES 

ELSE 
MOVE 'BAD' TO DATA-STATUS 
MOVE 'BAD' TO ZONE2 

pry-ST? 
MOVE 'BAD' TO DATA-STATUS 
MOVE 'BAD' TO ZONE!. 

You will notice the test routine shown above does not 
perform the calculations if the data is good* Nor does it 
perform the routines which are used for bad data* This module 
only tests for certain conditions and sets FLAGS depending on 
the results of the tests* The module which calls the test 
routine went something like this* 

CALC-ROUTINE* 

READ TRANSACTION AT END MOVE 
'END' TO END-OF-RECORD 

PERFORM DATA-CHECK 
IF DATA-STATUS * 'OK' 
PERFORM CALCULATIONS 
PERFORM DETAIL-WRITE 

PT QF 

IF ZONE1 = 'BAD' 
PERFORM ERROR-ROUTINE 1 
IF ZONE2 = 'BAD' 
PERFORM ERROR-ROUTINE2 
IF ZONES * 'BAD' 

PERFORM ERROR-ROUTINES* 

When using the nested IF or nested IF NOT it is important 
to remember. When using the ATARI BASIC language* any 
command following an IF test will be executed if the TRUE 
condition is returned by the test. Also* in ATARI BASIC* the 
command which will be executed if the condition is FALSE must 
be protected from unwanted execution. The best method of 
achieving this is to use the IF..TRUE condition to direct the 
program to a line below the FALSE condition commands* 

100 IF NAMES « OLDNAMES THEN 120 
110 STATUSS = "NOMATCH" 
120 GOSUB MATCHROUTINE 
130 REM REST OF THIS MODULE 

200 REM MATCHROUTINE 
210 IF STATUS*® "NOMATCH" THEN 250 
220 REM THE REST OF THE PROCESSING 
230 FOR THIS MODULE COULD BE PLACED 
240 IN THESE LINES 
250 RETURN 

As you can see* this requires more thought and planning on 
your part* but will be worth it when you modify your program or 
if another programmer does* There is always the possibility 
your program may need debugging, and this will simplify that 
task*) 

Well* I'm out of room for now, more next month* BYE. 

£ r> -G ajr j£ jr 
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LOAN-PAYMENT 
by Bill Jones* Clovis* CA 

The following program was written in response to a request 
from mv brother-in-law* He was curious to know how much 
interest he could save by adding a small amount to each 
monthly car payment. It occured to him that anything over and 
above the normal payment would go directly toward reducing 
the principle and this program proved him to be correct. 

By entering specific information concerning an actual or 
proposed loan* you may determine not only the required 
payment but also the total interest paid. The program will 
print out a complete schedule of payments showing what went 
where. Armed with such information* the careful consumer can 
stretch his buying power manyfold. Or* to put it another way* 
you can find out how much that new disk drive is really going 
to cost if you use your Monster Charge card. 

In the interest of neatness* all calculated values are 
rounded off to the nearest penny. This can lead to an 
occasional error at the end of the payment schedule but should 
cause no serious problems. It become especially significant 
with large dollar amounts with a very short repayment period. 
The same thing happens to the big boys at the banks and 
finance companies but they just adjust the final payment to 
compensate. 

The program has been written so as to be 'user friendly' 
where ever possible. Numerous error trapping routines have 
been included. Just answer the questions the computer asks 
and everything will run smoothly. 

Those of you who do not own printers may elect to delete 
lines 670 through 860. Also a slight adjustment will have to be 
made to lines 340 which directs the program to line 370. 
Finally* delete lines 370 through 400. 

For those of you more mathematically inclined than myself* 
perhaps you can manipulate the formula on line 240 to solve for 
other parameters. For example* it would be interesting to be 
able to determine the length of a specific loan by defining a 
payment instead of the other way around. If any of you do 
this* I would be most interested to hear from you. Also* I am 
seeking any information dealing with amateur radio and Atari 

computers. 

1 REM 

10 REM *** LOAN - PAYMENT 
PROGRAM *** 
20 REM *** BILL JONES 
*** 
30 REM *** 1081 SIERRA 
AVENUE *** 
40 REM *** CLOVIS, CALIF. 
93621 *** 
50 REM 

60 DIM A$<5),C$<1) 
70 ? ">- 
80 GRAPHICS 2+16JPOSITIQN 
4*3.? #6{"LOAN PROGRAM" 
90 POSITION 9,6:PRINT #6}"BY" 
100 POSITION 5*9’.PRINT 
#6{"BILL JONES" 
110 FOR Y=1 TO 1500JNEXT Y 
120 GRAPHICS 0 
130 SETCOLOR 2,8,0!SETCOLOR 
4,8,0 
140 POKE 752,1 
150 TRAP 150.? {? J? " WHAT IS 
THE AMOUNT OF THE LOAN" 
160 PRINT {PRINT " 
"{{input l:ll=l 
170 TRAP 170.? {? {? " WHAT IS 
THE ANNUAL INTEREST RATE" 
180 PRINT {PRINT " 
"{{INPUT R 
190 TRAP 190J? {? {? " WHAT IS 
THE TERM IN YEARS" 
200 PRINT {PRINT " 
"{{INPUT Y 
210 ? ">" 

220 I=R/1200 
230 M=Y*12 
240 A=<I*L)/((l-<I+ir-M)> 
250 A=INT (100* A+0.5)/100 
260 ?{?{?■ A LOAN OF $"!L{* 
OVER A PERIOD" 
270 ? {? {? 
280 ? " OF M{Y{" YEARS 
REQUIRES A PAYMENT" 
290 ? {? {? 
300 ? " OF *"{A{" DOLLARS PER 
MONTH" 

310 ? {? {? {?{?{?- WOULD YOU 
LIKE TO SEE A BREAKDOWN* 
320 ? {? * FOR EACH 
PAYMENT"! 
330 INPUT A* 
340 IF A4(1,1)=*Y* THEN 370 
350 IF A$(1,1)»"N" THEN END 
360 GOTO 310 
370 ? ">"!POSmON 8,10{? "DO 
YOU WANT A HARD 
COPY*?{INPUT C$ 
380 IF C$<1,1)="Y" THEN GOTO 670 
390 IF C$(1,1)="N" THEN GOTO 410 
400 GOTO 370 
410? 
430 ? {? 
440 BAL=L 
450 J=r.H=J+ll 
460 IF H>M THEN H=M 
465 ? "PAYMENT"* "INTEREST", 
"PRINCIPLE BALANCE"♦? 
470 FOR N=J TO H 
480 INTR=<BAL*I) 
490 INTR--INT (100+INTR+0.5)/100 
500 FRIN=A-INTR 
510 PRIN=INT(100*PRIN+0.5)/100 
520 BAL=BAL-FRIN 
530 BAL=INT( 100+BAL+0.5)/100 
540 IF BAL>9999 THEN 
BAL=INT(BAL) 
545 IF INTR>9999 THEN 
BAL=INT(BAL) 
546 IF PRIN>9999 THEN 
BAL=INT(BAL) 
550?" "!N,INTR,PRIN,BAL 
560 TOT AL=TOT AL+INTR 
570 NEXT N 
580 IF H*M THEN 632 
590 J=J+i2!H=J+ll{IF H>M THEN 
H=M 
600 ? {? " PRESS ANY KEY TO 
CONTINUE"4.? 
610 L=FEEK(764)!IF L=255 THEN 
610 
620 POKE 764,255 
630 GOTO 465 
632 ? {? " ORIGINAL LOAN 
AMOUNT $"*LL 
635 ? " INTEREST RATE IS 
"!R{"% PER ANNUM- 

638 ? * LENGTH OF LOAN IS 
"IMP MONTHS" 
639 ? • MONTHLY PAYMENT IS 
*“5A 
640 ? " TOTAL INTEREST PAID 
IS "{TOTAL 
650 ? " GRAND TOTAL PAID IS 
"5LL+TOTAL 
660 END 
670 TRAP 8601LPRINT 
"PAYMENT", "INTEREST", 
•PRINCIPLE BALANCE- 
680 LPRINT 
II_IB TM rwi -.M , . 

690 LPRINT 
700 J=1 
710 BALSL 
720 FOR N=J TO M 
730 INTR=<BAL*I) 
740 INTR=INT( 100+INTR+0.5)/100 
750 FRIN*A-INTR 
760 FRIN=INT(100*PRIN+0.5)/100 
770 BAL=BAL-PRIN 
780 BAL=INT(100*BAL+0.5)/100 
790 IF BAL>99999 THEN 
BAL=INT(BAL) 
800 LPRINT" "{N,INTR,PRIN,BAL 
810 TOTAL=TOTAL+INTR 
820 NEXT N 
822 LPRINT {LPRINT " 
ORIGINAL LOAN AMOUNT $-{LL 
825 LPRINT " INTEREST RATE 
IS "{R{"% PER ANNUM- 
828 LPRINT " LENGTH OF LOAN 
IS -!M{" MONTHS" 
829 LPRINT “ MONTHLY 
PAYMENT IS $"{A 
830 LPRINT " TOTAL INTEREST 
PAID IS “{TOTAL 
840 LPRINT " GRAND TOTAL 
PAID IS "{LL+TOTAL 
850 END 
860 ? {POSITION 2,10.? "YOU 
FORGOT TO TURN YOUR 
PRINTER ON!"{FOR TIME*1 TO 
500{NEXT TIMEJGOTO 370 
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TAPE HANDLING 
(reprinted from the newsletter of the ATARI BOOSTERS 
LEAGUE, Box 1172, Winter Park., FL 32790) 

The ATARI S10 Tape Drive records in 1/4" track stereo 
format at 1-7/8" per second. The left hand channel is for 
audio and the right channel is digitized data. The tape can be 
recorded in both directions, The digital channel is recorded 
using 2-tone mode producing FSK data at a nominal 600 baud, 
The MARK frequency is 5327 Hz and the SPACE frequency is 
3995 Hz. The data is written or read in a bit serial sequence 
for each byte as follows? 

start bit (space) 
data bit 0 
data bit 1 
data bit 2 
data bit 3 
data bit 4 
data bit 5 
data bit 6 
data bit 7 
stop bit (mark) 

The only control the computer has over the tape motion is 
motor start/stop if the PLAY button is engaged. 

The ATARI OS formats the data into 128 byte RECORDS and 
then adds 4 additional control bytes to form 132 byte FRAMES 
as follows, 

01010101 speed measurement 
01010101 bytes * 
record type byte (indicates if record is full, partially full, 

or end of record) 
128 byte data records 
check sum 

t Tape speed variations caused by drive motor variations, 
power fluxuations or stretched tape are ascertained by 
measuring the time to read the fixed bit pattern of the speed 
measurement bytes at the start of each frame. The cassette 
handler uses the information to adjust the POKEY counter 
which controls the bit sampling period so that variations in 
tape speed from 318 to 1407 baud can be read even though the 
nominal input baud rate is 600. 

The DATA FILE consists of the following three elements. 
A 20 second leader of MARK time 
Any number of data FRAMES 
End of file frame 

The data frames are separated by non-data spaces called 
inter-record gaps. Data is read or written to tape either 
continuously, or in a start/stop mode. In continuous 
operation, the inter-record gaps are short (less than a second) 
while in the start/stop mode the inter-record gaps are long 
(about 3 seconds) enough to stop the tape drive motor, restart 
it when ready, and bring the tape up to speed before the next 
data frame. CSAVE and CLOAD cause the tape drive to 
operate in the continuous mode with short inter-record gaps 
while the other commands use the start/stop mode with long 
inter-record gaps. 

There are several potential problems which may occur when 
using the cassette*. 

a. When the cassette drive is QPENed for writing, the motor 
keeps running until the first record is written. If the record is 
written and the cassette drive is CLQSEd within 30 seconds of 
the OPEN, and no other serial bus I/O is performed, then there 
is no problem. If these conditions are not met, then some 
noise may be written on the tape prior to the first record and 
an error will occur when the file is read. 

b. Another potential problem may occur when the cassette 
drive is OFENed for reading, The motor starts running until 
the first record is read, If the cassette tape is improperly 
aligned, then the computer will either be trying to read data 
where there is no data giving rise to an ERROR 133 (device 
timeout), or else it will be reading data in the middle of a 
record giving either an ERROR 143 (serial bus data frame 
checksum error) or ERROR 140 (serial bus input framing error). 
The following techniques are offered tot 1) insure proper tape 
alignment*, 2) load "problem" tapes? and, 3) get around read 
errors? 

(1) According to ATARI, insure the tape leaders (the 
nan-magnetized plastic tape ahead of the actual recording 
tape) are less than 7 seconds long (i.e„ less than one foot). 

(2) After tape REWIND, advance the tape to the point 
where the sjlices between the plastic leader and the magnetic 
tape is in the center of the cassette shell slot. 

(3) Use the cassette drive counter to advance the tape 8 
turns from the beginning of the tape and 3 turns between 
programs on the tape for both read and write operations. 

(4) Record the cassette drive counter numbers at the 
beginning of each program recorded and also after successful 
loads on prerecorded tapes. 

(5) Use an ordinary cassette deck for listening to the tape 
for the high pitched tone (the 20 second leader time of 5327 Hz) 
at the beginning of each file. Set the tape at the beginning of 
the tone and place the cassette back on the ATARI tape drive. 

(6) A procedure similar to the above can be accomplished 
using the ATARI 810 by typing POKE 54018,54 to start the 
motor drive (PLAY must be engaged). Type CLOAD but not 
RETURN, Listen for the normal sounds at the beginning of a 
data file and press RETURN at the beginning of the tone. 

(7) Another alternative for loading a problem tape is to key 
and run the following 2 line program. 

10 TRAP 20*»CLOAD 
20 TRAP 4000*.GOTD 10 

The first line sets the trap so a read error does not stop the 
loading process while the second line resets the trap and 
continues the program. 

c. If the cassette head is misaligned there may be crosstalk 
between tracks A and B, resulting in garbage records when 
reading the tape (ERROR 143 or ERROR 140 result). To align 
the tape heads, use the following procedure*. 

(1) Insert the Education System ROM cartridge and any 
Education System cassette. 

(2) Locate the tiny hole above the letter "T" of "ATARI" 
on the cassette drive case cover. Through this hole insert a 
small jeweller screwdriver on the screw bracing the playback 

head. 
(3) Engage PLAY on the cassette drive and press START 

on the computer to begin the Educational cassette. Notice this 
method does not require loading a program from cassette since 
the program is in the cartridge. 

(4) Look for glitches on the TV screen and rotate the head 

screw to eliminate them. 
(5) Now turn the head screw so the data track is just 

barely audible in the TV speaker. This is the point where the 
audio track (voice) and the data track are separated and do not 
interfere with each other. 

d. The cassette drive tape heads can pose other problems if 
they need cleaning and/or degausing. The computer will read 
and write garbage records giving rise to ERROR 143 and 
ERROR 140. Periodic cleaning of the tape path is important 
for reliable tape drive operation. To clean the heads, wet a 
quality wood handled cotton swab with a good tape head 
cleaner (or 95% denatured alcohol) and wipe the tape heads, 
capstan and pinch roller, being careful not to leave bits of 
cotton behind. The capstan and pinch roller are most easily 
cleaned while turning. To do this, go through a typical CLOAD 
operation without cassette inserted. The capstan should turn 
for about 20 seconds, To demagnetize the head energize the 
demagnetizer and move it close to and in front of the head. 
Then, slowly move it away perpendicular to the tape path. 

e. There may be a problem where the cassette drive handler 
does not properly initialize its hardware interface (such as 
after a bad load), causing errors. ATARI recommends you type 
LFRINT with the printer off (this causes ERROR 138 but just 
ignore it here). This procedure will clear the cassette buffer 
for a proper write (CSAVE) operation. 

f. There may be a bad spot on the tape itself because of an 
electromechanical defect on the recording surface itself and 
unfortunately the data will have been destroyed or become 
inaccessible. This is an unrecoverable error condition. 
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Disk Formatting 
TJ-tili-ty F>,rogiira.m 

and Tutorial 
by Jerry White* Levittown, NT 

For those of you who don't know me, please allow me to I grew up and still live in New York. Here, everything is 
introduce myself. My name is Jerry White. I have spent most rush rush rush. To survive, one must learn to do everything as 
of the past two years writing software for ATARI computers. efficeintly as possible. When DOS is used to format diskettes, 
I also write for COMPUTE and ANALOG magazines. the user must type 6 keys before the formatting begins. With 

FORMAT 1, all you have to do is insert the disk and press the 
Mike Dunn was good enough to send my some of your START button, 

monthly newsletters. I was so impressed that I had to make a 
contribution. Usually I write about more technical stuff than SIG DEAL! To format one disk, using FORMAT 1 saves 5 
Formatting Disks. That's what magazine readers seem to keystrokes. If you just bought a box of 10, you save 50 
demand. But user groups are different, I think. Many of you keystrokes. If you format disks in even larger quantity, and 
are beginners and have joined ACE to learn what it's all about. have two drives, you could remove the PRESS START prompt, 
Therefore, I will stay BASICly simple, but hopefully contribute make minor modifications to flip floppy between the two 
some useful information to your organization, drives, and eliminate all typing. 

Now that the preliminary bull is out of the way, here's why So, if you format lotsa disks, try it you'll like it. If not, 
I wrote the FORMAT 1 program. I didn't write it for you, I look for my name in future editions or in those previously 
wrote it for me, Since I find it useful, maybe you will too. mentioned magazines, or better yet, on a software product, I'll 

come up with something you can use of my name isn't Jerry 
I added enough REM statements so that the listing explains White, 

the program. But why have a BASIC program to format disks 
when DOS does the same thing? 

0 REM FORMAT 1 BY JERRY 40 F=F+1J? CHR$<125)J? t? i? r? UNFORMATTABLE DISKS. 
WHITE (DISK FORMATTING ,"FORMATTING DISK #"JF 190 REM ABORT BY TAPPING 
UTILITY AND TUTORIAL). 50 TRAP 2001X10 THE BREAK KEY (IN MOST 
1 REM **ACE NEWSLETTER 3662 254,#1,0,0,"D1*.":TRAP 40000JREM CASES). 
VINE MAPLE DR, EUGENE, OR SET DRIVE# & START 195 REM YOU MIGHT HAVE TO 
97405** FORMATTING. REMOVE THE DISK, THEN TURN 
2 REM ***MARCH, 1981 ISSUE*** 55 POKE 66,1:? CHR$(253):POKE THE DRIVE OFF & ON. 
8 REM *** FORMAT 1 BY JERRY 66,01 REM RING THE BELL BUT NO 200 ? CHR$<253)*.? Y> "I WAS 
WHITE (DISK FORMATTING TOO LOUD. UNABLE TO FORMAT THAT 
UTILITY AND TUTORIAL). *** 60 ? ,"DISK FORMATTED"*.? DISKETTE"*.? 
9 REM SET TEXT MODE, BLACK & JPOKE 77,0:REM DISPLAY 210 BAD=BAD+1 *.F=F-1 tGOTO 
WHITE, MARGINS, PRINTTAB RESULT & KILL ATTRACT MODE. 701REM ONE LESS SUCCESSFUL 
WIDTH, NO CURSOR. 70 ? " PRESS START TO FORMAT FORMAT 
10 GRAPHICS 0.SETCOLOR ANOTHER DISK"*.? " PRESS 300 ? CHR$(125)J? *♦? FJ" DISKS 
2,0,0*POKE 82,2iPOKE 83.39JPOKE OPTION TO END THIS PROGRAM" FORMATTED"*? 1? "UNABLE TO 
201,10:POKE 752,1*.? 80 IF PEEK(53279)=6 THEN FORMAT "*,BAD*," DISK(S)" 
20 ? ."FORMAT DISK ON DR.l"t? 40:REM INSTANT REPLAY. 310 REM SAY WHAT WE 
*.? " PRESS START WHEN 90 IF FEEK(53279)=3 THEN ACCOMPLISHED THEN LET BASIC 
ready.":goto ao 3oojrem that's all folks. take over, 
30 REM STORE CURRENT 100 GOTO 80JREM WHATCHA 320 ? *,? "END OF PROGRAM 
SUCESSFUL FORMATS+1 THEN WANT? PRESSA BUTTON! FORM ATI.....BASIC IS"*.? ‘POKE 
SAY WHAT WE ARE UP TO. 180 REM A TRAP TO LINE 200 752,0*.END 

WAS SET IN LINE 50 FOR 



ANOTHER REVIEW 
Hints <a.nd Helps 

Autorun for disk 

Bermuda Fantasy by Marc Benaiff sold by Crystalware-17120 
Monterey St. Morgan Hill,California 95037.Phone (403)773-2966. 

Bermuda Fantasy is a five disk adventure game and is 
very,very good.In Bermuda Fantasy you have to make your way 
through four different eras: The past or prehistoric 
timeSfPirate days,the Future,and then through a Black hole 
which is extremely hard. 
Disk 1.A11 you have to do in disk one is to maneuver your ship 
around the ocean through various islands like Hawaii, Dunn 
Island, Preppy Islands, Three Mile Island etc. Then suddenly 
you will go into a time warp and you will go onto disk two. 

Disk 2-Prehistoric Times. In the prehistoric times you have 
to battle Alp he an ships, Terodactyles, Scyllas and the ever 
evil Grich who lives on Demons Island.You also have to find 
the secret passage to the future. Sommerset island is a definet 
must on this disk. 
Disk 3-Pirate daysJPirate days is a pretty easy disk all you 
have enemies wise are pirate ships which are pretty easy to 
destroy and will make you go much faster if you kill them. All 
you have to do on this disk is to out run the Pirate ships and 
find the passage to the next disk. 

Disk 4-The FuturelOn this disk you will have to kill 
Hanuman with a poison arrow you get with Beebles(you have to 
find Beebles yourself).You will also have to finf your way 
through the maze and battle the death drones with an 
anti-matter laser you will have to get. You will also have to 
battle the Dreadnoughts.Then go The Dome City and finf your 
way to the entrance to the last and final disk! 

Disk 5-Black HoleJThe black hole is one of the hardest 
mazes Marc Benoiff has ever created(thank you Marchln the 

"ie you have an option you can either see the maze in the 
! te or dark but you can not see the walls of the maze. You 
V push the button on the joystick 10 times and 10 times only 

and then and only then can you see the maze for about 15-20 
seconds and then you can only see what you'd normally see on 
the T.V. screen.Good Luck!!! 

Bermuda Fantasy has excellent graphics and sound.I 
espidaly like the sound it is some of the best sound I have 
heard on the AtariQ 800. I have not found any bugs in this 
program and I think it is worth the $39.95 for 5 disks of 
excellent programming!! Until next month goodbye. 

Happy adventuring, Brian 

Our "Best of 1981” Xmas disk started with an Aurorun that 
called the Xmas music, etc. Some of our members are tired of 
hearing the Xmas music every time they boot up the disk and 
have asked how they could change it. 

The DOS, after booting up, will first look for any file called 
"AUTORUN♦SYS" for DOS II, or "AUTO.SYS" FOR DOS 1, then 
automatically run that file. Your orgmiai DOS II has an 
AUTORUN file that configures the RS232 Interface Ports. 

On the "Best of 81" disk, you can change the Autorun.sys in 
several ways. If you delete the file, when the disk is booted, 
you will get the "READY1*, then type what you want, or RUN 
"D.MENU". Or, you can rename the MENU file to 
AUTORUN.SYS, then the menu will come up first-but be sure to 
delete the old AUTORUN.SY5* or you will have two files with 
the same name, causing all kinds of confusion! 

The best solution is to use the following program to create 
a custom, BASIC AUTORUN.SYS for your disk. When asked, 
"BASIC COMMAND TO ISSUE?", answer RUN “D.MENU", or 
whatever. 

The following program is from the Sept 1981 issue of the 
Portland (Or.) Atari Club Newsletter. The author was not 
specified. 

10 DIM A$(50) 
20 ? "BASIC COMMAND TO ISSUE" 
30 INPUT A$ 
40 OPEN #1,3,0,"DIAUTORUN.SYS":REM FOR 

DOS I, "DtAUTO^YS" 
50 PUT *l,255iREM FOR DOS I, PUT*1,132 
60 PUT *1,255JREM FOR DOS I, PUT *1,9 
70 PUT *1,0 
80 PUT *1,6 
90 L=61+LEN(A$)-1 

100 PUT *1,L 
110 PUT *1,6 
120 FOR 1=1 TO 61 
130 READ D 
140 IF 1=12 THEN PUT *l,LEN(A$)*.GOTO 160 
150 PUT *1,D 
160 NEXT I 
170 FOR I=LEN(A$) TO 1 STEP -1 
180 PUT *1,ASC(A$(I,I» 
190 NEXT 1 
200 PUT *1,252 
210 PUT *1,1 
220 PUT *1,254 
230 PUT #1,1 
240 PUT *1,255 
250 PUT *1,5 
260 CLOSE *1 
270 END 
320 DATA 169,18,141,33,3,169,6,141,3423 
330 DATA 169,10,141,128,6,76,105,243,251,243 
340 DATA 51,246,33,6,163,246,51,246,60,246 
350 DATA 76,228,248,0,172,128,6,240,9,135 
360 DATA 60,6,206,123,6,160,1,96,140,33 
370 DATA 3,169,228,141,34,3,169,155,160,1 

380 DATA 96 
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A number of ACE members 
nill be at the San Francisco 
Computer Faire, March 19-21. 
E.J. Knoll A son L.J. and 
Mike Dunn & son Brian mill be 
staying at the Briton Hotel 
621-7001. 

At the Faire, there Mill 
be The First International 
Atari User's Group Meeting to 
be help probably on Sat Mar 
20. Jim Capparel1 President 
of ABACUS., the Bay Area 
group, is organizing it,, and 
ACE is one of the 
Co-sponsers. Jim is also 
starting a new Atari 
magazine, ANTIC, to start in 
March. It Mill 
several ACE 
including Marc, and 
looking for more. 
Jim at 297 Missouri 
F ranciso, 94107 
S63-2340 for more 
about the Atari 
his nem venture, ANTIC. 
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LOOSE BITS 
by Stacy A. Goff, ACE President 

ACE visits Atari! Our now traditional annual visit to Atari 
was informative and valuable, thanks to User Group Support 
Manager* Earl Rice* and his staff. Thanks too* to Don Curtz, 
Earl's boss (a former Eugenian* no wonder Atari is doing so 
well!)* Details are printed elsewhere in this issue* but I am 
impressed with the growth of the User Support program in the 
las year—and Earl still manages to do it all with a small 
handful of dedicated people* 

The West Coast Computer Faire was even better than last 
year. Noteworthy event (and acknowledging the stature of the 
Faire) was the keynote address by Seymour Papert, the renown 
personal computer pioneer* author of the language LOGO and 
chief scientist for the international INFORMATIQUE' project* 
Papert is a true visionary* whose perspective of the role of 
computers in education and society in general is threatening to 
some professional educators* At the Faire, however, he found 
an enthusiastic, receptive audience, as he made his key pointsi 
* We are entering the age of learning 
* We will be able to do more far the education of a child by 
providing each one with a $1000 microcomputer and programs, 
than by spending over $40,000 to educate him through 
traditional methods* 
* Third world countries may be able to 'leapfrog' Western 
development, using computer technology to move directly to a 
communications age, rather than going through the serial 
learning experience our society has endured* 
* Perhaps the problem with acceptance of the personal 
computer is the unfriendly concept of computing—we are not 
using our devices as much to compute figures, as to 
communicate concepts* we are really dealing with Personal 
Communicators! 

The opportunity to hear Papert speak was reason enough to 
see the 7th Annual West Coast Computer Faire* see the rest of 
this issue for the other highlights of the show* 

The 1st International Computer Forum for Atari Users, held 
Sunday at the show, was a success, thanks to the efforts of 
Jim Capparell* He managed to put together a good, informative 
show, and at the same time produce the introductory issue of 
his new magazine, ANTIC, dedicated to the Atari computer. 
Thanks, Jim* 

Ockers' SLOTS 
Bulletin Board 

(503)343—4352 
We are getting more and more calls and are considering 

buying the equiptment for full-time use* It ties up a computer 
system as well as a phone line, so now must be limited. 
Remember, if it rings more than once, hang up as it is not on* I 
will try to keep in on weekdays, except Wednesday from 11PM 
to 3PM PST and until NOON Sat PST. Also* SUNDAY from 
Midnight to about 9AM. But remember, if it rings more than 
once, either I forgot to put in on or we are using the computer! 
Let me know if a full-time system would interest you, and if 
you would be willing to pay a nominal fee for expenses and how 
much* 

-Mike Dunn 

April Meeting 

Always the second Weds of the Month-April 14 at 7*.30PM. At 
the Northwest Natural Gas Building on Goodpasture Road next 
to K-Mart off Delta Highway by Valley River. Many new 
products and games to demonstrate, as well as a beautiful 
demo from Atari of the GTIA chip!! 
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THE EOHTH ACE 

by Charles Andrews, Springfield, OR 

All loyal readers in Atariland recognize THE FORTH ACE is 
something new# I will use this column monthly to share some 
of what I'm doing in FORTH. The Atari, with its removeable 
Basic, is ideally suited to support other languages. FORTH is 
an extremely versatile language which I hope you all will try. 
I believe the more you use it, the more you'll rave about it. I 
recommend a book called Starting Forth by Leo Brodie of 
FORTH, Inc. This excellent book will answer the questions 
everyone asks when learning FORTH. It also presents many 
challenging programs. 

Subroutines are much used to eliminate repetitive 
programing steps. FORTH goes this one better. In FORTH 
once you program any step* you never have to program that 
step again. You then use that step as part of any other step in 
the program* it's that simple. An example of a program 
application which uses repetitive program steps is music, with 
the same notes and chords appearing over and over in a song. 

Fig FORTH 1,1* available from APX, supports SOUND 
almost identically to Basic <i.e„ chan freq dist vol SOUND). 
The following coding allows variables to be set for distortion 
and volume and allows any note to be defined easily. The 
example could be applied to all notes on all four sound 
generators. 

10 VARIABLE DIS1 ( Sets std dist) 
10 VARIABLE VOL1 ( Sets std vol ) 
0 FILTER! ( Sets std filter value ) 

i SND1 1 SWAP DIS1 0 VOL1 0 SOUND \ 
♦ CM! 121 SND1 ; ( Word for middle C on sound generator 1) 
i CL1 243 SND1 \ ( Low C ) J CHI 60 SND1 ) ( High C ) *. CU1 

29 SND1 \ ( Ultra high C ) 

Now middle C or any other defined word may be called or 
used in any other definition simply by name. E.g.* CM1 
<Retum> You may now wish to have an easy way to shut off 
the sound. 

♦ SND 0 0 0 SOUND \ < Word used in definitions to shut off 
sound generators) 

1 00 0 SND » < Quit 0 - turns off generator 0 ) 
: Q1 1 SND J ( Quit 1 ) \ 02 2 SND \ ( Quit 2 ) *. Q3 3 SND } ( 

Quit 3) 
JQA 00 Q1 02 03 *, < Quit All) 

Now what is needed is a time delay which will define how 
long each note plays and a variable to change the tempo. 

1500 VARIABLE TEMPO < Sets std tempo ) 
♦ DO. TEMPO 0*0 DO LOOP J < Word used in delays ) 
♦ TO 500 0 DO LOOP J ( Very short delay ) 
♦ T1 1 DO.» ( Time 1 - 1/8 note delay ) 
♦ T2 2 DO.} ( 1/4 note ) 
1T3 3 DO. J (Dotted 1/4 note ) 
♦ T4 4 DO.) ( 1/2 note ) 
»~T5 "STOi * (5/8 not# ) 
t T6 6 DO.) ( Dotted 1/2 note ) 
JT7 7 DO. ? (7/8 note) 
♦ T8 8 DO. * ( Whole note ) 

Now a test — 

J 4C 0 FILTER! CL1 T8 CM1 T6 CHI T4 CU1 T2 Q1 ) 

Now enter 4C <Retum> 
Try a different tempo — 

3000 TEMPO ! 4C <Retum> 

Let's step up the tempo and demonstrate the variable for 
volume. 

800 TEMPO ! DEMOVOL <CRetum> 

Chords are very simply a matter of completing the coding of 
variables and notes for the other sound generators as in the 
first example. Each chord just lists the notes it plays, 
ex.) ♦♦ C CH0 GM1 EM2 CM3 J ( C major ) 

Songs list the note or chord* how long it plays* and when it 
quits. 

ex.) ♦ SCALE CT2DT2ET2FT2GT2AT2BT2CT2QA* 

Many bars or phrases of a song are identical and are coded just 
once then called where needed in a song. 

ex.) i BAR chord time ... chord time QA » 
♦ SONG BAR PHRASE SCALE BAR .„ etc *, 

I hope I've begun to interest you in how redundant coding is 
eliminated in FORTH. I invite your questions* comments* and 
interest and will da my best to help us all go FORTH and 
conquer. 

— Charles Andrews — 
P.O. Box 1613* Eugene* OR 97440 

phone (503)747-9892 

**any one interested in forming a ACE FORTH chapter please 
contact Charlie** 

The variables for distortion and volume can also be changed at 
any time. 
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-by Mike Dunn- 
Demonstrated for us were the new PASCAL from APX ($50) 

which requires 2 disk drives and the APX Text Editor. It does 
compile to P-code* and appears to be very powerful. It is 
designed for soft-ware development and not for casual use. 
Using the new ISO-standards» rather than UCSD* a developer 
can get a free run-time license to sell his programs. Other 
powerful features include the ability to get to the internals of 
the Atari. It is very slow to use, but very fast at run-time. 
Other new programs just released from APX include ($18 each 
on disk) Family Budget* Diskette Mailing List (a real bargain!)* 
RPN calculator* Scetchpad* and various educational programs. 
For $25 a fantastic Advanced Music System* plus other 
programs. 

Earl Rice 
ACE visits Atari 

Before the SF Computer Faire* several ACE members had 
the privilege of spending the day at the new Atari facility in 
San Jose* a few miles from the home base in Sunnyvale. 
Hosted by the very gracious Earl Rice* head of User Group 
Support, we were able to spend some time discussing many 
subjects with Earl, and also with Gary Furr from Software 
Development, Ted Richards the new Atari Conection Editor, 
Mark Cator of the User Support Team, as well as several 
other executives, including Don Curtz, Paul Cubbage and Fred 
Thorlin. 

We had a wonderful time at Atari and were overwhelmed by 
the reception showed us. Thank you again, Earl. 

These people are trying very hard to support the User 
Groups, but, since they are a division of Marketing, have to be 
careful what they say. In the past, Computer User Groups 
have been primarily for pirating software, so have a bad name 
among manufacturers. The Atari was designed and marketed as 
an "appliance" type computer and the strong interest shown by 
user groups took Atari by surprise. There are now over 180 
groups, and more are being formed every day. 

Rumors were discussed by all* and are apparently not 
appreciated by Atari. The User Group support team are the 
ones always accused of starting the rumors, although they are 
very careful not to. As Earl pointed out, there are over 3000 
people working for Atari. Any one of them might be working on 
something which may never be made, but can easily start a 
rumor. A good example of this is near Earl's office I saw what 
appeared to be a very slick and powerful computer which I was 
sure was the new Atari 16-bit computer, until I found out it 
was the IBM terminal to the main company computer!! The 
User Support Team are purposely not going to meetings, etc., 
where new products in development are discussed, so as not to 
have to lie to prevent rumors. None of the rumors which have 
appeared in ACE have ever come from their office!! 

Atari User Support, 

During the SF Computer Faire, the same people plus others 
hasted a hospitality room for the User Group Officers, where 
several of the same subjects were discussed. The main point 
is Atari really wants to help its users, and has many plans on 
how to do it. We were also treated to a demonstration of 
PASCAL by "PASCAL Bonnie", as well as demos of the new 
GTIA chip, and the FASTCHIP-see below. A good time was had 
by all! Atari is a good host* 

SF Computer Faire 

Games will be covered by others! the main impression. Any 
arcade game now available is, or soon will be, for the Atari. 
Several of the large Apple vendors say that with Apple sales 
off and Atari sales up, they are proceeding as quickly as 
possible to enter the Atari market full force. Many say the 
small business market is going to IBM and the home and 
educational market is rapidly being taken over by Atari, with 
Apple falling way behind. Piracy was widely discussed, but 
mostly from the point of view of ripping off Atari with 
look-a-like games. As Doug Carlston of Broderbund put it. 
Atari might be right in protecting its games so vigorously, as 
it helps all the software companies which come up with original 
games. Broderbund has pulled all its look-alikes off the 
market, and will concentrate on original arcade games. On-line 
has obtained the rights for "Frogger" rather than copying 
it—they demonstrated it and it looks just like the arcade 
version. 

APX copies for you 

The first International Atari User Group meeting was held* 
sponsored by several groups including ACE. Jim Capparell* 
present of ABACUS and the Editor/Publisher of the new Atari 
Magazine, ANTIC 297 Missouri, San Francisco, CA 94107), 
organized it. The new magazine is now available for $15 a year 
(6 issues), and included articles on PIOLT, FORTH, and 
featured Chicken bv Stan Ockers!! Jim plans on having a 
"public-domain" program in each issue, and I bet many will 
come from ACE. The magazine is sort of a super ACE 
Newsletter on slick paper, with several of our authors writing 
for it. If ACE was not a hobby for us, it is the sort of issue 

2 we would put out. 



Demonstrated by the various vendors were the new 
double-density disk drives by Percom (11220 Pagemill Road 
Dallas, TX 75243, and MFC (9424 Chesapeake Drive San Diego, 
CA 92123). The hardware was fine*, the software not quite 
ready. Price in the $799 for one and $1200 for two range and 
use the serial port , the BIT 3 (3120 Penn AVE So. 
Minneapolis, Mn 55431) 80-col board with a special version of 
Letter Perfect that works with it, FastChio (Newell Ind„ 3340 
Nottingham In, Plano, TX 75074) a $42 chip that replaces the 
OS Floating Point ROM and speeds up BASIC programs 
dramatically, and another item from Texas, a disk utility 
program DiskScan written by David Young and available to $39 
from 8801 Briarwood Dr, Rowlett, TX 75083, This will do 
everything, including disassmbling a disk directly and scan a 
disk for a particular 1 or 2 byte number! Adventure 

International discussed their new policy of translating all of 
their Adventures to Hi-Res type Adventures and their large 
number of Atari releases- they are looking for software 
authors, as are all of the software houses mentioned! An 
advertisment for a kit to change an Atari 400 to 48K was 
passed out for the unbelievable price of $114!! I spoke by 
phone to Dynamic Technologies, FOB 351, Allen, TX 75002 and 
they said it takes about 1 1/2 hours to do the conversion. 

The most impressive demonstrations were that of 
MicroPainter and GraohicMaster from DataSoft, 19519 
Business Center Dr, Northridge, CA 91324 and the fabulous 
SoeedRead* by Q.S.S. (10379 Landsdale Ave, Cupertino, CA 
95014), a speedreading program for $60 that really stole the 
show. 

On the show floor, other products of note incuded a nifty 
EPROM*er by MPC that does everything for $199- we ordered 
several!, Paint, a graphic program by the Capital Children's 
Museum for $40 (Reston 11430 Sunset Hills Road, Reston, Va 
22090 which has to be seen to be believed, a new book Atari 
Games and Recreations by Herb Kohl et al will be released 
soon by Reston and a new Joystick by Zircon Video, 475 
Vandell Was, Campbell, CA 95008) for $15. ELCOMP showed 
its new disk-based Macro-Assembler for only $90- it is really 
something and incredibly fast (53 Redrock Lane, Pomona, CA 
91766) as well as their expansion interface boards. 
Addison-Wesley MicroBooks, Reading, MA 01867 showed their 
delightful new book on Atari PILOT Turtle graphics, Picture 
This bv David Thornburg ($15) "written for kids of all ages". 
Santa Cruz Software (5425 Jigger Dr, Soquel, CA 95073) showed 
their newest adn most elaborate Tricky Tutorial, PM Graphics 
($30). 

Not all of the news, photos and reviews could fit into this 
issue- see extensive reiviews of some of the products 
mentioned in the May issue. 

GTIA chips can be installed at any Atari Service Center for 
$65- well worth it. You can also get the new OS chips for a 
nominal price, but not a big deal unless you have a 
Centronics/Atari printer- then it really helps. 

Tony Dobree's updated disk speed program Tachmaster ($25) is 
now available from swifty and is excellent- every disk drive 

owner should have one!! 

The program that I*ve had the most fun with was a "sleeper". 
As I was walking down the isle at the faire, Ross Schwartzberg 
from the West Valley User Group passed me by and said" Try 
this program" and then left. It was a professionally produced, 
well documented program The Banner Canner that can print out 
any kind of banner of various sizes, textures, and custom font 
that you make, as well as any type of print your printer can 
use. The headings on many of the articles in this issue were 
made on this program at the smallest size available, but could 
be the width of the paper. Get yours from Ross at 9514-9 
Reseda Blvd #477, Northridge, CA 91324 for the unbelievably 
low price of $17.95! 

Atari Computer Enthusiasts 

A.C.E. is an independent computer club and user's group with no 

connection to the Atari Company, a division of Warner 

Communication Company. We are a group interested in education 

our members in the use of the Atari Computer and in giving the 

latest News, Reviews and Rumors. We are nqt a business! but 

strictly not-for-profit and no one gets paid anything. Only 

genuine slave labor is used! 

All our articles, reviews 
and prog come -F r o m 
you, our members. 

Our nenbership is world-wide in scope! membership fees include 

the A.C.E, Newsletter, published about $10 a year. Dues are lll 

a year for U.S., and $20 a year Overseas Airmail. 

President-Stacy Goff-4230 Hilyard, Eugene, OR 97405 

Vice-fresident-Kirt Stockwell, 1810 Harris #139, Eugene, Or 97403 

503-686-2470 

Librarian-Chuck and Jody Ross, 2222 Iron wood, Eugene, OR 97401 

503-343-5545 

Editors -Hike Dunn, 3662 Vine Maple Dr., Eugene, Or 97505 

503-344-6193 

-Jim Bump as, 1405 W. 26th Ave, Eugene, Or 97401 503-484-9925 

Send sl SASE tro 4: hie Ross' 
for trhe new# updated ACE 
Library List!! 

The article in the Feb issue of ACE, Outpost Attilla was 
supposed to be an April Fool Article, but it was so good that I 
printed it early. Although it was written all in fun, and not 
supposed to be at all serious, some vendors and others did not 
realize it and took it seriously. I give my apology to those 
who did not realize this and failed to see the humor in it. The 
entire article was, and was meant to be, pure nonsense. 

V 
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BENIOFF AT LARGE 

On March 19-21, 1982 The 7th West Coast Computer Faire 
was held in San Francisco* During this show over 33 New Atari 
Products were announced* many of them being released during 
the show* Some of the top names in Apple (Gebelli* Budge* 
Broderbund* On-Line* and Cavalier) also announced 
translations of their products to the Atari* Raster Blaster by 
Bill Budge has been completed* and is now being sold by 
BudgeCO* Bill Budge* owner and sole programmer for BudgeCo 
says* "It took me only one week* and the only difference is the 
ATARI version is faster!" Bill Budge has also been quoted as 
saying* "Anything I do now will be translated for the ATARI*" 
Known as the Master of Apple Assembly Language* experts are 
now awaiting Budge's learning of Player-Missile graphics for 
what he says will be* "A game better than Star Raiders*" 
Raster Blaster was finished on March* 3* 1982* and is selling 
with enthusiasm* Budge also says* "I will probably change the 
sound on the program at a later date to 4 channel synthesized 
music* but at this time the sounds are similar to the Apple 
Version." See a full review of Raster Blaster in the next issue 
of A.C.E. 

DataSoft has incredibly released/announced 5 new products 
for the ATARI* Micro Painter* an incredible use of ATARI 
graphics in every extent* allows you to draw pictures on your 
computer* Micro Painter allows for details by zooming in on 
the picture in a graphics 5 mode* This allows the user to be 
more exact. Truly* some of the finest graphics for the 
computer have been done with this program* Bishop's Square 
allows the user to load in a picture from Micro-Painter* and 
juggles it into a jigsaw puzzle for the user to undo* This 
program is very similar to Baa Baa Black Sheep by Thorn EMI* 
The difference here is that Bishop's square allows you to 
make* and load your own picture. Tumble Bugs is an 
outstanding variation on Pac-Man* In Tumble Bugs there is a 
huge maze with beetles scrambling around* The computer 
magnifies certain areas of the maze to show a large 
representation of the play area* When one of the bugs gets 
you* the computer speaks through the TV!!! It is incredible* it 
says* "WE GOT YA!“ Graphics Master is another graphics 
maker program that allows you to withdraw certain parts of 
one picture* and put them on another* in memory! It uses two 
pages of graphics* and allows the saving of one or the other* 
Soon will also be released a Graphics generator program for 
making graphics characters* Datasoft takes a giant step in 
awesome programs for the ATARI at the West Coast Computer 
Faire* 

Roklan Corporation, the creators of ATARI'S 
soon-to-be-released Pac-Man* has announced 10 
software/hardware products for the ATARI. Three are 
Software Games from popular arcades* as licensed through 
Midway* Gorf* Wizard of Wor* and Deluxe Invaders* All are 
excellent versions of the arcade games with super graphics and 
sound* These games are now being shipped to distributors* An 
Eprom Forgrammer* and a Trac-Ball will be two hardware items 
released by Roklan this year* Programmer's tools for the VCS 
and HCS will also be released* Finpac is a financial software 
package for doing all financial calculations for the small 

businessman. It allows variables such as interest rates* and 
payment schedules. A 6502 simulator will also be released. 
This program simulates the action of a 6502* and allows the 
teaching of 6502* A disk utilities package will also be 
released* This allows copy/verify* format/certify, and 
Absolute Disk Editor* Three Real Estate Packages will also be 
released* Mortgage Analysis* Property Investment Analysis* 
and Real Estate Property Appraising will be released by 
Roklan. A Telecommunications package will also be released* 
TeleCom allows everything you need to communicate with 
Source* CompuServe* Micronet* Dow Jone. 

Arcade Plus* makers of Ghost Hunter* announced three new 
games to be released* Night Rally, a driving game for the 
ATARI* Arcade Baseball* and Arcade Football will be released 
later this year, All of these will run on a 400 16K* or so I 
suspect* 

Broderbund Software released an excellent new arcade game 
called Apple Panic. This game is like none other, but has 
similarities to Donkey Kong. This game allows you to dig 
holes for Apples to fall in* and then for you to kill the Apples* 
Yeah* Kill all Apples* Midnight Magic* a pinball game*, Track 
Attack* an arcade game*, and Star Blazer* a space game; will be 
available by June* These game are all very popular for the 
Apple Computer* 

On-Line Systems, makers of Jaw Breaker, have 
released/announced 5 new programs for the ATARI. Threshold 
is the best arcade game for the ATARI!!! Believe it! Read the 
Review in the next issue! Cross Fire, a strange, but well done 
new type of arcade game* The Guns of Neburon is expected to 
be the best game for the ATARI of all time* but we will have to 
see. Frogger has been completed by John Harris. It is superb, 
and exactly like the arcade game. If you like the arcade, you 
will love Frogger, Time Zone is a 20 Disk Adventure to be 
released in about two months* This game is superb* and far 
exceeds Wizard and the Princess* and Mission Asteroid. The 
game has already been released for the Apple* and it is the 
best* There are 8 time periods* and 8 continents in each time 
period* including interplanetary* to explore. I truly look 
forward to seeing this on the ATARI! 

Cavalier Computer announced Bug Attack will be ready for 
the ATARI on 4/1/82. This is a centipede type game which is 
very popular for the APPLE. 

Strategic Simulations Announced 3 new games for the 
ATARI* translated from the Apple, These are Battle of Shiloh, 
Tigers in The Snow* and The Shattered Aliance. 

Percom announced new drives for the ATARI. These drives 
will go for $799 for the first* and $400 for the second* They 
will alow double density storage* as well as single* and are 
fully compatable with the 810s. 

Swifty Software showed Trivia Trek by Jerry White. They 
also announced A super new game called Space Shuttle soon to 
be released. Hopefully by 5/1/82. Swifty also showed dust 
covers* and a new device allowing the user to write on write 
protected disks* called disk sentry. 

Nasir Gebelli* Gebelli Software* plan to release their first 
cartridge called* Embargo. It is an excellent game from what I 
can tell from the demonstration* He also plans on releasing 
Horizon 5* and Zenith* two 3-dimensional games for the Apple 
to the ATARI. Both of these game are superb. Pathfinder is 
also planned for release soon* as well as many other fine 
assembly arcade games* 

All of these are excellent new games and programs for the 
ATARI computers. I look forward to an awesome year for the 
ATARI in 1982. 

Roklan Software* 10600 West Higgins Road* Rosemont, 
Illinois, 60018* 312-297-4747* Ask For Jim Gonzalez 

Datasoft, 16606 Schoenborn Street* Sepulveda* CA* 91343, 
(213) 394-9154, Ask For Dennis 

On-Line Systems, 36575 Mudge Ranch Road* Coarsegold, 
CA* (209)683-6858* Ask For Jon Williams. 

Broderbund Software* 1938 Fourth Street, San Rafael, CA, 
94901, (415)456-6424* Ask For Cathy Carson. 

Swifty Software, 64 Broadhollow Road, Melville, NY, 11747, 
(516)549-9141, Ask For Lee Jacknow. 
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GR7 HELPER 
by Stan Ockers, Lockport, II 

I have a few reservations about Player Missile Graphics? 1) 
each player can be only one color? 2) the width isn't much if you 
want good resolution horizontally? 3) you can have at most 5 
players# 

If you stop to think about it, Graphics 7 has the same 
resolution as double line PM Graphics, How about a routine in 
machine language which puts an image on the GR, 7 screen, It 
could be four colors, repeated many times and practically 
instantaneous* I've developed such a routine but it does have 
some limitations. 

Each byte making up the GR* 7 screen contains 4 pixels (2 
bits or 4 possible colors each)* Starting the image on other 
than a byte boundary proved difficult* This means instead of 
160 possible horizontal starting positions we have 40. 
Replacing images to create motion proves jerky in the 
horizontal direction but fairly smooth vertically. 

I had to decide on a height and width of rectangle (at least 
for a single routine). I settled on 5 bytes wide (20 pixels) by 
12 lines high requiring 60 bytes per image. With this many 
pixels, constructing the image was difficult. It didn't take 
long doing it the hard way before I decided on a program to do 
the work. The result is 'GR7 HELPER'. It draws a rectangle 
the size it will eventually appear and also an enlarged one. 
Selection of color is from the keyboard and positioning is by 
joystick. 

Writing down 60 bytes and punching them in again is too 
much trouble so when you hit 'L' the required data will be 
listed on the screen as data lines 10 and 20* Some other things 
are listed and you are out of the program and back in Basic. 
Lines 10 and 20 don't actually exist until you position the 
cursor over them and 'ENTER' them. Be sure you do this. You 
can then position the cursor over the 'LIST' line and ENTER 
will cause the lines to be listed to disk. Be sure to change the 
filename to what you want before you do this. If you use 
cassette, replace 'D?' with 'CJ' and forget the filename. To get 
back the image position the cursor over the 'GOTO' line and hit 
ENTER. To enter a stored image do the same with the 'ENTER' 
line, then the 'RESTORE' line. 

As a demo of how fast images can be replaced using this 
scheme I wrote 'Slots'. If you don't like the images it's easy 
enough to use 'GR7 Helper' and design your own. You just 
'Enter' the lines into 'Slots' and change the line numbers 10 
and 20 to whichever are appropriate. Be sure and delete lines 
10 and 20 or you'll have too much data! One last caution? it's 
possible for 10 or 20 to come out over 3 lines long (but not 
likely if you have much background). 

There is also another very similar routine in Slots which 
simply draws a rectangle of a certain color (or striped). It's 
stored in R$ and its use is called by A = USR (R, Y, X, WIDTH, 
HEIGHT, COLOR)? See lines 1300-1360 in 'Slots'. Notice the 
reversal of X-Y order in positioning. For solid colors (0-3) 
use the numbers 0, 35, 170 and 255 in COLOR. Other numbers 
will give stripes. 

—STAN OCKERS 

2 REM ** ACE NEWSLETTER ** 
3 REM **3662 VINE MAPLE DR ** 
4 REM** EUGENE, OR 97405 ** 
5 REM ** $10 YEAR ** 
6 REM ** APRIL 1982 ** 

* 

72 REM ** GRAPHIC 7 HELPER * 
* 

74 REM** STAN OCKERS 2/82 * 
* 

* 

80 DIM P(4,11)JC1 =40 JC2=202SC3 
=118 
90 X0=20?Y0=8 ?Q=0?FOR J=0 TO 1 
1JFOR 1=0 TO 4JF(I,J)=0 JNEXT I 
JNEXT J 
100 GRAPHICS 7JCOLOR 1JFLOT X0 
-1,Y0-1 ?DRAWTO X0+20,Y0-1 ?DRAW 
TO X0+20,Y0+12JDRAWTO X0-1,Y0+ 
12?DRAWTO X0-1,Y0-1 
102 POKE 712,CO?FOKE 708,C1?PO 
KE 709,C2?POKE 710,C3 
105 PLOT 59,7?DRAWTO 140,7?DRA 
WTO 140,56?DRAWTO 59,56?DRAWTO 
59,7?? - JUST A SECOND PLEASE 

110 SCR=PEEK(88)+256*PEEK(89). 
SSQ=SCR+40*Y0+(X0/5)+1 JBF=SCR+ 
40*8+15 
120 FOR Y=0 TO 1 l?FOR X=0 TO 4 
JPOKE SSQ+40*Y+X ,P(X ,Y)?NEXT X 
JNEXT Y 
130 FOR Y=0 TO 11JFOR X=0 TO 1 
9JLOCATE X0+X,Y0+Y,Q?GOSUB 100 
0JNEXT X?NEXT Y 
140 X=10?Y=6JPOKE 752,11? CHR$ 
(125)?”COLOR CHOICE 0 1 2 OR 3 
JNEW COLORS C" 
150 ? "LOAD-SAVE DATA LJCLEAR 
SCREEN CLEAR-?? "present color 

300 SAV=Q?LOCATE X0+X,Y0+Y,Z?C 
=Z+1?IF C=4 THEN C=0 
310 COLOR CJFLOT X0+X,Y0+Y?Q=C 
JGOSUB 1000?Q=SAV 
330 KEY=PEEK (764) 
340 IF KEY=5Q THEN Q=0 
350 IF KEY=31 THEN Q=1 
360 IF KEY=30 THEN Q=2 
370 IF KEY=26 THEN Q=3 
380 POKE 656,2?POKE 657,18?? Q 

390 IF KEY=118 THEN POKE 764,2 
55JGOTO 90 
400 IF KEY=0 THEN GOSUB 1200JG 
OTO 300 
410 IF KEY=18 THEN GOSUB 1200? 
GOSUB 1150JGOTO 100 

480 POKE 764,255 
490 SAV=QJCOLOR ZJPLOT X0+X,Y 
+Y?Q=Z JGOSUB 1000?Q=SAV 
500 S=STICK(0) 
510 IF S=14 AND Y>0 THEN Y=Y-1 
520 IF S=13 AND Y<11 THEN Y=Y+ 
1 
530 IF S=7 AND XC19 THEN X=X+1 
540 IF S=U AND X>0 THEN X=X-1 
600 IF STRIG(0)=0 THEN COLOR Q 
♦PLOT X 0+X»Y0+Y JGOSUB 1000 
700 GOTO 300 
800 GRAPHICS 0JPOKE 764,255 
820 POSITION 2,6?? "10 DATA "? 
IFOR J=Q TO 5IFOR 1=0 TO 41? P 
(I,J)?V??NEXT ISNEXT JJ? " 

830 ? "20 DATA "??FOR J=6 TO 1 
11FOR 1=0 TO 4J? P(I»J)?V??N 
EXT IJNEXT J?? " " 
840 ? ?? "LIST "?CHR«34)?"D?I 
M AGE000" ?CHR$(34)?", 10,20" 
850 ? ?? "GOTO 100" 
860 ? J? "ENTER "?CHR$(34)?"D? 
IMAGE000"?CHR$(34) 
362 ? 1? ?? "RESTORE 10? F*Y=0 
TO 11?F.X=0 TO 4JREAD AJP(X,Y 

)=A?N.XJN.Y?G. 100" 
870 END 
1000 IF Q=0 THEN QQ=0 
1010 IF Q=1 THEN 00=85 
1020 IF Q=2 THEN 00=170 
1030 IF 0=3 THEN 00=255 
1050 BB=BP+160* Y+X JPOKE Bf 
POKE BB+40,QQ?POKE BB+80,QQ.. 
KE BB+120 ,QQ JRETURN 
1150 POKE 764,255?GRAFHICS 0?? 
"COLORS? 1)GRAY 2)GOLD 3)ORA: 

GE"J? "4)RED-ORG 5)PINK 6)PURF 
LE 7)BLUE" 
1152 ? "8)BLUE 9)LIGHT BLUE 10 
)TURQUOISE" ?? "1DGREEN-BLUE 
2)GREEN 13)YELLOW GRN" 
1154 ? " 14)ORANGE-GRN 15)LIGHr 
ORANGE- 
1155 ? ?? "COLOR 0 <0-15)"? JIN 
PUT C?? "LUM. 0 (0-14,EVEN)"?? 
INPUT LJC0=16*C+L 
1160 ? "COLOR 1 (0-15)"?JINPUT 
CJ? "LUM. 1 (0-14»EVEN)"??INF 

UT L?C1=16*C+L 
1170 ? "COLOR 2 (0-15)"??INPUT 
CJ? "LUM. 2 (0-14,EVEN)"??INF 

UT LJC2=16*C+L 
1180 ? "COLOR 3 (0-15)"??INPUT 
Cr? "LUM. 3 (0-14,EVEN)"??INP 

UT LJC3=16*C+LJRETURN 
1200 COLOR ZJPLOT X0+X,Y0+Y?FC 
R J=0 TO 11JFOR 1=0 TO 4?P(I,J 
)=PEEK(SSQ+40*J+1)JNEXT IJNEXT 
J JRETURN 
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1 REM *********************** 
2 REM ** ACE NEWSLETTER ** 
3 REM **3662 VINE MAPLE DR ** 
4 REM** EUGENE, OR97405 ** 
5 REM ** $10 YEAR ** 
6 REM ** APRIL 1982 ** 

30 REM ** SLOTS ** 
40 REM ** STAN OCKERS ** 
45 REM ** 3/82 ** 

100 GOSUB 2000 
105 REM ** ROUT. FOR RECTANGLE 
IN GR. 7 ** 
110 DIM R$(108)1FOR 1=1 TO 108 
♦.READ AIR$(I,I)*CHR$<A)INEXT I 
:r=adr(r$> 
120 DATA 104,104,104,133,203,1 
04,104,133,205,104,104,133,206 
,104,104,133,207,104,104,133,2 
08,169,0,133,204 
122 DATA 165,203,10,38,204,10, 
38.204.10.38.204.133.203.166.2 
04,10,38,204,10,38,204,24,101, 
203,133,203,138 
130 DATA 101,204,133,204,24,16 
5.203.101.205.133.203.144.2 
140 DATA 230,204,24,165,203,10 
1,88,133,203,165,204,101,89,13 
3,204,160,0,166,206,165,208,14 
5,203,200,202,208 
150 DATA 250,24,165,203,105,40 
,133,203,144,2,230,204,198,207 
,208,229,96 
199 REM ** IMAGES ** 
200 DIM I1$(60)IFOR 1=1 TO 601 
read a:ii$<i,d=chr$(A):next I 
iii=adr<ii$> 
210 DATA 0,0,3,240,0,0,0,15,0, 
0,0,21,61,69,0,0,85,85,85,64,0 
,85,85,69,64,0,85,85,85,64 
220 DATA 0,85,85,85,64,0,21,85 
,85,0,0,5,85,84,0,0,1,85,80,0, 
0,0,85,64,0,0,0,0,0,0 
230 DIM I2$(60)1FOR 1=1 TO 601 
READ A1I2$(I»I)=CHR$(A)1NEXT I 
1I2=ADR(I2$) 
240 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
,0,0,0,0,63,0,0,0,252,251,192, 
0,3,239,255,247,255,223,255 
250 DATA 255,192,0,3,255,63,0, 
0,0,252,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
260 DIM I3$(60)1FOR 1=1 TO 601 
READ A1I3$(I»I)=CHR$(A)INEXT I 
1I3=ADR(I3$) 
270 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,42,128, 
0,0,0,168,160,0,0,0,170,32,0,0 
,0,170,160,0,0,2,170,168,0 
280 DATA 0,1,85,84,0,0,2,170,1 
36,0,0,10,170,162,0,0,42,170,1 
68,128,0,0,0,192,0,0,0,3,240,0 
290 DIM I4$(60)1FOR 1=1 TO 601 
READ A1I4$(I,I)=CHR$(A)1NEXT I 
1I4=ADR(I4$) 
300 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,40,0,0, 
0,2,170,128,0,0,10,136,160,0,0 
,42,170,168,0,0,42,170,40,0 
310 DATA 0,42,170,136,0,0,42,1 
33,168,0,0,10,168,160,0,0,2,17 
0,128,0,0,0,40,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
320 DIM I5$(60)1FOR 1=1 TO 601 
READ a:I5$(I,I)=CHR$(A)*.NEXT I 

JI5=ADR(I5$) 
330 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,58,170,17 
0,128,0,56,0,0,1 23,0,14,0,66,0 
,0,3,128,8,0,0,0,224,32,0 
340 DATA 0,0,58,128,0,0,0,14,0 
,0,0,0,14,0,0,0,0,234,160,0,0, 
14,170,170,0,0,0,0,0,0 
350 DIM I6$(60)1FOR 1=1 TO 601 
READ A1I6$(I,I)=CHR$(A)»NEXT I 
1I6=ADR(I6$) 
360 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
,63,0,0,0,0,12,192,0,0,0,12,53 
,0,0,0,12,84,64,0 
370 DATA 0,29,153,64,0,0,84,10 
1,0,0,0,35,64,0,0,0,21,0,0,0,0 
,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
400 REM * ROUTINE FOR IMAGES I 
N GR, 7 * 
410 DIM E$(123)1F0R 1=1 TO 123 
♦.READ A1E$(I,I)=CHR$(A)1NEXT I 
:e=adr(E$) 
420 DATA 104,104,104,133,195,1 
04,104,133,186,104,133,213,104 
,133,212,169,0,133,187,165,186 
430 DATA 10,38,187,10,38,187,1 
0,38,187,133,186,164,187,10,38 
,187,10,38,187,24,101,186,133, 
186,152 
440 DATA 101,187,133,187,24,16 
5,186,101,195,144,2,230,187,24 
,101,88,133,186,165,187,101,89 
,133,187 
450 DATA 169,12,133,195,162,5, 
160,0,177,212,145,186,24,165,2 
12.105.1.133.212.144.2 
460 DATA 230,213,24,165,186,10 
5,1,133,186,144,2,230,187,202, 
208,227,24,165,186,105,35,133, 
186.144.2 
470 DATA 230,187,198,195,208,2 
08,96 
540 ? 1? - ENTER # PLAYERS 
(1-6) TO START” 
550 INPUT NF1IF NF>6 OR NP<1 T 
HEN 540 
560 DIM B(NF),TOT(NP),TOT$(8>: 
FOR 1=1 TO NPtB(I)=OtTOT(I)=5. 
NEXT iiflyr=o 
569 REM ** GR* 7 WITH GR. 1 & 
2 IN TEXT AREA ** 
590 GRAPHICS 7*.A=FEEK(560>+256 
♦FEEK1561) 
591 POKE 708,68.POKE 709,381PO 
KE 710,961POKE 712,154 
592 IF PEEK(A)<>66 THEN A=A+11 
GOTO 592 
594 POKE A,7i:FOKE A+3,61FOKE 
A+4,6iPOKE A+5,651POKE A+6,PEE 
K(A+7)1FQKE A+7 ,FEEK(A+8) 
596 GOSUB 13001A=USR(E,13,15,1 
1 )1 A=USR(E, 19,15,11) I A=USR(E,2 
5,15,11) 
599 REM ** MAIN LOOP ** 
600 IF BUST=NP THEN GRAPHICS 0 
♦.END 
601 PLYR=PLYR+i:iF FLYR>NF THE 
N PLYR=1 
602 IF B(PLYR)>0 THEN 601 
604 POKE 656,0*.POKE 657,21? HP 
LYR # "1PLYRJ1GOSUB 800 
605 POKE 656,11POKE 657,31? "p 
ress any key- 
606 IF PEEK(53775)=255 THEN 60 
6 
607 TOT (PLYR)=TOT (PLYR)-1JGOSU 

7 

B SOOIPOKE 657,31? 11 

608 T1 =INT (RND (0)* 10+15) 1T2=T 1 
+INT(RND(0)*35)1T3=T2+INT(RND< 
0)*45) 
609 FOR 1=15 TO 451A=USR(R,I,3 
4,2,1,0)1NEXT I IFOR 1=45 TO 15 
STEP -11A=USR(R,I,34,2,1,215) 

’.NEXT I 
610 T1 =T 1 -11T2=T2-11T3=T3-1 
615 IF TK0 THEN 650 
620 X=131Y=151I=INT (RND<0)*6+1 
)1WI=IIG0SUB 1000 
630 SOUND 0,20,2,121SOUND 0,0, 
0,0 
640 IF T1=0 THEN GOSUB 900 
650 IF T2<0 THEN 675 
655 X=191Y=151I=INT(RND<0)*6+1 
)lW2=UGOSUB 1000 
660 SOUND 1,40,2,121SOUND 1,0, 
0,0 
670 IF T2=0 THEN GOSUB 900 
675 IF T3<0 THEN 700 
680 X=25!Y=151I=INT(RND(0)*6+1 
)1W3=IJG0SUB 1000 
685 SOUND 2,60,2,121SOUND 2,0, 
0,0 
690 IF T3=0 THEN GOSUB 900 
700 IF T1>0 OR T2>0 OR T3>0 TH 
EN 610 
710 IF (W1=W2) AND <W2=W3) THE 
N WIN=15IGOTO 750 
720 IF W10W2 THEN 760 
730 IF Wl/2=INT(Wi/2) THEN WIN 
=5‘.GOTO 750 
740 WIN=1 
750 GOSUB 15001GOTO 798 
760 IF W1=W3 THEN GOTO 740 
796 GOSUB 8001IF TOT(PLYR)=0 T 
HEN GOSUB 1400 
798 GOSUB 8001FOR 1=1 TO 5001N 
EXT UGOTO 600 
799 REM ** PRINT TOTAL SUBR. * 
* 

800 POKE 656,01POKE 657,121TOT 
$=STR$(TOT(PLYR))lL=LEN(TOT$)l 
IF L=1 THEN TOT$(2)=-.00-1GOTO 
.810 
802 IF L=2 AND TOT$(2,2)Ott.H 
THEN TOT$(3)=-.OOm1GOTO 810 
804 IF TOT$(L-1 ,L-1 )=“ ♦** THEN 
TOT$(L+1 )=“0,,1GOTO 810 
306 IF T0T$(L-2,L-2)O" THEN 
TOT$(L+1)=“.00“ 

310 POKE 656,01POKE 657,121? “ 
$MrroT$r - 
320 RETURN 
399 REM ** CLANK - WHEEL STOPP 
ED ** 
900 SOUND 0,150,12,151FOR 1=1 
TO 10.NEXT IiSOUND 0,0,0,01RET 
URN 
999 REM ** PRINT IMAGES ** 
1000 IF 1=1 THEN A=USR(E,X,Y,I 
1) 
1010 IF 1=2 THEN A=USR(E,X,Y,I 
2) 
1020 IF 1=3 THEN A=USR(E,X,Y,I 
3) 
1030 IF 1=4 THEN A=USR(E,X,Y,I 
4) 
1040 IF 1=5 THEN A=USR(E,X,Y,I 
5) 
1050 IF 1=6 THEN A=USR(E,X,Y,I 

next page 



STRUCTURE X3SI BASIC 
By Kirt E. Stockwell 

SET COUNTY-TOTALS TO ZERO 
RETURN 

Last month we began the discussion of control breaks* This 
being a very important concept* as well as a rather tricky one 
to master* we will continue this month* 

As we saw last month* the control break is used to control 
program flow by using FLAGS which are set in the program in 
response to certain conditions* By setting flags in your 
subroutines* then returning control of your program to a 
'Control' module* you will find it will be easier for you to 
control any complex program* 

One application of the home computer which has been 
neglected in the past* but is becoming more prominent* is 
report writing* We will use the report writing process in our 
discussion of control breaks* as it will provide excellent 
examples of the structure and capabilities of control breaks* 

Let us take as our example a program which prints the 
numbers of voting districts in a county* totals the county* and 
when all districts and counties are totalled* prints the final 
totals* In a program of this nature* we will have three (3) 
levels of control break* The lowest level will be the 
DISTRICT* one step up is the COUNTY! the highest is the 
STATE. Now all of this may seem simple, but is complicated by 
the fact that we don't actually work with the data as it is read 
in* What is generally required in a report program is that the 
data be read in* and compared to the OLD data (the last record 
previously read in>* This compare is used to determine what 
level of control break to initiate. When the program begins 
working with the data, it works with the OLD data* then, prior 
to (or in conjunction with) the next read* the data last read in 
is moved into the OLD designated storage space* 

This type of processing is ideally suited to programming 
with the FOR NEXT LOOP set up around the CONTROL 
MODULE with all other modules accessed through the control 
module as subroutines* The ability in BASIC to GOSUB several 
levels deep is a plus which will become apparent as we 
proceed* Another point to keep in mind is any subroutine can 
be called from anywhere in the program* This makes it possible 
to access a routine to print page headers from the begining of 
the program, and to also use that routine any time the line 
counter* or whatever device you use, indicates a new page 
heading is required* 

Another advantage of this type of programming is you can 
chain your subroutines into a forced logic structure* For 
instance, in the hypothetical program mentioned earlier* the 
smallest and most often used subroutine will be the one which 
processes the information for the individual voting districts. 
The next most frequently used routine will be the one which 
totals the districts in the county* NOTE! The first command 
in the -COUNTY- subroutine will be 'GOSUB DISTRICT'. This 
will force the program to process the last district record for 
that county (remember this data is stored on the area 
designated -OLD-) before it processes the county totals* The 
reason for using the data in the -OLD" storage space is you 
need to look at the new data to determine where the program 
should break, and yet you also need to have access to the data 
read in before the break was detected. Therefore* the 
sequence might go as follows* 

GOSUB FINAL-TOTALS 
GOSUB ENDROUTINE 

REM DISTRICT 
PROCESS SINGLE DISTRICT RECORD 
ADD QTY TO COUNTY-QTY 
ADD QTY TO STATE-QTY 
ADD QTY TO FINAL-TOTAL 
PRINT DISTRICT-HEADING 
PRINT DISTRICT-AMOUNT 
RETURN 

Hopefully this will clarify some of what we have discussed 
today. You can see CONTROL BREAKS are a powerful tool in 
the programmers world* but they are also a tool which needs 
study and practice to master. One thing you can be certain 
about* though* is! If you ever want to write any complex or 
sophisticated programs* you will either use control breaks or 
you will beat yourself silly trying to figure out how to make it 
do exactly what you want it to* 

Take some time to digest this* and next month we will dig a 
little deeper into the mysteries of CONTROL BREAKS* 

Hast a Luego »*«»« 

Ockers 
1060 IF 1*7 THEN A*USR<E,X,Y,I 
7) 
1070 RETURN 
1299 REM ** DRAW MACHINE ** 
1300 A=USR(R*10*10*23»60*170) 
1310 A*USR(R*32*12*19*30*85) 
1320 COLOR 3JPLOT 42*12!DRAWTO 
129*12!DRAWTO 129,67!DRAWTO 4 

2*67!DRAWTO 42*12 
1330 A*USR(R*34,13*5,26* 130) 
1340 A*USR<R*34,19,5,26,130)* 
1350 A*USR(R,34*25,5,26*130) 
1360 A=USR(R*15*34,2,40*215) 
1390 RETURN 
1399 REM ** BUSTED SUBR. »* 
1400 ? CHR$( 125)J-FLAYER # "?P 
LYR!? -BUSTED ! ! !"!B(FLYR)=1 
!BUST=BUST+1 
1410 FOR 1=50 TO 150 STEP 10!S 
OUND 0*1*10,10.FOR J=1 TO 10JN 
EXT JJNEXT IiSOUND 0*0,0,0 
1420 FOR 1*1 TO 500.NEXT It? C 
HR$( 125)!RETURN 
1499 REM ** WIN SUBR. ** 
1500 FOR 1*1 TO WINtTOT (FLYR)= 
TOT(FLYRH 1IGOSUB 800JFOR J=10 
TO 2 STEP -4!FOR K=9 TO 3 STE 

P-0.5 
1510 SOUND 0*22-K,12*J!NEXT K! 
NEXT JJNEXT IJSOUND 0,0,0,0!RE 
TURN 
2000 ? CHR$(125).POKE 752,l!FO 
SITION 12*2!? "*** SLOTS ***•! 
? t? - Each turn costs $1.0 
o- 
2005 ? - Each player starts 
with $5*00" 
2010 ? r? - PAYOFFS-!? ! 
? "JACKPOT (3 of a kind)! 

$15*00"!? -1st and 2nd same! 
N 

2020 ? - if barbell lemon or c 
herry $5*00-.? - if apple bel 
1 or glass $1.00" 
2030 ? -1st and 3rd the same! 

$1.00" 
2060 RETURN 

REM FINAL TOTALS 
GOSUB STATE TOTALS 
PRINT FINAL-TOTAL-HEADING 
PRINT FINAL-TOTALS 
RETURN 

REM STATE-TOTALS 
GOSUB COUNTY-TOTALS 
PRINT STATE-HEADINGS 
PRINT STATE-TOTALS 
SET STATE-TOTAL TO ZERO 
RETURN 

REM COUNTY-TOTALS 
GOSUB DISTRICT 
PRINT COUNTY-TOTAL-HEADING 
PRINT COUNTY-TOTALS 8 



RANDOM ACCESS PROCESSING 
By Kirt E* Stockwell 

This will be the first of a short series of articles covering 
random access file manipulations on the ATARI personal 
computer* There are essentially three areas of discussion 
which we will cover* The three items of discussion will bet 

A* KEYS 
B* NOTE 
c POINT 

The first thing we must be aware of when attempting random 
access processing is we must have at least one 'key' for each 
record* 

INSTANT REFRESHER COURSE* A FILE consists of a set of 
RECORDS«**a RECORD is a group of FIELDS.** a FIELD is a set 
of BYTES (either characters or numeric data) such as a NAME* 
PHONE NUMBER* ADDRESS.*.etc. 

Random Access Processing requires a KEY file to be located 
in RAM (Random Access Memory)* (funny how that works out) 
while processing is proceeding* This KEY file MUST consist of 
the following items* 

A* KEY field (identifier) 
B. LOACATOR field (contains sector and byte where 

record is located) 

It is possible to create a multiple-key file for those cases 
where it is needed* This does tend to slow down and 
complicate the search procedure* but if handled properly* can 

/- ^ result in a greatly enhanced flexibility in your program* The 
small amount of speed traded for the added power of the 

V program is quite a bargain* The overriding consideration in 
determining how many KEY fields* and their sizes* is the 
amount of RAM available. Let's take a look at my own file 
processing requirements as an example* 

NOMINAL RAM 48 K 
AVAILABLE RAM 39.5K 
PROGRAM SPACE 9.2K 
RECORD SHE *3K (300 bytes) 
NUMBER OF RECORDS 130 

One little bugaboo you will have to watch out for when 
loading the key using the STR$(x> function is you MUST fill the 
key string with blanks first* The reason for this is the KEY$ 
string may otherwise contain random garbage which will bungle 
your conversions when you try to read out the SECTOR and 
BYTE data from the string* 

In my example the KEY records are 30 bytes long* 20 bytes 
of that being the NAME* If your application does not require a 
fast search by NAME, then you may be able to get away with a 
shorter KEY record* or you may want to include more search 
fields in your KEY. Keep in mind there are two purposes to 
the KEY-filei 

A. To provide a FAST search. 
B. To provide the location of the required DATA RECORD* 

In future issues we will provide listings for NOTE * POINT, 
and SEARCH subroutines. For now* though* I have a program to 
work on* BYE***** 

3««m»nn 

As you can see, my situation provides me with adequate free 
RAM to build whatever size KEY file I might wish to build* 
Most ENTHUSIASTS, however* don't have the large RAM I 
have* and many* even with 48K of RAM * have much larger data 
bases to contend with than I do* The example subroutines we 
will show will allow for 300 byte records and will provide 
double-key capacity. The KEY-file will consist of RECORDS 
of 30 bytes each* The RECORDS will consist of 4 FIELDS each. 
The FIELDS will be the following! 

NAMEQast) 20 bytes 
UNIT NUMBER 4 bytes 
SECTOR NUMBER 3 bytes 
BYTE NUMBER 3 bytes 

These RECORDS will be stored in ONE large string* 
DIMensioned to 3900 bytes. These 30 byte RECORDS will be 
accessed by using a FOR NEXT LOOP incremented by 30* The 
room number will be entered in the form of string data and 
need not be converted* since it is not being used in any 
mathematical function. The sector and byte fields are 
generated by the NOTE function of the ATARI. They must be 
converted to string characters using the STR$ function* The 
string characters must be converted back to numeric characters 
using the VAL function to be used in the POINT function. It 
might be a good idea to study these functions in the BASIC 
REFERENCE MANUAL* 
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Apple F*a.nic 

Mike Potter pleyinq Chicken 
In Chicken you are a chicken pushing a little basket trying 

to save her little chicks from the evil fox* The fox is stealing 
the eggs and dropping them in slots in the conveyor belt. THen 
the conveyor belt sifts the eggs through three belts and then 
they finally fall and you have to catch the eggs.You get 100 
points for each egg you catch and you get 10 points for each 
egg you drop* If you drop an egg the egg will turn into a baby 
chick and it will run along the bottom of the screen. If you run 
over the chick you will die. In order to get over the chicken 
without dying you have to fly over it by pressing the red 
button on the joystick or the paddle. Like many games you can 
never win it. just gets harder and harder. Chicken is an arcade 
type game 16k written totally in machine language by Mike 
Potter<author of Protector .etc) .It is available for $29.95 on 
disk or cassette from Synapse Software. 

Here it is sports fans. What you all have been waiting for. 
the best selling Apple game is now available for the Atari 
400/800. You are a man trying to kill giant apples before they 
kill you. Your only defense is a shovel which you use to dig 
holes in the ground. Then when an apple falls in the hole you 
have to run and pound him over the head with your shovel and 
then the apple will fall and die(Great! A new game for Atari 
owners where you can get your revenge on Apples!).This is an 
excellent game and is available form Qroderbund Software. 
1938 Fourth st..San Rafael.CA»94901. Their phone number is 
(415)456-6424.The price is $29.95 on diskette. 

C hicken 

Brian 

Broderbund was one of the most popular booths at the 
Faire.They had out Atari version Apple Panic and a whole 
bunch of excellent (scofffscoff)Apple games which are soon to 
be released for the Atari. Star Blazer is an excellent game in 
which you control an airplane and you have five different 
missions like bombing tanks, radar .etc. Another game is 
Choplifter. In Choplifter you control a helicopter and you have 
to rescue 64 people from the enemy while tanks and planes are 
trying to destroy you. Choplifter is the best game I have seen 
for the Apple and the one I saw was a rough draft. These 
games are all available for the Apple and are soon to be 
released for the Atari. 

Another popular booth was Gebelli. Gebelli is the maker of 
Match Racer. Andromeda* Pathfinder and soon to be released 
on ROM Embargo. Embargo is an excellent game in which you 
have to fly down and pick up some cargo without crashing or 
destroying the cargo. Then you have to maneuver your ship 
through missilesup to the mother ship and drop your cargo in 
the mother ship. 
On-Line Systems is coming out with some pretty good games 
also. Their rough draft of Frogger was totally awesome.lt is 
exactly like the arcade version.(Ken Williams told our 
president we will be receiving reveiw copies when they are 
readyLYoull love it!!.I also saw Threshold which is a pretty 
good arcade game. 
Dennis Wallin of DataSoft was kind enough to show us 
preveiws of some of their soon to be released games. One of 
them is called Canyon Climber which is an excellent game 
involving ladders.jumping over rocks.and hitting rocks with a 
hammer(hint»hint.).They are also coming out with a tadpole type 
game called P.C.H*(Padfic Coast Highway). 
For a twelve year old kid who spends a lot of time at arcades 
it was like heaven for three wonderful days at the Faire. 
Until next month goodbye. 

-Brian Dunn 
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REAR GUARD 

Rear Guard is a new real time arcade game requiring 24K, 
Disk* and a joystick from Adventure International* Box 3435* 
Long wood f FL 32750* 

The program parameters tell you one or two players may 
play* But the program will accept up to 4 players* although all 
use the same joystick* Only one may play at a time. The 
graphics and sound are very good* making excellent use of the 
Atari capacities* 

You may select the desired skill level within limits* The 
joystick controls altitude (up and down) and speed (left « 
slower* right * faster)* The trigger fires missiles* The 
player's task is to protect a base from being “overrun* by 
waves of invaders* The only way you can prevent being 
overrun is by crashing on the planet surface* as you never run 
out of targets* and they get harder to hit. 

The game will record and save the scores of the top ten 
players (a nice touch)* After each player has been defeated* 
the screen prompts you to press <START> to begin again* I've 
not been able to get the game to do it yet. I keep having to 
power down and up again since when I press <START> the 
console locks up* Maybe yours won't do this? 

—Jim Bump as 

Family Cash Flow 
AFX-20080 

by J.Falkenhan 

Many people* 'computerists' included* are currently 
investigating methods of stretching their income* For many the 
logical first step is accurately monitoring current cash flew* 
After a significant amount of data is accumulated and 
prioritized a realistic budget can be designed* The goal is 
greater spending power with the same income* 

Well, APX offers help* FAMILY CASH FLOW by Jerry 
Falkenhan* The package is better than represented in the AFX 
Catalog and it has performed without a glitch for four months. 

Missing from the program* however* are two features that 
would greatly improve its usefulness* The first is a method 
of allocating funds for a 'savings account' from where they 
could be reintroduced to the cash flow stream as conditionns 
required while maintaining the accuracy of the accounting 
system* The other is a method of pulling selected files of a 
given category from the data for each month and displaying 
them as a consolidated list* 

As presented* this program is an excellent addition to the 
library* and one that will not gather much dust considering the 
economic realities of the day* Budget tuning may lead to more 
effective income utilization* and thereby provide funds for 
that*****«*2nd Disk drive* 

-LAWRENCE N. SANO, 31827 S. Kropf RD.* Canby*OR* 97013 

-Editor's note* The first place prize for the new APX catalog 
is a companion program Family Budget* also by Jerry Falkenhan 
($18)* that uses the same data* 
-Larry Sana is interested in any information* software or 
hardware* for interfacing such things as temperature sensors 
and other real-time devices to his Atari* M*D* 

10 FOR ME=1 TO 10 
20 TRAP 30tCLICX>USR(64728) 
30 NEXT ME 

10 PRINT-PRESS THE BREAK KEY- 
20 PRINT-THEN LIST THIS PROGRAM" 
30 PRINT 
40 POKE 202,1JGOTO 10 

10 REM YOU'LL NEED A PRINTER FOR THIS ONE 
j 20 POKE 838.166JPOKE 839,238 
V 30 PRINT-PRESS SYSTEM RESET TO ABORT" 

40 LIST 
50 POKE 838*163«FOKE 839,246 
60 PRINT-HERE WE GO AGAIN”'GOTO 20 

BYTES, NIBBLES* & BITS 

Two ways to look at it by Jerry White 

It was difficult for me to grasp the following facts* There 
are 8 bits in a byte. There are 2 nibbles in a byte. Therefore, 
there are 4 bits in a nibble* 

Why should this be difficult? My introduction to this 
subject was given to me by Chico Marx* Chico explained it like 
a this! 

He said* "Lemma splaina to you how I figure 'em out* Once 
upon a time I was just a walkin' along when I see a lady 
waiting to crossa de street* I'm a nice a guy so I help a de lady 
get to de utter side* Then whadda you tink? She gives to me 2 
bits* That's a nice* 

"I'm a little hungry so I go to looka for a nibble* I go up to 
a hotadoga stand and geta hotadoga for my 2 bits* So whadda I 
learn? 2 bits is a 1 nibble* 

"Then I take a 8 bites out a my hotadoga and whadda you 
tink? She's all a gone* So whadda I learn? 8 bites is the same 
as a 2 bits or 1 a nibble* She's a data simple." 

QUICKIES 

by Jerry White 

Forget all other definitions of the word, "QUICKIE"* for 
now* This is the first of a series of articles which will appear 
from time to time in this newsletter. Here* a quickie is a little 
program or routine which is written to demonstrate something 
using an ATARI computer. 

I have found many programmers* or would be programmers, 
find if hard to find applications for the vast, ever expanding 
reams of documentation written about ATARI computers* 
Manuals are often quite cold* They tell you this = this, but 
often leave you speaking to the pages and saying* "So what?"* 
or "Why?"* 

For example* there are quite a few places where I've seen 
pages of memory locations listed in decimal and hex* with 
labels and sometimes a brief description* This is often a "So 
what?". 

Quickies are examples* usually in BASIC* They will put 
some of this information to use* even though the actual results 
might be useless. Whadhesay? I'm not sure what I just said 
either and I'm really getting tired of playing with Text Wizard 
so«««« 

On to some quickies ♦♦♦♦ 
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?nioff A-t Ls.r-ge? — Mr-* ATARI 
By Marc Russell Benioff News Bites 

-by Mike Dunn* Co-Editor 

Stacy Goff has resigned as president of ACE because of his 
need to travel alot*, our new president is Kirt Stockwell, an 
instructor m Computer Science at our local Junior College* 
Kirt has written several articles on Structure in programming 
and Random Access* and will continue to do this. Marc Beniof 
now is programming for Automated Simulations* and will write 
for A.N.T.I.C. as well as ACE* Jerry White is writting 
articles for many publications. Stan Ockers will be found in 
A.N.T.I.C. and M.A.C.E. as well as ACE in the future* 
Speaking of M.A.C.E* (Michigan A.C.E.)* they have taken a much 
different way than ACE* and have become a magazine with 
advertising* Bulk Mail (I just got the March issue!), and great 
articles* The March issue has a superb article 11 pages long 
on the new GTIA chip that is must reading for anyone 
interested. (M.A.C.E* POB 2785 Southfield, MI 48037 $15 
year, $2 issue CMarch!)♦ 

In this issue, we have our first original hardware article, a 
Cassette interface board that will allow you to use any stereo 
cassette deck with your Atari. The schematic was sent to me 
by one of our Australian members, and I copied it the best I 
could. Recommended for advanced hobbiests until I find out 
more about how it works* Let me know how it works for you. 
More hardware articles would be very much appreciated by all. 

This week Earl Rice and Marc Cator of the Atari User 
Support Group came to Eugene to speak to our local members 
and answer questions. It was an informative and pleasant 
evening for all; next they go to Portland and Seattle before 
heading back to Sunnyvale* 

NEW BULLETIN BOARD !! 
by Alan Ackezman 

MICROBITS 
434 W 1st 

Albany *OR 97321 
(503) 967-9075 

I am pleased to announce a new bulletin system for Atari 
owners with modems. The Bulletin Board will offer many of the 
standard services (e.g. Messages,News) and some new ones. 
One of them, the Question and Answer service, will allow you 
to get help on your computer related problems such as 
programming.equipment and rumors. Our other new service, 
Ordering, will allow you to buy things from the comfort of your 
home. We will offer the best new products, reduced prices and 
specials as soon as they happen, and we have free delivery on 
all items. In the near future, program downloading and 
uploading will be implemented. 

You can call the Microbits Bulletin Board at (503) 967-9075. 
The hours are from 6J30 pm to 9i00 am every day of the week. 
If the computer does not answer on the first ring the system is 
not operating for some reason. We would appreciate it if 
people using the system would send comments and suggestions 
for improvements and new features to SYSOP using the 
message function. 

Becuase the West Coast Computer Faire is just behind us, 
there is not too much ATARI news. So, I decided to review 
four of my favorite games that I picked up this month. The 
games that I will review are! DThreshold, 2)Millipedes, 
3)Action Quest, 4)Trivia Trek. All of these games are superior, 
and really show what this machine is all about. 

Threshold is by On-Line Systems. Ken Williams 
(“Mr.On-Line** as known among the ranks) told me at the show 
that,“Atari Threshold is much better than Apple Threshold. 
The main reason is because of the superior sound.“ I had 
played Apple Threshold many a time at my friend's house who 
has an Apple, It had already become my favorite Apple Game, 
When I booted it up on the ATARI, I nearly, not quite, fell off 
my chair. This game is EXACTLY like the Apple version, and 
the sound (done by John Harris) is great! The game itself is 
written by Warren Shraeder, Threshold begins as huge winged 
creatures fly above you as Galaxians, if you will. These are 
not normal Galaxians, but highly advanced, in patterns that 
will out do most arcaders the first time. These birds are only 
the first of 24 levels of creatures that attack in various 
patterns. After every four levels, your fuel is restocked, and 
the mother ship gives you a kiss. Does this sound awesome? 
Well, it is! But, there is a hitch!! You must have 48K, and one 
diskdrive. But, besides that minor “flaw“ rt is my favorite 
game right now. Throw away Galactic Chase, throw away Space 
Invaders, THRESHOLD IS HERE!! As soon as I can get past 
the 16th level I will tell you, but it gets a bit hairy right 
around there!! 

If you like ATARI Coin-Op Centipedes, YOU WILL LOVE 
MILLIPEDES!! For those of you who don't know what 
Centipedes is, it is little Centipedes coming down to get you. 
You must shoot these guys, and score points, while avoiding 
ticks, flees, and scorpions. This version is even better than 
the version to be released by ATARI in July. These bugs fine 
scroll across the screen, contrasting the course movement done 
by the soon-to-be released ATARI version on 8K cart. To 
acheive this fine scrolling, the author had to use one screen 
page for the mushrooms, and a second page for the centipedes, 
and unfortunatly when he did this he created a slight flicker 
flipping between the screens, but besides this minor flaw, 
Millipedes is great. Ahh, but you ask, "WON'T ATARI SUE 
THEIR PANTS OFF?" YES!! That is why the product is being 
discontinued, and only 500 copies are out there!! Do not 
fret-On May 10,1982 they will start shipping a new version 
called Train Robber, with the same routines, but different 
graphics!! Who are they? They are Software Street in Chino, 
CA* See addresse at end of article* 

The third game I have recently received is ACTION QUEST! 
I have to tell you* I love ACTION QUEST!! It goes on ANY 
ATARI machine with a cassette!! In Action Quest, you are on 
an adventure in a Haunted House. This just isn't any 
adventure, but* if you will, an arcade adventure!! You are a 
ghost trying to climb up five levels of rooms (6 rooms per 
level), and eventually tryink to escape. The things you have to 
accomplish in Action Quest are strange. In some rooms you 
have to shoot at things, while at others you must solve a 
mystery to unlock the prize in that room. Oh, yes, the object is 
to go into a room, touch a certain object, and leave without 
being killed. Sound easy? WRONG!! If you do not have an 
adventure mind with arcade reflexes forget it!! I have gone 
though the entire game, solved every mystery, and it took me a 
total of 3-5 hours! But, even though I have solved it, and know 
exactly what to do, I still go back and play it all the time*! 
Action Quest is a NEW game from a new company called JV 
software. Jack Verson wrote the game, and is currently 
working on a sequel* 

e A.CE Bulletin This is not: t: hi 
Board ! 
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Trivia Trek is by Jerry White, and is being sold through 
Swifty Software* When I get tired of playing my arcade games 
and want something to stimulate my mind while still being 
entertained* I turn to Trivia Trek! TT is a quiz. You are given 
a category, or you can choose one* any must answer questions 
on that topic. The answers you choose are multiple choice, and 
response is controlled by the joystick* or key board'! There 
are mucho categories located on the 2 disk program, but when 
you are through with those (in about 42 years), you can design 
your own with a built in utility. Pretty neat, Huh' From the 
same company that brought you My First Alphabet* and from 
the man you have bought such games asl Name that Song, Trick 
Tutorials 6 and 7* and Sunday Golf, bring you TRIVIA TREK, I 
am sure the thinkers will enjoy Trivia Trek* 

Other games I have recently recieved, and regard as top 

notch are* Apple Panic, Deluxe Invaders from Roklan, and 
Nominees Jigsaw Puzzle from Artworx* 

Recently I wrote a review of a game called, "Ali Baba" from 
Quality Software, I basidly said it was a game with great 
sound# and graphics but to play you needed, "NERVES OF 
STEEL!!” Bob Christenson, owner of QS* approached me at the 
SF Faire, and said he didn't like my review. Well, I told him, "I 
didn't like your game, I paid $45, and I AM ENTITLED TO MY 
OPINION!” He said that he agreed with me, about having the 
right, but still disagreed. I told him I would put this 
paragraph in my column, and would remind people that reviews 
I do are my opinion, and not anyone elses. I still don't like the 
game# and still is $45 sitting in my disk box, never to be used 
again. Maybe I'll reformat it, then I will have lost only $40, of 
course that is my opinion. 

Feel free to quote me on any of my reviews. And I will 
have romors and facts next month in Benioff At 
Large-Mr .ATARI. 

MARC RUSSELL BENIOFF 

DISKSCAN 
Authorl DAVID YOUNG 

If you ever wanted a powerful utility for examining and/or 
modifying sectors or files on a disk, this is it* I was first 
impressed with the documentation. It is on the disk} you print 
a full 16 pages of very readable user guide and an excellent 
tutorial about Atari disk data structures. 

The program itself is menu driven# and very user friendly. 
There are default values for all requested input, and you may 
specify sectors in decimal or hex. You can display directory 
information (names# starting sectors, status, etc,), or display 
the contents or any sector (hex or characters at your choice). 
Changing data in a sector only requires positioning the cursor 
(screen editor), changing the byte(s) on the screen, and giving a 
write command. The most advanced feature m^ DISKSCAN, 
though, is the ability to do an on-screen disassembly of any 
machine language portion of the Disk. You display a sector, 
tell the disassembler where to start, and watch the assembly 
language appear on screen beside the sector data display! Not 
only that, but DISKSCAN has an in-line assembler so that you 
can input assembly language to add or modify machine language 
at any place in any sector, 

Another handy feature is the ability to dump any display to 
the printer. There is not space here to do more than mention 
some of the other features# such as search part or all of disk 
for a 1 or 2 byte sequence*, transform section of code to a load 
file, image segments to another disk, etc. I believe this to be 
the most powerful tool yet for anyone who wants to get on 
really intimate terms with his disk based software. 

DISKSCAN is marketed at $45, but David is making it 
available to club members for $25 postpaid, when ordered 
through him, at 421 Hanbee, Richardson, TX» 75080. Make 
checks payable to CDY Consulting. 

Requires 32K (24K if you don't use the optional 
assembler/disassembler features). 

Letter Perfect-ROM 
ver-sion #2005 $250 

L.J.K. Enterprises 
P.0, Box 10827 

St. Louis, MO 63219-0827 
(314)846-6124 

WOW! Imagine pluging in a neatly packaged ROM, having 
your DOS and program booted instantly* The new Letter 
Perfect ROM does that and more*, it is the first ROM based 
business program for the Atari* and the first word-processor 
that can be configured for any parallel printer. After turning 
on your computer, you are asked if you want one of the default 
printers (Atari/Centronics 737 & 739, Epson, Qume/Diablo* or 
Diskette, If you choose a default printer, you instantly get 
the LP menu and proceed. If you chose the diskette, a program 
that was previously programed by you is loaded in, and your 
ready to go. With the printer program disk, you program it by 
answering a series of questions such as giving the CHR$ 
number for your printer for underlining, types of fonts, etc. 
You can also change the default values for the Atari and other 
printers for such things as the top margin, line spacing, etc. 
Very easy and very handy way to configure LP to work with 
any printer. And you don't have to wait for the DOS to load 
in!! 

The new LP ROM also has added several useful commands 
to the last version. You can add in the editor special print 
characters for the control of your printer by using CONTGL-V. 
then a letter, number or CHR$ command. You are now able to 
easily scroll backwords one page at a time, Goblal replace 
with or without prompting is now allowed. The handiest new 
command allows you to chain files together, with the new file 
starting exactly where the old stops, maintaining ail the 
format information of the first file. 

The ROM comes very attractively packaged, well 
documented, and includes MailMeroe* a $30 utility that allows 
you to merge a mailing list, change the file from LP to DOS 
files and back again* as well as other handy utilities. This 
enables you to use any file with LP} however* the new LP 
appears to be incompatable with disk-version LP's!» It will 
soon be available in an 80 column format compatible with the 
BIT-3 80 column board reported last month (BIT-3, 8120 Penn 
Ave. So-Suite 548, Minneapolis, Minn. 55431 ti> 12)381-6955). 
L.J.K. will have a special package price for the two. 

DataPerfect, the new database "sister" to LP should be 
ready soon and mates with LP for form letters, etc. 

Is LP worth all that money? If you want a powerful, very 
easy to use wordprocessor that does just about everything, 
comes on a ROM for instant use, can be configured easily for 
any parallel printer, and is compatable with a database, I 
would say so. LP is particularly good for long documents such 
as books because of the ability to page and chain chapters, as 
well as to screen format by page. I have had as many as 25 
pages in memory at one time with no problem or slowing of the 
program. With the Chain function, you could write a book as 
long as you would like. When the 80 column version comes 
out, with the BIT-3 board, there will be no competition! 

-M. Dunn 

ELCOMP's TXT in fried Hofacker 

—Bill Halberstadt— 
505 Lark Drive 
Newark, DE 19713 
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F’lUL.E—XT 2* A Review 
(Swifty Software, PO Box 641, Melville, NY 11747} $50. 
Written by Jerry White) 

Review by Stacy A. Goff 

FILE-IT 2 is a collection of programs intended to allow basic 
record-keeping on your Atari Computer. It requires an Atari 
with a minimum of 1 disk drive, and 32k of memory. A printer 
is recommended to gam full value from the system, although 
once-a month access to a friend's printer can be workable. 

With this 'database system' there are three record-types you 
may use} ail are simple formatting of 30-column card-images 
(shades of the old days!). 
* Free-form entry (you must keep track 

of the positions for each field) 
* Financial formatting for financial transactions 
* Mailing list formatting 
As well, one program on the disk allows you to print disk index 
inserts. 

FILE-IT 2 uses an in-memory record-keeping method (as 
opposed to a note/point keyed random access method) to store 
and save all data. On a 40k Atari system this allows up to 304 
records in one file. On a 32K system one can have 202 records. 
The advantage of this in-memory system is that file 
manipulations, such as sorting, record modification, scanning, 
listing and deletion are more efficiently done. The 
disadvantages include file size limitations, and the length of 
time it takes to read and write theentire file at session 
beginning and end. 

On to specifics about the three subsystems* 

FREE-FORM ENTRY — This is the original FILE-IT program, 
and allows you a free-form 80-column record which you format 
and fill in however you wish. This approacn has unlimited 
flexibility, but the record formatting must be consistent if the 
information is to be listed with any meaning. A nice feature 
would allow the first record to be a data mask, which defines 
-the format of ail following records. This data mask could be 
printed on the screen any time records are added, displayed or 
changed. The file manipulation capabilities are reasonably 
good, and may be used with the formatted files of the other 

.two record types. These capabilities include sort, print, select 
records, list (3 records at a time), fix or delete records. The 
sort is painfully slow! the system could use a scan feature 
(display or select all records containing xxx, or xxx in yy 
posit)ons). 

FINANCIAL RECORDS — Here is the best part of the system, 
from my point of view. With prompting, you enter date, 
accounting code, income and expense figures, and two 
transaction descriptions. You may then produce a monthly 
Revenue/Expense report, as well as year-to-date summaries* 
Finally, you may barchart your monthly balances, on the screen 
and optionally, the printer. All records may be manipulated 
with the capabilities explained above, so transactions may be 
sorted, etc. Some validity-checking is done, although I 
managed to put alpha and special characters into positions in 
the value fields. The program does not discern between 12/81 
and 12/82, so you must segregate your files by calendar year 
m order to have meaningful reports. The reports are extremely 
well done. 

MAILING LIST — Using a specially modified version of the 
entry and listing programs to allow formatted mailing list 
entries, this is a handy addition to the package, although user 
modification is not possible (for instance, addition of a 
comments field). Again, all file manipulations of the free-form 
entry program are allowed. 

OVERALL COMMENTS. In addition to the observations above, 
some general comments are in order! 
* I would not consider this a true database management 
system (of course I have not seen a true DMS yet for any 
microcomputer). Instead, I would consider this to be a good 
card-image pidgeon-hole system, with flexible data 
manipulation features. 
* The documentation is good! a schematic showing how the 
various parts of the program interact would be helpful. 
Appendix I, page 3 was blank in my copy of the documentation. 
* The programs support the use of Axlon's new Ramdisk, an 
advantage if you are doing a lot of updating of the same file. A 

* Error trapping is a little inadequate or confusing at times; 
especially when dealing with maximum file capacity—there 
should be a 'memory full' message. 
* The system needs an option for a quick index to data files 
on disk each time you are asked for a filename. 
* A start-up package, which allows the programs to be 
configured to a one-drive or multiple drive system, would 
eliminate the painful repeated 'drive#' prompt. 
* I might prefer to chart my income or expense in the 
bargraph, rather than my net. Negative figures should be 
plotted, rather than ignored* 
* The human engineering is fairly good, but could be cleaned 
up, especially in the multiple switching of disks back and 
forth, I tried putting programs and data on the same disk, and 
this cleaned things up considerably, but leaves little room for 
data. 

* The financial system and mailing label systems can handle 
more than the 304 record maximum, however if you wish to 
perform any file manipulations using the sort, list, fix etc, 
features, you must use the select feature to build a smaller 
working file. 

CONCLUSIONS! If you are a beginning user, or are now moving 
from games to practical applications, FILE-IT 2 is a useful, 
although unsophisticated addition to your program library. For 
its $50 pricetag, you recieve a disk full of useful programs, 
Much more sophisticated programs are available, but they cost 
twice as much, and are not tailored to such specific 
applications as is FILE-IT 2. 

MicroCue 
Printer Spooler 
FOB 7324, Atlanta, GA 30357 

(404)874-8386 

I recently picked up a Printer spooler for my 
Atari/Centronics 739 printer, but unfortunately the instruction 
book had been lost by the dealer. I called the company, who 
was extremely helpful} and when I hooked it up wrong, they 
could tell me on the phone which wire was shorted out. A 
printer spooler allows you to send data to a buffer at computer 
speeds, then start printing while you get your computer back 
for other purposes. It's almost like having two printers, it 
speeds everything up so much. They have several models from 
)the basic 16K one port to 256K 4 port. The model I have will 
allow input serial/parallel, and output serial/parallel, so you 
can use a word-processor designed for parallel output with a 
serial printer. You can also program it with the new model 
(not mine) to convert char actors, so any word-processor could 
be used for any printer!! Prices range from $299 to $899. Well 
worth looking into, espcially if you want to use a slow 
letter-quality printer wi^tb any of the available Atari 
Word-processors. 

M. Dunn 

INSTEDIT 

"Instedit" is an excellent character generator program 
written in Basic and machine language. Sheldon Leemon is the 
author, and he won 2d place in Atari's 1981 competition with 
this one. It's available from AFX, Box 427, 155 Moffett Park 
Dr,, Sunnyvale, CA 94088 for $17.95, It requires a joystick, 

A 21-page user's manual is provided which fully explains 
all the powerful functions available when using this program. 

The screen displays 6 colors and an 8x8 grid in which to 
design or modify characters. One of 15 different commands 
may be executed upon the pushing of a key. One may (E)dit, 
(S)ave, (L)oad, (W)rite an entire character set. One may also 
operate upon a single character! (A)tari returns the Atari 
character set} (B)lank out the character} (C)opy any other 
character onto the one being modified} (I)nvert it? (M)irror it} 
(R)estore the character originally chosen to edit? or, (T)wist 
the character through 90 degree turns. 

The screen prompts you with "Which character to edit?" (or 
copy) when (E) or (C) is pushed. The 4 cursor arrows allow you 
to move the character around on the 8x8 grid. The joystick 
moves the cursor on the grid, and the trigger places or removes 
a block of color. When a letter is chosen to edit, the screen 
also keeps an example of the original character, and its ASCII 
code number, in the upper right hand corner. 



The lower half of the screen keeps a continuous display of 
all current characters in the set. A 4-line window at the 
bottom also displays the current character being created in 5 
different modes simultaneously. The <QPTION> key lets you 
enter and exit a ''memo pad" mode which you can use to print 
strings of characters and build larger characters by combining 
them. This mode supports character modes not even available 
in Basic. 

This program performs for me a very powerful utility 
function. I've not been able to discover any bugs or problems 
trying to get the program to do what the manual says it can do. 

— Jim Bump as 

SANTA CRUZ SOFTWARE'S 
PLAYER MISSILE GRAPHICS 

TUTORIAL 

REVIEW 
by 

Chuck Ross 

This Tricky Tutorial from Santa Cruz Educational Software 
is number 5 in their series of tutorials on programing with 
your Atari. 

The program begins very at a very basic level and procedes 
to explain to the uninitiated about player-missile graphics. 
The programs are self-prompting and effective as tutorials. 
All together there are 14 programs on DISK or TAPE and about 
50 pages of documentation including complete listings of all 
the programs so you can scan the code easily while learning 
about player missile graphics. Some of the areab covered are 
memory area of PM graphics, how to draw players, using 
missiles as players, movement of players (including animation), 
size selection, resolution (single/double), priority and colision 
registers. 

Included in the package is a game using some of the 
techniques you will learn in the tutorial. Also a PM graphics 
design program, which displays all five passible players and 
moves them for multiple-color-player. All in all a very good 
package (expecially for those who have gotten lost in the 
numerous PM magazine articles). 

So long for now. 
Your ACE exchange Librarian 

Chuck Ross 

MINI-REVIEWS*** 
by Steve Berg 

Philipine Islands 
RASTER BLASTER 

BUDGE CO* $35 
32K DISC 

Well you pinball wizards can now save your quarters and gas 
and play at home with your ATARI and Raster Blaster. This 
budge co* game is identical to the apple version you've seen 
advertised. It will allow one to four players and you control 
the flippers using two joystick fire buttons. It has an easy 
and hard version and best of all the action is suprisingly 
pinball-like. It has nice but not super sound effects. I 
recommend it for all .of you who can not pass up that arcade 
without leaving a few quarters behind. 

CROSSFIRE 
Online Systems 
32k Disc $30 

Crossfire is an excellent one player chasem/shootem game 
where you are being chased around horizontal and vertical 
"streets". Using the joysticks (or keyboard) you can move and 
shoot in four directions. Each of the approximently 12 chasers 
must be shot four times before it is destroyed. Each time you 
clear the screen you get a new batch and fewer bullets before 
you must reload. It is a great arcade game at which 
sooner(probably) or later you'll be wiped out. 

SAVMOV REVISITED 

by 

Ed Chastain 

This article further discusses the use of SAVMOV from the 
January 1932 issue of the ACE Newsletter. Several people 
have had difficulty understanding what starting address to use 
with their disassemblers. When I. wrote the January article, I 
assumed the people interested in using it had knowledge of the 
structure of cartridge programs. Unfortunately, this is not 
always the case, Prompted by a phone call from Randy in 
Florida, I am now providing additional background on cartridge 
programs. Those who have the Operating System reference 
manual should look at Chapter 10 as a reference for this 
article. There are six bytes in a cartridge program which 
provide additional information about the program for the 
Operating System. These addresses are $BFFA through $BFFF 
in the cartridge. After running through the SAVMOV process 
they correspond to addresses $5FFA through $5FFF, 
Addresses $BFFA and $BFFB, contain the value of the low and 
high bytes of the cartridge's starting address. This value is 
also the starting address where you should run your 
disassembler. Address $BFFC always contains a zero, this is 
how the Operating System verifies there is a cartridge 
present. Address $BFFD is the option byte, used by the 
Operating System to determine if it should boot DOS or not. 
Addresses $BFFE and $BFFF contain the value of the low and 
high bytes of the cartridge's initialization address. This value 
usually points to an RTS (assembler instruction;. If there is 
an initialization routine then you should run your disassembler 
at the value stored there, Please remember $A— will be at 
$4-, and $B-will correspond to $5-. 

When running your disassembler, all short branch 
instructions (BMI, BNE, BEQ, etc.) are based on the relative 
displacement (+ or - so many bytes from wnere you are at). 
They will be shown by your disassembler as addresses between 
$4000 and $5FFF. Remember only the relative displacement is 
important, not the actual address shown. 

The JMP and JSR assembler instructions generally use 
actual addresses, i.e. $xxxx. This address will not be changed 
by the disassembler. For example, if your disassembler says 
JMP $BC1D» this means JMP $5C1D in the relocated program. 
The value $BC1D will not be changed since it is an absolute 
address and not a relative displacement. 

Scattered among the cartridge addresses will be text or 
data which are used by the cartridge program for error 
messages, character sets, etc, When your disassembler runs 
through one of these areas, since it is data and not machine 
instructions, it will appear as meaningless garbage. If your 
disassembler has a text or ASCII mode, then try it, you may 
then better understand what that section is. 

1 REM A STRANGE PROGRAM BY A STRANGE PROGRAMMER 
PAGE 1 
2 REM BY JERRY WHITE 
10 GOTO 30 
20 POSITION 0,0.FOR ME=1 TO 9591? 
CHR$(INT(RND(0)*155));iNEXT ME1POKE 766,0*,RETURN 
30 GRAPHICS 01POKE 752,11POKE 710,0‘.POKE 764.255JPOKE 
32,51? *»? 
40 ? :? "RANDOM INSANITY BY JERRY WHITE" 
50 ? J? - PRESS ANY KEY TO BEGIN" 
60 ? i? " THEN PRESS ANY KEY TO STOP" 
70 IF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 70 
30 X=FEEK(106)-1 JY=PEEK(756).POKE 764,255 
90 GRAPHICS OJPOKE 82,0‘.POKE S3,3?‘.FOKE 766,1‘.POSITION 
0,0.GOSUB 20 
100 POKE 756,INT(RND(0)*X)iSETCOLOR 2,INT(RND(0)*16),0 
110 P= INT(RND (0)*240)+5*FOR V=8 TO 0 STEP -0.2‘.POKE 
709,INT(V*2) 
120 SOUND 0,P,10,V‘.SOUND 1,P+2,10,V‘.SOUND 

2,P+4,10,V‘.SOUND 3,P+6,10,V‘,NEXT V 
130 IF PEEK (764)=255 THEN 100 
140 POKE 756,YJPOKE 764,255JGRAPHICS OiPOKE 32,21? 1? 
"STRANGE, WASN'T IT?"‘.END 
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*«** BATS **** 

by 
Stan Ockers, Lockport, IL 

In the March '82 issue of 'Softside' you'll find an excellent 
program called 'Outer Space Attack' by Sheldon Leemon, This 
program uses a number of specialized techniques including an 
interesting way of handling Player Missile Graphics. The 
method used is to locate the player missile area where a set of 
strings are stored in memory. Using string operations one can 
then insert players* move them vertically* or erase them quite 
easily. About the only disadvantage of this method is it's not 
hooked into the vertical blank interrupt so movement is not as 
'flicker free' as it might be. 

I've used this method in a program I call 'Bats'. Line 140 
sets up the PM area* the string F$ is used to make sure the 
player missile area falls on a IK boundary (doubfe line 
resolution). Notice how easy it is to clear an area of memory 
as in line 170. The missiles are used as insects and a very 
simple vertical blank routine is used to update their horizontal 
positions every l/60th of a second (lines 179-190). The cavern 
is made by redefining a few characters in the character set and 
using these to print in GR. 2 mode. 

3 REM * ** 
4 REM* ACE NEWSLETTER ** 
5 FEM * MAR 1961 ** 
6 REM ** 3662 VINE MAPLE DR ** 
7 REM ** EUGENE* OR 97405 ** 
3 REM ** $10 YEAR ** 
9 REM ************* *********** 
20 REM ********************* 
30 REM ** BATS ** 
40 REM** S.O. 3-82 ** 

100 DIM ZZ$(32)‘.FOR 1=1 TO 32: 
pead a:zz$(I)=chr$(A):next i:g 
OSUB 32000tCLR 
102 DATA 104,104,133,204,104,1 
33,203,104,133,206,104,133,205 
,162,4,160,0 
104 DATA 177,203,145,205,136,2 
08,249,230.204,230,206,202,208 
,240,96 
110GOSUB 3000 
130 TRAP 130«? “# PLAYERS “JJP 
OKE 764,255.INPUT NP 
138 REM ** PM GRAPHICS ** 
139 REM *♦ SEE MAR '82 SOFTSID 
E P. 69 ** 
140 DIM D$<1),F$«INT(ADR<D$)/ 
1024)+1 )* 1024- ADR(D$)-1 ),PM$(3 
84),M$U28),P$(128),MM$(8) 
150 RESTORE 160*.FOR 1=1 TO 8iR 
EAD AiMM$(I)ssCHR$(A).NEXT I 
160 DATA 3,3,12,12,48,48,192,1 
92 
170 PM$=CHR$(0)iPM$(384)=CHR$( 
0)tFM$(2)=PM$.M$=PM$.P$=M$ 
172 REM ** MISSILE COLORS ** 
174 POKE 704,14tPOKE 705t39tFO 
KE 706,54.POKE 707,70 
179 REM ** VBI ROUT. TO MOVE M 
ISSILES ** 
ISO FOR 1=1536 TO 1566‘.READ Al 
POKE I.AiNEXT I 
190 DATA 104,160,14,162.6,169, 
7.76,92,228.90,120,150,180,162 
.3,222,10,6,139,10,6,157,4,208 
,202,16,244.76,98.228 
199 REM ** BAT IMAGES ** 
200 DIM BATDN$(5>tBATDN$=PV.FO 
R 1=2 TO 4{READ A;BATDN$<I,I)= 
CHR$(A)iNEXT I 
210 DATA 24,165,66 

This program handles a problem which has bothered me for 
some time. If you once initialize PM graphics and then do a 
Graphics command (GR. 2), you end up with the player missiles 
being vertical stripes which run the full length of the screen, 
Reversing the PM initialization doesn't seem to help. The 
problem is the chip which feeds the screen. It has some 
registers which are normally being filled by ANTIC during PM 
graphics. This chip can be disconnected from ANTIC (0 in 
53277) but the registers still have information in them which 
results in the vertical lines. These registers (53261-53264) 
have to be cleared with pokes as in line 1000. PM graphics is 
then reinitialized after the graphics mode change (line 2000) 

You may have noticed a lack of attention to color in some of 
my programs. There are two reasons for this* (1) Colors vary 
from set to set and the ones I choose might not look quite 
right on your set; and, (2) I normally use a black and white set 
and am more interested that things show up well in black and 
white. I have just used the default colors in 'Bats' and there 
is plenty of room for improvement. 

That's it! 
-Stan 

340 IF PEEK (53257)>0 THEN POKE 
1547,OJGOSUB 900 

350 IF PEEK(53258)>0 THEN POKE 
1548.0.GOSUB 900 

360 IF FEEK(53259)>0 THEN POKE 
1549,0:GOSUB 900 

370 IF PEEK(53252)>0 THEN 420 
390 NEXT XFOS:P$=PM$ 
395 IF SCORECPK300 THEN 306 
400 TOTAL(P)=TOTAL(P)+SCORE(P) 
:score(P)=o:gosub S70 
402 IF TOTAL(P)>BONUS(P) AND B 
N(P)<4 THEN BONUS (P)=BONUS (P)+ 
1000*BN(P)=BN(P)+1 ‘GOSUB 700SD 
IS=l0iT=30JGOSUB 630 
403 FOR 1=1 TO 30:GOSUB 8805FO 
R J=1 TO 30JNEXT JJGOSUB 860JN 
EXT I 
404 IF P=NP THEN 280 
410 GOTO 284 
419 REM ** LOSE A BAT ** 
420 DIS=10.T=9.GOSUB 630 
430 YPOS=YFOS+t‘.P$<YPOS)=BATDN 
iiPOKE 53278,OiSOUND 1,YPOS,10 
,10tIF PEEK(53252)=0 THEN 430 
445 GOSUB 640:P$=PM$‘,SCORE(P)= 
0:BN(P)=BN(P>-1 ‘.GOSUB 700*.IF B 
N(P)=0 THEN POKE 656,0SPOKE 65 
7,6*.? “ "‘.GOSUB 660 
460 GOSUB 850JFOR 1=1 TO NPtIF 
BN<I)>0 THEN 403 

470 NEXT I’.GOSUB lOOOtGRAFHICS 
17.POSITION 5,2t? #6,"GamE Ov 

eR"tFOR 1=1 TO NKFOSITION 3,2 
+2*It? #6PFUyer #“?I5 
472 ? *6}** = "tTOTALlD.NEXT I 
‘.POSITION 3,23t? #6*,“PRESS ANY 
KEY*) 

475 FOR 1=1 TO 300’.NEXT I’.GOSU 
B 655HF FL=0 THEN 475 
476 GOTO 275 
479 REM ** DRAW CAVERN ** 
480 GOSUB 1000‘.GRAPHICS 21GOSU 
B 2000*.POKE 77,0 
490 DL=INT(RND(0)*(8-W))+1JYST 
=8*(DL+1) 
500 FOR X=0 TO 19*.GOSUB 590*.Y= 
OtFOR I=R+7-DL TO R+6:POSITION 
x,y:? #6:c$a,D:Y=Y+i*.NEXT i 

510 FOR 1=1 TO W.POSITION X,Y*. 
? #6;- -:y=y+i:next i 
520 IF DL+W>=10 THEN Y=Y-1JP0S 
ITION X,Y*.? #6{.‘.GOTO 540 

220 DIM BATUP$(5)*.BATUP$=P$:FO 
R 1=2 TO 4‘.READ AtBATUP$(I,I)= 
CHR$(A)‘.NEXT I 
230 DATA 66,165,24 
250 POKE 54279,ADR(PM$)/256‘.PO 
KE 559,46JPOKE 53277,3‘.FOKE 62 
3»4:A=USR(1536) 
259 REM ** STALACTITES AND STA 
LAGMITES ** 
260 DIM C$(42),U$(42)»C$=“**** 
*♦%******&“ :u $=“)<*****'****** 
“‘.FOR 1=1 TO 14:C$(I+14)=CHR$( 
ASC(C$(I))-32) 
270 U$(I+14)=CHR$(ASC (U$(I))-3 
2):C$(I+2S)=CHR$(ASC(C$(I))+12 
8):U$(I+28)=CHR$(ASC(U$(I))+12 
8)INEXT I 
272 DIM P(NP),SCORE(NP),TOTAL( 
NP),BN(NP),BONUS(NP) 
275 W=7*.P=0:POKE 82,0 
278 FOR 1=1 TO NPtSCORElIW.T 
qtal(I)=o:bn(I)=3:bonusu)= i oo 
0‘NEXT I‘.NXTCV=300*NF 
279 REM ** CHANGE WIDTH OF CAV 
ERN ** 
280 IF W>3 THEN W=W-1 
282 GOSUB 480 
284 P=P+UIF P>NP THEN P=1 
286 IF BN(P)=0 THEN 284 
287 M$=PM$JFOR 1=0 TO 3!M$(YST 
+5* W+W*<3-I))=MM$<2*I+1,2*1+2) 
tNEXT I 
289 REM ** MAIN LOOP ** 
290 POKE 656,1 JPOKE 657,22J? “ 

Pull Joystick 
295 IF STICK(0K>13 THEN 295 
299 REM ** SCORECARD ** 
300 ? CHR$(125).GOSUB 700*.POKE 
656,0‘.POKE 657,26i? “PLAYER # 

„.p 

301 POKE 656,1‘.POKE 657,24*,? “ 
Round Total“r.GOSUB 860 
306 POKE 53248,30*.YPOS=YST+20‘. 
POKE 53278,0n =0*»DIS= 12 
310 FOR XPOS=47 TO 200*.POKE 53 
248.XFOS.IF STRIG(0)=0 THEN YP 
OS=YPOS-1 :P$(YPOS)=BATUP$ 
320 IF STRIG(0)=1 THEN YPOS=YP 
OS+1 *.P$(YPOS)=BATDN$ 
330 IF PEEK(53256)>0 THEN POKE 
1546,0tTOT AL(P)=TOT AL(P)-100*. 

GOTO 420 



530 GOSUB 5901FOR I=R TO R+9-D 
L-W‘.POSITION X,Yt? #6{U$<I,I): 

,^y=y+unext i 
"40 IF DL<=1 THEN DL=2!GOTQ 570 
j 

550 IF DL>=10-W THEN DL=9-W1GQ 
TO 570 
560 DL=DL+INT(RND(0)*3)-1 
570 NEXT X 
580 RETURN 
590 R=XNT(RNB<0)*6)*7+1J RETURN 

629 REM ** SOUND SUBR'S ** 
630 FOR 1*15 TO 0 STEP -11SOUN 
d o,i,dis»ufor j=i to t:next 
J5NEXT URETURN 
640 FOR 1=10 TO 2 STEP -21SQUN 
D 0»RND(0)*255,3,r.SOUND 1,RND 
<0>*255,8,i:FOR J=1 TO 301NEXT 
J1NEXT I 

650 SOUND 0,0,0,0 {SOUND 1,0,0, 
OtRETURN 
655 RESTORE 697!LS=30!LL=5!GOS 
UB 664.RETURN 
660 RESTORE 690!LS=20!LL=10 
664 FL=0 
665 READ I,J!IF 1=3 THEN RETUR 
N 
666 IF 1=0 THEN 670 
667 IF PEEK(53775X255 THEN FL 
=1JRETURN 
669 SOUND 0,X40,10!SOUND 1,1- 
2,10,6 
670 FOR 1=1 TO JJFOR K=t TO LS 
:next kjnext i:sound o,o,o,o:s 
OUND 1,0,0,0 
675 FOR 1=1 TO LLiNEXT I:GOTO 
665 
680 RESTORE 692!LS=12!LL=12!GO 
SUB 664 

v 681 IF FL=1 THEN RETURN 
82 RESTORE 694JGOSUB 664 

,83 IF FL=1 THEN RETURN 
684 RESTORE 692:GOSUB 664 
685 IF FL=1 THEN RETURN 

1>36 RESTORE 696iGOSUB 664 
687 IF FL=1 THEN RETURN 
688 FOR 1=1 TO 300JNEXT IIGOTO 
680 

690 DATA 243,4,243,4,243,1,243 
,4,204,4,217,1,217,4,243,1,243 
,4,255,1,243,6,3,3 
692 DATA 243,1,217,1,204,1,182 
,1,162,1,204,1,162,1,0,1,173,1 
,217,1,173,1,0,1,182,1,230,1,1 
82,1,0,1 
693 DATA 243,1,217,1,204,1,182 
,1,162,1,204,1,1624,121,1,3,3 

694 DATA 136,1462,1,204,1462 
,1436,4,3,3 
696 DATA 1624,2044,1624 421 
4.243.4.3.3 
697 DATA 81,4,85,2402,1,108,1 
421,6408,1,1024,81,2,31,2,8 
5,24 02,14084 4 21,8 
698 DATA 108,2,91,2,102,2,108, 
242144284421,1,1084,102, 
2421.2.81.4.102.4.121.3.3.3 
699 REM ** SUBR, TO INDICATE B 
ATS LEFT ** 
700 POKE 656,0*.POKE 657,61? " 

"{{POKE 657,6!FOR 1=1 TO 
BN(Pn? ••+ i,;:next iireturn 
850 POKE 6564*,POKE 657,51? SC 
ORE<P)r "1RETURN 
860 POKE 65641POKE 657,121? T 
OTAL(P)r "{RETURN 
370 POKE 656,11POKE 657,51? “ 

“‘.RETURN 
880 POKE 6564’.POKE 657,121? " 

“{RETURN 
900 GOSUB 630{POKE 53278,OiSCO 
RE(P)=SCORE(P)+251GOTO 850 
999 REM ** SUBR* TO REMOVE PM 
GR, ** 
1000 POKE 53277,01POKE 54272,0 
IFOR 1=53261 TO 53264IPOKE 1,0 
{NEXT URETURN 
1999 REM ** SUBR, TO INSERT PM 
GR* ** 

2000 POKE 53277,3lPOKE 559,461 
START=<PEEK(106)+ i){POKE 756,S 
TART 
2009 REM ** ALTER DISPLAY LIST 
** 

2010 A=PEEK(560)+256*PEEK(561) 
2020 IF PEEK(A)<>66 THEN A=A+1 
{GOTO 2020 
2030 POKE A.701POKE A+3,61POKE 
A+4,61POKE A+5,6 

2040 RETURN 
3000 ? 1? 1? CHR$< 125)1? “+ + 
+ + + + + BATS ++++++♦♦ 
“1? 
3010 ? “ The object is to fl 
y your bat“{? “through a caver 
n eating flying- 
3020 ? “insects along the way, 

The only-*,? “control you hav 
e is the FIRE”!? “button* Pus 
h it to go up*“ 
3030 ? “Release it and your ba 
t starts-!? “to fall*‘*r? 1? “ 

A round lasts 300 points or" 

3035 ? "until you lose a bat. 
Each time"!? "you hit a stila 

ctite or a" 
3040 ? "stilagmite you lose on 
e bat"!? "and points earned fo 
r that round*" 
3050 9 "Each insect you eat sc 
ores points"!? "but do not eat 
the bright insect the" 

3060 ? "color of your bat., it 
is poison ("1? "Eat him and yo 

u lose round points"!? "plus 1 
00 more and a bat!*"!? 
3065 ? "PRESS ANY KEY"lGOSUB 6 
801? CHR*< 125)1? 1? 
3070 ? " After a time the ca 
vern will"!? "become narrower 
and scores for the" 
3080 7 "last round will be add 
ed to totals."!? "Every 1000 p 
oints you are given" 
3090 ? "another bat, 4 maximum 
♦ Lose"!? "all your bats and 
you are out." 
4000 ? "The game is over when 
everyone is"!? "out of bats. 
Everyone uses the"!? "leftmost 
joystick-!? 1RETURN 

31999 REM ** CHANGE CHARACTER 
SET ** 

32000 POKE 106,PEEK(106)-5!GRA 
PHICS 0!START=<PEEK(106)+1)*25 
61POKE 756»START/256{POKE 752, 
1 
32010 ? "INITIALIZING." 
32020 A=USR(ADR(ZZ$),57344, ST A 
RT) {RESTORE 32100 
32030 READ XHF X=-i THEN REST 
ORE {RETURN 
32040 FOR Y=0 TO 7 IRE AD Z’.POKE 
X+Y+START,Z!NEXT Y’.GOTO 32030 

32100 DATA 32,255,2554 27,127. 
126,624*2,60 
32101 DATA 40,60,28,28,24,8.3, 
8,8 
32102 DATA 48,255,127,126,60,5 
6,24,3,3 
32103 DATA 56,3,24,28424424, 
254.254.255 

32104 DATA 64,60426,126,1264 
26.126.127.255 
32105 DATA 7246,16464646,2 
4,60,60 

32106 DATA 30,255,255,255,255, 
255.255.255.255 
32107 DATA 88,0,24,24,165465, 
6646,0 
32108 DATA -1 

W Fred Thorlin o-F APX 
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Chicken Dressing 
by Hank Hirschfeld. Northvaie, NJ 

One of the things that is nice about arcade games is the 
ability to save high scores after the game is turned off, This 
is something that can be incorporated in many of the games 
that are on disk. The ability to open and close files on a disk 
allows us to set aside a portion of our disk for maintaining 
high score data. Having only owned my computer for a few 
months. I'm sue that many of you will find ways to improve on 
this concept. In fact, my purpose is to have more programers 
put this feature in future games on disk. I must credit the 
article in the April 1982 issue of Creative Computing called 
"Using Disks with Atari BASIC" by Johnson and Humjphrey for 
stimulating my interest. 

As an example. I have made a program which can be merged 
with the very popular Stan Ocker's CHICKEN game. The exact 
changes will vary from game to game, you will have to adapt 
the program as required, but that's most of the fun anyway! 

I have incorporated a way to keep the high score, generate 
a sound indicating a new high, and a way to return the high 
score to 0 using a code. 

HHS is the high score on the disk 
SCORE is a variable for the game score 
HIGH is a variable for the high score 
XX is a delay loop for the sound 

Line 250-Brings high score on disk into program at the start 
Line 719-Compares score with disk high score, if we have 

set new high we will go into suroutine 
Line 731-If you hold down OPTION. SELECT and START at 

the same time right after "CHICKEN'S DEAD" and hold down 
until "press fire button" appears, you will reset high score on 
disk to zero. 

Line 920-End of game, returns to 719 to make comparisons 
of scores. 

Line 9000, 9010-Opening of file to obtain high score on disk. 
-Line 9020-Compare scores 
Line 9040.9050- Write new high score to disk 
Line 9060-9080-New high music 
Line 9200. 9210-Writes zero score to disk and removes 

previous score. 

You must also establish a file on the disk for keeping this 
data, the file' used in this program is called 
"Dr.CHICKEN.DAT. To do this, type the following with your 
disk inserted, use direct mode so line numbers are not needed* 

OPEN #7^,0,"Dl*.CHICKEN.DAT" 

then press RETURN and type* 

INPUT #7,0’.CLOSE #7 

then press RETURN. 

If you look at your DOA menu, the file should be there. 

249 REM CHICKEN DRESSING by Hank Hirschfeld 
250 GOSUB 9000 
719 IF SCORED HHS THEN GOSUB 9040 
731 IF PEEK (53279)=0 THEN GOSUB 9200 
920 GOTO 719 
9000 OPEN #7,4,0 ,"D 1 JCHICKEN.DAT" 
9010 INPUT #7 ,HHS»HIGH=HHS 
9020 IF HHS>SCQRE THEN GOTO 9100 
QMrt rt nc?F *7 

9040 OPEN #7,8,0,"DliCHICKEN.DAT" 
9050 ? #7 ;sc ORE :hhs=sc ORE 
9060 XX=0 
9070 SOUND 3,200-XX,10,S:XX=XX+i:iF XX=200 THEN GOTO 
9100 
9080 GOTO 9070 
9100 CLOSE #7’.RETURN 
9200 OPEN #7,8,0,"D1JCHICKEN.DAT" 
9210 ? #7;0*.CLOSE #7*RETURN 

I leave it up to others to incorporate listing more than one 
high score and allowing the insertion of the initials of the 
players with high scores. 

PICTURE THIS! 
review by Ruth Ellsworth 

David D. Thornburg is the author of this cleverly written 
introduction to computer graphics. As stated by the author, 
the book is for kids of all ages, and the text is presented with 
a rare sense of humor that holds the interest of the young and 
old alike. The illustrations are simple, and the text clear, yet 
a spirit of excitement and discovery is sustained throughout. 

PICTURE THIS! begins with the most basic instructions and 
takes the reader through the creation of simple pictures to 
simple games. Several geometric concepts are introducted 
using the discovery method of teaching, giving us the 
opportunity to "play detective" which the children found 
particularly delightful. They also were very excited about the 
way in which the author taught them how to draw simple 
pictures and then to move their creations across the screen. I 
was very impressed with the step by step method of 
instruction used, and the way that the author taught by 
example the annotation of programs (see the demonstration 
PILOT program). It greatly increased the childrens' ability to 
write their own programming because they could review their 
own programs and see what they had done and why. 

We encountered only three problems in the entire book 
which I list here in what we considered their increasing degree 
of difficulty caused by the problem. There were several 
printing errors which misplaced pictures in relation to the 
text. The author failed to teach the kids that a program begun 
in AUTO could be continued simply by typing AUTO followed by 
the number with which they'wished to restart the program. 
Repeated use of the system reset key is encouraged which is 
poor programming technique and quickly becomes a bad habit. 

I used this text on my own kids and borrowed sundry 
friends. It was our conclusion that this book is a definite 
MUST for anyone owning the Atari PILOT program. I would 
further suggest that it be used as the first introduction to 
PILOT for either children or adults, followed by the PILOT 
student manual which is adaptable enough to be used as a 
second text, 

HARDWARE 
The circuit diagram was sent to me from one of our many 

Australian members. I could not call him to ask questions! If 
one of you brave souls could make it, let me know of your 
experiences, etc. Would really appreciate a printed circuit 
diagram that I could put in the Newsletter for all. Maybe 
someone could even make a kit and sell to members for a 
nominal price. 

list: 

Misc. 
1 x IC LM324N Quad OP AMP 
4 x Silicon Diodes, Low power 

Resistors (Ohms) 
1 x 820 
2 x Ik 
3 x 4.7k 
1 x 5.6k 
1 x 7.5k 
1 x 10k 
2 x 15k 
1 x56k 
1 x82k 
1 x 240k 
1 x 270k 

4 x 320pF 
1 x 47pF 
1 x InF 
2 x 4.7nF 
2 x 33nF 
2 x .OluF 

Other 
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1 x 5volt relay 
1 x jiffy box 



Cassette Recorder Interface For- the AtreLr-i 

400/800 Computer 

by Denis Biddle* Australia 

Ofo^ex. faeo*At*» 
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C«wWa*^d Ah£» OujoPf er CAJJr^r «ct<yi ^Tio^aO. - 8 Motor control of cassette and 
+5 volts for external 

5 Data output, conect directly 
to record in of cassette. 
Adjust record level for no 
distortion 

3 Data input, connect to the 
decoder 

11 Audio input, the left channel 
of your recorder. 

NOTE 

Do not connect the ground of the computer to the ground of the 
recorder 

Use shielded wire to interconnect between computer and 
recorder 

There are 5 wires going to the cassette recorder, 2 for motor, 
1 for Audio, 1 for right channel record, and 1 for replay 
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STRUCTURE I3SI BASIC 
By Kirt E. STockwell 

Ahh Yess# the Venerable Control Break# my wife had one 
just before they took her away.****** 

As you looked at the mock listings in the last structure 
article, you probably asked yourself (you didn't ?? ) what 
happens when the first record is read in# since the first record 
read in CAN NOT match the OLD record. What is required 
here is to make provisions for the first record to be dealt 
with on the lowest control break level. In last months article# 
that would be the DISTRICT processing# which simply 
processes a single record* A simple method of accomplishing 
this is to do the reading and testing for control breaks in a 
loop , which will access all needed modules. The INITIAL read 
will be outside of the loop# as will the call to the lowest level 
of the control break modules. Note that in virtually ANY 
control break program# there should be an INITIAL READ that 
is performed OUTSIDE of the main processing loop. This 
simplifies the problem of how to handle the first record. 

Another consideration is whether you are printing or 
displaying output; Many of the programs we write at the 
college have no visual output# but simply read records and 
process them accordingly# building 1 or more NEW files from 
the information contained in the original file. These programs 
present problems of their own# but do avoid the problem of 
how to handle visual output. 

' When printing the results of a control break program on 
paper# it is almost always required that there be several 
headings# error messages# headings for totals# and# of course# 
the data line itself. All of this output takes a lot of setting 

•up. but also complicates the program. You also have to look 
out for little details like *. Don't let the print run off the 
bottom of the page. Don't change pages in the middle of your 
smallest unit of control break. Be sure to put a heading at 
the top of each page# as well as a page number. If using a 
video terminal# don't print more lines at one time than the 
screen can hold. Pause ( or wait for input ) before printing 

more. 

All of these considerations can complicate the program# BUT 
need not be too troublesome if you remember to write the 
entire program in modules. Above all else# that is the key 
consideration in STRUCTURED programming# and is essential 
in control break programs. Now. look at the mock listing in 
last months issue# and use it as a basis for writing a control 
break program. Then, if you can do that# start adding frills# 
like headings# fancy output and whatever. If you keep things 

structured properly# you should have no trouble. 

What happens, though# when you run out of records to read 
?? Well# on the ATARI, you get an ERROR condition# which 
normally would blow the program up. But we need to learn how 
to deal with that, as the last record is an important trigger# 
as it is used to break out of the work loop. Once out of the 
loop# we can access the FINAL-TOTALS routine# which will 
then process the last record stored in the OLD RECORD area. 
We can then drop through to the close-out routine# which will 
close the files and take care of any minor details. 

Remember that the INITIAL READ and PROCESS , the call to 
the FINAL-TOTALS, and the call to the CLOSE-OUT ROUTINE 
should be in the MAIN-BODY. Everything else should be in 
modules. As a rule# the smaller the better, but don't get 

crazy. 

Ponder on these things# my children and come back next 

month. Bye ! 

IRAltfIDOM ACCESS 
PROCESSING 

by Kirt E. Stockwell 

PART 2 

Now that we know what a key file is and what it does# we 
need to learn how to build one. It should be stressed# at this 
point# that it is very difficult t* build or use a KEY file 
without using modular programming# which we have discussed 

in the STRUCTURE articles. 

The program should execute the module that loads each 
record. This module should prompt for the input for EACH 
field in the record# and ideally should be trapped for 
erroneous input# Upon returning from this module# the 
program should access the module which will extract the key 
information from the record and then write the record to the 

disk. 

The crucial command in this module is the NOTE instruction. 

If you wish# you can use variables called SECTOR and BYTE* 
It may also be a good idea to use STRING variables called 
SECTORS and BYTES, This will facilitate processing and 
lessen the possibility of confusion when writing the program. 
The tricky part of the NOTE command is that it must 
IMMEDIATELY PROCEED the writing of the record to disk. 

When the NOTE instruction is used before the write to disk# 
tie atjpmputer will place the values for the SECTOR and 
BYTE# that identify the begining point of the record# in the 
variables SECTOR and BYTE. It is from here that the 
KEY-FILE RECORD is built. As mentioned in the previous 
article# the values in SECTOR and BYTE are numeric, and will 

need to be converted to strings using the STR* function. LET 
me emphasize at this point that# if you want this to work# you 
MUST first load the entire KEYS string (however large it is ) 
with blanks# or you will get some truly incredible results when 
you attempt to convert back to numeric (which is required to 
use the POINT command)♦ When the conversions are 
completed# the sector and byte strings must be inserted in the 
appropriate places in the KEY RECORD# When this is done# 
the KEY DATA# (name and room number# For instance) must be 
extracted from the rqcord just written to disk# This 
information dlso needs to be inserted in the KEY RECORD. 

You will notice that the KEY RECORD need not be written 
to disk immediately, as it is in the form of one LARGE string# 
and there is room in memory for it in its entirety# You can 
write each record of the KEY FILE to disk as it is loaded if 
you desire# but unless your electrical power is unreliable# this 
is a waste of machine time and will run the disk drive 
needle sly. On the other hand# you MUST be sure to write the 
KEY FILE to disk before powering down or clearing memory# 
or all of your work will ha*e been in vain. 

The sequence of events as I prefer them is as follows. 

LOAD RECORD (in subroutine) 
EXECUTE 'NOTE' COMMAND 
WRITE RECORD TO DISK 
CONVERT SECTOR TO STRING 
CONVERT BYTE TO STRING 
STORE SECTOR# BYTE IN KEY* 
EXTRACT KEYS FROM DATA 
(such as NAME and UNIT) 
STORE KEYS IN KEY* 
LOOP BACK TO LOAD NEXT RECORD 

Of course# this is just a basic outline# and will have to be 
worked into the framework of the program you want to write. 
Some of the program considerations you will have to examine 
areJ Will all data be entered at one time ? Will KEYS or 
RECORD NUMBER be used to UPDATE or EDIT a record ? Is 
anyone going to use the program or the files created by it 
other than yourself ? 
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Let's look at the NOTE command as it would be used in the 
program. In this example? I use the PUT and a loop to write 
the record to the disk, because the ATARI DOS limits string 
length in DISK I/O to a smaller figure than the siie (300 
bytes) of the strings that are my records. ( also, it eliminates 
the complications that can arise from mixing strings and 
variables in a disk record.) 

1000 NOTE#l, SECTOR, BYTE 
1010 FOR L=1 TO 300 
1020 X=ASC(DATA$(L,L)) 
1030 PUT #i,x; 
1040 SECTOR$=STR$(SECTOR) 
1050 BYTE $=STR$ (BYTE) 
1060 Z=REC ORDNUMBER*30 
1070 KEY$(Z+25»Z+27)=SECTOR$ 
1080 KEY$<Z+28»Z+30)=BYTE$ 
1090 NAME$=DATA$(1,20) 
1100 UNIT$=DATA$<21,24) 
1110 KEY$(Z+1 ,Z+20)=NAME$ 
1120 KEY$(Z+21 ,Z+24)=UNIT$ 
1130 RETURN 

One last detail! The NOTE must identify the same IOCB as 
the PUT or PRINT command (whichever you use). If you don't 
know what an IOCB is, dig out your DISK OPERATING 
SYSTEM REFERENCE MANUAL and poke around. 

Do you have your copy of DE RE ATARI YET ??? If not, why 

More for you good people next month. 

THE FORTH ACE 
by Charles Andrews, Springfield, OR 

Here it is again, that strange animal called FORTH. You 
know, it's only strange if you havn't tried learning it yet. I 
hope none of you skipped over last months column, or this 
months. It's for everyone, including those of you without 
FORTH yet. Perhaps some of you are simply waiting for a 
reason to get FORTH. 

HOW ABOUT A FREE DISK SPEED CHECKER ? 

It's a good one too! Double-precision, with a rounded 
result, that's quite accurate. So instead of buying that $30.00 
program with a cute graph. Go pick up fig-FORTH from your 
dealer ( $39.95 for APX program )♦ It's still incredible to me 
to get another complete language and operating system, with 
so much power, for such a bargain. 

I want to thank and give credit to the BAY AREA ATARI 
USER GROUP, which published the essence of this program in 
their April issue. I only made slight changes to improve the 
accuracy and to demonstrate the readability of FORTH 
programs. 

I don't want to bog any of you down with details of FORTH 
syntax, but here are a few of the major points. 

FORTH defines new programs by starting with a colon. 

The first word listed after the colon "V* is the name of the 
new function. 

There must be a space separating all words. ( Even the ! is a 
word ) 

All words that follow in the definition are now performed by 
the single function name. 

The definition is finished with a semi-colon. 

Example 
! name built from other words ! 

By choosing descriptive names for the functions your program 
can be very readable. 

Comments should be added for program readability and 
documentation. Comments appear between parentheses. 
Comments are completely ignored by the computer and DO NOT 
take any RAM. 

Comment 

( anything for HUMAN understanding ) 

This brings uS to our program. FORTH comes with a disk 
screen editor which is most efficient for writting your 
programs. The scorce code, which can be very readable, is 
sa.ed on disk including comments and documentation. 
Corrections or changes can be easily maae. You then LOAD 
the disk screens. Then the program is completely compiled into 
memory and available at any time by name. 
Example! RPM <Return> 

The comments are ignored when compiled and the proqram 
can remain in memory taking very little space. This program 
uses 263 bytes of RAM. To save typing you only need to 
include the comments you want. Here is my example to you of a 
readable program. The numbers on the side of the screens are 
not line numbers. FORTH doesn't use any. They are simply 
editor ID numbers for the disk screens. 

SCR # 30 

0 ( RPM DISK SPEED CHECKER ) 
1 

2 ( PROGRAM FROM ) 
3 ( BAY AREA ATARI USER GROUP ) 
4 (SAN JOSE, CA 95117) 
5 ( APRIL 82 NEWSLETTER ) 
6 ( BY Alan Griesemer & Steve Bradshaw ) 
7 

8 ( ARTICLE AND PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS ) 
9 < BY Charles Andrews, Spnnqfield, OR ) 

10 (FOR! THE FORTH ACE) ' 

11 ( MAY 82 ATARI COMPUTER ENTHUSIASTS NEWSLETTER ) 
12 ( 3662 VINE MAPLE DR. EUGENE, OR 97405 ) 
14—> ( LOAD NEXT SCREEN ) 
15 

SCR # 31 
0(RPM) BASE @ DECIMAL 
1 ( RETAIN PREVIOUS BASE & COMPILE FROM DECIMAL ) 
2 
3 20 CONSTANT RTCLOCK 
4 ( LOCATION OF ATARI OS CLOCK ) 
5 
6 : CURSOR-OFF 0 755 C! } 
7 ! CURSOR-ON 2 755 C! ! 
8 : PAGE 125 EMIT J ( CLEAR SCREEN ) 
9 
10 J DISPLAY ( LOCATION & OUTPUT ) 
11 10 ( ROWCRS ) 84 C! J 
12 6 ( COLCRS ) 85 ! J 
13 .w RPM = “ . ( PRINT ) J 
14 

15 —> 

SCR # 32 
0 ( RPM - CONT ) 
1 
2 : COMPUTE ( RPM OF 16 DISK READS ) 
3 57600 0 ( DOUBLE-PRECISION NUMERATOR ) 
4 RTCLOCK CQ (DENOMINATOR) 
5 U/ ( DOUBLE-PRECISION DIVIDE ) 
6 >R ( REMOVE INTEGER RESULT ) 
7 100 > ( TEST REMAINDER ) 
8 IF 1 ( ROUND UP ) 
9 ELSE 0 ( NO CHANGE ) 
10 THEN R> ( RETURN RESULT ) 
11 + ( SUM ROUNDED RESULT ) 
12 
13 ! READ-SECTOR ( READ SECTOR 320 ) 
14 PAD 320 1 R/W ! 
15 —> 

SCR # 33 
0 < RPM - CONT ) 
1 ! RPM ( THIS IS THE PROGRAM ) 
2 BASE @ DECIMAL 
3 ( RETAIN CURRENT BASE & OUTPUT IN DECIMAL ) 
4 CURSOR-OFF PAGE 
5 BEGIN ^TERMINAL 0= WHILE 



6 ( REPEAT AS LONG AS FLAG = 0 ) 
7 READ-SECTOR ( TO SEEK HEAD ) 
8 0 RTCLOCKC! ( RESET TIMER ) 
9 16 0 DO READ-SECTOR LOOP 

10 ( READ DISK SECTOR 16 TIMES ) 
11 COMPUTE DISPLAY 
12 REPEAT ( TEST FLAG THEN REPEAT IF TRUE ) V/ 
13 CURSOR-ON BASE ! \ 
14 ( RESTORE CURSOR & PREVIOUS BASE END ) 
15 —> 

SCR #34 
0 ( EXECUTE RPM & INSTRUCTIONS ) * , ( 

I s j j f f ? 
21 DELAY 32000 0 DO LOOP *, ( 4 SECONDS ) 
3 
4 PAGE COMPILING COMPLETE * CR CR 
5 ." RPM WILL RUN AUTOMATICALLY * CR . . 
6 ." HIT ANY KEY TO STOP PROGRAM ’?CR * f \ \ jf 
7 OK * DELAY * • ' ; f f 
8 ; 1 

~ 9 RPM 
10 
II BASE ! FORGET DELAY IS 
12 ( RESTORE THE BASE THAT EXISTED PRIOR TO 
COMPILING ) 
13 
14 ( RPM IS NOW IN YOUR VLIST & WILL RUN ANYTIME ) 
15 ( ENTER RPM <Retum> ) 

Call or write anytime — Enjoy 

— Charles Andrews — 
P*0* Box 1613, Eugene, OR 97440 

phone (503) 747-9892 

-Not as fancy as Tony Dobre's excellent "Tachmaster" 
available from Swifty, but it seems to work well-ed* 

SEE RUTH GIVE A 
DEMONSTRATION OF PILOT 
AT OUR NEXT MEETING INI 
MAY!! 

Atari Computer Enthusiasts 

A.C.E. is an independent computer club and user's group with no connection to the 
Atari Conpany, a division of Hamer Communication Company. He are a group 
interested in education our nepers in the use of the Atari Computer and in giving 
the latest Hews, Reviews and Runors* 

All ourd articles » review s and 
p r og r a m s c o m e from you, our 
members* 

Our leadership is world-wide in scope, nenbership fees include the A*C«E* 
newsletter, published about $18 a year. Dues are $18 a year for U*S*, and $28 a 
year Overseas Airnail* 

President-Kirt Stockwell, 1818 Harris #139, Eugene, Or 97483 503-686-2478 

Secretary-Charles Andrews, P06 1613, Eugene, Or 974401613 503-747-9892 

Librarian-Chuck and Jody Ross, 2222 Irorwood, Eugene, OR 97401 503-343-5545 

Editors -hike Dunn, 3662 Vine haple Dr., Eugene, Or 97585 583-344-6193 
-Jin Bunpas, 1405 H. 26th Ave, Eugene, Or 97481 583-484-9925 

Send & SASE to the Ross' for tr hie? 
new, updated ACE Library List!! 

Best: o*F ACE-1981, strill available, 
Disk or- Tape, ^8! 
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There are a few errors I found in the schematic for the cassette 
interface. The unmarked resistor between the two 820 pF caps and op 
amp pin 2 is 240K. In the same position off pin 6 is an 330k resistor. 
Following the diode connected to pin 1 and pin 7 is a 15k resistor. 
Anyone have one working yet? 

In the RPM article in FORTH, there are two errors in the 
definition of the FORTH words, one definition has an extra **." and 
one has it left out. See if you can find it! 



EX-YIMG HIGH WITH ATARI 
PILOT 

By Ruth Ellsworth 

Programming and education; kids and computers go 
together* but until Atari PILOT with "Turtle" Graphics arrived 
at our home it was not always a successful combination* 

We purchased our computer with the idea that we would use 
it as an educational enrichment tool* and as a means to 
introduce our children to computer language* We soon found 
that BASIC was a little harder than we had thought it would 
be* and was not suitable for our younger children* We also 
discovered that the educational software we needed and 
wanted was either unavailable or available only at prices that 
blew both our minds and our budget* 

Having a bad case of "little red henitis*" I began the task 
of trying to put the curriculum we desired into BASIC* It 
turned out to be a time consuming job for one whose interest in 
math never extended beyond the boy across the row in algebra 
class some years ago, and who is frequently interrupted by 
children of all sizes* I must admit that I was making slow 
progress until PILOT came along* 

The documentation that comes with the Atari PILOT 
package is excellent and it soon became apparent that this 
language had been written by and for educators* Atari PILOT 
makes it possible for even a beginning programmer like myself 
to easily "translate" any standard teacher's edition of 
insturctional material into an individualized learning package* 

I find the ability to write my own educational programs 
preferable to purchasing those made elsewhere unless I can 
alter them to suit our needs* The major advantage to being able 
to create our own educational software is that I can tailor the 
curriculum to meet the neees of each particular child* I have 
the option of taking the information from numerous sources 
and presenting it at the level and speed which fits each one* 
and the children really respond to the personalized 
encouragement by name and interest written into a program 
that is obviously specifically theirs* 

The commands used in PILOT are easy to use and remember* 
I found the Match* Match Jump* Use If Yes* and Use If No 
particularly useful in programming curriculum* I had never 
stopped to realize before I began programming in PILOT that 
most educational curriculum from math time tests to the SAT 
use the simple approach of presenting information and then 
requiring students to match the desired answer* Once I came 
to that obvious conclusion the way the PILOT adapts to 
curriculum became apparent* 

The TRACE.ON and TRACE.OFF options which allow one to 
follow the program during operation in order to locate any bugs 
are really nice and greatly add to the ease in which 
programming can be accomplished with PILOT* I also found the 
the AUTO numbering* and the REN (renumbering) options very 
useful and time saving* 

"Turtle" Graphics are not only fun* but very fast* The 
oversized text modes used in the "slide show" on the demo 
tapes seem to be connected to the graphics* They not only add 
a colorful and easily read touch to programming* but are 
especially adaptable to such educational uses as spelling* and 
math speed drills* The sample program which I am including at 
the end of this review demonstrates the two modes available 
and the color options. C*QB1373=16 gives a split screen 
allowing the use of the usual commands in PILOT* CJQB1374=2 
sets the oversize mode (either 1 or 2)* Read and Write 
commands must be used to place oversized text on the screen* 
I have found it easiest to think of the screen in the oversize 
text modes as a slide* it does not scroll* and therefore* the 
Esc* Clear command must be used frequently to avoid error 
messages* The simple program I am using to demonstrate can 
be made to run very fast* in fact the PA commands are used 
specifically to slow it down* In a full screen oversize text 
mode this little math program will run as fast as you can input 
the answers without the PA commands and *YES module* 

Atari PILOT is not only perfectly suited to educational 
programming, but it is an excellent introduction to 
programming for young children* The student manual is 
extensively illustrated by clever cartoon like pictures* and 
contains a list and short disaription of all the commands in the 
Table of Contents* Our middle boys were delighted with it. By 
the end of our first session they were writing clever little 
programs using the Type* Accept, and Match commands. They 
found "Turtle" Graphics easy enough to understand and were 
soon able to make simple pictures to add to their programs* 

Programming in PILOT has been a pleasant experience for 
our whole family* It has encouraged our children to experiment 
with programming and to use our computer as n.'vre than a game 

machine* I am especially delighted with PILOT as a first 
computer language because if encourages modular programming 
which I believe to be good technique and which the younger 
boys did not seem to grasp as they struggled with BASIC. 

In short* I found Atari PILOT to be an adaptable* easily 
learned language including powerfull options* such as the 
ability to accept machine language programs* which I* as a 
beginning programmer* do not understand* I believe that 
PILOT opens the door to the use of the computer as an 
educational tool not only by educators* but by parents* and I 
believe that there are many families looking for this type of 
program and educational enrichment for their children* I would 
encourage anyone to take off with Atari PILOT, it really gets 
programming off the ground! 

PILOT IDEMO PROGRAM 
10 RSIMFLE MULTIPLICATION PROGRAM 
20 R«by Ruth Ellsworth 
30 R.ACE NEWSLETTER 
40 RS662 VINE MAPLE DR* 
50 RJEUGENE* OREGON 97405 
60 RtREMOVE *YES AND PAUSES TO INCREASE 
70 RSPEED OF PROGRAM 
80 C5#N*0 Unitialize # of problems to 0 
90 C**#R=0 Unitialize # right to 0 
100 ^MULTIPLY Uabel for main module 
110 C:*N=#N+1 I compute total * of problems 
120 C:#I*?\13 [generate random # I 
130 C:*J»?\13 tgenerate random #J 
140 CtQB1373«i6 [split screen with text window 
150 CiQB1374*2 [oversize text mode 2 
160 WRITE’S*#!*#Js [write problem in oversize text on 
screen-color yellow 
170 C:#X=#I*#J [compute *I*#J 
180 READJK,*Y [read variable $Y from keyboard to buffer (it 
can be a number) 
190 M»#X [test match *Y to #X 
200 JY.*YES [jump to module *YES line 280 if IY matches #X 
210 MSS [test match $Y to S to stop program 
220 JYt*COUNTER [jump to module *COUNTER line 380 if $Y 
matches S 
230 WRITES*} [dear screen 
240 WRITES »#I*#J=#X [writes correct answer on the screen 
in oversize text-color yellow-if modules *YES and *COUNTER 
were not used 
250 PAJ90 [pause so that correct answer can be studied 
260 WRITES*} [dear screen 
270 J1*MULTIFLY [return to main module line 100 for next 
problem 
280 *YES [module for correct answer (see line 190) 
290 WRITES*} [dear screen so problem does not appear twice 
300 WRITEJS*#I*#J=#X [reinforce correct answer given, 
oversize text-yellow 
310 WRITE»S,horray for david [inverse small letters-writes 
oversize text-color red .personalized encouragement 
320 WRITE*S,you did it! [inverse small letters writes 
oversize text-color red, more encouragement 
330 PASO [pause so reinforcement and encouragement may be 
read 
340 WRITES,} [dear screen 
350 C:#R=#R+1 [compute total correct answers 
360 J**MULTIFLY [return to main module line 100 for next 
problem 
370 E« [end *YES module 
380 *CGUNTER [module to output progress (see line 220) 
390 WRITES,} [dear screen 
400 WRITES,*N [writes #problems given to screen in 
oversize text-color yellow 
410 WRITES,PROBLEMS [writes the word problems in 
oversize text-color yellow 
420 WRITES,*R [writes the #correct to screen in oversize 
text-color yellow 
430 WRITES,RIGHT [write the word right in oversize 
text-color yellow 
440 PA.120 [pause so progress can be read 
450 WRITES*} [dear screen 
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460 WRITEiS,WOULD YOU LIKE C writes inverse capital 
letters oversize text-color blue 
470 WRITE'.S,TO CONTINUE? [writes inverse capital 
letters-color blue 
480 READ*K,$C [reads $C from keyboard to buffer-the 
continue option 
490 MS1Y,QK, O.K., SURE, ALRIGHT [match string $C to 
continue count 
500 WRITEtS,} [dear screen 
510 JY.*MULTIPLY [jump to main module line 100 if $C 
matches 
520 WRITEiS,would you like [writes oversize text-color green 
530 WRITE*S,to start over? [writes oversize text-color 
green, new count option 
540 READ»K,$0 Ereads $0 from keyboard to buffer 
550 MS1Y,OK,O.K«,SURE,ALRIGHT [match $Q for instructions 
to start over 
560 JYJ*OVER [jump to module *OVER if $0 matches 
570 JN.*STQF [jump to module *STOP if $0 does not match 
580 *OVER ![(nodule to begin new count (see line 560) 
590 WRITER,} [dear screen 
600 WRITE.S,type run [inverse small letters writes oversize 
text-color red 
610 PA160 [pause so instruction to start over can be read 
620 E* [end program 
630 *STOF [module to stop run 
640 WRITERS,} [dear screen 
650 WRITE'S,GOODBYE, [writes oversize text to 
screen-color yellow 
660 WRITERS, [leaves a blank line 
670 WRITElS,COME AGAIN! [writes oversize text to 
screen-color yellow 
680 E* [end run 

♦ ♦♦OF INTEREST 

Turtle News, the newsletter of the Young Peoples LOGO 
Assodation (1208 Hillsdale Dr., Richardson, TX 75081) now 
includes programs for Atari PILOT, BASIC and Turtle 
Graphics. (Kids free, Adults $25 year). 

Closing the Gao, Microcomputers for the Handicapped, is a 
new publication that sounds great if this is your interest. 
(Route 2 Box 39, Henderson, MN 56044, $15 year). 

Mosaic (POB 708, Oregon City, OR 97045) has two new 
products. The Mosaic Adapter ($60) allows you to take two of 
your 16K memory boards and make it one 32K board to free up 
the third slot, and the Expander ($120) allows you to take one 
16K board and expand it to a 32K board-especially useful in 
upgrading a 16K Atari 400 so you don't need to throw away 
your original memory board. 

Synapse (820 Coventry Road, Kensington, CA 94707) has 
announced their upgraded FileManager 800 with Math functions 
and compatablity with Axlon's 128K RamDisk memory board. 
We have ordered a RamDisk and plan on reviewing it for the 
next issue. We have also received the new, very powerful 
DataPerfect from LJK and it is under review. If we get the 
new FileManager in time, we well review both!! 

The University of Oregon Education Department is having 
its 3rd Annual Summer Conference in Eugene, The Computer? An 
Extension of the Human Mind ($95). Details writel'82 Summer 
Conference, Jude Ridge, U. of O., Eugene, OR 97402 
(503)686-3405. If you come, give us a ring! 

PROGRAM FFOTECTOR 
BY JOHN WILEY 

MICROBITS 
434 W 1ST 

ALBANY,OR 97321 
(503)967-9075 

Suppose that you have just developed some formula that will 
allow you to do fantastic games in BASIC. You want to be able 
to market your games, but do not want the competition to find 
out you secret formula. What do you do? 

The easiest way to make your program hard to read is to 
change all the variables to the same name. This is simple to do 
because all the variable names are stored in a variable name 
table (VNT) in RAM. All we have to do is change what is in the 
table and the next time the program is listed, all the variables 
are changed. The starting address of the table is pointed to by 
VNTP (130,131 Decimal) and the end of the table is pointed to 
by VNTD (132,133 Decimal). What I did was change every 
character in the VNT to a linefeed character. Then when the 
program is listed, it only does a linefeed every time it used to 
print the variable name. 

The second part of the program is to demonstrate another 
feature of how BASIC works. This feature deletes BASIC 
statements with linenumbers larger than 32512. If our variable 
changer program is numbered larger than 32512 then it will 
delete itself from memory when done.This way, only the 
protected program is left and all you have to do is SAVE it. 

The beginning of your program in RAM is pointed to by 
STMTAB (136,137 Decimal). The first two bytes in a statement 
are its linenumber (low byte first, high byte second? 
linenumber* 256* 2nd Byte + 1st Byte). The byte after the 
linenumber tells how many bytes long that statement is in 
memory. By adding this number to the current position, we are 
now pointing at the next statement linenumber. My routine 
checks through the program in memory until it finds a 
linenumber larger than 32512 ( high byte* 127). It then changes 
the 127 to a 128, which makes that linenumber greater than 
32768 (128*256). When BASIC gets to a linenumber larger than 
32768 it assumes that that is the end of the program. Now, 
when the program is LISTed or RUN, BASIC doesn't know about 
the statements that resided above 32512', effectively deleting 
that portion of the program. ■* 

Lines 32600-32640 Change the variable table, 
Lines 32700-32730 Delete this routine. 

To use this routine, I would type it in and LIST it out on tape 
or disk. Then when you have the program to protect in memory, 
all you do is ENTER this routine into memory along with the 
program and type GOTO 32600. Now you just SAVE or LIST 
your to tape or disk and it can be LOADed or ENTERed into the 
computer. 

32600 ST ART=FEEK(130)+256*FEEK( 131) 
32610 VEND=FEEK(132)+256*FEEK(133) 
32620 FOR X=START TO VEND 
32630 POKE X,155 
32640 NEXT X 
32700 X=FEEK(136)+256*FEEK( 137) 
32710 X=X+1 
32720 IF FEEK(X)>126 THEN POKE X,128:END 
32730 X=X+FEEK(X+l).GQTO 32720 

O"une Meeting 

Meetings are always on the 2nd Weds night at 7130. The 
next meeting will be at the Northwest Natural Gas Building on 
Goodpasture Island Road next to K-Mart. It is off Delta 
Highway one Exit from Eugene past Valley River Center. See 
the Axlon 128K RAMDISK in action, Bill Wilkinson of O.S.S. 
new book on the Atari DOS (we bought several copies for sale), 
and anything else that is new. 

-Mike Dunn 
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EFROM PROGRAMMERS 

by 
Ed Chastain 

This article discusses several aspects which should be 
considered in purchasing , building, and/or using EPROM 
programmers with the ATARI Personal Computer System (PCS)* 
An EPROM (Erasable programmable Read Only Memory) is a 
special memory device which retains the information (data or 
programs) stored in it* It is similar to the ROM's (Read Only 
Memory) ATARI uses in their game and other cartridge 
programs* An EPROM has an advantage over a ROM! It can be 
erased and reprogrammed, if necessary* 

Why are we interested in them? Well, like game cartridges 
they are very easy to use with the ATARI PCS. After it is 
programmed and placed in a cartridge, just plug it in, and turn 
the power on* Also, for dedicated tasks and other specialized 
applications they are very useful* For example, if you are 
interested in microcomputers as a hobby* In building 
microprocessor based systems for home use, you may require 
the use of EPROM's to control the microprocessor* There are 
many home applications for which microprocesssr based 
systems can be used, such as! burglar/fire alarms, 
temperature control, lighting, watering lawns and plants, 
feeding the fish, and probably anything else you can think of* 

There are two basic types of EPROM programmers* the 
"stand alone" or "intelligent" version} and the "unintelligent" 
version* The intelligent version has a built in microprocessor 
and is capable of programming EPROM's on its own. The 
unintelligent version requires control from an external device, 
such as a microcomputer* The unintelligent version is the topic 
of this article* This second type offers the advantage of using 
the microcomputer to save the information until it's in a final 
form to be stored in the EPROM* 

There are several other important features which should be 
considered in selecting an EPROM programmer. First, how 
does it connect to the ATARI PCS? There are a variety of 
ways to connect an EPROM programmer to the ATARI PCS, such 
as* the front jacks} RS-232 via the interface module} serial 
I/O port} RAM slot} and internal connections inside the ATARI 
case* Which of these is best? It depends upon your particular 
needs and how your system is arranged* 

These five connection possibilities have a variety of 
advantages and accompanying disadvantages* Currently, there 
are no EPROM programmers available using all of these 
techniques* Perhaps in the near future all will be available* 
However, I do not recommend anyone with little knowledge of 
digital electronic^ purchase a kit which requires the purchaser 
to make connections inside the case of the ATARI PCS. This 
not only voids ydur ATARI warranty, but you may seriously 
damage your ATARI PCS* 

The simplest EPROM programmer to build or operate is 
probably one which utilizes the front jacks of the ATARI'S PIA 
(Peripheral Interface Adapter) chip* So, if the EPROM 
programmer you are looking at requires 16 or less I/O lines, 
then this is a good connection technique. 

After you have determined whether or not a given EPROM 
programmer will work with the ATARI, next find out what it 
will cost* The prices I've seen run from $25 (for a bare circuit 
board, no parts) to several hundred dollars for a factory 
assembled and tested one* However, I do expect to see the 
prices fall as new manufacturers enter the market* 

Another important question is, what do you get for your 
dollars? Does the EPROM programmer you are considering 
come with everything you need, or are you required to purchase 
additional hardware or software? Often connectors, cables, 
and power supplies are not provided with the EPROM 
programmer and you may be required to spend an additional $50 
or so just to get it to work with your microcomputer* Besides 
the hardware aspects of getting a system going, you should 
also consider software requirements* Is the necessary 
software required to operate the EPROM programmer provided, 
or are you required to develop it yourself? This could be quite 
a task, unless you are an experienced programmer and 
understand what needs to be done* 

you have all the information you need to know, especially if 
you are unfamiliar with programming EPROM's. 

Often you can save money if you are willing to assemble a 
kit, rather than purchasing an assembled one* However, it is 
important you have some knowledge of soldering, polarity of 
various components, special handling requirements for 
Integrated Circuits (IC's), and other considerations. If you 
assemble it incorrectly, you may damage some of the 
components of the kit. So, carefully consider your electronics 
expertise versus the increased cost of an assembled EPROM 
programmer* If you have the expertise and time, and you wish 
to save a few dollars, then a kit may be worth considering* 

Another aspect of EPROM programmers is which type of 
EPROM does it program* There are IK, 2K, 4K, and 8K byte 
EPROMs (K is times 1,000)* You will need to determine which 
size is best for your application* The 2516 or 2716 (2K) 
EPROM is probably the most commonly used* There are several 
others available, such as the 2708 (IK), and 2732 (4K) EPROM* 

So, before you purchase an EPROM programmer, ask 
yourself and the seller the following questions! 

1) How does it connect to the ATARI PCS? 

2) What does it cost? 

3) Does it come with all the parts and software you need to 
use it with the ATARI PCS (connectors, cables, power supply, 
etc*)? Or, are you going to need to purchase additional 
hardware or software to use it? 

4) Does it come with adequate documentation for use? 

5) Does it come as a kit you assemble, or is it factory 
assembled? 

6) Does it allow you to program only one type of EPROM? 
Or, can you program others, such as 2516, 2716, 2732, etc* 

Ask Mr.ATARI 

Dear Mr .ATARI, 
I recently bought an ATARI 800* But I heard about this 

new graphics chip called the GTIA* How do I know if I have it, 
and what is this chip? 
Sincerely, 
Steve Fisher 
San Mateo, CA 

Dear Steve, 
The GTIA is ATARI'S new graphics chip* It allows you to 

access three more modes called 9, 10, and 11* There is a 
simple way to test for this chip. Enter the following program* 
If the product after you "RUN" it is a blue line, you have 
GTIA. If it is a red line, it is CTIA. GTIA chips are the 
Television Interface Adapter Chips, this one is revision G or 
C* GTIA chips are available from any authorized service center 
far a nominal charge* 

00 REM GTIA TEST 
01 REM BLUE IS GTIA 
02 REM RED IS CTIA 
10 GR.8 
15 COLOR 1 
20 SE.2,0,0 
25 FOR X=50TO55 
30 FOR Y=0 TO 300 STEP 2 
40 PLOT X,Y 
50 NEXT YtNEXT X 
60 END 

Mr .ATARI 
Marc Russell Benioff 

Write To Mr .ATARI! 
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Another question which should be asked is! Does the 
EPROM programmer come with adequate documentation? It will 
not be of much value if you don't know how to use it* Make sure 

Marc Russell Benioff 
50 Warmwood Way 
Hillsborough, CA 



Atari Bulletin Boards 
ACE BB (503)343-4352 

Wash*D*C* (202)2768342 
M.A.C<.E (313)868—2064) 
Park Ave.(212)861-1212 
Microbits(503)967—9075 

Bulletin Board 

FLASH! 
New Bulletin Board System 

for ATARI owners* 

with lots of public domain software. 
(408) 942-6975 

6.00 pm to 8.00 am and all day weekends 

The ACE bulletin board has been a Beta test site for the 
Armudic Central Communicator* We now have the final version* 
it is now for sale and much improved from our original version. 
To see in action* call ACE in Eugene or ARMUDIC in 
Washington* D.C. When using it* please always use the same 
“handle** if you want replies. Any deviation will not flag your 
message for you to see. If you do not use the Board for 1 
minute* you will be disconnected* so* if you download and then 
send to your disk drive and it takes more than 1 minute to 
save* you will be cut off. The program below with the use of 
the seperator program will allow you to download several 
programs and then seperate them later. 

We would like to have a full time board* but need to buy a 
computer* etc.* to do so. We may make a “Best of 1982 1/2“ 
disk or tape as a money raiser to do so if their is enough 
interest* The new Anchor modem for $100 is available with a 
Atari connector* we have ordered one and if it works out ok 
will let you know. At the present time* I have only one disk 
drive* so our program selection is limited to the current 
programs in the newsletter. I have ordered a RamDisk* and 
when I get that working* will be able to offer more. Our board 
is up most nights from about 11PM PST to 3PM. If the phone 
rings more than once* it is not up!? 

NOW AVAILABLE*. 
THE 

ARMUDIC CENTRAL COMMUNICATOR: $99. 
AND THE 

ARMUDIC PERSONAL COMMUNICATOR! $79. 
• 

The ARMUDIC Central Communicatorfor the ATARI 
Computer is more than just a Bulletin Board* The Personal 
Communicator is not a Bulletin board at all! In addition to 
in-RAM user messages* which can be read or scanned in a 
variety of ways-- available only on the Central 
Communicator—both the Central and Personal Communicator 
have the following features. 

A* Users can download (receive) files of arbitrary length* 
including BASIC programs. Make selections from the Main 
Menu or a separate Download Menu* Users can either 
terminate or temporarily interrupt download at any time. 

B* Remote users can upload (send) programs or other files to 
ARMUDIC. ARMUDIC automatically puts these files on the 
Download Menu. 

C* If the local system includes a printer* remote users can 
send messages of arbitrary length to it. 

D» ARMUDIC maintains a user log* on either the disk or 
printer* recording each remote user and each Menu choice. 

E. ARMUDIC keeps the time and date on an internal real-time 
dock. After being set manually by SYSOP or automatically by 
an external hardware clock time and date are shown before 
each Main Menu display and are recorded on each user-to-user 
and SYSOP message and on each log entry. 

F. Any Main Menu option or Download Menu file can be 
restricted to those who have entered either the SYSOP- or 
club-level password. A remote user uploading a file can 
specify the level of availability desired for that file. 

G. Simple DATA statements control the title and Main Menu. 
A Main Menu option to transmit an information file can be 
added by entering one DATA statement line. This line contains 
everything needed by ARMUDIC for listing and control. A 
Download Menu file is made available merely by placing it on 
the correct disk with the correct file name extender. 

H. SYSOP may exercise ARMUDIC locally as though the local 
system were a remote terminal. During normal operation* 
transmissions by remote users are locally displayed on the 
ATARI screen* allowing SYSOP to monitor system use. 

I. ARMUDIC sends a “good-by" message and hangs up after 
waiting one minute with no response from a remote user. 
SYSOP local use* however* has no "time-out". 

J. SYSOP can “talk" to a remote user with the local keyboard 
and screen while the user is connected to ARMUDIC. SYSOP 
can also sign a remote user off at the end of the current Menu 
selection. 

Requires a 40K 800 or 400* at least one disk drive* an 850 
interface and the Hayes Smartmodem. See ARMUDIC in action! 
call (202) ARMUDIC (202-276-8342). 

To order, check or money order to! 
Frank L. Hub and 
1206 N. Stafford St. 
Arlington* VA 22201 

Brian's Arcade 

Last month was pretty slow. I was supposed to receive 
Frooger from Ken Williams of On-Line as well as P.C.H. and 
Canyon Climber from Dennis Wallin of Data-Soft Inc. but I 
didn't. I did get an early copy of Marc Benioff's new game The 
Nightmare, an arcade game from John Bell called Zardon and at 
the S.F. Faire I got a brand new joystick called The Video 
Command joystick from Ziaron International who makes Apple 
controllers. 

* 

Marc Benioff is not selling his games through John Beil at 
Crystalware any more* he is now selling his games through 
Automated Simulations (Epyx). Marc has also changed the 
names and improved his his earlier games. Forgotten Island 
has been changed to Vulcan Island. Quest for Power has been 
changed to King Arthur's Heir and The Crypt has been changed 
to The Crypt of the Undead. These games are all available 
from Epyx or Automated Simulations* and will be available in 
late July. 

Zardon is a new arcade game from U.F.O. Software(17120 
Monterey St. Morgan Hill* CA 95037). UFO Software is a new 
company formed by John and Patty Bell and features games by 
them. They now have two new games ouf.Zardon and the 
Haunted Palace. In Zardon you control a spaceship and you are 
trying to destroy the emerald in the heart of the Zardonian 
empire. The empire is guarded by very smart androids, highly 
explosive mines and extremely difficult barriers which you 
must move around to destroy the emerald. Zardon uses very 
good horizontal scrollindg and pretty good sound effects. The 
game I think costs $29.95 and is available from UFO. Haunted 
Palace is a new adventure game which I think is available from 
UFO software for $29.95 also. The Haunted Palace uses 
extraordinary 3-D graphics which are the first I have seen in a 
game for the Atari computer. The reason I'm not sure if it is 
available from UFO or not is because when I received it from 
John Bell UFO was not around and the package said 
Crystalware. 

That's all for this month. Next month I hope to have Canyon 
Climber and PCH from Data-Soft * Frogger from On-Line and 
I'll also be reviewing the new joystick that I mentioned in the 
first paragraph. 

5 

-Brian Dunn 



by Stan Ockers, Lockport* n 

Here it is ... yet one more attempt at a Player Missile 
routine which makes player movement 'simple'* The problem 
with the 'universal' routine in 'Chicken' was it was almost 
completely independent of Basic* Once set up* everything 
continued to move* even if the Basic program was stopped* 
Other problems seemed to crop up because a seperate load 
player routine was used. If a vertical blank interrupt occured 
part way through the loading process* unexpected things could 
happen. The load routine should be part of the VBI movement 
routine. 

I decided to start from scratch. This time I've provided an 
assembly listing of what I came up with. As usual there are a 
number of special locations in page six* Each player has 
locations which can be POKEd with X and Y positions as well 
as one which can be POKEd with a number which determines the 
image used. Table 1 lists page six locations. The routine itself 
is completely relocatable and is stored in VB$. 

All players are updated during each VBI ... horizontal 
positions are always updated while vertical positions are 
updated only if the new vertical position for that player is 
different from the old. In such cases* zeros are written into 
the appropriate player area until the proper vertical position 
is reached. The image to insert is determined by an even 
number 0*2*4..... The numbers refer to a set of pointers loaded 
into page six starting at 1568. The pointers are the addresses 
of strings which hold the images. After loading the image* the 
rest of the area for that player is zeroed out. Jumps from one 
point on the screen to a second point quite far away can be 
immediate. To show motion the intervening positions are used. 

What has to be set up for this routine to work? Well* first 
of all the routine is only for single line resolution and only for 
4 players (no missiles). Refer to the listing of 'Bankshot' for 
.the lines which follow. The routine has to be put into VB$ 
(lines 250-302) and its address put into a machine language 
insertion routine (line 380* this routine hooks our routine into 
VBI). Room has to be set aside for the player-missiles and 
the Hi byte of the address of this area given to 1551 as well 
as CTIA (line 610). All strings representing images have to be 
filled and their addresses (Lo and Hi bytes) placed in the 
previously mentioned set of pointers (lines 624-645). Image 0 
(the first in the list) should probably be the single character 
zero. This can be used to clear a player area although setting 
the horizontal position to 0 will get the image off the screen 
as well. Initial horizontal and vertical positions should be 
POKEd as in lines 650-660* The old and new vertical positions 
should be different or the images will never be loaded until 
they are. The image numbers for the different players have to 
be POKEd into locations 1552-1555 (line 690) and the normal 
PM single line resolution initilization given (line 670). Colors 
can be set (line 695) and finally* the VBI routine inserted (line 
710). 

The game 'Bankshot is fairly straight forward. There is 
one problem I was unable to fix. You are not supposed to 
shoot directly at the pockets. I put a flag (BOUNCE * 1 or 0) 
to determine if you do* but it doesn't always work. This is 
apparently due to the size of the ball and the configuration of 
the comer pockets. It's easy to have a collision with the rail 
almost simultaneously with the ball touching the pocket. I've 
tried extending the corner pockets out but that makes it too 
easy to sink the shot. If anyone figures out a way to handle 
this problem* let me know. 

1536-1545 (0600-0609) Insertion routine 
1551 (060F) PM Area Hi byte 
1552-1555 (0610-0603) Image #'s (even only) 
1556-1559 (0614-0617) Plyr horiz. pos. 
1560-1563 (0618-061B) Old vert. pos. 
1564-1567 (061C-061F) New vert. pos. 
1568 and up (0620) Pointers to images (Lo and Hi bytes) 

Assembly language routines 
■For BANKSHOT 
by Stan Ockers 

0614 10 HUS 3 W614 
0618 20 OLDV 3 10618 
061C 30 KHV s S861C 
DOCS 40 aptr 3 I00C8 
OQCD 50 IPTR 3 008CD 
060F 60 PHPG 3 I060F . 

8610 70 DCN 3 00610 
0620 80 IMGP 3 00620 
QQCF 90 STQR 3 080CF 
MOO 8108 PLYRH 3 <0008 
0000 0118 *s 00000 
0000 18 0120 vex CIC 
0001 ADQF86 0130 LDA PMPG ADO TO PH HI ... 
0004 6904 0140 ADC ♦004 FOUR PAGES TO GET ... 
0006 85CC 0150 STA APTR+1 PLYR AREA PTR HI 
0808 A280 0160 LDX ♦000 X IS PLYR COUNTER 
OOOA86CF 0178 STX STQR 
OQQC 4000 0180 ISY ♦000 Y USED IN XNDIR QPER. 
000E 84C8 0190 STY APTR 
0018 BD1486 0200 HORIZ LDA HP0S*X UPDATE HQR. POS. 
0013 908006 0210 STA PLYRH,X 
0016 B01C86 0220 LDA NENV*X CHECK IF KRT. POS. 
0019 001806 0230 cmp OLDM.X CHANGED 
801C F03F 0240 BEQ NXTPLYR SKIP IF NOT 
081E BD1C86 8250 LDA NEHM.X UPDATE OLD VERT. 
0021 901806 0260 STA QLDW.X POSITION 
0024 m 0270 ZER01 LDA APTR CK. IF REARED *. 
0026 DD1CQ6 0280 CMP NEWtX VERTICAL POS. YET 
0029 F08A 0290 BEQ LDPLYR IF SO* START LOAD 
082B 4900 0300 LDA ♦000 ELSE FILL «TH ... 
0020 91C8 0310 STA <APTR)*Y ZEROS... 
082F E6C8 0320 DC APTR UNTIL YOU DO 
0031 F82A 0330 BEQ NXTPLYR (OUT OF PLYR AREA) 
0033 DQEF 8340 BNE ZERQ1 
0035 801006 0350 LDPLYR IDA DfGN*X USE IMAGE NUMBER ... 
0038 4A 0360 TAX ASDDEX AND ... 
0039 802006 0370 LDA DCP*X SET UP DOER. 
003C85CD 0380 STA IPTR POINTER 
003E 802106 0390 LDA IHGP+1*X 
0041 85CE 0400 STA IPTR+1 
0043 B1CD 8410 PLBYTE ISA GPTR)»Y GET IMAGE... 
0045 F80E 0420 BEQ OREST IF A ZERO* FINISHED 
0047 91C8 0430 STA (APTR)*Y PUT IN PLYR AREA 
0049 E6CD 0448 DC IPTR NEXT IMAGE BYTE 
0048 0002 0450 BNE UPOE NO PAGE CROSSING 
0040 E6CE 0468 DC IPTR+1 PAGE CROSSING 
004F E6G8 0470 UPONE DC APTR NEXT AREA BYTE 
0051 F004 0480 BEQ NXTPLYR REARED END OF AREA 
0053 DOEE 0490 BNE PLBYTE fCXT IMAGE BYTE 
0055 4980 0500 CLREST IDA ♦000 ZERO OUT REST .. 
0057 91CB 0518 ZER02 STA (APTR)»Y OF PLYR AREA 
0059 E6C8 0520 DC APTR 
0058 D0FA 0530 BNE ZER02 
0850 E6CC 0540 NXTPLYR DC OTR+1 NEXT AREA 
005F A6CF 0550 LDX STQR RECOVER PLYR DDEX 
0061 E8 0560 Dtt t€XT PLYR 
0062 86CF 0578 STX STQR SAVE INDEX 
0064 E004 0580 CPX ♦004 LAST PLAYER? 
0066 0048 0590 BNE MORE NO* GET ANOTHER 
0068 4C62E4 0600 JMP 0E462 BACK TO ATARI'S VBI 
0068 0618 .END 

=0614 HPQS =0618 OLDV -961C NEW =90 APTR 
=0QCD IPTR =060F PMPG =0610 DCN =0620 IMGP 
=00CF ST0R =0000 PLYRH 0000 VBI 9010 HORIZ 

9 050 NXTPLYR 0024 ZER01 0035 LDPLYR 0043 PLBYTE 
0055 OREST 084F UPOME 0057 ZERQ2 

Note'* 00CB-00CF also used Table 1 * 6 



1 REM * ACE NEWSLETTER * 
2 REM * JUNE 1982 * 
3 REM *3662 VINE MAPLE * 
4 REM *EUGENE, OR 97405* 
5 REM * $10 YEAR * 

20 REM ** BANXSHOT ** 
30 REM ** S.O. 4/82 ** 

90 OPEN ♦i,4,o,"K!":grafhics 1 
8tPOSITION 6t3t? *6}"BAnkShoT" 
I REM INVERSE An and oT 
100 POSITION 4,6!? *6}"* PLATE 
RS?"*.DIM B$(16) 
110 GET ♦ 1 ,NP»NP*NF-48!IF NP<1 
OR NP>9 THEN 110 

120 DIM SC ORE(NP)!POSITION 15, 
6!? ♦6!NP!POSrnON 4,9!? #6J"i 
nstructions?"!GET #1,A!IF A=89 
THEN GOSUB 2000 

250 REM * VBI ROUTINE UPDATED 
BY POKES * 

260 DIM VB$(107)!FORI*1 TO 10 

7'.READ A!VB$a,I)»CHR$(A)!NEXT 
I 

270 DATA 24,173,15,6,105,4,133 
,204,162,0,134,207,160,0,132,2 
03,189,20,6,157,0,208,189,28,6 
,221,24,6 

280 DATA 240,63,189,28,6,157,2 
4,6,165,203,221,28,6,240,10,16 
9,0,145,203,230,203,240,42 
290 DATA 208,239,189,16,6,170, 

189,32,6,133,205,189,33,6,133, 
206,177,205,240,14,145,203,230 
,205,208,2 
300 DATA 230,206,230,203,240,1 
0,208,238,169,0,145,203,230,20 
3,208,250,230,204,166,207,232, 
134,207,224,4,208,168 
302 DATA 76,98,228 
350 REM * PAGE 6 - INSERT VBI 
ROUTINE * 
360 FOR 1=1536 TO 1545JREAD A! 
POKE I,A!NEXT I 

370 DATA 104,160,0,162,0,169,7 
,76,92,228 

380 A*ADR(VB$)!B*INT(A/256)!C= 
A-256*B!POKE 1538,C!FOKE 1540, 
B 

400 GRAPHICS 3JCOLOR 1IPL0T 3, 
O'.DRAWTO 36,0!DRAWTO 36,19!DRA 
WTO 3,19!DRAWTO 3,0 
410 POKE 708,204!POKE 709,0!PO 
KE 712,233!COLOR 2!FOR 1*1 TO 
14JREAD X,Y!PLOT X,Y!NEXT I 
420 DATA 3»0»3»1,4,0,19,0,36,0 
,36,1 ,35,0,35,19,36,19,36,18,1 
9,19,3,19,3,18,4,19 

430 A=PEEK(560)+256*PEEK(561) 
440 IF PEEK(AK>66 THEN A=A+1! 
GOTO 440 

450 POKE A,71!POKE A+3,6!FOKE 
A+4,6!POKE A+5.65JPOKE A+6,PEE 
K(A+7) JPOKE A+7,FEEK(A+8) 
480 POKE 656,0!POKE 657,24!? " 
Ball Flayer" tGOSUB 1500!REM 
INVERSE BALL PALYER 
600 REM * PLAYER MISSILE SETUP 
* 

610 A=PEEK(106M6!POKE 54279, 
A .POKE 1551, A 

3B3 

620 REM ** IMAGE 4 ** 

624 DIM CUR$(6)!FOR 1=1 TO 6!R 

EAD A!CUR$(I,I)=CHR$(A)!NEXT I 

!CUR=ADR(CUR$)!POKE 1573,INT(C 
UR/256) 

625 POKE 1572,CUR-256*PEEK (157 
3) 

626 DATA 16,16,56,16,16,0 
628 REM ** IMAGE 2 ** 
630 DIM BALL$(9)!FOR 1=1 TO 9! 

READ A!BALL$<U)=CHR$(A)!NEXT 
I !B AL* ADR(B ALLS) JPOKE 1571,IN 

TCBAL/256) 

632 POKE 1570,BAL-256*PEEK(157 
1) 

640 DATA 16,56,108,116,124,124 
,56,16,0 

642 REM ** IMAGE 0 ** 

645 DIM Z$<1 )!2$=CHR$(0)!ZERO= 
ADR(2$)!POKE 1569,INT(2ERO/256 
)!POKE 1568,ZERO-256*PEEK (1569 
) 

650 FOR 1=1556 TO 1567JREAD A! 
POKE I,A!NEXT I 

660 DATA 120,100,86,86,100,30, 
53,53,120,40,63,63 
670 POKE 559,62JPOKE 53277,3 
690 POKE 1552,2JPOKE 1553,4JPO 
KE 1554,0JPOKE 1555,0 

695 POKE 704,36!POKE 705,0 
700 A=USR(1536) 

710 YMIN=38!YMAX=177!XMIN=62!X 
MAX=186!BALL=0!PLYR=0 !B$="OOQO 
OOOOOOOOOOO "JGOSUB 1500JREM I 
NVERSE O'S 

720 FOR 1=1 TO NP!SCORE(I)=0!N 
EXT I 

730 POKE 77,0!BALL=BALL+1 !IF B 
ALL>15 THEN GOTO 3000 

735 POKE 656,0!POKE 657,5!? BA 
LL 

740 X=INT(RND(0)*100+70)!Y=INT 
(RND(0)*100+70)!POKE 1556, XJPO 
KE 1564,Y 

743 IF FL=1 THEN FL=0!GOTO 750 
745 PLYR=PLYR+1 !IF PLYR^NP THE 
NPLYR=1 

747 POKE 656,0JPOKE 657,14!? P 
LYR 

749 REM ** MOVE CURSOR ALONG R 
AIL ** 

750 S=STICK(0)!XP=FEEK(1557)!Y 

P=PEEK(1565)!X=PEEK(1556)!Y=PE 
EK(1560) 

760 IF XF>XMIN AND XP<XMAX THE 
N 780 

765 IF (S=10 OR S=14 OR S=6) A 

ND YF>YMIN+2 THEN YP=YP-1 
770 IF (S=9 OR S=13 OR S=5) AN 
D YPCTMAX THEN YP=YP+1 
780 IF YP>YMIN+2 AND YPCTMAX T 
HEN 795 
785 IF (S=5 OR S=6 OR S=7) AND 
XF<XMAX THEN XP=XP+1 

790 IF (S=9 OR S=10 OR S=11) A 
ND XP>XMIN THEN XP=XP-1 
795 POKE 1557,XP!POKE 1565,YP 
800 IF STRIG(0)=1 THEN 750 

805 R=SQR((XP-X)*(XP-XH(YP-Y) 
*<YF-Y)) 

810 DELY=2*(YF-Y)/R!DELX=2*(XP 
-X)/R 

880 BOUNCE=0!MOVE=0 
885 REM ** LOOP TO MOVE BALL * 

-iHJCM /OU 

805 R=SQR«XP-X)*<XF-X)+<YP-Y) 
*(YP-Y)) 

8^DELY=2»(YP-Y)/R!DeLX=2*(XP 

830 bounce=o:mqve=o 
885 REM ** LOOP TO MOVE Bil l * 
* 

890 X=X+DELX!Y=Y+DELY 
892 IF PEEK(53252)-2 THEM GOSU 
B lOOOiGOTO 940 

900 IF X>=XMAX OR X<=XMIN+1 TH 
EN DELX—DELX:GOSUB 1800 
910 IF Y>=YMAX OR YOYMIN+1 TH 

EN DELY=-DELY!GOSHB 1800 
920 POKE 1556,X!POKE 1544,Y 

930 POKE 53278,0:MOVE=MOVE+1:I 
F MOVE<150 THEN 890 
940 POKE 53278,0 

970 REM #* FL=1 IF SOMEBODY SC 
ORED ** 

980 IF FL=1 THEN 730 

982 REM ** FL=2 IF SHOT INTO P 
OCKET ** 

985 IF FL=2 THEN FL=OJGOTO 740 
990 GOTO 745 

1000 POKE 1556.QJIF BOUNCE=0 T 

HEN POKE 656,1 JPOKE 657,3!? “M 
UST BANK SHOT!! "!FL=2!GOTO 1 
020 

1010 SCORE (PL YR)=SCORE(PLYR)+1 
!FL= 1 «B$(BALL,BALL)=CHR$(48+PL 
YRJ.GOSUB 1500 

1020 FOR 1=1 TO 30‘.SOUND 0,150 
+I,12,10!NEXT IJFOR 1=120 TO 1 
80JSOUND 0,I,10,10!SOUND 0,0,0 
,0!NEXT I - 

1030 FOR 1=50 TO 30 STEP -5!GQ 

URN 16°°JNEXT I:G0SUB 1500JRET 

1500 POKE 656,1 JPOKE 657,3P B 
SJRETURN 

1600 SOUND 0,I,10»10!FOR J*l T 

O 5JNEXT JISOUND 0,0,0,0!RETUR 
N 

1800 BOUNCE=l!SOUND 0,50,10,10 
JFOR 1=1 TO 5JNEXT IJSOUND 0,0 
»0,0!RETURN 

2000 ? CHR$( 125)'.POKE 752,l!PO 
SITION 8f3t? "INSTRUCTIONS"!? 
!? "This is a game of one ball 
pool for" 

2010 ? "up to 9 players. All 
players use"!? "joystick 1. B 
alls are made one at" 

2020 ? "a time and must hit at 
least one"!? "rail before goi 

ng in a pocket to" 
2030 ? "count. If a player ma 
k*s a ball,":? "he gets anothe 
r turn." 

2040 ? !? "Position the cursor 
on the rail "♦? "where you wa 

nt the ball to first" 

2050 ? "hit. The scorecard at 
the bottom"!? "keeps track of 
which player hit the" 

2060 ? "balls" 

2070 ? !? J? "Press any key to 
begin the game." 

2080 GET #1,A!RETURN 

3000 GRAPHICS 18!POSITION 5,0! 
? *6J"Final Score"JFOR 1=1 TO 

NPJPOSITION 3,1!? #6,"Plyr #"1 
I!" - "JSCORECD 
3005 NEXT I 
3010 GOTO 3010 



HOW TO USE JONESTRM 
A TERMINAL PROGRAM FOR THE ATARI 

program by Frank Jones 
Starting Up 

JONESTRM is a Download/Upload terminal program for 
the Atari computer* It was written by Frank Jones in BASIC 
and assembly language to combine ease in setting up and speed 
when in the actual terminal mode. 

NOTE that an AUTORUN*SYS file with the RS-232-handler 
boot routine MUST be on disk and booted when you turn on your 
machine» if you are using a disk* Both DOS and NEW erase the 
handler, so if you ENTER JONESTRM, SAVE it to disk, reboot 
with AUTORUN .SYS, and then RUN the SAVEd version. 

JONESTRM is a BASIC program, and when it is RUN it 
POKEs the machine language routine into a string called 
PROG*. During this time the screen is black. After the set up 
period is over, the first menu appears on the screen along 
with information about the size and location in RAM of the 
available text buffer. All menu choices are made by simply 
typing the appropriate key that is highlighted in inverse 
video* (Type an ordinary character, not an inverse video one.) 

The first choice to be made is whether you wish to 
Download a file from the host computer or Upload a file to the 
host computer* If one wishes to do simple communication 
without file transfer Download is the proper mode to choose. 
After choosing between the Download and Upload modes the 
next choice is among no translation (None), Light translation, 
and AT ASCII. With Light translation all high order bits are 
stripped from all outgoing and incoming characters and the 
ATASCII EOL character (155) is changed to the ASCII CR 
character (13) on output and vice versa on input. No translation 
meens that the 350 Interface Module does no changing of 
characters during either input or output. However, be warned 
that the program does some translation itself) more about that 
later. 

The next choice is between the various modes of outgoing 

parity setting. 

(NOTE incoming parity is not checked or changed by this 
program.) 

You should always select None if no translation has been 
selected because setting the parity on output will change the 
high order bit that was presumably to be preserved. This 
option was included for those users that wish to access 
mainframe computers that require certain parity configurations. 

At this point if Upload was chosen you will be asked for 
the filespec of the file to be uploaded. When this has been 
entered the file will be loaded into RAM and then listed to the 
screen as a check* You will then enter the terminal mode* If 
Download was chosen you will go directly from the parity 
choice to the terminal mode without going through the file 

loading routine. 

Terminal Operations 

Whenever you enter the terminal mode the flag (ie. inverse 
video word) TERMINAL will appear at the top of the screen. 
This is to inform you that you are now in the machine language 
part of JONESTRM. While you are in this mode you may send 
and receive data from a host computer provided all of the 
appropriate connections have been made. You may toggle the 
memory save function off and on by pressing the SELECT 
button) the flags MEMSTORE ON and MEMSTORE OFF will be 
printed on the screen as you toggle the memory. While the 
memory save option is in effect all incoming characters will be 
stored in sequence until the buffer is full* If the buffer should 
fill up the flag MEMORY FULL will be printed on the screen. 

NOTE if you have filled your buffer prior to an Upload you 
should NOT turn on the memory save feature until you have 
completed the Upload. Otherwise the incoming characters will 

overwrite your file. 

When you enter the terminal mode you will be in full duplex 
ie. only those characters that are received are printed on the 
screen and stored in memory. If the host computer echos all 
characters that it receives these characters will be incoming 
and will be printed and saved if desired. If the host computer 

operates in half duplex it cannot send and receive at the same 
time so it will not echo the characters that it receives from 
you. In this case you should turn on the half duplex mode. You 
can toggle between half and full duplex by pressing the 
OPTION button. Whenever you do the flags HALF DUPLEX and 
FULL DUPLEX will be printed on the screen as appropriate. 

Leaving Terminal Mode 

When you are ready to leave the terminal mode you may do 
so by pressing the START button. When you do one of three 
things will happen depending on the circumstances. If you have 
chosen the Upload option and have not uploaded the file you 
will go into the upload mode. The flag UPLOADING will appear 
on your screen and the buffer will be dumped to the computer 
on the other end of the line. When the upload is complete you 
will reenter the terminal mode, this time in Download mode. 

If you were in Download mode and saved anything at all in 
memory when you press START you will be asked for the 
filespec of the file to which you wish to save your memory. 
This can be the cassette (C5), the printer (Pi), the screen editor 
(E», or a disk file (DiFILENAME). After entering the filespec 
the saved memory will be written to the file and you will be 
told that you may reenter the terminal mode by pressing 
START. If, however, you wish to save the memory to another 
file before returning to the terminal mode press START and 
BEFORE RELEASING THE START BUTTON press the OPTION 
button. This will bring you back to the request for a filespec. 
This may be repeated as many times as wished. 

If you exit the terminal mode without saving anything to 
memory you will automatically bail back out to the main menu 
and may start another session with different parameters if you 

wish. 

Internal Translations 
And 

Other Features 

When you choose among Light & No translation and 
ATASCII in the second menu you are choosing the configuration 
of your 850 Interface Module RS232 ports. You should read 
your 850 instruction manual for information about these 
configurations. This program does some additional translation 
of its own, however. First of all, nothing that comes in from 
the port is changed at all before it is stored in memory. 
Therefore if you choose ATASCII or No translation you will 
save in memory everything EXACTLY as it was sent. There will 
be some translation, however, before it is displayed on the 
screen. First of all no control characters (ASCII values < 32 ) 
are displayed. This means that you will not see line feeds for 
instance) they will.however be stored and can mess up a 
program that you are downloading. You should NOT ask for 
linefeeds)you DO NOT need them even if the test messages are 
single spaced. The carriage return character (ASCII 13) is 
translated to the ATASCII EOL character. The printer bell 
character (ASCII 7) is translated to the console bell (ATASCII 
253). Finally the ASCII backspace character (ASCII 8) is 
changed to the ATASCII DELETE/BACKSPACE (ATASCII 126). 
Again, none of this translation affects what is stored in 
memory) everything is stored exactly as it is received. 

In ATASCII mdde, no charactors are changed on output. In 
No translation mode, two characters are changed on output. 
The DELETE/BACKSPACE character (ATASCII 126) is changed 

to 8, the ASCII backspace character, so that the key will have 
the same function with most host computers that it does in the 
Atari. Also the RETURN key or EOL (ATASCII 155) is changed 
to the ASCII carraige return (ASCII 13) before it is sent. In 
light translation the 850 module would do this translation 
automatically but in the no translation mode it would not be 
done. I felt that there were enough situations in which inverse 
video characters (ASCII values >= 128) could be sent and 
received but the host computer would still not recognize the 

EOL character to warrent this feature. 
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In half duplex operation after a character has been sent to 
the port it is then handed over to the input routine and handled 
just like any other incoming character* 

An additional JQNESTRM feature is the ability to send a 
computer "BREAK" by simply pressing the BREAK key. This 
will cause the screen to flash* a beep to sound* the flag 
BREAK to be printed on the screen* and last but not least a 
true break signal (approx. 0.5 sec. of SPACE tone) to be sent. 

5 REM UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD TERMINAL 
VER.2.3 by Frank C. Jones May 
3,1982 
10 DIM FROG*(379),FROG2$C7)*SF 

OOL$(15) 
20 CON-53279SFOKE 559,0SIF PEE 

K(ADR(FROG$))» 104 THEN 40 
30 FOR 1*1 TO 379.READ ASFROGf 
(i,d*chrs<A):next i 
40 DIM MSG$(65)*RESTORE 1000IF 
OR 1*1 TO 65SREAD A.MSQ$(I*D* 
CHRS (A)SNEXT I 
50 DIM S$(5),T$<8),U$<9)lFOR I 

*1 TO 5SREAD ASS$(I JXHRf (A) 
‘.NEXT ISFOR 1*1 TO 8.READ ASTS 
(I,I)*CHR* (A)SNEXT I 
60 FOR 1*1 TO 9.READ AiU$a*I) 
*CHR$(A)tNEXT I .DIM BR$(7)SFOR 
1*1 TO 7SREAD AJBR$a*I)*CHR$ 

(A)SNEXT I 
65 FOR 1*1 TO 71READ ASFROG2f< 
i,i>*chr$<a)inext i 
70 N*FRE(0>-256.N»N*<N<*32767) 
+32767*<N>32767 )SDIM TXT$(N) 
80 SETCOLOR 2,9,OSFROGS <200,20 
0)*CHR$< 13).FROG$<192*192)*CHR 
$<8) 
90 POKE 82»0SFRINT "}"J 
100 PRINT N-1J" BYTES OF MEMOR 
Y AVAILABLE"’.FRINT "FROM-**ADR 
(TXTf)P TO-" JADR(TXT$)+N-2 
110 CLOSE *l’.OFEN *1,4,0,"K" 
120 POKE 752,r.PRINT "Opera 
tion Model"’PRINT ’.PRINT ““?C 
HRt(196)*"ownload"SFRINT SFRIN 
T ""?CHRt(213)’,"pload" 
130 POKE 559*34SPOKE 752.0SGET 
*1,ANSSIF ANS*68 THEN UFLD*0S 

GOTO 160 
140 IF ANS*85 THEN UPLD*lJGOTO 

160 
150 GOTO 90 
160 POKE 752*1SPRINT ">Tran 
slation Model"SPRINT SPRINT " 
"’CHR$(206)*“one" SPRINT SPRINT 
"" SCHRf <204),"ig ht" 

165 PRINT SPRINT ""SCHRSU93) 

PTASCII" 
170 POKE 752.0SGET *1,ANS’.IF A 
NS-76 THEN MODE=OSGOTO 200 
180 IF ANS*78 THEN MODE*32*.GOT 
0 200 
185 IF ANS*65 THEN MODE*OJPROG 
$(200,200)*CHR$(155)JPROG*(192 

,192)*CHR$(126)SGOTO 200 
190 GOTO 160 
200 POKE 752*1 SPRINT ">Fari 
tyl" SPRINT SPRINT ""*,CHRf (206 
>}" one" SPRINT SPRINT ""’,CHRf( 

207)»"dd" 
210 PRINT SPRINT ""SCHR$(197) 
*"ven“SPRINT SPRINT ""*»CHRf(2 
mPet" 
220 POKE 752.0SGET *1,A*.IF A*7 
8 THEN PARITY=0 JGOTO 270 
230 IF A=79 THEN PARITY* 1SGOTO 

270 
240 IF A*69 THEN PARITY*2’.GOTO 
270 

250 IF A=83 THEN FARITY=3’.GOTO 
270 
260 GOTO 200 
270 IF UFLD THEN GOSUB 410 

The memory save feature will be turned off and the duplex will 
be set at full and should be reset to the desired setting* 
Sending the BREAK signal will not be of much use when 
connected to a BBS since most of them do not recognize it but 
it can be essential when you are connected to a mainframe 
computer whose attention cannot be gotten any other way. 

That about sums up the facts about JQNESTRM. Enjoy it. 

620 DATA 240,249*164*216*192*2 

55*240,90,152,73*128,133,216*2 
08,6,169,12*133,217*208*36*169 
,25,133,217 

630 DATA 208*30*192*3,208,67,1 

72*31,208,192,3,240,249*164*22 
6,152*73*128,133,226,208,6,169 
,51,133 

640 DATA 217,208,4,169*38,133* 

217,24,165,224,101,217,141,68, 
3*165,225,105,0,141,69,3,169,1 
4,141 

650 DATA 72,3*169,0,141,73,3*1 
69,11,141,66,3,162,0,32,86,228 
,169,0,240,2,240,137,173,252 
660 DATA 2,201,255,240,54,162, 

32,169,11,157,66,3,169,0,157,7 
2,3,157,73,3,162,16,157,72,3 
670 DATA 157,73,3,169,7,157,66 
*3,32,86,228,201,126,208,4,169 
,8,208,6,201,155,208,2,169,13 
680 DATA 162*32*32,86,228,164, 
226,208,50,165,17,208,9,169,12 
8,133,17,133,207,96,240,243,16 
2,32,169 

690 DATA 13,157,66,3,32,36,228 
,173,235,2,201,0,240,163,169,7 
,157,66,3,169,0,157,72,3,157 
700 DATA 73,3,32*86,228,192,15 
4,240,210,164,216,208,10,162,0 
,129,212,230,212,208,2,230,213 
,201,13 

710 DATA 208,4,169,155,208,20, 

201,7,208,4,169,253,208,12,201 
,8,208,4,169,126,208,4,201,32, 
144 

720 DATA 18,160,11,140*66,3,16 
0,0,140,72,3,140,73,3,162,0,32 
,86,228,165,215,197,213,144,16 
730 DATA 240,2,208,136,165,214 
,197,212,144,6,240,4,169,0,240 

,135,169,255,133,216,165,224,1 
41,68,3 

740 DATA 165,225,141,69,3,169» 
13,141,72,3*169,0,141,73,3,169 
,11,141*66,3,162,0,32,86,228 
750 DATA 169,0,240,216 
1000 DATA 155,205,197,205,207, 

210.217.160.198.213.204.204.15 
5,205,197,205,211,212,207,210 
1010 DATA 197,160,207,206,160, 
155,205,197,205,211 
1020 DATA 212,207,210,197,160, 

207.198.198.155.200.193.204.19 
8,160,196,213,208,204,197,216, 
160,155 

1030 DATA 198,213,204,204,160, 

196.213.208.204.197.216.160.15 
5 

1040 DATA 211,212,193,210,212 
1050 DATA 212,197,210,205,201, 
206,193,204 

1060 DATA 213,208,204,207,193, 

196.201.206.199.155.194.210.19 
7,193,203,155, 104,104,104,17 
0,76,86,228 

280 PRINT "5"STf SPOKE 65,0’.A 
*ADR(TXT$) 
290 CLOSE *2SOFEN #2,13,0,“R"S 
XIO 38»*2»MODE+PARITY»0»"R"SXI 
O 40,*2,0,0,“R" 
300 A*USR(ADR(FROG$)»A,ADR(TXT 

$>+N-l,ADR(MSG*»JIF FEEK(207) 
*128 THEN 520 
305 IF A-ADRCTXTf) AND NOT UP 
LD THEN CLOSE #2SGOTO 80 

310 ON UPLD+1 GOSUB 380,480 
320 IF UFLD THEN UPLD*0STXTf*" 
"SGOTO 280 
330 PRINT * PRESS "?Sf ?” TO RE¬ 
ENTER TERMINAL MODE" 
340 IF PEEK(C0N)O6 THEN 340 
350 IF PEEK(CON)=6 THEN 350 
360 IF FEEK(CON)*2 THEN 310 
370 GOTO 280 
380 CLOSE #2*.FRINT "7ENTE 
R OUTPUT FILENAME" SPRINT JPRIN 
T ""’SPOKE 702*64SFOKE 65,3 
390 TRAP 490SINPUT SPOOLSSCLOS 
E *3SOPEN *3,8,0,SPOOLfSIF SPO 

OL$(l,l)*"E" THEN SETCOLOR 2,9 
,0 
400 TXTS(A-ADR(TXTf)+1 )*" "SPR 
INT *3STXTf SCLOSE *3’.RETURN 
410 PRINT "CENTER UPLOAD 
FILENAME" SPRINT SPRINT u"*,SPO 
KE 702,64’.INPUT SPOOLf’.TXTf*"" 
420 TRAP 490SCLOSE #3SOFEN *3, 
4,0*SFOOL$STRAP 40000SPOKE 65, 
3 
430 AD*ADR(TXT$)SXX=INT(AD/256 
)SWM*AD-XX*256S2Z=INT((N-l)/25 

6)SYY *(N-1 )-ZZ*256 
440 GOSUB 540.TXTS(QQ+1 )*" " 
450 IF FEEK(883)*136 THEN 470 
460 PRINT "ERROR "SPEEK(883)J" 
DURING TEXT LOADwSSTOP 

470 CLOSE #3SFRINT TXTS’.RETURN 

480 PRINT *>"*,Uf SPRINT * 
2STXTSSRETURN 
490 PRINT "7UNABLE TO OPE 
N "SSPOOLfSPRINT "PRESS "’,Sf? 

" WHEN READY" 
500 IF FEEK(C0N)O6 THEN 500 
510 GOTO PEEK(186H256*PEEK(18 
7P-10 
520 SETCOLOR 2,13,10SSOUND 0,3 
0,10,151X10 34»*2»2,15,"R"!FOR 
1*1 TO 20SNEXT ISXIO 34,*2^3, 

0,"R" 
525 SOUND 0,0,0,0SSETCOLQR 2,9 
,0 
530 PRINT BRSSGOTO 290 
540 POKE 882,7SPOKE 884,WWSPOK 
E 885,XXSPOKE 888,YYSPOKE 889, 
22 
550 K=USR(ADR(FROG2S),48) 
560 QQ*PEEK(888)+256*PEEK(889) 

’.RETURN 
600 DATA 104,104,133,213,104,1 
33,212,104,133,215,104,133,214 
,104,133,225,104,133,224,169,1 
28,133,216,169,0 
610 DATA 133,226,133,207,172,3 
1,208,192,7,240,112,192^>,208, 
1,96* 192,5,208,32,172,3i ,208,1 

92^ 
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You can download Separator from 
from our Bulletin Board* 

1 REM PROGRAM SEPARATOR by Fra 
nk C* Jones 
2 REM With this program you ca 
n download several programs at 
a single session and then sep 

arate them 
3 REM before ENTERing them* Fi 
rst store the entire download 
to a file, then LOAD and RUN t 
his program* 
4 REM It will ask for a string 
to use as a separator* It wil 

1 then search out each occurre 
nee of the chosen 
5 REM string (up to the maximu 
m number you have given it) an 
d mark the positions as delimi 
nators of the 
6 REM separate programs. The w 
ord "Option" would be a good c 
hoice as a separator string* i 
t always follows 
7 REM an individual download a 
nd lower case letters are not 
found too often in programs. 
10 PRINT ">HOW MANY PROGR 
AMS (MAX.)ARE IN THE FILE": 
PRINT ""5 

20 INPUT N 
30DIMDELIM(N),AN$(1),IN$<120 
) 
40 DIM S$(120)JFRINT ">EN 
TER DELIMITER STRING"‘.PRINT “ 
" "INPUT S* 
50 DIM FILEX120)‘.PRINT 
ENTER INPUT FILENAME"‘.PRINT " 
"*,‘.INPUT FILES 
60 S=FRE(0)-256JMAX=32767*S=S* 
<S<=MAX)+MAX*(S>MAX) 
70 DIM TXT$(S) 
80 CLOSE #1J0FEN #1*4,0,FILES 
90 TRAP 500‘.INPUT # WINS JINS(L 
EN(INS)+1 )=CHRS(155)*TXTS(LEN( 
TXTS)+l)=INS*GOTO 90 
95 D=0iL=LEN(SS).Ll-LEN(TXTS)» 
PRINT "> SEARCHING’8 
100 FOR 1=1 TO Ll-L+t 
110 IF TXTS(I,I+L“ 1 )=S$ THEN D 
elim(d>=i:d=d+i‘.if d>n+i then 
GOSUB 600JPOP JD-N+liGOTO 120 
115 NEXT I 
120 PRINT ">THE STRING 
;ssr# HAS BEEN"‘.PRINT "FOUND 
"*»Dr TIMES" 

130 PRINT "ENTER PROGRAM # (0 
TO EXIT) AND"‘PRINT "OUTPUT 

FILENAME."‘PRINT "UUNPUT NO 
,FILES 

140 IF NO=0 THEN END 
150 IF NO=D+l THEN GOSUB 210 
160 1=1 .IF NOOl THEN I=DEUM( 
NO-2) 
165 J=LEN(TXTSniF NCK=N+1 THE 
N J=DELIM(NO-1) 
170 CLOSE #1S0FEN #1,8,0,FILES 
180 PRINT #1)TXTS(I,J) 
190 CLOSE #1 
200 GOTO 120 
210 FOR I=DELIM (NO-2) TO LEN(T 
XTS)‘.ANS=TXTS(I,I)‘.PRINT ANS?J 
NEXT I 
220 PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO SAV 
E THIS”*,‘.INPUT ANSttF ANS*"Y" 
THEN RETURN 
230 POP ‘.GOTO 120 
500 IF FEEK(195)=136 THEN 95 
510 PRINT ‘.PRINT ">ERROR - 
";PEEK(195)‘,” ON FILE ENTRY"*,E 
ND 
600 PRINT ">THE STRING '" 
JSSr^^PRINT "HAS BEEN FOUND 
"‘PRINT "MORE THAN "JN?" TIME 
S." 
610 PRINT "IGNORING THE REST 
.“‘FOR 1=1 TO 10001NEXT IJRETU 
RN 

RANDOM ACCESS PROCESSING 
By Kirt E. Stockwell 

PART 3 

In order to minimize the time span that this series of 
articles will run, We must make some assumptions about your 
understanding of Atari string handling. If you have been 
reading the series on Random Access and the series on 
Structure in Basic in this newsletter, you should be able to 
follow this. If not, string along with us and maybe we can 
help you see the light* 

There are 4 (four) basic functions or activities carried on 
with respect to random access data files. These include 
building the initial file, adding records, reading specific 
records, and updating specific records. Some crazies even go 
so far as to MERGE data files, but, since this has nothing to 
do with random access, we won't get into it. The process of 
building the initial file is the least complex of the operations. 
This requires only that the records be built individually, then 
recorded on disk, using the NOTE function and saving the 
location on an appropriate KEY file. Since the records are 
initially entered sequentially, there is not much difference 
here between building a sequential access and a random access 
file. Keep in mind that Random Access files can be read 
sequentially. The only difference between a random access 
file and a sequential file on the Atari is that you have kept 
track of where the records are located in the random access 
file, (lest we get in trouble, we should mention here that the 
method we have chosen for this series of articles is only one 
of several.) There are methods of building Random Access 
files that render them useless for sequential access . We 
won't bother with those. 

It must be remembered that the Key file is crucial to the use 
of the Random access file. Therefore, when we wish to read a 
specific record, we must search for its location by scanning the 
key file. Then, we POINT to the sector and byte at which the 
record begins, and read the record. The same thing must be 
done to UPDATE a given record. Read it, keeping track of the 
starting location, modify it as needed, and POINT to sector 
and byte that was saved when you read the record. When you 
write the record back out, it will then be placed in the same 
location it was in previously* 

To ADD a record, open the file for input/output, ( use a 12 in 
the IOCB command ) point to the LAST record, and read the last 
record. After the last record has been read, the system 
pointers will be looking at the end of the file, which is the 
obvious place to add your new record. Use NOTE, write the 
record, and add the key data and location to your key file. 
Always be sure to write your key file out to disk at the end of 
ANY session of using the Random Access routines. 

How do we search the key file ?? If you remember, the key 
file is read into memory ( or built in memory ) and kept there 
while the data file is being manipulated. What appears to be 
an ideal length for me is 30 bytes per record. I have found 
that this can give me up to 3 key to search on. Since each 
record is organized in the same manner as the rest, we have to 
build one routine that will allow us to test a given field of the 
record and compare against our search data which we input. 
Then, after finding the LENgth of the entire key file, we step 
through it using a FOR NEXT loop that starts at ZERO and 
steps by 30 to access each key record individually. When we 
can then gosub to the routine which will convert the key record 
string data to useable numbers, POINT to the DATA RECORD, 
and retrieve it. The reason we don't kick out of the search 
loop yet is that there might be more than one record that might 
match our search data* ( For instance, there were at one time 3 
SUZUKIs, 2 DAVISs, and 2 LEEs all living here. ) By not 
kicking out of the loop, we can easily look at all of the 
matching records and determine which we actually want. If you 
choose to kick out of the search loop upon finding any match, 
simply set the loop counter to the maximum value and NEXT 
LOOP. This will kick you out of the loop without losing the 
data from the last key record read, and you can then GOSUB or 
GO TO the routine which will retrieve the desired DATA 
RECORD. 

All of this may look and sound complicated, but if you will 
try to work this out using the principles of structured 
programming, you will find that it is not that complex. Any 
program, no matter how complicated, is simply an organized 
collection of small routines, including random access data 
managers* 

We're getting short on space, so we'll close for now. Next 
Month*, working listings of the routines needed to build your 
own Random access program. 

(Me, I'm gonna go eat somethin...) 



book: reviews 
by Ron Ness 

Our Eugene Public Library is not known for having a vast 
number of books on the subject of computers unless they 
concern the use of computers in the library. I have complained 
many times about this, and apparently it has done some good. 
My eagle-eyed wife found these goodies on the new book shelf. 

'A BIT OF BASIC' by Thomas Dwyer and Margot Critchfield. 
c 1980 Addison-Wesley Publishing. 

This book is primarily written for the Apple but unlike so 
many others, it does tell you what to do if your machine does 
not have a certain function they are using. There are better 
examples on using Atari's built in math functions than are in 
Atari's own Basic Reference Manual. It is worth your time to 
look for this book in your library. 

'67 READY TO RUN PROGRAMS IN BASIC' by Wm. Scott 
Watson, c 1981 Tab Books $12.95 

This book is written for the TRS-80 but with some 
translation will run on the Atari. The programs are all 4K or 
less and cover graphics, home and business, education, and 
games. There are no sound routines and the graphics are 
limited to standard keyboard symbols. For the semi-advanced 
programmer this book will provide a starting place to expand 
your skills. 

'THE A TO 2 BOOK OF COMPUTER GAMES' by Thomas C. 
Mdntire. c 1979 Tab Books $7.95 

The cover on this book says '26 exciting and instructive 
game programs ready to run on any computer' — Well..*.almost. 
There are 26 games and they are very instructive. As far as 
any computer, no. Some translation is necessary for the Atari, 
but anyone who has done some programming can make them 
work. For example, when the program calls for PRINT 
TAB(18)»..» you can use a position statement to get the same 
effect. The format of the entire book is building programs in 
modules* Lines 0 to 99 are always used to set up the game. 
Lines 100 to 999 are the main line of the program, lines 1000 
to 1999 contain the instructions, and lines 2000.3000.etc. are 
the various subroutines called when the game is running. Each 
game has a flow chart and is very carefully documented. There 
are no sound routines and again the graphics are limited to 
standard keyboard symbols, but for those of you who are into 
sound and graphics, here is a goldmine of program ideas and a 
chance to unleash the power of your Atari. 

'AN INVITATION TO PROGRAMMING 2, by Atari'. $24.95 
Writing Programs 1 consists of 7 lessons and a final quiz 

covering the keyboard, direct operating mode, mathmatical 
precedence, variables (both string and numeric), if/then. goto, 
random numbers, and for/next3>. Writing Programs 2 has 8 
lessons and a final quiz covering read/data, arrays, peek and 
poke. ASCII codes, string handling, and subroutines. 

'AN INVITATION TO PROGRAMMING 3. by Atari'. $24.95 
Introduction to Sound is 8 lessons and a final quiz that 

cover sound effects, sound registers. & identifying notes, and 
multiple sounds. Introduction to Graphics has 7 lessons and a 
final quiz which cover the use of graphics modes l and 2. the 
use of the color registers, plot/drawto. changing modes, 
positioning of text material, and the special graphics 
characters. With each of these programs. Atari has 
thoughtfully provided a chart to write down the starting 
numbers on your cassette recorder for the start of the program 
load and start of the sound. By doing this, you can back up the 
tape to the start of the voice and review a lesson without 
having to reload the whole thing. This also helps when you get 
an error or bad load as I did on 3 occasions. 

Since all of these lessons are geared to the 8K machines, 
the graphics demos leave something to be desired. The lessons 
themselves are quite good and you can cover them very rapidly. 
I found I was able to go over all 4 programs in about 4 hours. 
The final quiz will tell you which lesson you need to review. 
Twice thru each lesson and you should be able to score 100% on 
the final quiz. 

While I feel $50.00 is a bit spendy for these 4 programs for 
an individual. I do feel they are a DEFINITE MUST for your 
club library. 

'CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH' by Atari. $59.95 
Atari has many fine programs. This is not one of them. 

Enough said. 

Thiird Woirlci Atari 
Revolutionary greetings from that land of spice and sun, 

Grenada. You've probably would have never heard of this 
little speck in the sea 20 miles by 10 miles if it were not for 
the political affiliation of the country with Cuba. 

As a member of ACE, I thought I'd give you some idea of 
what it is like working with computers in a 3rd World country. 
If you are planning to bring a computer (hopfully an Atari) into 
a foreign country you DON'T want to say that it is a computer. 
If you do, chances are it will be taken for an indefinite period 
of time to determine if it has any military Importance. For 
sure, leave the Missle Command at home !!!!!* 

When we arrived the customs people did not know what we 
had - they thought the disc drive was an 8-track and the Atari 
800 a typewriter. So be it. The duty for such items is 50% the 
cost, but then again typewriters and 8-tracks are a lot cheaper 
than computers. Since we brought our computer into the 
country last year, someone else brought brought one down and 
declared it as a personal computer, As I understand it, they 
have not gotten theirs back as of this writing••««•«. 

If you do need to declare what you are bringing into the 
country you have an advantage over other makes of computers. 
Atari is the type of computer that has a reputation of getting 
mixed up with video-toys, toasters and old fashioned washing 
machines. Internationally, Atari is known somewhat, and is 
connected with GAMES AND TOYS. So smile real big to the 
customs agents and let them know you have that Atari game 
thing that gets hooked up to the TV. 

Electricity. You probably don't think much about it. It's 
there and it never goes out. Wrong. Many foreign countries 
(including Grenada) do load shedding. What this means is that 
you have electricity in the morning for a few hours and then it 
is turned off in your area and turned on in another, The 
schedule for this occurance is non-existant so you back up 
every few screens or so. The “current" as it is known here, is 
not 110. It is usually not 220. Sometimes 280, sometimes 190. 
I've got a program to test the disc speed and find that I 
usually have to adjust it every day or so. 

I have a surge sentry that everything runs through so I 
haven't lost or burnt out anything yet. This is IMPORTANT'. 
People in the States will tell you that there is no difference 
between converters and transformers. Don't you believe it for 
one second. If you plug a TV into a converter and not a 
transformer you might as well kiss it good-by. Can you guess 
what will happen if you plug your loving Atari 800 into a 
converter? Yes, you will see stars for a few seconds but your 
love affair will shortly come to a frazzled end. 

Can you guess where you take a burnt out Atari is the West 
Indies? No where. You might as well take off the top cover, 
fill it with dirt and grow a mango tree in it!!! 

No human person has the resources to fix in any length of 
time what it has taken you a parsec to do. What you can do 
(thanks to the kindly instructions of ACE masters) is to take 
the entire disc drive apart*, clean, fix and adjust it on your own. 
A computer survival manual of self-repairs would be a welcome 
item for living in remote corners of the world...... 

I'd welcome any personal communication on what's 
happening in the world of Atari. 

Lint Hutchinson 
Library Office 
St. George's University School of Medicine 
St. George, Grenada 
WEST INDIES 

Send business-size SASE t: o 
the Boss' for trtie new, updated 
ACE Lifc>r*sr-y List!! 

Be st: o -F AC E - 1 98 1 , still 
available, Disk or Tape, ! 
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Your Atari Computef 

a guide to the Atari 400/800 personal computers 
by Lon Poole 

Osbome/McGraw Hill ($15) 
review by M.R* Dunn* Co-Editor 

This is the book we have all been waiting for- the most 
comprehensive guide yet for the Atari computer owner* 
Excellent for both the beginner and the advanced Atari owner, 
this 458 page book is crammed full of useful information* The 
first few chapters are clearly written and illustrated 
step-by-step instructions on how to hook up your computer and 
all the available peripherals, including an excellent tutorial on 
the use of the disk drive* About half the pages are 
instructions on how to use the hardware, the rest of the book 
is on programming in Atari BASIC* Not only explaining each 
keyword dearly, there are many useful subroutes illustrated 
and explained, including various ones decimal align or right 
justify output, print mailing labels, make a cassette based 
mailing list, formating and error-proofing inputs} all dearly 
explained so you can use them in your own programs* 

The chapters on I/O* beginning and advanced graphics 
induding char actor set animation are great* There are even 9 
useful appendixes that are almost worth the price of the book! 
I would recommend this book highly to all owners especially 
new ones} in fact, I think the dealers should consider giving 
one with each system* The saving answering the questions of 

their customers would quickly pay for the book* 

Fileei-t 2-*- update 
(Swifty Software, FOB 641, Melville, NY 11747 *50) 

In the last issue, Fileit was reviewed by Stacy Goff, and 
some suggestions were made on improving the program. While 
our newsletter was at press, I redeved the following from 
Jerry White, the author of Fileit 2. In talking the Jerry on the 
phone, many of the suggestions of Stacy were already taking 
care of, especially a vast speed up in the sort* The new 
version is called Fileit 2+, it is available from Swifty now. 
Jerry would like to emphasize that his is the only one that is 
non-protected so the user can modify the program as he wishes. 

M.R. Dunn 

Summary of changes 
by Jerry White 

The Fileit 2 package has been updated with many changes as 
a result of user suggestions* There has been a great speed up 
in operations} for example, there is very little hesitation 
between records when they are added* There are two new 
programs included, SORT and FINSORT, that are machine 
language sort programs. These are loaded in when the disk is 
booted, and greatly increase the speed of sorting. The 
FINSORT program provides machine speed sort of up to 6 
fields on financial data files. Error handling has been 
improved also. The new version is called FILEIT 2+* (Jerry 
mentions some other new features that would be mainly to use 

to present owners). 

QUESTIONAIRE 
from Jerry White 

Please answer a few questions for me to help to establish 
the wants and needs of Atari owners, as well as provie subject 

matter for future articles. 

1) I write tutorials and reviews for newsletters-what would 

you like me to write about? 
2) If you could have a program written to your specifications, 

what would the program do? 
3) List the three software products you use most often. 
4) Do you have any questions about Atari BASIC that you would 

like to see answered in a future article? 
5) If you have any of my software, let me know what you think 

about it. 

Please indicated the name of your users group at the top of 
the page. If you would like a copy of my personal Atari 
Software catalog, or answers to questions, please include a 

SASE* 

I'll be looking foward to hearing from you. Jerry White, 18 

Hickory Lane, Levittown, NY 11756. 


